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FOR JOURNALISTS—

those imprisoned for doing their jobs and
those who have died in pursuit of the truth.



“It is forbidden to kill; therefore all murderers are
punished unless they kill in large numbers and to the
sound of trumpets.”

—VOLTAIRE
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A NOTE TO THE READER

THIS IS A STORY about how the United States came to embrace assassination as a central part of its national
security policy. It is also a story about the consequences of that decision for people in scores of countries
across the globe and for the future of American democracy. Although the 9/11 attacks dramatically altered
the way the United States conducts its foreign policy, the roots of this story far predate the day the Twin
Towers fell. In the post-9/11 world, there is also a tendency to see US foreign policy through a partisan
lens that, on the one hand, suggests that President George W. Bush’s invasion of Iraq was an utter disaster
that led the nation into a mentality that it was in a global war and, on the other, that President Barack
Obama was left to clean up the mess. In the eyes of many conservatives, President Obama has been weak
in confronting terrorism. In the eyes of many liberals, he has waged a “smarter” war. The realities,
however, are far more nuanced.

This book tells the story of the expansion of covert US wars, the abuse of executive privilege and state
secrets, the embrace of unaccountable elite military units that answer only to the White House. Dirty Wars
also reveals the continuity of a mindset that “the world is a battlefield” from Republican to Democratic
administrations.

The story begins with a brief history of the US approach to terrorism and assassination prior to 9/11.
From there, I weave in and out of several stories, spanning the course of Bush’s early days in office and
going into Obama’s second term. We meet al Qaeda figures in Yemen, US-backed warlords in Somalia,
CIA spies in Pakistan and Special Operations commandos tasked with hunting down those people deemed
to be enemies of America. We meet the men who run the most secretive operations for the military and the
CIA, and we hear the stories of insiders who have spent their lives in the shadows, some of whom spoke
to me only on condition that their identity never be revealed.

The world now knows SEAL Team 6 and the Joint Special Operations Command as the units that killed
Osama bin Laden. This book will reveal previously undisclosed or little-known missions conducted by
these very forces that will never be discussed by those at the helm of power in the United States or
immortalized in Hollywood films. I dig deep into the life of Anwar al Awlaki, the first US citizen known
to be targeted for assassination by his own government—despite never having been charged with a crime.
We also hear from those who are caught in the middle—the civilians who face drone bombings and acts
of terrorism. We enter the home of Afghan civilians whose lives were destroyed by a Special Ops night
raid gone wrong, transforming them from US allies to would-be suicide bombers.

Some of the stories in this book may, at first, seem to be disconnected, from people worlds apart. But
taken together, they reveal a haunting vision of what our future holds in a world gripped by ever-
expanding dirty wars.

—JEREMY SCAHILL
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PROLOGUE

The young teenager sat outside with his cousins as they gathered for a barbecue. He wore his hair
long and messy. His mother and grandparents had repeatedly urged him to cut it. But the boy believed
it had become his trademark look and he liked it. A few weeks earlier, he had run away from home, but
not in some act of teenage rebellion. He was on a mission. In the note he left for his mother before he
snuck out the kitchen window as the sun was just rising and headed to the bus station, he admitted that
he had taken money from her purse—$40—for bus fare, and for that he apologized. He explained his
mission and begged for forgiveness. He said he would be home soon.

The boy was the eldest child in his family. Not just in his immediate family, which consisted of his
parents and his three siblings, but in the large house they shared with his aunts and uncles and
cousins and two of his grandparents. He was his grandmother’s favorite. When guests visited, he
would bring them tea and sweets. When they left, he would clean up after them. Once, his grandmother
twisted her ankle and went to the hospital for treatment. When she limped out of the treatment room,
the boy was there to greet her and make sure she got home safely. “You are a gentle boy,” his
grandmother always told him. “Don’t ever change.”

The boy’s mission was simple: he wanted to find his father. He hadn’t seen him in years and he was
afraid that if he didn’t find him, he would be left only with blurred memories: of his father teaching
him to fish; to ride a horse; surprising him with an abundance of gifts on his birthday; taking him and
his siblings to the beach or to the candy shop.

Finding his father would not be easy. He was a wanted man. There was a bounty on his head and he
had narrowly escaped death more than a dozen times. That powerful forces in multiple countries
wanted his father dead did not deter the boy. He was tired of seeing the videos of his father that
painted him as a terrorist and an evil figure. He just knew him as his dad, and he wanted at least one
last moment with him. But it didn’t work out that way.

Three weeks after he climbed out the kitchen window, the boy was outdoors with his cousins—
teenagers like him—laying a picnic for dinner beneath the stars. It was then he would have heard the
drones approaching, followed by the whiz of the missiles. It was a direct hit. The boy and his cousins
were blown to pieces. All that remained of the boy was the back of his head, his flowing hair still
clinging to it. The boy had turned sixteen years old a few weeks earlier and now he had been killed by
his own government. He was the third US citizen to be killed in operations authorized by the president
in two weeks. The first was his father.



“There Was Concern... That We Not Create an American Hit
List”

WASHINGTON, DC, 2001–2002—It was 10:10 a.m. on June 11, 2002, nine months to the day since the
September 11 attacks. The senators and representatives filed into Room S-407 of the US Capitol. All of
them were members of a small, elite group in Washington and were, by law, entrusted with the most
guarded national security secrets of the US government. “I hereby move that this meeting of the committee
be closed to the public,” declared Republican Richard Shelby, the senior senator from Alabama, in a
Southern drawl, “on the grounds that the national security of the United States might be compromised
were a proceeding to become public.” The motion was quickly seconded and the secret hearing was
under way.

As the members of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence gathered in Washington, DC, half a world away in Afghanistan, tribal and
political leaders were convening a loya jirga, a “grand council,” that was tasked with deciding who
would run the country following the swift overthrow of the Taliban government by the US military. After
9/11, the US Congress had granted the Bush administration sweeping powers to pursue those responsible
for the attacks. The Taliban government, which had ruled Afghanistan since 1996, was crushed, depriving
al Qaeda of its sanctuary in Afghanistan. Osama bin Laden and other al Qaeda leaders were on the run.
But for the Bush administration, the long war was just getting started.

At the White House, Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld were deep
into planning the next invasion—Iraq. They had come to power with plans to topple Saddam Hussein in
hand and, despite the fact that there was no Iraqi connection to the attacks, they used 9/11 as the pretext to
push their agenda. But the decisions made in that first year of the Bush administration were much bigger
than Iraq, Afghanistan or even al Qaeda. The men in power at that time were intent on changing the way
the United States waged its wars and, in the process, creating unprecedented powers for the White House.
The days of fighting uniformed enemies and national militaries according to the rules of the Geneva
Conventions were over. “The world is a battlefield” was the mantra repeated by the neoconservatives in
the US national security apparatus and placed on PowerPoint slides laying out the plans for a sweeping,
borderless global war. But terrorists would not be their only target. The two-hundred-year-old
democratic system of checks and balances was firmly in their crosshairs.

Room S-407 was nestled in the attic of the Capitol building. It was windowless and accessible only by
one elevator—or a narrow staircase. The room was classified as a secure facility and had been fitted
with sophisticated counterespionage equipment to block any attempt at eavesdropping or monitoring from
outside. For decades, the room had been used to house the most sensitive briefings of members of
Congress by the CIA, the US military and scores of other figures and entities that inhabit the shadows of
US policy. Covert actions were briefed and debriefed in the room. It was one of a handful of facilities in
the United States where the nation’s most closely guarded secrets were discussed.

As the senators and representatives sat in the closed-door session on Capitol Hill that morning in June
2002, they would hear a story of how the United States had crossed a threshold. The stated purpose of the
hearing was to review the work and structure of US counterterrorism (CT) organizations before 9/11. At
the time, there was a substantial amount of finger-pointing regarding US intelligence “failures” leading up
to the attacks. In the aftermath of the most devastating terrorist strikes on US soil in history, Cheney and
Rumsfeld charged that the Clinton administration had failed to adequately recognize the urgency of al
Qaeda’s threat, leaving the US homeland vulnerable by the time the Bush White House took power.



Democrats pushed back and pointed to their own history of combating al Qaeda in the 1990s. The
appearance of Richard Clarke before the US lawmakers on this particular day was, in part, intended to
send a message to the congressional elite. Clarke had been President Bill Clinton’s counterterrorism czar
and chaired the Counterterrorism Security Group of the National Security Council (NSC) for the decade
leading up to 9/11. He had also served on President George H. W. Bush’s National Security Council and
was an assistant secretary of state under President Ronald Reagan. He was one of the most experienced
counterterrorism officials in the United States and, at the time of the hearing, was on his way out of
government, though he still held a post as a special adviser to President George W. Bush on cyberspace
security. Clarke was a hawkish figure who had risen to prominence under a Democratic administration
and was known to have pushed hard when Clinton was in power for more covert action. So it made
tactical sense that the Bush administration would put him forward to make the case for a regime of
military and intelligence tactics that had previously been deemed illegal, undemocratic or, simply,
dangerous.

Clarke described the dialogue within the national security community under Clinton as marked by great
concern over the possibility of violating a long-standing presidential ban on assassination and a deep fear
of repeating scandals of the past. Clarke said he believed that “a culture” had developed at the CIA “that
said when you have large scale of covert operations, they get messy, and they get out of control, and they
end up splattering mud back on the Agency.”

“The history of covert operations in the 1950s and 1960s and 1970s was not a happy one,” Clarke told
the lawmakers. The CIA had orchestrated the overthrow of populist governments in Latin America and the
Middle East, backed death squads throughout Central America, facilitated the killing of rebel leader
Patrice Lumumba in the Congo and propped up military juntas and dictatorships. The spate of
assassinations had become so out of control that a Republican president, Gerald Ford, felt the need to
issue Executive Order 11905 in 1976, explicitly banning the United States from carrying out “political
assassinations.” The CIA officers who had come of age in the shadow of that era and rose to positions of
authority at the Agency during the 1990s, Clarke said, “had institutionalized [the notion that] a sense of
covert action is risky and is likely to blow up in your face. And the wise guys at the White House who are
pushing you to do covert action will be nowhere to be found when [the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence] calls you up to explain the mess that the covert action became.”

President Jimmy Carter amended Ford’s assassination ban to make it more sweeping. He removed
language that limited the ban to political assassinations and also extended the ban on participating in
assassinations to US proxies or contractors. “No person employed by or acting on behalf of the United
States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage in, assassination,” read President Carter’s
executive order. Although Presidents Reagan and George H. W. Bush maintained that language, no
president’s executive orders actually defined what constituted an assassination. Reagan, Bush and Clinton
all developed work-arounds to the ban. Reagan, for example, authorized a strike on the home of Libyan
dictator Muammar el Qaddafi in 1986 in retaliation for his alleged role in a bombing of a night club in
Berlin. The first President Bush authorized strikes on Saddam Hussein’s palaces during the 1991 Gulf
War. Clinton did the same during Operation Desert Fox in 1998.

Clarke described for the lawmakers how, under the Clinton administration, plans were drawn up for
killing and capturing al Qaeda and other terrorist leaders, including Osama bin Laden. President Clinton
asserted that the ban did not apply to foreign terrorists engaged in plotting attacks against the United
States. In the aftermath of the bombings of the US Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in late 1998, Clinton
authorized cruise missile attacks against alleged al Qaeda camps in Afghanistan and also a strike against a
factory in Sudan that the administration alleged was a chemical weapons plant. It turned out that the plant
was actually a pharmaceutical factory. Although this lethal authority was granted by Clinton, it was
envisioned as an option that would be rarely used and only at the direction of the president on a case-by-



case basis. Rather than granting a carte blanche authority to conduct these operations, the Clinton White
House required each proposed action to be thoroughly vetted. Legal structures were put in place and
“lethal findings” were signed by the president, authorizing the use of deadly force in pursuit of terrorists
across the globe. Yet, Clarke said, the trigger was seldom pulled.

Clarke conceded that the Clinton-era authorizations for targeted killings “looks like a very Talmudic
and somewhat bizarre series of documents,” adding that they were crafted in a careful way to narrow the
scope of such operations. “The administration, and particularly the Justice Department, did not want to
throw out the ban on assassination in a way that threw the baby out with the bathwater. They wanted the
expansion of authorities to be limited.” He added that the Clinton-era authorizations for targeted killing
look like “a very narrow casting. But that, I think, is because of this desire not to throw out altogether the
ban on assassinations and create an American hit list.”

Representative Nancy Pelosi, one of the most powerful Democrats in Congress at the time, admonished
her colleagues in the closed chamber not to publicly discuss any of the highly classified memoranda that
authorized the use of lethal force. The memoranda, she said, “were held to the most restricted form of
notification at the highest level in the Congress. It is extraordinary...that this information is being shared
here today.” She warned against any leaks to the media and added: “There is no way that we can confirm,
deny, stipulate to, acknowledge knowledge of the memoranda.” Clarke was asked whether he thought the
United States should lift its policy banning assassinations. “I think you have to be very careful about how
broadly you authorize the use of lethal force,” he responded. “I don’t think the Israeli experience of
having a broad hit list has been terribly successful. It doesn’t—certainly hasn’t stopped terrorism or
stopped the organizations where they have assassinated people.” Clarke said that when he and his
colleagues in the Clinton administration issued authorizations for targeted killing operations, they were
intended for very surgical and rare cases. “We didn’t want to create a broad precedent that would allow
intelligence officials in the future to have hit lists and routinely engage in something that approximated
assassination....There was concern in both the Justice Department and in some elements of the White
House and some elements of the CIA that we not create an American hit list that would become an
ongoing institution that we could just keep adding names to and have hit teams go out and assassinate
people.”

Even so, Clarke was part of a small group of officials in the counterterrorism community under the
Clinton administration who agitated for the CIA to be more aggressive in using that lethal authority and
pushed the envelope of the assassination ban within the limits he outlined. “In the wake of 9/11,” Clarke
declared, “almost everything we proposed prior to 9/11 is being done.”

It would soon be everything and more.

RUMSFELD AND CHENEY HAD PADDED  the administration with leading neoconservatives who had spent the
Clinton era effectively operating a shadow government—working in right-wing think tanks and for major
defense and intelligence contractors, plotting their return to power. Among them were Paul Wolfowitz,
Douglas Feith, David Addington, Stephen Cambone, Lewis “Scooter” Libby, John Bolton and Elliott
Abrams. Many of them had cut their teeth in the Reagan and Bush White Houses. Some, like Cheney and
Rumsfeld, went back to the Nixon era. Several were key players in building up a policy vision under the
umbrella of the ultranationalist Project for the New American Century (PNAC). Despite Clinton’s
decisions to use force in Yugoslavia and Iraq and to conduct a series of air strikes in other nations, they
viewed the Clinton administration as an almost pacifist force that had weakened the hand of US
dominance and left the country vulnerable. They believed the 1990s had been a “decade of defense
neglect.” The neoconservatives had long advocated a posture that, in the wake of the Cold War, the
United States was the lone superpower and should exert its weight aggressively around the globe,



redrawing maps and expanding empire. At the center of their vision was a radical increase in US military
spending, plans for which were drawn up by Cheney and his aides when he was defense secretary in
1992. The Cheney draft Defense Planning Guidance, the neocons asserted in PNAC’s founding document,
“provided a blueprint for maintaining U.S. preeminence, precluding the rise of a great power rival, and
shaping the international security order in line with American principles and interests.” Wolfowitz and
Libby were the key authors of Cheney’s defense manifesto, which argued that the United States must be
the sole superpower and take all necessary actions to deter “potential competitors from even aspiring to a
larger regional or global role.”

Their plan, however, was scrapped by more powerful forces within the first Bush administration,
namely, the chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell, Secretary of State James Baker and
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft. The final draft, much to Cheney’s and the neocons’
frustration, was greatly toned down in its imperialist language.

A decade later, even before 9/11, the neoconservatives—restored to power by the Bush administration
—pulled those plans out of the dustbin of history and set about implementing them. Expanding US force
projection would be central, as would building up streamlined, elite special ops units. “Our forces in the
next century must be agile, lethal, readily deployable, and require a minimum of logistical support,”
George W. Bush had declared in a speech on the campaign trail in 1999 that was crafted by Wolfowitz
and other neocons. “We must be able to project our power over long distances, in days or weeks, rather
than months. On land, our heavy forces must be lighter. Our light forces must be more lethal. All must be
easier to deploy.”

The neocons also envisioned further asserting US dominance over natural resources globally and
directly confronting nation-states that stood in the way. Regime change in multiple countries would be
actively contemplated, particularly in oil-rich Iraq. “Ardent supporters of U.S. military intervention, few
neo-cons have served in the armed forces; fewer still have ever been elected to public office,” noted Jim
Lobe, a journalist who tracked the rise of the neoconservative movement for a decade leading up to 9/11.
They have a “ceaseless quest for global military dominance and contempt for the United Nations and
multilateralism more generally.” Lobe added: “In the neo-conservatives’ view, the United States is a
force for good in the world; it has a moral responsibility to exert that force; its military power should be
dominant; it should be engaged globally but never be constrained by multilateral commitments from taking
unilateral action in pursuit of its interests and values; and it should have a strategic alliance with Israel.
Saddam must go, they argue, because he is a threat to Israel, and also Saudi Arabia, and because he has
hoarded—and used—weapons of mass destruction.” The PNAC crowd had concluded that the “United
States has for decades sought to play a more permanent role in Gulf regional security. While the
unresolved conflict with Iraq provides the immediate justification, the need for a substantial American
force presence in the Gulf transcends the issue of the regime of Saddam Hussein.” Within weeks of taking
office, Rumsfeld and Cheney pressed to reverse President Clinton’s signing, at the very end of his time in
office, of the Rome Statute, which recognized the legitimacy of an international criminal court. They
would not stand for US forces being subjected to potential prosecution for their actions around the world.
Soon after becoming defense secretary, Rumsfeld wrote that he wanted his legal staff—and those of other
US government agencies—to immediately determine “how we get out of it and undo the Clinton
signature.”

Even among the GOP foreign policy community of elders, these figures were viewed as extremists.
“When we saw these people coming back in town, all of us who were around in those days said, ‘Oh my
God, the crazies are back’—‘the crazies’—that’s how we referred to these people,” recalled Ray
McGovern, who served for twenty-seven years at the CIA and was a national security briefer to George
H. W. Bush when he was vice president and served under him when he was the director of the Agency in
the late 1970s. McGovern said that once they were in power, the neoconservatives resurrected ideas that



had been tossed in “the circular file” in previous GOP administrations by veteran Republican foreign
policy leaders, adding that those extremist ideas would soon “arise out of the ashes and be implemented.”
These officials believed, “We’ve got a lot of weight to throw around, we should throw it around. We
should assert ourselves in critical areas, like the Middle East,” McGovern said.

For decades, Cheney and Rumsfeld had been key leaders of a militant movement outside of government
and, during Republican administrations, from within the White House itself. Its mission was to give the
executive branch of the US government unprecedented powers to wage secret wars, conduct covert
operations with no oversight and to spy on US citizens. In their view, Congress had no business
overseeing such operations but should only fund the agencies that would carry them out. To them, the
presidency was to be a national security dictatorship, accountable only to its own concepts of what was
best for the country. The two men first worked together in the Nixon White House in 1969 when Rumsfeld
hired Cheney, then a graduate student, to be his aide at the Office of Economic Opportunity. It kicked off a
career for Cheney in the power chambers of the Republican elite and a lifetime project to further
empower the executive branch. As scandal rocked the Nixon White House in the 1970s—with the secret
bombings of Laos and Cambodia, revelations of a domestic “enemies” list and the infamous break-in at
the Democratic National Committee’s headquarters at the Watergate Hotel—the US Congress began
attacking the executive privileges and extreme secrecy that permeated the administration. Congress
condemned the Laos and Cambodia bombings and overrode an attempt by Nixon to veto the War Powers
Act of 1973, which limited the powers of the president to authorize military action. It mandated that the
president “consult with Congress before introducing United States Armed Forces into hostilities or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances.” In the
absence of a formal declaration of war, the president would be required to inform Congress, in writing,
within forty-eight hours, of any military action of “the circumstances necessitating the introduction of
United States Armed Forces; the constitutional and legislative authority under which such introduction
took place; and the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement.” Cheney viewed the
War Powers Act as unconstitutional and an encroachment on the rights of the president as commander in
chief. He termed this era the “low point” in American presidential authority.

After the Watergate scandal forced Nixon’s resignation, Cheney went on to serve as President Ford’s
chief of staff, while Rumsfeld served as the youngest defense secretary in US history. In 1975, Congress
intensified its probes into the underworld of secret White House operations under the auspices of the
Church Committee, named for its chair, Democratic senator Frank Church of Idaho. The committee
investigated a wide range of abuses by the executive branch, including domestic spying operations against
US citizens. The Church Committee’s investigation painted a picture of lawless, secret activities
conducted with no oversight whatsoever from the courts or Congress. The committee also investigated the
involvement of the United States in the overthrow and eventual death of Chile’s democratically elected
socialist president Salvador Allende in 1973, though Ford invoked executive privilege and stymied the
probe. At one point during the Church investigations, Cheney attempted to compel the FBI to investigate
famed investigative journalist Seymour Hersh and to seek an indictment against him and the New York
Times for espionage in retaliation for Hersh’s exposé on illegal domestic spying by the CIA. The aim was
to frighten other journalists from exposing secret controversial actions by the White House.

The FBI rebuffed Cheney’s requests to go after Hersh. The end result of the Church investigation was a
nightmare for Cheney and his executive power movement: the creation of congressional committees that
would have legally mandated oversight of US intelligence operations, including covert actions. In 1980,
Congress enacted a law that required the White House to report on all of its spy programs to the new
intelligence committees. Cheney—and Rumsfeld—would spend much of the rest of their careers
attempting to thwart those authorities.

By the end of the liberal Carter administration, Cheney concluded that the powers of the presidency had



been “seriously weakened.” Throughout the years of the Reagan administration, Cheney served as a
Wyoming representative in Congress, where he was a fierce backer of Reagan’s radical drive toward
reempowering the White House. As Pulitzer Prize–winning author Charlie Savage noted in his book,
Takeover: The Return of the Imperial Presidency and the Subversion of American Democracy,
Reagan’s Justice Department sought to end “the congressional resurgence of the 1970s,” commissioning
one report that called for the White House to disregard laws that “unconstitutionally encroach upon the
executive branch.” Instead, the Reagan White House could use presidential “signing statements” to
reinterpret laws and issue presidential edicts that could be used to circumvent congressional oversight. In
the early 1980s, the Reagan administration was deeply embroiled in fueling a right-wing insurgency
against the leftist government of the Sandinistas in the Central American nation of Nicaragua. The
centerpiece of this campaign was covert US support for the right-wing Contra death squads. Reagan also
authorized the mining of the harbors around Nicaragua, bringing an unlawful use of force judgment against
the United States at the World Court.

When the US Congress finally moved in 1984 to ban all US assistance to the Contras, passing the
Boland Amendment, some officials within the Reagan White House, led by Colonel Oliver North, who
worked on the National Security Council, began a covert plan to funnel funds to the right-wing rebels, in
direct contravention of US law. The funds were generated by the illicit sale of weapons to the Iranian
government, in violation of an arms embargo. Fourteen members of the Reagan administration, including
his secretary of defense, were later indicted for their involvement. When the Iran-Contra scandal
unfolded, and Congress aggressively investigated its origins, Cheney emerged as the White House’s chief
defender on Capitol Hill and issued a dissenting opinion defending the covert US program that most of his
congressional colleagues had deemed to be illegal. Cheney’s “minority report” defending the White
House condemned the congressional investigation into Iran-Contra as “hysterical.” The report charged
that history “leaves little, if any doubt that the president was expected to have the primary role of
conducting the foreign policy of the United States,” concluding, “Congressional actions to limit the
president in this area therefore should be reviewed with a considerable degree of skepticism. If they
interfere with the core presidential foreign policy functions, they should be struck down.”

President George H. W. Bush pardoned Cheney’s allies convicted in connection with Iran-Contra, and
Cheney went on to serve as his defense secretary during the 1991 Gulf War, where he continued building
his vision of a supremely powerful executive branch. During his time as defense secretary, Cheney began
planting the seeds for another program that would aid the consolidation of executive supremacy,
commissioning a study from the oil services giant Halliburton that laid out a plan for privatizing as much
of the military bureaucracy as possible. Cheney realized early on that using private companies to wage
US wars would create another barrier to oversight and could afford greater secrecy for the planning and
execution of those wars, both declared and undeclared. Cheney would then go on to head Halliburton for
much of the 1990s, spearheading a drive to create a corporate shadow army that would ultimately become
a linchpin of his covert and overt wars when he returned to the White House in 2001. During the Clinton
era, Cheney also spent time at the neoconservative American Enterprise Institute, developing a political
and military agenda that could be implemented once his party resumed power. When President George W.
Bush was inaugurated, Cheney became the most powerful vice president in history. And he wasted no
time in driving to expand that power.

ON SEPTEMBER 10, 2001, a day before American Airlines Flight 77—a Boeing 757—smashed into the
western wall of the Pentagon, Donald Rumsfeld stood in that very building to deliver one of his first
major speeches as defense secretary. Two portraits of Rumsfeld hung inside—one of him as the youngest
defense secretary in US history, the other as its oldest. September 11 had not yet occurred, yet Rumsfeld



was at the podium that day to issue a declaration of war.
“The topic today is an adversary that poses a threat, a serious threat, to the security of the United States

of America,” Rumsfeld bellowed. “This adversary is one of the world’s last bastions of central planning.
It governs by dictating five-year plans. From a single capital, it attempts to impose its demands across
time zones, continents, oceans, and beyond. With brutal consistency, it stifles free thought and crushes
new ideas. It disrupts the defense of the United States and places the lives of men and women in uniform
at risk.” Rumsfeld—a veteran Cold Warrior—told his new staff, “Perhaps this adversary sounds like the
former Soviet Union, but that enemy is gone: our foes are more subtle and implacable today. You may
think I’m describing one of the last decrepit dictators of the world. But their day, too, is almost past, and
they cannot match the strength and size of this adversary. The adversary’s closer to home. It’s the
Pentagon bureaucracy.” The stakes, he declared, were severe—“a matter of life and death, ultimately,
every American’s.” Rumsfeld told his audience, consisting of former defense industry executives turned
Pentagon bureaucrats, that he intended to streamline the waging of America’s wars. “Some might ask,
How in the world could the Secretary of Defense attack the Pentagon in front of its people?” Rumsfeld
told his audience. “To them I reply, I have no desire to attack the Pentagon; I want to liberate it. We need
to save it from itself.” It would be dubbed by Rumsfeld and his team his “revolution in military affairs.”

Bush’s all-star foreign policy team had come into power with an agenda to radically reorganize the US
military, to end what they characterized as the Clinton-era weakening of national defenses and to
reenergize the drive for massive missile defense systems favored by Reagan and other Cold Warriors. As
Rumsfeld’s deputy, Douglas Feith, recalled, “The threat of jihadist terrorism was on the list of U.S.
government concerns at the start of the Bush administration in early 2001, but it got less attention than
Russia did.” The focus on “terrorism” in the early days of the administration centered on the threats posed
by nation-states—Iran, Syria, North Korea and Iraq—and enacting regime change. Cheney and Rumsfeld
had spent much of the 1990s plotting out a course to redraw the maps of the Middle East, but it was not
focused on the asymmetric threat al Qaeda and other terrorist groups posed. Iraq, not al Qaeda, was their
obsession. “From the start, we were building the case against Hussein and looking at how we could take
him out and change Iraq into a new country,” said former treasury secretary Paul O’Neill. “And, if we did
that, it would solve everything. It was all about finding a way to do it. That was the tone of it. The
President saying, ‘Fine. Go find me a way to do this.’” At the new administration’s second National
Security Council meeting on February 1, 2001, Rumsfeld said bluntly, “What we really want to think
about is going after Saddam.”

Ironically—for all of Rumsfeld’s bravado about the weakness of the Clinton era, and neocon charges
that the Democrats had been asleep at the wheel watching al Qaeda—Rumsfeld himself was initially
dismissive of the imminence of the threat posed by the group prior to 9/11. Journalist Bob Woodward
detailed a meeting that reportedly took place on July 10, 2001, two months before the 9/11 attacks. CIA
director George J. Tenet met with Cofer Black, the head of the CIA’s Counterterrorism Center (CTC), at
Langley, Virginia. The two men reviewed current US intelligence on bin Laden and al Qaeda. Black,
Woodward reported, “ laid out the case, consisting of communications intercepts and other top-secret
intelligence showing the increasing likelihood that al-Qaeda would soon attack the United States. It was a
mass of fragments and dots that nonetheless made a compelling case, so compelling to Tenet that he
decided he and Black should go to the White House immediately.” At the time, “Tenet had been having
difficulty getting traction on an immediate bin Laden action plan, in part because Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld had questioned all the National Security Agency intercepts and other intelligence.
Could all this be a grand deception? Rumsfeld had asked. Perhaps it was a plan to measure U.S. reactions
and defenses.” After reviewing the intelligence with Black, Tenet called National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice from the car en route to the White House. When Black and Tenet met with Rice that
day, according to Woodward, they “felt they were not getting through to Rice. She was polite, but they felt



the brush-off.” Black later said, “The only thing we didn’t do was pull the trigger to the gun we were
holding to her head.”

Then the planes piloted by the 9/11 hijackers slammed into the Twin Towers and the Pentagon. It didn’t
take long for Rumsfeld and his team to envision how the fight against terrorism didn’t undermine their Iraq
plans but could actually provide the rationale to carry them out. Perhaps even more important, the post-
9/11 moment allowed Rumsfeld, Cheney and their cohort to realize the ambitions they had long held for
an all-powerful executive branch, with the virtually unlimited right to wage wars across all borders,
justified in their minds by a global national security threat. The goals and plans that they had spoken of in
hushed tones at unofficial gatherings would soon become the official policy of the United States.

As President Bush’s war team began planning for a response to the 9/11 attacks, Rumsfeld led the
charge to put Iraq on the target list immediately. In advance of the September 15–16, 2001, weekend
meetings Bush convened at Camp David, Feith drew up a memo for Rumsfeld that listed “the immediate
priority targets for initial action” as: al Qaeda, the Taliban and Iraq. “The agenda was very clear from the
night of 9/11,” General Hugh Shelton, at the time the chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the most senior
military adviser to President Bush, told me. He said that Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz immediately began
pressing for an attack on Iraq. “We need to be going into Iraq. We need to go right now,” he recalled them
saying. “Although there wasn’t one shred, not one iota of evidence that would say [9/11] was linked into
Iraq,” Shelton said. “But yet, that drumbeat started that night. They didn’t like the fact that when I came up
to the office that night with some plans that we had [to respond to 9/11] that none of them included the
Iraq plans.” Richard Clarke said that on September 12, President Bush told him three times to look for
“any shred” of evidence linking Iraq to the attacks. Wolfowitz sent a strategy memo to Rumsfeld arguing
that “even a 10 percent chance that Saddam Hussein was behind the 9/11 attack” meant that “maximum
priority should be placed on eliminating that threat.” Joining Shelton in the anti-Iraq invasion camp was
one of his predecessors, General Colin Powell, the secretary of state. A decade earlier, during the Gulf
War, Powell had clashed with Wolfowitz—at the  time an undersecretary of defense—and the ideological
civilian leaders at the Pentagon over their desire to send US troops all the way to Baghdad to overthrow
Saddam. But Powell and traditional conservatives like former secretary of state James Baker and Brent
Scowcroft won that debate. Now, with the 9/11 attacks fresh in everyone’s minds, Wolfowitz and the
ideologues were certain they could achieve their goals.

At Camp David, Shelton said, Wolfowitz continued to press for an Iraq attack even as Shelton, Powell
and senior intelligence officials said there was no evidence to suggest Iraq had anything to do with the
attacks. As discussion focused on Afghanistan and attacking al Qaeda’s sanctuary, “True to form,
Wolfowitz brought it up: ‘We need to be using this as a reason to attack Iraq,’” Shelton recalled. Dr.
Emile Nakhleh, a senior CIA analyst at the time, was also briefing the president during the immediate
post-9/11 period. Nakhleh had been with the Agency for a decade and had spent much of it traveling
under academic cover in Muslim countries across the globe. Having started the CIA’s Political Islam
Strategic Analysis Program and as its scholar-in-residence on militant Islamist movements and Middle
Eastern governments, he was the Agency’s equivalent of a three-star general. In response to Rumsfeld and
Wolfowitz pushing for an invasion of Iraq in those first meetings, Nakhleh told me, he stood up at one
point and said to them, “If you want to go after that son of a bitch [Saddam] to settle all scores, be my
guest, but we have no information that Saddam was tied to al Qaeda or to terrorism and we have no clear
information” about weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Nakhleh said, after the first several meetings
post-9/11, “my conclusion and other analysts’ conclusion was they were going to go to war. The train had
left the station, regardless of the intelligence we presented.” President Bush shelved the Iraq discussions
for a time, having pledged as a candidate not to engage in “nation building.” He said he wanted a
“humble” foreign policy. But his views were rapidly evolving.

It would take some time—and more than a dozen visits to the CIA by Cheney and his chief of staff,



“Scooter” Libby—to produce enough “evidence” of an active Iraqi WMD program to pull off their plans
for an Iraq invasion. But, in the meantime, they had a war against government oversight and accountability
to wage. The CIA and Special Forces campaign in Afghanistan was, in the beginning, a rout. While the
Afghanistan war was producing spectacular headlines trumpeting the swiftness and decisiveness of the
US military campaign against the weak Taliban government, Cheney and Rumsfeld and their
neoconservative deputies were busy plotting a global war. This war would extend to the home front with
warrantless wiretapping, mass arrests of Arabs, Pakistanis and other Muslim immigrants and a prodigious
rollback of the civil liberties of American citizens. To wage it, they would have to dismantle and
manipulate a bureaucracy of oversight and legal review that had been built up over successive
administrations. All this would open the door for an array of tactics that had been used before but could
now be deployed on an unprecedented scale: covert action, black ops, secret prisons, snatch operations
and what amounted to a blanket rebranding of assassinations as “High Value Targeting.”

COMING OUT OF THE REAGAN-BUSH ERA, in which the institution of covert action was marred by the Iran-
Contra scandal, President Clinton put in place more oversight mechanisms and created a rigorous legal
system for approving lethal covert action. When Clinton or his national security adviser proposed a
covert action, it would be passed through an internal oversight system: first to the CIA, where the
Agency’s general counsel would review its legality before passing it on for further review (and possibly
proposed changes as a result of the legal review) to two separate CIA committees—the Covert Action
Planning Group and the Covert Action Review Group. After those committees reviewed the proposed
action and suggested alterations, it would go back to the CIA’s general counsel for a final legal review
and then would be passed back to the White House. There, it would be put before the Interagency
Working Group for Covert Action, comprising representatives from various agencies within the executive
branch. The group would analyze the potential consequences of the proposed covert action and, again,
review its legality. After a final review by the heads and deputies of the relevant agencies, the action
would be presented to the president for authorization. These actions were rarely approved.

When President Bush was sworn in early in 2001, his administration indicated it intended to keep many
of those same checks and balances in place. National Security Presidential Directive-1 (NSPD-1), signed
by Bush on February 13, 2001, closely mirrored the Clinton-era system for approving covert actions. But
in March, Bush asked National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice to request that the CIA “prepare a
new series of authorities for covert action in Afghanistan.” Clarke and his CIA counterparts who ran the
“bin Laden Unit” began laying out covert actions that could target al Qaeda, while the administration
proposed beefing up the CIA’s counterterrorism funding. Clarke pushed hard for a retaliatory strike
against al Qaeda for the October 2000 bombing of the USS Cole off the coast of Yemen. As was the case
under Clinton, many of the plans involved targeting al Qaeda leadership in Afghanistan. At the end of
May, Rice and Tenet met with Clarke, Cofer Black and the bin Laden Unit chief to discuss “taking the
offensive” against al Qaeda. The CIA was running disruption activities against bin Laden at the time, but
the consensus of these officials was that they needed a plan for “breaking the back” of al Qaeda. They
also endorsed covert aid to Uzbekistan but stopped short of offering any significant support to the
Northern Alliance and other anti-Taliban groups inside Afghanistan. In other words, they were continuing
the Clinton-era approach to al Qaeda and Afghanistan, albeit with increased funding and focus.

A draft of a new Counterterrorism National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD) was circulated in
June. Deputy National Security Adviser Stephen Hadley described the program to the 9/11 Commission
a s “admittedly ambitious,” outlining a multiyear effort involving “all instruments of national power,”
including a far-reaching covert action program. But it would go through five more meetings at the deputy
level before being presented to the principals. At one of these meetings, in August 2001, the NSC



Deputies Committee had “concluded that it was legal for the CIA to kill bin Laden or one of his deputies”
with a Predator drone strike.

Although the use of drones would eventually become one of the staples of the US targeted killing
apparatus, before 9/11 there was great dissension on the topic in the ranks of Bush’s counterterrorism
team. In the last year of the Clinton administration, the United States began flying drones over Afghanistan
out of a secret US base, called K2, in Uzbekistan. There was a program to create a weaponized drone
under way, but it was not yet operational. Cofer Black argued that the drones should not even be used for
reconnaissance, suggesting that the administration wait until they could be weaponized. He pointed out
that a Predator had been spotted over Afghan territory in 2000, spurring the Taliban government to
scramble MiG fighters. “I do not believe the possible recon value outweighs the risk of possible program
termination when the stakes are raised by the Taliban parading a charred Predator in front of CNN,”
Black asserted. In the end, the administration decided to shelve the use of the drones for recon in
Afghanistan until they could be loaded for strikes. But while Black, Clarke and others within the
counterterrorism team pushed hard for the eventual use of the Predators to conduct targeted killing
operations, the CIA’s senior leadership expressed serious concerns about the Agency running such a
program, echoing many of the concerns of the Clinton-era counterterrorism team about creating US hit
lists. According to the 9/11 Commission, Tenet “in particular questioned whether he, as Director of
Central Intelligence, should operate an armed Predator. ‘This was new ground,’ he told us. Tenet ticked
off key questions: What is the chain of command? Who takes the shot? Are America’s leaders comfortable
with the CIA doing this, going outside of normal military command and control?” Charles Allen, who was
the CIA’s assistant director for collection from 1998 to 2005, said that he and the Agency’s number-three
man, A. B. “Buzzy” Krongard, “had said that either one of them would be happy to pull the trigger, but
Tenet was appalled,” adding that no CIA personnel had such authority to use drones to summarily
assassinate people, even terrorists.

While these debates played out inside the Agency, it was not until a week before 9/11 that the Bush
administration convened a meeting of “principals” to discuss the al Qaeda threat. At the September 4
meeting, a draft of the National Security Presidential Directive was officially presented and was
approved “with little discussion” for presentation to Bush to sign. National Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice reportedly told President Bush that she thought it would take about three years to implement the
ambitious program. On September 10, Hadley continued to press Director Tenet and the CIA to prepare
draft legal authorities “for the ‘broad covert action program’ envisioned by the draft presidential
directive.” Hadley also instructed him to draw up findings “authorizing a broad range of other covert
activities, including to capture or to use lethal force” against al Qaeda “command-and-control-elements.”
According to the 9/11 Commission report, this section would overwrite Clinton-era documents and ought
to be broad enough “to cover any additional [Osama bin Laden]-related covert actions contemplated.”
Although the Bush administration was working to widen the scope of acceptable lethal force against bin
Laden and his top deputies, the process was marked by the same concerns expressed during the Clinton
era about granting sweeping lethal authority. The Bush White House was embarking on a path similar to
the Clinton administration’s, trying to circumvent the assassination ban while still requiring careful
review of each proposed lethal operation.

On September 11, all of that would change.
As the World Trade Center towers crumbled to the ground, so too did the system of oversight and

review of lethal covert ops that had been carefully constructed over the course of the previous decade.

“ONLY A CRISIS— actual or perceived—produces real change.” So wrote the conservative icon Milton
Friedman in his book Capitalism and Freedom. Friedman was a key adviser to successive Republican



administrations and held tremendous influence over many officials in the Bush White House. He had
mentored Rumsfeld early in his career, and Cheney and the leading neocons in the administration
regularly sought his counsel. Friedman preached, “When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken
depend on the ideas that are lying around. That, I believe, is our basic function: to develop alternatives to
existing policies, to keep them alive and available until the politically impossible becomes the politically
inevitable.”

For the senior officials in Bush’s national security and defense teams who spent the eight Clinton years
—and more—developing those alternatives, the 9/11 attacks, and almost unanimous support from the
Democratic-controlled Congress, provided a tremendous opportunity to make their ideas inevitable. In an
eerie prediction of things to come, the neocons of the Project for a New American Century had asserted a
year to the month before 9/11 in their report, “Rebuilding America’s Defenses,” that “the process of
transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic
and catalyzing event—like a new Pearl Harbor.” Cheney and Rumsfeld may not have been able to see
9/11 coming, but they proved masters at exploiting the attacks. “The 9/11 attack was one of those events
in history potent enough to stimulate fresh thought and disturb the complacent,” recalled Feith. “It created
an opportunity to give many people—friends and enemies, in the United States and abroad—a new
perspective. Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and I shared the view that the president had a duty to use his bully
pulpit.”

Under the Constitution, it is the Congress, not the president, that has the right to declare war. But
seventy-two hours after 9/11, Congress took a radical step in a different direction. On September 14,
2001, the House and Senate gave President Bush unprecedented latitude to wage a global war, passing the
Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF). It stated that “the President is authorized to use all
necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned,
authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001, or harbored
such organizations or persons, in order to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the
United States by such nations, organizations or persons.” The use of the term “persons” in the
authorization was taken by the administration as a green light for assassinations. It passed the House with
only one opposing vote and the Senate with no dissent. The lone “Nay” vote against the AUMF came from
liberal California Democrat Barbara Lee. “However difficult this vote may be, some of us must urge the
use of restraint,” Lee declared, voice trembling, as she spoke on the floor of the House that day. “There
must be some of us who say, let’s step back for a moment and think through the implications of our actions
today—let us more fully understand their consequences,” she added in her submitted remarks. “We must
be careful not to embark on an open-ended war with neither an exit strategy nor a focused target.” Lee’s
two-minute speech was the extent of any congressional push-back to the sweeping war powers and
authority the White House was requesting.

Empowered by an overwhelming, bipartisan endorsement of a global, borderless war against a
stateless enemy, the Bush administration declared the world a battlefield. We “have to work, though, sort
of the dark side, if you will,” Dick Cheney proclaimed on NBC’s Meet the Press on September 16, 2001,
hinting at what was to come. “We’ve got to spend time in the shadows in the intelligence world. A lot of
what needs to be done here will have to be done quietly, without any discussion, using sources and
methods that are available to our intelligence agencies, if we’re going to be successful.” The president
publicly signed the AUMF into law on September 18, 2001, but it was the order he signed a day earlier in
secret that was even more momentous. The secret presidential directive, which remains classified,
granted the CIA authority to capture and hold suspected militants across the globe, which would lead to
the creation of a network of what administration officials internally referred to as “black sites” that could
be used to imprison and interrogate prisoners. The directive also wiped out the roadblocks of oversight
and interagency review from the process of authorizing targeted killings. Perhaps most significantly, it



ended the practice of the president signing off on each lethal, covert operation. The administration’s
lawyers concluded that the ban on assassinations did not apply to people it classified as “terrorists,” and
it gave great latitude to the CIA for authorizing kill operations on the go. In the beginning, President Bush
wanted the CIA to take the lead. He had just the man for the job.

COFER BLACK spent much of his career in the shadows in Africa. He cut his CIA teeth in Zambia during the
Rhodesian War and then in Somalia and South Africa during the apartheid regime’s brutal war against the
black majority. During his time in Zaire, Black worked on the Reagan administration’s covert weapons
program to arm anti-Communist forces in Angola. In the early 1990s, long before most in the
counterterrorism community, Black became obsessed with bin Laden and declared him a major threat who
needed to be neutralized. From 1993 to 1995, Black worked, under diplomatic cover, at the US Embassy
in Khartoum, Sudan, where he served as CIA station chief. Bin Laden was also in Sudan, building up his
international network into what the CIA would describe at the end of Black’s tour as “the Ford
Foundation of Sunni Islamic terrorism.” Black’s agents, who were tracking bin Laden, worked under a
Clinton-era “operating directive” that restricted them to intelligence collection on bin Laden and his
network. Black wanted the authority to kill the Saudi billionaire, but the Clinton White House had not yet
signed the lethal findings it eventually did after the 1998 African embassy bombings. “Unfortunately, at
that time permissions to kill—officially called Lethal Findings—were taboo in the outfit,” said CIA
operative Billy Waugh, who worked closely with Black in Sudan. “In the early 1990s we were forced to
adhere to the sanctimonious legal counsel and the do-gooders.” Among Waugh’s rejected ideas was
allegedly a plot to kill bin Laden in Khartoum and dump his body at the Iranian Embassy in an effort to pin
the blame on Tehran, an idea Waugh said Cofer Black “loved.”

In the early days of the Bush administration, Black began agitating once again for authorization to go
after bin Laden. “He used to come in my office and regale me with all the times when he had tried to do
something about Osama bin Laden, prior to 9/11,” recalled Lawrence Wilkerson, who served as
Secretary of State Colin Powell’s chief of staff at the time. He told me Black said that “because of the
lack of courage of Delta [Force], and lack of bureaucratic competence in the CIA, he’d never been able to
do anything.” According to Wilkerson, Black told him that “every time they presented a possibility to
Delta, for example, they would come up with this list of questions they had to answer, like, ‘What kind of
nails are in the door?’ ‘What kind of lock is on the door?’ ‘Give us the serial number on the lock,’ and all
this kind of stuff, which is just standard SOF [Special Operations Forces] stuff for not wanting to do
something.” Much to Black’s satisfaction, such meticulous practices would soon be dispensed with
altogether.

O n August 6, 2001, President Bush was at his Crawford, Texas, ranch, where he received a
presidential daily brief titled “Bin Ladin Determined to Strike in US.” It twice mentioned the possibility
that al Qaeda operatives may try to hijack airplanes, saying FBI information “indicates patterns of
suspicious activity in [the United States] consistent with preparations for hijackings or other types of
attacks, including recent surveillance of federal buildings in New York.” Nine days later, Black
addressed a secret Pentagon counterterrorism conference. “We’re going to be struck soon,” Black said.
“Many Americans are going to die, and it could be in the U.S.”

After 9/11, Bush and Cheney rewrote the rules of the game. Black no longer needed to hold a gun to
anyone’s head to get permission for lethal operations. “My personal emotion was, It is now officially
started,” Black recalled. “The analogy would be the junkyard dog that had been chained to the ground was
now going to be let go. And I just couldn’t wait.” In his initial meeting with President Bush after the 9/11
attacks, Black outlined how CIA paramilitaries would deploy to Afghanistan to hunt down bin Laden and
his henchmen. “When we’re through with them, they will have flies walking across their eyeballs,” Black



promised, in a performance that would earn him a designation in the inner circle of the administration as
“the flies-on-the-eyeballs guy.” The president reportedly loved Black’s style. When he told Bush the
operation would not be bloodless, the president said, “Let’s go. That’s war. That’s what we’re here to
win.” Philip Giraldi, a career CIA case officer who went through “The Farm,” the CIA’s training facility
in rural Virginia, with Black, recalled running into him in Afghanistan shortly after the first US teams hit
the ground post-9/11. “I hadn’t seen him in many years,” Giraldi told me. “I was astonished at how
narrow-minded he had become. He would basically keep talking about bringing back bin Laden’s head on
a platter—and he meant his head on a platter.” Giraldi said that Black “had a narrow view of things,” and
loathed America’s closest European allies, including the British, saying, “He didn’t trust them a bit.”
When it came to the emerging US global war, Giraldi said, Black was “a real enthusiast, which is unusual
in the Agency. In the Agency, people tend to be kind of skeptical. If you’re an intelligence officer in the
field, you get skeptical of a lot of things real fast. But Cofer was one of these enthusiasts.”

On September 19, the CIA team, code-named Jawbreaker, deployed. Black gave his men direct and
macabre instructions. “Gentlemen, I want to give you your marching orders, and I want to make them very
clear. I have discussed this with the President, and he is in full agreement,” Black told covert CIA
operative Gary Schroen and his team. “I don’t want bin Laden and his thugs captured, I want them dead,”
Black demanded. “They must be killed. I want to see photos of their heads on pikes. I want bin Laden’s
head shipped back in a box filled with dry ice. I want to be able to show bin Laden’s head to the
President. I promised him I would do that.” Schroen said it was the first time in his thirty-year career that
he had been ordered to assassinate an adversary rather than attempting a capture. Black asked if he had
made himself clear. “Perfectly clear, Cofer,” Schroen told him. “I don’t know where we’ll find dry ice
out there in Afghanistan, but I think we can certainly manufacture pikes in the field.” Black later explained
why this would be necessary. “You’d need some DNA,” Black said. “There’s a good way to do it. Take a
machete, and whack off his head, and you’ll get a bucketful of DNA, so you can see it and test it. It beats
lugging the whole body back!” When Russian diplomats meeting with Black in Moscow ahead of the full
US invasion of Afghanistan reminded Black of the Soviet defeat at the hands of the US-backed
mujahedeen, Black shot back. “We’re going to kill them,” he said. “We’re going to put their heads on
sticks. We’re going to rock their world.” In a sign of things to come, the covert operations Black
organized immediately after 9/11 relied heavily on private contractors. The initial CIA team consisted of
about sixty former Delta Force, ex-SEALs and other Special Forces operators working for Black as
independent contractors, making up the majority of the first Americans to go into Afghanistan after 9/11.

In the beginning, the list of people who had been pre-cleared for CIA targeted killing was small:
estimates ranged from seven to two dozen people, including bin Laden and his deputy, Ayman al
Zawahiri. And the operations were largely focused on Afghanistan. On October 7, President Bush
officially launched “Operation Enduring Freedom,” and the US military began a campaign of air strikes,
followed by a ground invasion. In the early days of the Afghanistan campaign, CIA personnel and Special
Forces worked in concert. “We are fighting for the CT [counterterrorism] objectives in the Afghan
theater,” the chief of counterterrorist special operations wrote in a memo to CIA personnel in October
2001. “And although this sets high goals in very uncertain, shifting terrain, we are also fighting for the
future of CIA/DOD integrated counterterrorism warfare around the globe. While we will make mistakes
as we chart new territory and new methodology, our objectives are clear, and our concept of partnership
is sound.” At the time, the CIA had a very small paramilitary capability, but as the lead agency
responsible for hunting down those responsible for 9/11, the CIA could borrow Special Operations
Forces for missions.

Rumsfeld had no interest in being the support team for the CIA, and the Agency’s emerging centrality in
the growing US war did not sit well with the defense secretary. Rumsfeld had nothing but contempt for the
Clinton administration, and he, Cheney and their neoconservative allies thought that the CIA had become a



watered-down liberal iteration of its former self. Covert action, they believed, had been handcuffed by
lawyers and unnecessary and intrusive congressional oversight that would hinder what they perceived as
life-and-death operations that needed to be conducted in secret. Although Cofer Black shared Rumsfeld’s
zeal for killing “terrorists,” that was not enough. Rumsfeld wanted nothing to do with CIA oversight
bureaucrats, and he didn’t want his forces under CIA control. Cheney had made clear that under this
administration, CIA lawyers and congressional committees would not be viewed as defenders of the law
or as part of a necessary system of checks and balances. As Rumsfeld was fond of saying, these
institutions were a hindrance to “taking the fight to the terrorists.” Lawyers would be consulted to rubber-
stamp secret policies and only certain, select members of Congress would be consulted. Briefings to
Congress, including mandated full-access briefings to the elite “Gang of Eight” congressional members
who were historically briefed on intelligence operations regarding covert actions, would be censored and
redacted internally at the White House, meaning a sanitized version would be given to US lawmakers.

In the months after 9/11, Cheney, Rumsfeld and their teams launched several major initiatives aimed at
ensuring that no bureaucracy would stand in the way of their plans for the unchecked use of the darkest US
forces. Cheney wanted to disabuse the CIA of the idea that it had any kind of independence. Rather than
having the Agency serve as the president’s premier fact-checking and intelligence resource, the CIA’s
new job would be to reinforce predetermined policy. Cheney wanted to gut the interagency reviews of
proposed lethal actions that were standard under Clinton. Soon after 9/11, the White House convened a
group of senior administration lawyers whose job it would be to legally justify torture, kidnapping and
assassination. The group secretly dubbed itself the “War Council” and was led by David Addington,
Cheney’s counsel and longtime adviser who had worked with him on the “minority report” defending
Iran-Contra. It also included White House counsel Alberto Gonzales and his deputy, Tim Flanigan; the
Pentagon’s general counsel, William Haynes; and Deputy Assistant Attorney General John Yoo. The War
Council explicitly excluded the State Department’s general counsel and other military and Justice
Department lawyers who had historically been included in reviewing legal structures for combating
terrorism. This point was clear: this group was to develop legal justification for tactics in a covert dirty
war, not to independently assess their legality.

To fight its global war, the White House made extensive use of the tactics Cheney had long advocated.
Central to its “dark side” campaign would be the use of presidential findings that, by their nature, would
greatly limit any effective congressional oversight. According to the National Security Act of 1947, the
president is required to issue a finding before undertaking a covert action. The law states that the action
must comply with US law and the Constitution. The presidential finding signed by Bush on September 17,
2001, was used to create a highly classified, secret program code-named Greystone. GST, as it was
referred to in internal documents, would be an umbrella under which many of the most clandestine and
legally questionable activities would be authorized and conducted in the early days of the Global War on
Terror (GWOT). It relied on the administration’s interpretation of the AUMF passed by Congress, which
declared any al Qaeda suspect anywhere in the world a legitimate target. In effect, the presidential finding
declared all covert actions to be preauthorized and legal, which critics said violated the spirit of the
National Security Act. Under GST, a series of compartmentalized programs were created that, together,
effectively formed a global assassination and kidnap operation. Authority for targeted kills was radically
streamlined. Such operations no longer needed direct presidential approval on a case-by-case basis.
Black, the head of the Counterterrorism Center, could now directly order hits.

The day Bush signed the memorandum of notification, which among other initiatives, authorized a High
Value Detainee program, CTC personnel and “selected foreign counterparts” were briefed on it in
Washington, DC. “Cofer [Black] presented a new Presidential authorization that broadened our options
for dealing with terrorist targets—one of the few times such a thing had happened since the CIA was
officially banned from carrying out assassinations in 1976,” recalled Tyler Drumheller, the former head



of CIA clandestine ops in Europe. “It was clear that the Administration saw this as a war that would
largely be fought by intelligence assets. This required a new way of operating.” John Rizzo, a veteran
CIA attorney who helped draft the authorization, later said, “I had never in my experience been part of or
ever seen a presidential authorization as far-reaching and as aggressive in scope. It was simply
extraordinary.”

GST was also the vehicle for snatch operations, known as extraordinary renditions. Under GST, the
CIA began coordinating with intelligence agencies in various countries to establish “Status of Forces”
agreements to create secret prisons where detainees could be held, interrogated and kept away from the
Red Cross, the US Congress and anything vaguely resembling a justice system. These agreements not only
gave immunity to US government personnel, but to private contractors as well. The administration did not
want to put terror suspects on trial, “because they would get lawyered up,” said Jose Rodriguez, who at
the time ran the CIA’s Directorate of Operations, which was responsible for all of the “action” run by the
Agency. “[O]ur job, first and foremost, is to obtain information.” To obtain that information, authorization
was given to interrogators to use ghoulish, at times medieval, techniques on detainees, many of which
were developed by studying the torture tactics of America’s enemies. The War Council lawyers issued a
series of legal documents, later dubbed the “Torture Memos” by human rights and civil liberties
organizations, that attempted to rationalize the tactics as necessary and something other than torture. “We
needed to get everybody in government to put their big boy pants on and provide the authorities that we
needed,” recalled Rodriguez, who, with Black, would become one of the key architects of the torture
policy. “I had had a lot of experience in the Agency where we had been left to hold the bag. And I was not
about to let that happen for the people that work for me.”

The CIA began secretly holding prisoners in Afghanistan on the edge of Bagram Airfield, which had
been commandeered by US military forces. In the beginning, it was an ad hoc operation with prisoners
stuffed into shipping containers. Eventually, it expanded to a handful of other discrete sites, among them
an underground prison near the Kabul airport and an old brick factory north of Kabul. Doubling as a CIA
substation, the factory became known as the “Salt Pit” and would be used to house prisoners, including
those who had been snatched in other countries and brought to Afghanistan. CIA officials who worked on
counterterrorism in the early days after 9/11 said that the idea for a network of secret prisons around the
world was not initially a big-picture plan, but rather evolved as the scope of operations grew. The CIA
had first looked into using naval vessels and remote islands—such as uninhabited islands dotting Lake
Kariba in Zambia—as possible detention sites at which to interrogate suspected al Qaeda operatives.
Eventually, the CIA would build up its own network of secret “black sites” in at least eight countries,
including Thailand, Poland, Romania, Mauritania, Lithuania and Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. But in
the beginning, lacking its own secret prisons, the Agency began funneling suspects to Egypt, Morocco and
Jordan for interrogation. By using foreign intelligence services, prisoners could be freely tortured without
any messy congressional inquiries.

In the early stages of the GST program, the Bush administration faced little obstruction from Congress.
Democrats and Republicans alike gave tremendous latitude to the administration to prosecute its secret
war. For its part, the White House at times refused to provide details of its covert operations to the
relevant congressional oversight committees but met little protest for its reticence. The administration
also unilaterally decided to reduce the elite Gang of Eight members of Congress to just four: the chairs
and ranking members of the House and Senate intelligence committees. Those members are prohibited
from discussing these briefings with anyone. In effect, it meant that Congress had no oversight of the GST
program. And that was exactly how Cheney wanted it.

THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION did not create the CIA’s rendition program. It started under Clinton in the mid-



1990s when he signed a presidential directive authorizing the CIA and US Special Operations Forces, in
conjunction with the FBI, to snatch terror suspects from across the globe without the need to respect
bilateral extradition agreements or international conventions. But the Clinton directive also allowed for
these US officers to send terror suspects to Egypt, where, far removed from US law and due process, they
could be interrogated by mukhabarat (secret police) agents not constrained by US prohibitions against
torture. The program required direct authorization for each snatch operation. Under Clinton, more than
seventy renditions were conducted. In some cases, US planes would land in countries and ferry their
targets back to the United States for trial. Among these high-profile renditions conducted under Clinton
were: Mir Aimal Kasi, a Pakistani national who had shot and killed two CIA employees outside the
Agency’s headquarters in 1993 and was rendered from Pakistan in 1997; Ramzi Yousef, the mastermind
of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing; Wali Khan Amin Shah, who plotted to blow up multiple US
airlines on a single day in 1995; and Japanese Red Army member Tsutomu Shirosaki, who bombed the
US Embassy in Jakarta in 1986 and was eventually snatched in 1996. All of these renditions involved
court orders from US judges and ended in civilian trials. However, in cases where the United States
wanted intelligence rather than justice, it would render them to third countries where they would have no
legal rights. In 1998, the US Congress passed legislation declaring that it is “the policy of the United
States not to expel, extradite, or otherwise effect the involuntary return of any person to a country in which
there are substantial grounds for believing the person would be in danger of being subjected to torture,
regardless of whether the person is physically present in the United States.” Bush’s post-9/11 presidential
directives threw those concerns out the door, and the CIA intensified its use of what human rights
advocates came to call “torture taxis.”

As the new kill/capture program began to kick into full gear in late 2001, the CIA’s number-three man
at the time, Buzzy Krongard, declared the “war on terror” would be “won in large measure by forces you
do not know about, in actions you will not see and in ways you may not want to know about.” A US
official directly involved in rendering captives told the Washington Post, “We don’t kick the (expletive)
out of them. We send them to other countries so they can kick the (expletive) out of them.” Another official
who supervised the capture and transfer of prisoners told the paper, “If you don’t violate someone’s
human rights some of the time, you probably aren’t doing your job,” adding, “I don’t think we want to be
promoting a view of zero tolerance on this. That was the whole problem for a long time with the CIA.”
Cofer Black put a fine point on it when he told Congress about the new “operational flexibility” employed
in the war on terror. “This is a very highly classified area, but I have to say that all you need to know is
that there was a before 9/11, and there was an after 9/11,” Black said. “After 9/11 the gloves come off.”

The early stages of the post-9/11 rendition program began what would be a multiyear battle between
the FBI and the CIA over who would take the lead in investigating the terror attacks. It would also bring
to the surface how little regard the Bush White House had for anything vaguely resembling a law
enforcement approach to the perpetrators of 9/11. As the Taliban regime crumbled and US troops poured
into Afghanistan, scores of al Qaeda operatives began retreating across the border into Pakistan. In
November, Pakistani forces picked up al Qaeda trainer Ibn al Shaykh Libi, who allegedly ran the Khalden
training camp in Afghanistan where the would-be “Shoe Bomber,” Richard Reid, and Zacarias
Moussaoui, the so-called Twentieth Hijacker, were both trained. The Pakistanis handed Libi over to FBI
agents stationed at Bagram Air Base for questioning. The FBI saw the prisoner as a potentially valuable
source of intel on al Qaeda and a possible witness against Moussaoui. New York–based FBI agent Jack
Cloonan told his agents in Afghanistan to “handle this like it was being done right here, in my office in
New York.” He said, “I remember talking on a secure line to them. I told them, ‘Do yourself a favor, read
the guy his rights. It may be old-fashioned, but this will come out if we don’t. It may take ten years, but it
will hurt you, and the bureau’s reputation, if you don’t. Have it stand as a shining example of what we feel
is right.’” Libi’s interrogators described him as cooperative and “genuinely friendly” and said that he had



agreed to give them information on Reid in return for promises to protect his family.
However, just as the FBI believed it was making headway with Libi, CIA operatives, on orders from

Cofer Black, showed up at Bagram and demanded to take him into their custody. The FBI agents objected
to the CIA taking him, but the White House overruled them. “You know where you are going,” one of the
CIA operatives told Libi as he took him from the FBI. “Before you get there, I am going to find your
mother and fuck her.”

The CIA flew Libi to the USS Bataan in the Arabian Sea, which was also housing the so-called
American Taliban, John Walker Lindh, who had been picked up in Afghanistan, and other foreign fighters.
From there, Libi was transferred to Egypt, where he was tortured by Egyptian agents. Libi’s interrogation
focused on a goal that would become a centerpiece of the rendition and torture program: proving an Iraq
connection to 9/11. Once he was in CIA custody, interrogators pummeled Libi with questions attempting
to link the attacks and al Qaeda to Iraq. Even after the interrogators working Libi over had reported that
they had broken him and that he was “compliant,” Cheney’s office directly intervened and ordered that he
continue to be subjected to enhanced interrogation techniques. “After real macho interrogation—this is
enhanced interrogation techniques on steroids—he admitted that al Qaeda and Saddam were working
together. He admitted that al Qaeda and Saddam were working together on WMDs,” former senior FBI
interrogator Ali Soufan told PBS’s Frontline. But the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) cast serious
doubt on Libi’s claims at the time, observing in a classified intelligence report that he “lacks specific
details” on alleged Iraqi involvement, asserting that it was “likely this individual is intentionally
misleading” his interrogators. Noting that he had been “undergoing debriefs for several weeks,” the DIA
analysis concluded Libi may have been “describing scenarios to the debriefers that he knows will retain
their interest.” Despite such doubts, Libi’s “confession” would later be given to Secretary of State Powell
when he made the administration’s fraudulent case at the United Nations for the Iraq War. In that speech
Powell would say, “I can trace the story of a senior terrorist operative telling how Iraq provided training
in these weapons to al Qaeda.” Later, after these claims were proven false, Libi, according to Soufan,
admitted he had lied. “I gave you what you want[ed] to hear,” he said. “I want[ed] the torture to stop. I
gave you anything you want[ed] to hear.”

The pattern that was emerging early on with the rendition and interrogation program centered on two
primary objectives: dismantling al Qaeda’s network and preventing any further attacks, and supporting the
case for an invasion of Iraq. In pursuit of these goals, no options or tactics would be left off the table.
While the State Department cautioned against declaring an ill-conceived global war and pushed for a
narrow, law-enforcement response to 9/11, Cheney began drawing up plans for ambitious global
kidnapping and assassination operations in which certain elements of the CIA would initially take a
leading role. Cheney, according to former senior CIA and State Department officials, began effectively
directing a global manhunt using a mesh of Special Operations Forces and operatives from the CIA’s
Special Activities Division, the paramilitary arm of the Agency. The former officials described a culture
that permeated these operations in which ambassadors, the conventional US military commanders and
even CIA station chiefs around the world were kept in the dark about clandestine or covert activities. To
execute this program, Cheney relied on the gray area in US law and command authority between the
jurisdiction of the CIA and the military.

In November 2001, Cheney convened a meeting at the White House to put the finishing touches on a
presidential order, drawn up by Addington and other lawyers, that outlined how prisoners captured
around the world would be tried. As had become custom, War Council lawyers were invited to the
meeting, but senior State Department and National Security Council officials were shut out. Powell and
the State Department’s lawyers had told President Bush that they believed that, under the Geneva
Convention, Taliban and al Qaeda detainees were entitled to legal protections and humane treatment
while in enemy custody. They furthermore warned that in not offering America’s enemies such



protections, it would endanger the lives of US military personnel captured in the war. On February 7,
2002, President Bush made his decision. He signed another directive, based on a notion that the Geneva
Convention was “quaint” and did not apply to al Qaeda or Taliban prisoners held by the United States.
The order was issued just after the Bush administration began sending detainees snatched in Afghanistan
and elsewhere to a US military prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba.

Although Congress was largely asleep at the wheel in its oversight responsibilities early on in the war
on terror, the administration knew that would not last. By early 2002, some on Capitol Hill were already
demanding that the CIA and administration brief them on the range of tactics being used by the Agency in
pursuit of terror suspects. The full details of how those early post-9/11 “Cheney Program” operations
were run and who exactly was operating them will likely never be fully revealed. “We deliberately kept
the circle of people who knew where the black sites were to a very small number. We didn’t tell the
FBI,” recalled Rodriguez, the CIA official who coordinated the construction and use of the black sites.
“Many people, even those within the Agency with the highest security clearances, were not clued in. As
far as I know, the location of the black sites was not even shared with the president.” Rodriguez added
that it was not that those senior officials kept outside the circle of knowledge were untrustworthy, “but
rather that they simply did not have a ‘need to know.’”

The strategies that fueled this force’s ascent would become a model for a secret program that Rumsfeld
would build at the Pentagon. Rumsfeld was watching as the CIA became the alpha dog in the GWOT
under Cheney’s direction. Rumsfeld became determined to break what he called the Pentagon’s “near
total dependence on CIA” and to build an iron curtain around the most sensitive activities of America’s
most elite warriors. This project was envisioned as a parallel intelligence operation to the CIA, but also
as the most effective kill and capture machine the world had ever seen—one that, by its very nature,
would answer to no one but the president and his inner circle.



Anwar Awlaki: An American Story

THE UNITED STATES AND YEMEN, 1971–2002 —The world was a different place when George W. Bush was
campaigning for president in 2000. The date 9/11 held no particular significance for Americans and
Osama bin Laden was not the center of attention for the US military and intelligence machine. For many
Arabs and Muslims, the Clinton era had resulted in crushed hopes that the Palestine issue would be
negotiated in their favor. Many Muslim Americans saw Bush, not Clinton’s vice president, Al Gore, as
their best hope in the 2000 presidential election. But it wasn’t just Palestine. Many Muslims also shared
the conservative social values embraced by evangelical Christians like Bush, on issues of marriage, gay
rights and abortion. One such American Muslim was a young imam from New Mexico named Anwar al
Awlaki. “Yes, we disagree with a lot of issues when it comes to the foreign policy of the United States,”
Awlaki said in 2001. “We are very conservative when it comes to family values. We are against the
moral decay that we see in the society. But we also cherish a lot of the values that are in America.
Freedom is one of them; the opportunity is another.”

In many ways, Awlaki’s story was a classic tale of people from a faraway land seeking a better life in
America. His father, Nasser Awlaki, was a brilliant young student from Yemen who came to the United
States on a Fulbright scholarship in 1966 to study agricultural economics at New Mexico State
University. “I read a lot about the United States when I was only fifteen years old,” Nasser recalled. “My
impression of the US, when I was young boy in elementary and junior high school, was that America is a
land of democracy, and the land of opportunities. I yearned all the time to have my studies in the United
States of America.” When he arrived, Nasser went first to Lawrence, Kansas, to study English and then
headed for New Mexico. “I wanted to know and meet people of the New World who built one of the most
progressive nations the world has ever known,” he declared in an essay introducing himself to fellow
classmates in the United States. Nasser wrote that he wanted to get an education “in order to help my
people become more progressive and advanced.” He had married right after he completed high school but
could not afford to bring his wife, Saleha, to live with him in the United States on his $167 monthly
stipend. “Because I wanted to get my wife back, I finished my schooling for a bachelor’s degree in
agriculture in only two years and nine months,” he told me when we met in his large, modern home in
Sana’a, the Yemeni capital in December 2011. After graduating, Nasser headed back to Yemen, got his
wife a visa and returned to Las Cruces, New Mexico, where he completed his master’s degree. On April
22, 1971, their baby boy, Anwar, was born. “In those days, it was OK to distribute cigars to your fellow
graduate students,” he laughed. “It was written on it: ‘It’s a Boy.’ And it was an unbelievable day for me,
when Anwar was born. In Las Cruces Memorial Hospital.”

Nasser wanted to raise Anwar as an American, not just in nationality but also in character. In 1971,
when the family moved so Nasser could complete his PhD at the University of Nebraska, they signed
young Anwar up for swimming lessons at the local YMCA. “He was actually swimming when he was
only two and a half years old,” Nasser recalled. “And he was very brilliant at it.” As we sat in his living
room at his home in Sana’a, Nasser pulled out the family photo album and showed me pictures of little
Anwar, posed on a rug in a staged picture taken at a shopping mall. Eventually, the family settled down in
St. Paul, where Nasser got a job at the University of Minnesota and enrolled Anwar at Chelsea Heights
Elementary School. “He was an all-American boy,” he said, showing me a picture of Anwar in his
classroom. Anwar, with long, flowing hair, is smiling as he points out Yemen on a globe. Another family
photo shows a lanky adolescent Anwar wearing sunglasses and a baseball hat at Disneyland. “Anwar was
really raised like any other American boy, he used to like sports and he was very brilliant at school, you



know. He was a good student, and he participated in all kinds of sports.”
In 1977, Nasser decided to move the family back to Yemen—for how long he did not know. Nasser

believed he had an obligation to use his US education to help his very poor home country. He knew that
he wanted Anwar to return to the United States one day for university, but he also believed it would be
good for the young boy to learn about his family’s homeland. So, on the last day of 1977, the family
returned to Sana’a. Six-year-old Anwar could barely speak Arabic, though he quickly picked it up. He
had risen to number four in his class in Sana’a by the end of his first semester and within a year was
speaking Arabic with ease. Nasser and his colleagues eventually started a private school that taught in
both English and Arabic. Anwar was in the first class, along with Ahmed Ali Abdullah Saleh, the son of
Yemen’s president. The two boys would be classmates for  eight years. Ahmed Ali would go on to
become one of the most feared men in Yemen and the head of its Republican Guard. Anwar, meanwhile,
set off on a course to follow in his father’s academic footsteps.

Anwar would spend the next twelve years in Yemen, as his father became closer to his American
friends in Sana’a. Nasser and several other US- and British-educated Yemenis worked with the US
Agency for International Development (USAID) and started a college of agriculture with $15 million in
funding from the United States. In 1988, Nasser was appointed Yemen’s minister of agriculture. After
Anwar finished high school in Yemen, a colleague of Nasser’s from USAID offered to help find a good
college for Anwar in the United States. Nasser wanted his son to study “civil engineering, particularly
regarding hydraulics, and the problem of water resources in Yemen. Because Yemen is really suffering
from the shortage of water.” His USAID friend suggested Colorado State University (CSU) and helped
Anwar get a US government scholarship. In order for Anwar to get the scholarship, he had to have a
Yemeni passport. “At that time, I was just a regular university professor, I didn’t have the finances to send
my son to study in the United States at my own expense,” recalled Nasser. “So the American USAID
director told me it is easy, if Anwar can get a Yemeni passport, then he will be qualified for the
scholarship from USAID. So, we got Anwar a Yemeni passport.” The Yemeni authorities listed his
birthplace as Aden, Yemen. This would later cause trouble for Anwar.

ANWAR LANDED AT O’HARE AIRPORT  in Chicago on June 3, 1990, and then moved to Fort Collins,
Colorado, to study civil engineering. “His dream, as a young man, was really to finish his studies [in the
United States] and come and serve in Yemen,” said Nasser. During Anwar’s first year at the university,
the United States launched the Gulf War against Iraq. Nasser recalled a phone call he received from
Anwar when the US bombs started falling on Baghdad. He was watching Peter Arnett, the famed CNN
correspondent, reporting from the Iraqi capital. “He saw pictures from CNN that it was a complete
blackout over Baghdad. So Anwar was thinking that Baghdad was really, completely destroyed. Baghdad
has a lot of cultural meaning to Muslims, because it was the site of the Abbasid dynasty. So he was really
disappointed at what happened. And so at that time he started really to worry about general Muslim
problems.”

Anwar admitted that when he first went to the United States for college, he “was not [a] fully
practicing” Muslim, but after the Gulf War began he started to become politicized and eventually headed
up the Muslim Student Association on campus. Anwar had also become interested in the  war in
Afghanistan and, during winter break in 1992, Anwar traveled to the country. The US-backed mujahedeen
had expelled the Soviet occupiers in 1989, yet Afghanistan remained embroiled in civil war and the
country was a popular destination for young Muslims, including a staggering number of Yemenis, to
explore a front of jihad. “The invasion of Kuwait took place, followed by the Gulf War. That is when I
started taking my religion more seriously,” Anwar later recalled. “I took the step of traveling to
Afghanistan to fight. I spent a winter there and returned with the intention of finishing up in the US and



leaving to Afghanistan for good. My plan was to travel back in summer; however, Kabul was opened by
the mujahedeen and I saw that the war was over and ended up staying in the US.”

Anwar’s grades started slipping at the university as he became more invested in politics and religion.
He later claimed that he lost his scholarship because of his activism. “Word came to me from a
connection at the US Embassy in Sana’a, that they have been receiving reports about my Islamic activities
on campus and the fact that I have traveled to Afghanistan and this was the single reason for the
termination of my scholarship,” he alleged. In retrospect, this appears to have been a defining moment in
Anwar’s trajectory. A spark had been created that, when combined with the events that followed it,
altered his path. Years later, Anwar theorized that the scholarship he was given was part of a US
government plot to recruit students from around the world as agents for America. “The US government
through its programs of scholarships for foreign students has created for itself a pool of cadres around the
world. From among these are leaders in every field, heads of state, politicians, businessmen, scientists,
etc. They have one thing in common: They were all students in American Universities,” he wrote. “These
programs have helped the US bolster its strength worldwide and spread out its control. The way the US is
managing an empire without calling it an empire is one of the great innovations of our time.” The story he
told about himself was one of a rare individual who had resisted this imperial design. “The plans to have
me as one of the many thousand men and women around the world who have their loyalty to the US did
not go through. I wasn’t suitable for that role anymore. I was a fundamentalist now!”

The members of the Awlaki family did not consider themselves particularly religious, just good
Muslims who prayed five times a day and tried to live their lives in accordance with the Koran. Religion
was not unimportant by any means, but for the Awlakis, their tribal identity came first. They were also
modern people with relationships with international diplomats and businessmen. As he was becoming
politicized, Anwar attended a mosque near his university in Colorado and the local imam asked him to
deliver a sermon one Friday. Anwar agreed and realized he had a gift for public speaking. He began to
think that maybe preaching, not engineering, was his true calling. “He was a very, very, very promising
person. And we were hoping for a good future for him,” recalled Anwar’s uncle, Sheikh Saleh bin
Fareed, a wealthy businessman and the head of the Aulaq tribe in Yemen. “I think Anwar was born to be a
leader. It was in his blood, and his mentality.”

Anwar graduated from CSU in 1994 and decided to stay in Colorado after graduation. He married a
cousin from Yemen and took a job as an imam at the Denver Islamic Society. Nasser told me that Anwar
never spoke of becoming an imam when he left for America but that he fell into it after being asked to
preach a few times. “He thought this is an area where he can be [of help] and can do something. So I
guess it started just by coincidence. But then I guess he liked it, so he decided to shift from professional
engineering” to a vocation preaching Islam. Anwar became interested in the writings and speeches of
Malcolm X and concerned about the plight of the African American community. In Denver, “He started to
think about social issues in America, and he knew many black people and he went to see them in prisons,
tried to help them,” said Nasser. “So he became more involved in the social problems in the United
States, regarding Muslims, and other minorities.” A member of his mosque in Denver later said of
Awlaki, “He could talk to people directly—looking them in the eye. He had this magic.” An elder from
Awlaki’s Denver mosque later told the New York Times  that he’d had a dispute with Awlaki after the
young imam advised a young Saudi worshipper to join the Chechen jihad against Russia. “He had a
beautiful tongue,” the elder said. “But I told him: Don’t talk to my people about jihad.”

On September 13, 1995, Anwar’s wife gave birth to their first child, a boy named Abdulrahman. A
year later, in 1996, Anwar moved his young family to San Diego, California, where he became an imam at
the Masjid al Ribat al Islami. He also began working on a master’s degree in education leadership at San
Diego State University. In the late 1990s, as the United States was gearing up for the 2000 presidential
election, Nasser traveled to the United States to receive medical treatment and visited his son in San



Diego. Nasser showed me a photo of a full-bearded Anwar on a boat, holding up a massive fish he
caught. “He was already an imam with a big beard, you know,” Nasser recalled, smiling at the picture of
his son, who wore a yellow T-shirt emblazoned with the logo of a local Islamic organization and a
baseball cap. A former San Diego neighbor of Awlaki’s, Lincoln Higgie III, described Awlaki as “very
outgoing and cheerful,” with a “very retiring wife” and an “adorable” child. “He liked to go albacore
fishing,” Higgie recalled, “so every once in a while he would bring me some albacore fillets that his wife
cooked up.”

While visiting his son, Nasser attended Friday prayers and watched Anwar preach. “It was regular
mosque. It had a capacity of about four hundred people, and most of the people who came to the mosque
were regular Muslims: engineers, doctors, and people who had restaurants and things like that. From all
over the Muslim world, from the Arab world,” Nasser remembered. “I used to listen to his sermons. In
fact, at that time, he was asking Muslims to participate in the democratic process in America, and he was
encouraging—in fact, during the 2000 presidential campaign of George W. Bush, he thought the
conservative Republicans would be better than the liberal Democrats, and he encouraged the Muslims
there to elect George Bush. Because, he said, he was against abortions and things like that. These things
conform to Muslim tradition,” Nasser recalled. “So he was very active with the Muslim community,
actually, and he never supported any violent things. He was very peaceful in America. All he did, really,
was to represent Islam in its best.”

In 1999, Anwar had his first run-in with the FBI, when he was flagged by the Bureau because of his
alleged contact with Ziyad Khaleel, an al Qaeda associate who US intelligence believed had bought a
battery for bin Laden’s satellite phone. He had also been visited by a colleague of Omar Abdel Rahman,
the “blind sheikh” convicted of masterminding the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. The 1999
investigation reportedly uncovered other ties the FBI found troubling, such as to the Holy Land
Foundation, a Muslim charity vilified for raising funds for Palestinian charitable institutions linked to
Hamas, a US State Department–designated terrorist organization. For two years while in San Diego,
according to tax records procured by the FBI, Awlaki was the vice president of another organization, the
Charitable Society for Social Welfare (CSSW). According to an FBI agent, this was merely another
“front organization to funnel money to terrorists.” Though no charges were ever brought against CSSW,
federal prosecutors described it as a subsidiary of a larger organization founded by Abdul Majeed al
Zindani, a well-known Yemeni with alleged al Qaeda ties. However, by this logic, the US Department of
Labor would also be guilty by association, for providing CSSW projects with millions of dollars between
2004 and 2008. Anwar’s family dismisses the suggestion that Anwar was raising money for terrorist
groups and insists he was raising money for orphans in Yemen and elsewhere in the Arab world. The US
investigation into Anwar was soon closed, for lack of evidence. In March 2000, the FBI concluded that
Awlaki “does not meet the criterion for [further] investigation.” But it wasn’t the last time Anwar would
hear from the FBI.

Two men who prayed at Anwar’s mosque in San Diego, Khalid al Mihdhar and Nawaf al Hazmi,
would soon be among the nineteen hijackers who conducted the 9/11 attacks. When Anwar moved the
family to Falls Church, Virginia, in 2000, Hazmi also attended his mosque. After 9/11, US investigators
would charge that Anwar was al Hazmi’s “spiritual adviser.” Nasser told me he asked his son about his
connections to Hazmi and Mihdhar and told me that Anwar had only a sporadic, clerical relationship with
the men. “I asked him myself. He said, ‘They prayed in the mosque like anybody else, and I met them
casually,’” Nasser asserted, asking, “How in the world do you think al Qaeda would have faith in Anwar
to tell him about their biggest thing they were preparing for? It is unbelievable, because at that time he had
no links whatsoever with any group like that. Definitely. And I’m 100 percent sure of that.”

Listening to Anwar’s sermons from this era, there is no hint that he had any affinity for al Qaeda. In
2000, Anwar began recording CDs of his sermons and selling them as box sets. The sermons were



extremely popular among Muslims in the United States and elsewhere in the English-speaking world. He
recorded more than a hundred CDs in all, most of them consisting of lectures on the lives of the Prophet
Muhammad, and on Jesus and Moses, as well as theories about the “Hereafter.” As the New York Times
put it, “The recordings appear free of obvious radicalism.” Invitations began streaming in, inviting
Awlaki to speak to mosques and Islamic centers across the United States and around the globe. “I was
very pleased with him,” said Abu Muntasir, a founding member of a UK group called JIMAS, which
hosted Awlaki several times. “He filled a gap for western Muslims who were seeking expressions of
their religion which differed from the Islam of their parents’ generation, to which they found it difficult to
relate.”

Despite the nonpolitical nature of his preaching, Anwar later alleged that US intelligence agents had
sent “moles” into his San Diego mosque to gather information on its activities. “There was nothing
happening at the mosque that would fall under the loose category of what we today refer to as terrorism
but nevertheless, it is my firm belief that the government, for some reason, was actively trying to plant
moles inside the mosque,” he charged.

There is another strange mystery regarding Anwar’s early run-ins with the FBI, one that will likely
never be solved. While he was an imam in San Diego, Anwar was busted twice on charges of soliciting
prostitutes. In the first case, he pleaded guilty to a lesser charge and paid a $400 fine and in the other, he
was fined $240, given three years’ probation and sentenced to two weeks of community service. The
arrests would later be used to paint Anwar as a hypocrite, but the preacher offered up a different
explanation: the US government was trying to blackmail him into becoming an informant. In 1996, Anwar
claimed, he was in his minivan at a stoplight waiting for it to turn green when his vehicle was approached
by a middle-aged woman who knocked on the passenger-seat window. “By the time I rolled down the
window and before even myself or the woman uttering a word I was surrounded by police officers who
had me come out of my vehicle only to be handcuffed,” he recalled. “I was accused of soliciting a
prostitute and then released. They made it a point to make me know in no uncertain terms that the woman
was an undercover cop. I didn’t know what to make of the incident.” Then, Anwar said, a few days later
he was visited by two men he said identified themselves as federal agents, who told him they wanted his
“cooperation.” Anwar said they wanted him to “liaise with them concerning the Muslim community of San
Diego. I was greatly irritated by such an offer and made it clear to them that they should never expect such
cooperation from myself. I never heard back from them again until” a year later. That was his second bust
for soliciting. “This time I was told that this is a sting operation and you would not be able to get out of
it,” Anwar recalled.

Perhaps he really was soliciting prostitutes, and his self-projection as a pious man was an elaborate
deception. But there would be other indications later that Anwar Awlaki may not have been regarded by
US intelligence simply as a target of investigation, but also as a potential collaborator.

Anwar was unsettled by his run-ins with the law in California. “I believed that if the issue in San Diego
was with local government I should be safe from it if I move somewhere else,” he recalled. Nasser
arranged for him to get a partial scholarship at George Washington University in Washington, DC, to
pursue a PhD. By that point, Anwar’s wife had given birth to their second child and he needed to find
employment. So, he lined up work as a chaplain for the university’s interreligious council and landed a
job as an imam at a popular mosque in Virginia, Dar al Hijrah. “Our community needed an imam who
could speak English...someone who could convey [a modern narrative about Islam] with the full force of
faith,” said Johari Abdul Malik, the outreach director at Dar al Hijrah. The mosque wanted someone who
could present the messages of the Koran to an audience of American Muslims. Awlaki, Malik said, “was
that person. And he delivered that message dutifully.” The family settled into suburban Virginia in January
2001. Although Anwar’s reflections years later indicate that his rage against the United States was
building in the years preceding 9/11, if that was true, he did a great job of masking it with his public



profile as a highly respected figure in the mainstream Muslim community.

ON THE MORNING OF SEPTEMBER 11, 2001, Anwar Awlaki was sitting in the backseat of a taxi. He had just
arrived at Reagan National Airport in DC and was heading home after catching a red-eye back from a
conference in Irvine, California. He heard the news of the attacks in the taxi and told the driver to head
straight for his mosque. Awlaki and his colleagues were immediately concerned that the mosque could be
targeted in the rage that was brewing. That night, police were called to Anwar’s mosque after a man
pulled his car up in front of the building and screamed threats at those inside for thirty minutes straight.
The mosque closed for three days as a result and issued a press release condemning the attacks. “Most of
the questions are, ‘How should we react?’” Awlaki said to the Washington Post,  explaining the
leadership’s reasons for shuttering the mosque. “Our answers are, especially for our sisters who are more
visible because of the dress: Stay home until things calm down.” When the mosque reopened, a Muslim-
owned security firm was hired to search cars and handbags and pat down people entering the building.
Local churches offered support to Dar al Hijrah, including escorts for Muslim women afraid to venture
out to mosque. This was a fact that Anwar lauded publicly to his congregation and to reporters, but he
also kept worshippers informed about anti-Muslim prejudice and hate crimes—such as one incident in
which a Muslim woman stumbled into the mosque on September 12 after being attacked by a man with a
baseball bat. In his first sermon after the reopening of the mosque, Anwar condemned the attacks as
“heinous.” “Our hearts bleed for the attacks that targeted the World Trade Center as well as other
institutions in the United States, despite our strong opposition to the American biased policy towards
Israel,” he said, reading a condemnation of the attacks from Sheikh Yusuf al Qaradawi, the famous,
controversial Egyptian theologian. “We came here to build, not to destroy....We are the bridge between
America and 1 billion Muslims worldwide,” Awlaki added.

When 9/11 happened, Awlaki didn’t own a television. “I used to get my news through the Internet,” he
said days after the attacks. “But since this happened, I rushed to Best Buy and got a TV set. And we were
glued to our TV sets. For Muslims, I think it was a very complicated issue because we suffer twice,” he
asserted. “We’re suffering as Muslims and as human beings because of the tragic loss for everyone. And
then in addition, we suffer the consequences of what will happen to us as an American Muslim community
since the perpetrators are, so far, identified as Arabs or Muslims. I would also add that we have been
pushed to the forefront because of these events. There has been huge media attention towards us, in
addition to FBI scrutiny.”

While Anwar huddled with other Muslim leaders to determine how they would respond to the 9/11
attacks, he once again popped onto the US government radar. “September 11 was a Tuesday,” Anwar
later recalled. “By Thursday the FBI were knocking on my door.” US agents began questioning Awlaki
about his dealings with two of the suspected hijackers. The agents showed him pictures of the hijackers—
including the two who had attended his San Diego mosque as well as Hani Hanjour, who also had spent
time in San Diego and, along with Hazmi, attended an Awlaki sermon in Falls Church, Virginia, in 2001.
Awlaki “said he did not recognize Hazmi’s name but did identify his picture. Although Awlaki admitted
meeting with Hazmi several times, he claimed not to remember any specifics of what they discussed,”
according to the 9/11 Commission. Awlaki also said that he had not had any contact with Hazmi in
Virginia, only in San Diego, and said he had never met Hanjour. Awlaki, according to the commission,
“described Hazmi as a soft-spoken Saudi student who used to appear at the mosque with a companion but
who did not have a large circle of friends.” According to declassified FBI files on Awlaki’s meetings
with federal agents after 9/11, Awlaki described Hazmi as “a loner,” adding that he was “a very calm and
extremely nice person.” Awlaki, according to the FBI, did not view Hazmi “as a very religious person,
based on the fact that [Hazmi] never wore a beard and neglected to attend all five daily prayer sessions.”



Soon after that meeting, the FBI returned again and asked Awlaki to work with them in their investigation.
The next time they visited, Awlaki got a lawyer. An FBI file after the meeting stated: “Investigation
continues at WFO [the FBI’s Washington Field Office] into the association between Anwar Aulaqi and
persons connected to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the United States.” [Awlaki’s name is
alternately spelled Aulaqi.]

According to subsequent FBI testimonies to the 9/11 Commission, Awlaki had a series of phone
conversations in 2000 with Saudi Omar al Bayoumi, who helped Hazmi and Mihdhar find apartments in
San Diego. An FBI investigator told the commission that he believed that the men were using Bayoumi’s
phone at the time, implying that Awlaki had had direct contact with the hijackers. Yet, based on those
early interviews, the investigators concluded that Awlaki’s interactions with the three hijackers were
inconclusive. The 9/11 Commission asserted that the future hijackers “respected Awlaki as a religious
figure and developed a close relationship with him” but added that “the evidence is thin as to specific
motivations.”

While the FBI dug into Awlaki’s relationship with the hijackers, hundreds of people would pack Dar al
Hijrah mosque to hear Awlaki preach on Fridays. He counseled families and helped new immigrants find
apartments or employment. Among those who came to him for help was a Palestinian couple who attended
all of his Friday sermons. They were having trouble with their son, who was a US military psychiatrist.
The couple was concerned that their son was not taking interest in their religion. Nasser recalled Anwar
telling him that they said, “Why don’t you talk with [our son], so he will come with us to the mosque?”
Awlaki agreed to help. Their son was named Nidal Malik Hasan, the man who, more than a decade later,
would commit one of the worst massacres on a US military base in history. Just as his relationship with
some of the 9/11 hijackers would result in government scrutiny of his life, Awlaki’s interactions with
Hasan would later be used to raise suspicions about Awlaki’s role in other terror plots.

Undoubtedly, Awlaki’s mosques seemed to attract an array of characters who would go on to become
terrorists. But the extent of Awlaki’s knowledge of who they were or what they were plotting is difficult
to determine. In examining Awlaki’s experiences and statements from this period, the mystery only
deepens. What unfolded between Awlaki and the US government behind closed doors in the months after
9/11 and what played out publicly between Awlaki and the US media at the same time is a bizarre tale,
filled with contradictions. It was as though Anwar Awlaki were living a double life.

In the weeks after 9/11, while Anwar dealt with the FBI agents in private, in public he became a media
star, called upon by scores of media outlets to represent a “moderate” Muslim view of the 9/11 attacks.
TV crews followed him around. National radio programs interviewed him. Newspapers quoted him
frequently. Awlaki encouraged his followers to participate in blood drives for 9/11 victims, to donate
money for the families. The leadership at the mosque described him as a man known for his “interfaith
outreach, civic engagement, and tolerance,” and the Associated Press reported that, among those who
attended his sermons, “Most said they did not find him to be overtly political or radical.” Although
Awlaki at times delivered stinging indictments of US foreign policy, he also condemned the attacks in
strong terms. Initially, he even indicated that the United States would be justified in waging an “armed
struggle” against those responsible for the attacks. “Absolutely,” Awlaki told PBS. “We have stated our
position that...there must be a way for the people who did this, they have to pay the price for what they
have done. And every nation on the face of the earth has a right to defend itself.”

Awlaki was “a go-to Muslim cleric for reporters scrambling to explain Islam. He condemned the mass
murder, invited television crews to follow him around and patiently explained the rituals of his religion,”
according to the New York Times . In a separate article, the paper reported that Awlaki “is held up as a
new generation of Muslim leader capable of merging East and West.” Awlaki said in late September
2001, “I even feel that it’s unfortunate that we have to state this position because no religion would
condone this, so it should be common knowledge. But we were in a position where we had to say that



Islam does not approve of this. There is no way that the people who did this could be Muslim, and if they
claim to be Muslim, then they have perverted their religion.” The Washington Post  consulted Awlaki
several times after 9/11, even commissioning him to star in a webcast about Ramadan. “Our position
needs to be reiterated and needs to be very clear,” Awlaki said during a sermon, televised nationally in
the United States by PBS, a few weeks after the attacks. “The fact that the US has administered the death
and homicide of...civilians in Iraq, the fact that the US is supporting the deaths and killing of thousands of
Palestinians does not justify the killing of one US civilian in New York City or Washington, DC, and the
deaths of [thousands of] civilians in New York and Washington, DC, does not justify the death of one
civilian in Afghanistan. And that is the difference between right and wrong, evil and good, that
everybody’s claiming to talk about.”

Even as he condemned the attacks, Awlaki pulled no punches in his analysis of the US posturing toward
the Islamic world. In one sermon, a week after 9/11, Awlaki pushed back on the Bush administration’s
characterization of al Qaeda’s motives. “We were told this was an attack on American civilization. We
were told this was an attack on American freedom, on the American way of life,” Awlaki declared. “This
wasn’t an attack on any of this. This was an attack on US foreign policy.” As the United States began its
push into Afghanistan in October 2001, Awlaki was interviewed by the Washington Times. “We’re totally
against what the terrorists [have] done. We want to bring those who [have] done this to justice,” he said.
“But we’re also against the killing of civilians in Afghanistan.” As the first Ramadan after 9/11
approached, Awlaki said, “There will be a higher level of anxiety in the community this year.” The
Muslim holiday will be overshadowed by “a gloomy mood because of the events that happened in
September and the ongoing war overseas,” he said, adding, “We always want Ramadan to come in quiet
times, but unfortunately, this year that is not going to happen.” He also made clear he was opposed to the
launch of the US war against the Taliban. “In my personal opinion I feel that the US rushed into this war,”
he told an interviewer. “There could have been some other avenues to solve this problem, one of which
was diplomatic pressure, taking advantage of all the Muslim countries who voiced their support for the
US in this, and voiced their concern for what has happened on September 11. Very strong condemnations
from all over the Muslim world. So that could have been used and capitalized on to put some pressure on
Afghanistan or whoever did this, rather than rushing into the war that we’ve seen.” More than a decade
before the so-called Arab Spring, Anwar also criticized US support for autocratic leaders and their
repressive regimes in Middle Eastern and predominantly Muslim countries. “There doesn’t have to be a
dramatic, sudden, overnight change in these regimes, but there needs to be at least some pressure on the
part of the US for these regimes to open up a bit and provide more freedom to the people,” he said.

Driving around suburban Virginia during Ramadan in late 2001, Awlaki spoke to a camera held by a
journalist from the Washington Post.  “Since the war started there have been a lot of casualties among
civilians. A lot. And unfortunately that hasn’t been reported, or hasn’t been reported in a fair proportion
in the media, so there’s a lot of concern that the common people in Afghanistan are paying the price for
this. They’re pawns in this game of politics,” he said.

After September 11th, the feelings of American Muslims were similar to the feeling of everybody else in
America, feelings of sympathy for the families of the victims, and a sense that whoever did this needs to
be brought to justice...that was the prevailing feeling amongst all American Muslims, in fact Muslims
around the world. The war changed that a bit, because we have the memories of Iraq fresh in our minds.
We were told in 1990 that this was going to be a war against Saddam Hussein. Well, after ten years he’s
still in power and the ones who are suffering are the Iraqi people. A million in Iraq died. So those
memories are coming back to us now. They say it’s to get the terrorists, but then here we go, casualties
from the civilians.



The interviewer asked Awlaki what he thought of bin Laden and the Taliban. “They represent a very
radical understanding, an extreme view, and a part of what feeds into [those] radical views are the
conditions that exist in the Muslim world,” he said. “It’s definitely a fringe group. There have been
teaching[s] that were twisted. It’s a method of justifying views by using religious texts, and that could
exist in any religion.” Awlaki appears, in the video, to be struggling sincerely with how to respond to
9/11. He is also seen as a loving father, wiping his younger son’s nose. At another point, he holds his
trotting toddler’s hand as they walk into the mosque. For a brief moment, Awlaki even sings part of the
theme song from the children’s show Barney: “I love you, you love me.” It is difficult to watch the hours
of footage and conclude that he was simply a good actor.

As incidents of anti-Muslim violence and bigotry spread, Awlaki watched as Muslim and Arab
communities in the United States were targeted by the federal government. The people who came to his
sermons told him of harassment they endured because of their race or their faith. People were rounded up,
mosques were infiltrated, Muslim businesses were targeted by vigilantes and federal agents. Like many
American Muslims, Awlaki believed that his people were being singled out, profiled because of their
religion or race. “There is an element of feeling among the Muslims that they are targeted, or at least they
are the ones who are paying the highest price for what’s going on,” Awlaki told National Public Radio in
October 2001. “There has been a rise in negative reporting on Islam in the media since the events
happened. There have been 1,100 Muslims detained in the US. There’s a bombing going on over a
Muslim country, Afghanistan. So there are some reasons that make the Muslims feel that, well, it is true
that the statement was made that this is not a war against Islam, but for all practical reasons, it is the
Muslims who are being hurt.” When two members of his former San Diego mosque were detained on the
basis of allegedly “strong connections” to the hijackers who had worshipped there, Awlaki rebuked the
FBI. “There was no need to round them up in a crude fashion,” he said. He and his colleagues had
preached patience and cooperation with the authorities, Awlaki said, but argued that “our people won’t
listen to us when they see this is how the FBI is treating them. It strengthens our belief that we are a
community under siege...whose civil rights are being violated.” “It is not right,” he went on, claiming that
the two men had tried to voluntarily cooperate with authorities before being unfairly detained. “It gives
the impression they have involvement in this. It just destroys their reputation. I am convinced they are
innocent.”

As the weeks went on after 9/11, Awlaki described in scores of media interviews the struggle that he
and other Muslim leaders were facing in their communities, sparked by the perception that the United
States was waging a war against Muslims and Islam. “It is the radical voices that are taking over, the ones
who are willing to enter into an armed confrontation with their governments. So, basically, what we have
now is that all of the moderate voices are silenced in the Muslim world,” he said in one interview. In
another, Awlaki said, “With American Muslims, there’s this feeling of being torn between our nation and
our solidarity with Muslims around the world.” Awlaki began warning the United States that if it launched
what Muslims perceived as a war against their religion, it would bring blowback. “My worry is that
because of this conflict, the views of Osama bin Laden will become appealing to some of the population
of the Muslim world,” he said. “That’s a very frightening thing, so the US needs to be very careful and not
have itself perceived as an enemy of Islam.”

IN ONE OF THE ODDER TWISTS in Awlaki’s post-9/11 story, he was invited by officials at the US Department
of Defense (DoD) to address a Pentagon luncheon on February 5, 2002. In a declassified e-mail, one of
the organizers of the event, a Pentagon employee, wrote: “I had the privilege of hearing one of Mr.
Awlaki’s presentations in November and was impressed both by the extent of his knowledge and by how
he communicated that information and handled a hostile element in the audience. I particularly liked how



he addressed how the average Middle Eastern person perceives the United States and his views on the
international media.” The e-mail concluded that the event needed to be booked soon because Awlaki
“will be leaving for an extensive period of time,” adding, “I think you’ll enjoy it if you come. [Awlaki] is
very informative and this is certainly a hot topic that we all would like to learn a little more about.”
According to declassified Pentagon documents, “At that period in time, the secretary of the Army
(redacted) was eager to have a presentation from a moderate Muslim,” adding that Awlaki “was
considered to be an ‘up and coming’ member of the Islamic community.” After being vetted for security
reasons, Awlaki “was invited to and attended a luncheon at the Pentagon in the secretary of the Army’s
Office of Government Counsel.” (It is unlikely Awlaki dined on the “East Side West Side” sandwich
offered at the event, which included beef, turkey and bacon on marbled rye.)

The Pentagon appearance may have just been a freak event that occurred thanks to poor vetting and
Awlaki’s public reputation at the time, shaped by his scores of media appearances, but it would also fuel
speculation that Awlaki was cooperating with the US government in its 9/11 investigations. When I asked
Nasser Awlaki, Anwar’s father, about the Pentagon luncheon, he lit up. “Yes! You know, you cannot
believe it,” he told me. “At one time, he told me he will join the US Army in order to be Muslim
chaplain.” In one conversation he had with his son during this time, Nasser said Anwar “told me he was
mad not to be invited to the White House. Like other Muslim dignitaries during Ramadan, when Bush
started this event, asking people to come to Ramadan. He thought, how come they didn’t ask him, because
he was the imam of a big religious center in America.” Awlaki may not have made it into the White
House, but in early 2002, he was invited to lead a prayer service in the US Capitol. His sermon there was
featured in the 2002 PBS documentary Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet.

In March 2002, US federal agents conducted a series of sweeping raids against more than a dozen
Muslim nonprofit organizations, businesses and private homes. The raids were conducted under the
banner of an interagency task force and were part of a broad investigation into terror finances, code-
named Operation Green Quest. Among the raided organizations were respected Islamic think tanks, such
as the International Institute of Islamic Thought, as well as the Graduate School of Islamic and Social
Sciences at Cordoba University in Virginia. The homes of various leaders and staffers of the
organizations were also searched and their property seized. The raids were allegedly conducted as part of
a targeted operation against terrorism financing. The agents seized computer hard drives, confidential
files and books. The raids filled five hundred boxes with files seized in the actions. No charges were ever
filed against any leaders of these institutions or the organizations themselves in connection with the raids.
Mainstream Muslim organizations and civil liberties groups condemned the raids as a witch hunt. Awlaki
delivered a stinging sermon saying Operation Green Quest “was an attack on every one of us” in “the
Muslim community,” warning, “If today this happened to these organizations, tomorrow you’re going to be
next.” In another sermon, Awlaki declared, “Maybe the next day the Congress will pass a bill about Islam
that it is illegal in America. Don’t think that this is a strange thing to happen; anything is probable in the
world of today because there are no rights unless there’s a struggle for those rights.”

Unbeknownst to Awlaki, he had been identified by the Green Quest task force as an active subject of its
investigation, though it ultimately determined he had no connection to the targeted groups. At the same
time, the FBI was actively trying to force him to cooperate in various investigations. Awlaki believed
they were using the prostitution busts back in San Diego to try to flip him. Actually, his theory was not
far-fetched. In fact, this was precisely what the feds were trying to do in the months after 9/11 when
Awlaki was in Virginia. “FBI agents hoped al-Awlaki might cooperate with the 9/11 probe if they could
nab him on similar charges in Virginia,” US News & World Report  later reported. “FBI sources say
agents observed the imam allegedly taking Washington-area prostitutes into Virginia and contemplated
using a federal statute usually reserved for nabbing pimps who transport prostitutes across state lines.”

Awlaki was being feted in the media and presented as a voice of moderate Islam; a man who spoke



eloquently of the Muslim community’s struggle to navigate feelings of outrage at the 9/11 attacks and
opposition to the wars the United States had launched in response. But privately, Awlaki was plotting his
departure from America. Imam Johari Abdul Malik, who was the outreach director at Awlaki’s Virginia
mosque, said that he tried to persuade Anwar to stay in the United States in 2002. “Why are you leaving?”
Malik asked him. He recalled Awlaki saying, “Because the climate here, you can’t really do your work,
because it’s always antiterrorism, investigating this. The FBI wants to talk to you. That’s not what I
signed up for. I would rather go somewhere where I can preach, I can teach, I can have a discourse that’s
not about 9/11 every day.” Awlaki also said he was considering running for parliament in Yemen and that
he was interested in having his own TV show in the Gulf. Malik added that “Awlaki knew that he had
been arrested for the solicitation of prostitutes, and that any revelation of this by US authorities would
have ruined him.”

Awlaki had also changed his tone about the United States. He was outraged over the crackdowns on
Muslims and the wars abroad in Muslim countries. The raids, combined with the US war in Afghanistan
and the threats of war against Iraq, spurred Awlaki to become sharper in his critique of the US
government. “This is not now a war on terrorism. We need to all be clear about this. This is a war against
Muslims. It is a war against Muslims and Islam. Not only is this happening worldwide but it is happening
right here, in America, that is claiming to be fighting this war for the sake of freedom, while it is
infringing on the freedom of its own citizens, just because they are Muslims,” Awlaki said during a
sermon. It was one of the last he would deliver in the United States. The US government surveillance of
Muslims and mosques and imams enraged Awlaki, according to Nasser. “So Anwar suddenly was finding
himself in a very difficult position. The country which he was born in, the country which he loved, the
country where he wanted to preach his religion,” in Anwar’s eyes, “became really against Muslims. And
he was mad. And he could not really practice his religion freely in America. So he thought maybe Britain
will be a good country to go to,” recalled Nasser. “And so he called me and said, ‘Father, I cannot finish
my PhD.’” Nasser was devastated. His dream was for his son to finish his PhD in America and return to
Yemen to teach at the university, as he had done.

In leaving America for Britain in 2002, Anwar would also leave behind the “moderate” reputation he
had built in the US media after 9/11. Was Anwar Awlaki a sleeper supporter of al Qaeda? A spiritual
adviser to 9/11 hijackers, as the government would later allege? Or was he an American Muslim
radicalized by his experiences in the United States after 9/11? Whether Awlaki was putting on a public
show after 9/11 and hiding his true militant views on the United States or trying to escape the US
government’s investigations and interrogations, when he left Virginia he was on a collision course with
history.



Find, Fix, Finish: The Rise of JSOC

WASHINGTON, DC, 1979–2001—On November 21, 2001, as the Global War on Terror was kicking into gear,
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld visited Fort Bragg, the headquarters of the Green Berets. “This is a
worldwide war on terrorism, and every one of you, and each one of the organizations you represent are
needed. And I know—I know of certain knowledge that when the call comes, you will be ready,”
Rumsfeld declared at the base. “At the start of the campaign, President George W. Bush said, ‘We are at
the beginning of our efforts in Afghanistan, but Afghanistan is only the beginning of our efforts in the
world. This war will not end until terrorists with global reach have been found and stopped and
defeated.’ You are the men and women who will hand-carry that message to America’s enemies, sealed
with the muscle and might of the greatest warrior force on Earth.” In his public appearance, Rumsfeld
publicly thanked the “vanilla” Special Forces, the Green Berets, for their central role in Afghanistan, but
when he spoke of those who would “hand-carry” America’s message, he was referring to a particular
group of warriors whom he viewed as his best and most secret weapon.

Although part of Rumsfeld’s visit to Fort Bragg was public, he was also there for a secret meeting—
with the forces whose units were seldom mentioned in the press and whose operations were entirely
shrouded in secrecy: the Joint Special Operations Command, or JSOC. On paper, JSOC appeared to be
an almost academic entity, and its official mission was described in bland, bureaucratic terms. Officially,
JSOC was the “joint headquarters designed to study special operations requirements and techniques;
ensure interoperability and equipment standardization; plan and conduct joint special operations exercises
and training; and develop joint special operations tactics.” In reality, JSOC was the most closely guarded
secret force in the US national security apparatus. Its members were known within the covert ops
community as ninjas, “snake eaters,” or, simply, operators. Of all of the military forces available to the
president of the United States, none was as elite as JSOC. When a president of the United States wanted
to conduct an operation in total secrecy, away from the prying eyes of Congress, the best bet was not the
CIA, but rather JSOC. “Who’s getting ready to deploy?” Rumsfeld asked when he addressed the special
operators. The generals pointed to the men on standby. “Good for you. Where you off to? Ahh, you’d have
to shoot me if you told me, right?” Rumsfeld joked. “Just checking.”

JSOC was formed out of the ashes of the failed mission to rescue fifty-three American hostages held in
the US Embassy in Tehran, Iran, following the Islamic revolution of 1979. Code-named Operation Eagle
Claw, the action involved an insertion of elite Delta Force operatives commanded by one of its famed
founders, Colonel Charlie Beckwith, to secure an airstrip that could be used to launch an assault on the
embassy. But when two of the helicopters went down in a sandstorm and a third was grounded, Beckwith
and other commanders began fighting over whether to abort the mission. The loss of several crucial
aircraft resulted in a standoff in the Iranian desert on whether to go forward with the mission. Beckwith
fought with the air force commanders, naval officers and marine commanders. Eventually, President
Carter issued an abort-mission order. Eight US service members died in the failed operation, when a
helicopter crashed into a C-130 during the evacuation from Iran. It was a disaster. The Iranians scattered
the American hostages around the country to prevent another rescue attempt. After 444 days in captivity,
after a behind-the-scenes deal was brokered to swap the hostages for weapons, the Americans were
eventually released—just minutes after President Reagan was sworn into office.

Behind the scenes, the White House and Pentagon reviewed what had gone wrong with the mission. It
was determined that a unified, fully capable special operations all-star team was needed for such
operations, one that would have its own aircraft, soldiers, SEALs and intelligence. Soon after Eagle Claw



failed, the Pentagon established the Joint Test Directorate to begin preparing for another rescue operation,
code-named Operation Honey Badger. The mission never launched, but a secret program would begin
drawing up plans for a special ops team that would have full-spectrum capabilities to ensure that
disasters like Eagle Claw would never happen again. Thus, in 1980, JSOC was officially formed, though
the White House and the military would not publicly acknowledge its existence. JSOC was unique among
all military and intelligence assets in that it reported directly to the president and was intended to be his
small, private army. At least that was how the force was viewed in theory.

Colonel Walter Patrick Lang spent much of his military career in dark ops. Early in his army service,
he helped coordinate the operation that led to the capture and killing of Che Guevara in Bolivia in 1967.
He was a member of the Studies and Observation Group, SOG, which ran the targeted killing campaign
for the United States during the Vietnam War, and eventually became the head of the secret Defense
Intelligence Agency global human intelligence program. He was posted in Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and
other hot spots around the globe. Lang also started the Arabic-language program at the West Point
Military Academy. Throughout his career, he watched closely as the United States created this new
special ops capability. The principal role of the “vanilla” Special Forces, like the Green Berets, was
“training and leading indigenous forces, usually irregular forces against either regular forces or guerrilla
forces. That’s what they do, so they’re attuned to foreigners. They seek to find people who are empathic,
who work well with foreigners. Who like to sit around and eat with their right hand out of a common
bowl bits of stringy old goat. And listen to somebody’s gramma talk about the baloney, fictional ancestry
of the tribe. They like to do that.” Lang likened Green Berets to “armed anthropologists.” JSOC, he said,
was envisioned as “a counterterrorist commando outfit modeled on the British SAS [Special Air
Service]. And the SAS does not do ‘let’s get happy with the natives’ stuff. They don’t do that. They’re
commandos, they kill the natives. These people are not very well educated about the larger picture of the
effect that [their operations] have on the position of the United States in the world.”

In the beginning, JSOC was a bit like an afterthought within the military bureaucracy. It did not have its
own budget and was largely used as a force multiplier for hot conflicts under the command of the
conventional military’s Areas of Responsibility, the Pentagon’s global system for organizing which forces
oversee operations in specific regions. Delta Force had formed in the 1970s as a result of a series of
terrorist attacks that spurred calls for the United States to expand the capacity of its unconventional
warriors and special operations forces. “A lot of the military officers who had been brought up through
this kind of, ‘Charlie-Beckwith-counterterrorism-commando’ thing, these are technicians of war,
basically,” Lang told me.

After the disaster of Eagle Claw in Iran, JSOC would be created as a highly compartmentalized
organization with Special Mission Units (SMU) that would train and prepare for what were called “F3”
operations: Find, Fix, Finish. In plain English, that meant tracking a target, fixing his location and
finishing him off. The now world-famous Navy SEAL Team 6 that killed Osama bin Laden was created to
support and conduct these missions. Its founding commander, Richard Marcinko, had served on the task
force, known as the Terrorist Action Team, that planned Eagle Claw. Originally called Mobility 6, this
elite unit of seventy-five Navy SEALs would develop into the leading counterterrorist unit available to
the US government. Its name was itself propaganda. At the time of Team 6’s founding, there were only
two other SEAL teams, but Marcinko wanted the Soviets to think there were other teams of which they
were unaware.

In the beginning, there were growing pains within JSOC, given that it was drawing its forces from a
variety of elite units, including Delta Force, the SEALs and the 75th Army Rangers, that all believed in
their own superiority. JSOC trained for operating in denied areas, conducting small-scale kinetic
operations or direct actions, that is, lethal ops. A temporary military intelligence unit called the FOG,
Field Operations Group, was formed. It would later become the in-house intelligence wing of JSOC and



be known as “the Activity.” Among its early highlights was providing signals intelligence for an operation
to free Brigadier General James Dozier, who had been kidnapped by the Marxist Red Brigades in
December 1981 from his home in Verona, Italy. Dozier was the only US flag officer to have ever been
kidnapped. The Activity traced his location after several weeks of hunting, leading to a successful rescue
operation by Italian antiterror forces.

Headquartered at Pope Air Force Base and Fort Bragg in North Carolina, JSOC would eventually
command the army’s Delta Force and 75th Ranger Regiment and SEAL Team 6, which was renamed the
Naval Warfare Development Group, DEVGRU. Its air assets were drawn from the elite 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment, known as the “Night Stalkers,” as well as from the air force’s 24th
Special Tactics Squadron. JSOC’s founders conceived of it as an antiterrorist force. But for much of its
early history, it would be used for other types of missions. These teams would be deployed in secret and
attach themselves to allied military forces or paramilitaries seeking to bring down governments perceived
as hostile to US interests. At times the lines between training and combat were blurred, particularly in the
dirty wars in Latin America in the 1980s. JSOC was used in Grenada in 1983 when President Reagan
ordered a US invasion and throughout the 1980s in Honduras, where the United States was coordinating
support for the Contras in Nicaragua and battling a guerrilla insurgency inside of Honduras. During his
first term, President Reagan seemed eager to label terrorism a national security threat to be tackled by
targeted kinetic force. Around the time of the 1983 Beirut bombing, Reagan publicly espoused “swift and
effective retribution” against terrorists and signed a classified National Security Decision Directive
(NSDD) and a subsequent secret finding authorizing “the use of sabotage, killing, [and] preemptive
retaliatory strikes” against terrorist groups. The NSDD and the finding referred to a plan to form lethal
CIA “action teams,” but they reportedly authorized cooperation with JSOC forces.

JSOC operators liaised with foreign military forces throughout Latin America and the Middle East to
combat hostage takers. They were also involved in the operation that led to the killing of Colombian drug
lord Pablo Escobar in Medellín in 1993. Such operations led to the rise of a force of American fighters
with a unique set of skills in counterinsurgency warfare. By the end stages of the Cold War, JSOC
operators had become the most elite, seasoned combat veterans in the US military arsenal. In the 1990s,
they went on to play central, but secret, roles in the wars in the Balkans, Somalia, Chechnya, Iran, Syria
and throughout Africa and Asia. In the former Yugoslavia, JSOC helped lead the hunt for accused war
criminals, though it failed to capture its two main targets, Bosnian Serb leaders Ratko Mladic and
Radovan Karadzic. Under a secret presidential directive issued by President Clinton, JSOC was
authorized to operate on US soil in counterterror operations and to confront any WMD threats,
circumventing the Posse Comitatus Act, which prohibits the military from conducting law enforcement
domestically.

In fact, some of JSOC’s most sensitive missions were conducted at home. In 1993, Delta Force
members participated in the disastrous raid against the Branch Davidian cult’s compound in Waco, Texas.
Some seventy-five people died in the raid, including more than twenty children and two pregnant women.
JSOC also conducted security operations within America’s borders when the 1994 World Cup and 1996
Summer Olympics were hosted by the United States.

By the end of the 1990s, the Department of Defense had officially acknowledged that teams such as
JSOC existed, though its name was not made public. “We have designated Special Mission Units that are
specifically manned, equipped and trained to deal with a wide variety of transnational threats,” said
Walter Slocombe, the undersecretary of defense for policy. An estimated 80 percent of JSOC’s missions
prior to 2000 remain classified.

“I would say they’re the ace in the hole. If you were a card player, that’s your ace that you’ve got
tucked away.” That’s how General Hugh Shelton described JSOC to me. Shelton served as chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff under President Clinton and had spent most of his military career in Special



Operations. Before Clinton named him chairman, Shelton had commanded the US Special Operations
Command (SOCOM), which was technically the parent organization for JSOC’s operations. “They are a
surgical type of unit. They are not to be used to assault a fortress or anything—that’s what the army and
the marine corps does. But if you need someone that can sky dive from thirty miles away, and go down the
chimney of the castle, and blow it up from the inside—those are the guys you want to call on.” They’re
“the quiet professionals. They do it, and do it well, but they don’t brag about it,” he added. “You would
not want to commit them to anything that required a mass force—and I guarded against that, when I was
the chairman.” On 9/11, Shelton was chairman. And Rumsfeld loathed him and his reservations.

Although JSOC’s secret history was discussed, in hushed tones, in the halls of the Pentagon, many of its
most decorated veterans believed it had been underutilized or, worse, misused. After an auspicious start
and a far-reaching mandate, JSOC was viewed as a bastard child within the Pentagon and White House.
The Iran-Contra scandal had placed a pox on the house of covert action. Despite some successes, such as
the rescue of Kurt Muse, an American citizen, from a Panamanian prison during Operation Just Cause in
1989, Special Operations Forces (SOFs) were used with trepidation for the decade preceding 9/11.

During the 1991 Gulf War, United States Central Command (CENTCOM) Commander General
Norman Schwarzkopf was reluctant to include JSOC in the war plan, though he ultimately lost that battle.
JSOC deployed and—among other missions—hunted down SCUD missile systems to sabotage them. This
distrust began to thaw slightly during the Clinton administration. According to SOCOM’s official history,
during this period, the operational tempo of Special Ops Forces increased more than 50 percent: “In 1996
alone, SOF were deployed in a total of 142 countries and engaged in 120 counterdrug missions, 12
demining training missions, and 204 Joint Combined Exchange Training exercises.” But, rather than
targeted kinetic ops, JSOC had mostly been used in large-scale operations, which increasingly became
peacekeeping missions involving international coalitions, such as the wars in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Liberia, Sierra Leone, Haiti and Somalia. The kinetic, direct-action missions it was formed to conduct
seldom seemed to go live. General Wayne Downing, who headed SOCOM from 1993 to 1996 and was a
former JSOC commander, said that following the end of the Cold War, US Special Operations Forces’
“unconventional warfare” role “had received reduced emphasis,” adding that its “capabilities in this area
had atrophied.” JSOC, he said, “maintained superb counterterrorism and counterproliferation
capabilities, but operated from a reactive rather than a proactive posture.”

As the al Qaeda threat began to emerge in the 1990s, JSOC would propose missions aimed at targeting
the network’s leadership. Its commanders believed that this was its central role, and early drafts of
planned operations against bin Laden and al Qaeda in the late 1990s reportedly included JSOC. But
JSOC’s commanders claimed that prior to 9/11 their forces “were never used once to hunt down terrorists
who had taken American lives.” According to Downing, during his tenure at SOCOM he participated in
the preparation of approximately twenty operations targeting terrorist groups accused of killing American
citizens, but the command “couldn’t pull the trigger.” Downing asserted that although JSOC “had superb,
direct assault, ‘finish’ capabilities,” it lacked “the ‘find’ and ‘fix’ and intelligence fusion capabilities
essential to” fight a global war on terrorism.

“For many years, they were kind of a joke. They were the ‘Big, Bad, Weightlifting Guys,’ you know,
down at Fort Bragg, inside their compound there,” recalled Lang. “But they went on a lot of
reconnaissance, and did things like that, but they never got to fight anybody, until the Clinton thing in
Somalia [the infamous 1993 Black Hawk Down incident]. You gotta admit, they were brave as hell—
there’s no doubt about that—but in fact their real days of glory, as kind of worldwide scourers of the
enemies of justice and truth, really only started after 9/11. They didn’t really do a lot of fighting before
that, really.”

Rumsfeld came into office with an agenda to change that equation. He not only wanted the Pentagon to
take over covert operations from the CIA but aimed to consolidate control over these operations himself,



radically streamlining the established military chain of command. JSOC was created in secrecy to
perform operations that were, by their very nature, meant to be kept hidden from virtually all other entities
of military and government. After 9/11, Rumsfeld moved swiftly to create a structure to circumvent the
Joint Chiefs and to begin directly coordinating with combatant commanders to conduct kinetic operations
in their areas of responsibility. Under Title 10 of the US code, the chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was
the senior military adviser to the president and was to serve as a conduit to the president. “[Rumsfeld]
didn’t like that at all,” recalls Shelton. Rumsfeld “would try to diminish my authority or eliminate
members of my staff,” Shelton alleged. Rumsfeld, Shelton said, “wanted to be the policy and the
operations guy.” Shelton told me Rumsfeld sidelined “all that military expertise” and “he immediately
wanted to figure out how he could start dealing directly with the combatant commanders and not dealing,
as every other SECDEF [secretary of defense] had done, by presidential directive through the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs.” In his memoir, Shelton described Rumsfeld’s model of the secretary of defense as being
“based on deception, deceit, working political agendas, and trying to get the Joint Chiefs to support an
action that might not be the right thing to do for the country, but would work well for the President from a
political standpoint.” He added, “It was the worst style of leadership I witnessed in 38 years of service
or have witnessed at the highest levels of the corporate world since then.”

Shelton said that during his time as chairman, under both Clinton and Bush, he personally intervened to
stop operations he believed would have resulted in innocents being killed if they had gone ahead based on
initial intel. But Rumsfeld wanted to streamline the process for green-lighting targeted killing operations
and did not want to be bogged down by the military brass. “You’ve got to be careful when you start
killing people, and make sure the ones you kill are the right people. And that requires using all the assets
we got, to make sure we don’t make a mistake. And it can be done fast, but it needs to be done as a cross-
check,” said Shelton. “Even though you don’t want to miss an opportunity to grab a terrorist, you don’t
want to end up having an international incident that turns out to make us look like the terrorist.” Far from
Shelton’s view of how these “surgical” forces should be deployed, Rumsfeld believed that JSOC had
been underutilized, and he intended to transform it from the tip of the spear of a new global killing
campaign to the spear itself. Rumsfeld—and many in the Special Ops community—believed that President
Clinton and the military brass of the 1990s had lawyered forces like JSOC into a state of near irrelevance
in the fight against terrorism. During the Clinton administration, “the possibility of hunting down the
terrorists did receive ample attention at the top echelons of government,” concluded a report
commissioned by Rumsfeld three months after 9/11. “But somewhere between inception and execution,
the SOF options were always scuttled as too problematic.”

The author of the report was Richard Shultz, an academic who specialized in Special Operations
warfare, and its purpose was to dissect Clinton’s counterterrorism strategy. Rumsfeld wanted to ensure
that any legal or bureaucratic barriers to unleashing JSOC would be smashed. Shultz was given a security
clearance and free rein to conduct interviews with senior military officials and to review intelligence.
The ultimate conclusion of the Shultz report was that the United States needed to take JSOC off the
national security shelf and put it front and center in the war on terror.

The Shultz report, parts of which were later adapted into an unclassified article for the neoconservative
Weekly Standard, also postulated that the Black Hawk Down incident in 1993 in Somalia had scared the
White House into paralyzing Special Operations Forces. In late 1992, the United States was leading a UN
peacekeeping mission aimed at delivering aid and, later, ridding Somalia of the warlords who had
overthrown the country’s government. But the warlords openly defied the US and UN forces and
continued to pillage Somalia. In the summer of 1993, after a series of attacks on UN forces, Clinton gave
the green light to JSOC to conduct a daring operation to take down the inner circle of the notorious
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid, whose forces were rapidly consolidating their control of Mogadishu.
But the mission descended into disaster when two of JSOC’s Black Hawk helicopters were shot down



over Mogadishu, sparking a massive battle between Special Ops Forces and Somali militia members. In
all, eighteen US soldiers were killed. Images of some of the Americans being dragged through the streets
were broadcast around the globe and ultimately spurred a US withdrawal. “The Mogadishu disaster
spooked the Clinton administration as well as the brass, and confirmed the Joint Chiefs in the view that
SOF should never be entrusted with independent operations,” the Shultz report asserted. “After
Mogadishu, one Pentagon officer explained, there was ‘reluctance to even discuss pro-active measures
associated with countering the terrorist threat through SOF operations. The Joint Staff was very happy for
the administration to take a law enforcement view. They didn’t want to put special ops troops on the
ground.’” General Peter Schoomaker, who commanded JSOC from 1994 to 1996, said that the
presidential directives under Clinton, “and the subsequent findings and authorities, in my view, were done
to check off boxes. The president signed things that everybody involved knew full well were never going
to happen,” adding: “The military, by the way, didn’t want to touch it. There was great reluctance in the
Pentagon.”

Shultz had interviewed several officials who served on the Joint Staff and in the special operations
world under Clinton and who asserted that officials such as Richard Clarke, who advocated using Special
Ops troops on the ground to engage in targeted kill or capture operations against bin Laden and other al
Qaeda figures, were denounced by the brass as madmen who were “out of control, power hungry, wanted
to be a hero, all that kind of stuff.” One former official told Shultz, “when we would carry back from the
counterterrorism group one of those SOF counterterrorism proposals, our job was” not to figure out “how
to execute it, but how we were going to say no.” Shultz denounced such “showstoppers,” his label for the
lawyering and bureaucratic restrictions imposed under Clinton that “formed an impenetrable phalanx
ensuring that all high level policy discussions, tough new presidential directives, revised contingency
plans, and actual dress rehearsals for missions would come to nothing.” As Shultz saw it, these “mutually
reinforcing, self-imposed constraints...kept the special mission units sidelined,” under Clinton, “even as
al Qaeda struck at...targets around the globe and trumpeted its intention to do more of the same.”

The Shultz report painted a picture of Special Ops Forces being handcuffed by the military brass and
civilian officials who preferred to launch cruise missiles and to approach bin Laden and his terrorist
troops through a law-enforcement lens. The fear of failed missions or humiliation combined with concern
over violating bans on assassination or killing innocents in the pursuit of the guilty paved the path to 9/11,
in Rumsfeld’s opinion. His strategy boiled down to this: he wanted America’s best killers to kill
America’s enemies wherever they resided.

As the United States began its global war, Shultz began briefing senior Pentagon officials on his
findings and recommendations. The report, which was classified as “SECRET,” was scathing in its
denunciation of Clinton’s counterterrorism policies and advocated an aggressive promotion of JSOC
within the US national security apparatus. Instead of being a force that could be called in to support the
conventional US commanders in their areas of responsibility, those conventional commanders would be
supporting JSOC. It was an unprecedented promotion of America’s premier black ops force to a position
of supreme authority. Rumsfeld, who only had to deal with General Shelton “for fifteen minutes,” as
Rumsfeld put it, forged ahead full speed after Shelton was replaced in October 2001 by a far more
malleable chair of the Joint Chiefs, Richard Myers. If Rumsfeld was to “employ” JSOC to “conduct a
global war on al Qaeda it must learn the right lessons of Mogadishu,” the Shultz report concluded. “Those
lessons reveal how good SOF units are, even when policymakers misuse them. Imagine if they were
employed properly in the war on terrorism.”

Whether it was proper or not, Rumsfeld was about to yank JSOC from obscurity and build its force to
an unprecedented prominence and strength within the US war machine. To do it, he would need to invade
the CIA’s realm and create parallel structures that would answer to him—not to Congress or the State
Department. They would also need a freestanding intelligence operation that would support their covert



agenda.

FROM THE START  of the Bush administration, Rumsfeld and Cheney frequently clashed with Secretary of
State Colin Powell and were determined to make sure the highly decorated former chair of the Joint
Chiefs didn’t stand in the way of their wars. Powell was hardly a dove, but from the first moments after
9/11, he was advocating that the United States develop a tightly focused military response against al
Qaeda. Powell and his deputies asserted that “our allies and friends abroad would be more comfortable
with retributive U.S. strikes against the perpetrators of 9/11 than with a global war against Islamist
terrorists and their state supporters,” recalled Douglas Feith. Powell, he asserted, believed a “narrowly
scoped campaign of punishment would keep U.S. policy more in line with the traditional law enforcement
approach to fighting terrorism.” But the neoconservatives were intent on waging preemptive wars against
nation-states and sought to unleash the CIA from the legal and oversight bureaucracy. “Forget about ‘exit
strategies,’” Rumsfeld said two weeks after 9/11. “We’re looking at a sustained engagement that carries
no deadlines.” As secretary of state, Powell was responsible for building up international relationships
and alliances. His diplomatic agenda almost immediately came into direct conflict with that of the
neocons. Powell and his ambassadors also had a hand in monitoring CIA activities around the globe.
They were to be informed of all operations in countries around the world—a stricture Rumsfeld and
Cheney bitterly resented.

Malcolm Nance, a career navy counterterrorist specialist who trained elite US Special Operations
Forces, watched as experienced military figures within the administration were sidelined by Cheney,
Rumsfeld and their militia of ideologues. “No one amongst those people had served in combat, but Colin
Powell, Lawrence Wilkerson and his staff were all the combat personnel,” Nance told me. “And it’s
funny, they were shuffled over at the State Department and the civilian ideologues were put over into the
Pentagon and they were the people who came up with what we call TCCC, ‘Tom Clancy Combat
Concepts.’ They came out and just started reading these books and magazines and start thinking, ‘We’re
going to be hard, we’re going to do these things, we’re going to go out and start popping people on the
streets and we’re going to start renditioning people.’ The decision makers were almost childlike in
wanting to do high, Dungeons and Dragons, you know, dagger and intrigue all the time.”

On 9/11, the CIA did not have a large in-house paramilitary capability—just six hundred to seven
hundred covert operatives at most. So, many of its hits relied heavily on Special Forces and Special
Operations Forces—which numbered more than 10,000—loaned to the Agency for specific missions.
“All of the paramilitary expertise really came from the military, from Special Forces,” recalled Vincent
Cannistraro, a career CIA counterterrorism officer, who also did stints at the Pentagon and the National
Security Agency (NSA). “It didn’t really exist, except in a skeletal way, in the CIA,” he told me. “The
Special Forces had the expertise. The resources were Department of Defense resources, and the transfer
of those under CIA direction was a policy decision made at the national level.”

Initially, on orders from President Bush, the CIA was the lead agency in the global war. But Cheney
and Rumsfeld realized early on that it certainly didn’t need to be the only dark-side force and that there
was another capability available to the White House that could provide far greater flexibility and almost
no congressional or State Department meddling. Although some operations necessitated working through
the CIA—particularly when it came to establishing “black sites” with the cooperation of foreign
intelligence services—Cheney’s crew did not trust the Agency’s bureaucrats.  “I think Rumsfeld, Cheney
thought that the CIA was a bunch of pansies, much the way they thought about the State Department,”
recalled Wilkerson, Powell’s former chief of staff. Wilkerson said that, during this period, he began to
see a pattern of “what I consider assumption of presidential power, commander in chief powers, by the
vice president of the United States.” Cheney, in particular, he said, longed for the covert wars of the



1980s, “the Ronald Reagan period of helping the Contras to fight the Sandinistas” and the “almost
symbiotic relationship between some of the Special Operations Forces and the clandestine operators in
the CIA. That, I think comes to a real art form in the War on Terror, as one would suspect it would,
because this is what Cheney wanted to do. Cheney wanted to operate on the clandestine side.”

Rumsfeld saw the lending of US Special Ops Forces to the CIA as creating a problematic,
obstructionist middle man whose operations could be lawyered to death. He wanted America’s premier
direct-action forces to be unrestrained and unaccountable to anyone except him, Cheney and the president.
“The CIA can’t do anything without the intelligence oversight committees knowing about it, or being
informed almost immediately thereafter,” said Cannistraro, who helped start the CIA’s Counterterrorism
Center. “When you had CIA carrying out a paramilitary operation, prior to 9/11, that meant that there
were Special Forces elements that were attached to CIA, and therefore they were under civilian control
[and] what they were doing for CIA was reported to the Intelligence Oversight Committee. But, if the
military carries it out, it doesn’t follow the same guidance, because it doesn’t get reported to the
intelligence oversight committees. They’re military operations. And therefore they’re part of a war, or
‘military preparing.’” Cannistraro told me that some of the most controversial and secretive activities
conducted globally would be done through “the military under the ‘Cheney Program,’ because it didn’t
have to be briefed to the Congress.”

While Powell and the State Department were cautioning against widening the focus beyond
Afghanistan, al Qaeda and the Taliban, Rumsfeld had been pushing to take the military campaign global.
“You have no choice but to take the battle to the terrorists, wherever they may be,” Rumsfeld declared in
December 2001. “The only way to deal with a terrorist network that’s global is to go after it where it is.”
Rumsfeld wanted Special Operations Forces front and center, and he asked General Charles Holland, the
commander of Special Operations Command, to draw up a list of regional targets where the United States
could conduct both retaliatory and preemptive strikes against al Qaeda. In late 2001, Feith directed
Jeffrey Schloesser, then chief of the War on Terrorism Strategic Planning Cell,  J-5 of the Joint Staff, and
his team to prepare a plan called “Next Steps.” Afghanistan was just the beginning. Rumsfeld wanted
plans drawn up to hit in Somalia, Yemen, Latin America, Mauritania, Indonesia and beyond. In a memo to
President Bush two weeks after 9/11, Rumsfeld wrote that the Pentagon was “exploring targets and
desired effects in countries where CIA’s relationship with local intelligence services either cannot or
will not tackle the projects for the U.S.” This included countries that would invite the United States in “on
a friendly basis,” but also those that would not.

The world is a battlefield—that was the mantra.



The Boss: Ali Abdullah Saleh

YEMEN, 1970–2001; WASHINGTON, DC, 2001—When the planes slammed into the World Trade Center, Ali
Abdullah Saleh knew he needed to act fast. The Yemeni president was famous in intelligence circles as a
wily survivor who had adeptly navigated his way through the Cold War, deep tribal divisions in his
country and terrorism threats, largely unscathed. When 9/11 happened, Saleh was already in trouble with
the United States following the bombing of the USS Cole off the port of Aden in southern Yemen, and he
was determined that 9/11 would not mark the beginning of the end of his decades-long grip on power. As
the Bush administration began to map out its plans for a borderless war in response to 9/11, Saleh hatched
a plan of his own with one central goal: to hold on to power.

Saleh became Yemen’s leader in 1990, following the unification of the north, which he had ruled since
the 1970s, and the Marxist government based in Aden, in the south. In Yemen, he was known as “The
Boss.” Colonel Lang, who served for years as the US defense and army attaché to Yemen, first met Saleh
in 1979. Fluent in Arabic, Lang was often brought into sensitive meetings as a translator for other US
officials. Lang and his British MI-6 counterpart would often go hunting with Saleh. “We would drive
around with a bunch of vehicles, and shoot gazelle, hyenas,” Lang recalled, adding that Saleh was a
“reasonably good shot.” Of Saleh, Lang said, “He’s really a very charming devil,” describing Saleh’s
multidecade rule as “quite a run, in a country where it’s ‘dog-eat-dog.’ It’s like being the captain on a
Klingon battle cruiser, you know? They’re just waiting.” Saleh, Lang said, proved a master of playing
tribes against each other, co-opting them at crucial moments and outsourcing his problems. “There’s a
precarious balance all the time between the authority of the government and the authority of these massive
tribal groups. The government normally only controls the land its forces sit on, or where it’s providing
some service that the tribal leaders and population wants, like medical service, or education. So you end
up with a lot of defended towns, with a lot of checkpoints around them, and little punitive expeditions
going on, all the time, by the government around the country, to punish people with whom they are
quarreling over some issue.”

During the mujahedeen war against the Soviets in Afghanistan in the 1980s, thousands of Yemenis
joined the jihad—some of them coordinated and funded directly by Saleh’s government. “They were all
sent to Afghanistan to face the former Soviet invasion and occupation,” Saleh asserted in an interview
with the New York Times  in 2008. “And the USA forced friendly countries at that time, including Yemen,
the Gulf states, Sudan, and Syria, to support the mujahedeen—they called them freedom fighters—to go
fight in Afghanistan. The USA used to strongly support the Islamist movement to fight the Soviets. Then,
following collapse of Soviets in Afghanistan, the USA suddenly adopted a completely different and
extreme attitude towards these Islamic movements and started to put pressure on the countries to have
confrontation with these Islamic movements that were in the Arab and Islamic territories.”

When the jihadists returned to their home country, Saleh gave them safe haven. “Because we have
political pluralism in Yemen, we decided not to have a confrontation with these movements,” said Saleh.
Islamic Jihad, the movement of Ayman al Zawahiri, the Egyptian physician who rose to become bin
Laden’s number-two man, based one of its largest cells in Yemen in the 1990s. Saleh clearly did not see
al Qaeda as a major threat. If anything, he saw the jihadists as convenient sometime allies who could be
used for his own domestic agenda. In return for allowing them to move freely and train in Yemen, Saleh
could use jihadists who fought in Afghanistan in his battle against southern secessionists and, later,
against Shiite Houthi rebels in the north. “They were the thugs that Saleh used to control any problematic
elements. We have so many instances where Saleh was using these guys from al Qaeda to eliminate



opponents of the regime,” Ali Soufan, the former senior FBI agent who worked extensively in Yemen,
told me. Because of their value to Saleh’s domestic agenda, “they were able to operate freely. They were
able to obtain and travel on Yemeni documents. Saleh was their safest base. He tried to make himself a
player by playing this card.”

The consequence of this relationship was that as al Qaeda expanded during the 1990s, Yemen provided
fertile ground for training camps and recruitment of jihadists. During the Clinton administration, this
arrangement barely registered a blip on the US counterterrorism radar outside of a small group of
officials, mostly from the FBI and CIA, who were tracking the rise of al Qaeda.

That would change on October 12, 2000, following a massive David versus Goliath attack on a billion-
dollar US warship, the USS Cole, which had docked in the port of Aden to refuel. Shortly after 11:00
a.m., a small motorboat packed with five hundred pounds of explosives sped up to the ship and blasted a
massive forty-by-forty-foot hole in the Cole’s side. The attack killed seventeen US sailors and wounded
more than thirty others. “In Aden, they charged and destroyed a destroyer that fearsome people fear, one
that evokes horror when it docks and when it sails,” bin Laden later said in an al Qaeda recruitment
video, reciting a poem one of his aides had written. The successful attack, according to al Qaeda experts,
inspired droves of new recruits—particularly from Yemen—to sign up with al Qaeda and similar groups.

The FBI agents who traveled to Yemen in the aftermath of the attack were heavily monitored by
Yemeni authorities and were greeted at the airport by Yemeni special forces pointing weapons at them.
“Yemen is a country of 18 million citizens and 50 million machine guns,” reported John O’Neill, the lead
FBI investigator of the Cole bombing. He later said, “This might be the most hostile environment the FBI
has ever operated in.” In the summer of 2001, the FBI had to pull out completely after a series of threats
against its agents and an alleged plot to blow up the US Embassy. “We regularly faced death threats,
smokescreens and bureaucratic obstructions,” recalled Soufan, who was one of the FBI’s lead
investigators. Saleh’s government generally obstructed the US investigation into the bombing, but he was
hardly the only source of frustration for the investigators. “No one in the Clinton White House seemed to
care about the case,” recalled Soufan. “We had hoped that the George W. Bush administration would be
better, but except for Robert Mueller, the director of the F.B.I., its top officials soon sidelined the case;
they considered it, according to Paul Wolfowitz, the deputy defense secretary, ‘stale.’”

Soufan and a handful of US counterterrorism officials watched as the Cole bombing strengthened bin
Laden’s position. “The Strike on the Cole had been a great victory,” observed Lawrence Wright in his
definitive book on al Qaeda, The Looming Tower.  “Al-Qaeda camps in Afghanistan filled with new
recruits, and contributors from the Gulf states arrived carrying Samsonite suitcases filled with
petrodollars, as in the glory days of the Afghan jihad.” A week before 9/11, Saleh had boasted on Al
Jazeera that his government had not allowed the FBI to interrogate or question any senior Yemeni
officials about the attack. “We denied them access to Yemen with forces, planes and ships,” declared
Saleh. “We put them under direct monitoring by our security forces. They respected our position and
surrendered to what we did.”

The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, posed a new challenge to the
relationship between Saleh’s regime and the United States. Although he had been in power since the late
1970s, in the aftermath of 9/11, Saleh’s world could have easily crumbled in an instant. “Those who make
war against the United States have chosen their own destruction,” President Bush declared four days after
9/11. “Victory against terrorism will not take place in a single battle, but in a series of decisive actions
against terrorist organizations and those who harbor and support them.” The “harbor” part was taken as an
ominous warning by Saleh—and rightly so.

The presidential findings and other directives issued by Bush after 9/11 had authorized the CIA and US
Special Operations Forces to fight al Qaeda across the globe wherever its operatives were based. As US
forces pushed into Afghanistan, Special Operations Forces and the CIA continued to track the movements



of al Qaeda operatives with the aim of targeting them for kill or capture wherever they landed. After the
United States swiftly overthrew the Taliban government in Kabul, many of the foreign fighters affiliated
with bin Laden found themselves on the run and seeking refuge. One of the key safe havens they found was
in the wilds of Yemen.

The Bush administration put Yemen on a list of potential early targets in the war on terror and could
have swiftly dismantled Saleh’s government, despite Saleh’s cocky pre-9/11 declaration that “Yemen is a
graveyard for the invaders.” Saleh was determined not to go the way of the Taliban, and he wasted little
time in making moves to ensure he wouldn’t.

The first was to board a plane to the United States.
In November 2001, President Saleh arrived in Washington, DC, where he held talks with President

Bush and Vice President Cheney, as well as FBI director Robert Mueller and CIA director George Tenet.
He told anyone who would listen that Yemen was on the side of the United States. The media were
brought into the White House for a photo session of the two leaders smiling and shaking hands. In his
meetings with Bush, Saleh emphasized Yemen’s “condemnation of the September 11 terrorist attacks on
the U.S. and Yemen’s denunciation of all forms of terrorism” and referred to his country as “a principal
partner in the coalition against terrorism.”

While the Saleh show played out in public, with the Bush administration portraying Saleh as an ally in
the newly branded “Global War on Terror,” behind closed doors senior US officials were brokering
agreements with Saleh to expand the US footprint in Yemen. During his meetings in Washington, which
included visits at his personal suite at the Ritz Carlton Hotel on Twenty-second Street by Mueller and
Tenet, Saleh was presented with an aid package worth up to $400 million, in addition to funding from the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund. Crucially for the United States, it would also include
expanding the training of Yemen’s special forces. It was this training that would permit US Special
Forces to deploy inside Yemen while allowing Saleh to save face domestically. As  part of Saleh’s deal
with the Bush administration, the United States set up a “counterterrorism camp” in Yemen run by the
CIA, US Marines and American Special Forces that would be backed up by the US outpost in the nearby
African nation of Djibouti, which also housed Predator drones. Tenet also arranged for the United States
to provide Yemen with helicopters and eavesdropping equipment. Crucially, Saleh also gave Tenet
permission for the CIA to fly drones over his territory.

“Saleh knew how to survive,” said Dr. Emile Nakhleh, a former senior CIA intelligence officer. During
his decades in power, had Saleh “learned how to speak the language of the Cold War, to endear himself
to us and other Western countries by speaking the anti-communist language.” After 9/11, Saleh “learned
very quickly” that he had to speak the antiterrorism language, Nakhleh added.

“So he came here seeking support, seeking financing. But, Saleh, from day one, years back, never
thought that terrorism posed a threat to him. He thought that Yemen was basically a platform for al Qaeda
and other terrorist organizations and that the real target was al Saud, the House of Saud. So he found ways
to deal with them,” Nakhleh told me. “And yet, he would come here or speak to us in a language we
would like and would understand, but then he would go home and do all kinds of alliances with all kinds
of shady characters to help him survive. I don’t think he really honestly believed that al Qaeda posed a
serious threat to his regime.”

Colonel Lang said Bush “was so taken with President Saleh as a personable, friendly, chummy kind of
guy, that Bush was in fact quite willing to listen to whatever Saleh said about, ‘We like you Americans,
we want to help you, we want to cooperate with you,’ that kind of business, and was quite willing to send
them foreign aid, including military aid.” During his meeting with President Bush in November 2001,
Saleh “expressed his concern and hope that the military action in Afghanistan does not exceed its borders
and spread to other parts of the Middle East, igniting further instability in the region,” according to a
statement issued by the Yemeni Embassy in Washington at the end of the visit. But to keep Yemen off



Washington’s target list, Saleh would have to take action. Or at least give the appearance of doing so.
Saleh’s entourage was given a list of several al Qaeda suspects that the Yemeni regime could target as

a show of good faith. The next month, Saleh ordered his forces to raid a village in Marib Province, where
Abu Ali al Harithi, a lead suspect in the Cole bombing, and other militants were believed to be residing.
The operation by Yemeni special forces was a categorical failure. Local tribesmen took several of the
soldiers hostage and the targets of the raid allegedly escaped unharmed. The soldiers were later released
through tribal mediators, but the action angered the tribes and served as a warning to Saleh to stay out of
Marib. It was the beginning of what would be a complex and dangerous chess match for Saleh as he made
his first moves to satisfy Washington’s desire for targeted killing in Yemen while maintaining his own
hold on power.

Soon after Saleh’s Washington meetings, the United States established a task force for the Horn of
Africa and Gulf of Aden. In late 2002, some nine hundred military and intelligence personnel would be
deployed to a former French military outpost, Camp Lemonnier, in Djibouti, under the name Combined
Joint Task Force–Horn of Africa (CJTF–HOA). Located just an hour from Yemen by boat, the secretive
base would soon serve as a command center for covert US action in the Horn of Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula and would serve as the launch pad for the CIA and JSOC to strike at will outside the declared
battlefield of Afghanistan.

As construction began on Lemonnier, the United States beefed up the presence of military “trainers”
inside Yemen. Although officially in Yemen to modernize Yemen’s counterterrorism forces, the
Americans quickly set out to establish operational capacity to track al Qaeda suspects to find and fix their
location so that US forces could finish them off. “Over the years, there’d been a number of kinds of
people that were dubious characters from the American point of view that had taken shelter in Yemen.
And Saleh plays his own game, very much, so he variously offers people shelter and a place to refuge,”
recalled Colonel Lang. “So it was known that there were people in the country who were inimical to the
United States, and they started tracking where these people were.” A year after Saleh’s meeting with Bush
at the White House, the US “trainers” would set up their first “wet” operation.



The Enigma of Anwar Awlaki

THE UNITED KINGDOM, THE UNITED STATES AND YEMEN, 2002–2003 —When Anwar Awlaki arrived in the
United Kingdom, he called his wealthy uncle, Sheikh Saleh bin Fareed, who had a home in the south of
England. “Uncle Saleh, I am here. May I come and see you?” Anwar asked. “You are welcome,” bin
Fareed told him. When Anwar arrived at his uncle’s home, the two caught up on family affairs back in
Yemen before the conversation turned to the events in the United States. “Do you have anything to do with
what happened?” bin Fareed recalled asking him, knowing that Anwar had been interrogated multiple
times by the FBI. He had also seen news reports alleging that Anwar had met with some of the hijackers.
“I don’t have anything [to do with 9/11], whatsoever,” Anwar said, according to his uncle. “If I had
anything to do with al Qaeda or those people, I would not be sitting with you in England today. I travel
freely. In the UK they do not touch me.” Anwar told his uncle that US agents had told him, “We have
nothing against you.” Anwar stayed with his uncle while he got situated in England and began preaching
before Muslim audiences, at community groups, religious centers and mosques, with an increasing degree
of passion, if not militancy, about the importance of defending and promoting Islam at a moment when he
believed it was under assault. “He used to commute by train—he’d go to London, and he’d go to
Birmingham, to give speeches, and he’d come back,” bin Fareed recalled.

In a speech he delivered during this period at the annual conference of the charity JIMAS, an Arabic
acronym for the Association to Revive the Way of the Messenger, at the University of Leicester, Awlaki
issued a challenge to Western Muslims to defend and preach their faith. “We should be concerned about
what is happening to our neighbors, to our friends, to our coworkers, to the people whom we live with,”
he said. “We’re not being concerned if we know that our neighbors and friends, their fate is hellfire and
we’re doing nothing about it. So our first role as a Muslim minority of Muslims living among non-
Muslims, is to proclaim the message publicly, and when we convey the message, we convey it in very
plain and clear terms, with no confusion.” He cautioned them not to be aggressive in promoting Islam,
saying they should be like UPS, DHL or FedEx delivery people. “Rather than knocking on the door with a
hammer, and then when the person opens the door you throw the package in their face—no,” he said.
“You knock on the door, very politely, and then when they open the door you have a big smile on your
face.”

In mid-2002, Awlaki returned to Yemen to study at the famed Iman University in Sana’a. “I was given
permission from the administration of the University...to attend any class at any level and I took advantage
of this and attended classes in Tafsir [exegesis of the Koran] and Fiqh [Islamic jurisprudence] for a
period of a few months,” Awlaki later wrote, adding that he “also benefited from the teachings of Shaykh
Abdul Majid al Zindani the Rector of the University.” But as Awlaki began to make his next moves, those
investigating him in the United States had not forgotten about him.

While Awlaki traveled to Saudi Arabia and Yemen and studied Islam, back in the United States there
were some within the US intelligence community who believed that his case should not have been closed,
that the young imam was potentially connected to 9/11 and that all leads on him had not been pursued.
Some believed he should not have been allowed to leave the United States. “When he left town, it was as
if the air went out of the balloon,” said one FBI source. Yet, according to the 9/11 Commission, the
investigation into Awlaki’s alleged involvement with the 9/11 hijackers did not produce evidence that
“was considered strong enough to support a criminal prosecution.”

In June 2002, the agents investigating him were able to get a warrant issued for his arrest, though they
were skeptical he would return. The warrant was not issued for his alleged contacts with the 9/11



hijackers or for soliciting prostitutes, but rather for passport fraud, stemming from Awlaki’s scholarship
application back in the early 1990s, listing Yemen as his place of birth. When he arrived in the United
States for college and applied for a Social Security number, he had also listed his birthplace as Yemen.
When Awlaki was confronted about it at the time, he had resolved the issue with the US authorities,
explaining that his Yemeni documents had been in error. Now, a decade later, the Feds wanted to reopen
the case as a pretext to arrest him. “We were ecstatic that we were able to get a warrant on this guy,”
recalled a former Joint Task Force agent. The charges they wanted to pin on him for passport fraud
carried up to ten years in prison and could potentially be used as a vise to pressure him to cooperate
further in the 9/11 investigation.

Whether he would ever return to the United States, the investigators did not know. They got the
Treasury Department to put Awlaki’s name into  the TECS II system, the Treasury Enforcement
Communications System, which meant that any interaction he had with US Customs or Immigration
officials would prompt a “look out” alert and result in his detention. If he tried to enter the United States,
the FBI would be informed immediately.

It seemed like a long shot.
But Awlaki did return, much sooner than anyone expected, and when he did, a series of events unfolded

that raise serious questions about the nature of Awlaki’s relationship with the FBI.

IN SANA’A , Nasser Awlaki was arguing with his son. Anwar had told him he was done with living in the
United States. The harassment from the FBI was too much, Muslims were being persecuted, jailed,
investigated, he told Nasser. But the elder Awlaki would not give up his dream of having a truly
American son and of him getting his PhD in the United States. “Give it another shot, Anwar,” Nasser told
his son in September 2002. Nasser and his wife offered to take care of Anwar’s elder son, Abdulrahman,
and daughter, Maryam, while Anwar and his wife and their younger son, Abdullah, returned to Virginia to
see if they could salvage their life in the States. “It was like a trial,” Nasser recalled. “If they found things
will be good” in the United States, then Nasser would bring Abdulrahman and Maryam to join their
parents. Anwar finally agreed. “It was really under encouragement from me. I told him, ‘Go back, and see
how things are, and if everything is OK, continue your PhD at George Washington University,’” said
Nasser.

The FBI, it appears, had gotten wind of Anwar’s plans. On October 8, 2002, Awlaki was the subject of
a classified, limited-distribution FBI Electronic Communications (EC) intelligence memo. Its contents
remain classified. The next day, on October 9, 2002, the US Attorney’s Office in Colorado abruptly filed
a motion to have the warrant for Awlaki’s arrest vacated and dismissed. The US Attorney who withdrew
the warrant said that the government had determined there was not enough evidence to win a conviction,
adding that Awlaki could not be charged for “having a bad reputation.” Two days after the FBI EC memo
on Awlaki was sent and a day after the motion to quash the warrant for his arrest was filed, Awlaki and
his family had arrived at JFK Airport in New York on a flight from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, landing just
after 6:00 a.m. When Awlaki went through passport control, his name popped up on the TECS II and
terrorism watch lists. The reason provided on screen was: “ANTI-TERRORIST PASSENGER.” When agents
searched their databases, they also discovered the warrant that the US Attorney’s Office in Colorado was
trying to get vacated. It was still registering as active. Awlaki was pulled aside by Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) agents and, with his family, detained in a special screening area of the
airport for three hours. “Subject was escorted to INS primary and secondary by U.S. Customs. He is a
match,” was the message recorded by the agents in their incident log. Their luggage was searched and the
Customs officials informed their superiors that they had Awlaki in custody. They tried to reach the FBI
special agent listed as the point of contact in the warnings that had popped up on their screens when



Awlaki came through. But initially they could not get through to that agent, Wade Ammerman, because his
cell phone number was invalid.

Ammerman was one of the lead agents in the Awlaki investigation. A senior Customs official, David
Kane, told the agents holding Awlaki that he would track down Ammerman. By coincidence, Kane had
years earlier worked the Awlaki case when Awlaki was an imam in San Diego. Kane was then relocated
to Virginia and had also investigated Awlaki as part of Operation Green Quest, targeting terror-financing
networks. Although he had tried to link Awlaki to those networks, Kane said, “ We did not find a link
between that group and Awlaki.” So, Kane knew exactly who it was that Customs had at JFK Airport on
October 10, 2002. But when Kane finally reached Agent Ammerman, he told Kane that Awlaki’s “warrant
had been rescinded” and that he should be released. Kane said the FBI offered “no explanation” for the
order. In the incident log, the Customs officials noted that they had “RECEIVED A CALL FROM S/A KANE
NOTIFYING US THE WARRANT ISSUED BY THE STATE DEPT. HAD BEEN PULLED BACK ,” adding that a
representative of the FBI’s Washington Field Office had called them regarding the Colorado warrant,
saying “THE WARRANT HAD BEEN REMOVED ON 10/9.” Curiously, the warrant was not actually removed until
October 11.

The US documents describing Awlaki’s detention at JFK noted that the Awlakis were released by the
agents at 9:20 a.m. “with thanks for their” patience and given a “comment card” to describe their
experience with the US authorities. An official from Saudi Arabian Airlines then escorted the Awlakis to
their connecting flight to Washington, DC. “The custom officials were quite baffled at the situation and
didn’t know what to say,” Awlaki later recalled. “ I got an apology from one of them with a weird face on
him. Actually I myself was shocked and asked them: Is that it? They said, yes sir, that’s it. You are free to
board!” The next day, the warrant for Awlaki’s arrest was officially vacated, though the FBI clearly knew
about it a day before it happened.

Now free to travel in the United States, Awlaki returned to Virginia. He reconnected with old
colleagues and began assessing what, if any, future he could envision for his family in the United States.
But then, a curious meeting happened. In October 2002, Awlaki paid a visit to another charismatic
preacher, an Iraqi American named Ali al Timimi. Timimi was the lead lecturer at Dar al Arqam, an
Islamic center in Falls Church, Virginia. But Timimi was not just a religious figure; he was also a
brilliant young scientist who had attended the elite Georgetown Day School in DC and had a degree in
biology. At the time of Awlaki’s visit, he was pursuing a PhD and working on cancer gene research.
Timimi was identified by the FBI for potential involvement in the “anthrax plots” that were uncovered
after 9/11, and the Bureau also believed he might be involved with a network that sought to train Western
jihadists on US soil. No charges were ever brought against Timini in connection with the anthrax
investigation.

The meeting between Timimi and Awlaki would help form the basis for an alternative theory on
Awlaki’s relationship with the FBI; one in which he was not simply the target or person of interest in an
investigation.

Had the FBI actually flipped Anwar Awlaki and made him an informant?
The trail of clues supporting this theory is compelling. Special Agent Ammerman, who facilitated

Awlaki’s release at JFK Airport, had not only worked the Awlaki case; he was also one of the lead
investigators into Timimi after 9/11. “ I don’t think anyone wants me talking ’bout what I was involved
in,” Ammerman told Catherine Herridge, a Fox News journalist who investigated the case and had close
contacts with US law enforcement officials. Herridge believed that the FBI “was trying to cultivate al
Awlaki as a human intelligence asset,” as Awlaki himself had alleged years earlier. But had they
succeeded?

When Awlaki came to his home, Timimi said, he started talking about recruiting Western jihadists. “Ali
had never, in his whole life, even talked to the guy or met him,” Timimi’s lawyer, Edward MacMahon,



told me. “Awlaki just showed up at the guy’s house and asked him if he could assist him in finding young
men to join the jihad.” MacMahon said that Timimi was suspicious of Awlaki showing up “completely
out of the blue.” At the time, the Muslim community was under intense scrutiny from the government—
Islamic groups had been raided, Muslims were being regularly detained for questioning and there were
justifiable suspicions that moles and informants were infiltrating organizations. “You’d have to go back in
time to understand,” said MacMahon. “The community was sure there were all kinds of investigations and
Ali was a pretty prominent Muslim. I mean, just look: Why was the guy [Awlaki] there? Why was he
asking somebody he’d never met in his whole life to help him get young men for the jihad? It just stunk of
entrapment. Ali threw him out of the house.”

Timimi’s friends said he suspected Awlaki may have been working with the FBI and trying to set him
up. In 2003, Timimi’s house was raided by federal agents. He was ultimately convicted on charges that he
had incited eleven young Muslims, mostly Americans, to join the Taliban in fighting the United States in
Afghanistan. The prosecutors alleged his sermons helped inspire the “Northern Virginia Paintball Jihad,”
which had trained with paintball guns to join the fight in Afghanistan. In the legal proceedings, Timimi
asserted that he believed Awlaki was wearing a wire when he came to his house in late 2002 and that the
FBI had recordings of the meeting. When Timimi’s lawyers filed for the alleged tapes in discovery,
government lawyers responded in writing, “Al-Timimi seeks the Court to order the government to
produce tapes he suggests that Aulaqi made while visiting Al-Timimi. We are aware of no authority for
this request.” MacMahon said that the government response suggested “it is a national security issue and
that it was classified.” But it wasn’t just the “out of the blue” nature of Awlaki’s visit with Timimi that
MacMahon found suspicious. “We thought [Awlaki] was wearing a wire, and we wanted to know how he
got” to Timimi’s house. MacMahon later learned that Awlaki was driven to the meeting with Timimi by
Nabil Gharbieh, an alleged member of the conspiracy who later cooperated with prosecutors. “How does
Anwar Awlaki end up at Ali’s house?” asked MacMahon, before offering his own theory: “Because
[Special Agent] Ammerman made Gharbieh take him there.”

Ammerman met with Awlaki when he returned to the DC area in October 2002 and was in fact the
agent who had Awlaki released from JFK Airport so that Awlaki could make his flight to DC. Whether
the two men discussed Timimi, we do not know. But there are other lingering hints at a connection. “In
late 2002, the FBI’s Washington field office received two similar tips from local Muslims: Timimi was
running ‘an Islamic group known as the Dar al-Arqam’ that had ‘conducted military-style training,’ FBI
special agent John Wyman would later write in an affidavit,” according to the Washington Post,  adding,
“Wyman and another agent, Wade Ammerman, pounced on the tips.”

Years later, this series of events spurred Republican congressman Frank Wolf of Virginia to demand
answers from the FBI. In a letter to FBI director Mueller, Wolf asked: “ Is there any connection between
the timing of the FBI’s EC [Electronic Communication] on Aulaqi, the motion to vacate his arrest warrant,
and Aulaqi’s sudden return to the U.S.?” Wolf also noted that “following his detention at Kennedy
[Airport] early on the morning of October 10, 2002, an FBI agent—Special Agent Wade Ammerman in
the Washington Field Office—ordered that Aulaqi be released by U.S. customs agents after having been
detained on an outstanding warrant,” adding: “This is particularly questionable given the time of these
events. The Colorado U.S. Attorney’s motion to dismiss the warrant was not approved until October 11,
2002, a day after the FBI ordered Aulaqi released into the U.S. Why would the FBI order Aulaqi’s
release while the warrant for his arrest remained active?” When journalists filed a Freedom of
Information Act request seeking the October 8, 2002, FBI intelligence memo and other documents on
Awlaki, they were rebuffed. The Bureau sent back “twenty-seven pages of blankness,” citing “national
security and an executive order,” according to Herridge, the Fox journalist.

Of course, there are other theories about Awlaki’s visit to the United States and his meeting with
Timimi—namely, that Awlaki was actually attempting to recruit young Westerners for jihad. It is also



possible that the FBI intervened when Awlaki was detained at JFK to free him because the Bureau
wanted to follow him once he was in the United States to investigate his movements and his contacts. It is
not uncommon for law enforcement to allow suspects or persons of interest to walk around believing they
are free so that they can be monitored.

As for Timimi, he was eventually sentenced to life in prison. Among those who testified against him as
government witnesses was Gharbieh, the man who drove Awlaki to meet Timimi. Timimi’s legal team
alleged that Timimi was railroaded in a “faux terror” trial born of the post-9/11 panic that another attack
was imminent. MacMahon maintained that Timimi was prosecuted based on fears—not evidence. “They
weren’t going to take any kind of a chance,” he said. “But, we don’t usually use our judicial system as
kind of a holding pen like the British did with the Irish in Northern Ireland.”

MacMahon alleged that the FBI deliberately concealed Awlaki’s role in the Timimi case and believed
that had they acknowledged it, Timimi would have been able to use it as evidence in the fight for his
freedom. “If they had disclosed that Ammerman facilitated the trip, then I would have gotten into it in
detail, but they withheld that information,” he said. “The FBI just will not admit what they did. It would
have been critical evidence in Ali’s trial. The poor guy’s serving life. You know, the charge in Ali’s case
was recruiting young men to go to the jihad. So, evidence that a government agent—somebody working
for the government—came to him and asked him to do it—and he threw him out—would be admissible,
would completely refute the charges.”

Years later, Representative Wolf pressed the US government for answers. “ How did Aulaqi end up at
the home of Ali al Timimi with a government witness shortly after he was allowed back into the U.S.?
Was the FBI aware of this meeting in advance” of Awlaki’s return? Whether Awlaki had worked with the
FBI in attempting to secure an indictment against Timimi will likely never be known. Awlaki spoke on
numerous occasions of the FBI’s attempts to turn him into an asset. Had they succeeded? “Wade
Ammerman testified in [Timimi’s] case. To me the evidence is overwhelming that Wade Ammerman tried
to flip Anwar Awlaki. Or maybe even thought he had flipped him,” said MacMahon. “I mean, Awlaki was
one of the only people in the United States with contact in several states with the hijackers. He was not
your garden variety FBI flip target. How could they not have arrested this guy [Awlaki] when they had
him in the office? They’re chasing people that are playing paintball when they’ve got this guy in their
office.”

Anwar “never told me he had the problem in New York,” Nasser recalled. What about Anwar’s
interactions with the FBI and possible attempts to flip him? “He never told me about this,” Nasser added.
The FBI refused to shed light on what exactly happened with Awlaki in late 2002 and why. That leaves
many unanswered questions, including ones that would weigh heavily on events to come. Did the Feds
have Awlaki ensnared in their web because of threats of prosecution for soliciting prostitutes or his
interactions with the hijackers? Did they blackmail him into cooperating? Was Awlaki cooperating with
the FBI in an effort to pay his dues in return for being left alone by the government? If so, had he realized
that the government would never leave him alone and he would forever be asked to work as an informant?

“My guess, and it is only a guess, is that there was a plan to attempt a recruitment,” a former senior FBI
counterterrorism agent told me. “If Awlaki was pitched and pretended to accept, that would explain the
dismissal of the warrant after he was released. My guess is that he pretended to cooperate for a while and
then just split. This would also explain the FBI’s reluctance to reveal more about the active case that they
had in San Diego. Too embarrassing.” If this were the truth, it would be in neither party’s interest to
acknowledge it. In any case, said Nasser, Anwar “decided that it’s not really good for him to stay around
again in America.” In late December, Awlaki left the United States, this time for good. A year later, an
FBI official was asked why Awlaki had been allowed to leave. “We don’t know how he got out,” was the
reply.



“We’re in a New Kind of War”

DJIBOUTI, WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2002 —In mid-2002, US intelligence operatives discovered that the
man they had fingered as one of the masterminds of the 2000 USS Cole bombing, Abu Ali al Harithi, was
in Yemen. US officials had dubbed him “the godfather of terror in Yemen.” For months, JSOC teams and
drones had been hunting him to no avail and US ambassador Edmund Hull had been meeting with tribal
officials in Marib, paying them for information on Harithi’s location and movements. Harithi used
multiple mobile phones and regularly swapped out their SIM cards to avoid detection. On Sunday,
November 3, the Special Ops signals intelligence team inside Yemen located Harithi in a compound in
Marib after he used a mobile phone number that US intelligence had traced to him months earlier. “Our
Special Ops had the compound under surveillance,” recalled General Michael DeLong, at the time deputy
commander of US Central Command. They were “preparing to storm in when Ali exited with five of his
associates. They got into SUVs and took off.”

As part of the operation, the CIA had launched an MQ-1 Predator drone from its outpost in Djibouti
into Yemen’s airspace. But this wasn’t just a spy drone—it was armed with two antitank Hellfire
missiles. The drone was under the operational control of the CIA’s highly secretive Special Activities
Division and a live video feed from the drone was piped into the Counterterrorism Center in Langley,
Virginia, as well as to the command center in Djibouti. “Now we were involved in a high-speed Predator
chase,” according to DeLong.

The video feed from the drone showed Harithi and his cohorts driving off in a convoy at dawn in their
dusty Toyota Land Cruiser, one hundred miles outside of Sana’a. The men were driving through Marib,
where the US ambassador was scheduled to visit the following day. As the convoy circled the Yemeni
desert, Harithi’s driver shouted into a satellite phone, speaking to a man with whom the al Qaeda
operatives were supposed to rendezvous. “We’re right over here,” he yelled. Intelligence analysts
determined that Harithi’s voice could be heard in the background giving instructions to the driver and that
the drone had a solid lock on the jeep. “Our intel says that’s him,” DeLong said to CIA director George
Tenet, as they both monitored the live feed from their respective locations. “One of them is an American
—the fat guy. But he’s al Qaeda.”

Tenet called Saleh and informed him that he was going to give the go-ahead for the strike. Saleh
consented but was emphatic that the mission be kept secret. Tenet agreed. “We didn’t want publicity,
either,” DeLong recalled. “If questions did arise, the official Yemeni version would be that an SUV
carrying civilians accidentally hit a land mine in the desert and exploded. There was to be no mention of
terrorists, and no mention of missiles fired.”

Once the formalities were taken care of, Tenet gave the green light for action. A five-foot-long Hellfire
missile slammed into the jeep, blowing it up. One passenger survived the strike and managed to crawl
about twenty-five yards before collapsing and dying. As the jeep’s remnants continued to burn in the
desert, a CIA operative went to examine the aftermath of the strike and to obtain DNA samples from the
dead. A few days later, it was revealed that among those killed in the strike was Ahmed Hijazi, also
known as Kamal Derwish, a US citizen born in Buffalo, New York. After the attack, US officials publicly
tied Hijazi to what they described as a terror cell in Buffalo, known as the “Lackawanna Six.” Hijazi had
been named as an unindicted co-conspirator in the alleged plot of six Yemeni Americans to provide
material support to al Qaeda. Civil liberties organizations alleged that the men had been encouraged and
ultimately entrapped by the FBI. The men had been arrested two months before Hijazi’s killing. FBI
investigators in the case alleged that Hijazi was a “card carrying member of al Qaeda” who was helping



to run a sleeper cell in Buffalo.
A day after the drone strike, President Bush was in Arkansas stumping for Republican candidates in the

midterm congressional elections. Without specifically mentioning the strike, Bush sent a message about
his strategy against al Qaeda operatives around the world. “The only way to treat them is [as] what they
are—international killers,” Bush declared. “And the only way to find them is to be patient, and steadfast,
and hunt them down. And the United States of America is doing just that.”

At the Pentagon, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld deflected questions about the US role in the
strike, saying only that if Harithi was killed, “it would be a very good thing if he were out of business.”
When pressed on the extent of US operations in Yemen, Rumsfeld would only say, “We have some folks
in that country,” adding, “I’m not going to get into the arrangements we have with the government of
Yemen, other than to say what I said.”

While the Bush administration characterized the attack that killed Hijazi and Harithi as a successful
takedown of a dangerous high-value target, unnamed officials revealed in multiple media outlets that it
was a US operation but said they were reluctant to discuss the US role because of the damage it could do
to Saleh’s government. “Most governments aren’t keen on the idea of U.S. hit squads or unmanned
Predators roaming their country, executing summary justice,” reported Newsweek, adding that Saleh had
given the United States “consent to go after Al Qaeda with its own high-tech resources.” But then, on
November 5, Paul Wolfowitz, the deputy defense secretary, openly confirmed it was a US strike, angering
Saleh as well as the CIA. “It’s a very successful tactical operation, and one hopes each time you get a
success like that, not only to have gotten rid of somebody dangerous, but to have imposed changes in their
tactics and operations and procedures,” Wolfowitz declared on CNN. “And sometimes when people are
changing, they expose themselves in new ways. So, we’ve just got to keep the pressure on everywhere
we’re able to, and we’ve got to deny the sanctuaries everywhere we’re able to, and we’ve got to put
pressure on every government that is giving these people support to get out of that business.”

Saleh was described as being “highly pissed” at the disclosure. “This is going to cause major problems
for me,” Saleh complained to General Tommy Franks, the commander of CENTCOM. “This is why it is
so difficult to make deals with the United States,” said Yemeni brigadier general Yahya M. al Mutawakel.
“They don’t consider the internal circumstances in Yemen.” To the American intel and special ops
community, which had cooked up a cover story with Saleh’s government to blame the hit on a truck bomb
or a land mine, this was infuriating. But not everyone was displeased. When Senator Robert Graham, then
chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, was asked if the drone attack was “a precursor of more to
come,” he replied bluntly, “I hope so.”

The targeted assassination of a US citizen away from the declared battlefield of Afghanistan sparked
outrage from civil liberties and human rights groups. It was the first publicly confirmed targeted killing by
the United States outside a battlefield since Gerald Ford implemented a ban on political assassinations in
1976. “If this was the deliberate killing of suspects in lieu of arrest in circumstances in which they did not
pose an immediate threat, the killings would be extra-judicial executions in violation of international
human rights law,” declared Amnesty International in a letter to President Bush. “The United States
should issue a clear and unequivocal statement that it will not sanction extra-judicial executions in any
circumstances, and that any US officials found to be involved in such actions will be brought to justice.”

Far from issuing such a statement, the Bush administration not only owned the operation but pushed
back hard, asserting its right under US law to kill people it designated as terrorists in any country, even if
they were US citizens. “I can assure you that no constitutional questions are raised here,” National
Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice said on Fox News a week after the attack. “The president has given
broad authority to U.S. officials in a variety of circumstances to do what they need to do to protect the
country. We’re in a new kind of war, and we’ve made very clear that it is important that this new kind of
war be fought on different battlefields.” She added, “It’s broad authority.”



The targeted killing didn’t just grab the attention of human rights groups. “To the extent you do more
and more of this, it begins to look like it is policy,” said the CIA’s former general counsel, Jeffrey Smith.
If used regularly, such attacks would “suggest that it’s acceptable behavior to assassinate
people....Assassination as a norm of international conduct exposes American leaders and Americans
overseas.”

In addition to launching a new kind of war in Yemen and the surrounding region, the drone strike that
killed Hijazi would prove to be a precedent for Bush’s successor, Barack Obama, who nearly a decade
later asserted the right of the US government to kill another US citizen in Yemen.

In the bigger picture, the 2002 Predator drone strike in Yemen was a seminal moment in the war on
terror. It was the first time the CIA’s armed version of the Predator drone was used to attack al Qaeda
outside Afghanistan. “It means the rules of engagement have changed,” an ex-CIA official familiar with
special operations told the Los Angeles Times. The attack was an early salvo in the US government’s new
borderless war. “The best way to keep America safe from terrorism is to go after terrorists where they
plan and hide,” President Bush said in his weekly radio address after the drone strike. “And that work
goes on around the world.” Bush reasserted that he had “deployed troops” in Yemen but emphasized they
were only there in a training capacity.

As Bush spoke, plans were under way to put the new “world is a battlefield” doctrine into practice. In
late 2002, US military and intelligence personnel worked around the clock upgrading and expanding
Camp Lemonnier on the outskirts of Djibouti’s airport, preparing it for its role as a clandestine base of
operations for JSOC and other special operations teams to strike at will against targets in Yemen and
Somalia deemed to be terrorists under President Bush’s sweeping parameters of what constituted a
combatant in the war on terror. On December 12, Donald Rumsfeld paid a surprise visit to the base as it
was still under construction. “We need to be where the action is,” Rumsfeld told several hundred soldiers
dressed in military fatigues. “There’s no question but that this part of the world is an area where there’s
action.” He continued, “There are a number of terrorists, for example, just across the water in Yemen,”
declaring, “These are serious problems.” That day, a US Army spokesman at Camp Lemonnier was asked
if any missions had been launched from the new US base. “None that are conventional enough that we can
speak about,” he replied. On December 13, the base officially became fully operational.

The US force in Djibouti was bolstered by more than four hundred soldiers and sailors aboard the USS
Mount Whitney, a command-and-control ship sailing the Horn of Africa and the Gulf of Aden. Its official
mission: detect, disorganize, defeat and deny terrorist groups posing an imminent threat to coalition
partners in the region. “We’re coming, we’re hunting, we’re relentless,” declared the Whitney’s senior
officer, US marine major general John Sattler. His warship would help coordinate a covert US offensive
encompassing Somalia, Yemen, Kenya, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti and Sudan. As Sattler spoke, in
December 2002, his ship was decorated with paper Santas and other Christmas decorations, as well as a
portrait of Osama bin Laden riddled with bullet holes. He described his mission as hunting terrorist
leaders fleeing Afghanistan and heading to Yemen, Somalia and elsewhere in the region. “ If they stumble,
we’ll bring them to justice. Even if they don’t stumble, if they sleep a little too early one night or a little
too late one morning, we’ll be there.”

Sattler refused to confirm his forces were involved in the November 2002 drone strike but said, “If I
were a terrorist, and I thought I was happily driving down the road with my terrorist buddies, and all of a
sudden—with no warning—I cease to exist, I would be looking left, right and, now, up, because we’re out
there.” On December 22, Sattler met with President Saleh and other senior Yemeni officials in Sana’a.
The US Embassy would not comment at the time about the meetings. The Yemeni government said only
that the officials had discussed “coordination” in the “war against terrorism.” At the time, the New York
Times characterized the views of a senior Bush administration official on Yemen: “As long as Mr. Saleh
allows the C.I.A. to fly pilotless Predator drones over Yemeni territory and cooperates with American



Special Forces and C.I.A. teams hunting for Qaeda members,” the administration would continue to back
the Yemeni president.

The lethal US drone attack in Yemen and the construction of the base in Djibouti presaged an era of
“direct action” by US counterterrorism forces in the region. “Needless to say a year ago, we weren’t
here,” Rumsfeld said at Camp Lemonnier. “I suspect that if we looked out one or two or three or four
years we would find that this facility would be here.” In addition to the conventional US military forces
building up around Yemen and the Horn of Africa, US Special Operations Forces, including troops from
JSOC, discreetly based at the time in Qatar and Kenya, were put on standby for more clandestine
incursions into Yemen and its neighbor across the Gulf of Aden, Somalia. Although the CIA would take
the lead in many of the future US operations in the region, it was a key moment in the rise of US Special
Operations Forces, particularly JSOC, to a position of unprecedented influence within the US national
security apparatus.



Special Plans

WASHINGTON, DC, 2002—By 2002, the fight between the CIA and the Pentagon for supremacy over the
global US fight against terrorism was itself beginning to resemble a small war. On April 17, the
Washington Post ran a front-page story alleging that US military forces had allowed Osama bin Laden to
escape after being injured at Tora Bora in Afghanistan in December 2001, asserting in its lead paragraph
that it was the “gravest error in the war against al Qaeda.” Rumsfeld was furious and believed that Cofer
Black, then the counterterrorism chief at the CIA, had been the “deep background” source for the story. A
month later, Black was “assigned to another position” at a CIA satellite office in Tysons Corner, Virginia.
Some charged that it was Rumsfeld who had Black fired. Still, the CIA’s Operations Directorate and the
Counterterrorism Center were forging ahead with Cheney’s black ops campaign globally. Black was
replaced at the CTC by Jose Rodriguez, who, like his predecessor, was a zealous promoter of “enhanced
interrogation techniques” and secret CIA “black sites.” But the Agency’s analytical division was a
different animal.

CIA Iraq specialists and the State Department were causing problems for the administration’s drive to
war with Iraq. Cheney and his top aide, Scooter Libby, began visiting the Agency to pressure analysts to
deliver intel linking Iraq to 9/11 or proving that Iraq had an active WMD program. At the time, the pro-
Iraq-war clique was receiving significant push-back from Powell’s State Department and CIA analysts.
The intelligence community, on clear orders from President Bush and under tremendous pressure from the
vice president’s office, was poring over all intelligence going back to the early 1990s, looking for a
connection between Saddam and al Qaeda, Iraq and 9/11. A consensus was building in the intelligence
community that no significant links existed, that there was “no credible information” that Iraq was
involved with 9/11 “or any other al-Qaida strike” and that rather than a cooperative partnership,
according to a CIA brief presented to Congress, Iraq’s relationship with al Qaeda “more closely
resemble[d] that of two independent actors trying to exploit each other.” Dissatisfied with this response,
Rumsfeld and Cheney began establishing their own, private intelligence apparatus as they plotted out
plans for an expansion of JSOC’s direct action capabilities around the globe.

Within weeks of 9/11, Douglas Feith’s office in the Pentagon became home to a secret “parallel, ad hoc
intelligence operation” that would serve two purposes: collecting “intelligence” that would bolster the
case for a “preemptive” war against Iraq and to provide Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz and Feith with “data they
can use to disparage, undermine and contradict the CIA’s own analyses.” When it was revealed,
Rumsfeld attempted to downplay the significance of the parallel intelligence operation. “It’s [Feith’s]
shop. The people work for him,” Rumsfeld said. “They have been looking at terrorist networks, al Qaeda
relationships with terrorist states, and that type of thing.” Wolfowitz told the New York Times  that the
parallel intelligence team was ‘‘helping us sift through enormous amounts of incredibly valuable data that
our many intelligence resources have vacuumed up,” describing “a phenomenon in intelligence work, that
people who are pursuing a certain hypothesis will see certain facts that others won’t, and not see other
facts that others will.” He added that “the lens through which you’re looking for facts affects what you
look for” but insisted that the team was “not making independent intelligence assessments.”

By mid-2002, Feith’s “shop” had grown into the Office of Special Plans, the primary plan being to
create a justification for an invasion of Iraq, as would later become clear after the much-hyped WMDs
failed to materialize and a somewhat embarrassed mainstream media began to reexamine the run-up to
war. Wilkerson charged that Cheney and Rumsfeld, and their aides, insisted on viewing and analyzing
raw, uninterpreted intelligence data from the field, believing that “they could do it a lot better than the



Agency did,” adding that their “read” of raw intelligence “would always produce a far more frightening
threat scenario than would be produced by the Agency,” because, in their view, “the Agency just couldn’t
do anything but equivocate.” Wilkerson saw this as a dangerous development. “Any intelligence person of
stature would tell you that you don’t give raw intelligence to the laymen, because they don’t know how to
read it,” he told me. “That’s how Cheney, Feith and those people patched together a patchwork quilt—
which is what it was—of Iraqi violations of the sanctions and Iraq [having a] WMD program and so forth
and so on. They just picked out the [intelligence] that supported their own preexisting views and pieced
them together.”

In 2002 alone, Cheney personally made approximately ten visits to the CIA. His top aide, Libby, made
repeated trips, as did former House speaker Newt Gingrich, at the time a Pentagon “consultant.” William
Luti, Feith’s deputy for the Near East and South Asia, would also go to the Agency.  Some analysts said
they felt pressured to conform their assessments with Cheney and company’s political agenda and that
Libby had inundated the CIA with requests for hundreds of documents that the analysts said would have
taken a year to produce. Cheney would arrive at Langley and then commandeer a conference room on the
seventh floor of CIA headquarters, to which he would summon various analysts and senior CIA officials.
Cheney’s staff, in particular, was “hell-bent on connecting Saddam and his regime to al Qaeda,” recalled
Jose Rodriguez, who was running the high-value interrogation program and the black sites at the time. The
“connections between Iraq and AQ were remarkably thin,” he conceded. “I could have given you a list of
a half-dozen countries that had more substantial ties to bin Laden’s organization than did Iraq.”

It was not unheard of for a vice president to visit the CIA, but according to former senior CIA analyst
Ray McGovern—who served as the national security briefer for Vice President George H. W. Bush in the
1980s—Cheney’s “multiple visits” were “unprecedented,” adding that Cheney was putting “unrelenting
pressure” on analysts to produce the intelligence he wanted. “This is like inviting money changers into the
temple. It’s the inner sanctum,” McGovern asserted. “You don’t have policy makers sitting at the table,
helping us come up with the correct conclusions, and that is the only explanation as to why Dick Cheney
would be making multiple visits out there.”

An investigative report prepared by Senator Carl Levin of the Senate Armed Services Committee
concluded that Feith’s office “developed and disseminated an ‘alternative’ assessment of the relationship
between Iraq and al Qaeda that went beyond the judgments of intelligence professionals in the IC
[Intelligence Community], and which resulted in providing unreliable intelligence information about the
Iraq–al Qaeda relationship to policymakers through both direct and indirect means.” Feith edited his
reports depending on whom he was briefing. Cheney’s office received all access briefings, but Feith’s
presentations to CIA director Tenet omitted PowerPoint slides critical of the Agency. The presentations
to Cheney’s staff, according to Levin’s report, “conveyed a perception that the U.S. had firm evidence of
a relationship between the Hussein regime and al Qaeda when it did not.” Tenet was unaware that Feith’s
office was briefing the president and vice president behind his back and did not find out until a year after
Iraq had already been invaded. “The nation’s foremost intelligence experts, and the President’s chief
intelligence officer, were deprived of the opportunity...to correct inaccuracies” in Feith’s briefings,
Levin’s report asserted. More important, the CIA was “deprived of the opportunity to inform the White
House of significant concerns about the reliability of some of the reporting upon which Under Secretary
Feith’s White House briefing was based.”

In August 2002, Feith’s staff showed up at an Intelligence Community meeting at which a final draft of
the US intelligence on Iraq was to be nailed down. Professional intelligence analysts who attended the
meeting said that it was “unusual” because “members of an intelligence consumer organization” such as
Feith’s office “normally do not participate in the creation of intelligence products.” At the meeting,
Feith’s staff complained that the report was not direct enough and contained too many caveats. They also
pressured the analysts to include discredited intelligence that one of the 9/11 hijackers, Mohammed Atta,



had met with an Iraqi intelligence official in Prague before the attacks. Feith’s staff wrote a memo to
Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz after the meeting. They alleged that the “CIA attempts to discredit, dismiss, or
downgrade” the information Feith wanted included in the final report resulted in “inconsistent conclusions
in many instances.” They concluded: “Therefore, the CIA report should be read for content only—and
CIA’s interpretation ought to be ignored.”

In the end, under great pressure from Cheney’s team and Feith’s office, the US Intelligence
Community’s final Iraq report included “questionable intelligence reports,” according to a US Senate
investigation, that fit the administration’s predetermined policy of invading Iraq. Feith later presented a
classified report to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. The Weekly Standard obtained the memo
and held it up as evidence of a rock-solid connection between al Qaeda and the Iraqi regime. Feith’s
memo, author Stephen Hayes alleged, proved that “Osama bin Laden and Saddam Hussein had an
operational relationship from the early 1990s to 2003,” stating bluntly that “there can no longer be any
serious argument about whether Saddam Hussein’s Iraq worked with Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda to
plot against Americans.” Cheney’s targeted pressure campaign at the CIA and other intelligence agencies,
along with Feith’s briefings, would form the basis for the dubious claims that would ultimately make the
Iraq invasion a reality.



Survival, Evasion, Resistance, Escape

WASHINGTON, DC, 2002–2003—The November 2002 drone strike in Yemen was the opening salvo in the Bush
administration’s drive to expand US military action beyond the stated battlefield of Afghanistan. Although
much of the media focus at the time was on the Bush administration’s campaign to justify the invasion of
Iraq, in secret the CIA was building up a black-site archipelago to deal with the rest of the world.
Prisoners who had been snatched from various countries across the globe were being held in the gulags of
foreign intelligence services, where they were interrogated and often tortured under the direction of US
intelligence agents. CIA black sites were being constructed and “high value” detainees were being
interrogated.

But infighting between the FBI and the CIA was becoming untenable. Some FBI personnel were
disgusted with what they believed were extreme tactics being employed by the Agency’s interrogators.
Others, like Rumsfeld and Cheney, believed the CIA was not going far enough and was too restrained by
its requirements to keep congressional committees abreast of its operations. By December 2002, CIA
director George Tenet would boast that the United States and its allies had already detained more than
3,000 suspected al Qaeda operatives and associates, in more than one hundred countries. But despite such
proclamations, the game was only just beginning. The post-9/11 fervor that had allowed Cheney’s “dark
side” operations to flow largely unabated and unchallenged by Congress and the media was fading.
Journalists and lawyers were poking around. A few members of Congress were starting to ask questions.
There were rumblings about “secret prisons.”

Cheney and Rumsfeld were not content with the intelligence they were receiving from the CIA or the
military’s Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) interrogators. “We have to start pushing on intel,” Rumsfeld
had noted in an internal memo in March 2002. “It is not going right.” Rumsfeld asserted, “We are faced
with the job of trying to find individual terrorists. That never used to be a DoD job. But terrorists today
are well-organized and well-financed, they are trying to get weapons of mass destruction and can impose
enormous damage on the United States. So finding them has become a Defense Department task.”
Rumsfeld and his deputies began seeking assistance from a secretive military program. The Joint
Personnel Recovery Agency (JPRA) was responsible for coordinating the rescue of US military
personnel trapped in enemy territory, including in “denied areas,” where their very presence—if exposed
—could cause a major international crisis or scandal. But of particular relevance to Rumsfeld was
JPRA’s other work: preparing US forces for resisting enemy attempts to extract information from captured
US personnel. All US special operators went through JPRA’s horrid torture mill, a program known as
SERE, for Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape.

The SERE program was created to introduce US soldiers, sailors and airmen to the full spectrum of
torture that “a totalitarian evil nation with a complete disregard for human rights and the Geneva
Convention” could use on them if captured. At SERE training, soldiers would be subjected to a hellish
regimen of torture tactics drawn from the techniques of vicious dictatorships and terrorists. During
training, soldiers could be kidnapped from their quarters, beaten, hooded, shackled and stuffed into vans,
flown in helicopters. They could be waterboarded, beaten with canes, have their heads slammed against
walls. They would often be deprived of food and sleep and subjected to psychological torture. “At SERE
school, ‘enhanced interrogation techniques’ are enemy torture methods,” said Malcolm Nance, who
worked on the SERE program from 1997 to 2001 and helped develop and modernize its curriculum.
Nance and other SERE instructors studied the debriefings of US prisoners of war throughout history. They
dissected the interrogation tactics of Communist China, North Korea, the Vietcong, Nazi Germany and



scores of other regimes and terror groups. The institutional knowledge at SERE was “built in blood. They
are written in blood. Everything we use at SERE, a US service member—or thousands of them in some
instances—died from.” SERE, Nance said, “was a repository of every known [torture tactic] out there.
We had debriefs that went back—literally, the original debriefs—that went back to the Civil War.”
SERE’s intended purpose was to prepare US military personnel to face the tactics of lawless foes. But
Rumsfeld and his allies saw a different value for the program.

In the early stages of the High Value Detainee program, the CIA and the DIA were running the
interrogation show, but personnel from JSOC were watching closely. Internally, JSOC had concluded that
the methods being used by the US interrogators in Afghanistan were not producing results—not because
they were too harsh but because they were not harsh enough. “From the beginning, there was incredible
pressure on interrogators to elicit actionable intelligence from practically every individual we took into
custody. Some of these detainees were complicit, others innocent; some were knowledgeable, some truly
clueless,” recalled Colonel Steven Kleinman, who spent twenty-seven years working in US intelligence
and was one of the most experienced interrogators in modern US history. Among his positions was
director of intelligence at JPRA’s Personnel Recovery Academy. “In far too many cases, we simply erred
in pressing interrogation and interrogators beyond the edge of the envelope. As a result, interrogation was
no longer an intelligence collection method; rather, it had morphed into a form of punishment for those
who wouldn’t cooperate.” Kleinman added that when the torture tactics “proved ineffective in producing
the type of actionable intelligence required by senior leaders,” veteran US interrogators, including some
from the FBI and US military, suggested using alternative, noncoercive, nonviolent tactics. Top White
House officials “ignored or rejected” those tactics as “irrelevant.” “We instead opted for more of the
same, except the pressure would be ratcheted up...in some cases to an alarming degree,” Kleinman said.
“When presented with the choice of getting smarter or getting tougher, we chose the latter.”

To develop new tactics, Rumsfeld and his team looked inward at the very program used to train US
forces in how to resist enemy torture. As JSOC reviewed the “failures” of the interrogation program the
CIA and DIA were running at Bagram Airfield in Afghanistan, Rumsfeld and his team soon began
reviewing the possibility of taking interrogation of enemy combatants captured on the battlefield to the
next level. The SERE program, they believed, could be reverse-engineered. The medieval tactics they had
studied from history’s greatest torturers would be their new interrogation manual. “We are at war with an
enemy that has flagrantly violated the laws of war,” Rumsfeld had declared in late 2001. “They do not
wear uniforms. They hide in caves abroad, and among us here at home.” While denouncing the “enemy’s”
disregard for the laws of war, Rumsfeld and his team were preparing to follow suit. As early as
December 2001, Rumsfeld’s office began asking JPRA for assistance in detainee “exploitation.”

Initially, the leadership at JPRA headquarters pushed back on Rumsfeld’s requests to export their
training tactics into the interrogation chambers of the war on terror. In a two-page memo to the Pentagon’s
general counsel, JPRA warned against using SERE’s “torture” tactics on enemy prisoners. “The
requirement to obtain information from an uncooperative source as quickly as possible—in time to
prevent, for example, an impending terrorist attack that could result in loss of life—has been forwarded
as a compelling argument for the use of torture.... In essence, physical and/or psychological duress are
viewed as an alternative to the more time-consuming conventional interrogation process,” JPRA’s
command asserted. “The error inherent in this line of thinking is the assumption that, through torture, the
interrogator can extract reliable and accurate intelligence. History and a consideration of human behavior
would appear to refute this assumption.” JPRA noted that “upwards of 90 percent of interrogations have
been successful” by developing a rapport with the detainee, and warned that after being subjected to harsh
interrogation techniques, a prisoner’s resolve to resist cooperation is strengthened. JPRA’s memo noted
that eventually, if tortured enough, prisoners “will provide answers that they feel the interrogator is
seeking. In this instance, the information is neither reliable nor accurate.”



But Rumsfeld and his team forged ahead. Feith and other Defense officials instructed JPRA to begin
providing detailed information on the SERE program to US interrogators. By early 2002, JPRA began
briefing DIA personnel on “detainee resistance, techniques, and information on detainee exploitation.”
Meanwhile, the senior SERE psychologist, Dr. Bruce Jessen, who was also a CIA contractor, began
developing an “exploitation plan” for the Agency’s interrogators to receive instructions on how to use
SERE tactics on detainees. In early July 2002, CIA interrogators began receiving training from SERE
instructors and psychologists on extreme interrogation tactics. Later that month, Rumsfeld’s office
requested documents from JPRA, “including excerpts from SERE instructor lesson plans, a list of
physical and psychological pressures used in SERE resistance training, and a memo from a SERE
psychologist assessing the long-term psychological effects of SERE resistance training on students and the
effects of waterboarding,” according to a Senate Armed Services Committee investigation. “The list of
SERE techniques included such methods as sensory deprivation, sleep disruption, stress positions,
waterboarding, and slapping. It also made reference to a section of the JPRA instructor manual that
discusses ‘coercive pressures,’ such as keeping the lights on at all times, and treating a person like an
animal.” The Pentagon’s deputy general counsel for intelligence, Richard Shiffrin, acknowledged that the
Pentagon wanted the documents in order to “reverse-engineer” SERE’s knowledge of enemy torture
tactics for use against US detainees. He also described how JPRA provided interrogators with documents
about “mind-control experiments” used on US prisoners by North Korean agents. “It was real
‘Manchurian Candidate’ stuff,” Shiffrin said. JPRA’s commander also sent the same information to the
CIA.

The use of these new techniques was discussed at the National Security Council, including at meetings
attended by Rumsfeld and Condoleezza Rice. By the summer of 2002, the War Council legal team, led by
Cheney’s consigliere, David Addington, had developed a legal rationale for redefining torture so
narrowly that virtually any tactic that did not result in death was fair game. “For an act to constitute
torture as defined in [the federal torture statute], it must inflict pain that is difficult to endure. Physical
pain amounting to torture must be equivalent in intensity to the pain accompanying serious physical injury,
such as organ failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death,” Assistant Attorney General for the
Office of Legal Counsel Jay Bybee asserted in what would become an infamous legal memo rationalizing
the torture of US prisoners. “For purely mental pain or suffering to amount to torture under [the federal
torture statute], it must result in significant psychological harm of significant duration, e.g., lasting for
months or even years.” A second memo signed by Bybee gave legal justification for using a specific
series of “enhanced interrogation techniques,” including waterboarding. “There was not gonna be any
deniability,” said the CIA’s Rodriguez, who was coordinating the interrogation of prisoners at the black
sites. “In August of 2002, I felt I had all the authorities that I needed, all the approvals that I needed. The
atmosphere in the country was different. Everybody wanted us to save American lives.” He added, “We
went to the border of legality. We went to the border, but that was within legal bounds.”

In September 2002, the congressional leadership was briefed on these specific interrogation
techniques. Some Democrats, including Representative Nancy Pelosi, would later say that they were
never briefed on the use of waterboarding. The CIA briefers and her Republican colleagues claimed
otherwise, adding that none of the House and Senate leaders briefed on the method raised any objections
to it. Pelosi later clarified that, at the time, she had been briefed on the tactic of waterboarding, but not its
active use in interrogations. Whatever the truth, the torture program was now operating at full speed and,
as far as the White House was concerned, with the legal backing of the US government. “Instead of co-
opting these [al Qaeda] operatives and bringing them to our side, we used SERE methodologies, which
are purely enemy methodologies,” recalled Nance. “Taking those and inverting them and then taking them
way past the safety margins...completely breaks the moral fiber of anyone who raises their hand in oath to
support and defend the constitution of the United States.”



Years after the black sites had been established and scores of prisoners were shuttled through them, the
International Committee of the Red Cross compiled testimonials of fourteen prisoners who had survived.
Some were snatched in Thailand, others in Dubai or Djibouti. Most were taken in Pakistan. The ICRC
report described what would happen once US forces took a prisoner:

The detainee would be photographed, both clothed and naked prior to and again after transfer. A body
cavity check (rectal examination) would be carried out and some detainees alleged that a suppository (the
type and the effect of such suppositories was unknown by the detainees) was also administered at that
moment.

The detainee would be made to wear a diaper and dressed in a tracksuit. Earphones would be placed
over his ears, through which music would sometimes be played. He would be blindfolded with at least a
cloth tied around the head and black goggles. In addition, some detainees alleged that cotton wool was
also taped over their eyes prior to the blindfold and goggles being applied....

The detainee would be shackled by [the] hands and feet and transported to the airport by road and
loaded onto a plane. He would usually be transported in a reclined sitting position with his hands
shackled in front. The journey times...ranged from one hour to over twenty-four to thirty hours. The
detainee was not allowed to go to the toilet and if necessary was obliged to urinate and defecate into the
diaper.

According to the ICRC, some of the prisoners were bounced around to different black sites for more
than three years, where they were kept in “continuous solitary confinement and incommunicado detention.
They had no knowledge of where they were being held, no contact with persons other than their
interrogators or guards.” The US personnel guarding them wore masks. None of the prisoners was ever
permitted a phone call or to write to inform their families they had been taken. They simply vanished.

During the course of their imprisonment, some of the prisoners were confined in boxes and subjected to
prolonged nudity—sometimes lasting for several months. Some of them were kept for days at a time,
naked, in “stress standing positions,” with their “arms extended and chained above the head.” During this
torture, they were not allowed to use a toilet and “had to defecate and urinate over themselves.” Beatings
and kickings were common, as was a practice of placing a collar around a prisoner’s neck and using it to
slam him against walls or yank him down hallways. Loud music was used for sleep deprivation, as was
temperature manipulation. If prisoners were perceived to be cooperating, they were given clothes to
wear. If they were deemed uncooperative, they’d be stripped naked. Dietary manipulation was used—at
times the prisoners were put on liquid-only diets for weeks at a time. Three of the prisoners told the ICRC
they had been waterboarded. Some of them were moved to as many as ten different sites during their
imprisonment. “I was told during this period that I was one of the first to receive these interrogation
techniques, so no rules applied,” one prisoner, taken early on in the war on terror, told the ICRC. “I felt
like they were experimenting and trying out techniques to be used later on other people.”

As the CIA began applying SERE tactics on more detainees at its black sites, Rumsfeld was not content
with the Agency running interrogations. In late 2002, JSOC formed a task force to draw up plans for a
potential role for its personnel in interrogating “designated unlawful combatants.” The CIA was reporting
to the White House—specifically Cheney’s office—on its progress in using SERE tactics at its black
sites, but JSOC could provide far greater flexibility and far less oversight. JSOC operators were tapped
by the White House to participate in a parallel interrogation program known by its unclassified code name
as Copper Green. Internally, the program was called Matchbox. Interrogation would be one of their key
tactics, but Cheney and Rumsfeld had much broader plans for a new, unaccountable way of waging a
global, secret war.



WITHIN THE US LAWS governing military and intelligence operations, there are gray areas. Title 50 of the
US code, or federal law, sets out the rules and structures for intelligence operations, while Title 10
covers military actions. The code under which a particular operation is performed has serious
implications for oversight and accountability. The terms “covert” action and “clandestine” operations are
often thrown around as though they mean the same thing. They do not. “Covert action” is a doctrinal and
legal term that, broadly speaking, refers to an activity whose sponsorship is meant to be a secret. It is
meant to provide the United States with “plausible deniability.” Such operations are extremely risky—not
just in terms of the operational danger, but because they often involve secret US agents conducting
operations inside the borders of a sovereign country without alerting its government. If the operation is
exposed or disrupted, the potential for scandal is very real. The legal definition of covert action,
according to Title 50, is “An activity or activities of the United States Government to influence political,
economic, or military conditions abroad, where it is intended that the role of the United States
Government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly.” A covert action requires a presidential
finding and for the White House to brief the House and Senate Intelligence Committees on its contents.
This briefing must occur before the covert action unless there are “extraordinary circumstances.” The
requirements for congressional involvement were established to prevent scandals such as the Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba and Iran-Contra. Those operations were passionately supported by Cheney and
Rumsfeld. Although they no doubt regretted the fact that Iran-Contra became public and stirred
controversy, they did not regard the operation itself as a scandal but rather as a model for how the United
States should conduct its dirty business.

Military doctrine defines another class of activities, “clandestine operations,” in which the point of
secrecy is to protect the integrity of the mission, not to conceal its sponsor, the US government. The
military may conduct operations that are both covert and clandestine, but these are rare. Unlike covert
actions, clandestine operations do not require a presidential finding if “future hostilities” are
“anticipated” in the country where they are taking place. Nor is the administration required to report the
operation to Congress. Such operations are defined as “Traditional Military Activities” and offer the
intelligence committees no real-time oversight rights. Under US law, the military is not required to
disclose the specific actions of an operation, but the US role in the “overall operation” should be
“apparent” or eventually “acknowledged.”

From where Rumsfeld and Cheney were sitting, the United States was at war, and the world was a
battlefield. Therefore, hostilities were “anticipated” in every country on earth, necessitating dozens if not
hundreds of potential “Traditional Military Activities” across the globe. Cheney and Rumsfeld realized
that by using JSOC—a black-ops force whose activities arguably straddled both Title 10 and Title 50—
they could operate in the crevice separating US military and intelligence law. Much of JSOC’s operations
could be classified under military doctrine as “Preparing the Battlespace,” which is defined by the US
Special Operations Command as “the umbrella term for all activities conducted prior to D-Day, H-Hour
to plan and prepare for potential follow-on military operations...in likely or potential areas of
employment, to train and prepare for follow-on military operations.” Such activities could be conducted
as Advance Force Operations (AFOs), which are “military operations conducted by forces which
precede the main elements into the area of operations to prepare for follow-on operations.” Unlike CIA
operations, AFOs can be carried out with minimal external oversight—for a significant period of time—
prior to an “overt” hostility, or for a “contingency” that may or may not occur.

The congressional intelligence committees viewed this logic as a work-around to oversight and
reporting laws, charging that the Defense Department wanted to liberally deploy its increasingly
formidable intelligence capabilities abroad under the pretense of operational planning for future military
hostilities, without granting the intelligence committees their due oversight.

Adding another layer of bureaucratic complexity to this already murky area of US law was the fact that



the armed services committees authorized the funding for operations, and the intelligence committees held
the power to determine what constituted a covert action. Those committees often clashed on this very
issue and fiercely guarded their turf, leaving a huge opening for potential abuses and the exploitation of
gaps or gray areas.

Although the CIA was supposed to be the main agency conducting covert actions, the National
Command Authority—which consisted of the president and Rumsfeld—could choose to use Title 50
authorities for organizations other than the CIA, by delegating military assets to CIA operations. JSOC,
for example, had been used for covert actions in order to operate in politically volatile areas without
repercussions under international law or to supersede Congress’s authority to declare war. Title 10
operations conducted in “Preparing the Battlespace” had even fewer congressional reporting
requirements, and with the congressional resolution authorizing a global war, the National Command
Authority could use its power to direct military operations without having to classify them as covert
actions. This had always been a gray area open for exploitation. And that was attractive to Cheney and
Rumsfeld and their teams as they plotted their “Next Steps.”

Rumsfeld had major plans for Special Ops—and they didn’t include any CIA control or meddling.
Cofer Black’s departure opened a door for Rumsfeld to assert more control over the dark wars. But it
wasn’t just the Agency or Congress that Rumsfeld wanted to cut out of the equation. It was also the
conventional military bureaucracy and military brass, which he believed had grown soft and gun-shy.
“The worst way to organize for a manhunt...is to have it planned in the Pentagon,” Rumsfeld wrote in an
internal memo laying out a vision for SOF units to begin striking globally. “We must be willing to accept
the risks associated with a smaller footprint.” On July 22, 2002, Rumsfeld sent a secret directive to
General Charles Holland, the SOCOM commander, envisioning a decentralized “manhunt” that would
circumvent the traditional military command structure and operate more like a private hit team. He
instructed Holland to “develop a plan” to deal with al Qaeda and associated groups. Rumsfeld explained
that going forward, they would need to find a way to “cut through” the Pentagon bureaucracy and process
deployment orders “in minutes and hours, not days and weeks.” He added: “The objective is to capture
terrorists for interrogation or, if necessary, to kill them, not simply to arrest them in a law-enforcement
exercise.” But Holland “did not respond as swiftly and dramatically as people in Washington thought he
should,” recalled Lawrence Wilkerson, a retired colonel who served thirty years in the army. “People in
Washington, in this case, being Rumsfeld and Cheney.” The general came back with a five-year plan when
Rumsfeld wanted immediate action.

As Rumsfeld and Cheney pushed for Special Ops to start hitting globally, top military commanders
expressed concern that those plans outpaced the military’s abilities to collect and exploit intelligence.
Some JSOC teams in Afghanistan had found themselves in turf battles with other JSOC teams and, though
they did kill a tremendous number of Afghans and foreign fighters, whom exactly it was they were killing
was not always clear. A big problem was a lack of solid intelligence. While the CIA was taking the lead
in hunting down High Value Targets (HVTs), Rumsfeld was simultaneously pushing JSOC’s men to yield
results. But without good intel, they were chasing ghosts.

When Rumsfeld proposed beefing up JSOC and taking it global, General Holland pushed back. He told
Rumsfeld he was concerned about the lack of “actionable intelligence” in the emerging proposed target
regions. One senior military commander said bluntly that “the intelligence wasn’t good enough to allow us
to have a campaign like that.” Rumsfeld and his deputies reportedly ridiculed the commanders,
particularly General Holland, for what they saw as excessive caution. A Pentagon adviser who worked
closely with Rumsfeld at the time told the investigative journalist Seymour Hersh that Rumsfeld and his
team were convinced that “there [were] few four-stars leaning forward in the Special Operations
Command,” and that more “fighting generals” were needed, and further, the high-ranking military officers
who came up during the Clinton years would need to be “reassessed.”



More to Rumsfeld’s liking was General Wayne Downing, who had been called out of retirement after
9/11 to serve as deputy national security adviser and coordinate the US campaign targeting terrorist
networks and “those who support them.” Although he technically reported to National Security Adviser
Rice, he would be JSOC’s advocate within the White House. Downing pushed for JSOC to return to its
roots as a “blacker/lower visibility force,” employing “a preemptive posture, with improved find and fix
capabilities for sustained operations.” He began pushing for Special Operations Forces to prepare for
“the future indirect and clandestine GWOT fight in countries with which we are not at war” and to
conduct operations “in multiple, sensitive, non-permissive and denied areas.” He recommended that
JSOC should report directly to the secretary of defense and not run its operations through the conventional
chain of command.

In reality JSOC was already being freed. While Downing went through official channels, Wilkerson
said Rumsfeld and Cheney had already “bypassed Special Operations Command and went straight into
Fort Bragg and began giving directions for Special Operating Force activities, direct action in most cases,
directly from the Vice President’s office to the Joint Special Operations Command.” Within months,
Holland would be relieved of his SOCOM post.

It was the beginning of what would be a multiyear project by Rumsfeld and Cheney to separate this
small, elite, surgical unit from the broader chain of command and transform it into a global killing
machine. Before 9/11, they had big plans for JSOC, but the terrorist attacks gave them all the ammunition
they would need to win their own war against oversight of these elite and highly lethal forces.

“What I was seeing was the development of what I would later see in Iraq and Afghanistan, where
Special Operations Forces would operate in both theaters without the conventional commander even
knowing what they were doing,” said Wilkerson. “That’s dangerous, that’s very dangerous. You have all
kinds of mess when you don’t tell the theater commander what you’re doing.” Wilkerson told me that
when he worked in the Bush administration, “You had JSOC operating as an extension of the
[administration] doing things the executive branch—read: Cheney and Rumsfeld—wanted it to do. This
would be more or less carte blanche. ‘You need to do it, do it.’ It was very alarming for me as a
conventional soldier.”

There was no love lost between the CIA and Rumsfeld and Cheney over the emerging Iraq War
intelligence game. And, as they planned other wars, they didn’t trust the CIA’s analysts to provide them
with intelligence required to hit, early and often, globally. Rumsfeld believed that Special Operations
needed its own intelligence operation specifically aimed at fueling the global kill/capture campaign.
JSOC already worked closely with the famed signals intelligence operation, the Intelligence Support
Activity, or simply the Activity. Also known as Gray Fox, the unit specialized in operational electronic
surveillance and intercepts. But Rumsfeld also wanted an entity that mirrored the capabilities of the CIA
—one that was built on human intelligence, known in the community as HUMINT. In the spring of 2002, a
commission chaired by former National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft recommended that the NSA,
the National Reconnaissance Office and the National Imagery and Mapping Agency be removed from
Pentagon control and handed over to the CIA. Rumsfeld pushed back violently and moved US intelligence
in the exact opposite direction.

In April 2002, Project Icon was launched. The funding for the program came from “reprogrammed”
Pentagon funds and was not briefed to congressional intelligence committees. The “new clandestine
teams” made up of “case officers, linguists, interrogators and technical specialists” were deployed
alongside Special Ops Forces with renewed focus on gathering human intelligence—from the field
interrogations, surveillance and the running of local sources and assets. After initially operating under
classified code names, the secret program would later become known as the Strategic Support Branch, or
SSB. In July 2002, President Bush transferred Gray Fox to the Special Operations Command by executive
order, giving Rumsfeld control over a huge portion of US intelligence assets and systems. This new shop,



consisting of Gray Fox working together with SSB, would provide real-time intelligence to Special Ops
Forces to target suspected militants, prevent future attacks and “prepare the battlefield” for potential
military operations. In short, it would fuel a global manhunt. If Doug Feith’s intelligence shop was meant
to threaten the supremacy of the CIA’s analysts, the SSB was meant to supersede the authorities of the
Agency’s human intelligence structures.

Any country, friend or foe of the United States, would be fair game for operations. The CIA, the US
ambassadors and the home government would not be looped in. Early planning memos by Rumsfeld
indicated that he wanted the SSB to focus intelligence-gathering operations on “emerging target countries
such as Somalia, Yemen, Indonesia, Philippines and Georgia.” SSB was designed to “operate without
detection and under the defense secretary’s direct control.” The Washington Post  obtained internal
Pentagon documents that called for a HUMINT branch that would be “directly responsive to tasking from
SecDef.” These SSB units would operate under “nonofficial cover,” at times using false names and
nationalities with the goal of covering the “full spectrum of humint operations.” It was a direct challenge
to the CIA, whose Directorate of Operations was the traditional agency tasked with covert missions,
particularly when conducted in “friendly” nations or countries where “conventional war is a distant or
unlikely prospect.” There was pro forma language in the internal guidelines on the SSB defining
“coordination” as giving the Agency seventy-two hours’ notice before launching an intelligence-gathering
mission, but the SSB was intended to radically streamline the pace and scope of lethal covert military
operations against terrorist suspects, regardless of where they resided.

“Definitely Cheney, and also Rumsfeld to a lesser extent, viewed the CIA as a weak sister, and that
basically they were not politically reliable,” recalled Philip Giraldi, the career CIA case officer. “And,
essentially, it was decided that we would go the JSOC route. But of course, the JSOC route has problems.
When you use the military as your cutting edge on some of these activities where you’re not at war with
somebody, where you’re getting involved with sending people into someone else’s sovereign territory,
then you’re opening up all kinds of cans of worms that intelligence agencies were created to avoid.”
Covert actions permit US operatives to ignore international conventions and to violate other nations’
domestic laws. US military operations, however, are required by US law to observe international laws,
the laws of war and the Geneva Conventions, though the Bush administration clearly did not see it that
way when it came to the status of certain military detainees. Using US Special Ops Forces for covert
actions could mean they lose their Geneva Convention status, be accused of spying and ultimately be
labeled “unlawful combatants.” Critics worried that this would place US armed service members at risk
should they be captured, with their captors enabled to ignore the Geneva Conventions’ prohibitions on
torture and inhumane treatment, citing the US precedent.

Although the SSB was officially run by Vice Admiral Lowell Jacoby, the head of the Defense
Intelligence Agency, its real taskmaster was Stephen Cambone, a political ideologue recruited by
Rumsfeld. A leading neocon, Cambone had first appeared on the Pentagon radar when he ran the Strategic
Defense Initiative in 1990. Later, he worked on special projects for Rumsfeld on DoD commissions
dealing with missile defense and spacebased weapons. Bringing Cambone on board to help shape the
hunter-killer Special Ops program that had been on Rumsfeld’s mind since 9/11 opened the floodgates.
Officially, Cambone was Rumsfeld’s special assistant. In reality, he was Rumsfeld’s point man on
developing the DoD’s version of the “dark side.”

When, after 9/11, Rumsfeld sought to wrest control of the Global War on Terror from the CIA, he went
to Cambone. In one of his famous “snowflake” memos, on September 23, 2001, Rumsfeld told his staff:
“We want to think through designating Special Ops as the global terrorism CINC [commander in chief].
They’ve got a joint intelligence center. The effort has to be global.” That day, Rumsfeld sent Cambone a
note, subject: “Capabilities,” asking him to look into “how we can develop additional unconventional
capabilities in the Pentagon and troops, like Special Ops, only of a different type. We need greater



flexibility and versatility.” Three days later, on the morning of September 26, 2001, Rumsfeld sent
Cambone another memo with the subject: “Opportunity.” “Now is the time to fix intel,” Rumsfeld wrote,
saying that he wanted to remap the command structure of US forces across the globe, “to reorganize our
forces in Europe and Asia, to accelerate Army transformation, to reduce headquarters and to get homeland
defense humming. There may be other things we could do as well.”

Cambone would become a powerful shadow player with access to Rumsfeld and his team. One of his
primary jobs would be organizing Special Operations activities aimed at killing and capturing people
designated as terrorists or enemies by Rumsfeld and the White House. “They are all cast in the same
mode, which is ‘let’s get the most high-tech gadgets for communications and weapons, let’s run these
operations at the highest possible level of efficiency, let’s get some really good intelligence, so we can
pick out individuals, and we’ll go kill them,’” said Colonel Lang. Rumsfeld had told Cambone, “We need
to increase the total number of Special Forces.” In 2002, Cambone began reviewing ways to free up as
many shooters as possible. This began with transferring some of the traditional tasks performed by SOFs
to the conventional military, such as: training foreign forces, conducting airlift missions and serving as a
Quick Reaction Force (QRF) for VIPs in Afghanistan. Rumsfeld and Cambone wanted all SOF hands on
deck for kill/capture. Leave the rest to big army.

In mid-2002, Rumsfeld issued a classified planning order to General Richard Myers, the chair of the
Joint Chiefs, advocating a sweeping change in the way JSOC and other Special Ops would operate.
Rumsfeld wanted “preliminary pre-clearance” for operations and maximum authority for commanders on
the ground to execute missions.

Rumsfeld’s goal was to reorganize the structure of US Special Operations Forces, blowing up barriers
to allow for fast, lethal, global operations with no bureaucratic meddling from anyone who did not have a
need to know. The Special Mission Units (SMUs) of JSOC, Delta Force, which was officially known as
CAG, or Combat Applications Group, and SEAL Team 6, were attractive to Rumsfeld because they were
accustomed to operating autonomously, even in the old days of regional commands being responsible for
all troops operating in their Area of Responsibility. These SMUs formed the National Missions Force and
were permitted to operate discreetly and globally without coordinating with the conventional command
authorities. Rumsfeld wanted to make this model apply to all Special Ops Forces.

“Today we’re taking a number of steps to strengthen the U.S. Special Operations Command so it can
make even greater contributions to the global war on terrorism,” Rumsfeld declared. “Since 1987 the
Special Operations Command has been organized as a supporting command, meaning it provides warriors
and materiel to the various regional combatant commanders, who then plan and direct missions.” No
more. From now on, Rumsfeld asserted, SOCOM would be its own boss—with a headquarters in Tampa,
Florida, and regional “Theater Special Operations Commands” that could organize hits and other direct
actions on a rolling basis. Rumsfeld said this was necessary because of “the nature of the enemy and the
need for fast, efficient operations in hunting down and rooting out terrorist networks around the world.”

In 2003, Rumsfeld created a new portfolio for Cambone, one that had never existed in the Pentagon’s
civilian bureaucracy before, undersecretary of defense for intelligence. The new position was referred to
internally as “defense intelligence czar”—and it came with unprecedented authority, as it forced all of the
previously independent intelligence entities of the Pentagon to report directly to Cambone. This included
the Defense Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency. Steven Aftergood of the Federation of
American Scientists charged that the position was part of a drive “to shift the intelligence community’s
center of gravity further into the Pentagon.” What this meant in real terms was that 85 percent of the
nation’s total intelligence budget would be under Cambone’s control, with the CIA director controlling
just 12 percent. “Rumsfeld wasn’t an evil man” a former aide to a Special Operations commander told
me. “Rumsfeld had vision. He allowed people like Cambone to manipulate shit.” Conventional uniformed
military leaders reportedly despised Cambone, with one senior army officer quipping early in Cambone’s



tenure, “If I had one round left in my revolver, I’d take out Stephen Cambone.”
Cambone’s right-hand man was a legend in the dark world of covert military operations, Major

General William “Jerry” Boykin, an original member of Delta Force who went on to serve in both JSOC
and the CIA. He’d spent his entire career in the shadows of US foreign policy, engaged in unattributable
operations across the globe. As Boykin saw it, “Through the 1980s and 90s, SOFs saw great
opportunities to get boots on the ground, to prepare the battleground, to shape the environment, and to
collect intelligence” but only received “approval for less than 10 percent of the opportunities that
existed.” These opportunities, he asserted, “were missed because of an unwillingness to take risks and a
lack of vision and understanding of the benefits for preparing the battle space ahead of time. There was
also a fear of consequences.” Boykin believed that US counterterrorism operations had become
subservient to intelligence standards that required nearly 100 percent certainty of the target and that
civilians would not be killed. He said he rejected the term “actionable intelligence.” “Give me action,”
Boykin declared. “I will give you intelligence.”

Some, though, warned of the risks of this approach. Running US Special Operations Forces in CIA-type
operations and “expanding their role in the way Rumsfeld intends could be very dangerous for U.S.
foreign policy,” argued Jennifer Kibbe of the Brookings Institution, adding that using Special Ops Forces
was “much easier than using the CIA. And this facility seems to appeal to Rumsfeld.” It meant that Special
Operations “can conduct covert operations abroad without local governments’ permission and with little
or no congressional oversight or recourse. If Rumsfeld gets his way, administration hawks may soon start
using special forces to attack or undermine other regimes on Washington’s hit list.”

Over at the State Department, Powell and Wilkerson began seeing the effects of this new, parallel
operation being run out of the Pentagon. “Early in the so-called ‘Global War on Terror,’ we were
encountering things like ambassadors calling or e-mailing, or messaging or cabling, that they had people
walking around their capital cities, who were white people, six foot five, males, nineteen-inch biceps,
and it didn’t take too long for the ambassador to figure out who these people were, and why were they
there,” recalled Wilkerson. “We began to have to press Rumsfeld as to what he was doing, sending these
Special Operating Forces around the world, without alerting the country team, without alerting our
ambassador, the chief of mission in the country. It got to the point where we actually had a death down in
South America where one of these people got a little bit inebriated one night and pulled his weapon and
he killed a taxi driver in that country, and we had to whip him out of the country real quickly.” Wilkerson
added: “I am not even sure Rumsfeld knew some of the [operations] that the vice president’s office was”
running.

“It grew and went out of control under the vice president. It kinda went wild,” Cannistraro, the former
senior CIA officer, told me. “There were people at the Pentagon given the responsibility to run ‘special
Special Operations,’ that didn’t go through the regular chain of command, and that were kept separate
from coordination with CIA, or the State Department, or other elements of the US government. And that
was all justified on the basis that 9/11 meant that we were in a war, and this war would require special
measures to deal with. And it got out of control. There were a couple of places where, because they
weren’t coordinated, they weren’t informed, they killed people that were not real targets. They were
wrong.” He added, “It happened, frequently.”

The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence would eventually conclude that the Pentagon
had “shown a propensity to apply the [Preparing the Battlespace] label where the slightest nexus of a
theoretical, distant military operation might one day exist.” For some career army officers who had
served in the conventional military, the developments they were witnessing inside the Pentagon felt
ominous. “We know that the Geneva Convention was thrown under the bus, so to say, pretty early,”
Colonel Douglas Macgregor told me. Macgregor was a decorated army officer who led the most famous
tank battle of the 1991 Gulf War. He was on the Pentagon team that was charting out the early stages of



Iraq War planning in 2001 and 2002. He said he was disturbed by what he was witnessing inside the DoD
as Cheney and Rumsfeld began building up the SSB and JSOC. “To be perfectly blunt with you, I stayed
away from it. I didn’t want to be involved in it, and I wasn’t interested in participating in it, because I had
this fear that we were ultimately breaking laws,” he said. “Whether those laws were our own, or they
turned out to be the Geneva Convention, or the ‘Law of War’ as we in uniform call it. One would have
expected someone to stand up and say, ‘I’m sorry, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Cambone, General  Boykin, you
don’t have the authority to suspend the Geneva Convention. That has been ratified by the United States
Senate.’ But, we have another problem. We have no interest in the Senate, in holding anyone accountable
and enforcing the laws,” he asserted. “So if you have no one in any branch—whether it’s judicial,
legislative or executive—who’s interested in upholding the law, then you can do pretty much what you
want. And I think that’s ultimately what’s happened.”

Elsewhere in the military, there was great consternation at the possibilities for disaster presented by
this newly forming power being asserted by Rumsfeld and Cheney and the global adventure they were
plotting for US Special Operations Forces. “By entering the friendly country with military forces in
execution of a military mission, the U.S. has committed an act of war even though our interest lies not with
them but in the terrorist headquarters,” noted Colonel Kathryn Stone in a July 2003 report for the US
Army War College:

Most of the world has come to look at CIA de facto wars as a way of life because most powers benefit
from their own CIA-equivalents operating in foreign countries, with nothing to be gained politically by
claiming an act of war when another’s covert action is discovered. The world, however, is not likely to
tolerate the U.S. throwing its regular military muscle around in a covert fashion. The world will rightly
ask: Where does it stop? If the U.S. employs SOF to conduct deniable covert action, then is the next step a
clandestine tomahawk missile strike, or maybe even a missile strike whose origin is manipulated to
conceal U.S. fingerprints?

Colonel Stone’s analysis would later prove prophetic, but such concerns were buried away. “I think a
lot of ‘back-dooring’ went on and as a result they got a lot of running room. The President was kind of
passive, in his first term he let them get away with a lot of stuff, and they had their own idea how to do
things, which is much like the way the Israelis do things,” recalled Colonel Lang. “You know, the famous
‘Cheney one percent’ thing—if there’s any doubt, you kill ’em. That’s basically it, either capture them, or
kill them. And that’s what they did for a long time.”

Rumsfeld and Cheney were beginning to build up the infrastructure for waging an unaccountable, global
war—and JSOC would be their prized weapon. They needed a forward-leaning general to run their secret
war. They would find their man in the form of General Stanley McChrystal, US Army Ranger.



The Troublemaker: Stanley McChrystal

THE UNITED STATES, 1974–2003; IRAQ, 2003 —Stanley McChrystal was the son of an army general. He enrolled
at West Point Military Academy in 1972, where he said he earned a reputation for being a
“troublemaker.” He partied hard and seemed eager for action. One night, McChrystal and some friends
staged a mock raid on one of the buildings on campus, using actual guns and balled-up socks as grenades.
McChrystal was nearly shot by campus security and was later disciplined for his actions. A file full of
disciplinary demerits, however, did not stand in the way of McChrystal making battalion commander. He
graduated from West Point in 1976, finished Special Forces School at Fort Bragg in 1979 and
commanded a Green Beret unit from 1979 to 1980, though he did not deploy during the most high-profile
missions that were conducted during his early military career. “I missed Panama and Grenada and it
bothered me,” McChrystal recalled. “You always wonder how you’ll do.” In the years following West
Point, McChrystal pursued a dual track that would earn him a reputation for being a “warrior-scholar.”
He picked up a master’s degree in national security and strategic studies from the US Naval War College
and another in international relations from the Salve Regina University. McChrystal rose through the ranks
of the Rangers and served with Airborne units as well as Special Forces.

In 1986, McChrystal became the commander of the 3rd Battalion 75th Ranger Regiment and, by all
accounts, revolutionized the training regime for Rangers, modernizing the technology available to its
forces and increasing the tempo of physical training and for night operations. McChrystal’s first known
work with a JSOC team was in the lead-up to the 1991 Gulf War, when he served as the army special
operations action officer for Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. While McChrystal was
deployed to the Gulf to help coordinate special operations, he would spend the war in Saudi Arabia and
at Fort Bragg. At the time McChrystal was entering the world of dark ops, he acknowledged, “I’ve never
shot anyone.” Instead, he would focus on the planning and execution of missions, developing leadership
skills and moving up through the Special Ops ranks.

By the late 1990s, McChrystal had become the commander of the Rangers. Dalton Fury, who led a
Delta Force team hunting bin Laden in Afghanistan, served as a staff officer under McChrystal in the
Rangers before moving over to Delta. “My Ranger peers and I had a unique opportunity to see the good
and the bad in [McChrystal]. I think if McChrystal were wounded on the battlefield, he would bleed red,
black, and white—the official colors of the 75th Ranger Regiment. He is 110% US Army Ranger,” Fury
recalled. “Even with a bum back and likely deteriorating knees after a career of road marching and
jumping out of planes he doesn’t recognize the human pause button.” Fury noted that as a Ranger,
“McChrystal was considered a Tier II subordinate commander under the Joint Special Operations
functioning command structure. The highest level, Tier I, was reserved exclusively for Delta Force and
Seal Team 6. This always seemed to bother McChrystal. His nature isn’t to be second fiddle to anyone,
nor for his Rangers to be considered second-class citizens to the Tier 1 Special Mission Units.”

Indeed, McChrystal fought for years to advance the position of the US Army Rangers in the Special Ops
machinery, refusing to view them as a “farm team” for Delta Force. “The Rangers were, and still are, just
as skilled in their Mission Essential Tasks as are the Tier I units in theirs,” recalled a former Ranger who
served under McChrystal. “He believed that losing quality officers and noncommissioned officers to what
many considered the true tip of the spear outfits—those granted the most funding, most authority, and
given the premier targets—hurt the Regiment.” As Fury explained, in McChrystal’s eyes, “ the Rangers
were just as skilled in their primary mission of Airfield Seizures and Raids as Delta was in land based
Hostage Rescue or the SEALs were in assaulting a ship underway.”



Fury recalled a conversation he had had with then-Colonel McChrystal in which they discussed the
failed Eagle Claw operation in Iran, the Delta Force hostage rescue attempt in 1980 that remained a stain
on the Special Ops community. “It was an interesting and enlightening conversation. The essence of the
discussion centered on COL McChrystal’s reasoning that Beckwith should have continued the mission
with fewer operators and lift helicopters. Even though the risk would have increased significantly, COL
McChrystal felt the embarrassment in the eyes of the world of failing to try was exponentially more
devastating to our nation’s reputation than executing a high risk mission that might have even an outside
chance of success. McChrystal believed the American people would never accept such a decision like
that again.”

After establishing himself as an iconic figure in the Rangers, McChrystal burnished his credentials with
stints at Harvard and the Council on Foreign Relations in New York. In 1998 Dick Cheney, who then
chaired the Military Fellowship Selection Board at the CFR, recommended McChrystal for the
fellowship to “broaden” his “understanding of foreign relations.” At the CFR, McChrystal wrote an in-
depth paper debating the merits of humanitarian intervention. In the paper, written before 9/11,
McChrystal asserted, “It is military reality that the nation is incapable of unlimited action around the
world. It is political reality that unconstrained or poorly justified US military intervention would be
neither supported nor accepted, either by Congress or by other nations,” adding, “Our actions, particularly
interventions, can upset regions, nations, cultures, economies, and peoples, however virtuous our
purpose. We must ensure that the cure we offer through intervention is not worse than the disease.”
McChrystal continued, “We must not put at risk our military capability to perform core missions crucial to
national defense.... The cost of losing or significantly degrading the power of the United States,” he
argued, “is a price the world can ill afford.” Ironically, McChrystal, who considered himself a political
liberal, would ultimately owe his rise to fame to men who did everything he warned against in his CFR
paper.

When the 9/11 attacks occurred, McChrystal was the chief of staff of the 18th Airborne. He was soon
deployed to Afghanistan to help establish Combined Joint Task Force 180, which would become the
forward headquarters for Operation Enduring Freedom. In the early days of CJTF 180, McChrystal ran a
“hybrid organization” made up of Special Operations Forces, as well as conventional and Special Forces
units. Based at Bagram Air Base, the task force had a mission to coordinate the full-spectrum war effort,
directing operations targeting al Qaeda and Taliban leadership, in addition to other counterterrorism
operations. The task force would take the lead in detention operations and interrogating prisoners for
“actionable intelligence” in Afghanistan. CJTF 180 commanded many of the units that initiated the
widespread use of night raids on suspected houses of al Qaeda or Taliban figures. These raids were
considered a “blueprint for the war against terrorism” that would later be replicated elsewhere.

In July 2002, McChrystal was recalled to Washington, DC, for a promotion. Five months after he left
Afghanistan, CJTF 180 became embroiled in a prisoner abuse scandal when it was revealed that in
December 2002, two detainees in the task force’s custody had died from blunt trauma, exposing the
“enhanced interrogation techniques” being used there. Whether it was the task force that was responsible
or the Special Mission Unit that was using the task force’s facilities to conduct interrogations was never
fully resolved. Two Military Police officers were tried in connection with the deaths. Although
McChrystal’s time in Afghanistan was brief, it was there that he strengthened his close working
relationship with a legend of the military intelligence world, Major General Michael T. Flynn.

Flynn, who was McChrystal’s deputy at the 18th Airborne, deployed with him to Kabul, where he
served as director of intelligence for CJTF 180. Known in his early years as a hard-partying surfer, Flynn
was commissioned in 1981 as an army second lieutenant and became an intelligence officer, doing
multiple tours at Fort Bragg. He participated in the 1983 invasion of Grenada and the invasion of Haiti in
the early 1990s. He spent his career working on sensitive military intelligence programs and building up



systems for developing intelligence collection in “denied” areas. As McChrystal rose, Flynn rose with
him. When McChrystal returned to Washington, Flynn returned to command the 111th Military Intelligence
Brigade, whose members would, among other activities, deploy, “equipped with low density systems”
such as unmanned aerial vehicles “to contingency operations throughout the world.” This period marked a
dramatic uptick in the use of a variety of drones that would later become central weapons in Washington’s
wars. Flynn would be on the knife’s edge of the intelligence technology that would be at the center of the
mounting, global kill/capture campaign.

McChrystal watched from the sidelines as the invasion of Iraq got under way. Before “Shock and Awe”
began, an elite group of JSOC commandos, known as Task Force 20, deployed inside Iraq ahead of the
larger invading force. Its mission was threefold: help invading forces develop targets for air strikes,
uncover SCUD missiles and other weapons of mass destruction, and hunt down HVTs such as Saddam
Hussein. The “super secret” Task Force 20 “had been operating in the Kurdish autonomous region of
northern Iraq for more than a decade, and in 2002 its forces infiltrated Iraq proper,” William Arkin
reported in the Los Angeles Times in June 2003. “Commandos established ‘hide sites’ and listening posts,
and they placed acoustic and seismic sensors on Iraqi roads to track activity. They penetrated Iraq’s
fiber-optic network to eavesdrop on communications.” The task force, which numbered roughly one
thousand personnel, included top-tier teams, each with a dozen commandos that would have free rein to
travel throughout Iraq in pursuit of Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party leadership and military command
structure.

Although TF-20 was given autonomy on the battlefield and coordinated its operations directly with
Pentagon officials, at times its men attached themselves to conventional military units. “In 2003, JSOC
soldiers were among the first troops in southern Iraq, riding in with the protection of an armored task
force of the 3rd Infantry Division,” Arkin and Dana Priest reported in their book, Top Secret America.
“According to three JSOC commanders, these troops helped the division kill upward of five thousand
Iraqis in perhaps the bloodiest portion of the war, the march to Baghdad. ‘It sounded like World War II,
there was so much noise,’ said a JSOC commander who was there. The gunners on the armored vehicles
faced human waves of Iraqi army forces, fedayeen, and their ragtag civilian supporters. They were
ordered to kill anyone who got up on the vehicles. ‘That’s the dirty little secret, the dark underbelly of the
war,’ he said. ‘There were bodies everywhere.’” Armored “vehicles also delivered the JSOC
commandos on their own missions to capture or kill senior Iraqi Baathists loyal to Saddam Hussein and to
find and secure weapons of mass destruction.” They would never find any to secure.

McChrystal had returned from Afghanistan just as the Iraq War planning was kicking into full gear. His
new position was as vice director of operations for the Joint Staff (J-2). Like many military and
intelligence officials, he did not view Iraq as a terrorist threat and was not enthusiastic about the invasion.
“There were a lot of us who didn’t think Iraq was a good idea,” McChrystal told journalist Michael
Hastings. “We co-opted the media in the buildup to the Iraq War,” he said. “You could see it coming.”

The US efforts to fight against al Qaeda in Afghanistan, McChrystal asserted, were hindered by
invading Iraq. He said:

I think they were made more difficult in one sense from the military standpoint, but I really think they were
made more difficult because they changed the Muslim world’s view of America’s effort. When we went
after the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001, there was a certain understanding that we had the ability and the
right to defend ourselves. And the fact that al-Qaida had been harbored by the Taliban was legitimate. I
think when we made the decision to go into Iraq, that was less legitimate with many of the observers. And
so while there was certainly a certain resource strain and reduction in the ability of just our attention to be
in multiple places, I think it was more important that much of the Muslim world now questioned what we
were doing, and we lost some of the support that I think would have been helpful longer term.



Notwithstanding his misgivings, for the first month of the US invasion of Iraq, McChrystal would
emerge from the shadows and become—at least for a month—one of the most public faces of the US
military. At the Pentagon, he would address reporters and, behind closed doors, give classified briefings
to Congress. In April 2003, Representative Jose Serrano, a Democrat from New York, dubbed the
briefings “the daily lie.” Serrano’s sentiments were shared by other House Democrats. “I don’t benefit a
great deal from [the briefings],” said Representative John Conyers. “I get more from other sources that
don’t compromise my ability to speak” about the war, he said. “I thought it was not the best use of my
time,” Representative Bobby Rush told the press of the briefings.

Other lawmakers, however, viewed the McChrystal briefings as more candid and worthwhile than the
blustery sessions given by Rumsfeld. “My staff goes to the ones in the morning,” said then-Senator Joseph
Biden, who supported the invasion of Iraq. “They are considerably more valuable than the celebrated
ones when the secretary comes up.” Senator John McCain said, “They simply give us the facts without
embellishment.... I don’t think [Rumsfeld] gives us the kind of pure military picture that these guys do.”

During one press briefing, McChrystal opened a window into the prominence of Special Operations
Forces in the Iraq War. “They are more extensive in this campaign than any I have seen. Probably, as a
percentage of effort, they are unprecedented for a war that also has a conventional part to it,” he declared.
“It’s probably the most effective and the widest use of Special Operations forces in recent history,
clearly.” The US military, McChrystal said, was using “a very precise and very focused targeting process
against the regime.” By April 14, McChrystal had practically declared the war a victory. “ I would
anticipate that the major combat engagements are over because the major Iraqi units on the ground cease
to show coherence,” he said. In reality the war was just beginning, and whether he thought invading Iraq
was a “good idea” or not, McChrystal was about to taste the war firsthand, on the ground. Even as Bush
declared “Mission Accomplished” in Iraq, McChrystal was being tapped by Cheney and Rumsfeld to run
the most empowered kill/capture team in US history. In September 2003, he became the commander of
JSOC.

THERE ARE DUELING MYTHOLOGIES that have developed around Stanley McChrystal. The dominant one,
repeated breathlessly in various media profiles, is of the “warrior scholar” who is in better physical
shape than any of the younger men under his command. He ate just one meal a day and ran twelve miles to
and from the office every day in the 1990s when he was at the Council on Foreign Relations. He was well
versed in the classics, yet enjoyed the Will Ferrell “dude” comedy Talladega Nights, and would quote it,
and would cite Monty Python films frequently. His beer of choice was Bud Lite Lime. There is no doubt
that men who served under McChrystal revered and adored him. “He’s a unique warrior in American
history. I obviously have an intense personal admiration for the guy,” said Andrew Exum, a former
Ranger who served under McChrystal in Iraq. “When you are a young Ranger platoon leader, and Stan
McChrystal steps on the podium in front of you, then you are seeing everything you want to be in life: just
a remarkable individual, a fantastic soldier, somebody who is just a tremendously capable individual and
somebody who is widely admired. There’s a reason why folks in the community call him ‘the Pope.’ He’s
the man above whom is no one else.”

Actually, McChrystal was not the first JSOC commander to be called “the Pope.” It was a reference
dating back to the Clinton administration, when then-Attorney General Janet Reno complained that prying
information from JSOC was like attempting to access the secret vaults of the Vatican. But, more than any
commander before or after, to the JSOC community McChrystal was “the Pope.” Although he thought the
Iraq War was a bit of a fool’s errand, McChrystal also saw it as an opportunity to revolutionize JSOC
and push it to a more powerful position than ever before. “Stan was the epitome of a warrior. Stan is a
man that, when he’s given a directive from the commander in chief, he moves out smartly and executes an



order,” a former member of McChrystal’s team told me. “What Stan came to realize is that with the
proper political backing in the White House he would be able to accomplish things with his force that had
never been done before.”

Stanley “McChrystal is stubborn,” observed Fury, who served as a staff officer under him, “and no one
can argue that he isn’t a man of extraordinary stamina, advanced intellect, and uncompromising dedication
to his warriors, the American people, and our way of life. Personally, I don’t know a man with more
stamina and stomach for the fight than...McChrystal. He sets an incredible pace, expects excellence,
demands results, but most importantly he listens to the men on the ground.”

Once he took over at JSOC, McChrystal’s Ranger roots provided the inspiration for him to Ranger-ize
the command. When he had run the 75th Rangers, “Terms like ‘kit’, often used by Delta and Seal Team 6
operators to collectively describe the gear, weapons, and equipment an assaulter carries was banned from
the Ranger lexicon,” said Fury. “The term ‘assaulter’ or ‘operator’ was also verboten speak within the
Regiment. The men wearing the red, black, and white scroll were Rangers, not assaulters and not
operators. They also didn’t carry kit. They carried standard military issue equipment.” When he took
command of JSOC, McChrystal believed that the various entities that made up the command should
operate as a fluid team, with a “cross fertilization plan of skill sets and team building,” rather than
reserving the most sensitive operations to Delta and SEAL Team 6, the Special Mission Units. “From the
very beginning” of his time as JSOC Commander, “McChrystal tried to shake up the status quo of the Tier
I outfits. He now owned those assaulters and snipers from the Army and Navy, and even though he
completely supported creative risk taking and out of the box thinking, he quickly moved to fit their actions
into an easily managed color coded box. It didn’t always work the way the General wanted though.”
McChrystal believed that the Delta and Team 6 guys should work in tandem, but Fury said McChrystal
quickly understood that it might not be the best approach. “It took a little while, but the General eventually
recognized that the two units were apples and oranges and squaring them in that color coded box resulted
in a fruit salad of conflicting skill sets, SOPs [standard operating procedures], and even mindset.” This
ability to adapt became part of the McChrystal legend while he presided over the premier US
counterterrorism units as the fight was increasingly going global.

But nearly invisible in the breathless media narrative of the warrior-leader’s ascent is another
McChrystal—a man who in reality had seen very little action before ascending to the post of JSOC
commander after the Iraq invasion. This McChrystal was a climber who had cozied up to the right people
politically, whether Democrats or Republicans, as well as key figures within the military bureaucracy. In
essence, he was one of the chosen few. “A third generation soldier, [McChrystal] missed the end of
Vietnam while attending West Point. Graduating in 1976, he entered an Army hollowed out after the
unpopular conflict in Southeast Asia,” asserted Carl Prine, the veteran military reporter. “With few wars
to fight for nearly two decades, he advanced in a largely uncompetitive world, it all made perhaps even
easier for him because his father—retired major general Herbert McChrystal—had been the Pentagon’s
director of planning before his son took a commission.”

According to career military officers who knew McChrystal going back to West Point, he had been
groomed for years to rise through the army ranks. “I like Stan very much, as a person,” said Colonel
Macgregor, who was McChrystal’s roommate at West Point. But Macgregor charged that after 9/11,
McChrystal had ingratiated himself with the neoconservatives, particularly Rumsfeld and Cheney. “He
was someone that had made his reputation, in the Pentagon with Rumsfeld. He was someone who saw this
‘global’ Caliphate as a tremendous enemy, and kept beating the drum for that. And that endeared him to all
of the key people.” The military, Macgregor said, is run under a “system that rests ultimately on a
foundation that is cronyism. In other words, are you one of the boys? If they judge you to be culturally
reliable, amenable, then you’re considered someone that should be advanced to the senior ranks. It’s a
kind of brotherhood selection: ‘Is this man going to stay the course with us? Is he going to say whatever



we tell him to say, do whatever we tell him to do?’” McChrystal, he told me, realized early on “that if he
is going to advance, he’s going to have to ingratiate himself. And he does this in the Pentagon.”

Despite his stated concern about the way US military policy was alienating Muslims, McChrystal
shared the political view that the United States was indeed in a war against Islam, according to a retired
military officer who had known him from the beginning of his military career and went through Ranger
training with him. “Boykin and Cambone and McChrystal were fellow travelers in the great crusade
against Islam,” the officer told me. “They ran what was for all practical purposes an assassination
program.” Macgregor said that when McChrystal was named JSOC commander, he was “given a mission
under Mr. Cambone, who is Rumsfeld’s intelligence director, and General Boykin, who was Cambone’s
right-hand man, to essentially go after the ‘terrorists.’ And of course we’re defining terrorist very, very
broadly.” McChrystal, he said, “presided over this black world where any actions were justified against
Muslims because you were fighting against the Caliphate.”

While McChrystal was reorganizing JSOC, the White House and Pentagon were demanding results in
Iraq. By late 2003, the war the United States had already declared won was just beginning. The neocons’
vision for Iraq and their ill-conceived policies were fueling a nascent insurgency from both Sunnis and
Shiites alike. The ground was laid during the year that L. Paul Bremer was running Iraq under the
Coalition Provisional Authority.

BREMER WAS A CONSERVATIVE CATHOLIC CONVERT  who had cut his teeth in government working for
Republican administrations and was respected by right-wing evangelicals and neoconservatives alike.
Forty-eight hours after 9/11, Bremer wrote in the Wall Street Journal,  “Our retribution must move
beyond the limp-wristed attacks of the past decade, actions that seemed designed to ‘signal’ our
seriousness to the terrorists without inflicting real damage. Naturally, their feebleness demonstrated the
opposite. This time the terrorists and their supporters must be crushed. This will mean war with one or
more countries. And it will be a long war, not one of the ‘Made for TV’ variety.” Bremer concluded, “We
must avoid a mindless search for an international ‘consensus’ for our actions. Today, many nations are
expressing support and understanding for America’s wounds. Tomorrow, we will know who our true
friends are.”

In mid-April 2003, “Scooter” Libby and Paul Wolfowitz contacted Bremer about taking “the job of
running the occupation of Iraq.” By mid-May, Bremer was in Baghdad, leading the Coalition Provisional
Authority.

During his year in Iraq, Bremer was a highly confrontational viceroy who traveled the country in a
Brooks Brothers suit coat and Timberland boots. He described himself as “the only paramount authority
figure—other than dictator Saddam Hussein—that most Iraqis had ever known.” Bremer’s first official
initiative, reportedly the brainchild of Rumsfeld and his neoconservative deputy, Douglas Feith, was
dissolving the Iraqi military and initiating a process of “de-Baathification,” which in Iraq meant a
banishment of some of the country’s finest minds from the reconstruction and political process because
party membership had been a requirement for many jobs in Saddam-era Iraq. Bremer’s “Order 1” resulted
in the firing of thousands of schoolteachers, doctors, nurses and other state workers, while sparking a
major increase in rage and disillusionment. Iraqis saw Bremer picking up Saddam’s governing style and
political witch-hunt tactics. In practical terms, Bremer’s moves sent a message to many Iraqis that they
would have little say in their future, a future that increasingly looked bleak and familiar. Bremer’s “Order
2”—disbanding the Iraqi military—meant that hundreds of thousands of Iraqi soldiers were forced out of
work and left without a pension. “That was the week we made 450,000 enemies on the ground in Iraq,”
one US official told the New York Times Magazine.



Within a month of Bremer’s arrival, talk of a national uprising had begun. As the bloody impact of his
decision to dissolve the military spread, Bremer amped up his inflammatory rhetoric. “We are going to
fight them and impose our will on them and we will capture or, if necessary, kill them until we have
imposed law and order upon this country,” he declared.

On May 1, President Bush, wearing a bomber jacket, stood on the USS Abraham Lincoln before a large
“Mission Accomplished” banner. “My fellow Americans, major combat operations in Iraq have ended,”
he declared. “In the battle of Iraq, the United States and our allies have prevailed.” It was a fairy tale. The
Saddam regime may have been deposed and Saddam’s days were numbered (not long after Bush’s
speech, on July 23, 2003, Saddam’s sons, Uday and Qusay, were killed in a JSOC raid), but a guerrilla
war—one with multiple warring forces—was just beginning.

Rumsfeld rejected claims that the United States was facing a “guerrilla” insurgency. “I guess the reason
I don’t use the phrase ‘guerrilla war,’” he quipped, “is because there isn’t one.” But Rumsfeld’s newly
appointed CENTCOM chief, who was technically the on-the-ground commander of the Iraq War,
disagreed. General John Abizaid said at a July 2003 press conference at the Pentagon that the United
States was now facing a “classical guerrilla-type war” in Iraq. Abizaid knew another front of resistance
was opening, and it was not being run by Saddam’s “henchmen.” By mid-August 2003, three months after
Bremer arrived in Baghdad, resistance attacks against US forces and Iraqi “collaborators” were a daily
occurrence. New militias were forming, with both Sunni and Shiite groups attacking American troops.
Rumsfeld and Bush both downplayed the extent of the uprisings in Iraq, saying they were being driven by
fallen regime “dead-enders,” “criminals,” “looters,” “terrorists,” “anti-Iraqi forces” and “those
influenced by Iran.” But there was one fact they couldn’t deny: The number of Americans returning home
in tin coffins was exploding as attacks against US forces increased by the day. “We believe we have a
significant terrorist threat in the country, which is new,” Bremer finally acknowledged on August 12. “We
take this very seriously.”

On August 19, a Kamaz flatbed truck pulled up to the United Nations headquarters at Baghdad’s Canal
Hotel and parked just below the office window of Sergio Vieira de Mello, the United Nations special
representative in Iraq. Inside the building, a press conference was under way. Moments later, a massive
explosion rocked the building. The truck had been driven by a suicide bomber and was filled with
explosives, including a five-hundred-pound bomb from the former Iraqi military’s reserves. In all,
twenty-two people were killed, including de Mello. More than one hundred were injured. The United
States and the United Nations alleged that the bomber had been sent by Abu Musab al Zarqawi, a
Jordanian-born militant who headed up the group Jama’at al Tawhid wa’al Jihad. A few days after the
bombing, Rumsfeld delivered a speech at a Veterans of Foreign Wars convention. “We still face
determined adversaries, as we’ve seen in Iraq and Afghanistan, the dead-enders are still with us, those
remnants of the defeated regimes who’ll go on fighting long after their cause is lost,” Rumsfeld declared.
“There are some today who are surprised that there are still pockets of resistance in Iraq, and they suggest
that this represents some sort of failure on the part of the Coalition. But this is not the case. Indeed I
suspect that some of you in this hall today, especially those who served in Germany during World War II
or in the period immediately after the war were not surprised that some Ba’athists have kept on fighting.
You will recall that some dead-enders fought on during and after the defeat of the Nazi regime in
Germany.”

Rumsfeld tried to cling to the idea that the main resistance in Iraq was coming from such quarters, but
the reality was, the most lethal forces rising in Iraq were responding to the invasion and occupation.
While the United States was fighting multiple Sunni insurgent groups, Shiite leader Moqtada al Sadr was
waging an uprising against the United States, along with a “hearts and minds” campaign to provide basic
services to Iraqi neighborhoods. Because Sadr had brokered a tenuous alliance with some Sunni
resistance groups, the United States was facing the possibility of a popular nationalist rebellion.



After the August bombing, the United Nations withdrew most of its six hundred international personnel
from Iraq. In September 2003, the UN complex was bombed a second time, spurring the United Nations to
withdraw all remaining non-Iraqi employees from the country. It was a powerful symbol of how far from
accomplished the US mission in Iraq actually was.

That month, McChrystal became JSOC commander, tasked with crushing the insurgency that had been
sparked by his bosses’ own policies, about which he had harbored doubts. Next to Saddam and his
henchmen, the Jordanian terrorist Zarqawi, who had come to Iraq to fight against the US occupation,
would become target number one of McChrystal’s task force.

Zarqawi had traveled to Afghanistan to fight with the US-backed mujahedeen against the Soviet
occupation. In early 2000, he had been indicted in absentia in a Jordanian court for plotting to attack
American and Israeli tourists. The Bush administration had tried to use Zarqawi to prove an al Qaeda tie
to Iraq, after Zarqawi allegedly received medical treatment in Baghdad in 2002. When Bush made his
case in a nationally televised address on October 7, 2002, that Saddam’s regime posed a “grave threat,”
he cited “high-level contacts” between Saddam’s government and al Qaeda, charging that “some al-Qaeda
leaders who fled Afghanistan went to Iraq. These include one very senior al-Qaeda leader who received
medical treatment in Baghdad this year, and who has been associated with planning for chemical and
biological attacks.” In his UN speech, Colin Powell called Zarqawi the leader of a “deadly terrorist
network” that had been given safe haven by Saddam’s government. But the charge that Zarqawi was in
Baghdad with the consent of the Iraqi government was a dubious one. Saddam’s regime and al Qaeda
were rivals. Nonetheless, after the invasion, Zarqawi would eventually have a $25 million bounty on his
head and JSOC hunting him in Iraq.

There is no doubt that Zarqawi was a savage character, but he was also a convenient villain for the
United States. Washington was facing a mounting resistance in Iraq, and by inflating Zarqawi’s
importance, it could place the fight in Iraq within the context of the broader war on terror. Zarqawi played
his role perfectly. A year after the UN bombing, Zarqawi and his group would pledge allegiance to
Osama bin Laden and form al Qaeda in Mesopotamia, also known as al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). Despite his
declaration of loyalty, Zarqawi would ultimately prove problematic for al Qaeda. His ruthless attacks on
Muslims—in both Iraq and Jordan—would eventually play into the hands of the US occupation and
Washington’s propaganda campaign against the Iraqi resistance.

IRAQ WOULD SERVE AS A  laboratory for creating a new kill/capture machine, centered on JSOC, run by
McChrystal and accountable to no one but a small group of White House and Pentagon insiders. Within
months, the targeted kill/capture program would begin to resemble the CIA’s Phoenix Program from the
Vietnam War, in which the Agency, supported by US Special Operations Forces and indigenous militias,
carried out a vicious campaign to “neutralize” the Vietcong and its support networks. In plain terms, the
Phoenix Program was effectively a well-organized death squad. “They killed huge numbers, thousands
and thousands, of suspected Vietcong operatives,” said Gareth Porter, an independent historian who has
written extensively about the Phoenix Program in Vietnam, as well as the history of JSOC. “Phoenix was
in fact the grandfather of [the JSOC] approach to a war.”

Dealing with the Iraq insurgency would become an almost totally consuming task for the bulk of
America’s most elite forces, though Rumsfeld and Cheney had global aspirations for JSOC’s expanded
use. Rumsfeld signed an executive order on September 16, 2003—the same month that Holland retired as
SOCOM commander, and General Bryan “Doug” Brown took over—establishing JSOC as the principal
counterterrorism (CT) force of the United States. It contained preauthorized lists of fifteen countries
where CT action might be taken and specified which actions could be carried out. Brown, a SOF vet and
founding member of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, told the Senate that “ the nexus of



the Department of Defense’s global war on terrorism is at USSOCOM.” SOCOM, a newly established,
free-standing command, would be “the lead combatant commander for planning, synchronizing, and as
directed, executing global operations against terrorist networks in coordination with other combatant
commanders.” A month later, Rumsfeld was demanding answers from his senior advisers. “Are we
capturing, killing, or deterring and dissuading more terrorists every day than the madrassas and the
radical clerics are recruiting, training, and deploying against them?” Rumsfeld wrote in a memo to
Wolfowitz, Feith and Myers.

It was an interesting question and one many were debating in the counterterrorism community. But, as al
Qaeda’s leadership fled to countries throughout the Horn of Africa and Arabian Peninsula and into
Pakistan, the premier US counterterrorism force would be given orders to focus entirely on a nation that
had no al Qaeda presence before the US tanks rolled in a year earlier. The Pentagon had distributed decks
of playing cards to troops in Iraq, assessing a value to various leaders of the former Baath regime.
Saddam was the ace of spades. The tradition dated back to the US Civil War. But this time around, the
cards were produced not just for the military but as a consumer product sold to the public. The Bush
administration seemed to believe its own propaganda about how easy victory would be in Iraq, reasoning
that by destroying the Baath Party and killing or capturing its leaders, the war could be won swiftly.

When McChrystal hit the ground in Iraq in October 2003, his Task Force 20, renamed Task Force 121,
would lead the hunt. Its members included JSOC forces, British SAS commandos and some local Iraqi
teams. Their job was to plow through the deck of cards. “The mission of the direct action, special
operations task force was really to focus on the old regime leadership,” recalled Andrew Exum, who led
a platoon of Rangers in Iraq as part of McChrystal’s task force. “The deck of cards—you know, the most
wanted folks. I think that was based largely on the idea that the insurgency in Iraq, the fighting, kind of
goes away if a lot of these guys go away.” That theory would prove to be fatally flawed.

Whatever the strategic value of the effort, however, it had some success in its immediate goals—taking
out selected individual targets. At McChrystal’s right hand as the forward commander of JSOC’s High
Value Targeting task force was William McRaven, a Navy SEAL renowned for his scholarly ambition.
Although McChrystal would receive much of the credit for building up JSOC’s capabilities and
overseeing its greatest hits, people in the Special Ops community knew that many of the key achievements
of the HVT Task Force were largely McRaven’s doing.

Raised in San Antonio, Texas, McRaven grew up with an appreciation for the military—his father flew
Spitfire fighter planes in World War II. The young Bill McRaven was a big fan of James Bond films—he
was particularly enthralled by Sean Connery’s underwater exploits in Thunderball, according to his
sister. “That was his favorite!” Nan McRaven told Time magazine. “I said to him, ‘You can grow up to be
007.’ I guess he did.”

McRaven graduated from the University of Texas in 1977 with a degree in journalism. He enrolled in
Navy ROTC on campus, and right after graduating with an ensign’s commission, he entered SEAL
training. After finishing his training he was deployed to the Philippines. When Richard Marcinko created
the Naval Special Warfare Development Group, SEAL Team 6, in 1982, he asked McRaven to lead one
of the constituent SEAL teams. Marcinko’s freewheeling leadership soon put him at loggerheads with his
young lieutenant. Marcinko bought his SEALS expensive cars and financed debauched parties on navy
property that included prostitutes. “The SEALS were happy, I was happy, and nobody was getting in
trouble except Bill McRaven,” Marcinko told Time magazine, remembering McRaven as a killjoy. “He
was a bright guy, but he didn’t like my rude and crude way. If I was a loose cannon, he was too rigid. He
took the special out of special warfare.” McRaven saw it differently. “I was not some white knight on a
horse going with my lance against the windmill,” McRaven countered. Marcinko “was the boss, I was a
very young lieutenant. There were some things I didn’t think were exactly right...and he relieved me” of
duty. According to a former Special Forces commander, Marcinko asked McRaven to carry out “some



questionable activities,” adding that McRaven refused and “would not back down.” Other officers in
SEAL Team 6 reportedly found McRaven’s integrity heroic, but after his run-in with Marcinko, “thought it
was the end of his career.”

Actually, it was Marcinko whose career in black ops was coming to an abrupt end—while McRaven’s
was just getting started. In March 1990, Marcinko was sentenced to twenty-one months in prison on
charges he defrauded the US government in a weapons sale. McRaven was soon given command of a
platoon in SEAL Team 4, focusing on South and Central America. Very few details are publicly available
about McRaven’s combat history, though he was a “task unit” leader in the Persian Gulf War, according
to his official biography. In 1991, he headed to the Naval Postgraduate School, and graduated in 1993. He
helped to establish the Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict program and was its first graduate. He
received a dual degree, in SO/LIC and national security affairs. His graduate thesis, “The Theory of
Special Operations,” was published in book form and would become widely read and taught. The book
analyzed several key Special Ops battles from World War II to Vietnam, presenting lessons that could be
learned for future conflicts and wars. It is considered a seminal text in the study of Special Operations
warfare. “Bill is reputed to be the smartest SEAL that ever lived,” a former commander said in 2004.
McRaven went on to serve as a “task group commander” in the Middle East, and he also commanded
SEAL Team 3, which operates in Southwest Asia. By 2001, he was a naval captain, commodore of the
SEALS Special Naval Warfare Group 1.

Shortly after 9/11, McRaven’s SEAL team deployed to Afghanistan, but its commander could not join
them. Two months before 9/11, McRaven had fractured his pelvis and part of his back during a parachute
jump near his base in Coronado, California. Some predicted he might never fight again, let alone walk
normally. McRaven resigned his command, but his career was not over. If anything, the parachute
accident was fortuitous. Although McRaven was not on the battlefield initially, he would become a major
player in the strategy that was to shape US counterterrorism operations for many years to come. Wayne
Downing, newly appointed the deputy national security adviser for combating terrorism, asked McRaven
to join his staff at the White House. McRaven ended up working for Downing for two years while he
recovered from his injuries and is credited with having been the principal author of Bush’s “National
Strategy for Combating Terrorism.” It was not a cushy job for a sidelined warrior. Captain McRaven
would become the primary JSOC figure inside the National Security Council and coordinated the Office
of Combating Terrorism. Among his jobs would be vetting and assembling lists of High Value Targets for
JSOC to hunt down. He was one of the key players in militarizing US counterterror policy and building up
the infrastructure for the creation of kill lists. McRaven’s time at the NSC would put him on a path to
becoming one of the most powerful figures in US military history and a transformative figure in the
institutionalization of assassination as a central component of US national security policy.

After 9/11, no more than two dozen men were on the US kill list. Once McRaven got to work, the list
grew every year. After helping build the structure for JSOC to engage in a global manhunt, McRaven
would finally forward deploy to implement it. There are “three people who really improved Special
Operations Forces and who can claim a great amount of credit for the way they have developed since
2001,” Exum told me. “You can look at Bill McRaven, you look at Stan McChrystal and you look at Mike
Flynn.”



“Their Intention and Our Intention Is the Same”

SOMALIA, 1993–2004—In early January 2003, Mohamed Afrah Qanyare stood on the tarmac of the secluded
airstrip he controlled just a few clicks north of Mogadishu. The tiny airport was a small fortress in a
dangerous, lawless nation. Qanyare’s private security force guarded its perimeter and land mines were
strategically scattered “in the bush,” making a sneak attack—or, for that matter, a casual visit—very risky.
In the years following the fall of dictator Mohamed Siad Barre—who headed Somalia’s last stable
government—Qanyare had emerged as one of the most powerful warlords who ravaged Mogadishu and
laid claim to their own plots of territory. The Daynile airstrip was Qayare’s fiefdom. And it brought in
money. A lot of money. For a decade, the airport’s profits overwhelmingly came from smuggling mira, or
khat, the addictive, narcotic-like leaf that is chewed by millions throughout the Horn of Africa and the
Arabian Peninsula. It was the drug of choice among the thousands of militiamen who fought for Qanyare
and his fellow warlords and a major factor in the insanity that had long gripped Somalia. But on this
particular day—January 5, 2003—the aircraft that Qanyare awaited on the tarmac was not a Bluebird
Aviation flight bringing in the foliage of chaos, but rather a small Gulfstream that carried a different kind
of volatile cargo.

Qanyare said he couldn’t recall which government agency the white men who stepped off the plane that
day worked for, but they were definitely Americans. “I believe they were special military intelligence
and CIA,” Qanyare remembered. “But I really don’t know. That’s internal business for them. They were
intelligence, American intelligence.”

A few weeks earlier, Qanyare had been approached by a trusted friend who told him the CIA wanted to
meet with him in Nairobi, Kenya. The day after Christmas, Qanyare sat in a hotel room with a handful of
white men. “They requested to get together and I accepted, because America is a world power,” he
remembered. “We discussed intelligence business.” The business they discussed was Washington’s
desire to track down and eliminate a small group of al Qaeda operatives on the CIA and JSOC radar.
Among them, the Americans told Qanyare, were dangerous men who had planned and carried out the 1998
bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, killing more than two hundred people. Washington,
they told Qanyare, was concerned that al Qaeda was planning to ratchet up its attacks in East Africa.

Indeed, on November 28, 2002, a month before Qanyare met the Americans in Nairobi, terrorists had
carried out simultaneous attacks in Kenya. One was on a vacation resort in Kikambala, along the coast
north of Mombasa; the other was on an Israeli jetliner at Mombasa’s Moi International Airport. In the first
strike, three men drove a vehicle laced with explosives into the Paradise Hotel, killing themselves and
thirteen others, and wounding eighty more. Minutes later, two men fired surface-to-air missiles at Arkia
Israel Airlines Flight 582. Both narrowly missed the plane. Washington suspected that the men who
plotted these attacks were part of the same cell that had hit its embassies in 1998.

After the embassies in Kenya and Tanzania were bombed, several of the lead suspects ended up in
Somalia—among them, Fazul Abdullah Mohammed, who was later indicted in the United States for his
alleged role in the bombings. In late 2001, Fazul began assembling a team in Mogadishu that ultimately
carried out the 2002 attacks in Kenya. Some of the weapons used in the Mombasa attacks were traced
back to Somalia’s thriving weapons black market, including the two Strela-2 surface-to-air missiles used
against the Israeli plane. The finances for the operation were handled by a Sudanese national, Tariq
Abdullah, also known as Abu Talha al Sudani, who moved between Somalia and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE). A previously unknown operative, Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, came to the attention of US
authorities when the car that blew up the Paradise Hotel was traced back to him. The Kenyan citizen of



Yemeni descent was also accused of firing one of the rockets. Nabhan had supposedly been managing a
Mombasa cell for years, perhaps serving as the principal intermediary between the Kenya cell and al
Qaeda leadership in Afghanistan-Pakistan. After the November 2002 attacks, Nabhan, Fazul and their
accomplices once again escaped to Somalia by boat.

These men were prominent on the list of High Value Targets that Washington wanted taken out, but
there were larger, more systematic concerns, like the governmentless nation of Somalia being prime
territory for al Qaeda to set down new roots, particularly as the US invasion of Afghanistan sent al
Qaeda’s leadership there into flight.

MOHAMED QANYARE IS A STRIKING PRESENCE , both physically and intellectually. He is tall and his eyes,
ringed with many wrinkles, have a surreal intensity. As he tells it, he grew up “in the bush” in Somalia
and conned his way into an education by Mennonite missionaries, who taught him the trade of accounting.
As a young man, Qanyare parlayed his education into keeping the books for the Somali secret police,
which kicked off his career in the dark corners of Somali war politics. He speaks fluent English and often
laughs at his own jokes, many of which are actually funny. He often dresses in guayabera outfits, perfectly
pressed, though his unkempt mane speaks to his rougher edge.

Over the three years that followed the first visit by the US operatives to Qanyare’s airfield, the
Americans would fly in once or twice a week. The US team often included a mixture of CIA operatives
and “shooters” from JSOC. In the beginning, it was a CIA-led operation run out of the US Embassy in
Nairobi. “The airport is inland, inside the bush. So the airport itself is very secretive,” Qanyare boasted.
“We designed it not to expose or to see easily who is landing. The Americans, they enjoy that.” In one of
the early visits, Qanyare drove the Americans to his villa. Over coffee, they placed a series of photos
before the Somali warlord. He refused to say exactly what the Americans told him they wanted done with
the men in the photos. “My agenda was to eliminate al Qaeda representatives in Somalia and whole East
Africa,” Qanyare told me. “My intention was to fight with these people with the help and the knowledge,
and knowing of Americans. That was my intention. I can say that their intention and our intention is the
same, and they wanted to eliminate the al Qaeda representatives in the Horn of Africa.”

While CIA personnel worked with Qanyare and other warlords, members of JSOC’s intelligence
division—the Activity—would sometimes break away. Independently, they began building a network of
surveillance and eavesdropping equipment across Mogadishu. They were “preparing the battlefield,” not
fighting on it. There was still no stomach in Washington for US boots on the ground in Somalia. But there
was certainly an appetite for an old-fashioned proxy force, which Qanyare was happy to satisfy.

On average, Qanyare said, the Americans would pay him $100,000–$150,000 a month for his services
and the use of his airport. Classified US diplomatic cables sent from the embassy in Nairobi detailed a
plan to use “non-traditional liaison partners (e.g., militia leaders)” in Somalia. Its aim, according to the
cables, was “locating and nullifying high value targets.” Thus was born a US-funded coalition of
warlords who would serve as Washington’s men in Somalia. Its eventual name reeked of the Agency’s
involvement: the Alliance for the Restoration of Peace and Counterterrorism. Inside the US intelligence
community at the time, however, it was known as “Operation Black Hawk,” a clear reference to the
disaster in 1993 that led to the withdrawal of US forces from Somalia. What started as a quiet
intelligence-gathering operation against a handful of al Qaeda members would soon turn into a full-scale
dirty war, reminiscent of the US support for the Contras in Nicaragua in the 1980s.

SOMALIA COULD HAVE TURNED OUT  very differently from the country the United States and its warlords
helped create after 9/11. Radical Islam was new to Somalia and was not widespread prior to the launch



of the Global War on Terror. Many seasoned Somalia analysts believed that the handful of radicals in the
country could have been contained and that the central aim of stabilizing the country should have been to
disarm and disempower the warlords. Instead, Washington directly supported an expansion of their
power and, in the process, caused a radical backlash in Somalia, opening the doors wide for al Qaeda to
step in. While the CIA began cultivating its relationship with Qanyare and other warlords, the official
government of Somalia watched from the sidelines. Made up of Western-educated technocrats, the
“Transitional National Government” was little more than an idea that existed in hotel suites and coffee
shops in Kenya and other neighboring countries. And Washington’s counterterrorism agencies treated it as
such.

After the 9/11 attacks and President Bush’s “Either you are with us or you are with the terrorists”
declaration, Somalia’s foreign minister, Ismail Mahmoud “Buubaa” Hurre, swiftly penned a letter to the
US secretary of state. “We are with you, and we are as much concerned with the possibility of Al Qaeda
moving into [Somalia] as you are,” Buubaa recalled writing. “But,” he told me over coffee at a posh hotel
in Nairobi, “the response was lukewarm.” Instead of strengthening the Somali government, he said, “they
started cooperating with the warlords, thinking that the best way to combat terrorism was to help the
warlords become stronger, and chase away the fundamentalists from Somalia. That backfired.”

On September 23, 2001, President Bush had signed Executive Order 13224, designating more than
twenty-five groups and individuals as terrorists that could be targeted in the Global War on Terror.
Ultimately the list would grow to more than 180. The order was officially a means “to disrupt the
financial support network for terrorists and terrorist organizations,” but it also revealed groups that could
potentially be targeted militarily. Among the original targets was a Somali group, Al Itihaad al Islamiya
(AIAI). Despite the fact that the group had largely disbanded prior to 9/11, it was often used as a generic
umbrella under which to classify Islamist militants in Somalia. AIAI had participated in the insurrection
against the UN peacekeeping force in Somalia in the 1990s and took credit for a series of terrorist attacks
and assassinations in Ethiopia. Allegations of an al Qaeda connection to the Black Hawk Down incident
were largely linked to AIAI. Its inclusion in 13224 was an indication that the Bush administration was
considering striking inside Somalia.

US war planners believed that when American forces invaded Afghanistan, al Qaeda operatives and
other jihadists would seek refuge elsewhere. Yemen and Somalia were among the presumed destinations,
so Washington and its allies set up a flotilla, known as Task Force 150, charged with intercepting the
jihadists headed there. Speaking from NATO headquarters on December 18, 2001—following a briefing
Rumsfeld gave to the defense ministers of member nations—German defense minister Rudolf Scharping
told reporters that a US incursion into Somalia was “not a question of ‘if,’ but of ‘how,’ and ‘when.’”
Rumsfeld wasted little time denying what he called “a funny report about some German saying
something,” telling reporters at a DoD press briefing the following day that “the German was wrong.”
“He didn’t mean to be, and he’s probably sorry,” Rumsfeld continued. “But he was flat wrong.”

Although US forces did not immediately move into Somalia—with Afghanistan and Pakistan the top
priorities—the expanded US base at Camp Lemonnier in Djibouti was rapidly becoming a hub in the
Horn of Africa for JSOC and the CIA. The base would be tasked with keeping watch over Somalia, along
with Yemen, its neighbor across a narrow sliver of water. Scharping may have been wrong in the short
term, but “flat wrong” would prove to be an exaggeration. A few days after Rumsfeld denied US plans to
move on Somalia, Secretary of State Colin Powell said Somalia’s instability made it “ripe for misuse by
those who would take that chaos and thrive on the chaos,” adding, “That’s why we’re really looking at
Somalia—not to go after Somalia as a nation or a government, but to be especially sensitive to the fact
where Somalia could be a place where people suddenly find haven.”

US officials in East Africa were also concerned that Kenya could potentially turn into a Pakistan of
sorts, providing a hideout for an al Qaeda network they believed was “rebuilding its infrastructure in



Kenya.” Some within the US military began agitating for a robust, full-time US military presence in the
Horn of Africa, and the news media were rife with speculation about Washington’s agenda in Somalia.
“The possibility of terror cells being in Somalia is real,” declared Walter Kansteiner, who headed up the
Africa division at the State Department at the time. “Identifying Somalia as a terrorist base for bin
Laden’s al Qaeda and other extremist organizations, U.S. reconnaissance planes...reportedly began
surveying targets from the sky, while military and CIA agents contacted potential allies both inside
Somalia and in neighboring Ethiopia,” according to the San Francisco Chronicle. Deputy Defense
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz said that in assessing terror threats in the Horn of Africa, “ People mention
Somalia for obvious reasons. It’s a country virtually without a government, a country that has a certain al-
Qaeda presence already.”

Like the government of Ali Abdullah Saleh in Yemen, the ruling elites in Kenya and Ethiopia saw
opportunity in the threat of terrorism after 9/11. Both governments welcomed increased US
counterterrorism assistance, training of their forces and financial support in return for their assistance and
allowing territorial access to US forces. Ethiopia, a longtime nemesis of Somalia, saw the country’s
indigenous Islamists as a threat and aggressively pushed the line that al Qaeda was a creeping menace to
its neighbor to the east. While regional stakeholders invoked a burgeoning terrorist threat and rumors
spread about possible US operations in Somalia, eminent analysts of the country’s affairs were referring
to the al Qaeda threat there as “small potatoes.” “There’s no need to be rushing into Somalia,” former US
ambassador to Ethiopia David Shinn said at the time. “If you think about military targets, I doubt they
exist.” Davidson University professor Ken Menkhaus, a Somalia scholar who had written several papers
on political Islamic tradition in Somalia prior to 9/11, estimated that the number of Somali nationals with
“significant links” to al Qaeda was between ten and twelve. A few foreign fighters might also be holed up
there, but because of a dearth of intelligence—Shinn referred to it as “abysmal”—“snatch and grab” type
tactics would be ill-advised, he warned.

Although some within the military, CIA and Bush administration wanted to hit in Somalia, those plans
would have to wait. The Combined Joint Task Force for the Horn of Africa in Djibouti would largely take
on a watch-and-wait posture, and many of the commandos, including JSOC and CIA assets, originally
deployed to Camp Lemonnier post-9/11, would be refocused on the impending invasion and occupation of
Iraq. As a former member of the Special Operations Command’s Horn of Africa Task Force told me,
there was initially a determination to “bring the full resources of the United States military, and
specifically the Special Operations Command to bear. And we were going to ensure that [al Qaeda]
would not be able to reconstitute themselves, or use any part of the Horn of Africa as a safe haven, for
operations against the United States.” However, he explained, “it did not turn out that way, to our
detriment. At some point, the top policy makers made the decision that the preeminent national security
threat to America was Iraq. And when the focus shifted to Iraq, the resources went with it. And that led to
a lack of focus, and, more egregiously, a lack of resources within and around the Horn of Africa.” JSOC’s
role in Somalia during the early years after 9/11 was relegated to in-country protection for the CIA,
establishing surveillance equipment on the ground and having a team on standby in Djibouti, ready to
swoop in if anything went wrong with the small CIA-led teams running the warlords.

As JSOC’s resources were overwhelmingly dedicated to Iraq, the US approach in Somalia consisted of
a covert CIA proxy war. And the United States made Mohamed Qanyare its man in Mogadishu. According
to classified US diplomatic cables from the US Embassy in Nairobi, US intelligence fiercely dismissed
internal critics of its use of the alliance of warlords to carry out targeted kill and capture operations.
“Arguments from diplomatic and NGO [nongovernmental organization] colleagues that a subtler
approach...will help us address our CT concerns fail to take into account the immediacy of the threat,”
read one cable. Certain individuals, the cables stated bluntly, “must be removed from the Somali
equation.”



It was the beginning of a multiyear relationship among a network of murderous warlords and the CIA
that would set Somalia on a course toward even further chaos and bloodshed. It would also result in the
very Islamist militant forces Washington wanted crushed emerging more powerful than they had ever been
before.

FOR MOST AMERICANS, mention of the word Somalia evoked one of two images: a starving child or US
soldiers being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu following the infamous Black Hawk Down
incident of 1993. Al Qaeda’s alleged role in the Mogadishu battle was included in a 1998 indictment
against bin Laden in the United States, which charged that al Qaeda had trained Somali clans to oppose
the UN mission, culminating in the killing of eighteen US soldiers and the wounding of seventy-three
others in Mogadishu. Bin Laden certainly helped bolster that narrative. He had issued a declaration that
year, calling the United States “the snake” and exhorting his followers to “cut the head off and stop [it].”
Bin Laden later boasted in an interview that the militants who brought down the Black Hawks were
among 250 jihadists sent by him to Somalia. He declared, “The youth were surprised at the low morale of
the American soldiers and realized more than before that the American soldier was a paper tiger and after
a few blows ran in defeat...dragging their corpses and their shameful defeat.”

Nonetheless, many experts have cast doubt on al Qaeda’s centrality to those events. Journalists
interviewed Somalis who said they had “never heard of bin Laden until he began boasting about Somalia
years later.” Undoubtedly,  during this period, bin Laden was seeking to make his mark, but Somali
militias hardly needed his help to wreak havoc. The country had already descended into a perpetual state
of civil war, with various warlords commanding militias that were terrorizing and destabilizing the
country as they fought neighborhood to neighborhood for control. After the withdrawal of the UN force in
1994, Somalia plummeted deeper into chaos.

The “Battle of Mogadishu” was the bloody finale to a mission codenamed Operation Gothic Serpent.
Run by Major General William Garrison, then commander of JSOC, it went down as one of the greatest
disasters for the US Special Operations community since the botched rescue mission in 1980 to free
American hostages in Tehran. Many within the JSOC community did not see it that way. Lieutenant
General Boykin, one of the original members of Delta Force, served alongside Garrison on the Somalia
mission as the Delta contingent’s commander. “This ragged place had just chewed up and spit out elite
fighters from the most powerful army in the history of the world,” Boykin recalled thinking as he stood in
Mogadishu after the battle. He blasted the Clinton White House for abandoning Somalia. In the aftermath
of the disaster, Boykin and Garrison had pushed for more troops and called for ramping up the offensive,
requests that were rejected. General Garrison retired from the military on August 3, 1996. It was exactly
two days after Mohamed Farrah Aidid died in Somalia, having sustained injuries during a gun battle a
few weeks earlier. Although Somalia would be largely ignored by the United States in the years to come,
it was never far from the minds of the JSOC operators.

It was not until 1996, after bin Laden was expelled from Sudan, that al Qaeda began to make its
presence felt in East Africa. In the summer of 1998, US agents in Albania facilitated the extraordinary
rendition of five members of Islamic Jihad, Ayman al Zawahiri’s organization. The men were transferred
to Egypt, where some claimed they were tortured, including by electric shock to the genitals. On August 5,
Zawahiri published a letter in a British paper vowing revenge against America in “a language they will
understand.” Two days later, on August 7, 1998, al Qaeda cells, organized out of Nairobi, carried out
simultaneous truck bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, killing 224 people, including
twelve Americans, and injuring 5,000 more. It was the first time much of the world had ever heard of bin
Laden, and the FBI put him on its Ten Most Wanted List. The al Qaeda leader, in taking responsibility for
the embassy attacks, initially said that they were payback for the US “invasion” of Somalia, but the chosen



date of the attacks also coincided with the eighth anniversary of US troops deploying to Saudi Arabia.
“We will use all the means at our disposal to bring those responsible to justice no matter what or how

long it takes,” President Clinton declared in the Rose Garden after the bombings. Clinton signed a secret
finding authorizing the covert use of lethal force in hunting down those responsible; the White House had
determined that a mission to kill bin Laden was “not inconsistent with the ban on assassinations.” While
Clinton authorized the CIA to use lethal force against bin Laden, subsequent instructions issued to CIA
station chiefs globally emphasized that arresting bin Laden was preferable. The option of using US
Special Ops Forces was on the table, but the administration concluded it “was much easier and much less
risky to fire off cruise missiles,” according to the Pentagon report commissioned by Rumsfeld that
reviewed Clinton-era counterterrorism policy. General Downing, the former commander of JSOC and
SOCOM, described the attitude he encountered from Clinton administration officials as: “Don’t let these
SOF guys through the door because they’re dangerous.... They are going to do something to embarrass” the
country.

Although some US intelligence indicated that scouting missions for the embassy bombings were
coordinated in Somalia, the Clinton White House would not permit any incursions into Somalia. Instead,
the US response was to strike suspected al Qaeda sites in Afghanistan and Sudan with longrange cruise
missiles in a mission code-named Operation Infinite Reach. The target of the Sudan bombing, al Shifa
factory, turned out to be a legitimate pharmaceutical plant, which produced half of Sudan’s medications,
and not, as the United States alleged, a facility for manufacturing nerve gas. Regardless, East Africa had
been ripped wide open as a new front in what was rapidly becoming a covert US war against al Qaeda.
“We are involved in a long-term struggle,” Secretary of State Madeleine Albright declared. “This is
unfortunately the war of the future.”

When the Bush administration came to power, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld agreed with Albright’s
assessment but viewed the Clinton administration’s approach to fighting that “war of the future” with utter
disdain. He came into office determined to put the darkest of the US military forces front and center in the
US war machine, and 9/11 had accelerated his plans. But, in the early years after 9/11, Somalia was, at
best, a third-tier concern for the Bush administration—behind the war in Afghanistan and, eventually,
Iraq.

IN THE YEARS FOLLOWING the US and UN withdrawal from Mogadishu, Somalia was further destroyed.
The beautiful, Italian-influenced architecture of the capital was transformed into a skyline of bullet-
pocked skeletons of once gorgeous buildings. Jobless youth—many addicted to khat—joined up with
clan-based militias and devoted their existence to the cause of the warlords. “Everyone was thinking in
terms of creating a small slice of Mogadishu as his turf,” recalled Buubaa, the former foreign minister. “It
was as if the Somali state was over and everybody wanted to create his little turf to collect money and to
become powerful just for personal gains, not for national gains.” This was the Somalia that the Americans
flew into in 2003 when they first approached Qanyare, one of the very people who had helped destroy the
country.

General Downing argued that “a low-to-invisible American profile in the region” was crucial to the US
strategy in Somalia, warning that the United States should be careful not to “inflate the appeal of [al
Qaeda’s] rhetoric or the resonance of their extremist ideology.” The Bush administration may have tried
to follow the “low profile” part of Downing’s advice, but its embrace of the warlords forcefully
disregarded the second part.

Believing they had the support of Washington, Qanyare and his CIA-backed alliance soon morphed
from thugs battling to control territory to paramilitary militias using the cover of the war on terrorism to
justify their activities. CIA officers and Special Ops personnel would fly from Nairobi to Mogadishu,



transporting cash and lists of suspects Washington wanted taken out. Initially, the focus was on rendition
against foreign operatives. The CIA did not want the warlords to target Somalis for fear of further fueling
the civil war. According to military journalist Sean Naylor, the head of the CIA’s warlord program was
John Bennett, at the time the Agency’s Nairobi station chief. Bennett internally laid out ground rules for
the program: “We will work with warlords. We don’t play favorites. They don’t play us. We don’t go
after Somali nationals, just [foreign] al-Qaida.” The warlords, however, had their own plans. Qanyare
told me his CIA handlers were reluctant to pull the trigger on kill operations, fearing that an American
could be killed or captured. Instead, they left the dirty work to him and his fellow warlords.

After making their deal with the CIA, Qanyare and his comrades engaged in an all-out targeted kill and
capture campaign against anyone—Somali or foreign—they suspected of being a supporter of any Islamic
movement. In a handful of cases, the warlords caught someone the United States considered to be of
value, such as suspected al Qaeda operative Suleiman Ahmed Hemed Salim, captured in the spring of
2003. One of Qanyare’s fellow warlords, Mohamed Dheere, seized Salim and rendered him into US
custody. Salim was reportedly later held in two secret prisons in Afghanistan. In 2004, directly
contradicting Bennett’s supposed “rules” for the warlord game, Qanyare’s men carried out a raid on a
home of a Somali militant, Aden Hashi Farah Ayro. Ostensibly aimed at capturing Abu Talha al Sudani,
whom the United States was hunting in connection with the embassy attacks in Africa, they instead seized
Ayro’s brother-in-law, Mohamed Ali Isse, who was wanted in connection with a spate of assassinations
in Somaliland in 2003–2004. According to Isse, he was taken aboard a US helicopter and transported to a
US Navy vessel. Chicago Tribune journalist Paul Salopek tracked down Isse in a Berbera, Somaliland,
prison years later. He told Salopek that once aboard the US ship, he was first treated for a gunshot wound
and then detained and interrogated by US plainclothes agents for about a month. Then he was taken to
Lemonnier, en route to a clandestine Ethiopian prison, where Isse contends he was tortured by US-trained
Ethiopian military intelligence using electric shocks. He was then returned to the Somaliland gulag, where
he would remain.

Scores of other “suspects” were abducted by the CIA-backed warlords and handed over to American
agents. “The scramble by Mogadishu faction leaders to nab al Qaeda figures for American reward money
has spawned a small industry in abductions. Like speculators on the stock market, faction leaders have
taken to arresting foreigners—mainly, but not exclusively Arabs—in the hope they might be on a wanted
list,” according to a report by the International Crisis Group in 2005. “According to one militia leader
who has worked closely with the Americans in counter-terrorism operations, as many as seventeen
suspected terrorists have been apprehended in Mogadishu alone since 2003—all but three apparently
innocent.” In many cases, the United States would determine the prisoners had no intelligence value and
repatriate them to Somalia. Sometimes, according to several former senior Somali government and
military officials, the warlords would execute them to keep them from talking.

“These people were already heinous warlords, they were widely reviled in Mogadishu. And then they
start assassinating imams and local prayer leaders,” said Abdirahman “Aynte” Ali, a Somali analyst who
has written extensively on the history of al Qaeda and warlord politics in Somalia. “They were either
capturing them, and then renditioning them to Djibouti, where there is a major American base. Or in many
cases, they were chopping their head off and taking the head to the Americans and telling them, ‘We killed
this guy.’” He added: “The vast majority of people they killed had nothing to do with the War on Terror.”

In a diplomatic cable to the State Department from the Nairobi Embassy, US officials acknowledged
that the use of the warlords and their militias to hunt down alleged terrorists “may seem unpalatable
choices, particularly in light of civilian casualties in recent rounds of fighting in Mogadishu.” But, they
explained, “These partners are the only means currently available to remove” the terrorists “from their
positions in Mogadishu.”

When I met Qanyare, he denied that his forces were committing extrajudicial killings, or kidnapping



and torturing prisoners, but when pressed on his operations, he acknowledged he was capturing people
and interrogating them. Then he shot back. “When you are fighting an enemy, any option is open. If you
want to fight al Qaeda, you have to fight them ruthlessly, because they are ruthless.” He paused, before
putting a fine point on his sentiment. “No mercy.”

THE “US GOVERNMENT WAS NOT HELPING the [Somali] government, but was helping the warlords that were
against the government,” Buubaa, the former foreign minister, complained. Washington “thought that the
warlords were strong enough to chase away the Islamists or get rid of them. But it did completely the
opposite. Completely the opposite. It was folly, you know, a foolish idea.”

As the CIA deepened its involvement with Somali warlords, most of the JSOC and US military assets
in the Horn of Africa were refocused on the war Cheney and Rumsfeld had come into office dying to
wage: Iraq. This was not going to be a CIA-led war like the early stages of Afghanistan. JSOC was going
to be running the show. And it would have a new leader, a “rising star” and one of the “ Jedi Knights who
are fighting in what Cheney calls ‘the shadows.’”



“A Defeated Enemy Is Not a Vanquished One”

YEMEN, 2003–2006—Shortly after 11:00 p.m. on May 12, 2003, multiple teams of al Qaeda militants
carried out a well-coordinated attack in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Using a combination of car bombs and
heavily armed commandos, the al Qaeda cells hit three separate compounds housing large numbers of
Americans and other Westerners. Among the targets hit was a facility owned by a US defense contractor,
the Vinnell Corporation, which was training the Saudi National Guard, and another owned by a pro-US
Saudi billionaire. Thirty-five people were killed and more than 160 others wounded. A few months later,
in November 2003, another bomb attack targeting the Al Mohaya housing compound in Laban Valley
killed seventeen people and wounded more than 120. The two attacks sparked a campaign against on al
Qaeda networks in the kingdom—more than six hundred people were arrested, and others accused of
complicity were hunted down and killed. Although the attacks were considered great successes by al
Qaeda, the crackdown they spurred meant that the organization needed a safe base outside of Saudi
Arabia. Many fled to Yemen.

During this time, the al Qaeda network in Yemen was in disarray. A year after the November 2002
drone strike, Harithi’s successor, Muhammad Hamdi al Ahdal, was jailed, as were scores of other
suspected militants. Under pressure from the United States, Saleh arrested more than one hundred people
and locked them up, ostensibly on suspicion of involvement with the USS Cole attack.

The period that followed, from 2003 to 2006, was notable only insofar as the Bush administration
seemed to take almost all focus off Yemen and potential al Qaeda threats emanating from the country.
“There was an interlude of a little over two years in which it appeared as though al-Qaeda had largely
been defeated in Yemen,” recalled Princeton University professor Gregory Johnsen, widely considered a
leading US expert on Yemen, in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. “But instead of
securing the win, both the US and Yemeni governments treated the victory as absolute, failing to realize
that a defeated enemy is not a vanquished one. In effect, al-Qaeda was crossed off both countries’ list of
priorities and replaced by other, seemingly more pressing concerns. While the threat from al-Qaeda was
not necessarily forgotten in 2004 and 2005 it was mostly ignored.” Johnsen believed this “lapse of
vigilance” was “largely responsible for the relative ease” that al Qaeda had when it rebuilt its
infrastructure in Yemen in the period that followed. Another factor that ultimately worked in al Qaeda’s
favor was Saleh’s imprisonment of hundreds of people on simple suspicion of being affiliated with al
Qaeda—in some cases with little or no evidence—which effectively turned the prisons into radicalization
factories. “These men were tossed in security prisons with other more experienced fighters who did much
to radicalize their younger more impressionable fellow inmates in the shared cells,” Johnsen told the
Senate. “This problem was largely overlooked at the time” and “would come back to haunt both Yemen
and the US throughout multiple phases of the war against al-Qaeda.”

Policy makers in Washington seemed to lose interest in Yemen, but the US military, especially the
Special Operations community, certainly did not. While Rumsfeld tapped most of the elite hunter-killer
forces from JSOC for the high-value killing campaign in Iraq, Yemen remained on the radar of these very
forces, whose stated mission was counterterrorism operations. Several Special Operations veterans from
this period told me they were disillusioned by what they saw as a misdirection of their skills for
operations in Iraq that could have been used to confront the more serious threat posed by al Qaeda
elsewhere.

In mid-2003, in Yemen, the ground was being laid for a resurgence of al Qaeda, as President Saleh
found himself fighting to put down a domestic insurrection. In 2004, the Houthi minority launched a



military uprising in the north, spurring a military offensive by Saleh that resulted in the deaths of
hundreds, including Hussein Badreddin al Houthi, the leader of the rebellion. His brother, Abdul-Malik al
Houthi, eventually succeeded him and continued the fight against Saleh. In confronting the Houthis during
the period known as “the six wars,” which spanned from 2004 to 2010, Saleh used both al Qaeda and
Saudi forces, as well as his own US-trained-and-equipped Special Operations Forces. An al Qaeda
spokesman, Ahmad Mansur, claimed the Yemeni government had solicited al Qaeda’s support in fighting
the Houthis in return for “eas[ing] the persecution of our members.” This account was backed up by
several former senior US intelligence and military officials.

Saleh also relied heavily on the Saudis in this effort. At one point, the Saudis were reportedly giving
Yemen $10 million a month to fight the Houthis. For the Saudis, the situation in Yemen presented an array
of challenges beyond the Houthi rebellion. Overall, the kingdom was Yemen’s  biggest sponsor, giving
Saleh’s government an estimated $2 billion a year in aid. To justify their wars against the Houthis to the
United States, Saleh and the Saudis consistently used allegations of Iranian support for the Houthis and
deliberately conflated them with al Qaeda.

While he worked various angles to try to bolster his own military and political objectives, and the CIA
and JSOC entrenched deeper in Yemen from the US base nearby in Djibouti, Saleh used the US desire to
take custody of Cole bombing suspects to leverage additional support. Despite repeated requests from the
FBI and other US agencies and officials, Saleh refused to hand over the top suspects in the bombing,
including Jamal al Badawi, whom the United States explicitly asked be extradited after he was indicted in
2003 in federal court in the United States. “The Yemeni constitution prohibits handing over any Yemeni,”
Saleh told the New York Times.

Instead, Saleh brokered a scheme wherein most of the suspects would be prosecuted and sentenced in
Yemen. In 2002, under pressure from Washington to do something, Saleh had created what he called a
“dialogue council” to “confront” the jihadists on his soil through rehabilitation and reconciliation. “The
Yemeni state felt an urgent need to act against radical Islamism,” observed terrorism researcher Ane Skov
Birk. “This need arose from a perceived danger to the state partly from the militants themselves, and
partly from the possibility of an American led war on Yemen if the state failed to act against these
militants.” Hundreds of Yemenis were taken into custody as part of the program, and there were reports of
torture and cruel treatment that amounted to “gross violations of the detainees’ rights.” Between 2002 and
2005, more than three hundred Yemenis were released. Several of the program’s “graduates” would go
on to return to the struggle, fighting in Iraq or joining al Qaeda or other militant groups in Yemen, and the
program was eventually discontinued in 2005. For seasoned observers of Yemen, Saleh’s game over the
Cole suspects was akin to a hostage scheme aimed at wresting more money, training and military
hardware from the United States. Handing them over to the United States would be a political disaster
internally for Saleh and would take away his negotiating power with Washington.

“After the Cole, Saleh knew al Qaeda couldn’t be trusted, but he wouldn’t drop that card,” said the
former top US counterterrorism official who worked extensively in Yemen during this period. He told me
that once al Qaeda suspects ended up in jail, Saleh would eventually “release them through a fictional
‘rehabilitation’ program where they would swear on the Koran to renounce terrorism or through pardons
or by simply allowing them to escape.” In 2003, ten of the leading Cole suspects escaped from prison,
beginning a multiyear pattern of arrests, convictions, escapes and rearrests. “Al-Qaeda intends to cause
just enough sporadic damage to persuade [Saleh’s] regime that it is best to curtail its efforts to destroy al-
Qaeda and to allow the group to operate relatively freely in and from Yemen as long as no major attacks
are staged in the country,” observed former senior CIA official Michael Scheuer. Saleh’s approach to
alleged al Qaeda operatives, Scheuer asserted, “almost certainly equates to a license for the militants to
do what they want, where they want, as long as it is not in Yemen.”

From 2003 to 2006, while Saleh’s government remained largely off the Bush administration’s radar,



there was an occasional meeting to demand action on the Cole suspects. In 2004, James Pavitt, the CIA’s
deputy director of operations, told the 9/11 Commission, “Our operations, in concert with our partners,
are gaining ground against the core of al Qaeda,” adding: “Two and a half years ago we would have
listed our top concerns: Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Southeast Asia,” but today, “almost every senior target is
gone in Yemen, killed or captured.” In reality, a sleeping giant was just waking up.



“Never Trust a Nonbeliever”

THE UNITED KINGDOM, 2003—As the Iraq invasion was quickly transforming into an occupation, Anwar
Awlaki returned to Yemen, but there, his father persuaded him to give Britain another shot. Anwar left his
family in his parents’ care and returned to the United Kingdom, where he would remain for almost two
more years, often preaching at well-known mosques. Among Awlaki’s sponsors were the Muslim
Association of Britain and the Federation of Student Islamic Societies, both of which had strong ties to the
global Muslim Brotherhood organization. His partnership with these organizations is likely to have been
one of expediency, noted researcher Alexander Meleagrou-Hitchens, who conducted an extensive
historical study of Awlaki’s life, “whereby they sought to co-opt a charismatic young preacher in order to
help them gain influence among Western Muslims, and in return, they opened up to him the benefits of
their considerable organizational capacities, providing Awlaki with ready-made large audiences and
venues.” Awlaki went on a speaking tour across Britain in 2003, lecturing at prominent universities and
colleges and community organizations on the “war against Islam” and the role of Muslims in the Western
world. “His popularity in the West was now at its peak, and he drew in large crowds,” according to
Meleagrou-Hitchens. Dr. Usama Hasan, the former imam of the Tawheed Mosque in Leyton, North
London, said that Awlaki had become “one of the icons of Western Salafism and would pack out every
venue he spoke at. People were excited to see him.”

Awlaki continued to spread his message and, though many of his speeches focused on religious
teachings or making modern analogies to Muhammad and other prophets, his politics were clearly
growing more militant. His sermons resonated with young people who were coming of age in an era
where they perceived their religion as being demonized. “There is a global culture that is being forced
down the throats of everyone on the face of the earth. This global culture is protected and promoted.
Thomas Friedman, he is a famous writer in the US, he writes for the New York Times . He says the hidden
hand of the market cannot survive without the hidden fist. McDonald’s will never flourish without
McDonnell Douglas—the designer of F-15s,” Awlaki said in one sermon. “In other words, we are not
really dealing with a global culture that is benign or compassionate. This is a culture that gives you no
choice. Either accept McDonald’s, otherwise McDonnell Douglas will send their F-15s above your head.
It is very intolerant culture that cannot coexist with anything else. It uproots every other culture on the face
of the earth. Just cuts the roots of it. And you have a quote here by [Russian historian and Soviet
dissident] Alexander Solzhenitsyn...‘To destroy a people, you must sever their roots.’ And the only
ideology that is standing up to this global culture is Islam.” Awlaki decried the reality he perceived
among young Western Muslims, that they

have more in common with the rock star or a soccer player than they would have with the companions of
Rasool Allah [the prophet Muhammad]. You would find that our youth know more about pop stars than
they know about the Sahaba [companions] of Rasool. In fact even sometimes more than the Anbiya
[Prophets]. How many of our youth know the names of all of the Anbiya of Allah? How many of our youth
know the names of the Sahaba? But ask the same person to name the soccer players on their favorite team
or their best basketball players and they would go down the list. So there is a serious identity crisis that is
going on among Muslims.

Awlaki would weave in pop cultural references with stories from the Koran. He railed against the
corporate media and international human rights organizations, which he denounced as propagandists for



those who were “plotting to kill” Islam. In London, Awlaki delivered a speech in which he warned young
Muslims not to be taken in by the perceived kindness of their non-Muslim neighbors or friends. “The
important lesson to learn here is never, ever trust a kuffar [a nonbeliever]. Do not trust him. Now, you
might argue and say, ‘But my neighbor is such a nice person, my classmates are very nice. My coworkers,
they are just fabulous people, they’re so decent and honest. And, you know, the only problem is that we
Muslims are giving Islam a bad name. If these terrorists would just stop what they’re doing,’” Awlaki
said. “Now, I’m not going to argue that your neighbor is not a nice person. Or your classmate. They truly
might be decent and nice people. But, brothers,” he added, “this person that you know is not the one
calling the shots. And when the Quran talks about” the nonbelievers, “it talks about the leaders,” those
who “are pulling the strings. Don’t make a judgment” based “on Jane Doe and John Doe. You don’t make
it based on Joe Six-Pack or Sally Soccer Mom.” The nonbelievers, he said, were intent on destroying
Islam. “We need to wisen up and not be duped,” he told the rapt audience. “Malcolm X used to say,
‘We’ve been bamboozled.’”

Awlaki spoke frequently of the harassment and detention of Muslims across the globe, from
Guantánamo to London to Virginia and beyond. He implored his followers to see their struggles in the
West as the same as those in Muslim countries. “We are watching one Muslim nation fall after another,
and we are watching, sitting back, doing nothing. When Palestine was taken, we did nothing,” he boomed
at a sermon in London as part of an event called “Stop Police Terror.” “The Ummah [the global Muslim
community] is watching while Iraq is being devoured. It’s not going to end there, because it will spill
over to other countries like Syria and only Allah knows who is next.” He added, “When we allow a
Muslim nation to fall down, we have allowed the same thing to happen to every and each one of us.”

The December 2003 lecture was organized as part of a series of events in Britain opposing what the
Muslim community saw as a racist crackdown. Using antiterror laws similar to the PATRIOT Act in the
United States, British security forces began a campaign of mass arrests of Muslims—many of them
students—on suspicion of involvement with terror plots. “We are arresting people continuously,”
Britain’s top police official, John Stevens, declared. “It is part of this massive effort we have been having
since 11th September. And it will continue.” It was against this backdrop that Awlaki told his audience,
“Many Muslims have been arrested. You know when you talk about Guantánamo Bay and all that stuff;
there is a Guantánamo Bay in this country. There were 524 Muslims who were arrested under the new
laws and only 2 of them have been charged. You have over 520 Muslims who are locked up in jail, and
are left to rot in there, and there’s no crime—they have not committed anything and there are no charges
brought against them. They are left there for months at end, to just rot in those prison cells. What have you
done for them?” He called his followers to action. “We just sit there watching and doing nothing.
Thinking by ducking down and by being quiet, we will be safe. If you don’t stop it now, it’s gonna happen
to you, it might happen to your wife, it might happen to your own daughter. You need to stop it in its tracks
before it grows.... So you need to do whatever you are capable of doing. This is a responsibility—it’s
hanging on your neck. It is something that you owe to your Muslim brothers, you owe it to the Ummah and
you owe it to Allah.”

In London, Awlaki’s sermons became more political, condemning the wars in Muslim countries and the
detention of Muslims in the West. Guantánamo and the US torture program clearly had a major impact on
him. “He became a social figure, you see,” recalled his father. Although many of his earlier sermons were
apolitical and focused on the lives of the prophets and Koranic interpretation, Anwar had become a
political activist. “Anwar, in all his lectures, tried to connect them with something modern that was
happening,” Nasser said.

In his sermons, Awlaki would weave his theories about the United States being at war with Islam with
condemnations of torture, at times taking his theories into the realm of conspiracy, particularly in his
denunciations of human rights organizations. “The Jews and the Christians will not be pleased until you



become like them. How can we have trust in the leaders of kufr [disbelief] when today, today, right now,
right now, there are Muslim brothers in jail?” Awlaki declared in a lecture in Britain, his voice shaking
with passion. “Every sinister method of interrogation is used against them. They would use against them
homosexuals to rape them. They would bring their mothers and sisters and wives and they would rape
them in front of these brothers. Now it’s true that this is not happening in the West, but the West knows
about it. The United Nations knows about it. Amnesty International knows about it and they’re doing
nothing. In fact, sometimes they are encouraging it.”

Meleagrou-Hitchens has pointed out that in all of his time in Britain, Awlaki did not “make clear and
public statements in support of violent jihad in a contemporary Western context,” adding that “although
Awlaki sought to spark an Islamist political awakening within his audience, he was not openly calling for
violent jihad against Western countries.” While Awlaki lectured on jihad and used historical Arab texts,
such as Book of Jihad, authored by Ibn Nuhaas, a fourteenth-century scholar who died fighting against the
Moguls and the Crusaders, he was careful in offering his rationale. “I want to state in the beginning and
make it very clear that our study of this book is not an exhortation or an invitation to violence or a
promotion of violence against an individual or society or a state,” Awlaki said in one lecture on the book.
“We are studying a book that is 600 years old...so that is the extent of what we are doing. It’s a purely
academic study of an old traditional book.” It was clear that Awlaki was thinking of his next move, and
Meleagrou-Hitchens believed that his “disclaimer” about not calling for violence “was likely made with
the intention of avoiding the attention of British security authorities.”

Awlaki’s stock among young, English-speaking Muslims on the street was rising by the day, but his
solitary life in Britain, away from his wife and children, was not sustainable.

Ultimately, Awlaki decided to return to Sana’a. Nasser Awlaki said it was because Anwar had been
unable to afford to live in the West and wanted to pursue business and educational opportunities in
Yemen. But some of Anwar’s associates in the United Kingdom had a different view. Usama Hasan, who
had fought against the Soviets in Afghanistan, suggested that Awlaki wanted to put his money where his
mouth was. “I’ve got a feeling that he’s always been yearning for it [to fight jihad], and our yearning was
satiated in a way, but he never got that outlet,” he said. “Add to that his strong links to Yemen, which has
extensive connections to al-Qaeda, and the pull to jihad was too strong.”



“You Don’t Have to Prove to Anyone That You Did Right”

IRAQ, 2003–2005—Once the Iraq War was in full swing, Rumsfeld directed General John Abizaid, the
CENTCOM commander, to disband the separate High Value Task Forces JSOC was running in
Afghanistan and Iraq, TF-5 and TF-20. Instead, JSOC would run one unified task force, TF-121, that
would have jurisdiction to operate and hit in both countries. The logic was that “tracking and then
capturing or killing Qaeda and Taliban leaders or fleeing members of the former Iraqi government
required planning and missions not restricted by the lines on the map of a region where borders are
porous.” It was a further blurring of the lines between “covert” and “clandestine” missions, but Rumsfeld
had determined JSOC should forge ahead. In keeping with Rumsfeld’s drive to make Special Operations
Forces the lead agency in the “global manhunt,” the task force would be run by McRaven and overseen by
McChrystal, and they would have at their disposal the full range of US intelligence assets, including what
was needed from the CIA. In addition to McRaven’s Navy SEALs and McChrystal’s Rangers, as well as
members of Delta Force, the team would also have command over paramilitaries from the CIA’s Special
Activities Division and support from the Activity, JSOC’s signals intelligence wing.

The days of JSOC operatives being regularly put on loan to the CIA were over. Cambone’s Strategic
Support Branch and the Activity were coordinating the feeding of all-access intel to the task force. “This
is tightening the sensor-to-shooter loop,” a senior defense official told the Washington Times. “You have
your own intelligence right with the guys who do the shooting and grabbing. All the information under one
roof.”

While TF-121 was given a mission to kill or capture Osama bin Laden and Saddam Hussein by the
spring of 2004, Washington was increasingly focused on Iraq. Veteran intelligence officials identify this
period as a turning point in the hunt for bin Laden. At a time when JSOC was asking for more resources
and permissions to pursue targets inside of Pakistan and other countries, there was a tectonic shift toward
making Iraq the numberone priority.

The heavy costs of that strategic redirection to the larger counterterrorism mission were of deep
concern to Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer, a senior military intelligence officer who was CIA
trained and had worked for the DIA and JSOC. Shaffer ran a task force, Stratus Ivy, that was part of a
program started in the late 1990s code-named Able Danger. Utilizing what was then cutting-edge “data
mining” technology, the program was operated by military intelligence and the Special Operations
Command and aimed at identifying al Qaeda cells globally. Shaffer and some of his Able Danger
colleagues claimed that they had uncovered several of the 9/11 hijackers a year before the attacks but that
no action was taken against them. He told the 9/11 Commission he felt frustrated when the program was
shut down and believed it was one of the few effective tools the United States had in the fight against al
Qaeda pre-9/11. After the attacks, Shaffer volunteered for active duty and became the commander of the
DIA’s Operating Base Alpha, which Shaffer said “ conducted clandestine antiterrorist operations” in
Africa. Shaffer was running the secret program, targeting al Qaeda figures who might flee Afghanistan and
seek shelter in Somalia, Liberia and other African nations. It “was the first DIA covert action of the post–
Cold War era, where my officers used an African national military proxy to hunt down and kill al Qaeda
terrorists,” Shaffer recalled.

Like many other experienced intelligence officers who had been tracking al Qaeda prior to 9/11,
Shaffer believed that the focus was finally placed correctly on destroying the terror network and killing or
capturing its leaders. But then all resources were repurposed for the Iraq invasion. “I saw the Bush
administration lunacy up close and personal,” Shaffer said. After a year and a half of running the African



ops, “I was forced to shut down Operating Base Alpha so that its resources could be used for the Iraq
invasion.”

Shaffer was reassigned as an intelligence planner on the DIA team that helped feed information on
possible Iraqi WMD sites to the advance JSOC teams that covertly entered Iraq ahead of the invasion. “It
yielded nothing,” he alleged. “As we now know, no WMD were ever found.” He believed that shifting the
focus and resources to Iraq was a grave error that allowed bin Laden to continue operating for nearly
another decade. Shaffer was eventually sent to Afghanistan, where he would clash with US military
leaders over his proposals to run operations into Pakistan to target the al Qaeda leaders who were hiding
there.

Beginning in 2002 and into 2003, Special Ops and CIA units in Afghanistan began shifting their
resources to Iraq. By the time it was disbanded in 2003, TF-5 in Afghanistan had already lost “more than
two-thirds of its fighting strength,” from about 150 commandos to as few as thirty. By the winter of 2003,
it was reported that “nearly half the US intelligence and commando agents who had been in Afghanistan
and neighboring Pakistan were reassigned to Iraq.” Saddam was code-named Black List One, and
McRaven’s force intensified the hunt, scouring Iraq for him. They yanked family members, former
bodyguards and aides of Saddam from their homes or hiding places and pressed them for information on
his whereabouts. By late 2003, the US military’s conventional commanders were growing concerned
about the techniques they heard were being used by TF-121 to interrogate prisoners. It sounded a lot like
the descriptions they had heard in whispers about what the CIA was doing at its black sites. “Detainees
captured by TF 121 have shown injuries that caused examining medical personnel to note that ‘detainee
shows signs of having been beaten,’” according to a classified military report prepared for top US
generals in Iraq at the time. One officer was quoted in the report as saying, “Everyone knows about it.”
The report alleged that some of the treatment of detainees by TF-121 could “technically” be illegal and
gravely warned that the mass detention of Iraqis could fan the flames of a brewing insurgency, adding that
Iraqis could perceive the United States and its allies as “gratuitous enemies.”

But, just as the military was uncovering a potentially illegal and counterproductive detention program
being run by TF-121, the task force achieved a major victory that would grab international headlines and
win much internal praise in the Pentagon. A former bodyguard captured and interrogated by the task force
had given up the location of a farm outside of Saddam’s hometown, Tikrit, which he claimed the deposed
Iraqi leader used as a hiding place. McRaven’s men, backed by scores of troops from the 4th Infantry
Division and local Iraqi militiamen, descended on the farm after cutting off all of its electricity, causing it
to go completely dark. After searching the buildings on the property, they were just about to give up when
a soldier spotted a crack in the floor, partially covered by a rug. Underneath, they found a styrofoam plate
concealing a hole.

ON DECEMBER 14, 2003, it seemed to the Bush administration that the Iraq War had an end—and victory—
in sight. That morning, Paul Bremer, flanked by General Ricardo Sanchez, walked up to a podium at a
press conference in Baghdad. “Ladies and gentlemen, we got him,” Bremer said, barely able to contain
his smile. The “him” in this case was none other than Saddam Hussein. The deposed Iraqi leader had
been found hiding in a “spider hole” inside a mud brick hovel at the farm in Adwar, near Tikrit, with a
pistol. They also recovered some AKs and $750,000 in hundred-dollar bills on the farm. When a member
of Delta Force spotted Saddam hiding in the hole, the Iraqi leader told him: “I am Saddam Hussein. I am
the president of Iraq. I want to negotiate.” The soldier reportedly shot back, “President Bush sends his
regards.” Moments later, McRaven’s men were whisking him to a JSOC filtration site, a temporary
holding facility, near the Baghdad Airport. It was called Camp NAMA. Ironically, the facility that would
become Saddam’s temporary home had once served as one of his torture chambers. The media was shown



images of Saddam being given a medical exam at the facility, but JSOC had already been putting it to
much darker uses that would never make it onto TV.

“Now it is time to look to the future, to your future of hope, to a future of reconciliation. Iraq’s future,
your future, has never been more full of hope. The tyrant is a prisoner,” Bremer confidently declared.
“The economy is moving forward. You have before you the prospect of a sovereign government in a few
months.” General Sanchez said the operation was a team effort, involving “coalition special operations
forces,” but JSOC and its commanders were not given any direct credit. Neither McChrystal nor
McRaven were at the podium that day, but people in the Special Ops community say that McRaven
coordinated “Operation Red Dawn.” McRaven and Assistant Secretary of Defense Thomas O’Connell, a
veteran of the Activity, shared a cigar outside of Saddam’s cell soon after the Iraqi leader’s capture.
Rumsfeld announced that he believed “the eight-month-long insurgency might begin to run out of gas.” In
reality, the war was just beginning, particularly for McChrystal and McRaven. And the CIA knew it.

“We are seeing the establishment of an insurgency in Iraq,” Robert Richer, the head of the CIA Near
East Division, had told Bush during an intelligence briefing in late 2003. “That’s a strong word,”
Rumsfeld interjected. “What do you mean? How do you define insurgency?” When Richer explained what
he meant, Rumsfeld quipped, “I might disagree with you.” Finally, Bush weighed in. “I don’t want to read
in the New York Times that we are facing an insurgency,” he declared. “I don’t want anyone in the cabinet
to say it is an insurgency. I don’t think we are there yet.” Despite the state of denial that Rumsfeld
appeared to embrace, Richer was right. Iraq, which had no ties to al Qaeda or 9/11, was becoming a
magnet for jihadist groups wanting to fight—and kill—Americans.

Although much lip service was paid during the ensuing period to the presence of al Qaeda in Iraq, it
was seldom pointed out that the foreign fighters came because of the US invasion. If anything, Saddam’s
regime and al Qaeda were enemies. And though there was undoubtedly an al Qaeda presence after the
March 2003 invasion, Zarqawi and AQI, or al Qaeda in Iraq, represented a tiny portion of those attacking
US occupation forces. There were disparate militias, unemployed Iraqi Army units, Shiite guerrillas and
various political factions vying for local power, all of which were rising against the United States.
American attacks, such as the siege of Fallujah in April 2004 and a shootout in the Shiite holy city of
Najaf, combined with the broader war against the popular cleric Moqtada al Sadr, were swelling the
ranks of the insurgency. Despite all the talk of sharp sectarian divides in Iraq, the US occupation was
actually uniting Iraqis, Shiite and Sunni, in a common cause against their occupiers. The United States
should have realized early on that its own disastrous policies were driving the chaos in Iraq. But the US
war planners were intent on planting the flag of victory in Iraq by force, and that meant the insurgency had
to be crushed and its leaders killed or captured. “We had this assumption that, okay, you’ve got this group
of dead-enders, so to speak, and that if you capture Saddam Hussein, if you are able to capture or kill his
sons, then you can more or less deflate the insurgency,” recalled Exum, the Army Ranger. “We were so
focused on getting these high value targets, quite independent of any larger or any broader strategy for
how we were going to pacify Iraq. I think we ended up exacerbating a lot of the drivers of conflict and
exacerbating the insurgency.”

There were two wars in Iraq. One being waged by the conventional army, which was largely an
occupation; the other was a war of attrition being fought by JSOC. McChrystal’s men did not believe in
taking orders from conventional commanders. General Sanchez, who from 2003 to 2004 was the top
commander in Iraq, told me that JSOC forces would barely give his command the courtesy of informing
his office of when they were going to conduct operations, even in areas where the conventional US forces
were holding territory. When they did, he said, it was just to alert the conventional forces that they’d be
doing a hit and to have his men stand clear. Exum recalled of the JSOC relationship with the conventional
military: “Lord knows we were depending on those guys for Medivac and for Quick Reaction Force if
things got really bad, but we weren’t really talking to them, at the command level.” The task force’s



operations, Exum said, were “very compartmentalized, very stove-piped.” JSOC was creating a system
where its intelligence operations were feeding its action and often that intelligence would not be vetted by
anyone outside of the JSOC structure. The priority was to keep hitting targets. “The most serious thing is
the abuse of power that that allows you to do,” said Wilkerson, the former chief of staff to Powell. He
continued:

You go in and you get some intelligence, and usually your intelligence comes through this apparatus too,
and so you say, ‘Oh, this is really good actionable intelligence. Here’s “Operation Blue Thunder.” Go do
it.’ And they go do it, and they kill 27, 30, 40 people, whatever, and they capture seven or eight. Then you
find out that the intelligence was bad and you killed a bunch of innocent people and you have a bunch of
innocent people on your hands, so you stuff ’em in Guantánamo. No one ever knows anything about that.
You don’t have to prove to anyone that you did right. You did it all in secret, so you just go to the next
operation. You say, ‘Chalk that one up to experience,’ and you go to the next operation. And, believe me,
that happened.

Exum recalled hunting Izzat Ibrahim al Douri, one of Saddam’s senior military commanders, who had
received the designation as the King of Clubs in the High Value Target deck of cards. They got a tip that
Douri was in a particular house and conducted a night raid. As they began the raid, Exum’s Ranger team
came under fire from two men. His team returned fire and gunned the men down. “We found out later that
we were on two weeks old intelligence,” he remembered. “We killed them and, you know, we kind of
realized later that these guys were just out guarding the neighborhood generator.” The men, Exum
speculated, likely thought the Rangers were thieves. “Now, I didn’t lose any sleep over it, because these
guys were shooting at me, but nonetheless, you start thinking about it from a strategic perspective, that’s a
loss.”

McChrystal’s forces realized quickly that the Iraqi resistance was growing, not shrinking, even as
various key members of the fallen Baath regime were taken out. McChrystal and his deputy, Mike Flynn,
began assessing the state of the insurgency. At the time, JSOC had been “ tailored down to a relatively
small size in the months following the initial invasion,” McChrystal recalled. “We found a growing threat
from multiple sources—but particularly from al Qaeda in Iraq. We began a review of our enemy, and of
ourselves. Neither was easy to understand.” From JSOC’s small base outside of Baghdad, McChrystal
and his team began mapping out the intel they had on AQI, using white dry-erase boards. “Like all too
many military forces in history, we initially saw our enemy as we viewed ourselves,” McChrystal later
wrote in an article for Foreign Policy:

Composed largely of foreign mujahideen and with an overall allegiance to Osama bin Laden but
controlled inside Iraq by the Jordanian Abu Musab al Zarqawi, AQI was responsible for an extremely
violent campaign of attacks on coalition forces, the Iraqi government, and Iraqi Shiites. Its stated aim was
to splinter the new Iraq and ultimately establish an Islamic caliphate. By habit, we started mapping the
organization in a traditional military structure, with tiers and rows. At the top was Zarqawi, below him a
cascade of lieutenants and foot soldiers. But the closer we looked, the more the model didn’t hold. Al
Qaeda in Iraq’s lieutenants did not wait for memos from their superiors, much less orders from bin Laden.
Decisions were not centralized, but were made quickly and communicated laterally across the
organization. Zarqawi’s fighters were adapted to the areas they haunted, like Fallujah and Qaim in Iraq’s
western Anbar province, and yet through modern technology were closely linked to the rest of the
province and country. Money, propaganda, and information flowed at alarming rates, allowing for
powerful, nimble coordination. We would watch their tactics change (from rocket attacks to suicide
bombings, for example) nearly simultaneously in disparate cities. It was a deadly choreography achieved



with a constantly changing, often unrecognizable structure.

The insurgency was far more complex than those in Washington or at the Pentagon were letting on. But
the decision to move ahead with targeting any and all insurgents went unchanged. Instead of stepping
back, they doubled down. “If you see a fledgling insurgency start to develop, then it doesn’t take a genius
to realize that by dragging people out of their homes in the middle of the night, by doing so in such a way
that you are not communicating to the neighbors...why this person is being dragged out of their home in the
middle of the night, it’s not hard to see how this could inflame tensions, how this could actually
exacerbate drivers of conflict,” said Exum. “I think that that’s probably what happened in 2003.”

That’s not how Rumsfeld saw it. He wanted the insurgency obliterated and its leadership decapitated.
McChrystal was left to figure out a system for achieving those goals. He began building up a structure to
obtain and share information that could be used to facilitate a major expansion of house raids and targeted
killing operations. “It became increasingly clear—often from intercepted communications or the accounts
of insurgents we had captured—that our enemy was a constellation of fighters organized not by rank but
on the basis of relationships and acquaintances, reputation and fame,” McChrystal remembered. “We
realized we had to have the rapid ability to detect nuanced changes, whether the emergence of new
personalities and alliances or sudden changes in tactics.” JSOC “had to process that new information in
real time—so we could act on it,” he asserted. “A stream of hot cinders was falling everywhere around
us, and we had to see them, catch those we could, and react instantly to those we had missed that were
starting to set the ground on fire.”

The HVT Task Force was broken down into four subunits: Task Force West, whose main unit was a
SEAL Team 6 squadron, with support from Rangers; Task Force Central, made up of a Delta squadron
with support from Rangers; Task Force North, a Ranger battalion with a group of Deltas; and Task Force
Black, a British SAS saber squadron, with British paratroopers. Each of these subunits could be
supplemented by a Special Forces company specializing in “direct action” missions. The pace of the
raids increased with intelligence gained from one raid leading to two or three others. “General
McChrystal and Mike Flynn, his intelligence deputy, really invigorated that Task Force and did some
pretty innovative things,” recalled Exum. “In the past, in large part because of the experience in
Mogadishu in 1993, the iron rule was, you don’t go anywhere unless you’ve got company of Army
Rangers in reserve. Well, under McChrystal, nobody was in reserve. I mean, people were hitting targets
every single night, in a very dispersed way. You had Ranger platoons [conducting operations] that
previously only Tier One Special Mission Units would be doing.”

McChrystal and Flynn’s fusion approach to gathering intelligence relied on an infrastructure for
targeting known by the acronym F3EA: Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit, and Analyze. “The idea was to combine
analysts who found the enemy (through intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance); drone operators
who fixed the target; combat teams who finished the target by capturing or killing him; specialists who
exploited the intelligence the raid yielded, such as cell phones, maps, and detainees; and the intelligence
analysts who turned this raw information into usable knowledge,” wrote McChrystal. “By doing this, we
speeded up the cycle for a counterterrorism operation, gleaning valuable insights in hours, not days.”

Part of McChrystal and Flynn’s strategy for targeting the insurgency revolved around technology, while
the other depended on taking prisoners and extracting information from them as quickly as possible.

Strategically, Flynn and McChrystal were hailed as geniuses. But the whole system was ultimately
dependent on human intelligence, not technology. And with an incredibly diverse spectrum of insurgents
attacking the occupation forces, that was a major challenge. It was this urgent need for HUMINT and the
pressure from the White House and Pentagon to produce results to crush the insurgency (which they had
declared did not exist) that would lead to a brutal regime of abuse and torture of detainees held by JSOC.
Unsatisfied with the pace of interrogations being conducted by the CIA and other US agencies in the early



stages of the Global War on Terror, Rumsfeld and Cambone developed a parallel rendition and detention
program to the CIA black sites authorized under Greystone. The new Special Access Program went by
various code names, including Copper Green, Matchbox and Footprint. With only some two hundred
people read into the Special Access Program (SAP), the highly classified program put Stephen
Cambone’s private intel shop in the Pentagon on steroids. “They weren’t getting anything substantive from
the detainees in Iraq” early on in the invasion, a former senior intelligence official told Seymour Hersh.
“No names. Nothing that they could hang their hat on. Cambone says, ‘I’ve got to crack this thing and I’m
tired of working through the normal chain of command. I’ve got this apparatus set up—the black special-
access program—and I’m going in hot.’ So he pulls the switch, and the electricity begins flowing.”

Although it got its major kick-start in Iraq, Copper Green predated the 2003 invasion and the intent was
for it to go global. The program was “Rumsfeld’s answer to the CIA death squads envisioned by Cofer
Black,” reported investigative journalist Jane Mayer. “Members of the squads were given aliases, dead
mail drops, and unmarked clothing. They worked in a loose structure outside the Pentagon’s usually rigid
chain of command.” Hersh, who first reported the existence of Copper Green in the New Yorker,
interviewed several former high-ranking intelligence and military officials about the program. “We’re not
going to read more people than necessary into our heart of darkness,” a former high-level intelligence
official told Hersh. “The rules are ‘Grab whom you must. Do what you want.’”

When Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer was in Afghanistan, he saw the early stages of Copper Green. It was
“authorized,” he said, “but a lot of us felt it wasn’t appropriate and just wasn’t right.” When he visited the
task force’s facility in Afghanistan, Shaffer said he was “blown away—and not in a good way—by what I
saw.” He described how the building had been “completely gutted. Rooms had been converted into
holding cells or open areas, framed in wood and steel.” It was “nothing like the interrogation areas I was
familiar with.” The task force’s Copper Green interrogation rooms in Afghanistan, he said, “had holding
points for a prisoner’s arms and legs. They were designed for prisoners to be shackled and held in stress
positions to maximize discomfort and pain.” “I’d been led into a top-secret interrogation ‘system’
authorized by my boss at the time, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, as well as Stephen Cambone,
undersecretary of defense for intelligence, permitting highly coercive interrogation techniques on detained
personnel in Afghanistan.” As he stood in “the giant facility,” Shaffer recalled, “I could feel a sense of
tension in the air—palpable and raw—like walking on a beach before a hurricane is about to hit.” The
world knew about Guantánamo and would soon come to know the name Abu Ghraib. Shocking photos
would leak into the media that portrayed barking dogs menacing cowering prisoners, pyramids of naked
detainees positioned behind smiling guards, the eerie image of a hooded man, standing arms outstretched
in a crucifix pose, on a box. The wires attached to his fingers, he was told, would electrocute him if he
lost balance and fell. Abu Ghraib would be infamous the world over, but almost no one ever talked about
Camp NAMA.



“No Blood, No Foul”

IRAQ, 2003–2004—In the first year of the Iraq War, a lot of JSOC’s dirty business went down in a small
cluster of buildings nestled in the corner of a Saddam-era military base near the Baghdad International
Airport. US Special Operations Forces had taken over the base soon after the March 2003 invasion of
Iraq and erected a fence around the cluster of buildings that made up Camp NAMA. At the center of the
small compound, surrounded by barbed wire, was the Battlefield Interrogation Facility (BIF).

Members of the JSOC Task Force resided at NAMA, but it was hardly just a dormitory. This task force
went by various code names, and the names were frequently changed for operational security and to make
investigating it difficult. At various times, it was known as Task Force 20, Task Force 121, Task Force 6-
26, Task Force 714 and Task Force 145. Suspected insurgents snatched in house raids or taken off the
streets of Iraq cities were brought to NAMA and placed in one of two structures: “Motel 6” was a
plywood barracks; “Hotel California” was an actual cellblock that a few months earlier had been used by
Saddam’s regime as a prison. The acronym NAMA stood for “Nasty-Ass Military Area.” Its motto, as
advertised in posters throughout the camp, was “No Blood, No Foul.” A Defense Department official said
it was a play on a task force adage: “If you don’t make them bleed, they can’t prosecute for it.”

To develop their approach to interrogating prisoners they would snatch in Iraq, the Special Mission
Units that made up the HVT Task Force worked from a copy of the interrogation standard operating
procedure (SOP) that was developed while McChrystal was running the detention and interrogation
operations in Afghanistan as part of CJTF 180. According to a Senate Armed Services Committee
investigation conducted years later, the Iraq Task Force simply “changed the letterhead, and adopted the
SOP verbatim.” The SOP “ included stress positions, sleep deprivation, and the use of dogs.” The regime
of torture techniques, built up on the demands from Rumsfeld, Cheney and their posses for more results in
interrogations, was spreading.

The people taken to NAMA were not given rights as prisoners of war (POWs). They were classified as
unlawful combatants. They would not see lawyers, be visited by the Red Cross or be charged with any
crimes. Rumsfeld had issued guidelines to JSOC for its own “black” detainee program, which was off-
limits to the conventional military. The task force could hold prisoners for ninety days without giving
them anything resembling rights or transferring them to above-board military prisons. In effect, this meant
that the task force had free rein over the prisoners for three months to squeeze out any information they
might have held. Prisoners were often subjected to “beatings, exposure to extreme cold, threats of death,
humiliation, and various forms of psychological abuse or torture,” according to Human Rights Watch.
Access to NAMA was denied to the Red Cross, lawyers and family members. According to a former
interrogator at NAMA, a colonel told him that “he had this directly from General McChrystal and the
Pentagon that there’s no way that the Red Cross could get in.” Similarly, army investigators would not be
allowed to set foot in Camp NAMA. The task force members were told that such moves were “very
necessary for the efficacy of the operation, and we don’t want people to know even our name, of the unit.”

When Colonel Stuart Herrington was deployed by Major General Barbara Fast to investigate
conditions at detention facilities and intelligence operations in Iraq in December 2003, he was rebuffed
by the task force at NAMA.

So secretive was NAMA that when General Geoffrey Miller, the former commander of the Guantánamo
Bay prison, tried to visit, he was not permitted to enter the camp until he took his request all the way up
the chain of command. There was a special ID to get into Camp NAMA, and the only people permitted to
enter without it were prisoners, shackled and hooded. Ironically, even though NAMA personnel didn’t



want General Miller in their camp, the general seemed to be on their side. During that trip to Iraq, while
touring other facilities including Abu Ghraib, Miller reportedly chastised US military prison
administrators for “running a country club,” charging they were being too lenient on detainees. Miller
suggested they “GTMO-ize” their detention facilities and, according to military officials who met with the
“GTMO team,” they discussed how using dogs was “effective in doing interrogations with Arabs”
because of “Arabs being fearful of dogs.”

The task force at NAMA was run by JSOC, but it was built by pulling personnel from a variety of
agencies and units. There were CIA and DIA interrogators, air force interrogators, and a variety of
analysts and guards. “They told us we can’t tell our chain of command about who works here or what [the
task force] does. You’re completely shut off. You can only  discuss it amongst yourselves. That’s what
they told us from the very first day,” recalled an interrogator who worked at Camp NAMA in 2003–2004.
“It was pretty loose as far as chain of command goes. There was no rank within the task force....We
called the colonel by his first name, called the sergeant major by his first name....I couldn’t tell you the
sergeant major’s last name if I tried. Same with the colonel. When you asked somebody their name they
don’t offer up the last name....The consensus was, more often than not, when they gave you their name it
probably wasn’t their real name anyway.”

Many of the members of the task force would grow long beards and seemed eager to make themselves
look as frightening or intimidating as possible. “This is the dark side of the forces. This is the realm
where you have essentially a cadre of folks who have a great deal of freedom. The folks that get to this
level are treated with a certain amount of deference,” Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer told me. “The
culture is that where everybody essentially goes by their first name, no matter what rank you are, and the
basic bottom line is, when you get to that level you just know what you need to do, and there’s no second
guessing, there is no room for being babied.”

Back at the State Department, Wilkerson watched as this parallel detention system was being built up
by Rumsfeld and Cheney and believed they used the task force specifically to avoid any scrutiny. “There
i s no oversight and when there’s no oversight you’re all-powerful. And when you know there’s no
oversight, then you know that you can pretty much do whatever you want to do,” he told me. “We forget
that when we create these special operating units, we create at least within a percentage of them—and this
percentage is heightened incredibly in the special operations forces—you’ve got people who are killing
instruments. That’s what they are. That’s what they’re honed and trained to be, is killing instruments.
When you allow no oversight of them, and you allow them to repeat operations, over and over and over
again, with no oversight, then you allow them to instinctually gain the knowledge that almost anything
goes. Then, almost anything is going to go.”

“Rather than going through the local command, the Baghdad command, up to CENTCOM and then back
to the Pentagon, there seemed to have been some sort of an express elevator, from JSOC operations on the
ground, straight back to the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence [Cambone], and then to the
Secretary of Defense. So it was going straight back to Washington—very, very high levels,” charged Scott
Horton, a human rights attorney who, as president of the New York City Bar Association’s Committee on
International Human Rights, investigated the US torture program and JSOC’s role in it. “We know that a
number of the normal rules that had applied, concerning the way that detention operations went forward,
and the way interrogation operations went forward, were not being applied to JSOC. They had their own
rules. So there were Special Access Programs and we know that these operations were associated with a
lot of brutality, people being beaten up, being severely mistreated. So often as not, the torture cases and
the serious abuse cases were far more frequently linked to JSOC operations than anything else.”

When JSOC first deployed to Iraq to lead the hunt for WMDs and Saddam’s top leadership, the
prisoners they took early on were prioritized in terms of what, if any, intelligence or information they may
have possessed that would produce results to support either of those missions. The harsh interrogation



methods that were being refined in black sites and in Afghanistan were to be unleashed in Iraq. “There
were two reasons why these interrogations were so persistent, and why extreme methods were used,”
said a former senior intelligence official. “The main one is that everyone was worried about some kind of
follow-up attack [after 9/11]. But for most of 2002 and into 2003, Cheney and Rumsfeld, especially, were
also demanding proof of the links between al Qaida and Iraq that [former Iraqi exile leader Ahmed]
Chalabi and others had told them were there.”

The Bush administration also wanted to find WMDs and to retroactively prove that its claims of Iraq
possessing them were true. Rowan Scarborough, a conservative military journalist who wrote two books
for which he received extensive access to Rumsfeld and his team, recounted how furious Rumsfeld would
become each day when he was briefed on the lack of WMDs in Iraq. “Each morning, the crisis action
team had to report that another location was a bust. Rumsfeld grew angrier and angrier. One officer
quoted him as saying, ‘They must be there!’ At one briefing, he picked up the briefing slides and tossed
them back at the briefers,” according to Scarborough. Horton added: “A lot of this intelligence gathering
operation, at the outset...was driven by a need to produce information that would justify [the war]. And I
think that the use of torture was authorized largely because of an expectation that that would produce
results. I don’t think there was ever any expectation that it was going produce the truth, but it would
produce people saying what they wanted them to say, that would somehow back this up.”

But as the months went on in Iraq and the WMD and al Qaeda claims fell apart, the focus of the
interrogations began shifting to crushing the insurgency. The list of targets and suspects quickly grew from
the original deck of cards representing the Saddam regime to a potentially infinite catalog of names. “You
saw the French do this in Algeria and you saw the Americans  do this in 2003 in Iraq,” recalled Exum,
who was deployed to Iraq at the time. “You start out with a target list, and maybe you’ve got 50 guys on
it, maybe you’ve got 200 guys on it, but you can work your way through those 50 or 200 guys, and then
suddenly at the end of that target list you’ve got a new target list of 3,000 people on it.”

McChrystal expanded JSOC’s role in detainee operations, but NAMA was up and running before he set
foot in Iraq. The CIA, which inflicted more than its share of dirty deeds on prisoners, had become so
shocked at the torture at NAMA that it withdrew its interrogators from the base in August 2003, though it
continued to provide intelligence to the task force. In fact, the month before McChrystal assumed
command at JSOC, an army investigator, as well as intelligence and law enforcement officials, were
already voicing their warnings about detainee abuse, suggesting that the harsh techniques were being
employed by JSOC. In September 2003, after a request from the “commander of the Special Mission Unit
Task Force,” US military SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape) instructors, whose official
job was to prepare US service members to endure torture and captivity, arrived at Camp NAMA.

The JSOC Task Force did not categorize Camp NAMA as a prison but rather as a “filtration site”
where intelligence was being obtained. This gave cover for all the dirty activity and the secrecy that
shrouded it. The Special Access Program that the task force operated under “would be given a mission
and might be authorized to use all sorts of special practices, that not only deviate from normal military
practices, but might actually violate military law, and military policy, and this would be done by means of
a Special Access Program, that would usually come from the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence
[Stephen Cambone]. There’s very clearly some criminal conduct,” said Horton, the human rights lawyer.
“And yet, here in this special JSOC regime, this was being authorized—being incited—by officers who
were running the camp, who were supposed to be prohibiting this kind of conduct.”

The Battlefield Interrogation Facility at NAMA had four interrogation rooms and a medical screening
room, where Saddam was first processed after his capture. Furnished with rugs, prayer mats, couches,
tables and chairs, the “Soft Room” was where cooperative and high-ranking detainees were brought for
questioning—and tea. The Blue and Red (or Wood) rooms were larger (about six by ten feet), rectangular
and plain; the Blue Room had a coat of blue paint over the plywood walls. These rooms were used for



medium-intensity interrogations, reportedly employing techniques approved by the US Army Field
Manual. The Black Room was preserved from its days as a torture chamber under Saddam and, for good
measure, the task force kept the meat hooks that hung from the ceiling during the Iraqi dictator’s reign of
terror in place for their use. The Black Room was the largest room—approximately twelve by twelve
feet. It was here that JSOC would perform its harshest interrogations.

Detainees were moved between rooms, depending on their cooperation with the interrogators. “We
would do that to show him if you tell us what we want to hear, then this is the treatment that you’ll get,”
recalled “Jeff Perry,” the pseudonym of a former interrogator at NAMA who provided eyewitness
testimony on his experiences at NAMA to Human Rights Watch. “If you don’t, then this is the treatment
that you’ll get. So there was a lot of that, going back and forth between the rooms.” If a prisoner was
believed to have info on Zarqawi, he would be sent to the Black Room. It would also be used if “the
interrogator thinks he’s being lied to or he’s not going to get anywhere with just talking to him,” Perry
recalled. “We would march with him into the black room.” It would also be used if interrogators were
“angry at [a detainee] and want[ed] to punish him for some reason.”

Inside the Black Room, the full-spectrum of SERE tactics were unleashed on detainees, along with a
slew of medieval freestyle techniques. “It was painted black floor to ceiling. The door was black,
everything was black,” recalled Perry. “It had speakers in the corners, all four corners, up at the ceiling. It
had a small table in one of the corners, and maybe some chairs. But usually in the black room nobody was
sitting down. It was standing, stress positions.” The interrogations there often incorporated extremely loud
music, strobe lights, beatings, environmental and temperature manipulation, sleep deprivation, twenty-
hour interrogation sessions, water and stress positions, and personal, often sexual, humiliation. The
forced nudity of prisoners was not uncommon. Almost any act was permissible against the detainees as
long as it complied with the “No Blood, No Foul” motto. But, eventually, even blood was okay.

One former prisoner—the son of one of Saddam’s bodyguards—said he was made to strip, was
punched repeatedly in the spine until he fainted, was doused with cold water and forced to stand in front
of the air-conditioner and kicked in the stomach until he vomited. Prisoners held at other facilities also
described heinous acts committed against them by interrogators and guards, including sodomizing
detainees with foreign objects, beating them, forcing water up their rectums and using extreme dietary
manipulation—nothing but bread and water for more than two weeks in one case.

Members of the task force would beat prisoners with rifle butts and spit in their faces. One member of
the task force reported that he had heard interrogators “beating the shit out of the detainee.” According to
a former interrogator with the task force, one of his colleagues was “reprimanded and assigned to desk
duty because he pissed in a bottle and gave it to a detainee to drink.” Members of the task force would
also interrupt non-harsh interrogations and begin slapping or beating detainees. On at least one occasion,
they abducted the wife of a suspected insurgent being hunted by the task force “to leverage the primary
target’s surrender.” The woman was a twenty-eight-year-old mother of three who was still nursing her
six-month-old baby. After interviewing numerous members of the task force at NAMA, Human Rights
Watch concluded, “the abuses appear to have been part of a regularized process of detainee abuse
—‘standard operating procedure.’”

Steven Kleinman, at the time a lieutenant colonel in the air force, arrived at Camp NAMA in early
September 2003, just as McChrystal was taking over as commander of JSOC. Kleinman was a veteran
interrogator and an air force SERE instructor. When he was first dispatched to Iraq, he believed his job
was to observe the interrogations at the camp and analyze how they could be done more effectively. A
year earlier, Kleinman had investigated the program at Guantánamo and found “fundamental systemic
problems” that he believed had undermined the stated goals of the interrogations. But the task force at
NAMA had different plans. They told Kleinman they were having trouble getting actionable or reliable
intelligence from their prisoners, and they wanted Kleinman and his SERE colleagues to help them apply



SERE tactics to the interrogations. In essence, they wanted Kleinman and his colleagues to use the very
torture tactics against detainees that they had taught US military personnel to resist.

Kleinman agreed that the intel was a mess, but he did not believe it was because the interrogations
were not harsh enough. He described a chaotic situation lacking any effective screening of new detainees,
with some prisoners appearing to have no intelligence value. But the task force wanted Kleinman and his
colleagues to participate in interrogations, and eventually, they were ordered to do so. Kleinman soon
found himself in the Black Room at NAMA. “I walked into the interrogation room, all painted in black
with [a] spotlight on the detainee. Behind the detainee was a military guard...with a[n] iron bar...slapping
it in his hand,” Kleinman recalled. “The interrogator was sitting in a chair. The interpreter was to his
left...and the detainee was on his knees.... A question was asked by the interrogator, interpreted, the
response came back and, upon interpretation, the detainee would be slapped across the face.... And that
continued with every question and every response. I asked my colleagues how long this had been going
on, specifically the slapping, they said approximately 30 minutes.”

Kleinman said he considered the tactics used on the prisoner to be “direct violations of the Geneva
Conventions and [actions that] could constitute a war crime.” Kleinman says he told the commander of the
Special Mission Unit at NAMA that his force was engaged in “unlawful” conduct and systematic
violations of the Geneva Convention. It had no impact on the commander or Kleinman’s other
JPRA/SERE colleagues. Kleinman said his superior told him that they had been “cleared hot to use SERE
methods” in interrogations. Kleinman said he believed that was an “unlawful order,” adding that he
“wasn’t going to have any involvement with it, and I didn’t think that they should either.” He was told that
the prisoners were not entitled to Geneva Convention protection because they were “unlawful
combatants.” The torture continued.

Kleinman also recalled a detainee whom the task force was trying to break. His colleagues decided to
make the man believe he was being released and actually drove him to a bus stop. Moments later, they
snatched him again and returned him to NAMA. The man “was literally carried by two of the guards into
the bunker struggling against them. He was taken down there,” Kleinman said. His two SERE colleagues
“took over from that point.... They ripped his [clothing] off—not cut—they ripped it off... ripped off his
underwear, took his shoes, they’d hooded him already, then they—they had shackled him by the wrist and
ankles—being screamed at the entire time in his ear in English about essentially...what a poor specimen
of human that he was.... And then the orders were given that he was to stand in that position for 12 hours
no matter how much he asked for help, no matter how much he pleaded, unless he passed out, the guards
were not to respond to any requests for help.”

Despite Kleinman’s objection to SERE tactics being expanded at NAMA, the task force and
Kleinman’s bosses forged ahead. In September 2003, they began developing a CONOP, or “Concept of
Operations,” for HVT “exploitation” for the camp. Similar to the “Exploitation Draft Plan” that SERE’s
chief psychologist, Dr. Bruce Jessen, had developed a year earlier for use in Afghanistan, it called for
taking enemy torture tactics used to train US forces and reverse-engineering them. The CONOP called for
“tailoring detainee punishment consequences to maximize cultural undesirability.” Less than a month after
he arrived, Kleinman was pulled out of NAMA, in the words of the Pentagon inspector general, because it
“became apparent that friction was developing” between the task force and Kleinman. Kleinman later told
the US Senate that “friction” was an understatement and that he believed his life was being threatened by
members of the task force in retaliation for his dissent. One task force member, he said, sharpened a knife
while telling Kleinman to “sleep lightly” because the task force does not “coddl[e] terrorists.”

Another source of torture at NAMA was that members of the HVT Task Force responsible for hunting
people would continue to have access to the prisoners they seized. According to Major General Miller, at
times the task force at NAMA would use special operators as interrogators. That created scenarios where
the rage from the battlefield would spill over into interrogations, even after the prisoner was disarmed



and in custody. Malcolm Nance, the former SERE instructor, told me, “Captives captured on the
battlefield, first thing you’re going to learn is the guy that is capturing you is going to be very upset that
you just lost the fire fight to him, and you killed some of his buddies so be prepared for having an ass
whipping. It’s just that simple.” It becomes even worse when the soldiers who did the assault then have
access to those prisoners for days on end. “It’s army doctrine that when you take a prisoner, one of the
things you do is secure that prisoner and then you speed him to the rear. You get him out of the hands of
the unit that took him,” recalled an army officer of his experience at a different filtration site. “Well, we
didn’t do that. We’d keep them at our holding facility for I think it was up to seventy-two hours. Then we
would place him under the guard of soldiers he had just been trying to kill.” The officer described one
such incident where a detainee who was suspected of having killed a US soldier had his leg whacked by
one of the soldier’s comrades with a baseball bat.

Perry recalled an incident soon after he arrived at NAMA involving an alleged financier of Zarqawi
who was taken to the camp. The man was allegedly refusing to give any information to his interrogators.
“I had no part in this interrogation, I was just observing....There was kind of a garden-like area with dirt
and mud and a hose out there,” Perry recalled, adding:

He was stripped naked, put in the mud and sprayed with the hose, with very cold hoses, in February. At
night it was very cold. They sprayed the cold hose and he was completely naked in the mud, you know,
and everything. [Then] he was taken out of the mud and put next to an air conditioner. It was extremely
cold, freezing, and he was put back in the mud and sprayed. This happened all night. Everybody knew
about it. People walked in, the sergeant major and so forth, everybody knew what was going on, and I
was just one of them, kind of walking back and forth seeing [that] this is how they do things.

Perry also recalled watching a British SAS officer—not authorized to conduct any kind of interrogation
—mercilessly beat a detainee until he and another soldier intervened. As early as the summer of 2003, the
CIA’s Baghdad Station was complaining to Langley that Special Operations troops were being too
aggressive with detainees. The CIA’s general counsel, Scott Muller, said that the techniques being used at
NAMA were “more aggressive” than those the CIA was using.

The task force would fly new detainees to NAMA using unmarked helicopters. The prisoners were
clad in blue jumpsuits, and during their journey, they would have blacked-out goggles placed over their
eyes. Interrogators at NAMA used an “authorization template” on their computers to check off which
harsh interrogation techniques they intended to use on detainees. The request to use harsh interrogation
would, in theory, need approval from higher-ups. “I never saw a sheet that wasn’t signed. It would be
signed off by the commander, whoever that was,” recalled Perry. “He would sign off on that every time it
was done.” Another interrogator added that “every harsh interrogation [was] approved by the J2 [the
unit’s chief intelligence officer] of the TF and the Medical prior to its execution.” Perry continued: “Some
interrogators would go and use these techniques without typing up one of those things just because it was
a hassle, or he didn’t want to do it and knew it was going to be approved anyway, and you’re not gonna
get in that much trouble if you get caught doing one of these things without a signature.”

When Perry and a handful of colleagues began expressing their discomfort with the events at NAMA to
their commanders, those commanders would call in military Judge Advocate General’s Corps (JAG)
lawyers, who lectured the dissenters on the distinction between unlawful enemy combatants and POWs,
and the legal loopholes therein. “Within a couple hours a team of two JAG officers, JAG lawyers, came
and gave us a couple hours slide show on why this is necessary, why this is legal, they’re enemy
combatants, they’re not POWs, and so we can do all this stuff to them and so forth,” Perry recalled. “I
mean they had this two hour slide show all prepared, and they came in and gave it to us and they stopped
interrogations for it. It was a PowerPoint.” The lawyers, Perry alleged, said that “we didn’t have to abide



by the Geneva Conventions, because these people weren’t POWs.” Perry said he thought the lawyers “just
came in and said whatever they had to say to patch it up and continue with the war.”

All task force personnel were required to sign nondisclosure agreements. Interrogators were often told
that the White House and Rumsfeld were watching their operations closely. Perry stated that he saw
McChrystal at NAMA on more than one occasion. The personnel at NAMA, he alleged, were given the
impression that the techniques had been approved from on high because they “were only like a few steps
away in the chain of command from the Pentagon.” The task force commanders, he said, would tell the
interrogators that the White House or Pentagon had been directly briefed on their progress, particularly
when it came to intel on Zarqawi. The commanders would tell them: “Rumsfeld was informed, such and
such a report is on Rumsfeld’s desk this morning, read by Secdef.” He added, “It’s a big morale booster
for people working 14 hour days. Hey, we got to the White House!” Malcolm Nance told me, “When you
have the President of the United States setting the pace, well you’re gonna get Abu Ghraib, you are going
to get abuse. You’ve got the intelligence community throwing the book out to the point where, in their
world, no one was ever subjected to ‘abuse’ by the US Armed Forces.”

Major General Keith Dayton, the commander of the Iraq Survey Group, which was established in June
2003 to coordinate the hunt for WMDs, described the situation at NAMA as “a disaster waiting to
happen,” warning the Pentagon’s inspector general that he needed to “slam some rules on this place right
away to basically keep ourselves from getting in trouble and make sure these people are treated
properly.” Dayton described cases of prisoners transferred to conventional military custody from the task
force with signs of being “badly burned,” having two black eyes, “back almost broken,” “multiple
contusions on his face.” Soldiers and personnel from Camp Cropper (near Camp NAMA) stated under
oath that detainees arrested and interrogated by the task force and SEAL Team 5 had been delivered to
Camp Cropper showing obvious signs of abuse.

There are at least two known cases of Iraqis dying immediately after being transferred from the custody
of task force Navy SEAL commandos. After what a SEAL team described as a “struggle,” on April 5,
2004, the SEALs delivered prisoner Fashad Mohammad to a conventional base, where he was
interrogated and then allowed to sleep, at which point he became unresponsive and later died. The
medical examiner’s report on his death, which was released under the Freedom of Information Act, said
that Mohammad “died in U.S. custody approximately 72 hours after being apprehended. By report,
physical force was required during his initial apprehension during a raid. During his confinement, he was
hooded, sleep deprived, and subjected to hot and cold environmental conditions, including the use of cold
water on his body and hood.” Although the report described “multiple minor injuries, abrasions and
contusions” and “blunt force trauma and positional asphyxia,” it concluded that the cause of death was
“undetermined.” On November 4, 2003, Manadel al Jamadi died at Abu Ghraib prison, amid allegations
that he had been beaten to death by members of SEAL Team 7. One team member was court-martialed but
was ultimately acquitted—and nobody was charged with homicide.

By December 2003, a confidential Pentagon memo warned, “It seems clear that” the task force “needs
to be reined in with respect to its treatment of detainees.” But the torture and abuse at NAMA continued,
particularly if a detainee was believed to have any information about Zarqawi or his network. All of the
interrogations were aimed at extracting intel that would lead to the next raid, the next strike and the next
capture or kill. In an “operations center” near NAMA, “task force analysts pored over intelligence
collected from spies, detainees and remotely piloted Predator surveillance aircraft, to piece together
clues to aid soldiers on their raids,” the New York Times  reported. “Twice daily at noon and midnight
military interrogators and their supervisors met with officials from the C.I.A., F.B.I. and allied military
units to review operations and new intelligence.”

In early 2004, the International Committee of the Red Cross issued a scathing report on the mass arrests
of Iraqis. It asserted that “over a hundred ‘high value detainees’ have been held for nearly 23 hours a day



in strict solitary confinement in small concrete cells devoid of daylight” at a “High Value Detainees”
section at the Baghdad Airport. Without specifically singling out the task force, the report described the
raids that led to arrests of scores of Iraqis. Soldiers would burst into homes

usually after dark, breaking down doors, waking up residents roughly, yelling orders, forcing family
members into one room under military guard while searching the rest of the house and further breaking
doors, cabinets and other property. They arrested suspects, tying their hands in the back with flexi-cuffs,
hooding them, and taking them away. Sometimes they arrested all adult males present in a house, including
elderly, handicapped and sick people. Treatment often included pushing people around, insulting, taking
aim with rifles, punching and kicking and striking with rifles. Individuals were often led away in
whatever they happened to be wearing at the time of arrest—sometimes in pyjamas or underwear—and
were denied the opportunity to gather a few essential belongings, such as clothing, hygiene items,
medicine or eyeglasses.

The report cited “military intelligence officers” who told the Red Cross “that in their estimate between
70% and 90% of the persons deprived of their liberty in Iraq had been arrested by mistake.” The Red
Cross findings echoed those of the classified military report in late 2003, which warned that the task
force’s abuse of detainees combined with the mass arrests of Iraqis gave the impression that the United
States and its allies were acting like “gratuitous enemies” of the Iraqi people.

When the military finally was permitted to investigate NAMA, its agents received threats from
personnel at the camp, while DIA interrogators had their vehicle keys confiscated and were “ordered” not
to discuss what they had seen with anyone. On June 25, 2004, Vice Admiral Lowell Jacoby, then director
of the DIA, sent a two-page memo to Stephen Cambone with a list of complaints from DIA personnel at
Camp NAMA. One interrogator had his photos confiscated after taking pictures of injured detainees, and
others complained that task force commandos forbade them from leaving the camp without permission,
even for a haircut, and from talking to outsiders; they threatened them and screened their e-mails. Despite
these efforts at suppression, news of detainee abuse at NAMA made its way up the ranks, and eventually
to lawmakers.

In 2004, under pressure from a handful of lawmakers, Stephen Cambone, whose SSB was actually
enabling the harsh interrogation ops at NAMA, scribbled a handwritten letter to his deputy, Lieutenant
General Boykin. Dated June 26, 2004, it read, “Get to the bottom of this immediately. This is not
acceptable. In particular, I want to know if this is part of a pattern of behavior by TF 6-26.” An aide to
Boykin said, “At the time [Boykin] told Mr. Cambone he had found no pattern of misconduct with the task
force.”

Despite all the whistleblowers’ reports, an official US military report on alleged abuses at NAMA and
other facilities concluded that the prisoners’ descriptions of torture were lies. Accusations of wrongdoing
and misconduct by members of the task force were handled in-house rather than through traditional
military disciplinary procedures. In one case, when an Army Criminal Investigations Division (CID)
agent attempted to investigate a member of the task force for abusing a detainee, it was quashed because,
in the words of the CID, “the subject of this investigation is a member of TF 6-26” and the task force’s
own security officer “has accepted investigative jurisdiction in this matter.”

In all, some thirty-four task force members would be “disciplined” for misconduct, and at least eleven
members were removed from the unit. In 2006, Human Rights Watch reported that “a small number of task
force members have been administratively disciplined, but not court-martialed. Five Army Rangers
associated with the task force were reportedly court-martialed for abuses they carried out against
detainees,” but “the sentences were all six months or less. There are no indications that officers up the
chain of command [were] held accountable, despite serious questions about officers’ criminal



culpability.”
An air force interrogator who worked with the JSOC task force hunting Zarqawi told me that he “did

not see any form of oversight for the kill or capture campaign.” He said he witnessed and stopped several
cases of abuse, which he communicated up the chain of command. “With the cases in which I reported
abuses, there was no accountability. In one case, an interrogator was merely recalled from a remote
location and then put right back to work at the main prison. The atmosphere was such that secrecy was the
priority.” He added, “My general impression is that occasional law-breaking would be tolerated as long
as it never got out to the press.”

The abuse and torture at Camp NAMA was not an anomaly, but rather a model. When the US
government began probing how the shocking horrors meted out against prisoners at Abu Ghraib happened,
how it all began, the investigation revealed that those running the prison had looked to the example set at
Camp NAMA, Guantánamo and at Bagram in Afghanistan. When Abu Ghraib prison was taken over by
US forces and converted from a Saddam-era prison and torture chamber into a US-run gulag, the
Americans who set it up simply took the task force’s standard operating procedures and, once again,
changed the letterhead and implemented them.

The Abu Ghraib torture scandal broke wide open in April 2004, when major news organizations
released photos showing systematic abuse, humiliation and torture of prisoners being held at the prison by
the US military. As more photos became public, they showed naked prisoners stacked in pyramids, angry
dogs growling over shuddering prisoners, mock executions. When Major General Antonio Taguba
eventually investigated, he found documentary evidence of acts even worse than those depicted in the
published photos, but the White House chalked up the torture and abuse to a few “bad apples,” and the
public would never see the full extent of the atrocities committed at Abu Ghraib.

The horrors of the US-run prisons of Iraq may never come fully into light, but one thing was abundantly
clear: Tactics that, in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, had been considered the sovereign realm of
America’s most unsavory “dark side” forces, and that had required approval from the highest levels of
power in the United States for each escalation, now had become the widely accepted standard operating
procedure for handling detainees in a huge battlefield with massive numbers of prisoners being held by
the US military.

CAPTAIN IAN FISHBACK graduated from West Point in 2001 and deployed with the 82nd Airborne to
Afghanistan for a combat tour from August 2002 to February 2003. In late 2003, he deployed to Iraq,
where he was based at Forward Operating Base Mercury. In both Afghanistan and Iraq, Fishback
witnessed the migration of the tactics from the black sites to the military’s own prisons and filtration sites.
On May 7, 2004, Fishback heard Rumsfeld’s congressional testimony. The defense secretary had said that
the United States was following the Geneva Conventions in Iraq and the “spirit” of the conventions in
Afghanistan. Rumsfeld’s statement did not jibe with what Fishback had seen, so he began seeking answers
through his chain of command. “For 17 months, I tried to determine what specific standards governed the
treatment of detainees by consulting my chain of command through battalion commander, multiple JAG
lawyers, multiple Democrat and Republican Congressmen and their aides, the Ft. Bragg Inspector
General’s office, multiple government reports, the Secretary of the Army and multiple general officers, a
professional interrogator at Guantánamo Bay, the deputy head of the department at West Point responsible
for teaching Just War Theory and Law of Land Warfare, and numerous peers who I regard as honorable
and intelligent men,” Fishback recalled, adding that he was “unable to get clear, consistent answers from
my leadership about what constitutes lawful and humane treatment of detainees. I am certain that this
confusion contributed to a wide range of abuses including death threats, beatings, broken bones, murder,
exposure to elements, extreme forced physical exertion, hostage-taking, stripping, sleep deprivation and



degrading treatment. I and troops under my command witnessed some of these abuses in both Afghanistan
and Iraq.”

When Fishback began asking questions about the torture and abuse he had witnessed, he was
blackballed by the military. He was confined to Fort Bragg and was denied permission to leave the base
to attend a scheduled briefing on Capitol Hill. In a letter to Republican senators Lindsey Graham and John
McCain, Fishback wrote: “Some do not see the need for [investigations]. Some argue that since our
actions are not as horrifying as Al Qaeda’s, we should not be concerned. When did Al Qaeda become any
type of standard by which we measure the morality of the United States?” Fishback’s protest barely
registered a blip on the radar.

In the summer of 2004, McChrystal officially moved the task force forty miles north of Baghdad to the
Balad Air Base and brought the HVT interrogation and “filtration” site that had been housed at NAMA
with him. But a change of venue would not end the abuses.

McChrystal flatly denied that commanders at NAMA “ordered the mistreatment of detainees,” asserting
that any abuse was the result of “lapses of discipline” among individual members of the task force.
Allegations of systematized torture at NAMA, he said, were false. “That wasn’t the case before I assumed
command and wasn’t true under my command nor under my successors,” McChrystal wrote in his memoir.



The Death Star

IRAQ, 2004—Balad was a massive air base that Saddam had built up with modern facilities and
infrastructure. The kill/capture center JSOC established there was a microcosm of how Rumsfeld and
Cheney wanted the whole national security apparatus in the United States to function: all US intelligence
agencies and assets should be subordinate to the kill teams staffed by the Special Ops warrior class and
directed by the White House and defense secretary. It would later be hailed by McChrystal and others as
an unprecedented joint operation, but in reality it was a JSOC-run show where everyone else played their
supporting parts. Journalist Mark Urban, who embedded with British commandos working with
McChrystal’s task force, said that some JSOC operatives referred to the Joint Operations Center at Balad
as “the Death Star because of the sense that ‘you could just reach out with a finger, as it were, and
eliminate somebody.’ Others who watched live the white splash of five-hundred-pound bombs on image-
intensifier cameras referred to the screens above them as ‘Kill TV.’” The JSOC command center was
known as “the factory” or “the shop floor.” McChrystal was fond of calling the kill/capture apparatus “the
machine.”

By mid-2004, the pace of the JSOC operations had accelerated dramatically. The CIA had liaisons
assigned to the fusion center, along with satellite technicians from the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency, surveillance experts from the NSA and, for good measure, Iraq “experts” from the State
Department. “An NSA-created linkup called the Real Time Regional Gateway allowed operatives who
seized scraps of intelligence from raids—a terrorist’s cell phone contacts, receipts for bomb ingredients,
even geolocated terrorist cell phones—to send their crucial data to different nodes across the network,”
reported Spencer Ackerman of Wired magazine. “One analyst might not appreciate the significance of a
given piece of intel. But once JSOC effectively became an experiment in intel crowdsourcing, it soon got
a bigger, deeper picture of the enemy it was fighting—and essentially emulating.” In effect, JSOC was
running the covert war buried within the larger war and controlling the intelligence.

In April 2004, Rumsfeld continued to hammer away on the theme that the Iraqi insurgency was being
driven by remnants of the regime. After four private security contractors working for the mercenary firm
Blackwater were killed in an ambush in Fallujah on March 31, 2004, Bush had ordered a massive
revenge assault on the city, directing US commanders to “Kick ass!” and “Kill them!” With no apparent
understanding that the uprising in Fallujah had been sparked by the US siege of the city, which
disproportionately killed civilians, Rumsfeld thundered, “Thugs and assassins and former Saddam
henchmen will not be allowed...to oppose peace and freedom.” The US occupation was creating a
situation in which new militant cells were popping up weekly, and the task force was struggling to keep
them all straight, much less track them. The emerging US strategy was to loosen the definition of who was
an insurgent and to engage in a sweeping war against anyone suspected of being a “militant.” “The
Americans were in total denial about the state of the insurgency,” said a British intelligence officer. “The
arrogance and hubris...were breathtaking.”

In early April 2004, a young US businessman named Nicholas Berg went missing in Baghdad. Berg,
like tens of thousands of other Americans, had come to Iraq to cash in on the post-invasion contracting
boom. Under Saddam, Iraq had no real mobile phone networks and Berg saw dollar signs in the prospect
of erecting mobile towers. He would never fulfill his dreams. On May 8, Berg’s decapitated body was
discovered on a Baghdad bridge by a US military patrol unit. Three days later, a video appeared online
with the title “Abu Musab al-Zarqawi Slaughters an American.” In the video, Berg was dressed in an
orange jumpsuit—similar to those worn by US prisoners at Guantánamo. The young Jewish American



made a brief statement identifying himself before being grabbed by masked men wielding weapons. Two
of the men held him down, while another severed his head with a knife. One of the men screamed “Allah u
Akbar,” while another held the head in front of the camera. The narrator of the video declared, “We tell
you that the dignity of the Muslim men and women in Abu Ghraib and others is not redeemed except by
blood and souls. You will not receive anything from us but coffins after coffins,” warning that more
Americans would be “slaughtered in this way. How can a free Muslim sleep well as he sees Islam
slaughtered and its dignity bleeding, and the pictures of shame and the news of the devilish scorn of the
people of Islam—men and women—in the prison of Abu Ghraib?” The voice of the narrator was later
determined by US intelligence to be that of Zarqawi.

Although Zarqawi’s reference to the torture at Abu Ghraib was self-serving, it resonated with Iraqis
who had lived to tell the tale of their ordeals there and other prisons or “filtration sites.” There was no
doubt that such acts were fueling the insurgency. In fact, Malcolm Nance, the former SERE instructor who
worked in Iraq during this period, told me he saw direct evidence that the way the United States treated
prisoners and housed them helped extremist groups recruit new operatives. The prisons, he said, became
“the Jihadi Advanced University for Suicide Bomber Studies,” explaining that “you put all the worst of
the worst together with guys who would never consider being a jihadi, and suddenly you have guys who
were released and now they’re suicide bomber fodder.”

Berg’s killing by Zarqawi provided the Bush administration with a convenient opportunity to pivot
from its claims that “regime dead-enders” were driving the violence in Iraq and shift the emphasis to al
Qaeda terrorists. The US focus on Zarqawi, in turn, brought him notoriety and recognition, and he began
raising new funds for his previously obscure network. Much of his money poured in from wealthy Saudis,
Syrians and Jordanians. Although the Jordanian terrorist had already been on JSOC’s radar for some time,
Zarqawi became a propaganda bonanza for the Bush administration because it could now characterize the
resistance in Iraq as being led by al Qaeda. “The execution of Nicholas Berg instantly catapulted Zarqawi
into the media spotlight,” recalled Richard Rowley, an independent journalist who spent extensive time in
Iraq during that period, including in Zarqawi strongholds. He said:

The United States was eager to publicly portray the insurgency as led by foreign extremists, and made
Zarqawi Iraq’s most wanted insurgent. They put a $20 million bounty on his head and retroactively
identified him as the mastermind behind virtually every major terrorist attack in Iraq. The hunt for
Zarqawi replaced the hunt for Saddam Hussein as a central public goal of the US campaign. The
American attention was useful to Zarqawi, who quickly rose to prominence within the insurgency, and
Zarqawi’s prominence was useful to the Americans, who would use it to justify their bloodiest military
operation of the war.

That operation would come in November 2004 with the second US siege of Fallujah, which had
become a potent symbol of resistance to the US occupation. After that, a bloody civil war would break
out in Iraq. Zarqawi would announce a war against Shiites, while the United States, in turn, would build
up its own Shiite death squads.

At the center of the US contribution to Iraq’s civil war were two Americans. One was General David
Petraeus, who had close ties to the White House, particularly to Dick Cheney, and had been tapped by
Rumsfeld in June 2004 to head the Multi-National Security Transition Command–Iraq. The other was
retired US colonel James Steele, a former Enron executive who had been selected for a senior Iraq job by
Wolfowitz.

Although Enron had been a major backer of the Bush campaign, Steele wasn’t in Iraq because of his
Enron days. He had a deep history with US “dirty wars” in Central America. As a colonel in the marines
in the mid-1980s, Steele had been a key “counterinsurgency” official in the bloody US-fueled war in El



Salvador, where he coordinated the US Military Advisory Group, supervising Washington’s military
assistance and training of Salvadoran Army units battling the leftist Farabundo Martí National Liberation
Front guerrillas. In the late 1980s, Steele was called to testify during the Iran-Contra investigation about
his role in Oliver North’s covert weapons pipeline, which ran through the Salvadoran air force base at
Ilopango, to the Nicaraguan Contra death squads.

Steele and Petraeus were central to a program known as the “Salvadorization of Iraq,” or simply the
“Salvador Option.” The two men built up local Iraqi Special Ops units to be used in a counterinsurgency
campaign, but they would soon turn into unaccountable death squads. “We will hit these people and teach
them a good lesson they won’t forget,” Iraqi defense minister Hazim Shaalan said the day the first six-
hundred-man battalion of Iraqi Special Operations forces was to put into action in June 2004. “Americans
and allied forces have certain restrictions we won’t have. It’s our country, it’s our culture, and we have
different laws than you do.” Enraged by another suicide bombing days later, Hazim declared, “We will
cut off their hands and behead them.”

On his own, Steele helped hatch a Special Police Commando Unit (also known as the Wolf Brigade),
made up of former Republican Guard and Saddam-era SOFs recruited by the Ministry of Interior.
According to a New York Times Magazine  piece by Peter Maass from 2005, Petraeus didn’t know about
the unit right away; he found out about it, visited its base in the Green Zone, challenged the commandos to
one of his famous push-up contests, and that was that. “He was not just embracing a new military
formation; he was embracing a new strategy,” Maass reported. “The hard men of the past would help
shape the country’s future. Petraeus decided that the commandos would receive whatever arms,
ammunition and supplies they required,” and he gave Steele his full support. After Ayad Allawi, the Sunni
interim prime minister, lost the election in January 2005, the Wolf Brigade was taken over by Shiite
militia members who then became the beneficiaries of Petraeus’s support. It was the moment Iraq
descended into unspeakable violence.

MCCHRYSTAL’S COMMAND CENTER  at Balad was now up and running at a decent speed. “Vital months had
been lost while the Pentagon leadership was in denial about the insurgency. By early 2004, it was
mutating and McChrystal was one of the few who both understood this and the need to get on top of it,”
reported Mark Urban, the journalist who embedded with British commandos working with McChrystal.
“Teams from each of the different intelligence agencies were established at Balad. Once he had started to
milk them for information, McChrystal put it all into a JSOC intranet similar to the one he’d created in
Afghanistan. It would allow those at the cutting edge of the US counterterrorism effort to share
information worldwide.” Urban added: “McChrystal’s counterterrorist Rome could not be built in a day.
It would take much of 2004 to take shape.”

With Saddam Hussein in prison and the High Value Task Force killing its way through Iraq,
McChrystal and McRaven began refocusing the HVT efforts on Afghanistan and the hunt for Osama bin
Laden. “If anyone is smart and cunning enough to get [bin Laden], McRaven and the Delta and SEAL
Team Six guys he now commands will do it,” General Downing said in 2004. Downing’s remark about
McRaven and Team 6 hitting bin Laden was prophetic, but he would not live to see it fulfilled—Downing
passed away in 2007. Iraq was becoming engulfed in the flames of multiple insurgencies that were largely
fueled by the US invasion and occupation, the abuse and torture of prisoners and the widely held
perception among large swaths of the Iraqi population that the United States was a “gratuitous enemy.”
Zarqawi and his network grew stronger and made what was once a lie about an al Qaeda presence in Iraq
a bloody reality. McChrystal would spend a great deal of time trying to find, fix and ultimately finish
Zarqawi. But Afghanistan and Pakistan were also calling.



“The Best Technology, the Best Weapons, the Best People—and
Plenty of Money to Burn”

AFGHANISTAN, IRAQ AND PAKISTAN, 2003–2006 —AS in Iraq, JSOC ran its own detainee operations in
Afghanistan and would maintain a list of people it wanted to kill or capture. Known as the Joint
Prioritized Effects List (JPEL), it began with the leaders of the Taliban and al Qaeda, but would, in the
ensuing years, grow to more than 2,000 people as the insurgency in Afghanistan widened. Just as JSOC
found itself being ordered to kill its way through a constantly regenerating and growing list of
“insurgents” in Iraq, it would eventually face a guerrilla war in which America’s mightiest warriors
would be fighting Afghans who previously had no serious connection to al Qaeda or the Taliban.

Anthony Shaffer, the career Defense Intelligence operative, had hit the ground in Afghanistan in July
2003, working with the leadership targeting cell that was tasked with hunting down al Qaeda and Taliban
leaders, as well as those from Hezb-e-Islami Gulbuddin (HIG), a militant movement linked to al Qaeda.
Shaffer had been given an alias and carried fake documents—Social Security number, driver’s license,
credit cards and a new passport. His cover name was Chris Stryker, inspired by John Wayne’s character
in the 1949 film The Sands of Iwo Jima. Shaffer found close allies among the JSOC ninjas who returned
to Afghanistan to renew the hunt for bin Laden, Mullah Mohammed Omar and other al Qaeda and Taliban
leaders, an operation coordinated from the Bagram Air Base. As the task force members “started to roll
into Bagram, the very fabric of the base changed. It brought almost a surreal energy,” Shaffer recalled.
“At one point, fully loaded C-17 transport aircraft were landing at Bagram every thirty to forty-five
minutes, spending about an hour off-loading and screaming rapidly back into the sky again. I could see
pallet after pallet of material coming off the C-17s, neatly lined up and filled with enough hightech gear to
run a country.” Shaffer said that the number of commandos and support staff for the High Value Target
mission “swelled,” adding that while the original task force “had been a tight unit of some 200,” this one
“was going to have more than 2,000.” As Shaffer recalled, JSOC’s force “had the best technology, the
best weapons, the best people—and plenty of money to burn.”

Once JSOC took over, the task force quickly assembled a large operations center, made up of a series
of plywood “B-Huts” and tents that functioned as everything from barracks to intelligence facilities. The
heart of the base was the Tactical Operations Center, housed in a gigantic tent. As with the Joint
Operations Center in Iraq, it was referred to as the “Death Star.” From this base, JSOC would attempt to
hunt down and kill or capture the most wanted men in Afghanistan. Bearded Navy SEALs would walk
around the base in civilian gear, and almost no one wore any patches to identify them to outsiders. The
new JSOC presence didn’t sit well with the Green Berets and other “white” Special Ops guys who had
been working for the past several years attempting to build up local connections by spending considerable
time traveling throughout Afghanistan’s inhospitable terrain. Unlike the Green Berets, JSOC was not in
the country to win any hearts and minds. Once JSOC took charge, the mission would no longer resemble
anthropology. It was to be a manhunt, at times an assassination machine.

Early on in McChrystal’s tenure at JSOC, Shaffer briefed him several times in Afghanistan. Shaffer had
been pushing for authority to conduct operations inside Pakistan and had pushed his supervisor to clear
ops across the border against al Qaeda havens, saying that “the intel indicates that most of the leadership
is probably now in Pakistan.” Shaffer’s superior officer told him that “for now, it’s not an option.
Frankly, and this cannot leave the room, McChrystal is trying to get permission,” but “CENTCOM and the
Pentagon have told us we have to stay on this side.” McChrystal was determined to change that.



PAKISTAN AND THE CIA  have a long and complicated history, but particularly in the years after 9/11, the
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) had come to accept that it would have to live with the Agency’s
operatives running around its territory. At times, the two entities would cooperate, but more often the CIA
found itself scrambling to thwart ISI attempts to stymie its operations, while the ISI tried to keep track of
all the operatives the United States had working in Pakistan. It was a mutually agreed-upon relationship
based on mistrust, dishonesty, backstabbing and, in the end, necessity. When the United States invaded
Afghanistan in October 2001, forcing al Qaeda and the Taliban leadership to flee, Pakistan’s tribal areas
became the epicenter of Washington’s counterterrorism operations. For certain missions, such as the
capture of people suspected of a connection to the 9/11 attacks, Pakistan and the CIA would conduct joint
operations. But JSOC believed the CIA was getting played and that the United States would have to
operate unilaterally inside Pakistan if it was to break al Qaeda’s safe haven.

To the consternation of the ISI, President Pervez Musharraf made a secret deal with JSOC in 2002 that
allowed US forces to accompany Pakistani forces on raids against suspected al Qaeda cells in the
country’s tribal regions. Shaffer was elated. “The question became, of how deep, how severe, we would
violate the sovereignty of Pakistan,” he told me. Rules of Engagement for US Army Rangers and other
elite “terrorist-hunting units” along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border stated that “entries into PAK [were]
authorized” in the following cases: hot pursuit, troops in contact with the enemy, personnel recovery—
and action against “the big three”—bin Laden, Zawahiri, and Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar—
approved by either the CENTCOM commander or the defense secretary. As a “general rule,” these
terrorist-hunting forces were to forge no deeper than ten kilometers into Pakistan. US and Pakistani
authorities would technically need to be notified soon after any such actions. But the reality was different:
central to the operations was Pakistan’s ability to deny foreknowledge and to denounce violations of
sovereignty after the fact. The United States would strike and then Musharraf would characterize any US
incursions into Pakistan as an “invasion.” But just as the JSOC campaign in Pakistan was getting started,
it quickly lost steam after many of the JSOC assets originally focused on Pakistan were, once again,
redirected to Iraq to confront the mounting insurgency. As a result, in 2003–2004, Pakistan remained
largely a CIA-controlled operation.

IN 2004, the officials running the White House and Pentagon global manhunt issued a series of classified
orders that would, when combined, prove to be an enduring blueprint for US assassinations and disregard
for the sovereignty of nations the world over. The post-9/11 infighting between the CIA and Rumsfeld
over who would be the prime entity responsible for running the manhunt and global wars had hit a
defining moment. To fund the dramatically expanding scope of JSOC’s operations, Rumsfeld asked for a
34 percent increase in the Special Ops budget, from $5 billion to $6.7 billion. It was 2004 that secured
JSOC’s place at the head of the counterterrorism table, a position it would keep through Republican and
Democratic administrations. Seeking free rein for Special Operations Forces, President Bush developed
an assertion that he and his successor, Barack Obama, would provide verbatim to Congress annually to
justify the borderless war strategy that made the world a battlefield. “I will direct additional measures as
necessary in the exercise of the right of the United States to self-defense and to protect U.S. citizens and
interests,” Bush declared. “Such measures may include short-notice deployments of special operations
and other forces for sensitive operations in various locations throughout the world. It is not possible to
know at this time either the precise scope or duration of the deployment of U.S. Armed Forces necessary
to counter the terrorist threat to the United States.”

In early 2004, Rumsfeld signed a secret order that would streamline JSOC’s ability to conduct
operations and hit targets outside of the stated battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan. Known as the Al
Qaeda Network Execute Order, or AQN ExOrd, it allowed for JSOC operations “anywhere in the world”



where al Qaeda operatives were known or suspected to be operating or receiving sanctuary. The order,
which remains classified despite attempts by journalists to obtain it, reportedly named fifteen to twenty
such countries, including Pakistan, Syria, Somalia, Yemen and Saudi Arabia, as well as several other
Gulf nations. The AQN ExOrd was drafted in 2003, primarily by the Special Operations Command and
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations/Low-Intensity Conflict and was
promoted by Wolfowitz and Cambone as a justification for special forces operating covertly—and
lethally—across the globe. Part of the order provides for what a Special Operations source called “hot
pursuit,” similar to how some state police are permitted to cross borders into another state to pursue a
suspect. “That’s essentially what they have where they’re chasing someone in Somalia and he moves over
into Ethiopia or Eritrea, you can go after him,” the source told me. The order was signed in the spring of
2004, but it took fifteen months for Rumsfeld to get “presidential approval” from the White House. Part of
the delay was a result of “bureaucratic drag,” but the CIA also offered up resistance, seeing it as another
encroachment on its mandate as the lead agency tracking al Qaeda after 9/11.

The insertion of Special Ops personnel into US embassies under the cover of Military Liaison
Elements (MLE) was extremely controversial with the CIA and State Department. But JSOC personnel
were not limited to those operating with official cover. It also had operatives deploying in various
countries under “non-official cover,” at times using fake identities backed up by falsified passports,
sometimes from other nations. Their job was to help prepare the battlefield for JSOC operations, and they
often did not coordinate with the CIA or the ambassadors. If the SOCOM “presence in U.S. embassies
abroad is an effort to pave the way for unilateral U.S. military operations or to enable defense elements to
engage in covert action activities separate from the CIA, U.S. problems abroad will be certain to increase
significantly,” said John Brennan, a career CIA officer who spent a quarter of a century at the Agency and
at the time ran the National Counterterrorism Center. The use of MLE posts as cover for JSOC, combined
with Cambone’s intelligence operation, was seen by some on the civilian side of the war effort as a
dangerous precedent. But Lieutenant General Boykin, the undersecretary of defense for intelligence, shot
back at the program’s critics, blasting what he called “an assumption that what the secretary is trying to
say is, ‘Get the CIA out of this business, and we’ll take it.’ I don’t interpret it that way at all.” Instead, he
asserted, “The secretary actually has more responsibility to collect intelligence for the national foreign
intelligence program” than “the CIA director.”

It was during this period that Rumsfeld, Cambone and JSOC ran roughshod over the “covert” versus
“clandestine” divide and did so with the backing of the White House. The Pentagon began defining
“coordination” with the CIA as giving the Agency a seventy-two-hour heads-up that JSOC would be
conducting an operation, and Cambone altered the definition of military “deployment orders,” which are
required to be provided to Congress. Cambone issued new guidelines that asserted the right of Special
Ops Forces to “conduct clandestine HUMINT operations” before alerting Congress. Not only was the
CIA being boxed out of operations it historically held sovereignty over, but the use of JSOC to conduct
intelligence operations kept Congress even further at bay. Combined with the Copper Green program, this
effectively meant that JSOC was free to act as a spy agency and a kill/capture force rolled into one. Even
some well-connected Republican allies of the White House were disturbed by what they were witnessing.
“Operations the CIA runs have one set of restrictions and oversight, and the military has another,” a
Republican member of Congress “with a substantial role in national security oversight” told the
Washington Post . “It sounds like there’s an angle here of, ‘Let’s get around having any oversight by
having the military do something that normally the [CIA] does, and not tell anybody.’ That immediately
raises all kinds of red flags for me. Why aren’t they telling us?”

Rumsfeld and his aides knew the CIA’s paramilitary arm was far too small to conduct a global war,
and once the case was made to Bush that the Special Operations Command should have a global mandate
as its own command, it was a done deal. In addition to Rumsfeld’s AQN-ExOrd, he persuaded President



Bush to insert language into National Security Presidential Directive-38 (NSPD-38) that would codify
SOCOM’s global role in finding, fixing and finishing off terror suspects. NSPD-38’s declassified
description is as the “National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace.” Yet the directive, which remains
classified, gave unprecedented latitude for JSOC to hit across the globe, effectively pre-authorizing lethal
operations outside of any stated battlefield. “There are a lot of things in NSPD-38 that are not cyber
related,” a Special Operations source told me, adding that authorization for Special Ops activities “were
slipped in before signature.” Among these was a “broad authorization to launch Find, Fix, Finish
operations with SOCOM in the lead.” He added that the classified directive was a “close hold” and
estimated that “there are maybe five copies [that are] all in the physical NSC office space. Everyone
jokes about the man-sized safe.”

The global manhunt that JSOC was now fully empowered to engage in had multiple tracks. JSOC
developed target lists of various al Qaeda figures they had authority to pursue globally, lists of
“irreconcilables” who could be assassinated, others they would allow to move freely in an effort to
gather intel on their contacts or cells. Although some may have seen what was happening in Iraq and
Afghanistan with TF-121 as scandalous, it was in many ways the definitive vision of the type of wars
Rumsfeld and Cheney had longed for: no accountability, maximum secrecy and total flexibility.

Scott Horton, the human rights lawyer, said the program “parallels something that the OSS [Office of
Strategic Services] did during the Second World War, and that CIA did subsequently. Now, to a certain
extent, the function is not unusual. It’s not unusual for the military to have commandos who, in a theater of
war, will seek out enemy command and control, with the purpose of identifying them and then killing
them. And yes, that could be walking into a café and shooting somebody. And that would be traditional,
authorized warfare.” But, he added, “What’s different here, is that suddenly the theater of war has become
the entire globe—it’s become everywhere. And they’re looking at the possibility of assassinating people
in Hamburg, Germany, in Norway, in Italy, as well as in Morocco, Jordan, Senegal, Turkey, Yemen, the
Philippines and places in the African Horn. And, I’d say, in terms of law—it’s pretty plainly illegal once
you’re outside of the normal theater of war.”

At the end of 2004, Rumsfeld wrote a memo to his top advisers, including Cambone and Douglas Feith.
It was classified FOUO, For Official Use Only, with the subject “Preparation of the Battlespace.” In the
memo, Rumsfeld wrote that he was concerned that “the old phrase ‘preparation of the battlespace’ may no
longer be appropriate terminology.” Today, Rumsfeld declared, “the entire world is the ‘battlespace.’”

THE USE OF WEAPONIZED DRONES was still in its nascent stage in the global US wars, but surveillance
drones had been in operation for years. The JSOC task force began using a system McChrystal’s
intelligence deputy Mike Flynn referred to as “The Unblinking Eye,” in which drones and other aircraft
would hover in a “long dwell airborne stakeout” to “apply multisensor observation 24/7 to achieve a
greater understanding of how the enemy’s network operates by building a pattern of life analysis” that
could be used to conduct raids. Using what Flynn called “nodal analysis,” patterns of movement were
developed by tracking people suspected of being affiliated with an insurgent group or cell. Nodal
analysis, Flynn believed, would have “the effect of taking a shadowy foe and revealing his physical
infrastructure for things such as funding, meetings, headquarters, media outlets, and weapons supply
points. As a result, the network becomes more visible and vulnerable, thus negating the enemy’s
asymmetric advantage of denying a target.” He added, “The payoff of this analysis is huge but requires
patience to allow the network’s picture to develop over a long term and accept the accompanying risk of
potentially losing the prey.” Finally, the task force would conduct “vehicle follows,” where they would
monitor the movement of vehicles believed to be used by insurgents. At times, the task force would use
three combat air patrols to surveil a target or a group of people. “It is not enough to have several eyes on



a target—several eyes are needed on a target for a long period,” Flynn asserted. This approach would
allow for “persistent surveillance of a target while simultaneously developing the network’s pattern of
life through nodal analysis and vehicle follows. It gives the finishing force commander more options than
merely killing or letting an observed enemy go; with sufficient ISR [Intelligence, Surveillance,
Reconnaissance], a ground force commander can demonstrate much greater operational patience, thus
allowing a larger insurgent network to emerge.” What differentiated the JSOC forces from the
conventional military, Flynn said, was that big army “forces tend to cover disparate targets for a shorter
period than SOF, which tend to focus collection on a smaller number of targets for much longer.” JSOC
needed to understand “pattern[s] of life of an enemy network.”

The Special Operations Command also began working on a program for monitoring suspected or
known insurgents. It was straight out of a sci-fi film. Known as “Continuous Clandestine Tagging
Tracking and Locating,” or CTTL, it involved using advanced biometrics and chemistry to develop a
long-range facial recognition program as well as a “Human Thermal Fingerprint” that could be isolated
for any individual. They also used a chemical “bioreactive taggant” to mark people by discreetly
swabbing a part of their body. The taggant would emit a signal that JSOC could remotely monitor,
enabling it to track people 24/7/365. It was like a modern version of the old spook’s tracking devices
made famous in films, where spies would weave them into an enemy’s clothes or place them on the
bottom of a vehicle. The taggant allowed JSOC to mark prisoners and then release them to see if they
would lead the task force to a potential terror or insurgent cell. Putting them on nonprisoners was a
greater challenge, but it happened. The use of such technology, along with the accelerated pace of the
killings and captures, would inspire President Bush’s declaration that “JSOC is awesome.”

While Iraq was vacuuming up most of the US counterterrorist resources, the White House and Pentagon
continued on with their twilight wars elsewhere across the globe, and the war in Afghanistan festered, all
but forgotten. Bin Laden was still at large, as were many of his top deputies, with Bush’s “Wanted Dead
or Alive” pronouncement relegated to a source of scorn and a symbol of a failing yet spreading war.
Taliban leader Mullah Omar was underground, while Pakistan was heating up and Somalia and Yemen
were increasingly showing up on the counterterror radar.

As the US body count in Iraq increased as a result of the widening insurgency, President Bush would
press commanders on how many people they had killed on any given day. The conventional generals
would often balk at the question, but the answer from the JSOC crew was unequivocal. When asked how
many Iraqis the task force killed in Iraq, McChrystal’s intelligence chief, Mike Flynn, replied,
“Thousands, I don’t even know how many.” In Iraq, the task force had started to fulfill Rumsfeld and
Cheney’s wildest dreams of what a streamlined, well-funded, secret force could do—and accomplish
away from the prying eyes of Congress and the media, or even the CIA.

Although Rumsfeld and Cheney had already been circumventing the conventional military chain of
command and coordinating directly with JSOC, they now had all the pieces of their puzzle in place. The
task force that had been built up and refined in Afghanistan and Iraq was going to take its actions global
and away from declared battlefields. McChrystal began establishing a network of JSOC liaison offices in
a variety of Middle Eastern and other countries to avoid relying on—or working with—US embassies or
CIA station chiefs. “The Department of Defense is very eager to step up its involvement in
counterterrorism activities, and it has set its sights on traditional CIA operational responsibilities and
authorities,” asserted Brennan, who at the time ran the National Counterterrorism Center. “Quite
unfortunately, the CIA’s important lead role in many of these areas is being steadily eroded, and the
current militarization of many of the nation’s intelligence functions and responsibilities will be viewed as
a major mistake in the very near future.” In the wake of the WMD scandal in the lead-up to the Iraq War,
veteran intelligence professionals were already concerned that the independence of the CIA’s analysis
was being compromised to adhere to political agendas. With JSOC being used as a parallel intelligence



operation to the CIA—and one with its own force to act free of independent review—the potential for
abuse of substantial and secretive military power was significant.

Colonel Patrick Lang, who once ran the Defense Intelligence Agency’s global human intelligence
operations, concurred with Brennan about the risks of Rumsfeld and Cheney’s innovations in the
command structure. “When you made SOCOM a supported command rather than a supporting command,
then you’ve freed [JSOC] up to do all kinds of things,” he said. “To do that kind of thing without
coordinating with the US ambassador of that country, or with the host country’s government is just kind of
banditry, really. I mean, you’re asking for retribution of some kind by somebody on your own turf, against
your own people. It’s not a good idea, at all.”

Critics be damned, though, the JSOC Iraq model was about to go on tour. “You look at our Special
Operations Forces, you have the ability to wage war, in a very low key way, and in a way that’s not going
to command a lot of congressional oversight,” said Exum. The mindset, he said, was: “You have an
empowered executive branch that more or less has license to wage war wherever it needs to, wherever it
determines it needs to, worldwide. You’ve got this great hammer, and, you know, why not go hammer
some nails?”

IN EARLY 2005, a behind-the-scenes scuffle broke out between the CIA, CENTCOM and the Pentagon
over who should take the lead in targeting al Qaeda in Pakistan after some US intelligence reports
suggested that al Qaeda’s number-two man, Ayman al Zawahiri, was believed to be attending a meeting in
the tribal area of Bajaur in Waziristan. General McChrystal pushed hard for a JSOC raid to capture
Zawahiri, and some CIA officials wanted him to do so without informing the US ambassador in
Islamabad, Ryan Crocker. Anthony Shaffer said that he and US Special Operations planners had wanted
to conduct such missions without informing the CIA, either. “We felt that there was a likelihood at some
point that CIA would—either inadvertently or with knowledge—give the ISI information relating to what
we were doing,” he told me. “The idea was, to be blunt about it, to go it alone. We felt that we could not
trust the CIA or the Pakistanis, to any great degree.” He added: “There are just some targets the Pakistanis
would never cooperate with us to get.”

The CIA, however, was well aware of this operation. Teams of Navy SEALs and Army Rangers in
Afghanistan were actually preparing to board aircraft for the operation, which included as many as one
hundred commandos, when the fighting among the CIA, CENTCOM and the Pentagon leadership became
so contentious that the operation was grounded. A former CIA officer told the New York Times  that as the
raid was being debated, he had “told the military guys that this thing was going to be the biggest folly
since the Bay of Pigs.”

Shaffer said that the rules for striking inside Pakistan had “changed dramatically” and “became much
more restrictive to the point of where I think it was nearly impossible,” adding, “The format of the war
changed under our feet.” General McChrystal, Shaffer said, “continued to push for authority to do things in
Pakistan,” adding, “I know for a fact that there was a policy decision made at some level that restricted
our ability to do cross-border operations to deal with the things that we all believed from my level was
the real issue. Pakistan was the real issue, not Afghanistan.”

But then, in October 2005, Pakistan suffered a massive 7.6 magnitude earthquake. Some 75,000
Pakistanis died. Millions more were displaced. JSOC and the CIA took advantage of the disorder to fill
the country with operatives, contractors and commandos, escaping requisite ISI background checks.
According to journalists Marc Ambinder and D. B. Grady, the JSOC intelligence teams that entered
Pakistan with the CIA had multiple goals, including the cultivation of informant rings to collect
information on al Qaeda, as well as intelligence gathering related to how Pakistan transported its nuclear
weapons. The elite US force also aimed to penetrate the ISI.



“Under a secret program code-named SCREEN HUNTER, JSOC, augmented by the Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA) and contract personnel, was authorized to shadow and identify members of the ISI
suspected of being sympathetic to al-Qaeda,” Ambinder and Grady wrote. “It is not clear whether JSOC
units used lethal force against these ISI officers: one official said that the goal of the program was to track
terrorists through the ISI by using disinformation and psychological warfare.”

Despite this incredible opportunity, neither Afghanistan nor Pakistan would be given top billing in the
Bush administration’s war plan. Instead, the top-tier operators from JSOC and the CIA were again
redirected to Iraq to confront the rapidly spreading insurgency, which had made a farce of the
administration’s claims that US forces would be welcomed as liberators. The CIA’s unit responsible for
hunting down bin Laden, Alec Station, was shut down. “This will clearly denigrate our operations against
Al Qaeda,” declared former senior CIA official Michael Scheuer, the unit’s first director. “These days at
the agency, bin Laden and Al Qaeda appear to be treated merely as first among equals.”

The head of the CIA’s clandestine operations branch, Jose Rodriguez, reorganized the CIA’s secret US
war in Pakistan under the code name “Operation Cannonball.” In theory, it was an attempt to ratchet up
the targeting of al Qaeda. But with most of the veteran CIA and Special Ops assets bogged down in Iraq,
the operation was largely staffed by inexperienced operatives. “You had a very finite number” of agents
with operational experience in the Islamic world, a former senior intelligence official told the New York
Times. “Those people all went to Iraq. We were all hurting because of Iraq.” The secret war in Pakistan
became largely a drone bombing campaign, described by CIA officers at the US Embassy in Islamabad as
“boys with toys.” The drone campaign successfully took out several suspected al Qaeda figures and
reportedly narrowly missed Zawahiri, but it also resulted in scores of civilians being killed, sparking
protests and outrage among Pakistanis.

Although CIA drone strikes became the lead US weapon in Pakistan during this period, JSOC forces
did, at times, manage to conduct sporadic ground operations, albeit “with a great deal of protest” from the
Pakistanis, according to Shaffer. In a raid in 2006 in Damadola in Bajaur, Navy SEALs from DEVGRU
targeted a suspected al Qaeda house and detained several people. “They choppered in, rappelled down
and went into the compound,” a former US official familiar with the operation told the Los Angeles
Times. “It was tactically very well executed.” Pakistani media sources characterized the operation a bit
differently. “American soldiers had violated Pakistani airspace, flown to the village in helicopters, killed
eight persons in the home of a cleric Maulana Noor Mohammad, and taken away five others to
Afghanistan,” reported journalist Rahimullah Yusufzai.

With resources spread thin in Pakistan as a result of the intensifying insurgency in Iraq, the Bush
administration began outsourcing its war in Pakistan. Enter Blackwater, Erik Prince’s secretive
mercenary company already infamous for its work in Iraq. Like the CIA, Blackwater had its own cover:
diplomatic security. From the early stages of the launch of the Global War on Terror, its operatives were
able to deploy in large numbers to war zones as bodyguards for US officials. Blackwater was the elite
Praetorian Guard for the senior officials running the US occupation of Iraq and simultaneously worked for
the State Department, the Pentagon and the CIA providing security for their operations in hostile zones
across the globe.

The company additionally won contracts for training foreign military forces, including Pakistan’s
Frontier Corps, the federal paramilitary force officially responsible for on-the-ground strikes against
suspected terrorists or militants in the tribal areas.

Meanwhile, across the border in Afghanistan, Blackwater controlled four Forward Operating Bases,
including the closest US base to the Pakistan border. All of this was very appealing to both JSOC and the
CIA.

According to Shaffer, among Blackwater’s roles for the CIA was training Afghan militias to do cross-
border raids into Pakistan, which offered deniability to the United States. “I handled two of their—the



CIA/Blackwater—KIAs [killed in action], killed while they were out on a mission... essentially
performing a Special Operations mission, training Afghan cadre militia to do cross border stuff,” Shaffer
recalled. He added: “This is clearly something they were doing that they didn’t like having talked about.”
One of the reasons Blackwater was used, he said, “was to avoid oversight.”

Many of Blackwater’s elite operatives, particularly those who worked for its most sensitive division,
Blackwater SELECT, were veterans of US Special Operations. It wasn’t hard for them, therefore, to
serve two masters: the CIA and JSOC. While the CIA was, by mandate, concerned with an array of
intelligence functions, JSOC had one central mission worldwide: the killing or capture of High Value
Targets, HVTs. In 2006, twelve “tactical action operatives” from Blackwater were recruited for a secret
JSOC raid inside Pakistan, targeting an al Qaeda facility. The operation was code-named “Vibrant Fury.”
The involvement of Blackwater demonstrated how central the company had become to covert US actions.

IN 2005, Abu Musab al Zarqawi escalated his merciless campaign targeting Iraqi Shiites as well as Sunni
Muslims he perceived as being weak or ineffectual. Al Qaeda’s central leadership, believing that the
killing of Muslims by Zarqawi would backfire, reached out to the Jordanian militant. Ayman al Zawahiri
wrote to Zarqawi in July 2005. Bin Laden’s deputy heaped praise on Zarqawi for his role in the jihad,
while emphasizing that the first goal in Iraq should be to expel the US invaders. The sectarian war against
Shiites, Zawahiri declared, was “secondary in importance to outside aggression” and al Qaeda in Iraq
should focus on supporting a popular revolt against the Americans. Zawahiri warned Zarqawi:

In the absence of this popular support, the Islamic mujahed movement would be crushed in the shadows,
far from the masses who are distracted or fearful, and the struggle between the Jihadist elite and the
arrogant authorities would be confined to prison dungeons far from the public and the light of day. This is
precisely what the secular, apostate forces that are controlling our countries are striving for. These forces
don’t desire to wipe out the mujahed Islamic movement, rather they are stealthily striving to separate it
from the misguided or frightened Muslim masses. Therefore, our planning must strive to involve the
Muslim masses in the battle, and to bring the mujahed movement to the masses.

Zarqawi, however, seemed to pay Zawahiri no mind. In early 2006, Zarqawi’s group formed a Shura
Council of the Mujahedeen, which promptly threatened Sunni leaders in Anbar Province—one of the front
lines against the United States—that if they did not join al Qaeda, the group would “make you an example
to each and every one.” In February 2006, Zarqawi’s group bombed one of the holiest sites in Shiite
Islam, the Askariyya Mosque in Samarra, destroying its famed golden dome. The brief period of a unified
national uprising against the Americans in Iraq was over. Zarqawi had made a tremendous tactical
mistake by waging a war against the Sunni tribes in Anbar. It pushed the once anti-US tribes into an
alliance with the occupation. America gave them arms, money and support in return for fighting Zarqawi’s
group. Combined with the US support for Shiite death squads, the United States had succeeded in an
Iraqicization of its war on terrorism.

Although General Petraeus would be credited years later with “winning” the Iraq War through a troop
“surge,” he had also, along with Zarqawi, helped to destroy Iraq and create a sectarian bloodbath that
would live on well past the US occupation. Petraeus would continue his rise to prominence and power
within the US national security apparatus, but Zarqawi’s days were numbered. In June 2006 JSOC found,
fixed and finished the Jordanian terrorist. On June 7, members of the task force deployed in a palm grove
in Hibhib, to which US and Jordanian intel had traced Zarqawi. Some of the commandos descended on
the village after scaling down ropes dangling from helicopters. Within moments, the task force had the
village surrounded. According to Iraqis on the scene, the US forces came under fire from a home situated



in a date grove, sparking a brief firefight. The American forces decided not to take any risks to their
personnel and called in an F-16, which fired a laser-guided five-hundred-pound bomb on the house. An
identical strike hit the home a short time later. Zarqawi was dead.



“A Lot of It Was of Questionable Legality”

SOURCE: “HUNTER”—Despite the fact that I began covering US wars in the 1990s, spending extensive time
in Yugoslavia and Iraq and elsewhere in the Middle East, JSOC was not on my radar until well after the
US occupation of Iraq was under way. I had no sense of the scope of JSOC’s operations or how it
interacted (or didn’t) with conventional military units or the CIA. My personal gateway into JSOC was
through sources I had developed while working on my investigation into the private military contractor
Blackwater, which employed an abundance of former Special Ops men, including many who had worked
with JSOC and the CIA. In several of the Blackwater stories I was chasing, JSOC’s name was popping up
regularly. As I began investigating what was becoming an increasingly global covert war, I received an
electronic communication from a man who could help make sense of this highly secretive world. When
we first began communicating, I was a bit paranoid about him. My computer had just been hacked and I
had received a series of threatening phone calls and e-mails pertaining to my work on Blackwater and on
JSOC. So when he reached out to me, the timing seemed suspicious.

He presented himself to me as a patriotic American who believed in the Global War on Terror but said
he was deeply concerned about the role that Blackwater was playing in it. He had read my book on the
company, seen me on TV, and decided to get in touch. Initially, he didn’t say anything about JSOC. We
just talked about Blackwater. When I would press him on his own role in various US wars, he would
change the subject or be so vague in his descriptions that he could have been almost anyone in any unit.
Eventually, after we communicated through encrypted electronic methods for a few months, I came to
believe that he was genuinely interested in helping me understand what the JSOC world was about. After
we built up trust, he told me he would talk to me about what he does on one condition: we do it in person.

I decided to call him “Hunter” because when I finally met him, it was at a dingy motel a stone’s throw
from Fort Belvoir in Virginia, the home of JSOC’s intelligence wing. The motel was called “The Hunter.”
It turned out to be an appropriate venue for the first of what would be many meetings over the years.
Hunter had served under General McChrystal, Admiral McRaven and various Special Ops task force
commanders, and he had a front-row seat for the secretive organization’s operations at the most
transformative moment in its history.

There is not much I can publicly reveal about what Hunter did or does because of the tight-knit nature
of the Special Ops community and because I gave him my word that I would never compromise his
identity. The members of that community almost never speak to reporters, and certainly not about some of
the most sensitive operations they have conducted. What I can say is that after I began meeting with
Hunter, I eventually pressed him to give me evidence that he was who he said he was and had
participated in or witnessed the events he gave me information about. Over the years, he would show me
his various DoD badges and evidence of his clearances, as well as photos of himself in countries around
the world. I vetted his documents with knowledgeable sources, while concealing his identity, and verified
that he was the real deal. Beyond saying that he worked with JSOC and on several classified task forces
involving operations on acknowledged and unacknowledged battlefields, there is little more that I can, in
good faith, share about him.

Over the course of several years and scores of meetings and conversations, Hunter shared with me his
analysis of JSOC’s rise. He was clear that he would not divulge classified information to me and would
not compromise the integrity of any operations. He told me he has great reverence for General McChrystal
and Admiral McRaven and described the people who make up JSOC as the best warriors available to the
United States, calling them “people that have a true belief in the nation and our ideals.” He described the



training required to produce SEALs, Delta Force and other operators as the most rigorous on the planet.
These Special Mission Units “are given a large degree of autonomy to execute direct action, special
reconnaissance counterterrorism missions on behalf of the United States Government, almost exclusively
in secrecy.” Because of the nature of their work and the secrecy surrounding it, he said, “there is a
potential for abuse there.”

Hunter attributed JSOC’s rise to prominence as the lead antiterrorism force after 9/11 to a belief within
the Bush administration and the Special Ops community that the CIA was not up to the task of waging a
global war. “There was a deep dissatisfaction with the level of human intelligence, and paramilitary
operations that were being conducted on behalf of the Agency, and over time the Joint Special Operations
Command, in effect, became a paramilitary arm of the administration, in that it would do the bidding of
top policy makers in pursuit of political goals,” he told me in one of our early meetings. After 9/11,
JSOC’s “mandate was expanded, significantly,  and the funnel, if you will, was turned on. And there was
billions upon billions of dollars poured into the Special Operations Command, which was then, in turn,
directed to JSOC. And that coincided with a much greater latitude and freedom of movement—
autonomy.”

Hunter pointed to Cheney, in particular, as the administration figure most obsessed with transforming
JSOC’s role. “I was always under that impression that [Cheney] understood the ins and outs of the
Department of Defense and all of its various components and agencies,” Hunter recalled. Cheney
“understood that in order to radically reshape the US military and put it on a different footing for a ‘War
on Terror’ or a ‘Long War’—what’s now popularly referred to as ‘countering extremism’—he would
have to assert more and more authority and responsibility to darker elements of the military than before,
which ultimately resulted in the Special Operations Command being given the lead when it came to
prosecuting counterterrorism operations around the world.”

The Bush administration, Hunter alleged, abused the authorities for “Operational Preparation of the
Battlespace,” which, as he described it, permits US military forces to “lay the groundwork for any
potential or future military operations, by sending intelligence collectors, or linguists, into a theater, into a
place where you have not necessarily declared war upon, to ‘prepare the battlefield.’” Under the Bush
administration, he charged, “this was somehow perverted into paramilitary operations, usually of a covert
nature, with no semblance of accountability. They would tell Congress one thing, and do another.” He
described JSOC’s parallel rendition program, which was used to snatch and interrogate prisoners. Among
the people taken, he said, were individuals whom the administration “had made a calculation not to turn
over to the Department of Justice and not to have the State Department or the Ambassador at Large for
War Crimes or the Central Intelligence Agency get involved. They set up their own detainee operations.”

Hunter told me that some of his colleagues began to question how they were being used. “There was a
lot of trepidation on the part of people in that community about what we were being asked to do, and
where, and for what purpose. A lot of it was of questionable legality, and most of it was outside of any
stated battlefield,” he recalled. He also made clear there was a sizable community of JSOC operators and
support staff who “truly believed” in Rumsfeld and Cheney’s vision “and were completely aware of the
extralegal nature of the operations themselves, and were content with that and believed that they had been
provided top cover from the office of the Secretary of Defense, and ultimately the White House.” JSOC
“guys are like wolf packs at the tip of the spear doing what some believe is God’s work and some believe
is America’s work,” he said. Rumsfeld and Cheney, he said, “would intentionally sidestep the Agency
and go to Joint Special Operations Command with a set of mission parameters and goals and policy
objectives that they wanted to meet for their own political purposes.”

When I asked him what operations he found most objectionable, Hunter was quick in his response:
“Utilizing Special Operations Forces to spy without the knowledge of the State Department or the Central
Intelligence Agency; using Special Operations Forces to go in and capture or kill people who were



supposedly linked to extremist organizations around the world, in some cases allied countries.” He
described operations conducted by JSOC in scores of countries, beyond Iraq and Afghanistan. Among
them: Somalia, Algeria, the Philippines, Indonesia, Pakistan, Thailand, Mali, Yemen, Colombia, Peru, as
well as various European and Central Asian countries. Across the globe, he said, JSOC was being used
to conduct “kinetic operations—whether it’s capture or kill, in some cases to detain people—as
directed.”

“Who were the people that would be targeted for killing?” I asked.
“People that were either linked to an extremist organization, or they were suspected of being affiliated

with an extremist organization. Or they were people that were providing safe harbor or funding,” he told
me.

“What type of intelligence would be necessary to say, ‘We’ve got a green light’” to conduct a targeted
kill operation outside of a declared battlefield?

“Most of it was purely circumstantial,” he replied. “The majority of the operations were predicated on
actionable intelligence, but not necessarily definitive intelligence. I think that’s the most worrisome
aspect of the operations that transpired.”

The mindset, he said, was, “The world is a battlefield and we are at war. Therefore the military can go
wherever they please and do whatever it is that they want to do, in order to achieve the national security
objectives of whichever administration happens to be in power.”



The Imprisonment of Anwar Awlaki

YEMEN, 2004–2007—When Anwar Awlaki returned to Yemen in 2004, history was laying a path for him that
would lead him toward international infamy and a showdown against JSOC, the CIA and the US
assassination program. It seems unlikely he knew that at the time. How could he? His father, Nasser, said
that Anwar’s decision to return to Sana’a was a practical one, not an indicator of his growing radicalism.
“He could not get a scholarship to study in Britain,” Nasser asserted, so “he decided to come back to
Yemen.” But what happened to Awlaki when he did return would harden his views toward US policies
and propel him to renounce any allegiance he had once professed to hold to the country of his birth.

Awlaki arrived in Sana’a and was contemplating his next steps. He had plans to study at Iman
University and was invited to preach at some mosques. In a lecture at Sana’a University, he delivered a
speech on the role of Islam in the world and condemned the US war in Iraq. He and his wife and their
children settled into Nasser’s home in Sana’a, just near the university. By that time, Awlaki’s eldest son,
Abdulrahman, was nine years old. Like his father, he had spent the first years of his life growing up as an
American. He was a lanky, bespectacled boy and the spitting image of his father at that age. Anwar
“thought about creating a center of learning Islam and also language—teaching non-Muslims Arabic, and
things like that,” recalled Nasser. “He thought about starting his own school, like an elementary school.
He wanted to just do regular preaching, until he found some job which was appropriate for him.”

But the United States had not forgotten about Awlaki, and Yemeni intelligence agents were on him from
the day he arrived. Awlaki had grown accustomed to life under surveillance, and he did his best to make a
living. But religion—his faith—was his real passion. He spent a lot of time in front of the computer,
recording sermons and carrying on extensive correspondence with his followers across the globe. “He
was mostly doing lecturing, through the Internet,” said Nasser. “And also he got into trying to start some
businesses, you know, real estate, some ventures. He was trying to work as a private person, buying and
selling real estate.” Nasser laughed, shaking his head, before adding, “You know, but this didn’t work
out.” Awlaki’s children were enjoying the time they spent with their grandparents, aunts and uncles, and
the Awlakis began building a separate apartment for Anwar and his family inside their gated lot in
Sana’a.

Awlaki’s family members describe this period in Sana’a as a time of exploration for Anwar. It seems
clear that by 2006, Anwar had come to terms with the fact that his life as an American was over. The FBI
was not going to leave him alone. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan enraged him. He spent endless days
and nights toiling over questions of how Muslims should respond to the wars, from Iraq, to Gaza, to
Afghanistan and beyond. His sermons were becoming sharper. He often debated the nature of jihad with
those he corresponded with. He truly seemed to be struggling to discover his own truths about the post-
9/11 world. But Anwar did not mention al Qaeda, at least not in any positive way. “Everything was
normal, and we thought that he put everything back [in America] behind him,” recalled Nasser. “And we
were building our house, and we built him an apartment, and all that. So really, everything to me was very
normal. And he himself was just only working on his preaching and things like that. And nothing else.”

Nothing else, until Anwar was put in prison.
“That was a turning point,” said Nasser.

ANWAR AWLAKI  was a political prisoner. When he was arrested in mid-2006 by US-backed Yemeni
forces, there was a cover story. Something about Anwar intervening in a tribal dispute. But, as with most



political prisoners, it was just a thinly veiled excuse to take him off the streets. Anwar was taken at night
and put in solitary confinement at the feared prison in Sana’a run by the PSO, the Political Security
Organization. The PSO worked closely with US intelligence. After he was arrested, Yemeni intelligence
agents confiscated his computer and tapes of lectures he had given at Iman University. There were never
any real charges brought against him. Anwar swore that it was the US government that was keeping him
locked up, so Nasser reached out to the US Embassy for help. He was their citizen, after all. Surely they
knew Anwar, Nasser thought. He was the one on TV after 9/11. The “go-to imam.” A counselor at the
embassy said he could offer little more than an assurance they would “look after” Anwar.

“For the first nine months, I was in solitary confinement in an underground cell. I would say that the
cell was about 8 feet by 4,” Awlaki later recalled. “I was not allowed pen and paper, and no exercise
whatsoever. I hadn’t seen the sun for the entire period.” He said he was allowed “no interaction at all
with any person except with the prison guards.”

There is no doubt the United States was involved in Anwar’s imprisonment. “I believe that I was held
at the request of the United States government,” Anwar said. “I was taken into custody without any
explanation.” When he was first arrested, he said Yemeni intelligence agents “ began asking me questions
about my local Islamic activities here, and later on it was becoming clear that I was being held due to the
request of the US government. That was what they were telling me here.” They also told Awlaki that the
United States wanted its own agents to question him. A report by the United Nations special rapporteur on
extrajudicial summary or arbitrary executions alleged that Awlaki was arrested “ at the request of the
United States Government.”

The New York Times  reported that John Negroponte, who at the time of Anwar’s arrest was the US
director of national intelligence, “told Yemeni officials that the United States did not object to his
detention.” But it was more than simply not objecting. A Yemeni source with close ties to Awlaki and the
Yemeni government told me about a meeting between Negroponte, Yemen’s ambassador to the United
States and Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the former Saudi ambassador to the United States. Bandar was
extremely close to the Bush administration and President Bush in particular—so close, in fact, that his
nickname was “Bandar Bush.” The source told me he spoke to the Yemeni ambassador, who told him that
Negroponte had said something to this effect: “Oh, it is very nice that you locked Anwar in prison. It is
good. Because what bothers us is [his] preaching, and his sermons, and we are afraid that he will
influence young people in the West.” The Yemeni ambassador, according to the source, told Negroponte,
“Look, if there is nothing, no case against Anwar, we cannot keep him indefinitely in prison. The tribal
people in Yemen, [Anwar’s] friends, civil rights groups in America and in Britain, they write letters to
Condoleezza Rice and to us, regarding the imprisonment of Anwar. And so we cannot keep him
indefinitely.” Negroponte’s reply, my source said, was, “Well, but you have to.”

In November 2006, Nasser Awlaki ran into Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh at a development
conference in London. “I asked him to release my son from prison,” Nasser recalled. “And he said, ‘there
are some issues with the Americans, I will try to solve them and I will release your son.’” Saleh bin
Fareed, Anwar’s uncle, with whom he stayed briefly in Britain, is one of the most powerful tribal sheikhs
in Yemen. He is the head of the Aulaq tribe, Anwar’s tribe, which numbers some 750,000 people. In
Yemen, it is the tribes, not the government, that hold the power and influence, and the Aulaqs were not
going to stand for Anwar being in prison without charges. Bin Fareed told me he called President Saleh
and asked him why he was holding Anwar in prison. “The Americans asked us to keep him in jail,” bin
Fareed said the president told him. The Americans told Saleh, according to bin Fareed, “We want you to
keep him for three, four years.” Saleh told him, “[Anwar is] well spoken—the reason they gave us is that
he’s very well-spoken, many people listen to him in United States, especially young people. And all over
the world. And we want him to be kept [locked up] for a few years, until people forget about him.”

When President Saleh visited Washington, DC, early on in Anwar’s imprisonment, he met with FBI



director Robert Mueller, CIA director George Tenet and other US intelligence officials. Saleh told
Nasser that he raised Anwar’s case with them. In fact, he said he asked President Bush directly about
Anwar. “If you have anything against Anwar al-Awlaki, tell us,” he said Saleh told Bush. “If you don’t,
we will release him from prison.” President Bush, he said, responded, “Give me two months, and then I
will answer you.”

Two months passed and then Nasser received a call from the chief of Yemen’s Political Security
Organization, General Galib al Qamish. “Dr. Nasser,” he said, “please ask your son to cooperate with the
interrogators, who are coming from Washington to meet Anwar.” So Nasser went to the prison to appeal
to Anwar. “I told my son ‘Please, you know, we want to settle this thing forever. Why don’t you be
helpful, and meet these people?’ And [Anwar] said, ‘I am willing to meet them. I met them in America,
and I am going to meet them in Yemen.’”

When the FBI agents arrived to interview Anwar, they stayed for two days. Awlaki “was summoned to
an office and as he entered upon the Americans, he didn’t put himself into [an] accused position, rather he
entered the office [and] acted like a boss,” recalled Shaykh Harith al Nadari, who was imprisoned with
Awlaki. “He chose to sit on the most appropriate seat, ate from the fruits prepared by the Yemenis to host
the Americans and poured a cup of tea for himself. I had asked him about the nature of the investigation.
He told me that the whole thing was to find any tiny violation that would permit them to prosecute him
back in an American court. It was an interrogation, he said. Nevertheless, they didn’t find what they were
searching after.” Yemeni intelligence insisted on having its own people in the room. Awlaki said that
when the US agents interrogated him for two days, “There was some pressure, which I refused to accept
and that led to a conflict that occurred between me and them, because I felt that it was improper behavior
from their behalf....That was solved however, later on, and they apologized.” Anwar, according to
Nasser, cooperated with the interrogators. Still, days and weeks passed, and Anwar remained behind
bars.

When the Awlaki family pressed the regime for answers, the Yemeni  president made clear to them the
stakes. Yemen’s vice president, Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi, told Nasser that the Yemeni president had a
grim choice for him: Do you want to keep Anwar locked up or do you want me to release him “to be
killed by an American drone?” “So, this is the president of Yemen telling me, ‘Keep your son in prison
rather than getting him out, because if he gets out he will be killed by an American drone,’” Nasser said,
adding that at the time, he believed that “the only reason which made the United States targeting Anwar
was because of his popularity among Muslims, English-speaking Muslims in the world.” He concluded, “I
think Ali Abdullah Saleh must have known something.”

AS HIS FAMILY  on the outside fought for his freedom, inside the prison, Anwar pored over books. Any
books he could get. For the first two months, the only book he was permitted was the Koran. Awlaki later
said he saw his “detention as a blessing,” saying it offered him “a chance to review Qur’an and to study
and read in a way that was impossible out of jail. My time in detention was a vacation from this world.”
He later said that “because they took everything away and gave the Qur’an, that is why the Qur’an had this
different meaning,” adding, “It is because of the distractions that are going around us, that we don’t get the
most benefit from Qur’an. But when a person is in that solitary environment, all of the distractions are
taken away and his heart is fixed on the word of Allah,” and the words take on “a completely different
meaning.”

Eventually, Awlaki got his hands on In the Shade of the Quran by Sayyid Qutb. There were some
striking similarities between Awlaki’s life experience and those of Qutb. Qutb was an Egyptian scholar
and thinker whose writings and teachings later were credited with forming the intellectual basis for
militant Islamist movements. He was a dissident in Egypt who advocated for an Islamic government. Like



Awlaki, he spent time studying in Colorado, where he enrolled at Colorado State College of Education in
1949. After his time in the United States, Qutb railed against what he perceived as the excesses of
American culture—scantily clad women, jazz music, wrestling and football, alcohol. He labeled America
a “primitive” society, writing that its people were “numb to faith in religion, faith in art, and faith in
spiritual values altogether.” When he returned to Egypt, Qutb developed close ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood. In 1954, he was arrested and put in jail, where he would remain for most of the rest of his
life. While Qutb was tortured in prison, he also wrote his most influential texts, including the book
Awlaki would read in his own prison cell a half century later. In 1966, Qutb was hanged after being
convicted of plotting to overthrow the Egyptian government.

Awlaki said he was “so immersed with the author I would feel that Sayyid was with me in my cell
speaking to me directly. There was something about my reading in prison: I could feel the personality of
the author through his words. So even though I was in solitary confinement I was never alone.” Awlaki
said that he tried to limit his reading to thirty pages a day, “But because of the flowing style of Sayyid I
would read between 100–150 pages a day. In fact I would read until my eyes got tired. My left eye would
get exhausted before the right eye so I would close it with my hand and carry on reading with my right eye
until it can handle it no more and would just shut down. My vision started deteriorating especially in my
left eye. Was it because of too much reading, or was it because of poor lighting, Allah knows best. I found
that deteriorating eyesight along with kidney problems were the two most common complaints of the
prisoners.”

He also read the works of Charles Dickens (Hard Times ), Shakespeare (King Lear) and Herman
Melville (Moby Dick). “There was a particularly mean Prison Head who decided to ban me from having
any Islamic books,” Awlaki later wrote. “Shakespeare was the worst thing I read during my entire stay in
prison. I never liked him to start with. Probably the only reason he became so famous is because he was
English and had the backing and promotion of the speakers of a global language.” Awlaki, however,
praised Dickens’s works. “What fascinated me with these novels were the amazing characters Dickens
created and the similarity of some of them to some people today. That made them very interesting,” he
wrote. “For example: the thick and boastful Mr. Josiah Bounderby of Coketown was similar to George
W. Bush; Lucy’s father, Mr. Gradgrind, was similar to some Muslim parents who are programmed to
think that only Medicine and Engineering are worthy professions for their children; the amazing cruelness
of Stephen Blackpool was similar to some people who appear on the surface to be decent and kind human
beings; and Uriah Heep was similar to some pitiful Muslims today.”

Awlaki later reflected on the food in prison. Describing kudam, the “staple breads of prisoners and
soldiers in Yemen,” Awlaki wrote: “[They] are supposed to be multigrain. That is how it was in the old
days. Now they are most likely whole-wheat. They are fermented so their taste resembles San Francisco’s
sourdough bread (those who live in America would know what I am talking about). They consist of a
solid crust (and I mean really solid); they could be used for fights.” He recalled, “Before my
imprisonment, I had discussions with former prisoners about how it was in jail, so there was some mental
preparation for what was to come. I remember the words of one of the shuyukh [religious figures] who
had been to this same prison. He said the food was so horrible, so I was expecting the worst.” His first
morning in the prison, Awlaki recalled, “I began hearing the opening of the  doors and soldiers screaming
at prisoners to pick up their meals. It was my turn and I was already awake. They opened my door and
there were two soldiers, one holding a bucket and the other dragging a sack full of kudam. The one with
the bucket took my plate and poured in it a cupful of steaming pinto beans while the other handed me six”
pieces of kudam. After a few weeks, he said, he had concluded: “This food stinks.”

Eventually, the prison authorities permitted Awlaki to receive home-cooked meals from his family
twice a week. “However the prison administration would use this as a method to pressure prisoners.
Under the pretext of searching our food for contraband items I would sometimes receive my food in an



inedible state. They once mashed together my rice, chocolate cake and salad and then poured over it a
package of cranberry juice. Even the guard who delivered the meal to me was saddened by the state of my
food,” Awlaki recalled. Prison, he said, reaffirmed his commitment to his religion. “Islam is not
something that we use to fill in the spiritual compartment of our life while we leave everything else to our
whims and desires. Islam should rule over every aspect of our life.”

After Anwar Awlaki had been locked up for seventeen months, the tremendous pressure from tribal
groups that Saleh’s regime had to keep on his side to maintain power, and from Anwar’s influential
family, finally forced his release. Sheikh Saleh bin Fareed had gone to see the Yemeni president to offer
his personal guarantees that Anwar would not cause trouble if he was set free. “OK, if you have anything
against Anwar, please take him to court,” bin Fareed told the Yemeni president. “And if you prove
anything, you kill him. We don’t mind. If you have anything, any proof against him, we don’t mind if you
take him to court and you kill him. If you don’t, then give us our son.” The president, he said, told him,
“To be honest, I have nothing against Anwar, whatsoever.” That day, the order was given to release
Awlaki. “The Americans were not happy about it,” said bin Fareed.

A US diplomatic cable about Awlaki’s release elevated Anwar to a “sheikh” and referred to him as
“the alleged spiritual advisor to two of the 9/11 hijackers.” The cable added that Yemeni government
“contacts” told US officials that “they do not have sufficient evidence to charge [Awlaki] and can no
longer hold him illegally.” A few years later, the US government would characterize Awlaki’s
imprisonment as evidence he had long been involved with terror plots against the United States. Without
providing any evidence to support the claim, the US Treasury Department statement alleged Awlaki “was
imprisoned in Yemen in 2006 on charges of kidnapping for ransom and being involved in an al-Qa’ida
plot to kidnap a U.S. official, but was released from jail in December 2007 and subsequently went into
hiding in Yemen.”



“America Knows War. They Are War Masters.”

SOMALIA, 2004–2006—While JSOC came to dominate the expanding killing fields in Iraq, Afghanistan and
elsewhere, Somalia continued its descent into chaos. The murderous warlords who were running the
CIA’s targeted kill/capture operations were widely feared and reviled. By 2004, the Agency’s outsourced
Somalia campaign was laying the groundwork for a spectacular series of events that would lead to an
almost unthinkable rise in the influence of al Qaeda in the Horn of Africa. But it wasn’t the CIA’s warlord
program alone that would spur a major uprising in Somalia. The civilian tolls the wars were taking in
Iraq and Afghanistan, and the abuses at Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo, gave credence to the perception that
the United States was waging a war against Islam. While the United States backed its own warlords in
Mogadishu, Washington’s post-9/11 actions led to the formation of a coalition of former warlords and
religious movements that would challenge the rule of the US proxies in Somalia. It was blowback sparked
by US policies in Somalia and abroad.

Yusuf Mohammed Siad told me he was first approached by the CIA in Dubai in 2004. The notorious
Somali warlord, who goes by the nom de guerre Indha Adde, or White Eyes, was—like Mohamed
Qanyare—among the thugs who divided and destroyed Somalia during the civil war that raged through the
1990s. Indha Adde violently took control of the Lower Shabelle region, appointing himself governor of a
reportedly brutal paramilitary occupation, earning him the moniker “The Butcher.” He ran drug and
weapons trafficking operations from the Merca port and cashed in on the lawlessness. Like Qanyare, he
controlled a sizable militia and an array of technicals—weaponized pickup trucks. But unlike Qanyare,
Indha Adde maintained a friendly relationship with the small group of Islamic radicals who dotted the
chaotic Somali landscape of the 1990s. He openly admitted to providing shelter and protection to some of
the very men Washington was hunting. That made him an attractive potential asset for the CIA. In Dubai,
he said, he met the CIA’s chief of East Africa operations. “ They offered me money, they offered funding
for the region I was controlling, they offered me influence and power in Somalia through US
cooperation,” he recalled when I met him at one of his homes in Mogadishu in June 2011. “The CIA was
always telling me that the men I was protecting were criminals who bombed the US embassies, who were
also a threat to the world. They told me they wanted me to hand these guys over to them.”

But Indha Adde had watched the CIA-backed warlord alliance in action and wanted nothing to do with
it. As he saw it, they were killing Somalis in the service of a foreign power. “They were contracted to
hunt down anyone who was wanted by the Americans. Their prisoners were all mistreated—they were
stripped naked and had their mouths taped,” he remembered. “The warlords would kill the prisoners who
the Americans released, to keep them from talking about their imprisonment.”

Moreover, Indha Adde was in the midst of a personal conversion from a heavy-drinking gangster to
what he saw as a real Muslim. When the United States invaded Iraq in 2003, Indha Adde—like many
Muslims around the globe—viewed the United States as “arrogant” and on a crusade against Islam. “The
US president’s words against Islam, the Iraq invasion and the Afghanistan war inspired me personally not
to cooperate with the CIA,” he recalled. “I refused all of their offers.” Instead, Indha Adde made a
decision to commit his forces to defeating the CIA’s warlords. “The Bush administration overstated the
strength of Al Qaeda and Osama [Bin Laden]. But when he invaded Iraq, we all thought that Islam was
under attack. That was al Qaeda’s biggest victory, and that is why we supported them.”

When al Qaeda figures would seek his support or sanctuary in the areas he controlled, Indha Adde
obliged. To him, the men were on the right side of history, fighting crusaders and their proxy warlords and
defending Islam. “Personally, I thought of even Osama himself as a good man who only wanted the



implementation of Islamic law,” he remembered. “If there was accountability, Bush would have been
executed like Saddam Hussein. But no one is powerful enough to hold the US to account.”

While Qanyare worked with the Americans, Indha Adde soon became one of al Qaeda’s key
paramilitary allies and a commander of one of the most powerful Islamic factions to rise up in Somalia
after 9/11. American activities that had started with a discreet meeting with Qanyare in a Nairobi hotel
room in 2002 with the aim of killing or capturing five specific terrorists had transformed into death
squads roaming Somalia, killing with impunity and widely viewed as being directly supported and
encouraged by the United States. In a meeting with US officials in early 2006, according to a diplomatic
cable, the internationally recognized Somali president “wondered aloud why the U.S. would want to start
an open war in Mogadishu.”

It was this horrific era that gave birth to the Islamic Courts Union (ICU), which would rise up against
the US-backed proxies. The ICU was not a plot organized by al Qaeda, but rather an indigenous response
to the lawlessness and brutality of the warlords, particularly those backed by the CIA. As Somalia
disintegrated, small, regional Islamic courts began rising up. They created local justice systems based on
Sharia law and sought to bring some level of stability. For several years, the courts were largely
autonomous, clan-based entities. In 2004, the twelve courts united to become the Supreme Council of
Islamic Courts of Somalia, known as “the Courts.” Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed (known simply as Sheikh
Sharif), a former schoolteacher and cleric from the Middle Shabelle region, was elected its leader. Indha
Adde would eventually serve as its defense minister. “When the Islamic Courts Union formed, there was
a civil war in Somalia. There was murder, robbery and rape. The powerless were victimized. Everyone
suffered, but the weakest clans were the hardest hit,” recalled Indha Adde. “Warlords ruled, and we
searched for a way to unite and save our people. It is Islam that unites us, so we formed the Islamic
Courts Union.”

In 2005, foreign weapons and money poured into Somalia. Indha Adde and other Courts figures began
receiving shipments of heavy weapons and ammunition, flown into private airstrips from Eritrea.
Ethiopia, meanwhile, joined with the United States in supporting the CIA’s warlords with finances,
weapons and ammunition. Somalia’s prime minister, Ali Mohamed Gedi, an Italian-educated
veterinarian, watched as the CIA bankrolled and armed Qanyare and the other warlords, some of whom
were actually ministers in his own government. “I was following very closely those warlords and
particularly Qanyare, who was misleading the US intelligence organizations by saying, ‘I can defeat this
terrorist, this Islamist. Yes, I will catch them tomorrow, the next day.’ And they were paying him,” Gedi
told me. The CIA, he charged, undermined his government and “encouraged the mushrooming of the
Islamic Courts and their strength. [The United States] stimulated the Islamic Courts people by supporting
the warlords and the ‘antiterrorism group’ at that time. So the whole mess started from that point.”

In February 2006, as the Islamic Courts Union grew in strength, Qanyare and the CIA’s warlord
network went public, officially announcing the Alliance for the Restoration of Peace and
Counterterrorism and calling on Somalis to join them in defeating the “jihadists.” In March, at the White
House, the National Security Council officially endorsed the US campaign to fund and support the
warlords. State Department spokesman Sean Mc-Cormack said the US strategy was to “work with
responsible individuals... in fighting terror. It’s a real concern of ours—terror taking root in the Horn of
Africa. We don’t want to see another safe haven for terrorists created. Our interest is purely in seeing
Somalia achieve a better day.” Washington “chose to view the situation only through the prism of its ‘war
on terror,’” observed Salim Lone, a former UN official. “The Bush Administration supported the
warlords—in violation of a UN arms embargo it helped impose on Somalia many years ago—indirectly
funneling them arms and suitcases filled with dollars.” Qanyare and his allies suddenly appeared far
better armed than before. “To war with [al Qaeda], you need very well-trained forces. And enough
numbers, and enough weapons, and enough logistics. And enough reinforcements,” Qanyare told me. With



no sense of the irony that his alliance had given rise to the ICU, Qanyare told his American handlers,
“This war is easy, it will not take time.” It would not even take six months, he predicted. He was right
about the timeline, but not its outcome.

After the warlords openly declared war on the Islamic Courts, Mogadishu was rocked by its worst
fighting in more than a decade. By May, the Washington Post was reporting battles that “were some of the
most violent in Mogadishu since the end of the American intervention in 1994, and left 150 dead and
hundreds more wounded.” The UN Monitoring Group, in its report to the Security Council, cited
“clandestine third-country” support for the warlords. It did not specify which country, but everyone knew.
US diplomats in the region soon found themselves besieged by their colleagues from other nations,
including European Union officials. According to one US cable from the Nairobi Embassy, some
European governments, “having concluded that the U.S. is supporting individual warlords as a means to
prosecute the GWOT, tell us they are concerned that such actions now may set back both CT and
democratization objectives in Somalia.” The EU, the cable noted, was preparing to release a report that
would state bluntly: “There are worrying signs that the general population—riled by overt support of the
United States for the warlords—is increasingly rallying to the cause of the jihadis.” Some US officials
were clearly irked by the CIA’s warlord program. They privately told the New York Times  that “the
campaign has thwarted counterterrorism efforts inside Somalia and empowered the same Islamic groups it
was intended to marginalize.”

The once disparate Islamic Courts Union, at the urging of and with strong backing from local
businessmen in Mogadishu and other cities, began a concerted mobilization to defeat the CIA’s warlords.
Indha Adde would lead its military campaign. The ICU called on Somalis to “join the jihad against the
enemies of Somalia.”

But it wasn’t simply a religious cause. The warlords had been a disaster for business in Mogadishu.
The “killing [of] prayer leaders and imams in local neighborhoods, and school teachers, really sparked a
much-needed anger,” said Abdirahman “Aynte” Ali, the Somali terrorism scholar. But, from a financial
perspective, he said, the warlords “had been holding Mogadishu hostage for sixteen years. They failed to
open the airport, the seaport; they all had small airstrips beside their houses—literally, their houses. And
so they were holding people hostage.” In late 2005, businessmen had begun funneling money to the ICU to
buy heavy weapons to take on the CIA warlords. Somalis from all walks of life began signing up to fight
alongside the ICU. “People would leave their jobs at 5 pm at the Bakaara Market, take their weapon and
join the fight against the warlords,” recalled Aynte. “And the next morning they would report back to their
shop, or whatever. I mean, it was stunning.”

THE ISLAMIC COURTS UNION was not a homogenous bunch. Many of the Courts’ leaders and rank and file
had no connection to al Qaeda, knew little of bin Laden and had an agenda that was squarely focused
internally. Their meteoric rise in popularity had everything to do with hatred for the warlords, combined
with a fierce desire for stability and some degree of law and order. “We deployed our fighters to
Mogadishu with the intent of ceasing the civil war and bringing an end to the warlords’ ruthlessness,”
said Sheikh Ahmed “Madobe” Mohammed Islam, whose Ras Kamboni militia, based in Jubba in southern
Somalia, joined the ICU in 2006. He told me, “Those of us within the ICU were people with different
views—liberals, moderates and extremists.” Other than expelling the warlords and stabilizing the country
through Sharia law, he said, there was “no commonly shared political agenda.”

There were certainly elements of the ICU that had a Taliban-like vision for Somalia. But the regionally
based courts were largely used to govern their specific clans or subclans, rather than as a national justice
system. Although Somalia is an almost exclusively Muslim nation, it also has a strong secular tradition
that would have come into direct conflict with a Taliban-style agenda imposed nationally. “The courts’



promise of order and security appeals to Somalis across the religious spectrum. Their heterogeneous
membership and the diversity of their supporters mean that attempts to label the Shari’a system
‘extremist’, ‘moderate’ or any other single orientation are futile. In reality, the courts are an unwieldy
coalition of convenience, united by a convergence of interests,” the International Crisis Group noted in its
2005 report “Somalia’s Islamists.” The ICG asserted that only two of the courts had been “consistently
associated with militancy” and that they were counterbalanced by other courts. It concluded, “[M]ost
courts appear to exist for chiefly pragmatic purposes. Rather than imposing an Islamist agenda on a new
Somali government, most are likely to be absorbed willingly into any future judicial system.”

That did not mean that extremists did not view the Courts as a vehicle to implement their radical
agenda. “We share no objectives, goals or methods with groups that sponsor or support terrorism,”
declared Sheikh Sharif, the head of the ICU, in an appeal to the international community. “We have no
foreign elements in our courts, and we are simply here because of the need of the community we serve.”
Sharif’s declaration may have been technically true, but that is only because the Harakat al Shabab al
Mujahideen was not officially one of the Courts.

More commonly known by its abbreviated name, al Shabab, or The Youth, the group of young Islamist
militants had joined forces with the ICU during the war against the warlords. There are varying accounts
of when al Shabab officially formed, ranging from the late 1990s to 2006. Based on his interviews with
insiders, Aynte concluded it was sometime in 2003. Al Shabab was initially organized by Aden Hashi
Farah Ayro, who the United States alleged trained at al Qaeda camps in Afghanistan and was behind the
killing of foreign aid workers in Somalia. Another influential leader was Ahmed Abdi Godane, a well-
known jihadist from Somalia’s relatively peaceful north. The men began training a cadre of young
Somalis for a holy war. “They were extremely secretive, and many people who were part of that training
were not widely accepted in the society. They were not Islamic scholars, they were not clan elders,” said
Aynte. “They were looking for legitimacy, so they joined the Islamic Courts Union, and they were not
going to lose anything. If the ICU morphed into a central government for Somalia, it was a great deal. If it
disbanded, they knew they would capture the essence of it. They had foresight.” Eventually, al Shabab
would win a powerful ally in Hassan Dahir Aweys, a former Somali army colonel turned military
commander of Al Itihaad al Islamiya (AIAI), following the overthrow of Barre’s regime.

IN AL SHABAB , al Qaeda saw opportunity: the chance to actually penetrate a Somali political landscape
that it had long struggled—and largely failed—to exploit. Among al Shabab’s closest allies in those early
days was Indha Adde, at the time a key member of Aweys’s faction of the ICU. “I was protecting all of
these people,” he recalled of the foreigners who had begun appearing amid al Shabab. “I thought of them
as good people.” Among those he harbored was Abu Talha al Sudani, an alleged explosives expert and a
key figure in the world of financing al Qaeda’s East Africa operations. Indha Adde also sheltered the
Comoro Islands–born Fazul Abdullah Mohammed, the alleged mastermind of the 1998 embassy
bombings. “At the time, Fazul appeared to me as a stable man,” Indha Adde recalled. “Actually he told us
that he had nothing to do with the bombings.” When the war against the CIA-backed warlords began,
Indha Adde realized that Fazul “had great military experience. He and other [foreign fighters] were
trained by Osama personally.” To Indha Adde, the CIA and the US government were the aggressors, and
the foreign fighters increasingly popping up in Somalia were part of a growing struggle to reclaim the
country from the warlords. Backed by al Qaeda, al Shabab forces began using Qanyare and the other
warlords’ own tactics against them, assassinating figures associated with the CIA’s warlord alliance.

Fazul may have convinced Indha Adde that he had nothing to do with terrorism. But in the chambers of
the US counterterrorism community, Fazul had become Washington’s number-one HVT in East Africa.
Fazul was not just a terrorist; he was a believer. And, by all accounts, he was brilliant. Born in 1972 or



1974, depending on which of his many passports or ID cards you look at, Fazul grew up in a stable,
economically viable family in the extremely unstable cluster of islands that make up the Comoros. The
political backdrop of his childhood was filled with coups or attempted coups—at least nineteen in all—
after the Comoros declared independence from France in 1975. As a kid, Fazul liked to pretend he was
James Bond as he played spy games with his friends. He enjoyed mimicking Michael Jackson’s dance
steps and was, according to his teachers, an extremely bright child. By the age of nine, he had memorized
much of the Koran and could be heard reciting its verses on national radio. As he grew older, Fazul began
studying under preachers who subscribed to a Saudi Wahabist worldview.

By the time he arrived in Karachi, Pakistan, in 1990, Fazul was already fully radicalized. Originally
enrolled as a medical student, he soon transferred to Islamic studies and was recruited to train with the
mujahedeen, which had just expelled the Soviets from Afghanistan. It was in Peshawar, Pakistan, that he
first heard Osama bin Laden preach. Soon thereafter he arrived in Afghanistan to receive training in
guerrilla warfare, surveillance evasion, the use of various small and heavy weapons and bomb-making. In
1991, he wrote to his brother Omar that he “got confirmed” in al Qaeda. His first mission, in 1993, would
be to travel to Somalia to help train the small groups of Islamic militants who had joined in the
insurrection against the US and UN forces. He worked under Abu Ubaidah al Banshiri, whom bin Laden
had placed in charge of al Qaeda’s Somalia operations. For Fazul, it was the beginning of a long terrorist
career in East Africa. It was there that he first hooked up with Aweys and members of Al Itihaad, the
people who would later bring him into the fold of the Islamic Courts Union.

Fazul claimed that his team participated in the downing of the Black Hawks in 1993, but al Qaeda
failed to entrench itself in Somalia as the warlords divided up the country. Most of them had no use for
bin Laden or foreigners. “The primacy of tribalism in Somalia ultimately frustrated al-Qa’ida’s efforts to
recruit long term and develop a unified coalition against foreign occupiers. Al-Qa’ida mistook its call for
jihad in Afghanistan as a universal motivator for which Muslims in Somalia would join at an equal rate,”
noted a study conducted at West Point Military Academy’s Combating Terrorism Center. “In 1993
Somalia, this call fell on somewhat deaf ears as survival against local competitors trumped jihad.”

So Fazul turned his attention to Kenya.
The embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania took five years of careful planning and preparation.

Working with al Qaeda operative Saleh Ali Nabhan, Fazul directly coordinated the Nairobi bombing,
renting the house that would serve as a laboratory to manufacture the explosives for the job. During this
time, Fazul became a rising star within al Qaeda. He became one of its prized couriers, funding cells
throughout East Africa and, for a period, relocated his family to Khartoum, Sudan, where bin Laden was
building up al Qaeda and preparing to declare war on the United States. By 1997, when bin Laden
officially announced al Qaeda would attack US interests, Fazul had already left Sudan and was outraged
that he learned it from CNN. The announcement resulted in raids, including on the home of one of Fazul’s
closest associates who was preparing the embassy bombing in Nairobi. In the end, despite several close
calls with the Kenyan authorities, the embassy hits were a categorical triumph, catapulting bin Laden and
al Qaeda to international infamy. It also put Fazul on a path to becoming the chief of al Qaeda’s East
Africa operations.

After the Nairobi bombings, the United States aggressively tried to freeze the assets of bin Laden and al
Qaeda. In response, bin Laden sought new revenue streams and put Fazul in charge of an ambitious
operation to penetrate the blood diamond market. From 1999 to 2001, Fazul would largely operate out of
Liberia under the protection of its dictator, Charles Taylor. In all, al Qaeda took in an estimated $20
million in untraceable blood diamond money, much of it from the killing fields of Sierra Leone. By that
point, Fazul was a wanted man, actively hunted by the US authorities, and al Qaeda spent huge sums of
money to keep him safe. He had become a player.

In 2002, Fazul was dispatched to Lamu, Kenya—ironically just a stone’s throw from the eventual JSOC



base at Manda Bay. From there, he organized the Mombasa attacks on the Paradise Hotel and the Israeli
aircraft. Some of the operatives for that mission began training in Mogadishu, and Fazul would regularly
travel to Somalia to check in on their progress. During this period, he worked extensively with Nabhan.
Following the Mombasa attacks, Fazul traveled discreetly between Kenya and Somalia. The CIA always
seemed to be a step behind him. In 2003, they contracted Mohamed Dheere, who was part of the CIA’s
warlord alliance, to hunt him down. Qanyare also told me that Fazul’s photo was shown to him as early as
January 2003 by US intelligence agents. Qanyare claims that he showed US counterterrorism agents
houses used by Fazul and Nabhan and gave them GPS coordinates, but that the US agents were reluctant to
pull the trigger on any targeted killing operations in Mogadishu, saying they preferred for the warlords to
capture them. “They were worried that innocent people would die because of their action,” Qanyare told
me. “But, to arrest them is not easy because they got protection from other local al Qaeda people.” The
warlords failed to catch Fazul or Nabhan.

In August 2003, while the CIA was deep in its hunt for Fazul and other suspected terrorists in East
Africa, an e-mail address the Agency had linked to al Qaeda was traced to an Internet café in Mombasa.
Working with a CIA case officer, Kenyan security forces raided the café and began to arrest two men who
were at a computer and were logged in to the suspect e-mail account. As they led the men to a police
wagon, the larger of the two suspects shoved the smaller one away, pulled out a grenade and blew himself
up. Special Operations sources later told military journalist Sean Naylor that the larger man was a
“suicide bodyguard” and that the smaller man, whom he was protecting, was in fact Fazul. “Security
forces converged on the scene, but Fazul was too smart for them,” Naylor reported. “He ran into a mosque
and emerged disguised as a woman, wearing a hijab or some other form of Islamic facial covering.” US
intelligence later searched the apartment Fazul and his bodyguard were using in Mombasa and discovered
an apparatus for forging passports and visas.

In 2004, US intelligence claimed to have intercepted communications from Nabhan indicating that al
Qaeda was, once again, planning to attack the US Embassy in Nairobi using a truck bomb and a chartered
plane. By then, US counterterrorism officials had declared Fazul and other members of al Qaeda’s
Somalia cell “among the most wanted fugitives on the planet,” saying Fazul was “a master of disguise, an
expert forger and an accomplished bomb builder” who was “maddeningly elusive” and “the most
dangerous and...most sought after” al Qaeda figure in Somalia.

In Mogadishu, Fazul hooked up with Aweys and Aden Hashi Farah Ayro, a Somali militant who had
trained in Afghanistan with al Qaeda, and other former comrades from Al Itihaad, as they began building
up al Shabab. He and Nabhan served as al Qaeda’s chief emissaries to the group. At that point US
intelligence was not even aware of the group’s name and referred to it simply as “the special group.” Al
Shabab’s training base, the Salahuddin Center, was situated on the grounds of a former Italian cemetery
that had been rather gruesomely desecrated. It was heavily fortified and offered recruits the opportunity to
watch jihadist videos from Afghanistan, Iraq and Chechnya, as well as videos featuring bin Laden. “Once
the Salahuddin Center was established by al Shabab, they provided the training and the know-how, they
brought in the experience that was needed,” said Aynte.

When the Islamic Courts Union began to emerge as a force that could expel the warlords, Fazul ensured
that al Qaeda would be a part of it. “Fazul and Nabhan, all of the foreigners were with us,” recalled
Madobe. “At the time they were engaged in making connections and coordination which we believed to
be part of the jihad, and we knew that they were members of al Qaeda.” Madobe said he was not
concerned about Fazul and the other al Qaeda figures when they began appearing around the ICU. Al
Shabab, he asserted, had very little backing from Somalia’s biggest clans and were minor players
compared to the more powerful Courts. “They were out numbered by those within the Courts who had
positive agendas,” he said. “But I can say the US actions helped boost them.”



AL SHABAB began making a name for itself in 2005 by carrying out a spate of “headline-grabbing
assassinations and cemetery desecrations in Mogadishu and other regions,” according to Aynte. In his
paper, “The Anatomy of al Shabab,” Aynte alleged that after al Shabab formed “more than [one] hundred
people, mostly former military generals, professors, businessmen, journalists and activists were quietly
assassinated over the next few years.” He noted that a former al Shabab field commander “said the
objectives of the assassinations were twofold: First, it was a deliberate, preemptive attempt to eliminate
dissent and potential roadblocks. Second, it was designed to inject fear and terror in the hearts of the elite
class in Mogadishu, who at the time wielded significant influence by their sheer domination of the
business, media and academia.”

While the CIA obsessed over the relatively small number of foreign fighters among the ICU in Somalia,
many within the Courts did not see them as a problem. If they did become trouble for the ICU, most of its
leaders were confident they could be kept in check by the clans that were supremely important in
Somalia’s power structure. But it was Washington’s own actions that would soon make al Shabab and its
al Qaeda allies more powerful in Somalia than it—or the CIA—could ever have imagined.

Backed by overwhelming public support, it took the Courts just four months to drive out the CIA’s
warlords, sending Qanyare and his strongmen fleeing. “We have been defeated because of a lack of
logistics, the kind a militia needs to live: ammunition, superior weapons, coordination. This is what was
needed,” Qanyare recalled. He claimed that the United States only gave him “pocket money.” Despite
this, Qanyare’s faith in his CIA partners was unshaken. “America knows war. They are war masters. They
know better than me. So when they fight a war, they know how to fund it. They know very well. They are
teachers, great teachers.” As the Courts pummeled Qanyare’s forces, he claimed, the CIA refused to
increase its support for him and the other warlords. “I don’t blame them, because they were working
under the instruction of their bosses,” he said, adding that if the United States had provided more funding
and weapons at that crucial moment when the ICU was besieging Mogadishu, “We should win. We should
defeat them.” As he prepared to flee Mogadishu, he said he warned Washington. “I told them it would be
too expensive to defeat [al Qaeda and al Shabab], for you, in the future, in the Horn of Africa. Al Qaeda
is growing rapidly and they are recruiting, and they have a foothold, a safe haven—vast land.”

JSOC had a limited presence in Somalia up to this point, with the CIA largely controlling
counterterrorism operations there. But as the Agency’s favored warlords were being driven out of power,
JSOC began agitating to take a more active role. General McChrystal, JSOC’s commander, had already
started coordinating video teleconferences focused on the Horn of Africa and began pushing for a
broadening of JSOC’s role within counterterrorism operations there.

ON JUNE 5, 2006, the ICU’s forces officially took control of Mogadishu. Some Somalia experts within the
US government hailed the expulsion of the warlords as “a wonderful piece of news,” in the words of
Herman Cohen, the former assistant secretary of state for African affairs. “The warlords have caused
tremendous hardship....People were permanently insecure under the warlords,” Cohen declared the day
after the ICU took the capital. “It’s very important to keep those warlords from coming back into
Mogadishu.” In backing the warlords, like Qanyare, Cohen said, “I think the U.S. government panicked.
They saw an Islamic group; they said, ‘Taliban is coming.’” As for the risk that Somalia would become
an al Qaeda safe haven, Cohen said, “I think it’s minor, because the people in the Islamic movement saw
what happened to the Taliban and they don’t want the same thing to happen to them.”

The ICU’s chair, Sheikh Sharif, immediately penned a letter to the United Nations, the US State
Department, the Arab League, the African and European Unions and other international institutions
denying that the ICU had any connection to terrorists and declaring that the Courts wanted to “establish a
friendly relationship with the international community that is based on mutual respect and interest.”



“The present conflict has been fueled by the wrong information given to the U.S. Government by these
warlords,” he wrote. “Their expertise is to terrorize people and they were able to use it and terrorize the
American government by misinforming them about the presence of terrorists in Somalia.” In a subsequent
letter to the US Embassy in Nairobi, Sharif pledged his support in fighting terrorism and said the ICU
wanted to “invite an investigative team from the United Nations to make sure that international terrorists
do not use the region as a transit route or hiding ground.”

The United States was not impressed with the letter. “While we are prepared to find positive elements
within the ICU,” one diplomatic cable from Nairobi declared, “acknowledgement of the foreign al Qaida
presence will serve as a litmus test for our engagement with any of its leaders.”

In general, the US view of the Islamic Courts taking power was not a unified one. Scores of US
diplomatic cables from that period portray a confused and contradictory assessment from US officials.
Sharif was consistently characterized as a “moderate” within the cables sent from the US Embassy in
Nairobi. Yet, according to the New Yorker’s Jon Lee Anderson, “The Bush administration had gone so far
as to contemplate killing Sharif.” For its part, al Shabab viewed Sharif as a sellout whose attempts to
curry favor with the West was apostasy.

US diplomats worked with the recognized government of Somalia to determine how to approach the
ICU, but the US military and the CIA saw the Courts’ taking of Mogadishu as a serious crisis. “Suddenly,
this is becoming a major issue that people throughout government are concentrating on: Military analysts,
intelligence analysts, all over. Somalia is suddenly catapulted onto everybody’s radar screen,” said
Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, a frequent consultant to the US military, including CENTCOM, who has
advised US military forces deploying to the Horn of Africa. “The immediate concern is twofold: One, is
the Islamic Court’s connection to al Qaeda. And the second concern is possible emergence of a terrorist
safe-haven inside of Somalia.” President Bush was in Laredo, Texas when word came that the ICU had
chased the warlords from Mogadishu. “Obviously, when there’s instability anywhere in the world, we’re
concerned. There is instability in Somalia,” he said. “We’re watching very carefully the developments
there. And we will strategize more when I get back to Washington as to how to best respond to the latest
incident there in Somalia.”

While the White House strategized, the ICU did indeed implement a radical agenda in Mogadishu—but
one that virtually all Somalis viewed as being for the better. The Courts began dismantling the insane
maze of roadblocks that separated one warlord’s kingdom from another’s, leading to a significant drop in
food prices. They reopened the ports and the airport, facilitating a dramatic increase in the amount of
humanitarian aid that was able to reach Mogadishu. Robbery and other crime dropped substantially, and
many residents told journalists that they felt safer than they had at any point in sixteen years. The ICU
“brought a modicum of stability that’s unprecedented in Mogadishu,” recalled Aynte. “You could drive in
Mogadishu at midnight, no problem, [with] no guards.” US officials acknowledged the improvement in
aid shipments and credited the ICU with reducing piracy around Somalia. Even officials within the US-
backed Somali government in exile acknowledged that the ICU had achieved something important. “The
Islamic Courts brought about some semblance of order and stability to Mogadishu,” conceded Buubaa, the
former foreign minister, who had opposed the ICU. “A lot of people in Mogadishu appreciated that.”

That was not the case within the US Special Operations community.
After 9/11, JSOC had been tasked with hunting down the most wanted terrorists in the world as

identified by the White House. The Islamic Courts’ social program would not change that fact. The CIA’s
warlord adventure had been a categorical failure and had actually resulted in even greater protection for
the al Qaeda figures on JSOC’s radar. The invasion of Iraq was, in many ways, an enormous distraction
from JSOC’s core mission. “There’s no question about that. Iraq fucked everything up,” said Gartenstein-
Ross. Somalia is a “country, which, relative to Iraq, would have been easier to stabilize. But resources
were never devoted to that. The major problem is that no steps were taken to avert an insurgency—and



indeed, very early on, you had an insurgency arise.” More to the point, Washington’s own policies had
directly sparked the insurgency. Following the CIA’s failure in Somalia, the US military began preparing
for a campaign to crush the Courts. But with Black Hawk Down still dominating the US view of boots on
the ground in Somalia, the White House began considering using Somalia’s reviled neighbor, Ethiopia, as
a proxy force that could provide cover for US hit teams, primarily from JSOC, to covertly enter Somalia
and begin hunting “High Value Targets.”

A UN cable from June 2006, containing notes of a meeting with senior State Department and US
military officials from the Horn of Africa task force, indicated that the United States was aware of the
ICU’s diversity but would “not allow” it to rule Somalia. The United States, according to the notes,
intended to “rally with Ethiopia if the ‘Jihadist[s]’ took over.”  The cable concluded, “Any Ethiopian
action in Somalia would have Washington’s blessing.” Some within the US government called for
dialogue or reconciliation, but their voices were drowned out by hawks determined to overthrow the ICU.

US Special Operations teams had long been in Ethiopia, training its notorious Agazi commando units.
The country also had US air assets and small pop-up military facilities where the United States had
access. But, although Ethiopia would play a huge role in the events to come, another of Somalia’s
neighbors would provide the launching pad for JSOC’s forces. The US military began building up Camp
Simba in Manda Bay, Kenya, which was created shortly after the Black Hawk Down disaster. Although
its original intent was to train and assist Kenyan maritime forces along the Somali coast, as the ICU rose
to power and the United States began drawing up contingency plans, the base at Manda Bay took on a
different role. JSOC teams, particularly members of DEVGRU/SEAL Team 6, began setting up shop.
Their presence was thinly masked by the US military’s civil affairs units that mingled with the locals—
rebuilding schools and creating water purification projects—and trained conventional Kenyan forces. It
was from Manda Bay that elite US hit teams would stage any potential operations inside of Somalia. The
men who would be tasked with this mission were classified as Task Force 88.

Almost from the moment the ICU took power, the Ethiopians were salivating over the possibility of
intervening. Since the two countries had fought a nasty war in the 1970s, the Ethiopian military regularly
crossed the border into Somalia, angering locals. Somali militants, who viewed the Ogaden region of
Ethiopia as their own, conducted raids and attacks inside Ethiopia. After the ICU took power, Addis
Ababa took the opportunity to ratchet up its rhetoric about the threat of Somali jihadists across the region.
As Qanyare fled Mogadishu, he went on national radio to warn that the ICU’s victory would result in an
Ethiopian invasion, saying that Somalis were making a huge mistake by supporting the Courts. “I never,
ever supported Ethiopia to land in Somalia,” Qanyare recalled. “Over my dead body, I never accepted
that. Because I know who they are, what they want, what they are looking for.” A month after the ICU took
power, US diplomats began noting reports of “clandestine” Ethiopian “reconnaissance missions in
Somalia in preparation for possible future operations.”

The United States “had already misread the events by aiding heinous warlords. And they misread it
again,” Aynte told me. “They should have taken this as an opportunity to engage the ICU. Because out of
the thirteen organizations that formed the Courts, twelve were Islamic courts, clan courts who had no
global jihad [agenda] or anything. Most of them never left Somalia. These were local guys. Al Shabab
was the only threat—that was it. And they could have been controlled. But again the situation was
misread and Ethiopia was essentially being urged by the US to invade Somalia.” For al Qaeda, he said,
“it was the break that they were looking for.”

Malcolm Nance, a twenty-five-year veteran of the US intelligence community’s Combating Terrorism
Program, spent the bulk of his professional career working covert ops in the Middle East and Africa. He
studied the rise of al Qaeda and al Shabab and was familiar with the leadership of both organizations.
Nance told me he believed that the United States dramatically mishandled its counterterrorism approach
in Somalia. Prior to the rumors of an Ethiopian intervention, he said, al “Shabab was a sideline



organization, they were fringe.” Nance believed the United States should have tried to work with the ICU
and work toward isolating the foreign al Qaeda operatives. “As an intelligence guy, here is what I would
have done [with an al Qaeda figure]: Leave him there. Get as many assets as close to him as possible. Put
resources on him and all of his lieutenants there. Find out as much as possible. Find out what the real
depth of al Qaeda is there. Then he will have an unfortunate accident on the road—you know, a lorry hits
him from the front.”

Nance believed that, given the clan-based power structure that ruled Somalia—and its repeated
marginalization of foreign agents and widespread rejection of foreign occupation—the United States
could have waged a propaganda war against the relatively small number of al Qaeda operatives around
the Courts to “break their mindset, break their reason for being.” “Wouldn’t it be a lot more fun to brand
al Qaeda as a non-Islamic cult? And to the point where people won’t sell them bread, to where when they
go out in a battlefield, people will fight against them.” US intelligence, he asserted, should have run
disinformation ops to portray them as “Satanists or people who are anti-Islam.” He added: “We should
have gone after them that way, and that would have helped every dimension of breaking the organization.”
The potential for any success from Nance’s proposed strategy is debatable, given the clan system in
Somalia and the fierce opposition to outside influence. But it was never put to the test. He called the
actual US strategy that followed, “absolutely mind-boggling.”

Like JSOC and the CIA, al Qaeda was closely monitoring events in Somalia. As rumors of outside
intervention spread, Osama bin Laden released a statement that made clear al Qaeda had no illusions that
Ethiopia was making its own military decisions. “We warn all the nations of the world not to agree to
America’s request to send international forces to Somalia. We swear to Allah that we will fight its
soldiers on Somali soil, and we reserve the right to punish on their own soil, or anywhere else, at the
appropriate time and in the appropriate manner,” he declared. “Take care not to wait and tarry, as some
of the Muslims did when they tarried in saving the Islamic government in Afghanistan. This is a golden
opportunity and a personal obligation upon everyone who is capable, and you must not miss this
opportunity to establish the nucleus of the Caliphate.”

THE ISLAMIC COURTS UNION—and the first period of relative peace to come to Mogadishu—lasted just six
months. While US diplomats in the region privately warned their superiors of potentially dire
consequences of an Ethiopian invasion and sought to identify paths to reconciliation between the ICU and
the internationally recognized transitional government, the Bush administration’s national security team
was gearing up for a war to take down the ICU. By late 2006, Ethiopian forces were massing along
various points of the Somali border. Although US diplomats expressed concern over the buildup, they
seemed unaware that the US military was deeply involved in it.

The ICU saw the writing on the wall. Both Sheikh Sharif, who just months earlier pledged to cooperate
with the United States and the United Nations, and Aweys called on Somalis to wage a “jihad” against
any invading Ethiopian forces. Dressed in combat fatigues, Sharif would sometimes hold an AK-47 as he
made his public pronouncements. “I want to tell the Somali people that they have to protect their country,
and their religion,” Sharif declared. “Somalia’s ancient enemy has returned, and therefore I give my order
to Islamic Courts soldiers: We are calling you for Jihad in Allah’s way.” In November, as Ethiopia began
pushing US officials to back an invasion to unseat the ICU, US officials obtained an “executive order”
written in Arabic and purportedly issued by Aweys, who had recently taken on the role of chairman of the
ICU. It called for the assassination of sixteen officials of the Somali government in exile, including the
president, Mohammed Yusuf, and Prime Minister Mohamed Gedi. Specifically, it called for “martyrs”
from al Shabab to “execute the operations using the most deadly suicide methods carried out by mujahidin
fighters in Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine and other countries of the world.”



By December, the United States had developed a strategy to partner with the Ethiopian military and
Somalia’s government in exile to drive the Courts from Mogadishu. The plan was to install the weak, but
official, Somali government, which would be secured by Ethiopian-trained Somali forces and the
Ethiopian military. As for the ICU leaders and foreign fighters, Task Force 88, based out of Manda Bay,
would develop a plan to hunt them down and kill them.

On December 4, 2006, CENTCOM commander general John Abizaid touched down in Addis Ababa
for a meeting with Prime Minister Meles Zenawi. Officially, it was a routine visit with a US ally. Behind
the scenes, it was clear that war was imminent. “We saw what was happening as the chance of a
lifetime,” a Pentagon officer told Time magazine, “a very rare opportunity for the U.S. to move directly
against al-Qaeda and get these terrorists.”

Days after Abizaid’s meeting in Ethiopia, the US State Department significantly escalated its rhetoric
and began publicly characterizing the ICU as an al Qaeda front. “The Council of Islamic Courts is now
controlled by Al-Qaeda cell individuals, East Africa Al-Qaeda cell individuals,” declared Jendayi
Frazer, US assistant secretary of state for African affairs and the top US official on Africa. “The top layer
of the courts are extremist to the core. They are terrorists and they are in control.” Much like the buildup
to the 2003 Iraq invasion, major US media outlets began hyping the al Qaeda connection, printing the
views of anonymous US officials as verified facts. Sensational headlines began appearing, warning of a
“Growing Al-Qaeda Menace in Africa.” Corporate TV reporters breathlessly offered up revisionist
history of the Somalia conflict, conveniently omitting the US role in creating the crisis. On CBS, veteran
correspondent David Martin declared, “Somalia has been a safe haven for Al-Qaeda ever since the U.S.
military pulled out of the country following the infamous Black Hawk Down firefight.” CNN’s Pentagon
correspondent Barbara Starr practically sounded like a Bush administration spokesperson: “Today, here
in East Africa, the concern remains that unless Somalia is shut down as a terrorist safe haven, the threat of
another attack remains very real.”

While the Bush administration and some prominent media outlets hyped the Somali threat, not everyone
was playing along. Even as the US military prepared for direct action, the director of national
intelligence, John Negroponte, expressed skepticism about claims the Courts were run by al Qaeda. “I
don’t think there are hard and fast views,” Negroponte said. Somalia “has come back on the radar screen
only fairly recently,” he observed, adding that the key question was whether the ICU “is the next Taliban.”
He concluded, “I don’t think I’ve seen a good answer.” John Prendergast, who served as an Africa
specialist in the Clinton administration’s NSC and State Department, labeled the Bush administration’s
Somalia policy “idiotic,” charging that backing an Ethiopian invasion would make “our counterterrorism
agenda nearly impossible to implement.”

Then-Senator Joe Biden, who at the time was preparing to take over the chairmanship of the Foreign
Relations Committee, spoke out forcefully and displayed a keen historical knowledge of the timeline of
events leading up to the ICU coming to power. “By making a bad bet on the warlords to do our bidding,”
Biden charged, “the administration has managed to strengthen the Courts, weaken our position and leave
no good options. This is one of the least-known but most dangerous developments in the world, and the
administration lacks a credible strategy to deal with it.”

Credible strategy or not, the administration had committed itself to taking down the Courts.
On December 24, 2006, Ethiopian warplanes began bombing runs, as tanks rolled across the Somali

border. It was a classic proxy war run by Washington and staffed by 40,000–50,000 troops from
Somalia’s widely despised neighbor. The ICU’s defense minister, Indha Adde, held a press conference
and publicly invited foreign Islamists to come fight. “Let them fight in Somalia and wage jihad, and, God
willing, attack Addis Ababa,” he said.

As fighter jets bombarded Somalia and Ethiopian forces made their way toward Mogadishu, Frazer and
other US officials denied Washington was behind the invasion. The claims were demonstrably false. “The



US sponsored the Ethiopian invasion, paying for everything, including the gas that it had to expend, to
undertake this. And you also had US forces on the ground, US Special Operations forces. You had CIA on
the ground. US airpower was a part of the story as well. All of which gave massive military superiority to
the Ethiopians,” said Gartenstein-Ross. “The Ethiopians were not able to come in without the support of
the US Government,” recalled Gedi, who was then the prime minister in exile and worked with US
intelligence and the Ethiopian government in planning the invasion. “American air forces were supporting
us.”

Qanyare watched while the Ethiopians replaced his CIA-backed alliance as Washington’s newest
proxy. To him, it was an incalculable disaster. The “international community brought [the Ethiopians], in
the pretext of that they are fighting with al Qaeda,” Qanyare alleged. “They kill the people, because of a
grudge of the 1977 war. They finish the people, and they kill the women and children. Elimination. Under
the pretext that they are fighting al Qaeda. I should believe if America knew their character, they’d never
call them.”

By New Year’s Day, exiled prime minister Gedi was installed in Mogadishu. “ The warlord era in
Somalia is now over,” he declared. In a sign of what was to come, demonstrations broke out against the
forces that had installed him as people swiftly and angrily began to denounce the Ethiopian “occupation.”
The events of 2007 would send Somalia on a trajectory toward more horror and chaos, leading to a
stunning rise in strength and size of the very forces Washington sought to combat. “Ethiopia and Somalia
were archenemies, historical enemies, and people felt that this was adding insult to the injury,” said
Aynte. “An insurgency was born out of there.”

“If there’s one lesson in terms of military operations of the past ten years, it’s that the US is a very
effective insurgent force,” said Gartenstein-Ross. “In areas where it’s seeking to overthrow a government,
it’s good at doing that. What it’s not shown any luck in doing is establishing a viable government
structure.” The US and Ethiopian actions, Buubaa, the former foreign minister, said, would end up
“driving Somalia into the al Qaeda fold.”

Nance, the veteran intelligence operative, agreed that the US-backed Ethiopian invasion was a boon for
al Shabab: “The Shabab existed in a very small warlord-like infrastructure, prior to that, but once
Ethiopia went in there—it’s pretty obvious that they were acting as a [US] surrogate—al Qaeda said,
‘Great! New full-on Jihadi battlefront. We’ve got ’em here. We’ve got the Christian Ethiopians, we’ve
got American advisers. Now we just create a new battlefront and we will reinvigorate East Africa’s al
Qaeda organization.’ And that is exactly what happened.”



Prison Break

YEMEN, 2006—While the CIA’s warlords were battling the Islamic Courts Union in Somalia and the Bush
administration was almost singularly focused on the mounting insurgency in Iraq, a mass prison break in
Sana’a occurred that would prove to be a seminal event in the reconstruction of al Qaeda in the region.
Among those who escaped were several key figures who would go on to form the nexus of the leadership
of a new organization, al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), including Nasir al Wuhayshi, bin
Laden’s former personal secretary. On February 3, 2006, Wuhayshi and twenty-two others escaped from
their maximum security prison by tunneling out of a cell into a nearby mosque, though Wuhayshi later
boasted that they performed morning prayers before literally walking out the front door. Wuhayshi would
unite the Saudi and Yemeni branches of al Qaeda under the regional banner of AQAP. Qasim al Rimi,
who escaped in the same breakout, would go on to become AQAP’s military commander. “It is a serious
problem,” Rumsfeld said a few days after the prison break. “They were individuals who were deeply
involved in al Qaeda activities and directly connected to the attack on the USS Cole and the death of the
sailors that were on board that ship.” But while Rumsfeld and other US officials focused almost
exclusively on pressing Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh to recapture Jamal al Badawi, whom the
United States wanted to be extradited, and other Cole bombing suspects, it would be Wuhayshi and Rimi
who would become the most notorious and problematic of the escapees.

Several former senior US intelligence, law enforcement and military officials who worked on Yemen
operations and policy told me these prison releases were not accidental, and neither was AQAP’s choice
of Yemen totally beyond Saleh’s control. While generally dismissing notions of direct collusion between
Saleh and al Qaeda in planning attacks, the former officials described a multiyear pattern of Saleh’s
tacitly allowing acts of terrorism to be conducted on Yemeni soil, or exploiting such attacks after they
occurred, as a way of reminding Washington of the threat posed by al Qaeda in Yemen. “ Saleh knows
how to play the game in order for everyone to know he is needed—from al Qaeda to the Saudis to the
US,” said the former top US counterterrorism official with extensive experience in Yemen. “And he plays
it very well.”

The game was about getting the money and weapons and specialized training for Saleh’s most elite
forces to battle the domestic rebellions he viewed as the real threat to his survival. “For years we have
seen some of these regimes play these types of games,” said Dr. Emile Nakhleh, the former senior CIA
intelligence officer, in 2010. “They play it for survival, they play it to stay on our good side, they play it
to get all kinds of military aid—and, in fact, the military aid is two or three times more than the economic
aid that Yemen gets....Therefore, if that’s true, then they are not necessarily serving [US] strategic, long-
term counterterrorism policy.”

Some seasoned Yemeni political analysts, however, believed that there was actually direct cooperation
between the Saleh regime and al Qaeda. There were allegations that some members of the elite
Republican Guard, the Political Security Organization and the Central Security Forces—all of which
received support from Washington—were working with al Qaeda cells or had helped them with supplies,
safe houses and intelligence on foreign diplomatic installations. The 2006 prison break struck some well-
connected Yemeni security experts as “an inside job,” asserted journalist Sam Kimball in a report for
Foreign Policy.  “The prison is an imposing fortress in the heart of Sana’a, with plainclothes soldiers
patrolling its perimeter. Inmates’ spare cells—only plastic silverware is allowed in—are inspected
several times a day. Prisoners are only allowed a half-hour a day outdoors.” Retired Yemeni colonel
Muhsin Khosroof said, “We don’t know how they got the tools to dig a 300-meter tunnel, and we don’t



know where the soil they dug out went.” Short of direct support from prison officials, he asserted, “this
operation would seem impossible.”

The prison break would directly contribute to the growth of al Qaeda in Yemen. If what Colonel
Khosroof and his colleagues alleged was true, it meant that the United States was backing the very
government whose forces were facilitating al Qaeda’s resurrection in Yemen.

Following the prison break, the Bush administration continued to increase military assistance to
Yemen. According to the former top US counterterrorism official, Saleh had calculated that the political
costs of cracking down on al Qaeda in a meaningful way—by handing over its leaders—would have been
too great. “The moment he surrenders key figures, [Saleh’s] gone off the cliff with al Qaeda. They won’t
support him any more. It means the relationship would be severely shaken.” He added that Saleh “has
given the US nothing of substance for the money he has received.”

In July 2006, five months after the prison break, the United States launched a major expansion of Camp
Lemonnier in Djibouti, from eighty-eight acres to almost five hundred. Its force had grown to 1,500
personnel, and it served as a major hub for the CIA and a stopover point for Special Operations Forces
conducting covert or clandestine actions in the region. “Some teams use the base when not working
‘downrange’ in countries such as Kenya, Ethiopia and Yemen,” reported Stars and Stripes, citing the
camp’s executive officer, Colonel Joseph Moore.

While Saleh played his game with the United States over the escaped prisoners, the United States was
gradually building up its presence in the region, although Bush administration officials continued to treat
al Qaeda’s regrouping in Yemen as a secondary priority. In October 2007, Saleh received President
Bush’s top aide on homeland security and counterterrorism, Frances Townsend, in Aden. During the
meeting, Townsend asked Saleh for an update on Jamal al Badawi, the alleged mastermind of the Cole
bombing. Saleh confirmed that he had been released and was “working on his farm” not far from where he
and Townsend were meeting. Saleh added that he had just met with Badawi two weeks earlier. “Al-
Badawi promised to give up terrorism and I told him that his actions damaged Yemen and its image; he
began to understand,” Saleh said. When Townsend “expressed dismay” over Badawi’s release, Saleh
told her not to worry because “he is under my microscope.” It was Saleh who, according to a US
diplomatic cable sent after that meeting, brought up Wuhayshi and told Townsend point blank that he had
taken over as the head of al Qaeda in Yemen. Townsend, according to the cable, responded by changing
the subject to Yemen’s failed house-arrest system. Later in the meeting, Saleh discussed his fight against
the southern secessionists, again portraying his survival as central to Washington’s policies. “It is
important that Yemen not reach a state of instability,” he told Townsend. “We need your support.”
Townsend replied, “You do not even have to think about it. Of course we support Yemen.”

Perhaps the most unusual moment during the Townsend-Saleh meeting came when Saleh brought in
Faris Mana’a, a top Yemeni arms trafficker, and seated him next to Townsend. According to the United
Nations, “Despite the Somalia UN arms embargo since 1992, Mana’a’s interest in trafficking arms into
Somalia can be traced back at least to 2003,” and Mana’a “has directly or indirectly supplied, sold or
transferred to Somalia arms or related material in violation of the arms embargo.” As Mana’a entered the
room, he was given a chair at Townsend’s table. “Hey FBI,” Saleh said to one of the US officials, “if he
does not behave properly, you can take him... back to Washington in Townsend’s plane or to
Guantánamo.” Saleh told Townsend his forces had recently intercepted a shipment of weapons from
Mana’a and given them to the Yemeni military. “He has donated weapons to the nation’s military—he can
be considered a patriot now,” joked Townsend. Saleh laughed. “No, he is a double agent—he also gave
weapons to the al-Houthi rebels.” A US diplomatic cable Townsend authorized following the meeting
proclaimed: “You Can’t Make This Stuff Up.” Putting an exclamation point on the whole episode, two
years later, Mana’a would go on to serve as coordinator of President Saleh’s “peace” efforts with the
Houthi rebels.



Townsend’s interaction with Saleh—and those of other US officials—showcased Saleh’s prowess in
playing multiple sides in his war to maintain power. “His use of the dual threats of terrorism and
instability when referring to internal conflict is also not new,” asserted the US diplomatic cable cleared
by Townsend after her visit. “Saleh consistently uses this tactic when attempting to garner USG [US
government] support.” Saleh clearly used this approach because it was effective. When it came to al
Qaeda, the less stable Saleh’s government appeared, the more money and training he could squeeze out of
the United States. “All these US officials were in way over their heads in dealing with Saleh,” a former
senior US military official who worked in Yemen told me. “When it comes to Yemen, he is so much
smarter than them.”

After the US drone strike in Yemen in 2002 and the subsequent arrest of scores of suspected militants,
al Qaeda in Yemen had been severely disrupted and was largely a theoretical entity. But after the 2006
prison break, the escaped prisoners rebuilt the dormant organization. Saleh did little to stop them. The
United States was obsessed with Saleh’s recapturing Jamal al Badawi and another Cole suspect, a US
citizen named Jabir al Banna, and paid scant attention to the others. “The US put a great deal of pressure
on Yemen to track both men down,” according to Gregory Johnsen, the Princeton Yemen scholar. “But, as
is often the case, it was not the people the US was worried most about that caused the biggest problems,
rather it was those it knew too little about that proved to be the most dangerous.”

As Saleh told Townsend during her meeting with him in 2007, al Qaeda was indeed regrouping after
the 2006 prison break. And, as he said, they were led by Wuhayshi, bin Laden’s former secretary.
Wuhayshi was a hardened jihadist who first went to Afghanistan in the late 1990s, where he hooked up
with bin Laden. In 2001, when the United States invaded Afghanistan, Wuhayshi fought in the famed battle
at Tora Bora and then fled to Iran, where he was arrested and held for two years before being handed
over to Yemen in 2003. He was never charged with a crime. Upon his escape from the Yemeni prison, he
rebranded al Qaeda in Yemen as a regional rather than a national group, called “The al Qaeda
Organization of Jihad in the South of the Arabian Peninsula,” which eventually became AQAP. Under
Wuhayshi’s leadership, al Qaeda in Yemen would “ become more strident, better organized and more
ambitious than it has ever been before,” asserted Johnsen at the time. Wuhayshi “completely rebuilt the
organization.” That al Qaeda was back in business played well for Saleh because it required the
Americans and Saudis to deal with him—and more important, to fund and arm his regime. But JSOC was
growing impatient with Saleh and would soon begin to expand its own operations inside Yemen, with or
without Saleh’s permission.



Hot Pursuit

PAKISTAN, 2006–2008—Donald Rumsfeld’s run as defense secretary met an inglorious end in late 2006. A
half-dozen retired generals, some of whom were important commanders in the Iraq War, joined several
Republican and Democratic lawmakers to spearhead a campaign demanding his resignation. Many sought
to blame him for the deteriorating situation in Iraq, others for the abuses at Abu Ghraib prison. The
Republicans suffered major losses in the 2006 midterm elections and handed the Democrats a majority in
both the Senate and House, which many political analysts attributed to growing opposition to the Iraq
War. Among those in the White House who had pushed hard for Bush to keep Rumsfeld on board was
Dick Cheney. Although President Bush initially stood by Rumsfeld, he eventually accepted the
resignation. Rumsfeld was undoubtedly a major figure in the secretive assassination and torture
bureaucracy launched post-9/11, but his departure would not radically shift the course of the actions and
programs he had helped to shape.

In December 2006, Robert Gates succeeded Rumsfeld. Gates had a close working relationship with the
CIA, where he had spent much of his professional career. He first worked for the Agency in the late
1960s and ultimately went on to serve as its director in the early 1990s—the first basement-level recruit
to rise through the ranks to become director. Gates had done several stints with the NSC and also had
close ties to US Special Operations Forces. He was investigated over his alleged role in the Iran-Contra
scandal, and though the independent counsel concluded Gates “was close to many figures who played
significant roles in the Iran/contra affair and was in a position to have known of their activities,” it was
determined that his role “did not warrant indictment.” Gates was also a key player in the US-fueled war
in Afghanistan against the Soviets in the 1980s. Among his first acts at the Pentagon was to put Pakistan
firmly back on the US targeted kill campaign’s radar.

In testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee three months into Gates’s tenure, Lieutenant
General Douglas Lute, director of operations for the Joint Staff, asserted that US military commanders had
“kill-capture” or “direct action authorities in Afghanistan,” making them “free to strike against those
demonstrating a hostile act.” Lute, however, added that those authorities also permitted operations inside
Pakistan. If “the enemy” attempts “to flee across the border, [t]hen we have all the authorities we need to
pursue.” When asked about authority to engage in more invasive operations, such as directly targeting
Osama bin Laden in Pakistan, Lute said he would only discuss it in closed session.

The “hot pursuit” arrangement had infuriated the ISI since it was first brokered by Musharraf and JSOC
in 2002. Everyone in Pakistan knew the CIA was operating extensively in the country—every drone strike
was a stark reminder—but the US military could not be perceived to be in the country for any purpose
other than training Pakistani forces. While the Pakistani military and ISI were agitating for less US action
on their soil, JSOC had been “pushing hard” for years to have greater latitude from the White House to
strike inside Pakistan. JSOC wanted permission to hit, even in cases where the operation was more
involved than the simple pursuit of suspected al Qaeda operatives across the border. “Give us greater
latitude, we’ve got to hit where their sanctuaries are,” was how a US official described JSOC’s pitch at
the time.

Although Pakistan was a fierce negotiator—at times outmaneuvering the United States—at the end of
the day, it needed Washington’s money, weapons and support. The bottom line, therefore, was that if
Pakistan didn’t want to deal with certain terrorist elements, JSOC and the CIA would. And the White
House would sign off on it. In JSOC’s case, that meant targeted raids into Pakistan. “I think this is one of
those things that the Pakistanis looked the other way at times, much like the drone program,” Anthony



Shaffer, the DIA operative who worked on Pakistan extensively, told me. “I don’t believe for a minute
that President [Asif Ali] Zardari and [ISI chief] General [Ashfaq Parvez] Kayani, and even Musharraf
before, didn’t know we would be doing some of that.”

By 2007, the budget for US special operations had grown by 60 percent from 2003 to more than $8
billion annually. In January, President Bush announced the “surge” in Iraq. The number of conventional
US forces was expanded by 20,000, but Bush also authorized a dramatic increase in targeted killing
operations, spearheaded by JSOC’s forces. The operation was General McChrystal’s swan song at JSOC.
By the end of 2007, the president began declaring the Iraq surge a success. This freed up JSOC to refocus
on Pakistan.

Late in 2007, the Bush administration began drafting plans for a substantial escalation of the use of US
Special Operations Forces inside Pakistan. The plan, however, was stalled as a result of the ongoing fight
for control of Pakistan operations between the CIA and the Pentagon, described by the New York Times as
“bitter disagreements within the Bush administration and within the C.I.A.” over “whether American
commandos should launch ground raids inside the tribal areas.”

An incident in June 2008 underscored the risks associated with a potential expansion of US special
operations activity in Pakistan. A battle between US and Taliban forces in Afghanistan’s Kunar Province
spilled over into Pakistan. US forces called in air support and American choppers descended, launching
missiles at the Taliban forces. The strikes also killed eleven Pakistani soldiers positioned on their side of
the border. The action was denounced by Pakistan as an “unprovoked and cowardly” attack by the United
States. “We will take a stand for sovereignty, integrity and self-respect,” Pakistan’s prime minister,
Yousaf Raza Gillani told parliament. “We will not allow our soil [to be attacked].” The fact was,
Pakistan could not back up such declarations.

Two days after the incident, on June 13, 2008, Vice Admiral William McRaven assumed command of
JSOC from General McChrystal, inheriting the role of running the hunt for bin Laden and other HVTs. The
botched raid that killed the Pakistani soldiers clearly didn’t faze him. McRaven, a former Navy SEAL
team leader and McChrystal’s deputy commander at JSOC, began advocating for wider latitude to strike
in Pakistan. In July 2008, President Bush approved a secret order—which had been the subject of much
debate among the CIA, State Department and Pentagon—authorizing US Special Ops Forces to carry out
targeted kill or capture operations. Unlike the early arrangement with President Musharraf, the US Special
Operations Forces would not be working alongside Pakistani forces and they would not seek permission
from Pakistan’s government before conducting strikes on Pakistani soil. “To soothe the worries of U.S.
Ambassador Anne Patterson about the mounting civilian deaths from JSOC raids in other countries,
commandos brought her a Predator console so she could witness a raid in real time,” according to
reporters Dana Priest and William Arkin. In August 2008, Musharraf, long a malleable US ally, resigned
from office under threat of impeachment. JSOC’s forces almost immediately began testing his successor.
As a Special Operations source who worked with McRaven at the time told me, “Bill rapidly expanded
operations” in Pakistan.

On September 3, 2008, two helicopters carried a team of JSOC Navy SEALs across the Afghanistan-
Pakistan border. Backed by a high-powered AC-130 Spectre gunship, with the capacity to do serious
damage, they descended on a village near Angoor Adda, a small Pakistani mountain town in South
Waziristan, near the Afghan border. The helicopters landed quietly, and more than two dozen SEALs,
equipped with night-vision goggles, took up positions around the home of a fifty-year-old woodcutter and
cattle herder. Some reports suggest that the Special Ops team had intel that an al Qaeda leader was inside.
The Washington Post  reported that it was “the first US ground attack against a Taliban target inside the
country.” In any case, once in position, the SEALs executed their raid.

What happened after the first shots were fired remains in dispute. According to US officials, “about
two dozen suspected Qaeda fighters” were killed in “a planned attack against militants who had been



conducting attacks against an American forward operating base across the border in Afghanistan.” But
according to local villagers, the SEALs opened fire, killing Payo Jan Wazir, the home’s owner, along
with six children, including a three-year-old girl, a two-year-old boy and two women. When Payo Jan’s
neighbors heard the gunfire and ran out to see what was happening, villagers said, the SEALs opened fire
on them, killing ten more people. The Pakistani government said that all of the dead were civilians. The
United States maintained they were al Qaeda militants. Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry summoned
Ambassador Patterson. In a statement it denounced the operation, calling it a “gross violation of
Pakistan’s territory” and a “grave provocation,” alleging the raid had caused “immense loss of civilian
life.” The Foreign Ministry said it was “unfortunate” that US forces had “resorted to cross-border use of
force against civilians,” asserting that “such actions are counter-productive and certainly do not help our
joint efforts to fight terrorism. On the contrary, they undermine the very basis of cooperation and may fuel
the fire of hatred and violence that we are trying to extinguish.”

After years of being directed to focus most of its resources on Iraq, JSOC was finally getting its chance
to hit in a more concerted way in Pakistan. As it turned out, Rumsfeld’s vision of the world as a
battlefield was more fully realized after he left than when he was in power. His departure ushered in an
era in which America’s most potent dark side forces pivoted from Iraq to the US twilight wars in South
Asia, Africa and beyond.



“Every Step Taken by the US Benefited al Shabab”

SOMALIA, 2007–2009—While much of the media focus on Somalia in early 2007 was on the Ethiopian
invasion and occupation, JSOC was focused on hunting. It had quickly set up its makeshift “lily pad” at
the discreet US base in Manda Bay, Kenya, in early January and was waiting to pounce. US war planners
wanted the Ethiopian invasion to force the Islamic Courts Union leadership to flee the capital and head
for strongholds, especially along the Kenyan border, where Task Force 88 could take them out. JSOC had
AC-130 gunships positioned covertly at an airbase near Dire Dawa, Ethiopia, that could pummel
retreating ICU leaders and foreign fighters, enabling follow-up JSOC teams based at Manda Bay to enter
Somalia and finish the job, if necessary. US policy had boiled down to one mentality in Somalia: find, fix
and finish. “It’s kinetic, hard kill,” asserted Malcolm Nance. “If it’s not hard kill, it doesn’t get played,
you know?”

On January 7, an unarmed US Predator drone launched from Camp Lemonnier flew into southern
Somalia, tracked down a convoy of vehicles and broadcast a live feed of them back to task force
commanders. A short time later, an AC-130 flew into Somalia and strafed the convoy just before it
disappeared into a forest along the Kenya-Somalia border. Reports suggested that the target was Aden
Hashi Farah Ayro, al Shabab’s military commander; or Fazul or Nabhan, the East Africa al Qaeda
leaders. US officials claimed the strike killed between eight and twelve fighters, and rumors spread of an
“al Qaeda leader” being among the dead. US and Ethiopian intelligence sources believed it might have
been Ayro or Abu Talha al Sudani, the al Qaeda financier. A JSOC team from Manda Bay landed at the
site of the strike in Somalia to take DNA samples from the dead. There, among the corpses and wreckage,
they found Ayro’s bloodied passport. They believed they had a major kill.

As it turned out, Ayro had indeed been in the convoy and was believed to have been injured, but he
ultimately escaped.

On January 9, JSOC launched another strike “against members of the East Africa Al Qaeda cell
believed to be on the run in a remote area of Somalia near the Kenyan border,” according to a US
diplomatic cable from the Nairobi Embassy. Over the next few days there were several more air strikes
that killed scores of civilians, according to witnesses and human rights groups. Whether these strikes
were carried out by the United States or Ethiopia, or jointly, has never been confirmed. Undoubtedly,
Ethiopia had its own helicopters and other aircraft pounding Somalia unilaterally. The Pentagon took
credit for the January 7 strike but would not comment on the others, though anonymous US officials
privately acknowledged they were American strikes. Initial US media reports portrayed the strikes as
successful hits that were deftly picking off the “al Qaeda” leadership one by one in Somalia. Several
reports, based on information provided by anonymous US officials, had Ayro and Fazul killed by US
Special Ops troops. One particularly clownish report in the New York Post,  claiming Fazul had been
killed, bore the headline: “Qaeda Clobbered: U.S. Somalia Raid Kills Embassy Fiend.” In reality, all but
one of the major figures sought by the United States went unscathed in these operations. At some point, as
US AC-130s, helicopters and Ethiopian aircraft strafed suspected al Shabab or al Qaeda strongholds,
Sudani was randomly killed, though the United States did not learn of his death until months later.

This was the beginning of a concentrated campaign of targeted assassinations and snatch operations by
JSOC in Somalia, but it initially produced few significant counterterrorism results. In fact, the men they
were hunting would ironically become the beneficiaries of the very strikes that were aimed at killing
them. “We were coming in and we were doing AC-130 strikes,” Nance told me. “I mean it’s a fine, fine
instrument, when used against mass known troops, which is what the AC-130 is very good for.” Rather



than troops, he said, “We were wiping out groups of civilians.”
Indeed, the AC-130 attacks resulted in a shocking number of Somali civilians being killed. In one

particularly horrible incident, a large group of nomadic Somali herders and their families was attacked.
The human rights group Oxfam alleged that seventy innocent Somalis were killed. “There were no
combatants amongst them,” said an Oxfam official. “It could possibly be related to a bonfire that the
herdsmen had lit at night, but that’s something they normally do to keep animals and mosquitoes away
from their herd.” Oxfam joined Amnesty International in questioning the legality of the air strikes. “Under
international law, there is a duty to distinguish between military and civilian targets,” Oxfam warned.
“We are deeply concerned that this principle is not being adhered to, and that innocent people in Somalia
are paying the price.”

The US strikes focused intently on the areas around the Kenya-Somalia border, the stronghold of
Ahmed Madobe and his Ras Kamboni militia. Madobe was a protégé—and brother-in-law—of Hassan
Turki, a career jihadist commander who founded the militia and led militant forces for each of Somalia’s
successive Islamist movements: AIAI, ICU and, eventually, al Shabab. When the strikes began, Madobe
and his men were making their way back toward their home base near the Kenyan border, unwittingly
putting them directly in the scope of JSOC’s Task Force 88. Members of JSOC’s intelligence division,
the Activity, were tracking Madobe’s movements and those of other ICU leaders. Like Indha Adde,
Madobe had come to know and respect the international fighters who had come to Somalia and had
helped in the battle against the CIA-backed warlords. His mentor, Turki, was now a US-designated
terrorist. These facts, along with his leadership position within the Courts, put Madobe on a JSOC target
list.

Madobe knew that the United States and Ethiopia were striking at fleeing ICU leaders and, after a few
near misses, suspected he might be a target, so he and a small group made their way through the Somali
countryside, trying to stay away from the growing number of aircraft overhead. “At night, we were afraid
of lighting a fire to cook and in the daylight we did not want to create smoke,” he told me when I met him
at an outpost near the Kenyan border. “We had no precooked food, so it was really very tough.” In
retrospect, he said, it was likely technology that did him in. “We had Thuraya satellite phones, which
clearly helped the Americans easily trace us.”

On the night of January 23, 2007, Madobe and his group set up camp under a large tree. “At around
4:00 a.m., we woke up to perform the dawn prayers, and that’s when the planes started to hit us,” he
remembered. “The entire air space was full of planes. There were AC-130s, helicopters and fighter jets.
The sky was full of strikes. They were hitting us, pounding us with heavy weaponry.” The eight people,
whom Madobe said included both men and women who were with him in the camp, were all killed.
Madobe himself was wounded. He believed that a ground force would come for him. “I picked a gun and
a lot of magazines. I believed that death was in front of me and I wanted to kill the first enemy I saw,” he
remembered. But it did not happen.” Madobe lay wounded and losing blood and energy. Then, at around
10:00 a.m., he said US and Ethiopian forces landed by helicopter near his position. He recalled a US
soldier approaching him as he lay shirtless on the ground. “Are you Ahmed Madobe?” the soldier asked.
“Who are you?” he replied. “We are the people that are capturing you,” he remembered the soldier telling
him. The American held a photo of Madobe. As the American handcuffed Madobe, the guerrilla leader
asked him why it was necessary. “You see I am half dead,” he said.

They loaded Madobe onto a helicopter and took him to a makeshift base in Kismayo that the US and
Ethiopian forces were using. The US forces, he said, immediately began interrogating him and only after
Ethiopian agents intervened did they give him water and medical treatment. In Kismayo, as Madobe
recovered from his injuries, he was regularly interrogated by the Americans. “They had names of different
rebels and fighters on a list and they were asking me if I knew them or had information about them,” he
said. A month later, he was rendered to Ethiopia, where he was held for more than two years.



Unlike Madobe, the former chair of the ICU, Sheikh Sharif, was looking to make a deal. Even though
senior US officials had suggested that the ICU was tantamount to the Taliban or was being run by al
Qaeda, the United States actually viewed Sheikh Sharif as a “moderate.” On December 31, 2006, as the
ICU disintegrated, Sharif had made it to Kismayo, where he spoke by phone to the US ambassador in
Nairobi. “The Ambassador told Sharif that it was the U.S. view that he could play an important role in
helping to promote peace and stability in Somalia,” according to a US diplomatic cable sent from Nairobi
back to the State Department. The ambassador, who consulted with Washington before offering Sharif a
deal, “indicated that the U.S. was prepared to recommend that Kenya help bring [Sharif] to Nairobi if he
were prepared to give his commitment that he was willing to work to support peace and stability in
Somalia...and to reject terrorism.”

It was the beginning of a behind-the-scenes US campaign to rebrand Sharif. As Assistant Secretary of
State Jendayi Frazer put it: It would be “preferable to co-opt a weak Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed, to
prevent hard-liners from rallying around him.” Sharif eventually escaped from Somalia to Kenya with the
help of US intelligence. Ali Mohamed Gedi, the former Somali prime minister, told me, “I believe that
[Sharif] was working with the CIA. They protected him.” Gedi told me that when Sharif fled to Kenya in
early 2007, the US government asked him to issue Sharif travel documents allowing him to travel to
Yemen. Gedi says he also wrote letters on Sharif’s behalf to both the Kenyan and Yemeni governments
asking that Sharif be permitted to relocate to Yemen. “I did that, upon the request of the government of the
US,” he recalled. In Yemen, Sharif began organizing his eventual return to power in Mogadishu, this time
with US support.

Unlike Sharif, many of those fleeing Somalia were at odds with the CIA and US intelligence. Kenyan
security forces—sometimes acting at the behest of Washington—began arresting scores of people. Human
Rights Watch reported that Kenya took into custody “at least 150 men, women, and children from more
than 18 countries—including the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada—in operations carried
out near the Somali border. Suspecting the detainees of having links to terrorism, the Kenyans held them
for weeks without charge in Nairobi. Over the course of three weeks from January 20 to February 10,
2007, the Kenyan government rendered dozens of these individuals—with no notice to families, lawyers
or the detainees themselves—on flights to Somalia, where they were handed over to the Ethiopian
military.” In its investigation, Human Rights Watch concluded that when prisoners were rendered to
Ethiopia, “they effectively disappeared” and were “denied access to their embassies, their families, and
international humanitarian organizations such as the International Committee of the Red Cross.” It added:
“From February to May 2007, Ethiopian security officers daily transported detainees—including several
pregnant women—to a villa where US officials interrogated them about suspected terrorist links.” In all,
Kenyan security and intelligence forces facilitated scores of renditions for the US and other governments,
including eighty-five people rendered to Somalia in 2007 alone. At least one was sent to Guantánamo.
Somalia was becoming a microcosm of the larger war on terror for both al Qaeda and the United States.

AS JSOC AND ETHIOPIAN FORCES intensified their hunt for the leaders of the Islamic Courts Union in Somalia
in January 2007, Fazul Abdullah Mohammed left his family near the Kenyan border and disappeared.
Eventually, he made his way back to Mogadishu to reunite with the al Shabab fighters he had helped to
train and finance. Fazul had already become al Qaeda’s most seasoned operative in the Horn of Africa,
with several spectacular attacks under his belt, including the 1998 embassy bombings. He was about to
take on a major role in a play al Qaeda had been producing since the early 1990s. The group had finally
drawn the United States back into an asymmetric war in the heart of East Africa.

With the Somali ICU leaders on the run, al Qaeda saw Somalia as an ideal front line for jihad and
began increasing its support for al Shabab. In early January 2007, bin Laden’s deputy, Ayman al



Zawahiri, addressed the situation in Somalia in a recording released online. “I speak to you today as the
crusader invader forces of Ethiopia violate the soil of the beloved Muslim Somalia,” he began. “I call
upon the Muslim nation in Somalia to remain in the new battlefield that is one of the crusader battlefields
that are being launched by America and its allies and the United Nations against Islam and Muslims.” He
implored the mujahedeen, “Launch ambushes, land mines, raids and suicidal combats until you consume
them as the lions eat their prey.”

In the disintegration of the ICU, al Qaeda had found its way into Somalia. “With the help of all these
foreign fighters, the Shabab took over the fighting, with al Qaeda leadership,” recalled Indha Adde, who
had been the ICU defense minister. “The Shabab started ordering executions and innocent Muslims were
killed. They even targeted members of [the ICU]. I was commander for all [ICU] military operations, and
I turned against the Shabab, after seeing these violations against Islam.” Indha Adde eventually went
underground, along with Hassan Dahir Aweys, and began receiving support from Ethiopia’s grand enemy,
Eritrea. Both men would hover around the militant Islamist movement as they waited to see which way the
chips would fall. Eventually, the two would go in very different directions.

By early February 2007, the Ethiopian invasion had become an occupation, which was giving rise to
widening unrest. In a nation that had already suffered one of the worst fates in recent history, Somali
civilians were paying yet another horrifying price. The occupation was marked by indiscriminate brutality
against Somali civilians. Ethiopian and US-backed Somali government soldiers secured Mogadishu’s
neighborhoods by force, raiding houses in search of ICU loyalists, looting civilian property, and beating
or shooting anyone suspected of collaboration with antigovernment forces. They positioned snipers on the
roofs of buildings and would reportedly respond to any attack with disproportionate fire, shelling densely
populated areas and several hospitals, according to Human Rights Watch. Extrajudicial killings by
Ethiopian soldiers were widely reported, particularly during the final months of 2007. Accounts of
Ethiopian soldiers “slaughtering” men, women and children “like goats”—slitting their throats—were
widespread, Amnesty International noted. Both Somali Transitional Government forces, led by exiles and
backed by the United States, and Ethiopian forces were accused of horrific sexual violence. Although
forces linked to al Shabab were also accused of war crimes, a large proportion of those reported to
Amnesty International, which included looting, rape and extrajudicial killings, were committed by Somali
government and Ethiopian forces.

Some 6,000 civilians were reportedly killed in fighting in Mogadishu and across southern and central
Somalia in 2007, and more than 600,000 Somali civilians were internally displaced from and around
Mogadishu. An estimated 335,000 Somali refugees fled Somalia in 2007. The stability of the Islamic
Courts had been replaced by a return of roadblocks, warlordism and, worse, troops from Somalia’s
archenemy, Ethiopia, patrolling the streets and regularly killing Somalis.

“The major problem is that no steps were taken to avert an insurgency—and indeed, very early on, you
had an insurgency arise because of lack of stability in the country,” recalled Daveed Gartenstein-Ross,
who had advised CENTCOM on its Somalia policy. “What we ended up doing was basically depending
upon the Ethiopians to stabilize Somalia. And that in itself was a terrible assumption.”

With the ICU dismantled and the brutal Ethiopian occupation continuing for nearly three more years, al
Shabab emerged as the vanguard in the fight against foreign occupation. “For them, it was the break that
they were looking for,” said Aynte. “It was the anger that they had been looking for, to harness the anger
of the people and present themselves as the new nationalist movement that would kick Ethiopia out. So
throughout the three years that Ethiopia was in Somalia, al Shabab never uttered a word of global jihad at
all. They always said that their main goal was just to kick the Ethiopians out.” For al Qaeda, this was just
the beginning of a whole new world, made possible in no small part by Washington’s actions. “What
brought about the Islamic Courts?” Madobe asked. “The US-backed warlords. And if Ethiopia did not
invade, and the US did not carry out airstrikes, which were viewed as a continuation of the warlords’ and



Ethiopia’s ruthlessness, al Shabab would not have survived. Every step taken by the US benefited al
Shabab.”

By April, a full-blown insurgency had risen up against the Ethiopian occupation. In a four-day battle in
April 2007, an estimated four hundred Ethiopian troops and Somali rebels died. Later that year, Somali
mobs dragged Ethiopian soldiers through the streets, and al Shabab began targeting the leadership of the
government that had been installed on the backs of Ethiopian tanks.

On June 3, 2007, a Toyota Land Cruiser packed with explosives burst through the security gates in front
of Prime Minister Gedi’s house in Mogadishu and detonated just outside his residence. The suicide attack
killed six of his guards and wounded scores of others. After the attack, witnesses found severed limbs
almost a mile from the scene. “They targeted me, and they sent a suicide bomb packed with more than two
hundred kilos of explosives. They blew up my house,” Gedi told me. “It was the start of the suicide
bombing in Mogadishu, targeting the leaders and the government.” It was the fifth assassination attempt
against Gedi. Later that year, he resigned.

Although Ethiopia’s prime minister, Meles Zenawi, proclaimed the invasion a “tremendous success,”
that was simply not true. If Somalia was already a playground for Islamic militants, the US-backed
invasion blew open the gates of Mogadishu for al Qaeda. Washington was giving Osama bin Laden and al
Qaeda an opportunity to achieve a status in Somalia that it had repeatedly failed to attain on its own. “I
think when they [started to have] real power was when Ethiopia invaded,” said Aynte. Fazul and Nabhan
“had become the bridge between al Shabab and al Qaeda, tapping into the resources of al Qaeda, bringing
in more foreign fighters, as well as financial resources—more importantly military know-how: How to
make explosives, how to train people, and so on. So that’s when they have gained the biggest influence
that they needed.”

While Aweys and his allies, including Indha Adde, vowed to continue the struggle against the
Ethiopians and the Somali government, Sheikh Sharif intensified his cooperation with the Transitional
Federal Government (TFG) and the US government. Al Shabab watched and waited, and in the power
struggle saw opportunity.

On February 26, 2008, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice officially designated al Shabab a terrorist
organization and JSOC intensified its hunt. On March 2, 2008, the United States carried out missile strikes
against a suspected al Shabab house believed to be housing Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, the senior al Qaeda
leader in East Africa. Some reports indicated that he had been killed, but when the rubble cleared, the
death toll was several civilians, some cows and a donkey, but no Nabhan.

On May 1, after three months of strikes that seemed to be killing more innocent people than intended
targets, JSOC hit its mark. At 3:00 a.m., five Tomahawk cruise missiles rained down on the town of
Dhusa Mareb in central Somalia, blowing up a house that CENTCOM alleged was used by “a known al-
Qaeda operative and militia leader.” The mission, military officials said, was the result of weeks of
surveillance and tracking. Witnesses in the area described seeing the dead bodies of sixteen people. One
of them was that of al Shabab’s military commander, Aden Hashi Ayro. Although the US intelligence had
been wrong several times about killing al Shabab leaders, this time there was little room for doubt. After
the strike, al Shabab released a statement confirming Ayro’s death, praising him as a hero. Attached to the
release was the first publicly available photo of Ayro and a bio of their slain leader. Just before Ayro’s
death, according to a US diplomatic cable, the al Shabab leader had met with Indha Adde, a member of
his Ayr clan, perhaps to broker a deal. US officials hoped his killing would isolate al Shabab from its
former ICU allies and would lead to a “short-term disruption of terrorist operations.” The strike may have
deterred Indha Adde from deepening his alliance with al Shabab, but the assassination also emboldened
al Shabab and made a martyr of Ayro.



THE ETHIOPIAN OCCUPATION  began to wind down, following an agreement signed in Djibouti in August
2008 between Sheikh Sharif’s faction and officials from the TFG. In reality, the al Shabab insurgency had
bled the Ethiopians out, but the diplomatic charade served as a face-saving cover. The “Djibouti
Agreement” paved the way for Sheikh Sharif to assume the presidency in Mogadishu. To veteran
observers of Somali politics, Sharif’s reemergence was an incredible story. The United States and
Ethiopia overthrew his government, only to later back him as the country’s president. When I met Sheikh
Sharif at the presidential offices in Mogadishu, he refused to discuss this period of his career, saying only
that it was not the right time. Ironically, Sheikh Sharif, who once declared himself a warrior against
foreign occupation, would rely entirely on the US-backed African Union force that replaced the
Ethiopians to keep his nominal grip on power.

When some members of the ICU and the Somali government merged following the Djibouti Agreement,
Aweys and al Shabab predictably rejected it, believing that the ICU “had submitted themselves to the
infidels,” according to Aynte. Fazul and Nabhan were “fundamental in convincing the Shabab not to join
the Djibouti Agreement. Because, if the Shabab had joined the Djibouti Agreement that brought about the
current government under the leadership of Sheikh Sharif, Fazul and other al Qaeda players would not
have been [able to remain] in Somalia. So I think it was a personal interest of al Qaeda figures, to make
sure that that doesn’t happen.” Al Shabab’s Somali leader, Ahmed Abdi Godane, declared Sharif an
apostate and a “favorite puppet” for the “infidels.” As the new government formed, al Shabab prepared to
widen its insurrection, vowing to take down the new coalition government and to expel the US-backed
African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) forces that had replaced the Ethiopians.

With much of the ICU leadership dead, exiled or bickering over who would control what cabinet
positions within the newly installed US-backed government, al Shabab capitalized on the disarray. The
group welcomed the disillusioned fighters who felt that they had been sold out by the leadership of the
Courts. Aside from its commitment to carry on the jihad, what separated al Shabab from the Somali
government was its indigenous diversity. Its leadership consisted of figures from Somalia’s four major
clans, but it also put members of minority clans in influential positions. Also, true to its name, al Shabab
began recruiting young Somalis whom it could easily indoctrinate. It gave them a sense of empowerment
in a landscape once again dominated by brutal warlords and clan politics.

In 2008, al Shabab evolved into a broad-based movement and significant social force. While keeping
up its military offensive, it began establishing itself in the south, by projecting soft power and cultivating
popular support. Al Shabab members would make diplomatic “visits,” as they called them, to towns,
bringing with them food, money, and “mobile Sharia courts” to settle local disputes. Reminiscent of the
ICU’s approach, the Islamist militants would spend time moderating speedy court proceedings in each
town, settling local disputes and sentencing criminals. Many of these takeovers of Somali towns were
bloodless, involving lengthy negotiations with clan elders to convince them of al Shabab’s noble
intentions.

Al Shabab followed up on this diplomacy with popular social programs. One very important move was
the further dismantling of roadblocks and checkpoints, a process the ICU had begun during its time in
power. These checkpoints were historically used by warlords as tools of extortion rather than security.
“The perception that [al Shabab] and other Islamist insurgent groups are a rag-tag army of crude fanatics
whose first instinct is to use force and terror to impose their radical vision is a caricature,” noted a report
by the International Crisis Group. “Their tactics have been well-adapted and more effective than those of
their adversaries. They have largely succeeded in casting themselves as true Somali patriots opposed to
the Ethiopian-allied TFG. As a result, they have been gaining popularity in central and southern Somalia,
just as they did before the Ethiopian invasion in December 2006.”

At the same time that it engaged in its version of a hearts-and-minds campaign, however, al Shabab
also implemented policies reminiscent of the Taliban: banning popular Bollywood films, forcibly shaving



the heads of men with “inappropriate” hairstyles and imposing harsh sentences for infractions against the
al Shabab interpretation of Sharia law. By early 2009, al Shabab would control of most of southern
Somalia. “In many areas al-Shabab is the only organization that can provide basic social services, such as
rudimentary medical facilities, food distribution centers, and a basic justice system rooted in Islamic
law,” concluded a report for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. “Western diplomats fear that al-
Shabab will continue to win converts by providing services similar to the way Hamas found success in
the Gaza Strip. Experts strongly caution that there is little the United States can do to weaken al-Shabab.”
Further bombing by the United States or increased foreign military intervention, the report warned, could
make al Shabab stronger.

While al Shabab consolidated local support, on the global scene, al Qaeda could now use the jihad in
Somalia to recruit. In this narrative, a Christian nation, Ethiopia, backed by the United States—the root of
all evil—had invaded Somalia and slaughtered Muslims. Jihadists had risen up and repelled the invasion,
making Somalia a front-line battleground against the crusade bin Laden had long alleged the United States
was waging. When the Ethiopians withdrew, according to Aynte, al Shabab “emerged far more popular
and powerful than ever,” transforming “its domestic, irredentist struggle into a global Jihadist dictum.”
Foreign fighters began pouring into Somalia in far greater numbers. Bin Laden released an audio address
titled “Fight on, Champions of Somalia,” amplifying calls for the overthrow of Sharif’s “apostate”
government. Al Shabab began easily taking territory throughout southern Somalia and soon found itself in
control of a far greater swath of territory than the Somali government, despite the latter being backed by
thousands of African Union forces funded and trained by the United States and other Western nations. Al
Shabab would emerge as the premier jihadi force in Somalia—and would soon control more land than
any other al Qaeda–affiliated group in history. US policy had backfired spectacularly, transforming a
ragtag group of relative nobodies in Somalia, in just a few short years, into the new heroes of al Qaeda’s
global struggle.



“If Your Son Does Not Come to Us, He Will Be Killed by the
Americans”

YEMEN, 2007–2009—During Anwar Awlaki’s time in solitary confinement in a Yemeni prison, al Qaeda in
Yemen had made a comeback. While the Bush administration’s civilian leadership largely ignored the
resurgence, JSOC was tracking al Qaeda’s new organization in Yemen closely. On March 27, 2007, a
Yemeni military unit in the province of Hadramaut discovered a US spy drone that had washed up on the
shore of the Arabian Sea. The “Scan Eagle” was an unarmed aerial reconnaissance vehicle that had been
launched off the USS Ashland, which deployed to the area in early 2007 to support Combined Task Force
150’s counterterrorism operations in the Horn of Africa. Human rights groups also alleged that the
Ashland was being used by US forces as a floating prison to hold al Qaeda suspects picked up in the
region. The day after the Yemeni military recovered the aircraft, President Saleh spoke to the US chargé
d’affaires in Yemen, who tried to assure Saleh that the Scan Eagle had crashed in the sea and had not
entered Yemeni territory. Saleh told the US official he didn’t buy that story but promised that Yemen
would not “turn this into an international incident,” according to a US diplomatic cable sent after the
phone call, and “would instruct [Yemeni] government officials not to comment.” Instead, Saleh’s
government put out a cover story that helped bolster Saleh’s propaganda campaign against Iran. On March
29, official Yemeni media outlets reported that the Yemeni military had shot down an Iranian “spy plane”
after consulting with “multinational forces” in the region. Saleh “could have taken the opportunity to score
political points by appearing tough in public against the United States, but chose instead to blame Iran,”
according to the US cable. The crashed drone was an omen of things to come.

As al Qaeda regrouped in Yemen, it began to carry out a series of small-scale actions, primarily in
Marib Province, the site of the 2002 US drone strike that killed Harithi, including suicide attacks against
oil and gas facilities. In March 2007, they assassinated the chief criminal investigator in Marib, Ali
Mahmud al Qasaylah, for his alleged role in the drone strike. In an audiotaped message, Wuhayshi’s
deputy, Qasim al Rimi, announced that Wuhayshi was officially the new head of al Qaeda in Yemen. In
the message, Rimi vowed the group would continue to take revenge on those responsible for the US drone
strike. Two weeks after Rimi’s tape was released, suicide bombers attacked a convoy of Spanish tourists
in Marib, killing eight of them, along with two Yemeni drivers.

After eighteen months in prison, Awlaki reentered a world in which the US wars he had grown to
militantly oppose had spread. Now, it seemed, war was coming to Yemen. As JSOC and the CIA
intensified their operations, Awlaki’s story became like a mirror image. When Awlaki was freed in late
2007, he did not go into hiding, as the US government alleged. He went home to his family in Sana’a and
tried to figure out a way to support them and to continue his preaching.

In an interview days after his release, Awlaki was asked if he would return to the United States or
Britain to preach. “Well, I would like to travel. However, not until the US drops whatever unknown
charges it has against me,” he replied. “The truth of the matter is I am not banned from return to the US. I
left the US on my own accord and refuse to return by my own choice,” Awlaki said later. “In fact the
opposite is true. The US consul encouraged me to return to the US during his visit to me while I was
incarcerated. Alhamdulillah [thanks be to God], Allah has blessed me with living in a blessed land by the
witness of Rasulullah [the prophet]. Why should I replace that with life in the US? But I refuse to even
visit the US because the US government is not to be trusted as they are liars just like their media.” As to
what he would do next, Awlaki said, “I have a few opportunities open at the moment and I haven’t chosen
yet among them. I’m still sort of studying the situation at the time being.”



In early 2008, the Internet became Awlaki’s digital mosque, where he could reach Muslims across the
globe. In February, he established his own website, www.Anwar-AlAwlaki.com, titled “Imam Anwar’s
Blog.” He set up a Facebook page, which drew thousands of subscribers. “In the old times it used to take
a few days to travel, for example, from Makkah to Madina which are only 450 km apart. Now we can
communicate all over the globe within seconds; text, audio and video, all within seconds. So I would like
to tell all of the brothers out there whom I personally know and whom I spent memorable time with:
Assalamu alaykum and insha Allah I will never forget you,” Awlaki wrote in his first blog post. “And to
those whom I grew to know through these modern means of communication but the circumstances have
separated me from meeting them, nevertheless, I still feel a bond with them and I love them for the sake of
Allah because they have chosen to follow Islam: Assalamu alaykum, and if we don’t meet in this world
then we ask Allah to make us of those who would meet while reclining on the thrones of Paradise.”

Awlaki’s website had a vibrant comment section, and he built up a large  online community to whom he
was very responsive. The humanity—and an attention to mundane discussion—Awlaki showed in these
discussions complicated the cartoonish descriptions of him in Western media and helped to explain his
appeal, particularly to some Western Muslims. In one post headlined “Do You Like Cheese?” Awlaki
posed a question: “Cheese is great. So if you are a fan of cheese you might be asking yourself the
question, is cheese made by non-Muslims allowed or not?” In another blog post, Awlaki addressed
Koran-compliant financial practices for Muslims living in the United States and warned against taking out
home mortgages. “If you are a person whom Allah has bestowed wealth upon then you should avoid
owning property in the US and you should diversify out of the dollar into gold and silver,” he wrote. “In
addition to this being the prudent thing to do from a financial point of view, it is also the recommended
thing to do Islamicly. Muslims should not be supporting the economy of a nation that is fighting them.
Finally, for those who are contemplating purchasing a home in the US based on mortgage which is a clear
form of Riba (usury) they should fear Allah.”

But Awlaki’s posts also bristled with hostility to the United States and showed a clear radicalization of
his own politics. Completely gone was any moderate tone about the United States or democracy.
“Muslims do not try to infiltrate the system and work from within. It is just not our way. It is the way of
the Jews and the munafiqeen (hypocrites) but not the way of the Muslims,” he wrote in an August 2008
blog post. “As Muslims we should not subject Islam to the whims of the people, if they chose it we
implement it, if they don’t we accept the choice of the masses. Our position is that we will implement the
rule of Allah on earth by the tip of the sword whether the masses like it or not. We will not subject sharia
rule to popularity contests. Rasulullah (the prophet) says: I was sent with the sword until Allah alone is
worshiped. That path, the path of Rasulullah, is the path we should follow.” He added: “Today the
Muslim world is under occupation and the statements of our scholars are clear that it becomes fardh ayn
(a binding duty) on every able Muslim to fight to free the Muslim land. When something is fardh ayn it is
fardh ayn. You cannot theorize or hypothesize otherwise. The ruling is clear and the implications of it are
clear.” Awlaki praised the Taliban in Afghanistan and the Islamic Courts Union in Somalia as two
“successful examples, even though far from perfect,” of a system of Islamic governance. Jihad, he wrote,
“is what [military theorist Carl von] Clausewitz would refer to as ‘total war’ but with the Islamic rules of
engagement. It is a battle in the battlefield and a battle for the hearts and minds of the people.”

Awlaki began urging followers in the United States to break with its  government and society and to
withdraw from any participation in the political process:

Today America is the home of an interesting assortment of sins that are handpicked from all over the
nations that existed before us: the obstinacy of the people of Nuh; the arrogance of the people of Aad; the
rejection of Allah’s signs by the people of Thamud; the sodomy of the people of Lut; the financial
deviance of the people of Shuayb as America is the biggest dealer and promoter of the interest based
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economy; the oppression of Abu Jahl et al; the greed, deception, love of the temporal life, and the
bogusness of the children of Israel; along with the arrogance of the Pharaoh who had the misled notion
that just because he is the leader of the most powerful nation on earth and is at the top of the greatest army
of his time he can somehow defeat the servants of Allah.

Brothers and Sisters this leads to the belief that the punishment of Allah is hovering over America.
When? And how? Allah knows best.

So if you are one of those unfortunate folks who turned out to be living in the wrong place at the wrong
time then it is advisable for you to leave. That is obviously if you take heed. Many don’t and are still
living the utopia of the American dream. I am not talking about Mo and Mike who are still shaking to the
tunes of MTV with their coke and big mac and are only Muslim by name, but I am talking about the
practicing Muslims who sadly enough still think that the America of George W is the Abyssinia of the
Negus.

The US intelligence community saw Awlaki’s web sermons as a threat. Some officials began a whisper
campaign against him in the US press. “There is good reason to believe Anwar Aulaqi has been involved
in very serious terrorist activities since leaving the United States, including plotting attacks against
America and our allies,” an anonymous US counterterrorism official told the Washington Post  in
February 2008, though no evidence was presented.

On his blog and through e-mails, Awlaki fielded questions on whether Western Muslims should
participate in jihad and began debating the merits of traveling to the front lines to fight. A new generation
of young disenfranchised Muslims was eagerly seeking out Awlaki’s videos and audio recordings. One of
the most popular was “Constants on the Path of Jihad,” an audio lecture believed to have been recorded in
2005. The lecture was based on the teachings of Yusuf al Ayyiri, the first operational leader of al Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula and an articulate guerrilla warfare strategist who was killed by Saudi security
forces in 2003. In the lecture, Awlaki advanced  Ayyiri’s teachings on jihad, weaving the stories of epic
battles fought by Islamic warriors defending their faith into a current context. “Whenever you see the
word terrorist, replace it with the word mujahid,” Awlaki declared. “Whenever you see the word
terrorism, replace it with the word jihad.” Every “government in the world is united to fight against
Islam,” Awlaki added. “People try to find a way of bailing out of Jihad because they do not like it. The
reality of war is horrible and that’s why people try to avoid it, but fighting is proscribed upon you, it is an
instruction from Allah.” True Muslims, Awlaki said, citing Ayyiri’s writings, define victory not as simple
military triumph but as the act of sacrifice. “The Mujahid sacrificing ‘his self’ and his wealth is victory.
Victory of your idea, your religion. If you die for your religion, your death will spread the da’wa
[proselytizing on behalf of Islam].... Allah chooses Shuhada [martyrs] from amongst the believers. This is
a victory.”

CIA and FBI counterterrorism analysts began poring over Awlaki’s sermons, looking for clues the
preacher may have dropped about his potential connections to al Qaeda. They discovered no specifics,
but they saw a threat in his influence and the inspiration others found in him. Intercepts from multiple
terror investigations kept producing references to Awlaki’s sermons, particularly the “Constants” lecture.
“In a sense, al Awlaki crosses this bridge, speaking in Arabic but he also speaks in English and he’s an
American citizen and so he knows, therefore, how to address the youth,” Dr. Emile Nakhleh, the former
senior CIA officer who ran the Agency’s Political Islam Division, told me. “And so the danger is not that
he is another bin Laden—the fear of Awlaki among some people in the government is that he represents
this new phenomenon of recruitment, recruiting ordinary people who fall under the radar.”

As Awlaki’s online popularity grew—many of his posts had hundreds of commenters asking him for
advice—the United States was putting tremendous pressure on the Yemeni intelligence services to
rearrest him. “The Americans were very, very angry with the [Yemeni] government,” recalled Saleh bin



Fareed, the leader of the Aulaq tribe, who would meet regularly with both US and Yemeni officials to
resolve disputes between the government and Yemeni tribes. “They were really annoyed. And I think they
put a lot of pressure on the [Yemeni] president to take him back” into custody. Awlaki was followed
everywhere he went. “He was harassed, and he was under surveillance all the time he was in Sana’a. And
he could not do anything,” recalled Awlaki’s father, Nasser, who lived with his son at the time. “They
were watching him very closely,” added bin Fareed. “And he did not like that. Wherever he goes,
intelligence would be on his left and right. He goes to the mosque, they are with him; he goes by car, they
are behind him; he goes to eat, they also eat. I think he did not feel free.”

Awlaki’s friend Shaykh Harith al Nadari recalled, “We were under intensified surveillance and
harassment,” and Awlaki determined that “Sana’a was no longer a suitable place for us to stay.” Anwar
ultimately decided to leave Sana’a to go to Ataq, the provincial capital of Shabwah, his family’s tribal
land in southern Yemen, near the Arabian Sea. He thought he would be left alone by the Yemeni
intelligence services and the US government. He was wrong.

Washington was relentless in its pressure on the Yemeni regime. When Anwar left Sana’a, US
intelligence demanded that Yemen’s security services return him there. The head of Yemen’s elite US-
trained and -funded Counter Terrorism Unit, Yahya Saleh, told Nasser, “If your son does not come to us,
he will be killed by the Americans.” Nasser and bin Fareed both traveled to Shabwah to try to compel
Anwar to return to Sana’a. “I went to Shabwah. I met Anwar. I tried to convince him,” bin Fareed told
me. “He told me, ‘Uncle, I will not. I was born a free man. I don’t want anybody to tell me where to
sleep, where to put my head, which direction I will put it. I assure you I have nothing to do with terrorism,
I have nothing to do with al Qaeda—I go from my house to the mosque, and those who attend are all from
the village. I post on the Internet [and] people ask me questions, I answer. I preach Islam, and that’s my
job.” Anwar told his powerful uncle, If you find any evidence I am involved with terrorism, “you come
and take me and you put me in jail.”

Awlaki had originally brought his wife and children with him to Ataq, but they eventually moved back
to Sana’a to live with his parents. In Ataq, family sources told me, Anwar was subjected to continued
surveillance by Yemeni intelligence agents. Awlaki decided to move further away to elude their grasp—
leaving Ataq and moving to the family’s small village, al Saeed, in rural Shabwah. “It’s a small village. I
mean, there are a few thousand people who live in the valley there. All of them are from the same tribe,”
bin Fareed told me. “If somebody comes from another village, it’s known that he’s a stranger. So, they
know each other. I think the Americans did not like this.” In his family’s village, Awlaki continued his
blogging, growing ever more radical. He began telling friends and family that he believed the United
States was tracking him.

THE US HUNT FOR AWLAKI  coincided with al Qaeda’s own escalation of attacks in Yemen. On September
17, 2008, the group launched a massive kamikaze attack on the US Embassy in Sana’a. The fortresslike
compound was hit in a coordinated assault with vehicle bombs, rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) and
automatic weapons, resulting in the deaths of thirteen guards and civilians, one of whom was an
American. The six attackers all died as well. Al Qaeda declared it a successful strike. “This attack is a
reminder that we are at war with extremists who will murder innocent people to achieve their ideological
objectives,” President Bush said as he sat next to General David Petraeus at the White House. “One
objective of these extremists as they kill is to try to cause the United States to lose our nerve and to
withdraw from regions of the world.”

Petraeus would soon assume command of CENTCOM, where he would oversee the US wars—
declared and undeclared—in the Middle East. One of his jobs would be to coordinate an expansion of
covert US military strikes in Yemen. In May, shortly after he received word that he would become



CENTCOM commander, Petraeus met in Qatar with the CIA director, Michael Hayden, as well as with
JSOC’s commander, Admiral McRaven, and others, to discuss plans for increasing the strikes against al
Qaeda suspects wherever they operated.

As news of the embassy bombing broke in the United States, Petraeus’s future boss, Senator Barack
Obama, was on the campaign trail. “It just reminds us that we have to redouble our efforts to root out and
destroy international terrorist organizations,” Obama commented during a stop in Grand Junction,
Colorado. Yemen was beginning to rise above its status as a back-burner issue.

Michael Scheuer, the twenty-two-year CIA veteran and the former head of the Agency’s bin Laden unit,
observed that “Al-Qaeda’s organization in Yemen seems to have stabilized after the period of turmoil and
governmental suppression that followed the November 2002 death of its leader Abu Ali Harithi.” Scheuer
added: “For al-Qaeda, Yemen provides a pivotal, central base that links its theaters of operation in
Afghanistan, Iraq, East Africa and the Far East; it also provides a base for training Yemeni fighters and
for the rest and refit of fighters from multiple Islamist groups after their tours in Afghanistan, Iraq and
Somalia.” In all, there were dozens of documented al Qaeda attacks on Yemeni soil from 2000 through the
end of the Bush administration. Over the years, US military aid and CIA financing was increased. “When
[al Qaeda] starts creating problems in Yemen, the US money starts flowing,” asserted the former senior
counterterrorism official. “For Saleh, al Qaeda is the gift that keeps on giving. They are his number one
fund-raiser to get Saudi and US money.”

In October 2008, the US base at Djibouti was officially placed under the control of AFRICOM, the
Pentagon’s sixth unified geographic command. Yemen remained under CENTCOM’s area of
responsibility and would become a major focus for Special Operations Forces under the banner of
SOC(FWD)-Yemen (Special Operations Command-Forward Yemen). While Saleh managed his complex
relations with the United States through official channels, on occasion, according to US Special
Operations Forces veterans, JSOC teams carried out “unilateral, direct actions” against al Qaeda suspects
in Yemen. These operations were never mentioned in public, and some may have been conducted without
Saleh’s knowledge or direct authorization. “During that period we were training and building the
indigenous security forces in Yemen,” a former aide to a senior JSOC leader told me. “Simultaneously
we were targeting and then killing people who were suspected or had been confirmed to be al Qaeda
extremists in and around the Peninsula, and within Yemen itself.” Although Yemen was increasingly
surfacing on the radar of JSOC and the CIA, the country would remain largely out of the headlines. During
the three presidential debates between Barack Obama and John McCain in the 2008 election, Yemen was
not mentioned once.

Barack Obama campaigned on the idea that Bush had drained resources in Iraq that should have been
used to fight al Qaeda. “There was no such thing as Al Qaeda in Iraq until George Bush and John McCain
decided to invade,” Obama had declared in February 2008. “They took their eye off the people who were
responsible for 9/11, and that would be Al Qaeda.” The new president pledged to rearrange US priorities
to Afghanistan, where he would place JSOC’s former commander, General McChrystal, in charge of the
war, but Obama would soon realize that his pledge to take the fight to al Qaeda would not be limited to
Afghanistan. The tiny Arab nation of Yemen would become a major piece on Obama’s counterterrorism
chessboard.

AS THE EIGHT-YEAR-LONG BUSH ERA drew to a close, and the US election campaign entered its final weeks,
Awlaki railed against the hopes that Muslims in the United States and globally were voicing about the
candidacy of Barack Obama. “The promoters of participation in American elections argue that we are
choosing the least of the two evils. This principle is correct but what they are missing is that in the
process of choosing the lesser of the two evils they are committing an even greater evil,” Awlaki wrote in



October 2008. “The types of candidates that American politics has been spitting out is absolutely
disgusting. I wonder how any Muslim with a grain of iman [faith] in his heart could walk up to a ballot
box and cast his vote in endorsement of creatures such as McCain or Obama?!” He added: “No matter
how irrelevant your vote is, on the Day of Judgment you will be called to answer for it. You, under no
coercion or duress, consciously chose to vote for the leader of a nation that is leading the war against
Islam.” In a subsequent post, Awlaki wrote that “on most of the issues  that concern Muslims there is very
little difference” between McCain and Obama. “For example they have similar views on the war on
terror and the issue of Palestine. Anyone with a simple understanding of the history of American politics
would realize that on the major issues both parties share the same agenda.”

As Awlaki escalated his rhetoric, the US intelligence community was elevating his perceived threat
level. A month before Barack Obama’s election, a tiny window was opened into how Awlaki was
viewed when Charles Allen, the undersecretary of homeland security for intelligence and analysis,
described Awlaki as “ an al-Qaeda supporter, and former spiritual leader to three of the September 11
hijackers.” This was the first time a US official had publicly linked Awlaki to terrorism. Allen charged
that Awlaki “targets US Muslims with radical online lectures encouraging terrorist attacks from his new
home in Yemen.” When Allen’s remarks were published, Awlaki shot back on his blog. Regarding the
characterization of him as a “spiritual adviser” to some of the hijackers, Awlaki wrote: “ This is a
baseless claim that I have refuted again and again during the FBI’s interrogations and with the media. The
US government and the media still insist on spreading this lie around.” As for encouraging terrorist
attacks, Awlaki responded, “I would challenge him to come up with one such lecture where I encourage
‘terrorist attacks.’” But, in the eyes of the US government, Awlaki’s calls for jihad amounted to
encouraging such attacks.

As president-elect Obama began to build his foreign policy and counterterrorism teams, Yemen would
emerge as a major priority. Although most of the United States and the world had never heard of Anwar
Awlaki, the new administration was monitoring his movements in Yemen. US authorities presented no
concrete evidence that Awlaki was actively involved in any terror plots, but they asserted that he was an
inspirational figure whose sermons kept popping up in investigations into various terror plots: in 2006, a
group of Canadian Muslims charged with plotting to storm parliament and behead the prime minister were
found to have listened to Awlaki speeches. In addition, some of the men convicted in the 2007 plot to
attack Fort Dix in New Jersey were heard praising Awlaki, according to a recording made by a
government informant. Other references to Awlaki were registering on the radar in investigations in the
United Kingdom, as well as in Chicago and Atlanta. Awlaki was openly praising al Shabab in Somalia,
where the United States was becoming increasingly concerned about Western Muslims joining the jihad.
A group of young Somali Americans from Minneapolis who had traveled to Somalia to join al Shabab
were allegedly inspired by Awlaki’s “Constants on the Path of Jihad.”

In a December 21, 2008, blog post titled “Salutations to al-Shabab of Somalia,” Awlaki wrote that the
group’s seizing of territory in Mogadishu and elsewhere in Somalia “fills our hearts with immense joy.
We would like to congratulate you for your victories and achievements.... Al-Shabab not only have
succeeded in expanding the areas that fall under their rule but they have succeeded in implementing the
sharia and giving us a living example of how we as Muslims should proceed to change our situation. The
ballot has failed us but the bullet has not.” He contrasted al Shabab’s armed insurrection against US
proxies with the teachings of “Islamic universities run by Green Zone Scholars under governments headed
by pimps,” whose teachings advocated “weakness and humiliation.” Awlaki asserted that the “university
of Somalia” would “graduate an alumni” of “fighters who are hardened by the field and ready to carry on
with no fear and hesitation. It will provide its graduates with the hands-on experience that the ummah [the
global Muslim community] greatly needs for its next stage. But their success depends on your support. It is
the responsibility of the ummah to help them with men and money.”



Al Shabab replied to Awlaki’s message and Awlaki posted the answer on his site. Addressing him as
“beloved Sheikh Anwar,” al Shabab’s statement said, “We look to you as one of the very few scholars
who stand firm upon the truth and defend the honor of the Mujahideen and the Muslims by continuously
uncovering the feeble plots of the enemies of Allah. Allah knows how many of the brothers and sisters
have been affected by your work so we ask you to continue the important effort you are doing wherever
you are and never to fear the blame of the blamers.” It concluded, “O Sheikh, we would not only look at
you as only a soldier, but as the likes of Ibn Taymiya [an Islamic scholar known for resisting the Mongols
in the thirteenth century].”

During the Israeli siege of Gaza, known as Operation Cast Lead, which began in late 2008, Awlaki’s
tone grew markedly more radical and warlike. “The illegal state of Israel needs to be eradicated. Just like
Rasulullah drove them out of the Arabian peninsula the Jews of Palestine need to be driven out to the
sea,” Awlaki wrote. “There are no Israeli civilians unless they are Muslim. When the enemy targets our
women and children we should target theirs.”

Awlaki was influential among jihadist circles and with young, conservative Western Muslims,
including those contemplating participating in the armed struggles against the United States and Israel and
their proxies. His sermons had gone viral on jihadist web forums, which were heavily monitored by US
intelligence. But there was no hard evidence presented that Awlaki had done anything that was not
protected speech under the First Amendment to the US Constitution, or that would not require a major
court battle to prove it was unconstitutional. There was, however, enough smoke around Awlaki for US
intelligence to want him silenced, as he was during his eighteen months in a Yemeni prison. Now that
Awlaki was out of jail and becoming more popular with every blog post, the digital surveillance on him
intensified.

Unbeknownst to Awlaki, his e-mails were being intercepted and read, and his blog was being combed
over for clues about his contacts. On December 17, 2008, the FBI intercepted an e-mail Awlaki received
from Nidal Hasan, the army major whose parents had been members of Awlaki’s mosque in Virginia in
2001. The last contact Awlaki had with Hasan was before he left the United States for Yemen—and then
it was only to speak with him at the request of his parents. In retrospect, the e-mail is ominous. “There are
many soldiers in the us armed forces that have converted to Islam while in the service. There are also
many Muslims who join the armed forces for a myriad of different reasons,” Hasan wrote Awlaki. “Some
appear to have internal conflicts and have even killed or tried to kill other [US] soldiers in the name of
Islam i.e. Hasan Akbar [a US soldier who was convicted of murdering two fellow soldiers in Kuwait],
etc. Others feel that there is no conflict. Previous Fatwas seem vague and not very definitive.” He then
asked Awlaki, “Can you make some general comments about Muslims in the [US] military. Would you
consider someone like Hasan Akbar or other soldiers that have committed such acts with the goal of
helping Muslims/Islam (Lets just assume this for now) fighting Jihad and if they did die would you
consider them shaheeds [martyrs]. I realize that these are difficult questions but you seem to be one of the
only ones that has lived in the [US who] has a good understanding of the Qur’an and Sunna and is not
afraid of being direct.” Awlaki did not reply to that e-mail, but for months Hasan kept writing him.

Although federal investigators took no action against Hasan after that e-mail, a year later, after Hasan
gunned down thirteen of his fellow soldiers at Fort Hood in Texas, Hasan’s e-mails would help form part
of the narrative that Awlaki was a terrorist. “Al-Awlaki condenses the Al Qaeda philosophy into
digestible, well-written treatises,” Evan Kohlmann, a self-proclaimed al Qaeda scholar and popular
“expert witness” at terror trials, told the New York Times. “They may not tell people how to build a bomb
or shoot a gun. But he tells them who to kill, and why, and stresses the urgency of the mission.” Kohlmann
was frequently brought in to brief the US government on al Qaeda—even though he did not speak Arabic
and had done little traveling in any countries with a strong al Qaeda presence. Kohlmann briefed the US
Justice Department and said he warned them of what he described as Awlaki’s increasing ability to incite



young Westerners  to join foreign jihads or to conduct terror attacks in their own countries. Kohlmann
alleged that there should be “little surprise that Anwar al-Awlaki’s name and his sermon on ‘Constants on
the Path of Jihad’ seem to surface in every single homegrown terrorism investigation, whether in the U.S.,
the U.K., Canada, or beyond.” He labeled “Constants” a “lecture that over time has become the ‘virtual
bible’ for lone wolf Muslim extremists.”

Although Awlaki was undoubtedly grabbing the attention of an increasing number of counterterrorism
officers and analysts in the United States, some within the intelligence community believed his importance
was being inflated. Awlaki’s sermons were indeed popping up in a variety of terror investigations, but he
was a virtual nobody in the world of actual al Qaeda cells. Outside of English-speaking Western
Muslims, he was not influential in most parts of the Muslim world. “I think the reason we tend to focus on
him so much, is because he preaches in English. And because of that, we have more exposure to what he
says and because we have more exposure to what he says, we assume that he has more influence than he
really does,” said Joshua Foust, who at the time was a Yemen analyst at the Defense Intelligence Agency.
Foust said he was concerned about Awlaki’s sermons influencing young Western Muslims, but he
believed that some within the intelligence community were elevating the role his sermons played in terror
plots. “I don’t see any evidence whatsoever that [Awlaki] poses some kind of ideological threat against
the United States. I would say that 99.99 percent of the all the people who either listen to, or believe in
Awlaki’s ideology, never act on it,” Foust told me. “So if you’re going to argue that ideology is what
caused someone to do something, you need to actually—to me at least—to be intellectually honest and
analytically rigorous. You need to explain why that ideology compelled that person to act, but it didn’t
compel everyone who didn’t act to not act. And to me, I don’t think its possible to really explain that. I
haven’t ever seen an argument that actually does that. So from the start, I think a lot of the focus on Awlaki
doesn’t make any sense, because we assign him a kind of importance and influence that he doesn’t really
have.”

From Awlaki’s perspective, he had been preaching a similar message for years before 9/11 and doing
so in the United States. US Muslim “organizations used to support the Jihad in Afghanistan, in Bosnia, in
Chechnya, and in Palestine. I was there, in America, at that time,” Awlaki recalled. “We used to call from
the pulpits...for Jihad for the sake of Allah, the establishment of the Caliphate. Allegiance and Disavowal.
We could speak freely. The freedom in America allowed us to say these things, and we had much more
freedom than in many of the countries of the Islamic world.” Awlaki believed his message had not
fundamentally changed, but the target of the jihad he advocated had. Lectures Awlaki had given
advocating jihad in Chechnya or Afghanistan or Bosnia in the 1990s were on-message with US policy
goals. A decade later, the same teachings—applied against the United States—took on a new meaning and
cast Awlaki as a traitor to the country of his birth.

As 2008 drew to a close, Awlaki posted, “A New Year: Reality and Aspirations,” a blog in which he
provided an analysis of various wars around the Islamic world and cited countries where Muslim
mujahedeen were progressing against Western powers. In Iraq, Awlaki wrote, “ The US has come to the
conclusion that they cannot do the job alone and they must seek the assistance of the munafiqeen
[hypocrites]. With all of the outside and inside forces combining efforts to fight the carriers of the truth in
Iraq our brothers do not need to win in order to be victorious. All they need to do is hang on. If they
succeed in that they are [winning]. The invader cannot stay there forever.” In Afghanistan, Awlaki
asserted, “The mujahideen are winning, NATO are losing.... Obama is all hyped up about bringing an end
to terrorism by focusing on Afghanistan. I pray the brothers teach him and his forces some good lessons
this year.” Awlaki also celebrated al Shabab’s ascent in Somalia as “the best news of the year,” writing,
“Al-Shabab are winning on all fronts. Insha Allah we should witness the announcement of the
establishment of an Islamic emirate. Ethiopia is tired of fighting a proxy war on behalf of America.”
Awlaki predicted that the United States would, once again, target Somalia, observing (presciently it



would turn out), “The sea around Somalia is already occupied under the pretext of protection from piracy.
This year could witness aerial bombardment with a renewed ground force invasion as a possibility.”

Globally, Awlaki asserted, “The separation of believers from hypocrites which precedes any Muslim
victory is underway.” The “Jihad will carry on. And all of these are building stones for the ummah in its
next stage. If Allah wants an end he prepares the means to it. Allah wants victory for this ummah and
Allah is preparing the means for that. Let us not sit on the sidelines. Lets be part of that victory.” In some
ways, Awlaki’s fixation on the Islamic players in an escalating global war of civilizations paralleled a
different set of lists being secretly compiled by the Obama administration’s counterterrorist teams. On
these lists were scores of al Qaeda leaders, as well as militants much further down the food chain:
“facilitators,” “suspected militants,” “propagandists.” The administration was gearing up for a series of
smaller wars in the Middle East, the Horn of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, as well as a shift in
strategy in Afghanistan that would seek to decapitate the Taliban leadership. At the center of Obama’s
new strategy would be a targeted assassination program that fulfilled Rumsfeld’s vision of the world as a
battlefield.

Awlaki predicted that the new US president would be a hawk against Islamic resistance movements.
He was right. Obama would soon give carte blanche to JSOC and the CIA to wage a global manhunt.
Capture was option two. Killing those whom the president deemed a threat to the United States was the
primary mission, despite public assertions otherwise by military and government spokespeople. JSOC
would not just be tasked with killing al Qaeda’s top leadership, but with decimating its support
infrastructure, killing its way down the chain. It was through this program that Awlaki would find himself
in the new president’s cross-hairs. He would soon become an American citizen sentenced to death with
no trial.



“Obama Is Set to Continue the Course Set by Bush”

UNITED STATES, 2002–2008 —Barack Obama is an Ivy League–educated constitutional law professor whose
political career was carefully plotted. In October 2002, when he was a state senator in Illinois, Obama
had staked out a position on the Iraq War that foreshadowed the foreign policy vision he would later
articulate as a presidential candidate. “I don’t oppose all wars,” Obama declared. “What I am opposed to
is a dumb war. What I am opposed to is a rash war. What I am opposed to is the cynical attempt
by...armchair, weekend warriors in this administration to shove their own ideological agendas down our
throats, irrespective of the costs in lives lost and in hardships borne.” Obama would often refer to that
speech, but very few Americans heard it at the time. Obama burst onto the scene in 2004 when he
delivered a widely praised, fiery keynote address at the Democratic National Convention, won a seat in
the US Senate that year and then, three years later, announced his candidacy for president. “Let’s be the
generation that never forgets what happened on that September day and confront the terrorists with
everything we’ve got,” Obama said in his speech announcing his presidential run. “We can work together
to track terrorists down with a stronger military, we can tighten the net around their finances, and we can
improve our intelligence capabilities.”

In crafting his campaign strategy on foreign policy, Obama and his advisers needed to straddle a fence
between criticizing the national security policies of the Bush era while also appearing tough on terrorism.
Obama conducted a dual-track approach in attacking his Republican opponent, John McCain: linking
McCain to the war in Iraq and the unaccountability and secrecy of the Bush era, and simultaneously
pledging to wage a “smarter,” more focused war against al Qaeda.

On the morning of October 4, 2007, the New York Times ran a lengthy front-page story detailing a 2005
Justice Department opinion granting “an expansive endorsement of the harshest interrogation techniques
ever used by the Central Intelligence Agency.” Under newly arrived attorney general Alberto Gonzales,
the CIA was “for the first time provided explicit authorization to barrage terror suspects with a
combination of painful physical and psychological tactics, including head-slapping, simulated drowning
and frigid temperatures.” That morning Obama appeared on national television. “This is an example of
what we’ve lost over the last six years and what we have to recapture,” Obama told MSNBC anchor
Mika Brzezinski. “You know, all of us believe we’ve got to track down and capture or kill terrorists who
threaten America, but we have to understand that torture is not going to either provide us with information,
and it’s also going to create more enemies. And so as a strategy for creating a safer and secure America, I
think it is wrongheaded, as well as immoral.” Obama added: “I think this administration basically viewed
any tactic as acceptable, as long as it could spin it and keep it out of the public eye.”

As the presidential campaign rolled on, promises to reverse Bush-era policies became central to
Obama’s agenda. Torture, the prison at Guantánamo Bay, wars without justification or accountability and
the evisceration of US civil liberties would come to an end, Obama vowed. “We have been governed by
fear for the last six years, and this president has used the fear of terrorism to launch a war that should
have never been authorized,” Obama said in late October 2007. He argued that the political climate
fostered by the Bush administration undermined the United States at home and abroad. “We haven’t even
talked about civil liberties and the impact of that politics of fear, what that has done to us in terms of
undermining basic civil liberties in this country, what it has done in terms of our reputation around the
world,” Obama said.

But even as Obama won great praise and support from liberals and antiwar organizations in the United
States, he articulated a foreign policy vision that, when it came to counterterrorism, made clear he



intended to authorize covert and clandestine operations. “It was a terrible mistake to fail to act when we
had a chance to take out an al Qaeda leadership meeting in 2005,” Obama said. “If we have actionable
intelligence about high-value terrorist targets and President Musharraf will not act, we will.” McCain
criticized Obama for his position that he would attack inside of Pakistan, calling it irresponsible. “You
don’t broadcast and say that you’re going to bomb a country without their permission,” McCain said.
Obama shot back that the Bush administration had done “exactly that,” declaring, “That is the position we
should have taken in the first place...the fact is, it was the right strategy.”

In accepting the Democratic nomination for president in 2008 in a massive football stadium in Denver,
Colorado, Obama telegraphed a policy he intended to implement: escalating the war in Afghanistan and
increasing US covert kill/capture operations globally. “John McCain likes to say that he’ll follow bin
Laden to the gates of Hell, but he won’t even follow him to the cave where he lives,” Obama said,
reiterating that if he were elected, the United States would act unilaterally in Pakistan or elsewhere to kill
terrorists. “We must take out Osama bin Laden and his lieutenants if we have them in our sights.”

Obama’s stump speeches on the campaign trail often focused on ending the war in Iraq, but he also
articulated a hawkish position on unilateral US attacks that would necessitate a significant role for JSOC
and the CIA. After his inauguration, as Obama built his foreign policy team, he stacked the administration
with hawkish Democrats, including his vice president, Joe Biden, and secretary of state, Hillary Clinton,
both of whom supported the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Susan Rice would serve as UN ambassador, and
Richard Holbrooke would head up the civilian side of Obama’s plan to expand the US war in
Afghanistan. All of these figures had a track record of support for military interventions, neoliberal
economic policies and a worldview consistent with the foreign policy arc that stretched from George H.
W. Bush’s time in office to the present. Obama also retained Bush’s defense secretary, Robert Gates;
tapped CIA veteran John Brennan as his senior adviser on counterterrorism and homeland security; and
named General James Jones as his national security adviser.

Conservative Republicans heaped praise on Obama’s picks. President Bush’s senior adviser, Karl
Rove, called Obama’s cabinet selections “reassuring,” and neoconservative leader and former McCain
campaign staffer Max Boot beamed: “I am gobsmacked by these appointments, most of which could just
as easily have come from a President McCain.” Boot added that Hillary Clinton would be a “powerful”
voice “for ‘neoliberalism’ which is not so different in many respects from ‘neoconservativism.’” Boot’s
colleague Michael Goldfarb wrote in the Weekly Standard,  the official organ of the neoconservative
movement, that he saw “certainly nothing that represents a drastic change in how Washington does
business. The expectation is that Obama is set to continue the course set by Bush in his second term.”

Within weeks of assuming office in early 2009, Obama would send a clear message that he intended to
keep intact many of the most aggressive counterterrorism policies of the Bush era. Among these were
targeted killings, warrantless wiretapping, the use of secret prisons, a crackdown on habeas corpus rights
for prisoners, indefinite detention, CIA rendition flights, drone bombings, the deployment of mercenaries
in US wars and reliance on the “State Secrets Privilege.” In some cases, Obama would expand Bush-era
programs he had once blasted as hallmarks of an unaccountable executive branch.

Obama paid lip service on the campaign trail to holding Bush-era torturers accountable, but he later
backed off such rhetoric, saying after his election that “we need to look forward as opposed to looking
backwards.” He said his job as president “is to make sure that, for example, at the C.I.A., you’ve got
extraordinarily talented people who are working very hard to keep Americans safe. I don’t want them to
suddenly feel like they’ve got to spend all their time looking over their shoulders.”

Early on in Obama’s time in office, Dick Cheney charged that Obama was moving “to take down a lot
of those policies we put in place that kept the nation safe for nearly eight years from a follow-on terrorist
attack like 9/11.” Cheney was wrong. If anything, Obama would guarantee that many of those policies
would become entrenched, bipartisan institutions in US national security policy for many years to come.



Whether these policies have kept Americans safe—or have made them less safe—is another question.



Obama’s Signature Strikes

PAKISTAN AND WASHINGTON, DC, 2009 —As he settled into the Oval Office and his new role as commander
in chief, President Obama tweaked Bush’s expansive Global War on Terror rhetoric, rebranding it as a
“war against al-Qaeda and its allies.” On his third day in office, Obama signed a series of executive
orders that were portrayed as “dismantling” the Bushera torture and detention programs. “The message
we are sending around the world is that the United States intends to prosecute the ongoing struggle against
violence and terrorism, and we are going to do so vigilantly; we are going to do so effectively; and we
are going to do so in a manner that is consistent with our values and our ideals,” Obama declared as he
stood with sixteen retired military officers. “We intend to win this fight. We’re going to win it on our
terms.” But, while dispensing with the Bushera labels and cowboy rhetoric that marked the previous eight
years of US foreign policy, Obama simultaneously moved swiftly to expand the covert US wars that had
marked his predecessor’s time in office.

The day after Obama signed his executive orders, CIA director Michael Hayden briefed him on an
operation the Agency was about to conduct inside Pakistan: a drone strike near the Afghan border. The
targets, Hayden told the president, were upper-tier al Qaeda and Taliban members. Later that day, two
Hellfire missiles hit compounds in North and South Waziristan. The first strike hit in a small village near
Mir Ali, in North Waziristan, around 5:00 p.m. local time. The second struck a compound in the village of
Karez Kot in South Waziristan at around 8:30 p.m. Hayden, weeks away from leaving the Agency,
admitted to the president that the main HVTs had not been hit but told him that “at least five al Qaeda
militants” had died. “Good,” said Obama, who made clear that he favored escalating drone strikes in
Pakistan.

As the US intelligence officers monitored the footage from the January 23 drone strikes, it became clear
that civilians had been killed. John Brennan went straight to the president and told him what had
happened. Five “militants” may have died in the strikes, but they were not the only ones killed. According
to the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, the first strike in North Waziristan killed between seven and
fifteen people, nearly all of them civilians. Many of the slain were from one family. One boy was
reported to have survived, albeit with a skull fracture, a perforated stomach and the loss of an eye. The
second strike in South Waziristan struck the “wrong house” and killed five to eight civilians, according to
subsequent reports. Many of the dead, including at least two children, were the family members of a tribal
elder, who was also killed. The elder was reportedly a member of a “pro-government peace committee.”

Obama summoned Hayden for a face-to-face meeting and demanded a full briefing on the drone
program’s protocols. Despite the scores of national security briefings Obama had received from the time
he became the Democratic nominee for president, it was the first the new president had heard of what the
CIA called “signature strikes.” Beginning in the closing months of the Bush administration, the Agency
had begun targeting people based on patterns of life rather than specific intelligence. The CIA said that
“military aged males” who were part of a large gathering of people in a particular region or had contacts
with other suspected militants or terrorists could be considered fair targets for drone strikes. A positive
ID was not necessary to strike, only some of the “signatures” the Agency had developed to identify
suspected terrorists.

After some convincing from Hayden, Obama decided not to reject the signature strike policy, although
he added a constraint: the CIA director was to have the final say on all strikes, an authority that had been
occasionally delegated to the deputy director or the head of the Agency’s counterterrorism center. Obama
warned that he might withdraw the signature strike authority at a later time. But he didn’t. In the ensuing



months, the new CIA director, Leon Panetta, enlisted the help of “undercover officers” from the CIA’s
Counterterrorism Center and put the president through a “crash course” on targeted strikes. Panetta
reviewed the drone program and other kinetic protocols, including the authorities needed in order to
launch a strike. Obama and Panetta would hold one-on-one sessions after HVTs had been hit in Pakistan.

During that first year in office, Obama began to hold regular hourlong meetings with top officials to
discuss all matters of national security and counterterrorism. According to participants, these early
meetings had a “tutorial” character. Intelligence and security threats were discussed, but Obama was still
being introduced to new capabilities. For much of the first year, discussions about capturing or killing
people outside of Afghanistan and Pakistan were for the most part theoretical. The vice chair of the Joint
Chiefs, General “Hoss” Cartwright, and Obama’s top counterterrorism adviser, John Brennan, were
increasingly central to the deliberations, as was Admiral McRaven, the commander of JSOC. One of the
first tasks on Obama’s national security agenda was a thorough review of Bush’s military executive
orders. When it came to counterterrorism, Obama would preserve much of his predecessor’s policies,
and he ended up sustaining most of the ExOrds without revision. In some cases, he sought to expand the
authorities. Obama began striking Pakistan almost weekly.

OBAMA INHERITED an already escalating drone program from Bush. The strikes in Pakistan had become
more frequent in the waning months of 2008. Just before Obama won the election, Bush had “reached a
tacit agreement to allow [drone strikes] to continue without Pakistani involvement.” The US policy was to
inform Pakistan of attacks while they were under way, or minutes after they had been carried out.
President Obama approved of the shift, which brought with it an uptick in drone activity, and he “fully
endorsed the covert action program.” Obama also kept in place “virtually all the key personnel” from the
CIA who had run the covert campaign under Bush. Part of this program, which Obama was read into by
outgoing director of national intelligence Mike McConnell right after the election, was a HUMINT
network within Pakistan. The spies provided on-the-ground intel that was a necessary counterpart to the
drone surveillance and targeting. The spy program, five years in the making and reportedly expensive,
was “the real [secret] that Obama would carry with him from that moment forward.”

Soon after he assumed office, Obama began pressing Panetta about the hunt for bin Laden. By May
2009, Obama told the CIA director that he needed to make the manhunt his “number one goal” and
instructed Panetta to deliver a “detailed operation plan” for locating bin Laden. Panetta had thirty days to
put the plan together and then began providing the president with weekly updates on progress made on the
effort, even when there was little to report.

As the hunt for bin Laden intensified, the drone strikes continued. So too did the civilian deaths. On
June 23, the CIA killed several alleged militants with a Hellfire missile in South Waziristan, then
followed up hours later with an attack on the funeral mourning their deaths. Scores of civilians—
estimates ranged between eighteen and forty-five—were killed. “After the prayers ended people were
asking each other to leave the area as drones were hovering,” said a man who lost his leg in the attack.
“First two drones fired two missiles, it created a havoc, there was smoke and dust everywhere. Injured
people were crying and asking for help...they fired the third missile after a minute, and I fell on the
ground.” US intelligence reportedly believed that Baitullah Mehsud, the leader of the Pakistani Taliban
would be “among the mourners.” He was not, at least when the drones struck.

The elusive Mehsud had already survived over a dozen reported attempts to kill him, between Bush
and Obama, which had resulted in hundreds of collateral deaths. But then, in early August, US intelligence
tracked Mehsud down to his father-in-law’s house in a village called Zanghara in South Waziristan. On
August 5, CIA drones fired at him as he reclined on the house’s rooftop with family members and other
guests. Two Hellfire missiles ripped Mehsud in half, killing eleven other people at the house.



In October 2009, Obama reportedly expanded the “target boxes” in Pakistan, broadening the area in
which the CIA could go after targets, gave the agency authorization to acquire more drones, and
“increased resources for the agency’s secret paramilitary forces.” Obama had already authorized as many
drone strikes in ten months as Bush had in his entire eight years in office.

ALTHOUGH THE CIA WOULD TAKE MUCH  of the credit and criticism for the US drone program in Pakistan, it
was not the only player. JSOC had its own intelligence operations inside Pakistan and, at times,
conducted its own drone strikes. At the center of both the JSOC and CIA targeted-killing programs were
members of an elite division of Blackwater, who assisted in planning the assassinations of suspected
Taliban and al Qaeda operatives, “snatch and grabs” of high-value targets and other sensitive actions
inside Pakistan. Some elite Blackwater SELECT personnel worked for the CIA at “hidden bases in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, where the company’s contractors assemble and load Hellfire missiles and 500-
pound laser-guided bombs on remotely piloted Predator aircraft.”

Blackwater operatives also worked for JSOC on a parallel program that was run out of Bagram Air
Base in neighboring Afghanistan. US military intelligence and company sources told me that some
Blackwater personnel were given rolling security clearances above their approved level. Using
Alternative Compartmentalized Control Measures (ACCMs), the Blackwater personnel were granted
entry to a Special Access Program. “With an ACCM, the security manager can grant access to you to be
exposed to and operate within compartmentalized programs far above ‘secret’—even though you have no
business doing so,” a US military intelligence source told me. It allowed Blackwater personnel who “do
not have the requisite security clearance or do not hold a security clearance whatsoever to participate in
classified operations by virtue of trust,” he added. “Think of it as an ultra-exclusive level above top
secret. That’s exactly what it is: a circle of love.” As a result, Blackwater had access to “all source”
reports that were culled in part from JSOC units in the field. “That’s how a lot of things over the years
have been conducted with contractors,” said the source. “We have contractors that regularly see things
that top policymakers don’t unless they ask.”

The military intelligence source said that the Blackwater-JSOC operation in Pakistan was referred to
as “Qatar cubed,” in reference to the US forward operating base in Qatar that served as the hub for the
planning and implementation of the US invasion of Iraq. “This is supposed to be the brave new world,” he
told me. “This is the Jamestown of the new millennium and it’s meant to be a lily pad. You can jump off
to Uzbekistan, you can jump back over the border, you can jump sideways, you can jump northwest. It’s
strategically located so that they can get their people wherever they have to without having to wrangle
with the military chain of command in Afghanistan, which is convoluted. They don’t have to deal with that
because they’re operating under a classified mandate.”

In addition to planning drone strikes and operations against suspected al Qaeda and Taliban forces in
Pakistan for both JSOC and the CIA, the Blackwater teams also helped plan missions for JSOC inside
Uzbekistan against the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. Blackwater did not actually carry out the
operations, the military intelligence source told me, which were executed on the ground by JSOC forces.
“That piqued my curiosity and really worries me because I don’t know if you noticed but I was never told
we are at war with Uzbekistan,” he said. “So, did I miss something? Did Rumsfeld come back into
power?” When civilians are killed, “People go, ‘Oh, it’s the CIA doing crazy shit again unchecked.’
Well, at least 50 percent of the time, that’s JSOC [hitting] somebody they’ve identified through HUMINT
or they’ve culled the intelligence themselves or it’s been shared with them and they take that person out
and that’s how it works.”

CIA operations were subject to congressional oversight, unlike the parallel JSOC ops. “Targeted
killings are not the most popular thing in town right now and the CIA knows that,” my source told me in



2009. “Contractors and especially JSOC personnel working under a classified mandate are not [overseen
by Congress], so they just don’t care. If there’s one person they’re going after and there’s thirty-four
[other] people in the building, thirty-five people are going to die. That’s the mentality.” He added,
“They’re not accountable to anybody and they know that. It’s an open secret, but what are you going to do,
shut down JSOC?”

As President Obama and his new cabinet began reviewing the covert actions and programs built up
under Bush, they were faced with a series of tough choices on which to end and which to continue. The
labyrinth of the CIA-JSOC-Blackwater covert action program in Pakistan was a legacy of the infighting
and secrecy that had played out within the US counterterrorism community since the early days after 9/11.
As a senator, Obama was critical of Blackwater and introduced legislation to try to hold it and other
private security companies accountable. Now, as commander in chief, he was confronted by briefings
from the CIA and US military about their necessity to covert US operations. Laying out policy visions on
the campaign trail was one thing, but confronting the most secretive, elite forces in the US national
security apparatus would be no easy task. And, for the most part, Obama elected to embrace—not restrain
—those very forces. The more the president became involved with the day-to-day running of the targeted
killing program, the more it expanded. By the end of his first year in office, Obama and his new
counterterrorism team would begin building the infrastructure for a formalized US assassination program.



Special Ops Want to “Own This Shit Like They Did in Central
America in the ’80s”

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2009 —The day Obama signed an executive order mandating that the
Guantánamo prison be shut down, opponents of his order received a substantial boost to their cause when
it was revealed that a former Gitmo prisoner who was released as part of a US-supported rehabilitation
program run by Saudi Arabia had resurfaced in Yemen and declared himself an al Qaeda leader. Logged
at Guantánamo as prisoner number 372, Said Ali al Shihri was one of the first detainees taken to the
prison, on January 21, 2002, after being captured on the Afghan-Pakistan border. According to the
Pentagon’s version of events, Shihri had trained in urban warfare tactics in Afghanistan and was an “al
Qaeda travel facilitator,” funding fighters. According to documents from his administrative review at
Guantánamo, Shihri said he had gone to Afghanistan after 9/11 to participate in humanitarian relief
operations. Ultimately, in November 2007, the Defense Department decided to repatriate Shihri to Saudi
Arabia. After he completed the rehabilitation program, which was supported by the Bush administration,
he went missing. Whether he was a member of al Qaeda before going to Guantánamo is the subject of
debate. What happened after he was released is not.

In January 2009, Shihri appeared on a video with another Saudi who had been imprisoned at
Guantánamo, Abu Hareth Muhammad al Awfi, and two infamous Yemeni members of al Qaeda: Nasir al
Wuhayshi and Qasim al Rimi. In the video, posted on YouTube in late January, the four men, dressed in a
mishmash of tribal garb and military gear, announced the formation of a new, regional organization, al
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). “By Allah, imprisonment only increased our persistence in our
principles for which we went out, did jihad for, and were imprisoned for,” declared Shihri, wearing a
keffiyeh on his head and sporting a belt of bullets slung over his shoulder. Although the name AQAP was
known in some intelligence circles, particularly in Saudi Arabia, prior to the posting of the video, for
much of the world it was the debut of a rebranded al Qaeda. It was no coincidence that the quartet of men
in the video was evenly split between Saudis and Yemenis. It was a statement about the perceived
illegitimacy and collusion of the Saudi and Yemeni governments. The new AQAP “ transformed al Qaeda
in Yemen from a subsidiary of the franchise into its primary regional office by swallowing its once-larger
sibling in Saudi Arabia,” according to Middle East scholar Barak Barfi, a research fellow at the New
America Foundation. Wuhayshi “and his cadres have effectively rebuilt a dead organization and even
made it stronger.” That month, Saudi Arabia released a list of its “85 Most Wanted” individuals. Twenty
of them, according to Saudi intel, had joined AQAP in Yemen.

Al Qaeda was back with a vengeance in Yemen. A National Counterterrorism Center report released in
early 2009 concluded: “The security situation in Yemen deteriorated significantly over the past year as
al-Qaida in Yemen increased its attacks against Western and Yemeni government institutions.” For much
of the first year of the Obama presidency, Yemen was seldom mentioned publicly outside of a small
circle of national security officials and journalists. Instead, the administration focused on its escalation of
the war in Afghanistan and a drawdown of the US troop presence in Iraq.

The covert counterterrorism approach for much of the first year of the Obama presidency was
dominated by ratcheting up the CIA’s drone bombing campaign in Pakistan, coupled with occasional
covert action from JSOC. The president repeatedly said the focus of the US war against al Qaeda was
centered in the tribal areas straddling the Afghan-Pakistan border. “ I don’t think there’s any doubt any
longer that there has been a developing syndicate of terror, and those tentacles reach far and wide,”
Obama’s new secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, said in one of her first major appearances in front of the



Senate. “Yes, they do reach to Somalia, to Yemen, to the Maghreb, et cetera. But they are focused and
grounded in the border area between Pakistan and Afghanistan.” Obama’s senior national security
officials, though, knew early on that the harder they hit in Pakistan, the more likely it was for al Qaeda to
find havens elsewhere.

When Admiral Dennis Blair, Obama’s newly appointed director of national intelligence, testified
before the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence on February 25, 2009, he asserted that al
Qaeda’s headquarters were in the tribal areas of Pakistan but added, “We are concerned about their
ability to move around. It’s kind of like toothpaste in a tube.” Blair said, “Of particular concern are the
expanding al Qaeda networks” in “North Africa and the emerging and intensifying al Qaeda presence in
Yemen.” Yemen, he said, “is re-emerging as a jihadist battleground,” adding bluntly: “We are concerned
about the potential for homegrown American extremists, inspired by al Qaeda’s militant ideology, to plan
attacks inside the United States.”

Obama’s newly appointed CIA director echoed Blair’s concerns. “This is  a very persistent enemy that
we’re dealing with,” Panetta told a group of journalists he invited to Langley for a roundtable discussion.
“When they are attacked, they go and they find ways to regroup; they find ways to make their way to other
areas. And, that’s why I’m concerned about Somalia, that’s why I’m concerned about Yemen...because of
that kind of possibility. So I don’t think we can stop just at the effort to try to disrupt them; I think it has to
be a continuing effort because they aren’t going to stop.” He warned that Yemen and Somalia could
“become safe havens” for al Qaeda.

During the presidential campaign, John McCain and other Republicans had attempted to portray Obama
as ill equipped to deal with the threat of international terrorism. But from the first days of his
administration the new president was, in fact, extremely focused on escalating the covert US war against
al Qaeda and expanding it far beyond Bush-era levels, particularly in Yemen.

Two days after the election, when president-elect Obama received a global security briefing from
director of national intelligence McConnell, he told Obama that, second to the al Qaeda presence in the
tribal areas of Pakistan, an “immediate threat was al Qaeda in Yemen.” Two weeks later, when Obama
met with Admiral Mike Mullen, chair of the Joint Chiefs, Obama was told that despite substantial US
intelligence on the resurrection of al Qaeda in Yemen, “adequate plans” did not exist for confronting it.
Less than a year into Obama’s presidency, a senior White House official publicly blamed the Bush
administration for allowing al Qaeda to “regenerate” in Yemen and Somalia, “ establishing new safe-
havens that have grown over a period of years.”

In the beginning of 2009, the Obama administration found itself in a challenging predicament with
President Saleh. Obama had campaigned on a pledge to close Guantánamo and had signed an executive
order mandating its closure. Almost half of the more than two hundred prisoners at the camp when Obama
took office were from Yemen. Given President Saleh’s track record of prison breaks and false
rehabilitation programs, the administration did not trust Saleh to handle the prisoners if they were
repatriated. Although the Saudis had “rehabilitated” Shihri only to have him appear as a leader of AQAP,
the White House favored transferring the Yemeni prisoners to Saudi custody.

President Obama made John Brennan, his chief counterterrorism adviser, his point man on dealing with
Yemen. Fluent in Arabic, Brennan had spent twenty-five years in the CIA, where he went from being an
analyst and a spy to running the Agency’s operations in Saudi Arabia. In 1996, Brennan was station chief
in Riyadh when the Khobar Towers were bombed and nineteen US military personnel were killed.
Throughout most of the Bush years, he was at the epicenter of US intelligence operations and eventually
headed up the National Counterterrorism Center, tracking intel on terrorists worldwide. Brennan joined
the Obama transition team after the election, helping coordinate the new administration’s intelligence
strategy. Obama had initially picked Brennan to be director of the CIA, but Brennan withdrew his name
when it became clear that his past statements in support of “enhanced interrogation” techniques and



extraordinary rendition of prisoners would make confirmation difficult. Instead, Brennan would serve as
the deputy national security adviser for homeland security and counterterrorism, a position that did not
require Senate confirmation. The position was made more powerful when Obama combined the portfolios
of homeland security and national security and authorized Brennan to have “direct and immediate” access
to the president.

In his role as Obama’s Yemen point man, Brennan would find himself playing a dual role: negotiating
access to Yemen’s territory for Special Operations and CIA operations, along with training for Yemeni
units; and dealing with the issue of the Guantánamo detainees. Predictably, Saleh would link the two at
times, using the prisoners as bargaining chips.

In February 2009, after reaching agreements with tribal leaders, Saleh released 176 of the men taken
into custody over the years on suspicion of being linked to al Qaeda. On March 15, in the southern
historic fortified city of Shibam, four South Korean tourists were blown up as they posed for photographs
near the UN World Heritage site. The next day, Brennan and the National Security Council director for
counterterrorism, John Duncan, met with Saleh in Sana’a to try to persuade the Yemeni president to allow
the United States to send Yemeni prisoners to Saudi Arabia. Brennan, according to a subsequent US
diplomatic cable, was “repeatedly rebuffed.” Saleh demanded the prisoners be returned to Yemen and
placed in a rehabilitation center that, Saleh suggested, should be funded by the United States and the
Saudis. “We will offer the land in Aden, and you and the Saudis will provide the funding,” Saleh told
them, adding that he thought $11 million in aid money should be enough to construct the facility. Brennan
suggested that Saleh had “his hands full” dealing with al Qaeda and was too busy to run such a center.
Saleh, according to the diplomatic cable, “appeared alternately dismissive, bored, and impatient during
the 40-minute meeting.”

At the meeting, Brennan delivered a letter from President Obama to Saleh. Yemen’s official Saba
News Agency reported that the letter “deal[t] with cooperation between the two countries in security field
and fighting terror” and “praised Yemen’s efforts in fighting terror and affirmed the United States’ support
to Yemen.” A US diplomatic cable said the letter only addressed the Guantánamo situation. Before
leaving Sana’a, Brennan told Saleh’s nephew, a senior counterterrorism official in Yemen, that he “would
report to President Obama his disappointment that [Yemen] was being inflexible in dealing” with the
Guantánamo issue. A few weeks after the meeting, Saleh told Newsweek, “We are not obedient soldiers
of the United States. We don’t say just OK to everything that they ask us.”

Colonel Patrick Lang first met Brennan when Brennan was assigned as a CIA analyst to Saudi Arabia.
“I don’t think [Brennan]’s up to dealing with Saleh in terms of sheer craftiness and wiles,” Lang told me
at the time, adding, the Yemenis “know how to deal with us.”

WHILE BRENNAN AND OTHER CIVILIAN OFFICIALS haggled with Saleh over Guantánamo prisoners, the topic
was far from the center of Washington’s counterterrorism policy. The Obama administration became
consumed with the Afghanistan war strategy and would spend the next several months frequently debating
how many additional troops to send to Afghanistan and how to deal with al Qaeda sanctuaries in Pakistan.

The CENTCOM commander, General Petraeus, pushed hard for Obama to appoint General Stanley
McChrystal to run the Afghan War, knowing that McChrystal shared his passion for kinetic action and
clandestine operations. Petraeus, meanwhile, focused on plans for the United States to intensify its direct
action inside Yemen and elsewhere in his area of control. In April, in front of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, Petraeus outlined the posture of CENTCOM, speaking in sweeping terms that were very much
in line with the Bush-era view of the world as a battlefield. “Success against the extremist networks in the
CENTCOM AOR [Area of Responsibility]—whether in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, Lebanon, or
elsewhere—requires all forces and means at our disposal employed in a strategic approach grounded in



the principles of counterinsurgency,” Petraeus declared. “Our counter-terror efforts, which seek to
dismantle the extremist networks and their leadership, often through the use of military force, are critical.”

That month, Petraeus approved a plan developed with the US Embassy in Sana’a and the CIA and other
intelligence agencies to expand US military action inside Yemen. Part of the plan involved special ops
training for Yemeni forces, but it would also involve unilateral strikes against AQAP. Petraeus
complained about what he saw as the “inability of the Yemeni government to secure and exercise control
over all of its territory,” which he said “offers terrorist and insurgent groups in the region, particularly Al
Qaeda, a safe haven in which to plan, organize, and support terrorist operations.” Petraeus said bluntly,
“It is important that this problem be addressed, and CENTCOM is working to do that.” Although Petraeus
paid lip service to the cooperation between the United States and Yemen, he was clear that the United
States would strike in Yemen whenever it pleased. “When he was CENTCOM commander, then he was
in a position to start to apply this ‘sacred doctrine’ to other places in the theater for which he was
commander, and Yemen was one of those that was available,” recalled Colonel Lang. “And it’s very easy
when you’re sitting in your headquarters to entertain thoughts like that.” Lang paused, then added: “Let it
be done, you know, and it is done.”

At the time, in the summer of 2009, General McChrystal had left JSOC and was serving as the director
of operations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Although McChrystal would soon take over as commander of
the Afghan War, he advised President Obama to transform the way JSOC was being used under the Bush
administration and to utilize the unit more intimately in task forces run by combatant commanders rather
than as a stand-alone force. Along with Petraeus, McChrystal pushed Obama to authorize the expansion of
covert ops against al Qaeda to a dozen countries throughout the Middle East, the Horn of Africa and
Central Asia. The president gave the plan the green light. In the case of Yemen, that meant “direct actions”
would fall under Petraeus’s command and be carried out by JSOC’s ninjas.

On May 28, the CIA’s deputy director, Stephen Kappes, boarded a Yemeni Air Force helicopter in
Sana’a and flew 120 miles south to the city of Taiz, where he was taken to one of President Saleh’s
private residences. Saleh greeted him in a white dress shirt and black pants. Saleh had a small cut over
his left eye from an accident he’d had in his pool about a week earlier at his palace in Sana’a. The focus
of the forty-minute meeting was operations against AQAP and intelligence sharing between Yemen and
the United States, but first Saleh confirmed for Kappes that he had decided to support the transfer of some
of the Yemeni Guantánamo prisoners to Saudi Arabia—a move he had told Brennan he would not make.
Kappes thanked Saleh on behalf of President Obama, and then Saleh repeated his request for an $11
million rehab center of his own, adding that the Bush administration had assured him he would get it. The
two then moved on to the central issue for Kappes: AQAP. Kappes told Saleh that the United States was
concerned that al Qaeda might try to assassinate Saleh. The Yemeni leader replied that he was also
concerned about this possibility, adding that he had already broken up a plot to down one of his
presidential planes on his recent trip to Aden. When Kappes told Saleh that the Obama administration
was intent on destroying al Qaeda worldwide, Saleh replied, “I hope this campaign continues and
succeeds. We’re doing the same here. Our position is unshakable.”

What stood out most to Kappes from the meeting was Saleh’s “decision to reverse himself and
characterize AQAP as the most serious threat facing Yemen.” Kappes and his entourage observed that
Saleh’s prime focus on AQAP versus the Houthis or the southern secessionists “was almost certainly
taken with his [US government] interlocutors in mind” and “meant to elicit the necessary level of
political, economic and military assistance to forestall Yemen’s collapse, and the negative effects it
would have on regional stability and security.” During his meeting with Kappes, Saleh also pushed his
line that the Houthis in the north were being backed by Iran and Hezbollah. Unbeknownst to Kappes,
Saleh was laying the groundwork for another offensive in the north. The two men agreed that their
intelligence cooperation was moving ahead smoothly and would only grow stronger.



ON JUNE 1, 2009, Abdulhakim Mujahid Muhammad, a US citizen, carried out a drive-by shooting outside a
US military recruiting center in Little Rock, Arkansas. He killed Private William Long and wounded
Private Quinton Ezeagwula as they stood in front of the center. Born Carlos Bledsoe, Muhammad, a
convert to Islam, had traveled in 2007 to Yemen, where he would marry and remain for a year and a half.
While in Yemen, he was arrested by local authorities after he was stopped at a checkpoint carrying a fake
Somali passport and weapons manuals as well as literature by Anwar Awlaki. Muhammad subsequently
spent four months in prison, where his lawyer says he was tortured by Yemeni authorities and radicalized
by other prisoners. “If you ever get out of this godforsaken place, we’ll hound you ’til the day you die,” a
visiting FBI agent told Muhammad during a visit with him in the Yemeni prison, according to his lawyer.

Eventually, the US government persuaded the Yemeni government to deport Muhammad to the United
States. Once on US soil, he was investigated by the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force but was not taken
into custody. Muhammad told police officials who interrogated him that he was motivated by the US wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan.

After the drive-by shooting in Arkansas, as Muhammad’s lawyer prepared his defense, Muhammad sent
a handwritten letter to the judge in the case, announcing his intent to plead guilty. Muhammad said the
shooting was “a jihadi attack on infidel forces,” declared his allegiance to Wuhayshi and AQAP and
proclaimed, “I wasn’t insane or post traumatic nor was I forced to do this act. Which I believe and it is
justified according to Islamic laws and the Islamic religion jihad—to fight those who wage war on Islam
and Muslims.” Whether Muhammad had actual ties to AQAP may never be known. His father suggested
his son was brainwashed and “might be trying to link himself to Al Qaeda because he believes it will
lead to his execution and make him a martyr.” Whether it was an AQAP attack or not would soon become
irrelevant, though, as other deadly incidents contributed to a perception that the group was intent on
striking in the United States.

Shortly before the recruiting center shooting, former vice president Dick Cheney launched a scathing
public assault on President Obama’s counterterrorism policies. In a speech before the neoconservative
American Enterprise Institute, Cheney blasted Obama’s formal halting of “enhanced interrogation”
techniques and celebrated congressional defunding of Obama’s attempt to transfer Guantánamo detainees
to US soil, a move that effectively blocked the closing of the prison. Cheney called Obama’s
counterterrorism policies, particularly the banning of torture, “recklessness cloaked in righteousness,”
charging they “would make the American people less safe.”

While Cheney attacked in public, behind the scenes the Obama administration was preparing to launch
a far more expansive and sophisticated counterterrorism campaign than that waged by Cheney and his
former boss, particularly when it came to Yemen, drawing on the controversial Bush doctrine that
declared the world a battlefield. Obama “doubled down on Bush policy,” said Joshua Foust, who worked
as a Yemen analyst for the Defense Intelligence Agency in the first half of the Obama administration.
Shortly after he left the DIA, in early 2011, Foust told me that Obama’s approach to Yemen was “heavily
militarized, heavily focused on directly neutralizing the threat, instead of kind of draining the swamp.”

From the start, the men who would be in charge of “neutralizing the threat” were, in fact, two of the
major players in the Bush administration’s war team. While General McChrystal coordinated the
escalation in Afghanistan and Pakistan, General Petraeus would oversee the “small wars” in other areas
of CENTCOM, particularly in Yemen, in coordination with McChrystal’s successor at JSOC, Admiral
McRaven. Under the task force structure, JSOC was designated as the lead force for covert action inside
Yemen. For many JSOC operators, Yemen seemed more relevant to their skill set than Afghanistan, where
al Qaeda had been largely wiped out or forced on the run. “These guys are scalpels. They don’t like being
used as sledgehammers,” the former aide to the special operations commander told me. “In Afghanistan
they were used as sledgehammers, chasing down Taliban goatherders. In Yemen, they could be scalpels
again, knocking off actual al Qaeda.” He added that: Special Operations “wants to own this shit like they



did in Central America in the ’80s. They don’t want Jamba Juice, COIN [counterinsurgency] and ‘nation
building.’”

Following Kappes’s visit with Saleh in May, as part of the coordinated CIA-military-JSOC-State
Department plan on Yemen, Hillary Clinton authorized the US ambassador in Yemen, Stephen Seche, to
negotiate with Saleh for the United States to be able to fly drones and US helicopters over Yemen’s
territorial waters at will. Seche was directly told not to put anything on paper and to discuss the proposal
only in person. The official reason Seche was to give Saleh for the flyover rights was that CENTCOM
needed access for its drones to “interdict the smuggling of weapons into Gaza.” Among Seche’s talking
points with Saleh was US intelligence purportedly showing that a “significant volume of arms shipments
to Hamas make the short 24-hour transit across the Red Sea from Yemen to Sudan.” Another was that the
United States had discovered that “a weapons smuggling network originating in Yemen is supplying
weapons to individuals in Africa who are delivering them to various entities there, potentially including
al-Qa’ida associated terrorist groups.” Yemen’s cooperation with the drones and helicopters “would
greatly enhance CENTCOM’s ability to gain the intelligence required to identify and track” the shipments.
Although part of the US intent in brokering this agreement may well have been to track weapons
smuggling, its timing suggests it was a cover story.

General Petraeus flew to Yemen on July 26, 2009, to continue laying the groundwork for the joint CIA-
military plan to escalate targeting of AQAP. The general brought a gift for Saleh—official confirmation
that Obama was increasing military aid to Yemen. In return, Petraeus pressed Saleh to go directly after al
Qaeda. For both Saleh and the United States, it was important that Yemen appear to be fighting AQAP on
its own and to conceal the extent of US involvement, which was expanding by the day.

A week after the meeting with Petraeus, Saleh deployed his nephew, Ammar Muhammad Abdullah
Saleh—a senior commander of the National Security Bureau—to Marib, a hotbed of al Qaeda activity.
Ammar’s mission was to take down a suspected al Qaeda cell in an operation intended to show
Washington that Saleh was serious. It was a disaster. Despite Ammar’s negotiations with local tribal
leaders on the terms of the assault, the Yemeni counterterrorism units botched it. Instead of shelling the al
Qaeda safe house, they hit a tribal compound, sparking a gun battle in which tribal fighters actually joined
with AQAP in attacking the government forces. A military supply truck got lost and was captured by al
Qaeda operatives. In the end, Saleh’s forces lost five tanks and several troops, and seven of their soldiers
were taken prisoner. AQAP quickly capitalized on the debacle, naming it the “Battle of Marib” and
posting a video online that featured the captured soldiers. Although the operation was a colossal failure, it
was also useful for the United States and Saleh because it was a very public show that the Yemeni
government was fighting AQAP, thus helping to cloak US actions in Yemen.

On August 10, in a town hall meeting with US troops, Admiral Mullen was asked “what regions we as
the military can expect to focus on in the coming not year, two years, but five years and 10 years.” Mullen
responded that what he had “watched al-Qaeda do in the last five or six years is federate,” adding, “I
worry about safe havens being created in Yemen and Somalia, for example. Not unlike what they had in
Afghanistan when this started in 2001.” He also mentioned North Africa, the Philippines and Indonesia.
“It is a growing network over time,” Mullen said.

The Obama administration expanded the number of US Special Operations Forces trainers in Yemen.
“They [the Yemenis] got free training from the elite of the elite of the US military—the best of the best,”
the former aide to a special operations commander told me. “The ‘Advise and Assist’ guys, mostly led by
DEVGRU. Their job is to teach you how to blow shit up and fly choppers and do night raids and they are
very good at it.” While the training expanded, so too did unilateral, covert, lethal operations by JSOC.



Suicide or Martyrdom?

YEMEN, 2009—As President Obama was settling into the Oval Office, Anwar Awlaki was busy building up
his website and spreading his message. He posted an essay on his blog titled “Suicide or Martyrdom?”
Although cloaked in the language of a debate about whether suicide is a mortal sin in Islam, it ultimately
was a defense of suicide bombing. “Today the world turns upside down when one Muslim performs a
martyrdom operation. Can you imagine what would happen if that is done by seven hundred Muslims on
the same day?!” Awlaki wrote. “Brothers and sisters whether you agree or not with martyrdom operations
let’s leave our differences behind us, and let us support our Muslim brothers who are in the frontlines.
Just like we disagree on many other issues, we should not let our disagreements stand in the way of our
solidarity in the face of our adversaries.” The post received more than three hundred comments, many of
them praising Awlaki. A few weeks before he published that essay, Awlaki had posted links to one of his
most popular treatises, “44 Ways to Support Jihad.” In February, Awlaki posted links for free downloads
of many of his most popular lectures. With each new blog entry, Awlaki was thumbing his nose at the US
authorities who had tried to silence him and bury him away in a Yemeni dungeon. Now, here was Awlaki,
operating online in full view, encouraging Muslims to fight against the disbelievers and labeling the
United States and its allies a “scourge” and “the greatest terrorists of all.”

In March 2009, Awlaki addressed a religious conference in Pakistan via Internet stream. “I’m speaking
to you from Yemen at the moment, and there are some similarities between Yemen and Pakistan, so when
speaking about one, it is like speaking about the other,” Awlaki, his voice tinged with the effects of
digitization, told the gathering. “Both countries are important US partners in the war on terror. Both
countries have lost their sovereignty to the US by having drones strike within their territory.” Both have
“been used as supply stations for America’s war against Muslims. And both countries are ruled by
crooks.” Awlaki said he wanted to talk straight to his audience because “sugar coating is not going to do
anyone any benefit. So, if we want to change our situation, we really need to sit down and think about it
and decide what the illness is, what the symptoms are, and how to cure it.”

During his speech, he called on all able-bodied Muslims to join the jihad against the United States in
Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere, and he encouraged those who could not fight to donate money to the
causes. “We’re following the tails of cows, and we have left jihad in the path of Allah. And that’s why
we are being humiliated now. And this humiliation will not be lifted,” he said. The United States and its
allies depend on “might—their powerful aircrafts, their carriers in the ocean, their soldiers with their hi-
tech weaponry and their advanced missiles. This is might. So how can we restrain their might? Is it
through negotiations? Is it through giving up? Is it through surrendering? Is it through bending backwards
for them?” Awlaki asked rhetorically. “Brothers and sisters, if we are not going to fight today, then when
will we fight? Muslim land is occupied, oppression is wide spread, the laws of Quran are neglected,
what other time is better for jihad than today?”

Nasser Awlaki was growing concerned about his son. Everything the elder Awlaki was hearing from
his friends and colleagues in the Yemeni government was ominous. Senior intelligence officials were
warning him that the Americans intended to kill Anwar. They spoke of drones taking him out in the
hinterlands of Shabwah, where Anwar was living. The Yemeni president personally called Nasser and
begged him to persuade Anwar to return to Sana’a. “At that time, when the president was calling me, and
telling me to bring my son, there was a directive from the minister of interior and the security people to
capture him,” Nasser told me. “And the governor of Shabwah called me and said, ‘Look, we have an
order from the Ministry of Interior, and the security people to capture your son.’”



This was no surprise to Anwar. In his family’s village in Shabwah, Anwar was living in his
grandfather’s four-story mud house, recording sermons and writing his blog. Soon after he arrived,
Yemeni security forces began regularly positioning their vehicles and weapons at the wadi (valley) that
ran along the front of the house. Anwar told his father that they would point their automatic weapons at the
house, trying to intimidate him. “Look, my son, I don’t want you to be harassed because you either will
kill somebody, or somebody will kill you,” Nasser told Anwar in a phone call. “So please keep calm. No
matter what they do, please be calm.” Nasser feared that if the Yemeni forces tried to seize Anwar, a
firefight could break out between the Aulaq tribe and Yemeni security forces.

In May 2009, at the behest of the Yemeni president, Nasser and his wife traveled to Shabwah to meet
with Anwar and ask him to return to Sana’a with them. “This is what the president wants,” Nasser told his
son. “He’s under pressure from the Americans.” They discussed the order for Anwar’s arrest. “You are
my father,” Anwar told Nasser. “How can you bring me to Sana’a when these people want to put me in
prison? How can you be assured, father, that the Americans will not do something against me?” Nasser
told his son that he could not provide him with any guarantees, but he believed it was Anwar’s safest
move. Anwar would not budge. “I will not allow the Americans to tell me which direction to position my
bed,” Anwar said. “It was a heated discussion,” Nasser later told me. “And that was unfortunate, for me,
because it was last time I talked to him, and we were not on very good terms at that time.”

Saleh bin Fareed also spoke to Anwar and concluded that his nephew wasn’t doing any harm in rural
Shabwah. If anything, he thought Anwar would get into less trouble there. Bin Fareed called Yemen’s
intelligence chief, General Galib al Qamish. “You and the Americans, I think, are wrong,” he told the
general. Anwar “sits there, in a village of 1,000 or 2,000 people. If you think he is dangerous, and he
comes to Sana’a, he will be meeting 2 million people. It’s better to leave him there.” Qamish sighed. “It’s
not what the Americans want.” Why the Americans were so obsessed with Anwar was not clear to bin
Fareed. How could a preacher in rural Yemen pose a threat to the most powerful nation on earth? he
wondered.

Anwar didn’t care what the Americans wanted. When his parents returned to Sana’a, Anwar began
plotting his next move. As he saw it, his family had acted as intermediaries for the Yemeni government,
which wanted Anwar arrested. The Americans were calling the shots. They knew where he was and their
drones could find him. He had no choice: surrender or go underground. His wife and children would be
left in Sana’a under the care of his parents. Anwar was being pushed, and eventually he sought the
comradeship and protection of other outlaws being hunted in Yemen. “ What am I accused of? That I call
to the truth? That I call to Jihad for the sake of Allah, and in defense of the Islamic nation’s causes?”
Awlaki asserted. “The same goes for the Americans. I have no intention of turning myself in to them. If
they want me, let them search for me.”

NIDAL HASAN, the US army psychiatrist, kept writing to Anwar Awlaki, even though his e-mails were
receiving no responses. He posed questions to Awlaki about theology and about Hamas’s fight against the
Israeli government, asking, among other things, “Is it Permissible to Fire Unguided Rockets into Israel?”
After a few lengthy e-mails, Hasan shifted gears and started asking Awlaki how he could donate money to
his causes. He suggested that Awlaki give an address where money orders or checks could be sent, rather
than using online services. “This can assure privacy for some who are concerned,” Hasan wrote. That
same day, Hasan wrote Awlaki again. “InshAllah, A $5,000.00 scholarship prize is being awarded for the
best essay/piece entitled ‘Why is Anwar Al Awlaki a great activist and leader’. We would be honored if
you would award the prize.” Hasan added a P.S.: “We met briefly a very long time ago when you were
the Imam at Dar al-Hijra. I doubt if you remember me. In any case I have since graduated medical school
and finished residency training.” Awlaki finally replied. “ I pray this message reaches you at the best state



of emaan [health],” he wrote Hasan. “Jazakum Allahu khairan [May Allah reward you in goodness] for
thinking good of me. I don’t travel so I wont be able to physically award the prize and I am too
‘embarrassed’ for a lack of the better word to award it anyway. May Allah assist you in your efforts.”

Awlaki gave no indication that he remembered Hasan at all. Hasan wrote back, once again offering
money to Awlaki and adding a postscript saying he was “ looking for a wife that is willing to strive with
me to please Allah.... I will strongly consider a recommendation coming from you.” Awlaki replied,
“Thanks for the offer for help. Well it is needed but I just don’t know how to do it. There are poor people,
orphans, widows, dawa [proselytizing on behalf of Islam] projects, and the list goes on. So if you have
any ideas on how to get help across and in accordance to law in a climate that is strict to start with please
let me know. Tell more about yourself. I will keep an eye for a sister.” Sent on February 22, 2009, that
was the last e-mail Awlaki is known to have sent to Hasan.

Over the next several months Hasan continued to e-mail Awlaki. “ I know your busy. Please keep me in
your rolodex in case you find me useful and feel free to call me collect,” Hasan wrote. From there on out,
the communications were a one-way road. The tone of Hasan’s e-mails became like that of a patient in
therapy attempting to work through difficult life decisions. In one e-mail, sent in May 2009, Hasan
pontificated on the morality of suicide bombings and raised “the issue of ‘collateral damage’ where a
decision is made to allow the killing of innocents for a valuable target. [In] the Qur’an it states to fight
your enemies as they fight you but don’t transgress. So, I would assume that suicide bomber whose aim is
to kill enemy soldiers or their helpers but also kill innocents in the process is acceptable. Furthermore, if
enemy soldiers are using other tactics that are unethical/unconscionable than those same tactics may be
used.” Hasan ended his note by telling Awlaki, “We miss hearing from you!”

AWLAKI’S BLOG had become far less active than it had been throughout 2008. With the US and Yemeni
governments breathing down his neck, he had more pressing issues to deal with. Awlaki began moving
throughout his family’s tribal areas, while keeping a low profile. When he could get access to an Internet
connection, he would post an essay or two.

As Awlaki began preparing for a life underground, the Obama administration was ratcheting up the
pressure on the Yemeni government to hunt down al Qaeda–linked militants in the country. On August 1,
2009, Awlaki posted an analysis of battles between the Yemeni government and “the Mujahideen” in
Marib, writing, “The first face to face fight between the army and the mujahideen ended in a resounding
victory for the mujahideen. May Allah bless them with further victories. The army pulled out after asking
for a truce from the mujahideen.” Awlaki concluded: “May this be the beginning of the greatest Jihad, the
Jihad of the Arabian Peninsula that would free the heart of the Islamic world from the tyrants who are
deceiving the ummah and standing between us and victory.” For Awlaki, the jihad he had advocated in
speeches over the years was becoming a reality. As he saw it, a war was now beginning in Yemen, and he
would need to decide if the blog was mightier than the sword.

On October 7, Awlaki popped up again with an essay titled “Could Yemen be the Next Surprise of the
Season?” He wrote:

The American people gave G.W. Bush unanimous backing to fight against the mujahedeen and gave him a
blank check to spend as much as needed to fulfill that objective. The result? He failed, and he failed
miserably. So if America failed to defeat the mujahedeen when it gave its president unlimited support,
how can it win with Obama who is on a short leash? If America failed to win when it was at its pinnacle
of economic strength, how can it win today with a recession—if not a depression—at hand?

The simple answer is: America cannot and will not win. The tables have turned and there is no rolling
back of the worldwide Jihad movement. The ideas of Jihad are proliferating around the world, the



mujahedeen movements are gaining strength and the battlefields are expanding with the mujahedeen
introducing new fronts....

The Jihad of this era started in Palestine, followed by Afghanistan, then Chechnya, then Iraq, then
Somalia, then the Maghreb, and the new front might very well turn out to be Yemen.

And when this new front of Jihad starts in Yemen it might become the single most important front of
Jihad in the world.... The Arabian Peninsula has always been a land of mujahedeen even though there has
been no fighting occurring on its soil. In Afghanistan, Bosnia, Chechnya, and Iraq the participation of
mujahedeen from the Arabian Peninsula represented the largest block of foreign mujahedeen. When Jihad
starts in the Arabian Peninsula, Jihad would be coming back to its home....The Arabian Peninsula is home
to Makkah and Madinah [Mecca and Medina, the Islamic holy cities]. To free the Holy places from the
rule of apostasy and tyranny is to free the heart of Islam....

America and its allies in the area are plotting against the mujahedeen, nevertheless their growth
increases by the day. May Allah grant the true believers victory and grant them steadfastness on His path.

By accident or design, Anwar Awlaki found himself on the run just as al Qaeda in Yemen was growing
into a real force with its core in Shabwah and Abyan, the Aulaq tribal areas. Fahd al Quso, who was still
being hunted by the United States for his role in the 2000 USS Cole bombing, was a member of Awlaki’s
tribe, as were several other key figures in al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.

Many Yemenis had fought the jihad elsewhere in the world, as Awlaki pointed out, but now Yemen
would see the rise of an al Qaeda affiliate within its own borders. “If we go back to 2001 or 2002, Al
Qaeda was not more than ten or twenty individuals in Yemen, and it was not an organization,” journalist
Abdul Rezzaq al Jamal, an independent Yemeni reporter who interviewed many of the founding members
of AQAP, told me. “It had no structure until 2009.” As AQAP formed, Awlaki believed it was his
obligation to support his brother jihadists in their struggle against the Yemeni regime and what he
believed would be a coming American war against them. “I lived in the US for twenty-one years.
America was my home,” Awlaki later recalled. “I was a preacher of Islam, involved in non-violent
Islamic activism. However, with the American invasion of Iraq, and continued US aggression against
Muslims, I could not reconcile between living in the US and being a Muslim... and I came to the
conclusion that Jihad against America is binding upon myself just as it is binding on every other able
Muslim.”

Awlaki had long been viewed as a nuisance by the US government, and the US counterterrorism
community wanted him silenced. But as AQAP rose in Yemen, the perception was that Awlaki was
becoming an increasingly active threat. The events of the last two months of 2009 would seal Awlaki’s
fate. Awlaki’s own words also crossed a line during this time, as he lent his powerful endorsement to
specific acts of terrorism on US targets.

Less than a year into President Obama’s term, Yemen would be catapulted to the top of the list of
trouble spots on the US counterterrorism radar and Awlaki would become an epic figure, with senior US
officials eventually comparing him to Osama bin Laden and labeling him one of the greatest terrorist
threats facing the country.



Obama Embraces JSOC

SOMALIA, EARLY 2009—For the first year of the Obama presidency, much of the administration’s foreign
policy attention was directed at Afghanistan and the president’s pledge to escalate the war there. Despite
estimates that there were fewer than one hundred al Qaeda operatives remaining in the country, Obama
was weighing a dramatic increase in the number of US troops he would deploy to Afghanistan, to continue
an intervention Obama had characterized as the “right war” during his presidential campaign. But while
Afghanistan was the administration’s top international concern, the Horn of Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula were experiencing a dramatic uptick in al Qaeda mobilizations.

With the Islamic Courts Union in Somalia decimated, al Shabab had become the dominant armed group
in Somalia and was in control of substantial territory in Mogadishu and elsewhere. The United States and
its African Union proxies were supporting a weak transitional government headed by Sheikh Sharif, the
former chair of the ICU. In May 2009, fighting in the capital between Sharif’s government and al Shabab–
linked groups became so intense that the United Nations accused al Shabab of trying “to seize power by
force” in “a coup attempt.”

Around that time, al Shabab released two highly produced videos featuring a young bearded American
named Omar Hammami. The former University of South Alabama student declared himself a member of al
Shabab and called on other Western Muslims to join him on the battlefield of Somalia. Hammami—
whose name comes from his father, a Syrian immigrant—grew up as an average American in the South,
playing soccer and chasing girls. In high school, he converted from Christianity to Islam. He eventually
dropped out of college, married a Somali woman and had a child. Hammami had begun a process of
radicalization and was speaking of wanting to fight jihad and frequenting Islamic web forums. In 2006, he
visited Egypt, where he met Daniel Maldonado, another US citizen, whom he knew from online chat
rooms. Maldonado persuaded Hammami to travel to Somalia to witness the Islamic revolution firsthand.
So he headed there, initially staying with his Somali wife’s grandmother in Mogadishu. By December, the
two men had hooked up with al Shabab on the eve of the Ethiopian invasion. “I made it my goal to find
those guys should I make it to Somalia,” Hammami asserted, saying that he “signed up for training.”

Maldonado was eventually captured by “a multinational counterterrorism team” along the Kenya-
Somalia border. He was extradited to the United States and indicted on federal terror-related charges in
early 2007. But Hammami evaded capture and remained among the ranks of al Shabab. According to US
counterterrorism officials, he caught the eye of al Qaeda leaders Fazul and Nabhan, who viewed him as a
potential asset because of his American citizenship. In late 2007, a year after he first arrived in Somalia,
Hammami appeared on Al Jazeera—with a keffiyeh covering much of his face, explaining why he had
joined al Shabab. “Oh, Muslims of America, take into consideration the situation in Somalia,” he
declared, using the nom de guerre Abu Mansoor al Amriki, or the American. “After fifteen years of chaos
and oppressive rule by the American-backed warlords, your brothers stood up and established peace and
justice in this land.”

Hammami would become al Shabab’s most prominent online recruiter for young, Western Muslims. He
grew closer to Nabhan and Fazul and eventually became one of al Shabab’s key foreign operatives. By
that point, Somali officials estimated that more than 450 foreign fighters had come into Somalia to join al
Shabab in its struggle. “The only reason we are staying here, away from our families, away from the
cities, away from—you know—ice, candy bars, all these other things, is because we’re waiting to meet
with the enemy,” Hammami said, in the first video al Shabab released about him, as he sat dressed in
camouflage and wearing a keffiyeh on his head in a tree-lined area. “If you can encourage more of your



children, and more of your neighbors, and anyone around you to send people...to this Jihad, it would be a
great asset for us.”

In Hammami’s video, another English speaker—this one masked and wielding an AK-47—calls on
other Western youth to join al Shabab, saying, “We’re calling all the brothers overseas, all the Shabab,
wherever they are, to come and live the life of the mujahid. They will see with their own eyes, and they
will love it.” In other videos, Hammami is seen with key al Shabab leaders reviewing maps and helping
to plan operations. In 2008, another US citizen, Shirwa Ahmed, blew himself up in a suicide attack in
Northern Somalia, making him the first known American suicide bomber to hit in Somalia. He wouldn’t
be the last.

The increasing number of cases in which American Muslims traveled to the Horn of Africa to join al
Shabab ranked high among the Somalia threat assessments awaiting Barack Obama after he won election
in November 2008. Obama had said little about Somalia on the campaign trail, though he did refer
obliquely to the growing national security imperative in Africa. There would, he said, be “situations that
require the United States to work with its partners in Africa to fight terrorism with lethal force.”

BY THE TIME PRESIDENT OBAMA TOOK OFFICE , Somalia was becoming a mounting concern in the US
counterterrorism community. When the Islamic Courts took power in 2006, al Shabab was a little-known
militia on the outskirts of the movement with little clan power. Its foreign fighters, particularly Fazul and
Nabhan, were dangerous people with a proven ability to plan and implement large-scale attacks. But they
were not in a position to conquer Somalia or hold substantial territory. Now, though, thanks in large part
to a backlash against US policy, al Shabab’s ranks were growing and its territory expanding. Sheikh
Sharif officially assumed the presidency in Somalia the same month Obama was sworn in, but Sharif
could barely lay claim to being the mayor of Mogadishu. He loosely governed a small slice of territory in
the capital—with the authority of a city council member surrounded by far more powerful enemies who
wanted to kill him.

“The idea that Somalia is just a failed state somewhere over there, where people are fighting with one
another over heaven knows what, is a construct that we adopt at our peril,” declared Hillary Clinton
during her Senate confirmation hearing to become secretary of state. “The internal conflict within the
groups in Somalia is just as intense as it’s ever been, only now we have the added ingredient of al-Qaida
and terrorists who are looking to take advantage of the chaos.”

The Obama administration increased funding and arms shipments to the African Union Mission in
Somalia, the peacekeeping force known as AMISOM. The Ugandan military, supported by Burundi,
effectively took over where the Ethiopians had left off and began expanding its military base adjacent to
Mogadishu’s international airport. By this point, al Shabab had the Somali government and the African
Union forces surrounded at the airport and in the Green Zone–like Somali government complex known as
Villa Somalia. Al Shabab forces were better paid than the Somali army and were far more willing to die
than the AMISOM peacekeeping troops, who had no personal stake in the conflict. In February 2009, al
Shabab operatives carried out double-suicide attacks, killing eleven Burundian troops. AMISOM
commanders found their base under constant mortar attack and acknowledged the bombardment was
reaching an “unprecedented level.” A retaliatory attack aimed at al Shabab sparked an exchange of fire
that resulted in fifteen deaths in Mogadishu, and more than sixty others wounded, many of them from a
stray mortar that slammed into a civilian area. The New York Times called the fighting “the heaviest of its
kind since Ethiopian troops withdrew from Somalia.”

A few months into Obama’s presidency, top officials had begun to debate military strikes against al
Shabab camps, despite the absence of a concrete threat outside of Somalia. The Washington Post
reported a divide between DoD officials critical of a perceived “failure to act” and reticent civilian



officials heavily influenced by the disastrous Bush policies of the previous few years. The Obama
administration was “walking slowly, and for the players with continuity, the frustration continues to
grow,” one official said. “There is increasing concern about what terrorists operating in Somalia might
do,” a US counterterrorism official told the Post. By that point, the FBI had already been investigating at
least twenty cases of young Somali Americans leaving the United States to join the Somali insurgency.

While al Shabab continued to broaden its authority, the first major crisis Obama directly confronted in
Somalia did not come from the Islamist group, but rather from a totally different threat increasingly
making its presence felt around the Horn of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula: pirates. It was this
confrontation—with pirates, rather than al Qaeda—that would cement the growing affinity President
Obama had for JSOC.

THE PIRACY INDUSTRY HAD DEVELOPED  in Somalia following the fall of Siad Barre’s regime in 1991.
During the six months that the ICU ruled Somalia, it cracked down substantially on hijackings. Following
the Ethiopian invasion, the pirates reclaimed the high seas around Somalia. Although the pirates were
often condemned as terrorists and criminals, there was a seldom-mentioned context to their actions.
International corporations and nation-states had taken advantage of the permanent state of instability in
Somalia, treating the Somali coast as their private, for-profit fishery, while others polluted it with illegal
waste dumping. Initially, piracy was at times a response to these actions and some pirates viewed
themselves as a sort of Somali coast guard, taxing ships that sought to profit from what was once the
realm of Somali fishermen. Those aims were eventually sidelined as the pirates realized they could make
huge sums of money by hijacking ships, taking hostages and negotiating large ransoms. Piracy was big
business in Somalia. In some cases, the hostages went unharmed, ransoms were paid and everyone moved
on. On rare occasions, hostages were killed or, more frequently, died of disease or neglect.

The hijacking on April 8, 2009, was a day Somali pirates hit the wrong ship. On that day, the Maersk
Alabama, a US-flagged cargo ship, was making its way through the Indian Ocean to Mombasa, passing
along the Somali coast, when it was approached by a small vessel carrying four armed pirates. The crew
on board the Alabama had received counterpiracy training and it did everything it was supposed to do:
crew members shot off flares and began moving people on board the ship into a secured safe room. The
crew maneuvered the Alabama’s rudders in an attempt to throw the much smaller ship off course, then
shut down the ship’s power and incapacitated its engines. But the young Somalis in the small boat were
experienced pirates. In fact, the ship they were using in the attack on the Alabama was launched from the
FV Win Far 161, a Taiwanese vessel they had just seized. After some struggle with the Alabama crew’s
counterpiracy maneuvers, the four Somali pirates managed to board the Alabama. They had no idea that
the ship they were hijacking belonged to a major US Defense Department contractor or that this operation
would be any different from others they had carried out.

When the White House learned that a US-flagged vessel had been seized and that the ship’s captain and
other members of the twenty-man crew were Americans, the hijacking became a major priority. President
Obama was swiftly briefed on the crisis. It was the first registered, US-flagged vessel to be hijacked
since the early 1800s. Hours after the hijacking, Obama authorized the deployment of a destroyer, the USS
Bainbridge, to respond.

By the time the Bainbridge reached the scene, on April 9, the Alabama’s captain, Richard Phillips, had
been taken hostage by the pirates and was in a smaller, encapsulated lifeboat en route to the Somali
mainland. One of the pirates had sustained an injury during the hijacking and was ultimately captured by
US Navy forces. The other three pirates had abandoned the Alabama and were attempting to flee with the
only negotiating chip they had left, Captain Phillips. As the standoff continued, President Obama and his
national security team worked around the clock with US military commanders to run through various



scenarios of how to resolve the crisis and free Phillips unharmed. Two other ships, the guided missile
frigate USS Halyburton and the amphibious assault ship, USS Boxer, were deployed to the scene.

Two days after Phillips was captured, President Obama received two national security briefings on the
situation. Defense Secretary Gates said that US commanders twice requested the authority to use lethal
force, which Obama granted “virtually immediately.” The first authorization was issued at 8:00 p.m. on
April 10, after US Navy personnel watched a day earlier from the Bainbridge as Captain Phillips tried to
escape his captors before being quickly retaken. In response, the pirates threw into the ocean the only
communications devices they had on the lifeboat, fearing they were being used to conduct surveillance or
to communicate secretly with Phillips. That left the US naval forces with only eyes on the ship and the
White House fearing that a US citizen would die very publicly at the hands of pirates only three months
into Obama’s presidency. On April 11, at 9:20 a.m., President Obama granted a second authorization to
use lethal force to an “additional set of US forces.”

It was the seizing of the Alabama that would very directly introduce President Obama to JSOC and its
capabilities. It was “the first time I know of that Obama, himself, had sort of a direct encounter or
experience with these units, [and] in a sense, came to grips with the reality of his own power, as chief
executive,” recalled Marc Ambinder, a journalist with very close ties to the Obama administration’s
national security team. The president authorized JSOC personnel in the United States to deploy to the
Horn of Africa immediately. Obama was also briefed on the presence of a SEAL Team 6 unit based at
Manda Bay, Kenya, that could make it to the Bainbridge in forty-five minutes. Those men, the president
was told, were the best snipers available in the US military.

“If it comes down to putting sharpshooters up on the deck of an aircraft, and making sure that first shot
doesn’t miss, who do you want to do it?” asked General Hugh Shelton, the former chair of the Joint Chiefs
and an ex-commander of the Special Operations Command. Referring to Team 6, he told me, “They’re
deadly accurate.” With the SEAL snipers in place, the commanders on board the ship asked for
authorization to neutralize the pirates. Within the administration, “there was a little bit of debate,”
recalled Ambinder. “Obama, the National Security Council and lawyers, they wanted to do this, because
it was the first instance, the first time really, where they were creating an op from top to bottom, so they
wanted to do it very carefully. They wrote very clear, careful, rules of engagement.”

On April 12, believing that the pirates intended to kill Phillips, the JSOC commander aboard the
Bainbridge was patched into the White House Situation Room, directly to President Obama. “The
President is essentially asking the commander a series of questions,” said Ambinder. “‘Are these
conditions satisfied? Is there any way to do this, save this guy without causing undue harm to US troops?
Do you have a clear shot? Is there any chance of other collateral casualties or damage?’ ‘No, sir.’ And
then the commander asked, ‘Do I have your permission to execute?’ And the President says, ‘Yes, you
do.’ The commander gives his order.”

Pop. Pop. Pop.
Three shots, fired almost at the exact same moment by three different snipers. Three dead Somali

pirates.
Captain Richard Phillips was rescued and returned to the United States with much fanfare. President

Obama won praise from across the political spectrum for his leadership in taking down the pirates and
bringing an end to the hostage situation without losing a single US life and with just three bullets fired.
Behind the scenes, it was a powerful lesson for President Obama about the clandestine force that
President Bush once praised as “awesome”—JSOC. In thanking the teams that worked on the Maersk
Alabama operation, President Obama for the first time publicly used the name of Admiral William
McRaven, JSOC’s commander, who oversaw the operation. “Great job,” Obama told McRaven when he
called him after the operation. “The Somali pirates are dead, the captain is rescued and Obama, I think,
really tangibly, physically gets it that he has this power as the President,” recalled Ambinder.



Deploying Special Ops Forces in Afghanistan or Pakistan was one thing, but to use them in a truly
unconventional, unanticipated operation brought the capability of this force home. After the takedown of
the pirates, Admiral McRaven became a much more frequent guest of the president and, just as under
President Bush, the troops from JSOC became Obama’s prized ninjas. After the Alabama operation, “The
President personally invited the leaders of the Special Operations forces to the White House, and asked
them to have an integral role in policy,” recalled a Special Ops source who worked on Horn of Africa
policy at the time. Obama “asked for their professional military advice in how best to carry out these
operations. That was absolutely unheard of in the previous administration, in that they would dictate what
the policy was and they would tell the Pentagon, and the Pentagon would ensure that the subordinate
commands would carry that out.” Obama, he said, embraced the Special Ops leaders, particularly
Admiral McRaven. His time at the White House in the early stages of the Global War on Terror “taught
him how to anticipate policymakers’ needs and desires, so JSOC was always ahead of the curve, they
always had the perfect policy prescription for the White House,” he added. JSOC “knew what they were
gonna be asked to do before they were asked. That’s key. This is why McRaven is a pivotal figure—he
bridges those worlds.”

While Afghanistan and Pakistan would be the primary front lines of JSOC’s wars, the situations in
Yemen and Somalia were demanding significant attention from Obama’s counterterrorism team. Much of
the foreign policy energy would be publicly focused on Afghanistan, but in the dark, both al Shabab and
JSOC were expanding their targeted killing operations, quietly transforming Somalia into one of the
premier battlegrounds for asymmetric warfare.

IN JUNE 2009, an al Shabab suicide bomber carried out a bold attack on a hotel near the Ethiopian border,
killing Somalia’s security minister and more than a dozen others, including a former Somali ambassador.
That same week, insurgents killed Mogadishu’s police chief in a gun battle. By July 2009, al Shabab had
advanced so far into Mogadishu that its forces came within a few hundred yards of Villa Somalia,
threatening to overrun the Mogadishu Green Zone, which housed Sheikh Sharif’s government. The attack
was repelled only when the US-backed African Union intervened. Officials from Somalia’s fragile
government were besieged and scared. “The government is weakened by the rebel forces,” Sheikh Aden
Mohamed Nur, the speaker of the parliament declared after the police chief was killed. “We ask
neighboring countries—including Kenya, Djibouti, Ethiopia and Yemen—to send troops to Somalia
within 24 hours.” That would not happen.

That summer, the United States announced a shipment of forty tons of weapons to Somalia’s
government forces. In August, Secretary Clinton held a press conference in Nairobi with Sheikh Sharif.
Putting an exclamation point on the Somali president’s extraordinary journey from the head of the Islamic
Courts, deposed by the United States only to return as the US-backed leader of choice, Clinton called
Sharif the “best hope we’ve had in quite some time.” But the US priority was not Sharif’s government. It
was the hunt. “We have presented President Obama with a number of actions and initiatives against al
Qaeda and other terrorist groups,” said John Brennan, Obama’s counterterrorism adviser. “Not only has
he approved these operations, he has encouraged us to be even more aggressive, even more proactive,
even more innovative, to seek out new ways and new opportunities for taking down these terrorists.”
Most prominent in Obama’s scope, Brennan said, were “those who attacked our embassies in Africa
eleven years ago...and our homeland eight years ago.”

In the summer of 2009, Somalis began seeing clusters of large naval ships appear off the Mogadishu
coast. They were part of a US battle group—and they were there with a purpose.



“Let JSOC Off the Leash”

SAUDI ARABIA, WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, LATE 2009 —In late August 2009, Saudi prince Mohammed bin
Nayef received a phone call from one of the kingdom’s most wanted men, al Qaeda operative Abdullah
Hasan Tali al Asiri. Prince bin Nayef was the son of the powerful Saudi interior minister, Prince Nayef
bin Abdel-Aziz, third in line to the throne. In addition to serving as his father’s deputy, bin Nayef was
also Saudi Arabia’s head of counterterrorism. As part of his official duties, bin Nayef encouraged al
Qaeda fighters to turn themselves in through the kingdom’s terrorist rehabilitation program. Asiri, who
was placed on the Saudi’s eighty-five most wanted persons list in February 2009, had fled the kingdom
and was living in neighboring Yemen. If Asiri was calling the prince to turn himself in, it would be an
unthinkable coup for the Saudis. Asiri was reportedly recruited to join al Qaeda by his brother, Ibrahim
Hassan al Asiri, whom Saudi and US intelligence alleged was the chief bomb maker for AQAP.

“I need to meet you to tell you the whole story,” Asiri told Prince bin Nayef.
“If you come, I will sit with you,” the prince replied.
Asiri told the prince that he would meet with him in person if Prince bin Nayef sent a private jet to pick

him up in a Saudi town just across the border with Yemen and bring him to bin Nayef’s palace. The
prince agreed. On August 27, the two men met in person.

According to Richard Barrett, the head of the United Nations’ al Qaeda and Taliban monitoring team,
as the meeting began, Asiri presented the prince with a mobile phone. “Asiri said, ‘Oh, you need to speak
to my friends because they also want to give themselves up, and if they hear from you, they’ll certainly
come.’”

While Prince bin Nayef was on the phone with Asiri’s alleged cohorts in Yemen, Asiri’s phone
activated a bomb, Barrett explained. Incredibly, Asiri had managed to board a Saudi royal plane with a
bomb made of pentaerythritol tetranitrate, known as PETN, pass multiple security checkpoints and make it
onto the grounds of Prince bin Nayef’s palace in Jeddah. The reason the Saudis hadn’t detected it was
because the one-pound bomb was lodged in Asiri’s rectum. As Prince bin Nayef held the phone, Asiri
exploded. “It was really very fortunate for the prince that all he did was hurt his finger, because the blast
blew downwards and blew upwards, and not across towards the prince,” said Barrett. The attack was
caught on a video. “You see the guy’s left arm embedded in the ceiling—so the blast must have been quite
considerable—and bits of him scattered all over the room,” recalled Barrett.

Although Prince bin Nayef survived the attack, it still represented a symbolic triumph for al Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula. It was the first known assassination attempt against a Saudi royal in decades and
the first significant al Qaeda attack since a twenty-month rash of bombings and killings across Saudi
Arabia by al Qaeda in 2003–2004. Asiri’s brother Ibrahim was believed to have manufactured the bomb.
AQAP was on the map.

Within days of the attempted assassination of Prince bin Nayef, President Obama’s chief
counterterrorism adviser, John Brennan, was in Saudi Arabia delivering a personal letter from Obama to
bin Nayef expressing his “outrage” at the attack. “I met with Prince Mohammed bin Nayef,” Brennan later
said. “I went to the room where the attack took place. We worked very closely with the Saudis.” He
added: “We’re very concerned about it from an assassination standpoint, and we continue to look at all
the evidence that is out there so we can take the steps necessary to prevent any types of attack from taking
place.”

To the UN’s Barrett, the attack raised the prospect of bombs concealed inside the body, such as
Asiri’s, being used to attack airlines. “Here is a guy who got on a plane, he went through at least two



security checks. He would have passed a metal detector. So he could get on any plane. That technique
would work on any airline anywhere, regardless of what sort of security measures there are in the airport.
And this is likely to have some severe consequences: What can you do? How much protection can you
provide when this is possible?”

After meeting with the Saudis following the August 27, 2009, attack on Prince bin Nayef, Brennan said,
“There was no indication...that al Qaeda was trying to use that type of attack and that modus operandi
against aircraft.” Brennan was wrong about that. The attempted bin Nayef assassination wouldn’t be the
last the Americans or Saudis heard from Asiri’s bomb-making brother. But the attack sharpened the focus
on al Qaeda’s base in Yemen for both Riyadh and Washington.

ON SEPTEMBER 6, 2009, a week after Asiri carried out his assassination attempt on Prince bin Nayef, John
Brennan once again sat face to face with President Saleh in Sana’a. Saleh boldly complained that the
“current level” of US aid for counterterrorism was inadequate and claimed that his offensive against the
Houthi rebels was in Washington’s interest. “This war we’re launching is a war on behalf of the US,” he
told Brennan. “The Houthis are your enemies too.” In his meeting with Brennan, Saleh accused Iran of
trying to undermine his relationship with Washington by backing the Houthis and tried to implicate
Hezbollah as well. (In a subsequent classified cable, US officials acknowledged that the Houthis hadn’t
attacked US interests or personnel since the fighting began in 2004 and raised serious questions about the
extent of Iranian involvement.) Brennan told Saleh it would be against the law to give him military
support against the Houthis because the United States considered the Houthis a “domestic insurgency.”
Saleh countered that the lack of US support and Washington’s refusal to declare the Houthis terrorists
were undermining claims of friendship and cooperation. US officials described Saleh as being in “vintage
form” as he met with Brennan, “at times disdainful and dismissive and at others, conciliatory and
congenial.”

According to the classified US diplomatic cable on the meeting, Saleh “repeatedly requested more
funds and equipment to fight” AQAP. In return for increased aid, which Saleh undoubtedly wanted more
for his domestic wars than to fight al Qaeda, he offered Brennan a valuable card. “President Saleh
pledged unfettered access to Yemen’s national territory for U.S. counterterrorism operations,” the cable
noted. “Saleh insisted that Yemen’s national territory is available for unilateral CT [counterterrorism]
operations by the U.S.”

Brennan and other US officials saw Saleh’s offer as an attempt to take out an insurance policy in the
event of any future attacks on the US Embassy or other American targets. “I have given you an open door
on terrorism,” Saleh told Brennan, “so I am not responsible.” In Brennan’s view, Saleh’s “interest in
outsourcing the CT effort in Yemen” to the US government was linked to his desire to free up and better
equip his own forces to battle the domestic insurgencies. “A concerted [US government] anti-terrorism
campaign in Yemen will free Saleh to continue to devote his limited security assets to the ongoing war
against Houthi rebels,” the cable stated. “The net effect, and one we strongly suspect Saleh has calculated,
of both the American and [Yemeni] ‘iron fist’ unleashed at the same time in Yemen will be a clear
message...[to] any other party interested in generating political unrest in the country that a similar fate
awaits them.”

Regarding the Brennan-Saleh meetings, Colonel Lang, who dealt with Saleh for years, said, “What they
tell you at a meeting like that doesn’t mean a damn thing. You have to see what they’re really willing to do
when you talk to people at the operational level behind the scenes. And the more you understand them, the
less easily you are bullshitted about this, to be honest about it, the more willing they are to come to some
sort of reasonable arrangement.”

Regardless of Saleh’s motives, the meeting satisfied Brennan that the United States was getting the



official green light to conduct special operations inside Yemen. In Yemen, Brennan delivered a letter to
Saleh from President Obama, pledging increased support in the “fight against terrorism.” Yemen’s
security, Obama wrote, “is vital to the security of the United States and the region, and America will
adopt an initiative to help Yemen.” During this period, according to US Special Operations sources, the
Obama administration began authorizing plans for more lethal US operations in Yemen.

Some within the Pentagon feared the focus on Yemen was coming too late. “ Not enough people in the
intelligence community or the military paid the right attention to [the region], and al Qaeda has taken
advantage of that to our disadvantage,” a senior defense official told the Washington Times  shortly after
Brennan’s visit to Yemen. “This is going to be a serious problem for us in the near future.”

ON SEPTEMBER 30, 2009, Michael Leiter, the director of the National Counterterrorism Center, appeared
before the US Senate. “Al Qaeda’s under more pressure today and is facing more challenges and is more
vulnerable than any time since 9/11,” Leiter told the Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee. “But that being said, they remain a robust enemy. And although I believe we have done much
to deter attacks and defend against attacks, attacks in the United States remain quite possible.” Even
though “al Qaeda’s safe haven in Pakistan is shrinking and becoming less secure,” Leiter said, the group
was growing in other countries.

Leiter warned the senators that al Qaeda offshoots were beginning to “pose an increasing threat to the
homeland.” Some “have proven capable of attacking Western targets in their regions,” he said, but “they
aspire to expand even further.” In particular, he warned about the growing threat in Yemen posed by
AQAP. “We have witnessed the reemergence of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, with Yemen as a key
battleground and potential regional base of operations from which Al-Qaeda can plan attacks, train
recruits, and facilitate the movement of operatives,” Leiter asserted. “We are concerned that if AQAP
strengthens, Al-Qaeda leaders could use the group and the growing presence of foreign fighters in the
region to supplement its transnational operations capability.”

That day, President Obama convened a meeting of his top military and political advisers in the
Situation Room of the White House to discuss the US strategy in Afghanistan. At the meeting were Vice
President Joe Biden; Secretary of State Hillary Clinton; Defense Secretary Robert Gates; CIA director
Leon Panetta; the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mike Mullen; the director of national
intelligence, Admiral Dennis Blair; and General Petraeus. The details of what was discussed at the
meeting remain classified, but clearly Afghanistan wasn’t the only issue on the table.

Shortly after that meeting, General Petraeus signed a seven-page secret order authorizing small teams
of US Special Operations Forces to conduct clandestine operations off the stated battlefields of Iraq and
Afghanistan. It was marked “LIMDIS,” for limited distribution. Hard copies were given to about thirty
people. Its original code name was “Avocado.” The directive, known as a Joint Unconventional Warfare
Task Force (JUWTF) Execute Order, served as a permission slip of sorts for US military Special
Operations teams to conduct clandestine actions without the president’s direct approval for each
operation. “Unlike covert actions undertaken by the C.I.A., such clandestine activity does not require the
president’s approval or regular reports to Congress,” reported Mark Mazzetti of the New York Times ,
who was allowed to read the execute order.

The order spoke volumes about the continuity of foreign policy from the previous administration to the
Obama White House. Under the Bush administration, the Pentagon regularly justified clandestine special
ops by insisting that the forces were not at war but rather “preparing the battlefield.” Petraeus’s 2009
“ExOrd” continued and solidified the Bush-era justification for expanding covert wars under President
Obama. “While the Bush administration had approved some clandestine military activities far from
designated war zones, the new order is intended to make such efforts more systematic and long term,” the



New York Times  reported. “Its goals are to build networks that could ‘penetrate, disrupt, defeat or
destroy’ Al Qaeda and other militant groups, as well as to ‘prepare the environment’ for future attacks by
American or local military forces, the document said.”

Moreover, the Petraeus order made clear that the United States was authorizing the US military, not just
the CIA, to conduct such secret operations. “The Obama administration had been reluctant to allow such
an expansion of nontraditional military activities in countries where the U.S. formally has no presence.
That practice was unfavorably associated with the Bush-Cheney administration’s disregard for
international norms,” observed journalist Marc Ambinder at the time. “But political imperatives, the
threat of terrorism, and the knowledge of what the U.S. military can accomplish if its strings are cut away
has slowly changed the minds of some of Obama’s senior advisers. It is helpful that Congress has
generally given the military a wide berth to conduct activities that intelligence agency paramilitaries
would find objectionable.”

In addition to authorizing direct actions by Special Operations Forces, the Petraeus order also focused
on intelligence gathering, including by American troops, foreign businesspeople, academics and others,
aimed at identifying insurgents or terrorists and their locations. The order, which Petraeus drafted in
coordination with Admiral Eric Olson, head of the US Special Operations Command, laid out a plan for
clandestine operations “that cannot or will not be accomplished” by regular US military forces or
intelligence agencies. Among those who would oversee the activities of Special Operations Forces
around the globe under Obama was Michael Vickers, a former CIA paramilitary with the Special
Activities Division and a major player in the CIA’s weapons- and money-smuggling operations to the
mujahedeen in Afghanistan in the 1980s.

Colonel Lang said that at the time the order was issued, JSOC’s forces in Afghanistan believed they
had already killed or captured their way through the high-value targets in Afghanistan, at a minimum
forcing them into other countries. “That’s why it becomes very tempting to start going after people in other
countries. Because you’ve got these highly skilled operators going after targets that are not really worthy
of their skills,” he told me. “The temptation for the leadership—the three-star [general] and above level
—is to look for places to employ their lads in greener fields.” Lang, who is a former Green Beret,
described the men from JSOC who would fight Petraeus’s small wars as “sort of like Murder,
Incorporated,” adding, “Their business is killing al Qaeda personnel. That’s their business. They’re not in
the business of converting anybody to our goals or anything like that.”

According to the former aide to a senior Special Operations Forces commander who served during
both the Bush and Obama presidencies, the Obama administration’s expansion of Special Ops activities
globally was actually a continuation of the secret AQN Execute Order signed in early 2004 by Rumsfeld,
known as the “AQN ExOrd,” or Al Qaeda Network Execute Order. That AQN ExOrd was intended to cut
through bureaucratic and legal processes, allowing US Special Operations Forces to move into denied
areas or countries beyond the official battle zones of Iraq and Afghanistan. The mindset in the Obama
White House, the Special Ops source told me, was that “the Pentagon is already empowered to do these
things, so let JSOC off the leash. And that’s what this White House has done.” He added: “JSOC has been
empowered more under [the Obama] administration than any other in recent history. No question.”

Despite some initial hesitation, it became clear that Obama wanted to expand and codify the Bush-era
order. “The Obama administration took the 2004 order and went above and beyond,” he told me. “The
world is the battlefield. We’ve returned to that,” he added. “We were moving away from it for a little bit,
but Cambone’s ‘preparing the battlefield’ is still alive and well. It’s embraced by this administration.”

Under the Bush administration, JSOC and its then-commander Stanley McChrystal were coordinating
much of their activity with Vice President Dick Cheney or Defense Secretary Rumsfeld. Under the Obama
administration, JSOC’s relationship became more formalized with the administration as a whole. As the
former aide told me, “It used to be the strategy was to insulate the president. Now they directly interface



with these people regularly.”
On October 4, 2009, a few days after the execute order was signed and a month after Brennan’s

meeting with Saleh, Admiral McRaven made a discreet trip to Yemen to meet with President Saleh.
McRaven was dressed in his naval uniform with yellow stripes on the sleeves. Saleh, in a perfectly
tailored suit, sat in a gold-colored armchair. Saleh’s government said the two men discussed
“cooperation” in “combating terrorism.” The US Embassy in Sana’a said it had discussed “cooperation
between the U.S. and Yemen against al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,” adding, “These discussions
support the U.S. government’s ongoing efforts to assist Yemen in eliminating the threat al-Qaeda poses to
its security and stability.” Well-informed Yemeni sources, however, said that McRaven pressed Saleh to
let at least three of JSOC’s drones operate regularly in Yemen and to allow “the implementation of some
special operations similar to what is happening in Pakistan and Somalia.” Saleh granted the requests,
following through on the pledge he had made to Brennan to obtain the US military aid he needed.

On October 9, President Obama met with his national security team to discuss their primary foreign
policy question, Afghanistan. During the meeting, Brennan suggested that there was a greater threat posed
by al Qaeda in Yemen and Somalia than in Afghanistan. “ We’re developing geostrategic principles here,”
Brennan said, “and we’re not going to have the resources to do what we’re doing in Afghanistan in
Somalia and Yemen.”



Samir Khan: An Unlikely Foot Soldier

THE UNITED STATES AND YEMEN, 2001–2009 —In retrospect, the path to Yemen’s becoming a major
counterterrorism concern for the Obama administration in late 2009 seems remarkably clear. By
November, Yemen was all over the news and seemingly connected to every new alleged terror plot
against the United States—with Anwar Awlaki’s tentacles touching every incident. But for many
Americans, it seemed to pop out of nowhere.

The Yemen media frenzy kicked off on November 5, 2009, when the young US Army psychiatrist Major
Nidal Malik Hasan—who had written a series of e-mails to Awlaki—walked into the Soldier Readiness
Processing Center in Fort Hood, Texas, shouted, “Allah u Akbar,” and opened fire on his fellow soldiers,
killing thirteen people and wounding forty-three others before being shot and paralyzed. By most
accounts, Hasan was motivated by a combination of factors centering on his work in treating soldiers who
had fought in Afghanistan and Iraq. He had reportedly sought to have some of the patients he saw
prosecuted for war crimes after they disclosed their actions on the battlefield to him, but those requests
were rejected. Hasan had complained to friends and relatives that fellow soldiers had harassed him
because of his religion. They said he tried to get out of the military as he struggled increasingly to
reconcile his faith with his work for an armed force waging war in Muslim lands.

In a 2007 PowerPoint presentation Hasan gave before a gathering of army doctors, he stated: “It’s
getting harder and harder for Muslims in the service to morally justify being in a military that seems
constantly engaged against fellow Muslims.” Hasan advocated for conscientious objector status for
Muslims to ward off what he termed could be “adverse events.” At the time of the shooting, Hasan was
facing an imminent deployment to Afghanistan. Soon after the shooting, the media began reporting that he
had been in contact with Awlaki, adding that Hasan had attended Awlaki’s Virginia mosque in 2001,
though the fact that Awlaki had only met him once was not reported. That the two men exchanged at least
eighteen e-mails beginning in December 2008 became a major focus of attention and hype from journalists
and politicians. But when US counterterror officials reviewed the e-mails, they determined them to be
innocuous. According to the New York Times , “a counterterrorism analyst who examined the messages
shortly after they were sent decided that they were consistent with authorized research Major Hasan was
conducting and did not alert his military superiors.” Awlaki later told a Yemeni journalist that Hasan had
reached out to him and primarily asked him religious questions. Awlaki claimed he neither “ordered nor
pressured” Hasan to carry out any attacks, a contention supported by the e-mails once they were made
public. But Awlaki’s reaction to the shooting made such details irrelevant in the eyes of the US public and
government.

A few days after the Fort Hood shootings, Awlaki published a blog post with the not-so-subtle title:
“Nidal Hasan Did the Right Thing.” Hasan, Awlaki wrote, “ is a hero. He is a man of conscience who
could not bear living the contradiction of being a Muslim and serving in an army that is fighting against his
own people. This is a contradiction that many Muslims brush aside and just pretend that it doesn’t exist.”
Hasan “opened fire on soldiers who were on their way to be deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan. How can
there be any dispute about the virtue of what he has done? In fact the only way a Muslim could Islamically
justify serving as a soldier in the US army is if his intention is to follow the footsteps of men like Nidal.”
Awlaki called on other Muslims within the US Army to carry out similar operations. “Nidal Hassan was
not recruited by Al-Qaida,” Awlaki later said. “Nidal Hassan was recruited by American crimes, and this
is what America refuses to admit.” It was the last blog post Awlaki would publish.

The morning after the shooting, President Obama met with his top military and intelligence commanders



“and ordered them to undertake a full review of the sequence of events that led up to the shootings.” In his
weekly address following the shooting, Obama said, “We must compile every piece of information that
was known about the gunman, and we must learn what was done with that information. Once we have
those facts, we must act upon them.” He added: “Our government must be able to act swiftly and surely
when it has threatening information. And our troops must have the security that they deserve.”

Although there was no actual evidence presented to tie Awlaki to the planning of the Fort Hood
shootings and investigators determined Hasan was not part of a broader terrorist conspiracy, the alleged
connection to Awlaki became a major part of the story and became fodder for those agitating for more
aggressive action by the Obama administration in Yemen. On November 18, Senator Joseph Lieberman
called the shooting the “most destructive terrorist attack on America since 9/11.” A month later
Lieberman would call for preemptive strikes against Yemen.

Awlaki monitored the news from his hideout in Shabwah. He scoured news reports and his “Google
Alerts” on his name started pinging every few minutes. He may have been famous before among English-
speaking Muslims, but now his name was truly global. Whether Awlaki had played any role in Hasan’s
murderous rampage became irrelevant in the United States. The fact that he had openly and gleefully
praised it became a media obsession. Awlaki was presented in the media as the “9/11 Imam,” with new
stories coming out every day examining his life history. The prostitution arrests, his alleged contacts with
the 9/11 hijackers, his past speeches on jihad and his blog all were woven together to make it seem as
though Awlaki had been plotting acts of terror against the United States his whole life. Terror “experts”
on television opined on his ability to recruit Western jihadists for al Qaeda’s cause.

Not long after the Fort Hood shootings, Awlaki’s days as a blogger came to an abrupt end. The United
States took down his website, whose URL was registered through Wild West Domains, a company based
in Scottsdale, Arizona. “They shut down my website following Nidal Hasan’s operation,” Awlaki
recalled. “Then I read in the Washington Post  that they were monitoring my communications. So I was
forced to stop these communications.” Awlaki saw the media attention being focused on him as an
ominous sign: he had to change locations and erase any digital trail that could lead the Americans to him.
He knew they wanted him arrested—but now he feared that Obama wanted him dead.

IN OCTOBER 2009, a young Pakistani American named Samir Khan landed in Sana’a. Like hundreds of
other Muslims from across the globe who come to Yemen each year, Khan was there to study Islam and
Arabic at the country’s famous ancient universities. At least that was what he told his family and friends
back home. In the decade leading up to his flight into Yemen, Khan had grown increasingly militant in his
politics and his interpretation of Islam. Like Awlaki, the events of 9/11 and the crackdown on Muslims in
the United States had a profound impact on him. Khan was born in 1985 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, to
Pakistani parents, one of whom was a US citizen. “He’s a Christmas child,” recalled his mother Sarah
Khan, “born on Christmas day.” When Samir was seven, they immigrated to the United States and settled
into Samir’s grandparents’ house in Queens, New York. His relatives were conservative Muslims, but
they also considered themselves patriotic Americans. “We actually wanted to have a better future for the
children,” Sarah told me. “We had great hopes for this country.” Khan’s high school classmates recalled a
slightly awkward boy in baggy jeans, a junior varsity football player despite his shyness, with an
enthusiasm for hip-hop and the school newspaper. “He was always interested in sports,” Samir’s mom
recalled. “He would always tell me that he wants to be in the NFL.”

Samir’s interests began to change in August 2001, when at age fifteen, he attended a weeklong summer
camp at a mosque in Queens, sponsored by IONA (Islamic Organization of North America), a prominent
conservative Islamist organization tied to the Pakistani Tanzeem-e-Islami organization. In an interview
years later, Khan said the camp was a formative experience for him and that he returned to school that



year knowing “what I wanted to do with my life: be a firm Muslim, a strong Muslim, a practicing
Muslim.” He ditched the baggy pants and the rap music, making an exception only for the now disbanded
hip-hop group called Soldiers of Allah. He became involved with the Islamic Thinkers Society, a Jackson
Heights–based group that used nonviolent activism such as “street dawahs (invitations)” to call for an
Islamic Caliphate. When 9/11 happened, Khan made no effort to hide his new attitudes toward religion
and politics from his friends and family. He refused to recite the Pledge of Allegiance and got into
debates with classmates over his contention that Americans had deserved the attack.

“Before 9/11, people still saw his change but didn’t make much of it,” said one classmate. “But
afterwards, more people decided to question his ideology and be, like, ‘Is he trying to be like them [the
September 11 terrorists]? Does he think like them?’” Another classmate said Khan would sometimes be
the target of ethnic slurs. In tenth grade, Khan was wearing a kufi hat to school every day.

Samir Khan’s father noticed that his son had begun to frequent jihadist websites, and staged the first of
several interventions. In his high school yearbook, Khan referred to himself as a “mujahid” and wrote that
his future plans included going “overseas [to] study Islamic Law and other subjects that dealt with Islam.”
He also included a word of advice: “If you give Satan an inch, he’ll be a ruler.”

By 2003, the year Khan graduated from high school and the United States invaded Iraq, he had taken up
a staunchly radical view on US foreign policy. The family relocated to North Carolina, where Khan’s
father, Zafar, took a job as an information technology executive. Samir enrolled in a community college
and had a job on the side selling kitchen knives and other household items. He attended a mosque and
would get into debates with fellow attendees about what he perceived as the spinelessness of religious
leaders in the face of America’s spreading wars.

He also began spending much of his time on the Internet, seeking out like-minded Muslims. He blogged
and aggregated news of the jihad abroad, often writing under the tag “Inshallahshaheed,” or “a martyr if
God wills.” Khan operated multiple blogs out of his parents’ house, several times retiring blogs and
switching servers when his vitriolic content came under attack or was taken down by server
administrators.

Khan eventually found a home at Muslimpad, run by Islamic Network (one time employer of Daniel
Maldonado, who was convicted for traveling to ICU training camps in Somalia). One of his blogs, also
called Inshallahshaheed, was started in 2005 and had become wildly popular by 2007, ranking among the
top 1 percent of 100 million websites in the world by the traffic counter Alexa.com. His other blogs went
by names such as Human Liberation–An Islamic Renaissance and Revival. On his blogs, Khan would
extol the victories and virtues of al Qaeda central and its affiliated militants, but his writings also helped
to popularize a broader ideological movement that included radical sheikhs and scholars many Americans
would not have known about. A later blog featured in its “About” section a list of men he described as
“scholars of Islam...who we take knowledge from,” and included Abu Musab al Zarqawi, Abu Layth Libi,
and Anwar Awlaki.

One of the contributors to Khan’s Inshallahshaheed blog was Zachary Chesser, an American who
would be arrested in 2010 for attempting to travel to Somalia and join al Shabab. On his various
websites, Khan would celebrate attacks against US soldiers in Iraq, promote the writings of bin Laden
and call for victory of jihadists over US and Israeli forces across the globe.

During this period, Khan began to receive attention from the press, notably the New York Times , which
first profiled him in 2007, describing the American as an “unlikely foot soldier in what Al Qaeda calls
‘Islamic jihadi media.’” In the United States, Khan became a new face of the emergent and diversifying
digital militant culture, which had started with grainy video uploads of Zarqawi severing heads in Iraq
and had found full expression in what the Times called a “constellation of apparently independent media
operators who are broadcasting the message of Al Qaeda and other groups,” to people all over the world,
including, increasingly, the West.

http://www.Alexa.com


Khan told the New York Times  that a video of a suicide bomber hitting a US outpost in Iraq “brought
great happiness to me.” Of the American families who had relatives serving in Iraq, he said, “Whatever
happens to their sons and daughters is none of my concern,” calling them “people of hellfire.”

Although he denied links to terrorist groups and told a local news station that he was not actively
recruiting American fighters, Khan hinted that he might go on to wage violent jihad himself one day, but he
stopped just shy of directly inciting violence. He even hired a lawyer to counsel him on the parameters of
protected speech before the launch of his first blog. Sure enough, the authorities barely touched him,
though he had certainly gotten their attention: Homeland Security agents, as well as analysts at the
Combating Terrorism Center, were following him closely. Sue Myrick, a Republican representative from
North Carolina, later told the Washington Post that she had been involved in efforts to “shut [Khan] down
through the FBI,” which were ultimately unsuccessful, “because he was not inciting violence, he was
simply putting out information, and because he kept changing his server.”

Khan believed the authorities were doing more than reading his blogs. “Back in NC, the FBI dispatched
a spy on me who pretended to convert to Islam,” Khan later wrote. On several occasions, FBI agents
visited the Khan home in an attempt to get Samir’s parents to encourage him to stop blogging. According
to Sarah Khan, the FBI agents told the family that Samir was not breaking any laws and was engaged in
free speech, but that they were concerned about the direction he appeared to be heading. Samir’s father,
Zafar, had gone as far as to disconnect the home’s Internet connection and attempted more rounds of
interventions. He invited an imam, Mustapha Elturk, to try to persuade Samir to reconsider his radicalism.
Elturk knew Samir’s father as “a moderate Muslim devoted to his faith.” He said Zafar “tried whatever he
could within his means to talk to his son and also [to] have him meet with imams and Muslim scholars to
persuade” Samir that “the ideology of violence is not the right course.” Samir “became very much
convinced that America is an imperialist country that supports dictators and supports Israel blindly....He
had the opinion that the use of indiscriminate killing was justified,” Elturk recalled. “I tried to bring
arguments from the Koran and scholars, and said, ‘Whatever you are thinking it is not true.’”

Samir was unmoved and continued with his work. The fruit of his final months in the United States was
Jihad Recollections, an online PDF magazine, overrelying on graphics and featuring translations of al
Qaeda speeches as well as original pieces by Khan and other contributors. By late 2009, Samir had made
a decision to leave the United States. As he saw it, the FBI was watching him around the clock and he
was sick of being around Muslims he considered to be co-opted by American culture.

Khan put out the fourth and final issue of Jihad Recollections in September 2009. “I knew the real truth
wouldn’t be able to reach the masses unless and until I was above the law,” he later wrote. Khan left for
Yemen the following month, under the pretense of studying Arabic and teaching English. Terror analysts
in the United States speculated that he had already received an invitation from Awlaki to come to Yemen
and help lead the “media jihad.” But according to Sarah Khan, Yemen was not Samir’s first choice. He
had looked at schools in Pakistan and the United Kingdom, but the Yemen paperwork came through first.
“We knew his desire to learn Arabic, and he was searching to find proper schools that would teach him
the Arabic language as well as where he could learn more about Islam and understand the Koran better,”
she recalled. When Samir told his parents he was leaving for Yemen, Sarah was worried but thought “he
will be fine, he’s grown up. He needs to probably look around, see the world for himself.”

But Khan was going through a very different thought process than his parents understood. He had
decided he was finished with what he regarded as the banality and sins of suburban America. The Internet
had been his best classroom, where he found the preaching of Muslim leaders who inspired him. He had
watched the horrors of the post-9/11 wars and invasions and concluded that it was his obligation to join
other Muslims in fighting against forces he perceived as Crusaders. “After my faith took a 180-degree
turn, I knew I could no longer reside in America as a compliant citizen. My beliefs had turned me into a
rebel of Washington’s imperialism,” he later wrote. “ How could anyone claim sanity and remain sitting



on their hands? For me, it wasn’t possible. My guilty [conscience] became my mode of thinking; I could
never imagine myself as one who left the opportunity of a lifetime, to save the Islamic nation from its
plight.”

Despite the surveillance, Khan had little trouble leaving the United States. “It took thirty minutes extra
to get my boarding pass in North Carolina since, as the receptionist told me, I was being watched,” Khan
later wrote, admitting surprise that his exit went almost totally unremarked. Khan spent some time in
Sana’a teaching English before he made plans to head south to seek out the mujahedeen. “I was about to
officially become a traitor of the country I grew up in for most of my life,” he recalled. “I thought about
many of the possible effects it could have on my life; but whatever they were, I was ready for it.”

MORTEN STORM says he first met Anwar Awlaki in Sana’a in 2006, shortly before Awlaki was tossed in a
Yemeni prison for eighteen months at Washington’s request. Storm was a former motorcycle gang member
and a convicted criminal who converted to Islam. In the late 1990s, the Denmark native began running in
radical Islamist circles under the name Murad Storm. He’d had a troubled childhood, committing his first
armed robbery at the age of thirteen, and circulated in and out of jail as a teen. Storm eventually fell in
with the Bandidos biker gang. In 1997, however, he renounced his life of drugs and crime, telling friends
and family that he had converted to Islam. He moved to Yemen, where he married a Moroccan woman in
2000. Two years later they had a son. They named him Osama.

A video from 2005 shows Storm attending a speech given by radical Muslim cleric Omar Bakri
Mohammed in London. Storm claimed he met Awlaki a year later in Sana’a. At the time Storm was a
student at Iman University, where Awlaki was taking classes and delivering lectures. Storm claimed he
and Awlaki “ talked freely to each other” in the months that led up to Awlaki’s arrest and developed a
friendship. While Awlaki was imprisoned, Storm said he began to have a change of heart about the
version of Islam he was practicing: “I found out that what I believed in was, unfortunately, not what I
thought it was.” Storm claimed he approached the Danish Intelligence Service, PET, and offered his
assistance. He said he was introduced to British intelligence representatives and the CIA. The PET, he
claimed, assigned him a handler.

When Awlaki was released from prison, Storm became a potentially important asset for the CIA. The
CIA and the PET “knew that Anwar saw me as his friend and confidant. They knew that I could reach him,
and find out where he stayed,” Storm said in an interview with Denmark’s second-largest newspaper,
Jyllands-Posten. Storm claimed that Danish intelligence officials provided him with money “to bring
materials and electronic equipment” to Awlaki. According to Storm, the CIA wanted to install a tracking
device in the equipment he was providing to Awlaki, making it possible for the Americans to monitor and
potentially kill the cleric with a drone strike.

In September 2009, Storm returned to Yemen and traveled to Shabwah Province, where Awlaki was in
hiding. Storm said he stayed at the home of someone he described as an al Qaeda sympathizer in
Shabwah. Storm alleged that when he met with Awlaki, he asked Storm to get hold of some solar panels
or a transportable refrigerator, materials he could use to cool explosives parts. “We also discussed the
terrorist attacks. He had some plans that would hit large shopping centers in the West or elsewhere with
many people with poison attacks,” Storm alleged. Storm’s claims cannot be independently verified, but he
definitely passed them on to the CIA at a time when the United States was building a case against Awlaki.

I asked Awlaki’s father about Storm’s allegations. “I don’t believe many things he said about Anwar,”
Nasser said. “I think this man was part of a conspiracy to get Anwar—the man and the character—in
order to reduce or eliminate his influence on Muslim men and women around the world. So, America and
Denmark found a guy who was all his life an evil man and committed an armed robbery when he was only
thirteen years old. Anwar,  during his forty years in this life, never was involved in any act of violence



against any person or group.”
What is indisputable is that Awlaki asked Storm to find him an additional wife. Awlaki had married a

second Yemeni wife while he was on the run and had a daughter with her. But this time, he specifically
wanted a white Muslim convert to act as his “companion in hiding,” Storm claimed. “He asked if I knew a
woman from the West he could marry. I think that he lacked someone who could better understand his
Western mindset,” Storm told the Danish paper. Storm agreed to help. “ There are two things that I would
like to stress,” Awlaki allegedly wrote Storm in a late 2009 e-mail, which he asked Storm to relay to a
potential bride. “The first is that I don’t live in a fixed location. Therefore my living conditions vary
widely. Sometimes I even live in a tent. Second, because of my security situation I sometimes have to
seclude myself, which means me and my family would not meet with any persons for extended periods. If
you can live in difficult conditions, do not mind loneliness and can live with restrictions on your
communications with others then alhamdulillah [thanks be to God] that is great.”

When Storm returned to Copenhagen, he met with CIA and PET officials. He said he was shown
satellite images of the area where he had been in Shabwah and he identified the home where he had
stayed. Yemeni forces launched an assault on the house a short time later, but Awlaki had already moved
on. The owner of the home was killed. Storm had also told them about Awlaki’s desire to find a Western
wife. In that request, the CIA saw opportunity. The American agents, he said, were “overjoyed.” Along
with agents from the PET, Storm claimed, the CIA came up with a plan. “The idea was to find someone
who shared [Awlaki’s] ideology and mentality so that both of them would be killed in an American drone
attack,” Storm said. “I helped the CIA and PET track Anwar so the Americans could send a drone after
him. That was the plan.”



Blowback in Somalia

SOMALIA AND WASHINGTON, DC, 2009 —As summer 2009 began, JSOC was well aware of the fact that the
men they had identified as the most dangerous threats to US interests in East Africa, Saleh Ali Nabhan and
Fazul Abdullah Mohammed, were still at large. The latter was believed to have undergone plastic
surgery, and intelligence analysts could only guess his exact whereabouts. The trail on both men had gone
largely cold as al Shabab spread its areas of control in Somalia, giving them more options to hide or
operate discreetly.

US intelligence believed that Nabhan had become more deeply embedded within al Shabab’s
operations since the overthrow of the ICU and was running three training camps that produced several
suicide bombers, including a US citizen. A secret diplomatic cable from the Nairobi Embassy noted,
“Since Nabhan’s selection as senior trainer for al-Shabab’s training in summer 2008, the flow of
foreigners to Somalia has broadened to encompass fighters from south Asia, Europe, and North America,
Sudan, and East Africa, particularly trainees from Kenya.” Those fighters would, according to the cable,
travel to Mogadishu to fight against the US-backed African Union and Somali government forces. The
“camps continue to generate increasing quantities of foreign graduates,” it concluded.

Washington was desperate to take Nabhan out and in July 2009, US intelligence facilitated a potential
breakthrough. That month, Kenyan security forces burst through the door of the home of a young Kenyan of
Somali descent named Ahmed Abdullahi Hassan, who was living in Eastleigh, the congested Somali slum
in Nairobi. The next night, Hassan’s captors took him to Wilson Airport: “ They put a bag on my head,
Guantánamo style. They tied my hands behind my back and put me on a plane,” Hassan recalled,
according to a statement from Hassan provided to me by a human rights investigator. “In the early hours
we landed in Mogadishu. The way I realized I was in Mogadishu was because of the smell of the sea—
the runway is just next to the sea-shore.” From there, Hassan was taken to a secret prison in the basement
of Somalia’s National Security Agency, where he was interrogated by US intelligence officials. An
intelligence report leaked by the Kenyan Anti-Terrorism Police Unit alleged that “Ahmed Abdulahi
Hassan aka Anas” was a “former personal assistant to Nabhan” and “was injured while fighting near the
presidential palace in Mogadishu in 2009.” He was viewed as a high-value prisoner. “I have been
interrogated so many times,” Hassan alleged in the statement, which was smuggled from the prison and
provided to me. “Interrogated by Somali men and white men. Every day new faces show up.”

On the campaign trail and after becoming president, Barack Obama pledged that the United States
would no longer use certain Bush-era torture and detention tactics. CIA director Leon Panetta had stated
in April 2009 that the “CIA no longer operates detention facilities or black sites” and announced a “plan
to decommission the remaining sites.” Yet three months later, Hassan found himself in a secret prison
being interrogated by Americans.

According to a US official who spoke to me on condition of anonymity, Hassan was not directly
rendered from Kenya to Somalia by the US government. But, the official said, “The United States
provided information which helped get Hassan—a dangerous terrorist—off the street.” That description
supported the theory that Kenyan forces were rendering suspects on behalf of the United States and other
governments. Another well-informed source said that Hassan had been targeted in Nairobi because of
intelligence suggesting that he was the “right-hand man” of Nabhan, then the presumed head of al Qaeda in
East Africa.

Two months after Hassan was rendered to the secret prison in Mogadishu, on September 14, 2009, a
JSOC team took off in helicopters from an aircraft carrier positioned off the Somali coast and penetrated



Somali airspace. The man they were stalking, they learned from recently obtained “actionable”
intelligence, had been making regular trips between the port cities of Merca and Kismayo, near the
Kenyan border. On this day, their target was traveling in a Land Cruiser, supported by several technicals.
According to witnesses, the helicopters “buzzed” over a rural village en route to the convoy. In broad
daylight, the JSOC team attacked the convoy from the helicopters, gunning down the people inside. The
American commandos then landed and collected at least two of the bodies. One of them was later
confirmed to be that of Saleh Ali Nabhan. Pentagon spokesman Bryan Whitman would not comment on
“any alleged operation in Somalia,” nor would the White House. That day, when al Shabab confirmed that
Nabhan, five other foreigners and three Somali al Shabab fighters had been killed in the attack, there was
little room for doubt. JSOC had taken down their most-wanted man in East Africa in the first known
targeted killing operation inside of Somalia authorized by President Obama.

To veteran counterterrorism operators, like Malcolm Nance, the Nabhan hit was an example of what
the United States should have done instead of backing the Ethiopian invasion. “I am a firm believer in
targeted assassinations when they are people who are no longer of value to your collection processes. If
they are too strong for your ability to negate their capacity in the battlefield, then you are just going to
have to put a Hellfire in ’em,” Nance told me. “We were much more successful using the surgical strikes,
where we went in—to tell you the truth, very Israeli-like—and we did the drone strike, and/or Hellfire
strike and we blasted the individual car of a known guy who was known to be in that vehicle. We flew in,
we snatched his body, we confirmed it, we got the intelligence and went away. That’s the way we should
be doing it. We could have been doing that for the [preceding] ten years.”

The Nabhan strike won Obama much praise from the counterterrorism and Special Ops community, but
in other circles it raised serious questions about the emerging bipartisan consensus on assassinations,
renditions and secret prisons. “These are like summary executions,” said Evelyn Farkas, a former Senate
Armed Services Committee staffer who worked on oversight for SOCOM from 2001 to 2008. “Who’s
giving authority? Who’s making the [target] lists? Is it a kill or capture [mission], or is it a kill mission?”
Candidate Obama laid out a vision of how he would radically depart from the policies of the Bush era,
but in the Nabhan case he relied on some of the most controversial of them. “Has our policy shifted at all
since the previous administration?” Farkas asked. “My sense is ‘no.’”

Jack Goldsmith, who served as an assistant attorney general in the Bush administration, said that the
belief that “the Obama administration has reversed Bush-era policies is largely wrong. The truth is closer
to the opposite: The new administration has copied most of the Bush program, has expanded some of it,
and has narrowed only a bit. Almost all of the Obama changes have been at the level of packaging,
argumentation, symbol, and rhetoric.”

While declaring an end to the secret prisons, Obama and his counterterrorism team found a backdoor
way of continuing them. In Somalia, the CIA had begun using the secret underground prison where Hassan
was held as a center to interrogate suspected al Shabab or al Qaeda prisoners there. Although not
technically run by the United States, American agents would be free to interrogate the prisoners. Lawyers
retained by the family of Hassan, the alleged right-hand man of Nabhan, saw his case as showcasing a
slightly cleaned-up continuation of Bush’s detention policies. “Hassan’s case suggests that the US may be
involved in a decentralized, out-sourced Guantánamo Bay in central Mogadishu,” his family’s Kenyan
legal team asserted, noting that Hassan had not been provided access to lawyers, his family or the Red
Cross. It would also soon be clear that Hassan was not the only prisoner being held in Somalia’s
underground secret prison—and that Washington’s role in that prison was not limited to occasional
interrogations of high-value detainees.

With Nabhan gone, Fazul became the most senior al Qaeda figure known to be operating in Somalia.
Although al Shabab had suffered two major blows at the hands of JSOC, it was hardly undeterred. Its
asymmetric battle was just beginning. Nabhan’s death, like so many of Washington’s most passionately



embraced “strategic” victories in Somalia, would result in blowback. Even when perfectly executed,
targeted strikes had the potential to help bolster the ranks of insurgent groups and provide them with
martyrs to be emulated. By the end of 2009, at least seven US citizens had died fighting on behalf of al
Shabab and scores of others were believed to be among the group’s ranks and in its training camps
preparing for future action. Although al Shabab was unable to strike directly at the United States, it was
showing that it could recruit American citizens and wreak havoc on its puppets and proxies in Mogadishu.
In the process, al Shabab would draw the United States, the African Union and the Somali government
into a potentially disastrous replay of the CIA warlord era, mixed with the worst excesses of the
Ethiopian occupation period.

OF COURSE, the Obama administration saw developments in Somalia differently. Following the perfectly
executed assassination of the Somali pirates, President Obama’s relationship with JSOC and its
commander, Admiral McRaven, deepened. The administration carefully reviewed the existing orders
issued by President Bush that authorized US military forces to strike at terrorists wherever they resided,
the “world is a battlefield” doctrine developed by Stephen Cambone and other architects of the war on
terror. They decided that they wanted such authority expanded. Defense Secretary Gates and Obama’s
newly appointed CIA Director, Leon Panetta, worked diligently to bridge the CIA-JSOC divide, which,
fueled by Rumsfeld and Cheney, had persisted during the Bush administration. Obama wanted a seamless
counterterrorism machine. After the Nabhan strike, then–CENTCOM commander David Petraeus issued
his update to the AQN-Execute Order, giving US military forces, particularly those from JSOC, far
greater latitude to operate in Yemen, Somalia and elsewhere. Asymmetric attacks that had been relatively
infrequent during the Bush administration—with Iraq as a draining focus of counterterrorism attention—
would become the focal point of Obama’s rebranded global war.

During his first year in office, President Obama and his advisers endeavored to reframe US
counterterrorism policy as a more comprehensive, full-spectrum effort to reduce extremism, largely based
on regional security. Defense Secretary Gates summed up the purported stance of top civilian and military
officials in the Obama administration when he stated in April 2009 that there would not be a “purely
military solution” to piracy or civil war in Somalia. The US approach to Somalia would have to shift
away from containment. “The National Security Council has brought together the Department of State, the
Department of Defense, USAID, the intelligence community, and a variety of other agencies to work to
develop a strategy that is both comprehensive and sustainable,” noted Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs Johnnie Carson on May 20, 2009, during an appearance before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. Increasing assistance to the Somali government and AMISOM would be priorities,
but the major focus remained targeting the leadership of al Shabab and al Qaeda.

The priorities laid out in Obama’s first annual budget request earlier in May were telling: the president
continued the arc of a militarized Africa policy, while increasing security assistance to African states.
The budget, noted Daniel Volman, director of the African Security Research Project, showed “the
administration is following the course laid down for AFRICOM by the Bush administration, rather than
putting these programs on hold until it can conduct a serious review of US security policy towards
Africa.” The US request for arms sales to Africa went up to $25.6 million, from $8.3 million in fiscal
year 2009, including $2.5 million set aside for Djibouti, $3 million for Ethiopia, and $1 million for
Kenya. Military training programs to those countries expanded as well. Further spending was proposed
for Camp Lemonnier, as well as naval assets for security operations in the Indian Ocean. In addition to the
drone capability at Camp Lemonnier, the Obama administration reached a deal with the government of the
Seychelles to position a fleet of MQ-9 Reaper drones there beginning in September 2009. Although the
stated purpose of the drones was for unarmed surveillance to support counterpiracy operations, US



counterterrorism officials began pushing for the drones to be weaponized and used in the hunt for al
Shabab. “It would be a mistake to assume that Obama will not take further military action if the situation
in Somalia escalates,” Volman concluded. He was right.

As Obama’s national security team began mapping out a new, lethal strategy to deal with al Shabab in
Somalia and AQAP in Yemen, al Shabab was also reorganizing. Fazul had taken over for Nabhan and
was deeply embedded within the al Shabab leadership structure. By late 2009, al Shabab had benefited
tremendously from the Ethiopian invasion. “Now we are dealing with a group that’s in there and they are
entrenched,” Nance told me. By September 2009, the AMISOM force in Mogadishu had expanded to
5,200 troops from just over 1,700, thanks in large part to increased funding and support from Washington.
In the aftermath of Nabhan’s death, there were rumors that the AMISOM force was preparing for a post-
Ramadan offensive against al Shabab later in the year.

After Nabhan was killed, al Shabab operatives stole two UN Land Cruisers from central Somalia and
brought them to Mogadishu. On September 17, the al Shabab agents drove the vehicles up to the gates of
Mogadishu’s international airport, where the AMISOM forces were meeting at their base with Somali
security officials. They positioned the Land Cruisers outside the offices of a US private security
contractor and a fuel depot. The UN vehicles exploded in a spectacular, stealth suicide bombing. In the
end, more than twenty people were killed in the attack, seventeen of them African Union troops. Among
the dead was the deputy commander of the AMISOM force, Major General Juvenal Niyoyunguruza of
Burundi. “This was very tactical,” an AMISOM official told the New York Times . “It’s like these guys
had a map of the place.” It was the single deadliest attack against AMISOM since it arrived in Somalia in
2007.

Al Shabab’s spokesperson, Sheikh Ali Mohamud Rage, claimed credit for the strike and said it
avenged the death of Nabhan. “We have got our revenge for our brother Nabhan,” Rage declared. “Two
suicide car bombs targeting the AU base, praise Allah.” He added: “We knew the infidel government and
AU troops planned to attack us after the holy month. This is a message to them.” Rage said that, in all, five
al Shabab agents participated in the suicide mission. Soon after the attack, witnesses who saw the Land
Cruisers being prepared for the suicide mission said they heard two of the bombers speaking English.
“They spoke English and identified themselves as being from the United Nations,” said Dahir Mohamud
Gelle, the Somali information minister. A Somali news site, known to be reliable, later reported that one
of the attackers was a US citizen. While the US was celebrating the takedown of Nabhan, al Shabab had
launched its own targeted killing campaign.

ON DECEMBER 3, 2009, dozens of proud young Somalis poured into the Shamo Hotel in Mogadishu
wearing blue-and-yellow graduation caps and gowns. In a city that desperately needed doctors, they
would literally become lifelines. All of them were to receive their medical degrees that day from Benadir
University, which was established in 2002 by a group of Somali doctors and academics. In a video of the
ceremony, which was given to me in Mogadishu, the young graduates-to-be smiled as they posed for
pictures, their friends and families looking on with pride. As the ceremony began and people took their
seats, dignitaries settled into the front row. Among them were five Somali government ministers,
including those from the departments of education, sports and health. Three of the five were diaspora
Somalis, who had returned to try to help rebuild the Somali government. The higher education minister,
Ibrahim Hassan Addou, was a US citizen, and the health minister, Qamar Aden Ali, was a British Somali
woman. Cameramen lined the perimeter of the stage, as they would for a high-profile press conference.
The graduation was to be a message to Somalia and the world: this is our bright future.

Among those who filed into the meeting hall at the Shamo Hotel that day were several women wearing



burkas or abayas—which cover much of the head and body. Former minister of health Osman Dufle
welcomed the crowd and was beginning the proceedings when one of the burka-clad figures stood up,
addressed the dignitaries in the front row and, in a distinctly male voice, said, “Peace.” Before anyone
could react, the man under the burka blew himself up. The camera filming the proceedings went blank for
a moment. When the video resumed, the smoke-filled room had become a grisly panorama. Severed limbs
laid next to the bodies they were once connected to, and three of the government ministers were dead.

“Suddenly, the hall shook and I heard a PAW! sound from the front of the ceremony, where most
government officials and dignitaries were sitting. I got down on the ground and looked back. Dozens of
people were on the ground under a huge cloud of smoke. Others were stampeding to the exit for safety,”
recalled Somali journalist Abdinasir Mohamed, who was stepping out for a drink of water when the
bomber struck. “I looked to my right and saw one of my colleagues dead and bleeding. I couldn’t help
him. I saw the government officials’ chairs empty and bloody, and many people badly wounded. The
ceremony hall became very dark, and seemed like a slaughterhouse” with “blood flowing on the ground.”

In all, twenty-five people were killed that day: among them would-be doctors and their family members
as well as journalists. A fourth government minister later died from his injuries. Some fifty-five others
were wounded. What had been planned as a message of hope had been transformed into a “national
disaster,” in the words of Somalia’s information minister. President Sheikh Sharif blamed the attack on al
Qaeda and desperately pleaded for outside aid. “We beg the world to help defend us from these foreign
fighters,” he implored. The bomber was later identified as a Danish citizen of Somali descent.

As word of the massacre spread across the world, al Shabab denied it had carried out the attack. “We
declare that al-Shabab did not mastermind that explosion,” said Sheikh Rage. “We believe it is a plot by
the government itself. It is not in the nature of al-Shabab to target innocent people.” Although attacks
against the US-backed, foreign forces from AMISOM may not have sparked outrage among ordinary
Somalis—and were quite possibly quietly supported by a significant portion of the population in
Mogadishu—blowing up a medical school graduation was indefensible. Perhaps al Shabab wanted to
distance itself from the bombing for that reason, or maybe it was a unilateral al Qaeda operation carried
out by a foreign operative. No matter who planned the attack, though, it struck fear into Somalis of all
walks of life.

IN EARLY DECEMBER, President Obama delivered a major address at West Point Military Academy in New
York. Although the speech was focused on the coming surge of US troops in Afghanistan, the president
hinted at the ongoing and broadening asymmetric wars his administration was waging behind the scenes.
“The struggle against violent extremism will not be finished quickly, and it extends well beyond
Afghanistan and Pakistan,” Obama declared. “It will be an enduring test of our free society, and our
leadership in the world. And unlike the great power conflicts and clear lines of division that defined the
20th century, our effort will involve disorderly regions, failed states, diffuse enemies.” He added: “We’ll
have to be nimble and precise in our use of military power. Where al Qaeda and its allies attempt to
establish a foothold—whether in Somalia or Yemen or elsewhere—they must be confronted by growing
pressure and strong partnerships.”

A week after his West Point speech, President Obama accepted the Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo,
Norway. His remarks would win praise from hawkish Republicans for his forceful defense of the
projection of US power across the globe and for his assertion that the wars America was waging were
“just wars.” “Perhaps the most profound issue surrounding my receipt of this prize is the fact that I am the
Commander-in-Chief of the military of a nation in the midst of two wars,” Obama said. Obama praised
the legendary nonviolent activists Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr.—a previous recipient of the prize—



in his speech before laying out why he disagreed with their pacifism.
“As someone who stands here as a direct consequence of Dr. King’s life work, I am living testimony to

the moral force of non-violence. I know there’s nothing weak—nothing passive—nothing naïve—in the
creed and lives of Gandhi and King,” Obama said. “But as a head of state, sworn to protect and defend
my nation, I cannot be guided by their examples alone. I face the world as it is, and cannot stand idle in
the face of threats to the American people. For make no mistake: Evil does exist in the world. A non-
violent movement could not have halted Hitler’s armies. Negotiations cannot convince al Qaeda’s leaders
to lay down their arms. To say that force may sometimes be necessary is not a call to cynicism—it is a
recognition of history; the imperfections of man and the limits of reason.”

Karl Rove, the former senior adviser to President Bush, called the speech “superb,” “tough” and
“effective,” while a slew of neoconservatives also heaped praise on Obama. Newt Gingrich, the former
Republican Speaker of the House, praised the fact that a “liberal president” went “to Oslo on behalf of a
peace prize and reminds the committee that they would not be free, they wouldn’t be able to have a peace
prize, without having force.” Noting the praise from hawkish Republicans for Obama’s speech, columnist
Glenn Greenwald dubbed it “the most explicitly pro-war speech ever delivered by anyone while
accepting the Nobel Peace Prize.” When Obama returned from Oslo with his Peace Prize, his
administration was about to initiate a new, covert US war and herald an era in US foreign policy that
would put at its center the expansion of the US global assassination program.



“If They Kill Innocent Children and Call Them al Qaeda, Then
We Are All al Qaeda”

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2009 —On December 16, 2009, top US national security officials were given
a file of “baseball cards” containing the bios of three alleged AQAP members whom Admiral McRaven
wanted taken out by JSOC in a proposed “series of targeted killings” inside Yemen. Their code names
were Objectives Akron, Toledo and Cleveland. JSOC wanted to move on the targets in less than twenty-
four hours and needed an answer from the lawyers: yes or no. The officials who made up the killing
committee had little time to review the intelligence. Both Harold Koh, the State Department’s legal
adviser, and his counterpart at the Pentagon, Jeh Johnson, reportedly had just forty-five minutes from the
time they received the files until the JSOC-led teleconference that would decide if the missions were a
go. This meeting was larger than most targeting meetings, involving some seventy-five officials. The
Obama administration was about to start bombing Yemen, and the national security establishment was
mobilized.

Admiral McRaven was beamed into the meeting via teleconference and, with the cold and direct tone
he was famous for, laid out the military case for “kinetic action” against the “targets.” The main target,
“Akron,” was Mohammed Saleh Mohammed Ali al Kazemi, whom the United States had identified as an
AQAP deputy in Yemen’s Abyan Province. JSOC had been hunting Kazemi and McRaven’s men had
“tracked him to a training camp near the village of al-Majalah.” Kazemi had evaded JSOC for months.
Now, McRaven said, the US intelligence had a dead lock on his position. After ruling out a capture
operation and weighing other military options, the team decided on a JSOC-led cruise missile attack on
the camp.

Johnson felt “heavy pressure exerted by the military to kill” and believed he had been “rushed and
unprepared” to weigh all of the options. Still, he gave his thumbs up. A short time later, Johnson watched
the satellite imagery of al Majalah from a command center in the Pentagon. Figures that appeared to be the
size of ants moved around. And then with a massive flash they were vaporized. The feed Johnson watched
was referred to internally at JSOC as “Kill TV.” Now Johnson knew why.

On the morning of December 17, Sheikh Saleh bin Fareed’s BlackBerry started ringing. Tribesmen
from his Aulaq tribe told him there had been a horrible incident in a tiny Bedouin village in Abyan
Province called al Majalah. Early that morning, missiles had rained down on the modest dwellings of a
dozen families that lived in the remote, barren, mountainous village. Dozens of people had been killed,
the callers told bin Fareed, many of them women and children. Bin Fareed turned on Al Jazeera just as the
news was breaking. The announcer read a press release from the Yemeni government, which said that
Yemeni warplanes had conducted an attack against an al Qaeda training camp, dealing a devastating blow
to the militants. Bin Fareed called his chief bodyguard and his driver and ordered them to get his SUV
prepared for the half-day’s drive from Aden to al Majalah.

BIN FAREED is one of the most powerful men in southern Yemen. His family’s lineage traces back to the
sultans who once ruled the Arabian Peninsula. After British colonialists arrived in southern Yemen in
1839, the Aulaq tribe became one of their most prized tribal allies. From 1937 to 1963, the southern
Yemeni city of Aden existed as a Crown colony, with remote areas governed through a series of treaties
with tribes. Bin Fareed, whose father was a sultan, was educated in British schools and grew up as



royalty. In 1960, he went to the United Kingdom for college and military schooling and then returned to
Yemen, where he joined the army. In 1967, Marxists took control of southern Yemen and the British
withdrew. Bin Fareed and his family fled Yemen, believing they would return in a few months. It would
be nearly a quarter century.

Eventually, bin Fareed came to terms with the fact that he would live in exile. He worked much of his
young adult life building up businesses elsewhere in the Gulf, and he spent extensive time at his family’s
estate in the south of England. As the years passed, he became a major transportation and construction
contractor in the Gulf. By 1990, bin Fareed was an extremely wealthy man. That year President Saleh
unified North and South Yemen and he called bin Fareed. Saleh needed the tribes to help him consolidate
his control over the south of the country, so he cut a deal with the tribal sheikhs to return. In 1991, bin
Fareed was back in Yemen.

By the time al Qaeda began to formally organize an affiliate in Yemen in 2009, bin Fareed had once
again become a powerful figure in the country. He was a member of parliament, leader of a huge tribe and
was building a massive private resort right on the Gulf of Aden. He knew there were a handful of people
who had ties to al Qaeda, including members of his own tribe, but he primarily saw them as tribesmen
and was not particularly troubled by the jihadis, as Yemen was full of veterans of the mujahedeen war in
Afghanistan and elsewhere. What’s more, those men were widely considered to be national heroes. Bin
Fareed remembered when Fahd al Quso was arrested for his role in the Cole bombing. Quso’s job was to
film the bombing, but he had overslept. When the government took Quso into custody as a conspirator in
the plot, bin Fareed was called in to mediate, as Quso was a member of the Aulaq tribe. “That’s the first
time I heard that any Awlaki belongs to al Qaeda,” he said. “And it was just limited to him, and I think,
one or two others.”

Now, nine years later, bin Fareed watched as news reports alleged that an al Qaeda stronghold was
right in the middle of his tribal areas. The reports said “that our government attacked al Qaeda in al
Majalah where al Qaeda has a base, and a field for training. And they have huge stores for all kinds of
weapons and ammunition, and rockets, all this. And it was a successful attack,” bin Fareed recalled. “And
they did not mention the Americans at all.” Bin Fareed found it impossible to believe that there was an al
Qaeda base in al Majalah. Even if there were al Qaeda members there, he thought, the government could
easily have sent in a ground force to root them out. The reports he was getting about air strikes made no
sense to him. It was a remote area, but it wasn’t Tora Bora.

As soon as bin Fareed arrived in al Majalah, he was horrified. “When we went there, we could not
believe our eyes. I mean, if somebody had a weak heart, I think he would collapse. You see goats and
sheep all over, you see the heads of those who were killed here and there. You see their bodies, you see
children. I mean some of them, they were not hit immediately, but by the fire, they were burned,” he told
me. Body parts were strewn around the village. “You could not tell if this meat belongs to animals or to
human beings,” he remembered. They tried to gather what body parts they could to bury the dead. “Some
of the meat we could not reach, even. It was eaten by the birds.” As bin Fareed surveyed the carnage,
most of the victims he saw were women and children. “They were all children, old women, all kinds of
sheep and goats and cows. Unbelievable.” He examined the site and found no evidence that there was
anything even vaguely resembling a training camp. “Why did they do this? Why in the hell are they doing
this?” he asked. “There are no [weapons] stores, there is no field for training. There is nobody, except a
very poor tribe, one of the poorest tribes in the south.”

I later met with several survivors of the attack, in Abyan, including a local tribal leader named Muqbal,
spared because he had gone out to run errands in a nearby village. “People saw the smoke and felt the
earth shake—they had never seen anything like it. Most of the dead were women, children and the elderly.
Five pregnant women were killed,” he told me. After the missiles hit, “I ran to the area. I found scattered
bodies and injured women and children.” A woman who survived the strike sobbed as she recalled for



me what happened. “At 6:00 a.m. [my family members] were sleeping and I was making bread. When the
missiles exploded, I lost consciousness. I didn’t know what had happened to my children, my daughter,
my husband. Only I survived with this old man and my daughter. They died. They all died.” In all, more
than forty people were killed at al Majalah, including fourteen women and twenty-one children.

Muqbal, who adopted an orphaned child, was incredulous at the allegation that his village was an al
Qaeda base. “If they kill innocent children and call them al Qaeda, then we are all al Qaeda,” he told me.
“If children are terrorists, then we are all terrorists.”

As bin Fareed examined the wreckage, he saw missile parts that appeared to be from Tomahawk cruise
missiles. “Of course, our government does not have this kind of rockets. I mean, any ordinary man could
tell that this belongs to a big nation, a big government,” he told me. Then he found a missile part labeled:
“Made in the United States.” Al Majalah was also littered with cluster bombs. A few days after the strike,
three more people were killed when one exploded.

Bin Fareed believed the Yemeni government was lying and that the Americans had bombed al Majalah
and massacred dozens of innocent people. And he set out to prove it. As did a young Yemeni reporter.

ABDULELAH HAIDER SHAYE was a rare kind of journalist in a country with a media dominated by regime
sycophants. “We were only exposed to Western media and Arab media funded by the West, which depicts
only one image of al Qaeda,” recalled his best friend, Kamal Sharaf, a well-known dissident Yemeni
political cartoonist. “But Abdulelah brought a different viewpoint.” Shaye had no reverence for al Qaeda,
but he did view the group’s ascent in Yemen as an important story, according to Sharaf. Shaye was able to
get access to al Qaeda figures in part because of his relationship, through marriage, to the radical Islamic
cleric Abdul Majeed al Zindani, the founder of Iman University and a US Treasury Department–
designated terrorist.

Although Sharaf acknowledged that Shaye used his connections to gain access to al Qaeda, he added
that Shaye also “boldly” criticized Zindani and his supporters: “He said the truth with no fear.” Shaye had
done in-depth profiles on Wuhayshi and Shihri, the leaders of AQAP, and had documented their bomb-
making capabilities. In one story, Shaye nervously tried on a suicide vest that AQAP had made. He was
the leading chronicler of the rise of the movement. His journalism was famous inside Yemen and across
the world.

Shaye had long been known as a brave, independent-minded journalist in Yemen, and his collision
course with the US government appeared to have been set when al Majalah was bombed. As the story
spread across the world, Shaye traveled to the village. There he discovered the remnants of the
Tomahawk cruise missiles and cluster bombs, neither of which were in the Yemeni military’s arsenal. He
photographed the missile parts, some of them bearing the label “Made in the United States,” and
distributed the photos to international media outlets and human rights organizations. He reported that the
majority of the victims were women, children and the elderly. After conducting his own investigation,
Shaye determined that it was a US strike, and he was all over the media telling anyone who would listen.
The young journalist was becoming a thorn in America’s side. But when he started interviewing Anwar
Awlaki, he would become a target.

BIN FAREED AND SHAYE WERE RIGHT . Al Majalah was the opening salvo in America’s newest war. Unlike
the CIA’s “covert action” programs, which require formal notification to the House and Senate
intelligence committees, this operation was done under a military “Special Access Program,” which gives
the armed forces wide latitude to conduct lethal, secret operations with little, if any, oversight. In Yemen,
the operations were all being coordinated by US Special Operations Forces based at the US-Yemen joint



operations center in Sana’a, with JSOC’s intelligence division coordinating the intel, directing Yemeni
forces in on-the-ground raids and providing coordinates for US missile strikes. Inside the facility, US and
Yemeni military and intelligence officials had access to real-time electronic and video surveillance, as
well as three-dimensional terrain maps. The US personnel inside Yemen fed intel and operational details
back to the NSA in Fort Meade, the Special Operations Command in Tampa and to other intelligence and
military agencies.

This is how al Majalah went down. It was December 17 in Yemen. Soon after Obama’s committee met
in Washington and approved the operation to assassinate Kazemi and the other al Qaeda members on
Admiral McRaven’s kill list, JSOC launched surveillance aircraft to monitor the intended targets. The
operation kicked off in the early morning hours, as Tomahawk cruise missiles were fired from a
submarine positioned in the waters off Yemen’s coast. It was armed with cluster munitions. The missiles
slammed into a collection of dwellings in al Majalah. Meanwhile, another strike was launched in Arhab,
a suburb of the capital, Sana’a, followed up by raids on suspected al Qaeda houses by Yemeni special
ops troops from the US-trained CTU, backed by JSOC. Authorization for the US strikes was rushed
through President Saleh’s office because of “actionable” intelligence that al Qaeda suicide bombers were
preparing for strikes in the Yemeni capital. The target in Arhab, according to intel reports, was an al
Qaeda house believed to be housing a big fish: AQAP leader Qasim al Rimi. In Abyan, an anonymous US
official told ABC News, “an imminent attack against a U.S. asset was being planned.”

A military source familiar with the operation told me al Majalah was a “JSOC operation with
borrowed Navy subs, borrowed Marine Corps, Air Force and Navy surveillance aircraft and close
coordination with CIA and DIA on the ground in Yemen. Counting the crew of the sub we’re talking 350–
400 [people] in the loop.”

When word of the strikes first broke, Saleh’s government publicly took responsibility. Yemen’s
defense ministry said its forces had mounted “successful pre-emptive operations” against al Qaeda,
saying they had killed thirty-four terrorists and arrested seventeen others. The Pentagon refused to
comment, directing all inquiries to Yemen’s government, which released a statement taking credit for the
coordinated strikes, saying in a press release that its forces “carried out simultaneous raids killing and
detaining militants.” President Obama called Saleh to “congratulate” him and to “thank him for his
cooperation and pledge continuing American support.” Egyptian dictator Hosni Mubarak also phoned to
express his satisfaction to Saleh.

But as images of the al Majalah strike emerged, some military analysts who reviewed the footage of the
aftermath questioned whether Yemen had the type of weapons used in the Abyan hit. Al Jazeera broadcast
video of artillery shells with visible serial numbers and speculated that the attack was done with a US
cruise missile. Abdulelah Haider Shaye was interviewed on the network describing the dead civilians he
had seen in al Majalah. Among the munitions found at the scene were BLU 97 A/B cluster bomblets,
which explode into some two hundred sharp steel fragments that can spray more than four hundred feet
away. In essence, they are flying land mines capable of shredding human bodies. The bomblets were also
equipped with an incendiary material, burning zirconium, that set fire to flammable objects in the target
area. The missile used in the attack, a BGM-109D Tomahawk, can carry more than 160 cluster bombs.
None of these munitions were in Yemen’s arsenal.

As news of the strike spread, Admiral Mike Mullen, the chair of the Joint Chiefs, sat aboard his
military aircraft returning from a trip to Iraq and Afghanistan and praised what he characterized as
Yemeni operations supported by the United States. “We’ve actually done quite a bit there. I think we’re
on a pretty good track,” he said. Referring to the attacks, Mullen said, “I really do applaud what they did,
who they went after and specifically going after the Al Qaeda cell which has grown significantly over the
last couple of years there.”

But the vast majority of the victims killed in the strike were not, in fact, al Qaeda terrorists. Many of



the victims, according to a classified US diplomatic cable, were “largely nomadic, Bedouin families who
lived in tents near the AQAP training camp.” A senior Yemeni defense official described them as “poor
people selling food and supplies to the terrorists, but were nonetheless acting in collusion with the
terrorists and benefiting financially from AQAP’s presence in the area.” For al Qaeda, the takeaway was
clear: the strikes were a US operation. AQAP could use the images of the aftermath, including those of
dead and disfigured children, to rally Yemenis to their cause.

SALEH BIN FAREED WAS LIVID  as he watched the way the al Majalah bombing was covered in the
international media. Virtually every Western news outlet that covered the story said that Yemen had
targeted an al Qaeda training camp and that the strike had been a success. But bin Fareed had been there.
He’d helped scrape the remains of poor Bedouin villagers off of trees. He had seen the bodies of dead
children pulled from rubble. He had promised newly orphaned children that he would take care of them,
and he had seen the markings on the missile parts that showed they came from the United States. He was
determined to make sure that the world understood that the victims of the strike were not al Qaeda—and
that America was responsible.

On December 20, bin Fareed organized a massive gathering of tribal leaders from across Yemen—
nearly 150 of Yemen’s most powerful sheikhs. It was no small feat. There were age-old disputes, current
feuds and lethal hatred among some of the powerful tribesmen in attendance. But bin Fareed persuaded
them all to pledge that they would put aside their differences for the task at hand. “We made an open
invitation to many sheikhs from all tribes. They came from Marib, al Jawf. They came from the North,
they came from the South,” he recalled. “We drove all the way from everywhere to Majalah, just to
prove, and show all media that what our government says is not true. The Majalah disaster was done by
the Americans. And there was not al Qaeda whatsoever.”

Bin Fareed’s goal was to gather tens of thousands of Yemenis from across  the country in al Majalah to
show their solidarity with the victims of the missile strike. One of his estates was about one hundred
miles from al Majalah, and he offered all of the visiting tribal leaders hospitality the night before, so that
they could travel together as one unit to the demonstration the next day.

At about 9:30 at night, as the tribesmen finished up their dinner and discussion of the logistics for the
following day, one of bin Fareed’s guards approached him. He whispered to the sheikh that there were
about a half dozen men who had pulled up to the compound. “They want to see you,” the guard told bin
Fareed, who waved for them to be allowed into the house. “But they are heavily loaded with machine
guns, with hand grenades, with rocket launchers,” the guard told him. “Does not matter,” bin Fareed
replied. “We are equipped the same. They are not enemies.”

The men entered the house. They were young and well dressed, clean-cut. They made small talk. Bin
Fareed asked them their names. He knew their tribes, but not the individuals. He asked them what they did
for a living. The men laughed and looked at each other. “We are unemployed,” one said. Then he added,
“They say we are al Qaeda.” “Are you?” bin Fareed asked. The men eventually admitted they were.
“There is not one single American, or one single Israeli, or one single Brit, here in Shabwah,” bin Fareed
admonished them. “You are making a lot of trouble for your people. You are giving a bad reputation, to us
and to our tribe. If you want to fight the Israelis, then I will buy you some tickets and I will send you to
Palestine.”

Bin Fareed was losing his patience. “What can I do for you?” he asked. The men told him that they had
heard about the gathering in al Majalah and asked bin Fareed if they could address the crowd. “If you are
coming tomorrow, as ordinary tribesmen, you are welcome,” bin Fareed told them, but not as al Qaeda
representatives. “No,” one of them responded. “We want to come and give a speech and talk about al
Qaeda.” Bin Fareed lost his temper. “This means that you are really idiots. Really idiots,” he told the



young men. “Our gathering is to prove to the whole world that there is no al Qaeda” in al Majalah and that
“those people who were killed were innocent.” If they came, he told them, the “media will say that all of
us, we are al Qaeda.” He warned them not to show up. “If you do come,” he told them, “you shave my
beard, if you survive three days.” It was a grave warning. In Yemen, under tribal customs, to have one’s
beard shaved in public by another man is to be humiliated for life. Bin Fareed was telling the young al
Qaeda men that he would have them killed if they stepped foot in al Majalah.

The next morning at 4:30, bin Fareed and the scores of tribal leaders he had gathered at his home
caravanned to al Majalah. When they arrived, tens of thousands of Yemenis had already assembled. Tents
had been set up and there were cars as far as the eye could see. “We estimate that day, that the gathering
was between 50,000 and 70,000, some estimate it was more,” bin Fareed said. As bin Fareed settled into
one of the massive tents and began going over the program for the day, his guards burst in. They told him
that the men from last night—the members of al Qaeda—were standing on a car, giving a speech through a
megaphone. Bin Fareed grabbed his automatic weapon and darted out of the tent. His men held him back.
“Either they will kill me or I will kill them,” bin Fareed said. “I warned them.” It was too late. The al
Qaeda men had already achieved their goal.

As bin Fareed was grabbing his machine gun, one of the al Qaeda men, Muhammad al Kilwi, was
standing on a car speaking to a crowd on the periphery of the demonstration. With a henna-dyed beard and
a military jacket, he declared, “Al Qaeda’s war in Yemen is against the United States, not against the
Yemeni military.” Standing aside the other al Qaeda men, who were wielding rifles, Kilwi vowed to
avenge the deaths at al Majalah. “Our issue is with the Americans and their lackeys.” He finished his
brief speech, and then he and his cohorts jumped back in the vehicles and disappeared into the mountains.
That night, video of the speech was broadcast across the globe. Bin Fareed’s gathering was portrayed as
an al Qaeda rally, just as he had feared.

“They really spoiled our meeting,” bin Fareed recalled. But he was vindicated in the end. The men who
had hijacked his rally were killed a few days later when the United States launched another cruise missile
attack. Maybe the Americans had tracked them after they showed up at the rally, bin Fareed speculated.
“They were killed,” he said. “All of them.”

IN YEMEN, outrage about al Majalah was spreading, fueled largely by the assumption that it was a US
bombing. The Yemeni parliament dispatched a delegation to do an on-the-ground investigation. When they
arrived in the village, they “found that all the homes and their contents were burnt and all that was left
were traces of furniture” along with “traces of blood of the victims and a number of holes in the ground
left by the bombing...as well as a number of unexploded bombs.” Their investigation determined that the
strike had killed forty-one members of two families, including fourteen women and twenty-one children.
Some of the dead were sleeping when the missiles hit. The Saleh government insisted that fourteen al
Qaeda operatives were killed, but the Yemeni parliamentary investigators said the government could only
provide them with one name of an al Qaeda operative killed in the bombing—Kazemi, the “leader”
known as Akron on JSOC’s list. Various Yemeni journalists and security analysts I interviewed were
puzzled as to why Kazemi was being portrayed as an al Qaeda leader, pointing out that he was an aging
veteran of the earlier wars in Afghanistan and was not a major figure within AQAP.

After the strike, a senior Yemeni official told the New York Times,  “The involvement of the United
States creates sympathy for Al Qaeda. The cooperation is necessary—but there is no doubt that it has an
effect for the common man. He sympathizes with Al Qaeda.”

On December 21, ambassador Stephen Seche sent a cable from Sana’a back to Washington.
Referencing the strikes, he said the Yemeni government “appears not overly concerned about unauthorized
leaks regarding the U.S. role and negative media attention to civilian deaths.” Seche said that Deputy



Prime Minister Rashad al Alimi told him that “any evidence of greater U.S. involvement such as
fragments of U.S. munitions found at the sites—could be explained away as equipment purchased from the
U.S.” But the United States and Yemen knew Saleh’s forces did not have those bombs. In his cable,
Ambassador Seche asserted that Yemen “must think seriously about its public posture and whether its
strict adherence to assertions that the strikes were unilateral will undermine public support for legitimate
and urgently needed CT operations, should evidence to the contrary surface.”

Indeed, months after the strike, Amnesty International published photographic evidence of the US
bombs found at the scene. The Pentagon would not respond to the group’s inquiries about the munitions.
“A military strike of this kind against alleged militants without an attempt to detain them is at the very
least unlawful,” said Philip Luther, deputy director of Amnesty International’s Middle East–North Africa
division. “The fact that so many of the victims were actually women and children indicates that the attack
was in fact grossly irresponsible.” Amnesty noted that neither Yemen nor the United States had signed the
Convention on Cluster Munitions, a treaty designed to ban the very weapons used in the strikes. Without
publicly confirming the strike was a US operation, unnamed American officials “cited strained resources”
in the decision to use the cruise missile, alleging that with “the C.I.A.’s armed drones tied up with the
bombing campaign in Pakistan...cruise missiles were all that was available at the time.”

Yemeni officials told the US ambassador they had given the governor of Abyan $100,000 to pay off the
victims and the families of the dead. Meanwhile, anonymous senior US counterterrorism officials
defended the strikes. One told the New York Times  they had been “conducted very methodically” and that
reports of civilian deaths were “very much exaggerated.” But according to journalist Daniel Klaidman,
Jeh Johnson, the Pentagon lawyer who signed off on the strikes, reportedly said of his role in the al
Majalah bombing, “If I were Catholic, I’d have to go to confession.” For his part, Saleh told the United
States he wanted such operations to continue “non-stop until we eradicate this disease,” with Alimi
adding that Yemen “‘must maintain the status quo’ with regard to the official denial of U.S. involvement in
order to ensure additional ‘positive operations’ against AQAP,” according to a US cable sent four days
after the strike. Yemen’s foreign minister, Abu Bakr al Qirbi, asked the United States to “stay quiet” on its
role in the strikes, saying it “should continue to refer inquiries to the Yemeni Government, highlight the
[Yemeni government’s] indigenous CT capabilities, and stress that al-Qaeda represents a threat not only
to the West, but also to Yemen’s security.” While US diplomats continued to develop the cover story with
their Yemeni counterparts, more operations were being planned.

The role of the US government in the attacks in Yemen was only revealed through leaks. But it was
clear who was calling the shots. Amid demands from the Yemeni parliament to explain the al Majalah
massacre, Deputy Prime Minister Alimi started spinning an updated version of the story, saying, “Yemeni
security forces carried out the operations using intelligence aid from Saudi Arabia and the United States
of America in our fight against terrorism.” Although closer to the truth, that version of events was also
false. “It was cruise missile strikes in combination with military units on the ground,” said Sebastian
Gorka, an instructor at the US Special Operations Command’s Joint Special Operations University, who
had trained Yemeni forces. “It was a very distinct signal from the Obama administration that they are
serious in assisting Yemen to remove these al Qaeda facilities from its soil. That was very much
something executed by the United States, but with heavy support by the Yemeni government.”

According to senior US military and intelligence officials, during the ground raid that followed the
December 17 Arhab strike near Sana’a, Yemeni Special Operations Forces working with the JSOC team
discovered someone they claimed was a surviving al Qaeda would-be suicide bomber, who still had his
vest on. He was taken into custody and interrogated, producing what the United States believed was
actionable intelligence. A week after the deadly Abyan air strike and the ground raids near Sana’a,
President Obama signed off on another hit, based in part on information provided by the prisoner taken in
the Arhab raid. This time the target was an American citizen.



“The Americans Really Wanted to Kill Anwar”

YEMEN, LATE 2009–EARLY 2010 —Nasser Awlaki had not heard from his son since May. On December 20,
2009, he received a call from President Saleh that caused his stomach to plummet. “He called me at three
o’clock in the afternoon. He said, ‘Nasser, have you heard the news?’ I said, ‘What news?’ He said,
‘Four hours ago, your son was killed by an American airplane.’ I said, ‘What American airplane?
Where?’” Saleh told him the location, a mountainous area of Shabwah. Nasser hung up and started calling
tribal leaders in the area, desperate for any information. There had been no air strikes reported. “I don’t
know why the president told me that,” Nasser later told me, adding that he believes the Americans had
told Saleh they were going to hit Anwar on that day but that the operation had been called off for some
reason. Regardless of the reason, it was now clear: “The Americans really wanted to kill Anwar.”

Four days after President Saleh called Nasser, on December 24, US forces carried out an air strike four
hundred miles southeast of Sana’a in the Rafd mountain valley in Shabwah. According to official
accounts, US and Yemeni intelligence indicated Awlaki was meeting with the two most important figures
in the growing AQAP organization, Nasir al Wuhayshi, bin Laden’s former secretary, and AQAP leader
Said Ali al Shihri. Yemeni officials charged they were “planning an attack on Yemeni and foreign oil
targets.”

The air strikes killed thirty people, and media outlets began reporting that Awlaki was dead, along with
the two al Qaeda figures. Former intelligence officials and Yemen “experts” appeared on news programs
characterizing the killings as “a huge victory for the struggle against al-Qaida in Yemen.” An unnamed
senior administration official told the Washington Post  that the Obama administration had no problems
with targeting a US citizen who it believed had joined al Qaeda, saying, “It doesn’t really change anything
from the standpoint of whether we can target them” because “they are then part of the enemy.” The fact
that the president had authorized an assassination strike against a US citizen went almost entirely
unchallenged by Democrats and Republicans alike.

Although reports of the strikes being US operations made it onto major media outlets, primarily through
leaks from US officials intent on showing they were hitting al Qaeda, there was no official ownership of
the attacks by the White House or Pentagon. “While the U.S. has escaped the brunt of criticism to date,
continued leaks from Washington and international media coverage of American involvement could stir
up anti-American resentment in Yemen,” declared a cable sent from the US Embassy in Sana’a back to
Washington.

Nasser watched the news reports that his son had been killed. He managed to reach a tribal figure who
was in contact with Anwar. “I got information that day that my son was not there, and he was not killed,”
he recalled. When a reporter for the Washington Post  called Nasser to get a comment from him on
Anwar’s death, Nasser told him Anwar was alive. Meanwhile, CBS News interviewed a source in
Yemen who said that not only was Awlaki still alive, but the attacks were “ far from his house and he had
nothing to do with those killed.” Whether they were ever there or not, Wuhayshi and Shihri were not
killed in the attack, either.

“They decided to kill [Anwar] at the end of 2009,” Nasser told me. “Is it legal for the United States to
kill an American citizen, without a legal process, without due process? I want any decent American
lawyer to tell me that it is right for the United States government to kill an American citizen, on the basis
that he said something against the United States, or against American soldiers. I don’t understand 100
percent the American Constitution, but I don’t believe that the American Constitution, American law, will
allow the killing of an American citizen because he said something against the United States.”



While the American government was hunting for Anwar Awlaki from the skies, Yemeni journalist
Abdulelah Haider Shaye managed to track him down for an exclusive interview, which was broadcast
around the globe and translated into multiple languages. In the United States, it was reported by major US
television networks and printed in newspapers. Far from coming off as sympathetic, Shaye’s interview
was tough and seemed aimed at actually getting answers. Among the questions he asked Awlaki: How can
you agree with what Nidal Hasan did as he betrayed his American nation? Why did you bless the acts of
Nidal Hasan? Do you have any connection with the incident directly? Shaye also confronted Awlaki with
inconsistencies from his previous interviews.

Under Shaye’s questioning, Awlaki went into great depth articulating his defense of Nidal Hasan’s
massacre at Fort Hood, and he told Shaye he wanted to “clarify” his position on Hasan’s shooting spree.
“I did not recruit Nidal Hasan, but America did with its crimes and injustice, and this is what America
does not want to admit. America does not want to admit that what Nidal carried out, and what thousands
of Muslims besides Nidal are doing in fighting against America, is because of its oppressive policies
against the Islamic world,” Awlaki told the journalist. “Nidal Hasan, before he became an American, is a
Muslim, and he is also from Palestine and he sees what the Jews are doing through oppressing his people
under American cover and support. Yes, I may have a role in the intellectual direction of Nidal, but the
matter does not exceed that, as I don’t try to disconnect myself with what Nidal has done because of
disagreement with it, but it would be an honor to me if I had a bigger role in it.”

Awlaki provided his e-mail correspondence with Hasan to Shaye so the journalist could reach his own
conclusions about its contents. “I gave it to you to publish it because the American administration has
prohibited publishing it,” Awlaki told him. “Why do they not want it out? What is the reason? Do they
want to cover their security failure? Or, do they not want to confess that Nidal Hasan was a man of
principle and that he did what he did as a service to Islam? Do they [want] to show it as a sudden,
individual act with no relation to the actions of the criminal American Army?” Awlaki pointed out that the
US government had been intercepting his e-mails with Hasan, including the first one, sent a year before
the Fort Hood shootings, in which Hasan “asked whether killing American soldiers and officers is lawful
or not.” Awlaki said the e-mails revealed the failure of US intelligence agencies. “I wonder where were
the American security forces that one day claimed they can read the numbers of any license plate,
anywhere in the world, from space.”

Shaye had caused trouble for the United States and the Yemeni government when he reported on the US
role in the al Majalah bombing and other strikes. Now he was in contact with Anwar Awlaki, giving the
preacher another opportunity to get his message out. Shaye was a serious journalist, chasing down
important stories inside his own country. If anything, Shaye’s interviews provided the US intelligence
community, politicians and the pro-assassination pundits with ammunition to support their campaign to
kill Awlaki. Nonetheless, the United States perceived Shaye as a threat—and one that had to be dealt
with.

Awlaki, meanwhile, was quickly becoming a household name. In the aftermath of the December strikes
and raids, the media and Congress began to awaken to the reality that the United States seemed to be
heading toward an undeclared war in Yemen. The events of Christmas Day in 2009 would shake the
entire country.

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA and his family were singing Christmas carols in Hawaii when one of the
president’s aides interrupted the festivities, pulling Obama aside for an urgent phone call with John
Brennan, his top counterterrorism adviser.

A few hours earlier, a young Nigerian man, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, had boarded Northwest
Airlines Flight 253 in Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam. Three days before, he had turned twenty-three



years old. At around 8:00 a.m. local time, he made his way down the aisle of the plane and settled into
seat 19A. At 8:45 a.m., the plane was wheels up, headed across the Atlantic en route to Detroit.
Abdulmutallab’s father, Alhaji Umaru Mutallab, was a retired businessman, former federal commissioner
for economic development in Nigeria, and one of the wealthiest men on the African continent.

The path that led the wealthy young Nigerian to Flight 253 ran straight through Yemen. Abdulmutallab
had attended elite private schools in Lomé, Togo, where he was known to be a devout Muslim and was
described by one instructor as “every teacher’s dream.” In 2005, he spent part of the year studying Arabic
in Sana’a and, like many figures being watched in Yemen by the US counterterrorism apparatus, attended
lectures at Iman University. Later that year, Abdulmutallab moved to London, where he enrolled in
college. There, he became president of the University College of London’s Islamic society and
participated in nonviolent protests against the US-UK wars in Muslim countries. He organized a
conference to protest the “war on terror.”

On at least two occasions, Abdulmutallab traveled to the United States for visits and, in 2008, was
given a multiple-entry visa. In August 2008, he attended lectures at an Islamic institute in Texas before
returning to Yemen to study Arabic. During that period, Abdulmutallab’s father described his son as
growing increasingly radical, becoming obsessed with Sharia law and what he called “the real Islam.”
Eventually, Abdulmutallab fell off the map. His father grew so concerned that on November 19, 2009, he
went to the US Embassy in Nigeria and met with two US security officials, later identified as CIA, to tell
them that his son had gone missing in Yemen. During the meeting, he described his son’s “extreme
religious views.”

As Flight 253 began its descent into Detroit, Abdulmutallab complained that he had a stomachache and
went into a bathroom, where he remained for about twenty minutes. When he returned to his seat, he
covered himself with a blanket. Moments later, other passengers say they heard a noise that sounded like
a firecracker. In a flash, Abdulmutallab’s pants leg was on fire, as was part of the plane’s inner wall. A
nearby passenger jumped on him, and flight attendants scrambled to put out the fire. When a flight
attendant asked Abdulmutallab what he had in his pants, he reportedly responded, “Explosive device.”

It was Christmas morning and families across the United States were opening presents and preparing
for celebrations when the news broke that there had been an attempted attack on a US airliner.
Abdulmutallab quickly became known as the “Underwear Bomber” after it was revealed that he had
smuggled explosives in his undergarments. It didn’t take long before Abdulmutallab’s Yemen connection
was out in the open, with intense focus on the possible involvement of AQAP. The fact that PETN was
among the explosives in Abdulmutallab’s makeshift underwear bomb was cited as evidence of the
involvement of Ibrahim Asiri, who made the pentaerythritol tetranitrate bomb his brother had used in the
attempt to kill Prince bin Nayef of Saudi Arabia a few months earlier.

As the Obama administration scrambled to respond, the US intelligence community and congressional
Republicans began to spring leaks. Before long, Abdulmutallab was presented as an AQAP operative
who had been sent on a suicide mission by Anwar Awlaki. Yemeni intelligence officials told the United
States that Abdulmutallab had traveled to Awlaki’s tribal area of Shabwah in October 2009. There, they
say, he hooked up with members of AQAP. A US government source said that the National Security
Agency had intercepted “voice-to-voice communication” between Abdulmutallab and Awlaki in the fall
of 2009 and had determined that Awlaki “was in some way involved in facilitating this guy’s
transportation or trip through Yemen. It could be training, a host of things. I don’t think we know for sure,”
the anonymous source told the Washington Post.

A local tribal leader from Shabwah, Mullah Zabara, later told me he had seen the young Nigerian at the
farm of Fahd al Quso, the alleged USS Cole bombing conspirator. “He was watering trees,” Zabara told
me. “When I saw [Abdulmutallab], I asked Fahd, ‘Who is he?’” Quso told Zabara the young man was
from a different part of Yemen, which Zabara knew was a lie. “When I saw him on TV, then Fahd told me



the truth.”
Awlaki’s role in the “underwear plot” was unclear. Awlaki later claimed that Abdulmutallab was one

of his “students.” Tribal sources in Shabwah told me that al Qaeda operatives reached out to Awlaki to
give religious counseling to Abdulmutallab, but that Awlaki was not involved in the plot. While praising
the attack, Awlaki said he had not been involved with its conception or planning. “ Yes, there was some
contact between me and him, but I did not issue a fatwa allowing him to carry out this operation,” Awlaki
told Abdulelah Haider Shaye in an interview for Al Jazeera a few weeks after the attempted attack: “I
support what Umar Farouk has done after I have been seeing my brothers being killed in Palestine for
more than sixty years, and others being killed in Iraq and in Afghanistan. And in my tribe too, US missiles
have killed” women and “children, so do not ask me if al-Qaeda has killed or blown up a US civil[ian]
jet after all this. The 300 Americans are nothing comparing to the thousands of Muslims who have been
killed.”

Shaye pressed Awlaki on his defense of the attempted downing of the plane, pointing out to Awlaki that
it was a civilian airliner. “You have supported Nidal Malik Hasan and justified his act by saying that his
target was a military not a civilian one. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab’s plane was a civilian one, which
means the target was the US public?” Shaye pressed him. “It would have been better if the plane was a
military one or if it was a US military target,” Awlaki replied. But, he added:

The American people live [in] a democratic system and that is why they are held responsible for their
policies. The American people are the ones who have voted twice for Bush the criminal and elected
Obama, who is not different from Bush as his first remarks stated that he would not abandon Israel,
despite the fact that there were other antiwar candidates in the US elections, but they won very few votes.
The American people take part in all its government’s crimes. If they oppose that, let them change their
government. They pay the taxes which are spent on the army and they send their sons to the military, and
that is why they bear responsibility.

Soon after the attempted bombing, AQAP posted a web statement praising Abdulmutallab as a hero
who had “penetrated all modern and sophisticated technology and devices and security barriers in
airports of the world” and “reached his target.” The statement boasted that the “mujahedeen brothers in
the manufacturing department” made the device and that it did not detonate due to a “technical error.”
Four months after the attempted attack, AQAP released a video showing Abdulmutallab, armed with a
Kalashnikov and wearing a keffiyeh, at a desert training camp in Yemen. In the video, masked men
conducted live-ammunition training. One scene showed AQAP operatives firing at a drone flying
overhead. At the end of the video, Abdulmutallab read a martyrdom statement in Arabic. “You
brotherhood of Muslims in the Arabian Peninsula have the right to wage jihad because the enemy is in
your land,” he said, sitting before a flag and a rifle and dressed in white. “God said if you do not fight
back, he will punish you and replace you.”

The incident gave ammunition to Republicans and former Bush administration officials who accused
President Obama and his national security team of missing repeated warning signs leading up to the
incident, saying that Abdulmutallab’s father’s warning at the embassy in Abuja, Nigeria, should have been
taken more seriously. An intelligence official pushed back, telling Newsweek, “While this is the season
for second-guessing and finger-pointing, I have not seen anything to come from the meeting in Abuja that
suddenly would have rocketed Abdulmutallab to the no-fly list. You had a young man who was becoming
increasingly pious and was turning his back on his family’s wealthy lifestyle. That alone makes him
neither Saint Francis nor a dead-eyed killer. Every piece of data, of course, looks different when you
know the answer, as everyone does now.”

At the same time, Republicans used the incident to portray Obama as a naïve peacenik. “The Obama



administration came in and said, ‘We’re not going to use the word “terrorism” anymore. We’re going to
call it “manmade disasters,”’ trying to, you know, I think, downplay the threat from terrorism,” quipped
Representative Pete Hoekstra, then the ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee, on Fox
News two days after the failed attack. On December 30, former vice president Cheney launched another
scathing public attack on Obama. “As I’ve watched the events of the last few days it is clear once again
that President Obama is trying to pretend we are not at war,” declared Cheney. “He seems to think if he
has a low-key response to an attempt to blow up an airliner and kill hundreds of people, we won’t be at
war. He seems to think if he gives terrorists the rights of Americans, lets them lawyer up and reads them
their Miranda rights, we won’t be at war.” Cheney’s attack was bold, not least for its hypocrisy. When the
so-called Shoe Bomber, Richard Reid, tried to blow up a flight in a similar way, the Bush administration
prosecuted him in civilian courts and Rumsfeld declared that the case was “a matter that’s in the hands of
the law enforcement people.” Unlike Obama, who responded to the incident swiftly, it took President
Bush six days to address Reid’s attempted attack.

Cheney further charged that Obama “seems to think if he gets rid of the words, ‘war on terror,’ we
won’t be at war. But we are at war and when President Obama pretends we aren’t, it makes us less safe.”
Cheney’s statement was a phenomenal misrepresentation. Obama had already bombed Yemen more times
in his first year in office than Bush and Cheney had in the entire eight years of their term in the White
House. “A lot of the knuckleheads I’ve been listening to out there on the network shows don’t know what
they’re talking about,” Brennan fumed to the New York Times . “When they say the administration’s not at
war with Al Qaeda, that is just complete hogwash. What they’re doing is just playing into Al Qaeda’s
strategic effort, which is to get us to battle among ourselves instead of focusing on them.” At his
inauguration, Obama had declared, “Our nation is at war against a far-reaching network of violence and
hatred.” When it came to Yemen, Obama certainly viewed the country’s al Qaeda presence as a priority
target, despite Cheney’s very public allegations.

While the Obama administration was facing intense scrutiny over its handling of the incident, it was
also ratcheting up US military action against AQAP. “ We have a growing presence there, and we have to,
of Special Operations, Green Berets, intelligence,” Senator Joe Lieberman asserted on Fox News.
Lieberman, who had traveled to Yemen in August, said, “Somebody in our government said to me in
Sana’a, the capital of Yemen: ‘Iraq was yesterday’s war. Afghanistan is today’s war. If we don’t act
preemptively, Yemen will be tomorrow’s war.’ That’s the danger we face.” Like Cheney, Lieberman, it
seemed, was late to the game. The war in Yemen was already well under way.

IN EARLY 2010 , the Obama administration continued to downplay the US role in Yemen, with officials
publicly repeating a version of the same line: the United States is only providing support to Yemen’s
counterterrorism operations. “People ask me—the question comes up—Are we sending troops into
Yemen?” Admiral Mike Mullen, the chair of the Joint Chiefs, said in a lecture at the US Naval War
College on January 8. “And the answer is we have no plans to do that and we shouldn’t forget this is a
sovereign country. And sovereign countries get to vote on who comes in their country and who doesn’t.”
Those comments were echoed two days later by the president himself. “We’ve known throughout this year
that al-Qaeda in Yemen has become a more serious problem,” Obama said on January 10. “And as a
consequence, we have partnered with the Yemeni government to go after those terrorist training camps
and cells there in a much more deliberate and sustained fashion.” Obama said bluntly: “I have no intention
of sending U.S. boots on the ground” in Yemen. It was an incredible statement from a commander in chief
who, for a full year, had troops on the ground who were entrenched, operational and growing in ranks.
While the US footprint was small, JSOC was on the ground with the president’s direct authorization.

In Sana’a, the State Department noted “steadily growing military elements based at the [US] embassy”



as part of an expanding “U.S. military footprint.” Under National Security Decision Directive-38 (NSDD-
38), issued in 1982, the US ambassador had authority to approve all personnel entering Yemen. In June
2010, the embassy reported that it was managing a “daily flow of proposals for engagement by the U.S.
military” and requests for intelligence and military personnel to be granted “country clearances” for
“temporary duty.” The Special Operations Command liaison to the embassy was Lieutenant Colonel Brad
Treadway, who had served as a liaison for a team of SEALs from the Naval Special Warfare Group in
Iraq in the early stages of the US invasion. He was undoubtedly a busy man, as Special Operations teams
began a substantial expansion. By late January, JSOC had been involved with more than two dozen
ground raids and air strikes in Yemen since the December 17 bombing of al Majalah. Scores of people
were killed in the raids and strikes, and others were taken prisoner. At the same time, JSOC began
operating its own drones in the country. What started as a day of coordinated strikes was turning into a
sustained targeted killing campaign in Yemen coordinated by JSOC.

“After the December thing with Abdulmutallab, [President Saleh] had to kind of show more support for
our actions,” recalled Dr. Emile Nakhleh, the former senior CIA officer. “He would play the game, he
would kind of look the other way when we would do certain kinds of military operations, kinetic
operations against some radical groups there. When he was put under pressure, he would say it was his
own operations. He played the game.”

While US military and intelligence agencies began plotting more strikes in Yemen, General Petraeus
traveled to Sana’a for another round of meetings with President Saleh and his top military and intelligence
officers to ensure mission continuity after the December strikes and the failed Christmas Day bombing
plot. On January 2, Petraeus kicked off the meeting by informing Saleh that the United States would be
more than doubling “security assistance” to Yemen, including $45 million to train and equip Yemen’s
special operations forces for aerial warfare against AQAP. Saleh asked Petraeus for twelve attack
helicopters, saying that if the US “bureaucracy” held up the transfer of the choppers, Petraeus could strike
a backdoor deal with Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates to handle the transfers for the United
States. Petraeus told Saleh he had already discussed such an arrangement with the Saudis.

Saleh told Petraeus the United States could position fixed-wing aircraft around Yemen’s territory “out
of sight” and authorized them to strike AQAP when “actionable intelligence” was available. Officially,
Saleh told Petraeus, Yemen did not want US forces conducting operations on the ground in Yemen. “You
cannot enter the operations area and you must stay in the joint operations center,” Saleh said. But
everyone at the meeting must have understood that this “requirement” would not be enforced, as it had not
been in the past.

While praising the December strikes, Saleh “lamented” the use of cruise missiles used to bomb al
Majalah, according to a US diplomatic cable on the meeting, because they were “not very accurate.” In
the meeting, Petraeus claimed “the only civilians killed were the wife and two children of an AQAP
operative at the site,” which was blatantly false. Saleh told Petraeus he preferred “precision-guided
bombs” fired from fixed-wing aircraft. Saleh even made Yemen’s deception explicit: “We’ll continue
saying the bombs are ours, not yours,” he told Petraeus. Yemen’s deputy prime minister, Rashad al Alimi,
then joked that he had just “lied” by telling the Yemeni parliament that the bombs in Arhab, Abyan and
Shabwah were American-made but deployed by Yemen.

Shortly after that meeting, Alimi told reporters in Yemen, “The operations that have been taken...are
100 percent Yemeni forces. The Yemeni security apparatus has taken support, information and technology
that are not available here, and that’s mostly from the U.S. and Saudi Arabia and other friendly countries.”
But most Yemenis were not buying the story. Ahmed al Aswadi, a leader of the opposition Al Islah Party,
said that “it is believed by most Yemenis” that the recent strikes had been “actually carried out by U.S.
forces,” adding, “U.S. policy in this region of the world is no secret. If the government doesn’t comply
with U.S. demands, then they bring in drones.” During his meeting with Saleh, Petraeus had complained,



“Only four out of fifty planned U.S. Special Operations Forces Command training missions with the
Yemeni Air Force had actually been executed in the past year.” In interviews, Special Forces operators
with experience in Yemen characterized the special ops forces they were training there as not having the
will to fight and told me they increasingly felt a need to take matters into their own hands.

In early 2010, the Obama administration canceled the scheduled repatriation of more than thirty
Yemenis held at Guantánamo who had already been cleared for release. “Given the unsettled situation [in
Yemen], I’ve spoken to the attorney general and we’ve agreed that we will not be transferring additional
detainees back to Yemen at this time,” President Obama said on January 5. Lawyers for some of the
Yemeni prisoners called the decision “unconscionable,” saying it would “effectively prevent any
meaningful progress towards closing Guantánamo, which President Obama has repeatedly argued will
make our nation safer.” It was clear that for the Obama administration, the Guantánamo issue, a central
pillar of the president’s election campaign, was far less pressing than its counterterrorism agenda in
Yemen, which had more citizens at the prison than any other nation.

At the State Department, Hillary Clinton declared, “The instability in Yemen is a threat to regional
stability and even global stability.” On January 15, more air strikes targeted suspected AQAP operatives,
with missiles hitting two vehicles. Four days later, on January 19, the US government formally designated
AQAP as a “Foreign Terrorist Organization.” That day, the UN Security Council, at the urging of US
ambassador Susan Rice, took similar action. State Department spokesman P. J. Crowley said the moves
“support the U.S. effort to degrade the capabilities of this group. We are determined to eliminate AQAP’s
ability to execute violent attacks and to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat their networks.”

On January 20, missile attacks once again targeted alleged AQAP operatives in Marib. As with the
January 15 strikes, the Yemeni authorities claimed to have killed senior AQAP figures who would later
prove to be alive, including Qasim al Rimi. The attacks, which included a strike on a convoy of vehicles,
suggested that armed US drones were being used in Yemen. Both strikes seemed to be aimed at
decapitating the AQAP leadership in Marib, centered on the suspected local leader Ayad al Shabwani.
During the January 20 raids, the editor in chief of the Yemen Post, Hakim Almasmari, described sustained
air strikes. “Today, there have been seventeen raids inside Marib, most of them trying to attack Shabwani
and his friends,” he said. “Until now, there is only one al-Qaida leader killed. [Yemeni security forces]
have troops on the ground, but doing nothing. Most of the attacks are from the air.” Eyewitnesses said that
villagers were using antiaircraft guns to fire at menacing planes.



“Mr. Barack Obama...I Hope That You Reconsider Your Order
to Kill...My Son”

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, EARLY 2010 —In January 2010, the news leaked in the US media that JSOC
had officially elevated Anwar Awlaki to the capture or kill category on its list of High Value Targets. The
decision to clear a US citizen for potential targeted assassination was made following a review by the
National Security Council, which green-lit the proposal to kill Awlaki. “ Both the CIA and the JSOC
maintain lists of individuals, called ‘High Value Targets’ and ‘High Value Individuals,’ whom they seek
to kill or capture,” reported the Washington Post . “The JSOC list includes three Americans, including
Aulaqi, whose name was added late last year. As of several months ago, the CIA list included three U.S.
citizens, and an intelligence official said that Aulaqi’s name has now been added.”

When the Post story was published on January 26, the CIA was quick to say that it had not cleared
Awlaki for assassination. The Post issued a correction stating that “the military’s Joint Special
Operations Command maintains a target list that includes several Americans.” The quibble highlighted the
benefit for the White House of using JSOC to conduct lethal operations. “I think it’s a very dubious
legality, because of the fact that we’re not at war,” Colonel Patrick Lang told me shortly after it was
revealed that Awlaki was on a JSOC hit list. “And he’s not a member of an enemy force that is legally at
war with the United States. I like law, when it comes to war. Otherwise things get very messy, very fast.”
Constitutional law expert Glenn Greenwald observed at the time:

Obviously, if U.S. forces are fighting on an actual battlefield, then they (like everyone else) have the right
to kill combatants actively fighting against them, including American citizens. That’s just the essence of
war. That’s why it’s permissible to kill a combatant engaged on a real battlefield in a war zone but not,
say, torture them once they’re captured and helplessly detained. But combat is not what we’re talking
about here. The people on this ‘hit list’ are likely to be killed while at home, sleeping in their bed, driving
in a car with friends or family, or engaged in a whole array of other activities. More critically still, the
Obama administration—like the Bush administration before it—defines the ‘battlefield’ as the entire
world.

Representative Jane Harman, a Democrat who at the time chaired the House Homeland Security
Subcommittee on Intelligence, described Awlaki as “probably the person, the terrorist, who would be
terrorist No. 1 in terms of threat against us.” She added that the Obama administration has “made very
clear that people, including Americans who are trying to attack our country, are people we will definitely
pursue...are targets of the United States.” On February 3, Admiral Dennis Blair, then the director of
national intelligence, testified before the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. He
confirmed that the Obama administration believed it had the right to kill US citizens, saying “a decision to
use lethal force against a U.S. citizen must get special permission” and asserted that “being a U.S. citizen
will not spare an American from getting assassinated by military or intelligence operatives overseas if the
individual is working with terrorists and planning to attack fellow Americans.”

“I don’t know how comfortable people who follow these issues are when you begin to put a US citizen
in the same category as a non-US citizen,” Nakhleh, who had left the CIA before Awlaki was placed on
JSOC’s target list for assassination, told me. “There is some unease about this approach among people I
talk to about targeting US citizens without due process.” The Obama administration apparently had little
unease, however. Speaking of the US relationship with Yemen that allowed the United States to strike at



will in the country, an anonymous senior administration official told the Washington Post , “We are very
pleased with the direction this is going.” In Yemen, Nasser Awlaki read the story. And he decided to
write directly to Obama. His letter, which was relayed to US officials by an American journalist,
received no response:

TO: MR. BARACK OBAMA, President of the United States of America

I was very pleased when you were elected as President of the United States of America. In fact I spent the
whole election night without sleep until it was declared by media that you were “President elect.”

I read your book “Dreams Of My Father” and I was really moved by it. You know that I myself went to
America in 1966 on a Fulbright scholarship to study Agricultural Economics when I was twenty years
old. My son “Anwar” was my first born child and I distributed many cigars to my faculty and friends at
the New Mexico State University when he was born in 1971.

Because of my love of America I sent Anwar also to Colorado State University to get American
education.

My son continued his education to graduate school where he began PhD Program at George Washington
University in 2001.

Because of the unfortunate events of September eleven it became difficult for him to continue his
education because of the bad treatment he got at the University and decided to go to the United Kingdom
to complete his education, but he could not afford the expensive cost of his education and returned to
Yemen. Since that time, he spent his time learning and preaching his religion and nothing else.

However, he was put into prison for more than 18 months as a result of a request from the U.S.
Government. The FBI interviewed Anwar for two days in 2007 and found no links between him and the
events of September eleven. After he was released from prison, he continued to be harassed and decided
to leave Sana’a, the Capital of Yemen and live in a small town in Southern Yemen. Again, US spy plane
was flying over the town for many months and when it was known that he was being tracked to be put in
prison again he went to the mountains in Shabwa Province the land of his ancestors.

The Washington Post  published an article on Wednesday, January 27, 2010 by Dana Priest in which
she reported that you ordered the December 24th strike where “Anwar was supposed to be meeting with
Al-Qaeda leaders.”

The Post reported that the CIA and the JSOC added Anwar to a list of so-called “High Value targets”
whom they seek to kill or capture on the assumption that Anwar Al-Aulaqi is “an Al- Qaeda” figure. You
know and I know that Anwar Al-Aulaqi has never been a member of this Organization and I hope that he
will never be. He is simply a preacher who has the right to spread the word of Islam and wherever he
likes and this is definitely lawful and protected by the American Constitution. So, I hope that you
reconsider your order to kill or capture my son based on the wrong assumption that he is a member of Al-
Qaeda. Again, I would like to inform you Mr. President Obama that my son is innocent, has nothing to do
with violence and he is only a scholar of Islam and I believe that this has nothing to do with terrorism. So
I plead again to you that you respect American law and if Anwar ever did anything wrong he should be
prosecuted according to the principles of American law.

Sincerely yours,
Nasser A. Al-Aulaqi
Professor of Agricultural Economics
Sana’a University
The Republic of Yemen



One Night in Gardez

WASHINGTON, DC 2008-2010; AFGHANISTAN, 2009–2010 —Stanley McChrystal had been off the battlefield since
early 2008. After McRaven took the helm at JSOC, McChrystal returned to Washington to serve as the
director of the Joint Staff, a powerful position within the Pentagon bureaucracy. His nomination had been
held up by a handful of senators who wanted his possible role in the abuse and torture of prisoners in Iraq
and elsewhere investigated, but he was ultimately confirmed. The move was not a demotion for
McChrystal. If anything, it put him at the center of future decisions on troop deployments and the makeup
of the forces that would be used in military operations. At the Joint Staff, McChrystal was instrumental in
persuading Obama to spread out control of Special Operations Forces and shift some command authority
over unconventional warfare to the combatant commanders. These moves, in turn, expanded the covert
battlefield and facilitated the lethal operations Obama was increasingly authorizing in Yemen and other
countries.

For the first several months of the Obama administration, his national security team engaged in a heated
debate over how to proceed in Afghanistan. Some military commanders had pressed for a sizable
increase to the US force and a replay of the counterinsurgency tactics mythologized in the narrative about
the “success” of the troop surge in Iraq, but Vice President Joe Biden and National Security Adviser
James Jones advocated for a shift in the focus of the campaign to Pakistan, using a combination of Special
Ops Forces and drones. “I don’t foresee the return of the Taliban and I want to be very clear that
Afghanistan is not in imminent danger of falling,” General Jones said in October 2009. “The al Qaeda
presence is very diminished. The maximum estimate is less than 100 operating in the country, no bases, no
ability to launch attacks on either us or our allies.”

McChrystal and McRaven had pressed Obama to surge US forces in Afghanistan and, along with other
powerful US military figures, including Petraeus, convinced the new commander in chief that it was the
right course. Obama and McRaven “actually have a fairly good relationship, and McRaven, when
McChrystal was in Afghanistan, worked hand in glove with McChrystal, designing the counter al Qaeda
strategies,” a source close to the administration told me at the time. McRaven “played a significant,
hidden role in developing the McChrystal plan that Obama eventually signed off on.”

In December 2009, Obama announced a surge in Afghanistan. By the summer of 2010, Obama wanted
to increase the number of US troops in the country from 68,000 to 100,000 US forces. Their goal, as
President Obama explained in late 2009, was “to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al Qaeda in Afghanistan
and Pakistan, and to prevent its capacity to threaten America and our allies in the future” and to “reverse
the Taliban’s momentum.” Obama asserted that he was “convinced that our security is at stake” and “that
new attacks are being plotted as I speak. This is no idle danger; no hypothetical threat.” To confront that
“threat,” Obama chose General McChrystal as his man in Afghanistan.

In appointing McChrystal as the commander of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and
commander of US forces in Afghanistan, Obama revealed the extent to which his counterterrorism
policies centered on JSOC. Obama selected a man who was more closely aligned than almost any other
figure with the most aggressive military policies of the Bush administration, except, perhaps, General
Petraeus, to run the war Obama would soon claim as his own. “I was somewhat stunned when McChrystal
was selected to be the commander in Afghanistan,” recalled Colonel Lawrence Wilkerson, who had
struggled with JSOC’s secrecy during the Bush administration. “This guy has been kept away from the
public. He’s been a clandestine operator. He’s a guy who’s used to direct action. He’s a guy who’s used
to getting his own way. He’s a guy who’s used to having it all happen without any transparency.”



Other sources with whom I spoke put a different spin on McChrystal’s appointment. They pointed to the
problems the conventional command had long had with JSOC’s forces conducting operations without
informing them and observed that such actions were undermining the COIN, or counterinsurgency,
strategy. “The Kabul Command just felt as if they were outside of the picture, JSOC was out doing its
own show, JSOC wasn’t toeing the line with respect to counterinsurgency doctrine” and “most of the
tactics that were being used by JSOC in fact did undermine the legitimacy of the [Afghan] government,”
said Scott Horton, the human rights lawyer who has studied JSOC extensively. “So I think one way of
reconciling these things, was in fact to put Stanley McChrystal in charge of the command in Kabul. And
make him implement the counterinsurgency doctrine. Put in someone that JSOC would have to listen to.”

Although many of these Special Ops Forces operated outside of the coalition chain of command, in his
review of the war effort in Afghanistan, McChrystal made it clear that closer coordination with JSOC
was among his key goals and that he sought to bring SOFs into the overall strategy of defeating the
insurgency. Vice Admirals McRaven and Robert Harward (a JSOC veteran and the head of a new
detention task force), were brought into the White House Afghanistan strategy meetings in the fall of 2009.
Like McChrystal, McRaven and Harward pressed for a “heavy, heavy, heavy COIN presence” in major
population centers, while using CT teams to stalk targets throughout the country. The region near the
border with Pakistan was to receive renewed attention, and McRaven also wanted to be sure that
operations inside of Pakistan would not be off the table. “They’re focusing on the main population centers
that they think they can save with manpower on the ground, and everything else will be cross border,” a
staffer on the NSC told journalist Spencer Ackerman in November 2009. “JSOC is already ramping up
for that.”

As the man credited with systematizing the mass killing and detention of suspected insurgents in Iraq,
McChrystal may have seemed an unlikely champion of counterinsurgency in Afghanistan. But he made a
show of embracing its core tenets, such as a significant troop surge and a renewed focus on securing
population centers and promoting good governance. During his confirmation hearing in June, McChrystal
had stressed that bringing down coalition-caused deaths and injuries was “essential to [the] credibility”
of the mission, and that a tactical victory there would be “hollow and unsustainable” if it resulted in
popular outrage. The “complete elimination of al-Qaeda” from Pakistan and Afghanistan was still a
primary goal. However, he said, the metric of success in Afghanistan would “not be [the number of]
enemy killed” but “the number of Afghans shielded from violence.” McChrystal issued directives that
significantly reduced air strikes in Afghanistan, which had been associated with a staggering number of
civilian deaths. In May 2009—a month before McChrystal’s confirmation—a US air strike killed more
than ninety-seven Afghan civilians in Farah Province, many of them women and children. McChrystal also
developed new rules for house raids that required that “any entry into an Afghan house should always be
accomplished by Afghan National Security Forces, with the support of local authorities.”

While McChrystal and the “COIN Doctrine” received much hype in the media, the reality on the ground
was that the United States was simultaneously escalating two wars in Afghanistan: the public COIN-
centric campaign of the conventional military forces and the covert war being waged by Special Ops
Forces. The week that McChrystal was confirmed as the Afghan war commander, 1,000 Special
Operations Forces and supporting personnel deployed to the country, bringing the total number of SOFs in
Afghanistan to about 5,000. JSOC’s High Value Target list was no longer limited to al Qaeda;
McChrystal’s counterinsurgency strategy needed teeth, and as conventional forces worked to secure the
cities and towns, the SOF teams set to mowing down the midrank Taliban leadership as well as other
militant groups such as the Haqqani network. “By any objective reckoning [McChrystal] was absolutely
unqualified to do anything except carry out targeted killing. That’s all he had done for five years, from
2003 to 2008,” historian Gareth Porter told me. Porter, who spent extensive time in Afghanistan during
McChrystal’s tenure, said that putting McChrystal in charge of the war “really sent the signal that the



United States was going to in fact be putting more and more emphasis on targeted killing in Afghanistan.
It’s as simple as that—and that’s exactly, of course, what happened.”

Upon assuming command in Afghanistan, McChrystal escalated JSOC-style night raids and expanded
the list of names on the kill list in the country. By October 2009, there were more than 2,000 people on the
Joint Prioritized Effects List. In May 2009, Special Ops Forces were conducting about twenty raids a
month in Afghanistan. By November, under McChrystal, that had increased to ninety and was climbing
steadily. Afghan forces would be used to gain entry, but according to the new rules, these raids were
conducted by US Special Forces. By December 2009, the number of raids carried out by JSOC each
month had increased fourfold. “This is Gen. McChrystal’s play,” a senior US official told the Los Angeles
Times, “They have to show they can reverse momentum. He has to show he is making headway.” The
uptick in raids also resulted in a swelling of the ranks of prisoners taken into custody.

As in Iraq years earlier, JSOC ran its own detainee operations in Afghanistan. Prisoners they believed
had intelligence that could lead to HVTs were taken to secretive US-run detention centers, known as Field
Detention Sites, situated on US bases throughout Afghanistan. Although NATO had guidelines limiting the
detention of militants by coalition forces to ninety-six hours, Special Ops Forces could find ways to hold
detainees at interim detention facilities for up to nine weeks. There was also a secret prison within the
larger Bagram prison, known as the Black Jail, for holding HVTs. As with Camp NAMA in Iraq, the
Black Jail was off-limits to the Red Cross. Human rights workers who investigated the facility reported
forced nudity, environmental manipulation and solitary confinement, and former prisoners described
being beaten while in custody.

Although Obama had pledged to defeat al Qaeda in Afghanistan, McChrystal’s time at the helm during
the war would see a notable rise in support for the Taliban and a record number of US soldiers killed.

OBAMA’S EMERGING TWILIGHT WARS in Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia received very little media attention in
the early stages of his presidency. The overwhelming focus was on Afghanistan and the debate over the
troop surge, but there was a far more significant development in the works. The White House, working
closely with General McChrystal, began to apply its emerging global kill list doctrine inside Afghanistan,
buried within the larger, public war involving conventional US forces. When I visited Afghanistan in
2010, Afghan police commanders told me that US Special Ops teams would enter their areas of
responsibility without coordinating with local authorities or informing the main US military bases in the
area. They would conduct operations, sometimes killing people in night raids or snatching people and
flying them to other provinces. The raids, the commanders explained, were causing a major backlash
against the conventional US forces and the US-supported Afghan police units. They told me that the night
raids were actually helping the Taliban.

The White House was well aware by that point of how serious the damage was in Afghanistan. In
September 2009, a senior US diplomat in Afghanistan submitted a letter of resignation, in which he
delivered a stinging indictment of the US war. Matthew Hoh, a decorated combat marine who had done
multiple tours in Iraq and went on to serve as the top US civilian official in Zabul Province in
Afghanistan, asserted that the “U.S. and NATO presence and operations in Pashtun valleys and villages”
amounted to “an occupation force against which the insurgency is justified.” In a letter to the State
Department, Hoh stated bluntly, “The United States military presence in Afghanistan greatly contributes to
the legitimacy and strategic message of the Pashtun insurgency.” He wrote:

I find specious the reasons we ask for bloodshed and sacrifice from our young men and women in
Afghanistan. If honest, our stated strategy of securing Afghanistan to prevent al-Qaeda resurgence or
regrouping would require us to additionally invade and occupy western Pakistan, Somalia, Sudan,



Yemen, etc. Our presence in Afghanistan has only increased destabilization and insurgency in Pakistan
where we rightly fear a toppled or weakened Pakistani government may lose control of its nuclear
weapons.

The Washington Post  reported that Hoh’s letter “sent ripples all the way to the White House.” Senior
US officials, including the US ambassador and Obama’s Af/Pak envoy, Richard Holbrooke, tried to offer
Hoh other jobs to keep him from resigning. Holbrooke told the Post that he asked Hoh, “If he really
wanted to affect policy and help reduce the cost of the war on lives and treasure,” shouldn’t he be “inside
the building, rather than outside, where you can get a lot of attention but you won’t have the same political
impact?” Hoh ultimately declined the job offers and went public with his opposition to the war.

When I met Hoh soon after his resignation, we discussed the night raids and the role JSOC was playing
in Afghanistan. Hoh made clear that he had tremendous respect for Special Ops teams and that he
believed there are dangerous people who “need to be killed.” But Hoh questioned the use of such an elite
force to fight against what had effectively become a popular insurgency against a foreign occupation.
JSOC, he said, is “the best strike force the world’s ever known,” yet “we’ve got them in Afghanistan
chasing after mid-level Taliban leaders who are not threatening the United States, who are only fighting us
really because we’re in their valley.” Hoh told me, “We found ourselves in this Special Operations form
of attrition warfare.” He estimated that there were “fifty to a hundred” al Qaeda operatives in Afghanistan
at the time.

Under McChrystal, the pace of night raids accelerated as JSOC mowed its way down a kill list that
seemed bottomless. McChrystal knew how to promote his agenda with the White House, and when he
fought for his vision to be embraced, he did so “with the same fearlessness he used to track down
terrorists in Iraq: Figure out how your enemy operates, be faster and more ruthless than everybody else,
then take the fuckers out,” noted journalist Michael Hastings, who traveled with McChrystal and spent
time in Afghanistan. McChrystal and McRaven’s Special Ops task forces began expanding the target list,
going after Taliban “facilitators” and “suspected militants.” The intelligence feeding the operations relied
heavily on Afghan sources. Hoh told me it was common for Afghans to accuse their enemies of being
Taliban operatives to settle grudges over land disputes or tribal conflicts. The feeding of such false intel
to the American forces, in turn, created an environment in which a tremendous number of innocent
Afghans found themselves facing US commandos bursting into their homes in the middle of the night,
snatching or killing people. “A lot of times, yeah, the right guys would get targeted and the right guys
would get killed,” Hoh recalled. “And then, plenty of other times, the wrong people would get killed.
Sometimes it’d be innocent families. Other times it would be people and their families who had been
turned in because of grudges or because of rivalries that existed well before we showed up. It was very
much, whoever got to the Americans first was the person who turned his rival, or his enemy, or his
antagonist in.”

Hoh said there were also times when a JSOC task force “would kill someone who was important to us.
They would kill a tribal leader or some type of government administrator who was working with us or we
were making inroads with. In the middle of the night, you end up shooting the guy.” He added: “There’s
nothing like going into a village in the middle of the night, knocking a door down and killing a woman or
child to just undo” any progress civilian or conventional military officials had made in areas around
Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, I investigated several botched night raids, in which it was clear that innocent
people had been targeted. None of them was more gruesome than what happened just outside of Gardez in
Paktia Province, in February 2010.

ON FEBRUARY 12, 2010, Mohammed Daoud Sharabuddin had much to celebrate. He was a respected



police officer who had recently received an important promotion, becoming head of intelligence in one of
the districts of Paktia Province, in southeast Afghanistan. He was also the father of a newborn son. That
night, Daoud and his family were celebrating the naming of the boy, a ritual that takes place on the sixth
day of a child’s life. The party was taking place at their compound, in the village of Khataba, a short
distance from Gardez, the capital of Paktia. There were two dozen people at their home for the
celebration, along with three musicians. “We invited many guests and had music,” Daoud’s brother-in-
law Mohammed Tahir told me when I visited the family. “During the party, people were dancing our
traditional dance, the Attan.”

The Sharabuddin family was not ethnic Pashtun, the dominant—almost exclusive—ethnicity of the
Taliban. Their main language was Dari. Many of the men in the family were clean-shaven, or wore only
mustaches. They had long opposed the Taliban. Daoud, the police commander, had gone through dozens of
US training programs, and his home was filled with photos of himself with American soldiers. Another
family member was a prosecutor for the US-backed local government, and a third was the vice chancellor
at the local university. The area where they lived was near a Taliban stronghold, and the Haqqani
network—an insurgent group that the United States alleged had close ties to al Qaeda and Pakistan’s ISI
spy organization—had been staging attacks against government and NATO forces. So when they began to
notice something was amiss outside their compound, the family feared it might be a Taliban attack on their
home.

It was around 3:30 a.m., as the celebration was winding down, that the family and their guests noticed
the main light to the compound had been shut off by someone outside the party. Around that time, one of
the musicians went into the courtyard to use the outhouse and saw lasers scoping the grounds from the
perimeter. The man ran back inside and told the others. “Daoud went to see what was happening,” Tahir
told me. “He thought the Taliban had come. They were already on the roof.” As soon as Daoud and his
fifteen-year-old son, Sediqullah, stepped out into the courtyard, they were both hit by sniper rounds and
fell to the ground. The family began hearing the voices of their attackers. Some were shouting commands
in English, others in Pashtun. The family suspected the attackers were Americans.

Panic broke out inside the house.
“All the children were shouting, ‘Daoud is shot! Daoud is shot!’” Tahir recalled. Daoud’s eldest son

was behind his father and younger brother when they were hit. “When my father went down, I screamed,”
he told me. “Everybody—my uncles, the women, everybody came out of the home and ran to the corridors
of the house. I sprinted to them and warned them not to come out as there were Americans attacking and
they would kill them.” Meanwhile, Daoud’s brothers, Mohammed Saranwal Zahir and Mohammed Sabir,
tried to come to his aid. “When I ran outside, Daoud was lying here,” Mohammed Sabir told me as we
stood in the dusty courtyard at the very spot where Daoud was shot. “We carried Daoud inside.”

As Daoud lay bleeding out on the floor in a hallway inside the compound, his brother Zahir said he was
going to try to stop the attack by speaking to the Americans. He was a local district attorney and knew
some English. “We work for the government!” he shouted outside. “Look at our police vehicles. You have
wounded a police commander!” Three women from the family, Bibi Saleha, aged thirty-seven, and Bibi
Shirin, aged twenty-two, and Gulalai, aged eighteen, clutched at Zahir’s clothes, pleading with him not to
step outside. It didn’t make a difference. Zahir was gunned down where he stood, with sniper rounds
hitting him and the three women. Zahir, Bibi Saleha and Bibi Shirin died quickly. Gulalai and Daoud held
on for hours, but their besieged family members could do nothing for them and they eventually died from
their injuries.

Somehow, in a matter of minutes, a jubilant family event had become a massacre. Seven people had
died in all, according to family members. Two of the women had been pregnant. The women had sixteen
children among them.



IT WAS 7:00 A.M. A few hours earlier, Mohammed Sabir had just seen his brother, his wife, his niece and
his sister-in-law gunned down. Now he stood, shell-shocked, above their corpses in a room filled with
American soldiers. The masked commandos had burst into the home and proceeded to raid it, searching
every room. Sabir told me that Daoud and Gulalai were still alive at that point. US soldiers kept saying
they would get them medical attention. “They didn’t let us take them to the hospital and kept saying that
they have doctors and they would take care of the injured folks,” he said. “I kept asking them to let me
take my daughter to the hospital because she had lost a lot of blood and we had a car right there,”
Mohammed Tahir, Gulalai’s father, recalled. “But they didn’t let me take her to hospital. My daughter and
Daoud were still alive. We kept asking, but we were told that a helicopter is coming and our injured will
be taken to the hospital.” Both of them died before any helicopter came to retrieve them.

Even as the American raid was under way, Mohammed Sabir and his nephew Izzat, along with the
wives of Daoud and Sabir, prepared burial shrouds for those who had died. The Afghan custom involves
binding the feet and head. A scarf secured around the bottom of the chin is meant to keep the mouth of the
deceased from hanging open. They had managed to do this before the Americans began handcuffing them
and dividing the surviving men and women into separate areas. Several of the male family members told
me that it was around this time that they witnessed a horrifying scene: US soldiers digging the bullets out
of the women’s bodies. “They were putting knives into their injuries to take out the bullets,” Sabir told
me. I asked him bluntly, “You saw the Americans digging the bullets out of the women’s bodies?” Without
hesitation, he said, “Yes.” Tahir told me he saw the Americans with knives standing over the bodies.
“They were taking out the bullets from their bodies to remove the proof of their crime,” he said.

Mohammed Sabir would not be able to attend his own wife’s burial, nor those of any of his dead family
members. Following the raid, the American forces made everyone kneel or stand in the courtyard,
barefoot, on a brutal winter morning, with their hands tied behind their backs. Witnesses told me that
those who tried to speak or plead with the soldiers were beaten. “They told me to raise my hands, but I
thought it was my own house, why should I?” Daoud’s eldest son, Abdul Ghafar, told me. “They hit me
several times. They fired on me and around me. I put myself on the ground. I told the [American’s Afghan]
translator to tell them not to kill women, just do their search. We are pro-government people. We work
with the government. They kicked me several times. I tried to stand, but they kicked me.” A witness later
told a UN investigator that at least ten people were assaulted by the US and Afghan team, including Hajji
Sharabuddin, the sixty-five-year-old head of the household. “They told us that they were informed that
forty to fifty Taliban are here,” Sharabuddin told me. “But, in fact, all of them were from my family and
work for the government.” Sharabuddin demanded to know why they burst into his home in the middle of
the night. “You could have searched my house in the morning,” he recalled telling them. “And if you could
find any Talib in my house, then you could do anything to me or destroy and spoil my house and I would
not blame you.”

A subsequent UN investigation conducted two days after the raid, which was never publicly released,
determined that the survivors of the raid “suffered from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment by being
physically assaulted by US and Afghan forces, restrained and forced to stand bare feet for several hours
outside in the cold,” adding that witnesses alleged “that US and Afghan forces refused to provide
adequate and timely medical support to two people who sustained serious bullet injuries, resulting in their
death hours later.”

Mohammed Sabir was one of the men singled out for further interrogation after the raid. With his
clothes still caked with the blood of his loved ones, Sabir and seven other men were hooded and
shackled. “They tied our hands and blindfolded us,” he recalled. “Two people grabbed us and pushed us,
one by one, into the helicopter.” They were flown to a different Afghan province, Paktika, where the
Americans held them for days. “My senses weren’t working at all,” he recalled. “I couldn’t cry, I was
numb. I didn’t eat for three days and nights. They didn’t give us water to wash the blood away.” The



Americans ran biometric tests on the men, photographed their irises and took their fingerprints. Sabir
described to me how teams of interrogators, including both Americans and Afghans, questioned him about
his family’s connections to the Taliban. Sabir told them that his family was against the Taliban, had fought
the Taliban and that some of them had been kidnapped by the Taliban.

“The interrogators had short beards and didn’t wear uniforms. They had big muscles and would fly into
sudden rages,” Sabir recalled, adding that, at times, they would shake him violently. “We told them
truthfully that there were not Taliban in our home.” One of the Americans, he said, told him they “had
intelligence that a suicide bomber had hidden in your house and that he was planning an operation.” Sabir
told them, “If we would have had a suicide bomber at home, then would we be playing music in our
house? Almost all guests were government employees.” After three days in captivity, he told me, the
Americans released him and the others. “They told us that we were innocent, that they are very sorry, and
it was a very bad thing that they did in our house.” In public, however, the United States and its allies put
forward a very different story about what happened that night in the compound in Gardez.

WHILE MOHAMMED SABIR and the others were in US custody, the headquarters of the International Security
Assistance Force wasted little time in issuing a statement on the incident. Just hours after the raid, ISAF
and the Afghan Ministry of Interior put out a joint press release. They asserted that a combined Afghan-
international “security force” had made a “gruesome discovery” the night before. The force had been on a
fairly routine operation near the village of Khataba. Intelligence had “confirmed” the compound to be the
site of “militant activity.” As the team approached, they were “engaged” in a “fire fight” by “several
insurgents,” the statement read. The force killed the insurgents and was securing the compound when they
made their discovery: three women who had been “bound,” “gagged” and then executed inside the
compound. The force, the press release alleged, found them “hidden in an adjacent room.”

“ISAF continually works with our Afghan partners to fight criminals and terrorists who do not care
about the life of civilians,” Canadian army brigadier general Eric Tremblay, ISAF’s spokesman, told the
press, referring to the raid. He portrayed the commandos who had raided the home as heroes. A number of
men, women and children were detained by the force as they tried to leave the compound, the release
stated, and eight men had been taken into custody for further questioning. During the incident, medical
support had been called in, the statement said.

A few news agencies picked up the story that day and published more assertions from US, Afghan and
ISAF officials. A “senior U.S. military official” told CNN that four victims had been found at the
compound, two men and two women. The official confirmed the original statement’s lurid details of the
women’s executions, adding that the killings seemed to have extreme cultural motives. “It has the
earmarks of a traditional honor killing,” the official said, the implication being that the four people could
have been murdered by their own family members. The official speculated that adultery or collusion with
NATO forces could have been the motivation.

The New York Times  put out a brief the following day, largely summarizing NATO’s account. The
Times reporter, Rob Norland, spoke to the Paktia Province police chief, Aziz Ahmad Wardak, who, he
wrote, confirmed many details of the incident but said that three women and two men had been killed. He
claimed the group had been killed by Taliban militants who attacked during a party celebrating a birth. US
officials would later tell the press that the victims appeared to have deep cuts and puncture wounds,
suggesting they had been stabbed.

While international news agencies largely put forward the US version of events, local reporters began
speaking with Afghan officials and family members. The Pajhwok Afghan News Agency spoke with the
deputy police chief in the province, Brigadier General Ghulam Dastagir Rustamyar, who said that “US
Special Forces” had killed the five people during an operation, evidently in response to an inaccurate or



falsified tip-off. “Last night, the Americans conducted an operation in a house and killed five innocent
people, including three women,” Shahyesta Jan Ahadi, a deputy provincial council member in Gardez,
told a local reporter for the Associated Press. “The people are so angry.” Ahadi denied the NATO claim
that it was a joint Afghan–US force. “The [Afghan] government didn’t know about this,” he said. “We
strongly condemn this.”

Within days of the raid, UN human rights investigators in Gardez spoke to “local authorities,” who said
that US Special Forces had come from Bagram to Gardez days before the operation. They were also told
that Afghan security officials had been notified about an impending operation but had not been given any
details about the time or place. The United Nations concluded that neither the local Afghan National
Security Forces (ANSF) nor ISAF troops were involved in the raid.

NATO had promised a “joint investigation,” but it never happened. After the incident, Afghan officials
from the provincial capital were barred from entering the compound. “By the time we got there, there was
a foreign guy guarding the bodies, and they wouldn’t let us come near,” said Wardak, of the Paktia police.
Ultimately, the Interior Ministry in Kabul dispatched a delegation, headed by Kabul’s top criminal
investigator, to investigate the raid. The group appeared to have worked largely independent of NATO.

By the time Mohammed Sabir returned home after being held in American custody, he had missed the
burial of his wife and other family members. Racked with grief, he imagined avenging his loved ones. “I
didn’t want to live anymore,” he told me. “I wanted to wear a suicide jacket and blow myself up among
the Americans. But my brother and father wouldn’t let me. I wanted jihad against the Americans.”

THERE WAS CLEARLY A COVER-UP.  The family knew it. The United Nations knew it. And the Afghan
investigators knew it. The force that raided the home was US-led, but who were the Americans who had
stormed into that home in the middle of the night?

It wasn’t until a British reporter, Jerome Starkey, began a serious investigation of the Gardez killings a
month after they took place that the full story would begin to unfold. When Starkey first read the ISAF
press release, he said he “had no reason to believe it wasn’t true.” When I visited him at his home in
Kabul, Starkey told me, “I thought it was worth investigating because if that press release was true—a
mass honor killing, three women killed by Taliban who were then killed by Special Forces—that in itself
would have made an extraordinary and intriguing story.” But when he visited Gardez and began
assembling witnesses to meet him in the area, he immediately realized ISAF’s story was likely false.

The family had significant evidence that undercut the story circulated by ISAF and picked up by many
news organizations. The family in Gardez showed Starkey and me a video from the night of the raid in
which the musicians are seen playing and Daoud and his relatives are dancing in celebration of the
naming ceremony for Daoud’s son. “I suppose the closest approximation we’d have is like a christening
party,” Starkey recalled. “It’s the sixth night after a child is born. It’s named, usually by its grandparents,
and you celebrate that by inviting all your friends and neighbors and cousins over to your house,
effectively for a sort of feast or banquet and the dancing and music.” Starkey realized that the nature of the
celebration “didn’t chime with the suggestion that they were Taliban. The Taliban are notorious for their
very strict rules, and musical instruments were banned when they were in power. So here we’ve got
video of guys, of a three-piece band, and we interviewed the musicians, who corroborated the story. It
just, it really didn’t stack up. They clearly weren’t Talibs.”

Starkey visited Gardez about a month after the raid and spoke to more than a dozen survivors, as well
as local government and law enforcement officials and a religious leader. He also spoke to UN human
rights investigators in the area who had conducted an investigation of their own. All of the people Starkey
spoke to insisted that the mysterious US and Afghan shooters had killed the five people. In addition to



learning new details about the killings on February 12, Starkey found that conventional coalition forces
had likely not been behind the strike, suggesting that US “Special Forces” had been involved. US soldiers
based in the area denied having been a part of any night raid in Khataba that day. And Afghan officials
who, according to NATO protocol, should have been notified of an operation within their jurisdiction
said they’d received no notice of a planned raid. “Nobody informed us,” said the deputy governor of
Gardez, Abdul Rahman Mangal. “This operation was a mistake.”

Under NATO rules, the team conducting the operation should have left information about its unit with
the local people, but the family said they had received nothing. The family further accused the soldiers of
trying to cover up the raid, abetted by NATO’s misinformation.

Starkey contacted Rear Admiral Greg Smith, General McChrystal’s deputy chief of staff for
communications, and confronted him with the discrepancies. NATO was guilty, Smith said—of poor
word choice. The women, he conceded, had probably been prepped for a funeral, rather than “bound and
gagged.” But Smith denied that a “cover-up” had taken place and insisted that the women had been dead
for hours. He confirmed that the men had been killed by the US and Afghan forces. “They were not the
targets of this particular raid,” Smith admitted. But they had been armed and showing “hostile intent,” he
claimed, justifying the escalation of force. “I don’t know if they fired any rounds,” he said. “If you have
got an individual stepping out of a compound, and if your assault force is there, that is often the trigger to
neutralize the individual. You don’t have to be fired upon to fire back.”

Despite the UN investigation and a smattering of mostly local news reports questioning ISAF’s version
of events, the US-led NATO command wasn’t forced to publicly account for the wild discrepancies
between what the family said happened and ISAF’s assertions. That is, until Starkey published a story in
the Times of London, headlined: “Nato ‘Covered Up’ Botched Night Raid in Afghanistan That Killed
Five.” Within hours of his story coming out, Starkey was receiving phone calls from his colleagues,
warning him. “I was getting information from other journalists in Kabul, who were my friends, that NATO
was briefing against me,” Starkey told me. “NATO was trying to discredit me, trying to say that the story
was inaccurate, and effectively trying to kill it dead.”

Rear Admiral Smith had put out a statement that dispensed with the diplomacy and allusion typical of
official press releases. McChrystal’s press team was naming names. “The allegation made by Times UK
reporter Jerome Starkey that NATO ‘covered up’ an incident that was conducted outside Gardez in Paktia
province is categorically false,” the statement read. It went on to accuse Starkey of misquoting Admiral
Smith in the article and claimed that the ISAF Joint Command had sent an investigative team to the
compound within twelve hours of the incident. Smith and Duncan Boothby, McChrystal’s civilian press
aide at the time, also “called up rival outlets and reporters to ‘brief’ against Starkey, saying he wasn’t a
credible journalist” because of a stint at a British tabloid. “I’ve been living in Afghanistan for four
years,” Starkey said. “I can’t remember another case where that has happened. To my knowledge, that
was the only time that they’ve named a journalist, and singled out a journalist so specifically in a denial.”

NATO “claimed to have a recording of my conversation which contradicted my shorthand record,”
Starkey wrote in a Nieman Watchdog blog post the following week, referring to the alleged misquote.
“When I asked to hear it, they ignored me. When I pressed them, they said there had been a
misunderstanding. When they said recording, they meant someone had taken notes. The tapes, they said, do
not exist.”

Starkey pressed on, publishing another story describing the community’s anger over the raid and
subsequent responses of NATO and the Afghan authorities. “ I don’t want money. I want justice,” the
family’s patriarch, Hajji Sharabuddin, told Starkey. He said that the government had offered them
compensation for each slain family member after protests paralyzed the provincial capital. “All our
family, we now don’t care about our lives. We will all do suicide attacks and [the whole province] will
support us.”



“Nato officials continued to brief journalists in Kabul yesterday that the women were victims of an
‘honour’ killing,” Starkey wrote. “However, they did not explain why the bodies would have been kept in
the house overnight, against Islamic custom, nor why the family had invited 25 guests to celebrate the
naming of a newborn child the same evening.”

“My father was friends with the Americans and they killed him,” Daoud’s son, Abdul Ghafar, told
Starkey, showing him a photograph of his father with three smiling American soldiers. “They killed my
father. I want to kill them. I want the killers brought to justice.”

ON MARCH 15, 2010, the New York Times  reported that General McChrystal had decided to bring most of
the US Special Operations Forces in Afghanistan under his command. The decision was motivated in part
by concerns about civilian casualties, the article noted, which were often caused by elite forces operating
outside of the NATO command structure. The Times report largely seconded Starkey’s account of the
Gardez raid, confirming that “Afghan police special forces paired with American Special Operations
forces” had been behind the operation. Again, Admiral Smith avoided taking responsibility for the deaths
of the women. “The regret is that two innocent males died,” Admiral Smith said. “The women, I’m not
sure anyone will ever know how they died.” He added, however, “I don’t know that there are any
forensics that show bullet penetrations of the women or blood from the women.” Smith added that the
women appeared to have been stabbed and slashed by knives, rather than shot. The Times spoke to Sayid
Mohammed Mal, the father of Gulalai’s fiancé and the vice chancellor of Gardez University. “They were
killed by the Americans,” he said. “If the government doesn’t listen to us, I have 50 family members, I’ll
bring them all to Gardez roundabout and we’ll pour petrol on ourselves and burn ourselves to death.”

Weeks later, in early April, Starkey received an unexpected phone call. “NATO phoned me up,”
Starkey told me, “and they said, ‘Jerome, we just wanted to let you know that we’re preparing to put out a
press release. We’re changing our version of events.’” A so-called joint investigation had “determined
that international forces were responsible for the deaths of three women who were in the same compound
where two men were killed by the joint Afghan-international patrol searching for a Taliban insurgent.”
The report added, “While investigators could not conclusively determine how or when the women died,
due to lack of forensic evidence, they concluded that the women were accidentally killed as a result of the
joint force firing at the men.”

The statement maintained that the men had shown “hostile intent” but were “later determined not to be
insurgents.” “The [original] statement noted the women had been bound and gagged, but this information
was taken from an initial report by the international members of the joint force who were not familiar
with Islamic burial customs,” the statement said. When Starkey received the phone call, he had just filed
another story for the Times of London. This was his most explosive story to date, based on a conversation
with a senior Afghan official involved in the government investigation, as well as members of the family.

The delegation had finished its report, and McChrystal was briefed on the findings as well. The press
release, followed by news that McChrystal was ordering a second review of the incident, was meant to
preempt a gruesome revelation. “US special forces soldiers dug bullets out of their victims’ bodies in the
bloody aftermath of the botched night raid, then washed the wounds with alcohol before lying to their
superiors about what happened,” Starkey asserted in his story, which came out the following day. Afghan
investigators told Starkey that the US soldiers had also removed bullets from the scene. Their
investigation had determined that eleven bullets were fired, but only seven had been found. The missing
bullets, combined with photographic evidence and witness testimony, had brought them to their
conclusion about what the US Special Forces had done. “In what culture in the world do you
invite...people for a party and meanwhile kill three women?” the senior Afghan official told Starkey. “The
dead bodies were just eight meters from where they were preparing the food. The Americans, they told us



the women were dead for 14 hours.” The Afghan government investigators had confirmed what the family
had told Starkey—and later me—about the US forces digging bullets out of the women’s bodies.
“Because we were aware that what we were looking into was potentially so controversial, we wanted to
make sure that we were on solid ground,” Starkey told me, referring to the digging out of the bullets. “That
allegation I left out of my original story. But when I heard it again, from this very senior, very credible
Afghan source, we published that.”

THAT SAME DAY , the New York Times  reported some of the conclusions of the Afghan investigation. “We
came to the conclusion that the NATO patrol was responsible for the killing of the two men and the three
women, and that there was evidence of tampering in the corridor inside the compound by the members” of
the assault team, said the lead investigator, Merza Mohammed Yarmad. “ There was a mess at the scene.”
NATO said the allegations had prompted another investigation but nonetheless rejected them outright.
“We strongly deny having dug any bullets out of bodies. There simply is no evidence,” said a NATO
military official. The officer appointed to conduct the second review was put under McChrystal’s direct
“operational control” while still conducting the investigation. The results remained classified, but NATO
continued to insist that there was “no evidence of a cover-up.”

AS RAGE IN AFGHANISTAN MOUNTED  over civilian deaths in raids like that in Gardez, there was a fierce
debate within NATO about how to respond. At one point there was a plan for General McChrystal to
travel to the village to personally apologize to the family. Instead, the actual commander of the force
responsible for the raid would travel to Gardez and in the process reveal exactly which unit was behind
the gruesome killings and cover-up of the massacre. It would also publicly reveal the face of JSOC. On
the morning of April 8, shortly after 11:00, Admiral William McRaven, JSOC’s secretive commander,
pulled up to the gates of the Sharabuddin compound.

The family had been told the night before that they would be receiving an important visitor. They
thought it would be McChrystal himself. Mohammed Sabir and other family members told me that they
had actually discussed killing McChrystal when he came the next day, but their local imam counseled
them to instead show him hospitality and listen to him. Faced with this imminent meeting, the family
decided to call an international witness: Jerome Starkey. NATO had tried to conceal the details and
timing of the visit, but once Starkey got the call, he began the half-day drive to Gardez from Kabul. “We
were obviously very keen to make sure that we were there when it happened and that was very, very
difficult because nobody wanted to tell us. And I think, from the sort of PR spin side of things, that the
image management within NATO probably didn’t really want to draw attention,” he told me. “They
admitted they’d got it wrong. Again they were hoping it was going to go away but it wasn’t.”

Starkey arrived at the family compound early in the morning and was sitting with the family drinking tea
and talking. “At about eleven o’clock, up rolls a huge convoy of massive American armored cars,
armored land cruisers, countless, I mean literally countless Afghan officers and soldiers,” Starkey
recalled. “And among them is a man wearing a uniform that I recognized as sort of U.S. Marines, but it
says U.S. Navy on his lapel.” His name tag simply read “McRaven.” “I didn’t know who he was at that
stage,” said Starkey, one of the most experienced Western reporters in Afghanistan at the time. “And so,
there unfolded perhaps one of the most extraordinary things I’ve ever seen in Afghanistan as they off-
loaded a sheep from the back of an Afghan Army pickup truck. And three Afghan soldiers knelt on this
sheep on the street outside the home where this operation had taken place, in the exact same place where
these soldiers had been when they started the raid. And there with a knife, they sharpened the knife and



there was an Afghan Army mullah who started praying and they were offering to sacrifice this sheep.”
Hajji Sharabuddin, the family elder, intervened. “Don’t do it,” he told the soldiers. Starkey said that the

Afghan forces and McRaven’s men had put the family in a difficult position. “When people come to your
gate and ask forgiveness, according to Afghan law, it’s difficult to reject them,” Sharabuddin told Starkey,
who added that the practice was “an ancient Afghan ritual known as nanawate where you offer to
sacrifice a sheep at somebody’s door in order to ask for forgiveness.” The family, Starkey said, “was left
with no option, no honorable dignified option other than to let these men into [their] house.”

The Afghan soldiers tried to prevent Starkey’s photographer, Jeremy Kelly, from taking photos and to
expel Starkey from the room once McRaven had entered. But the family insisted he remain. Otherwise,
there would have been no evidence that this extraordinary event occurred, no proof of who the killers
were. Inside the house, the commander of JSOC stood face-to-face with the survivors of the raid,
including the fathers and husbands of the women his men had killed. “Admiral McRaven stood up and he
gave an extraordinary speech. He drew similarities between himself and Hajji Sharabuddin, and he
described them both as spiritual men, as men of God. He drew comparisons and found similarities
between Christianity and Islam,” Starkey recalled. “Sir, you and I are very different,” McRaven told
Sharabuddin. “You are a family man with many children and many friends. I am a soldier. I have spent
most of my career overseas away from my family, but I have children as well and my heart grieves for
you. But we have one thing in common. We have the same god. He is a god who shows great love and
compassion. I pray for you today, sir, that in your grief he will show you love and compassion and ease
your pain. I also pray today that he will show mercy on me and my men for this awful tragedy.” Starkey
said McRaven then told the family, “My soldiers were responsible for deaths of these members of your
family,” and then apologized. The Afghan generals handed the family a pile of money—almost $30,000,
according to relatives. Major international news outlets reported that Hajji Sharabuddin had accepted
McRaven’s apology.

Months later, when I sat with Sharabuddin at his home, his anger seemed only to have hardened. “I
don’t accept their apology. I would not trade my sons for the whole kingdom of the United States,” he told
me, holding up a picture of his sons. “Initially, we were thinking that Americans were the friends of
Afghans, but now we think that Americans themselves are terrorists. Americans are our enemy. They
bring terror and destruction. Americans not only destroyed my house, they destroyed my family. The
Americans unleashed the Special Forces on us. These Special Forces, with the long beards, did cruel,
criminal things.”

“We call them the American Taliban,” added Mohammed Tahir, the father of Gulalai, one of the slain
women. As I spoke to other family members, Mohammed Sabir, whose brothers and wife were killed,
approached me with his six-year-old daughter, Tamana. He told me that we should leave soon and head
back to Kabul because the Taliban control the roads at night. As we stood there, he asked his daughter,
“Tamana, who did the Americans kill?” She bounced against her father’s legs as she recited the list of
dead. She then stared into the distance, blankly. “She remembers everything from that night,” Sabir told
me. “The Americans’ arrival, their shootings, the destruction, everything.” As we loaded up the car, he
told me, “I have this message to people of America to help us: take these special forces of theirs back,
and have them sentenced because they are killing innocent people.”

FOR MORE THAN A YEAR , I tried to get access to any documents the US military had about the incident at
Gardez. I asked for the “after action” reports and for any information on any disciplinary actions taken
against the soldiers who killed the three women and two men and then dug the bullets from the women’s
bodies. I filed Freedom of Information Act requests that were bounced around the military before ending
up in an unnamed “agency” awaiting review. As of this writing, in early 2013, I have received no



documents. Starkey told me his attempts to get documents had met the same fate.
Not long after I returned from Afghanistan in late 2010, I met with General Hugh Shelton, the former

chairman of the Joint Chiefs, and asked him about the Gardez incident. He told me he was not familiar
with all of the details. And though he said that an internal review should be done on behalf of the
commander to determine what happened and if any soldiers should face a court martial, he said he
believed that it should not be investigated further. “If that police chief [Daoud], and those two pregnant
women were killed, as a result of JSOC, based on all the intelligence that they had pointing to this is
going to be a terrorist operation that’s taking place here, and if they go flying in, and try to get to this
place, and meet any kind of resistance at all—I mean, shots are fired—then I’m sorry that they got killed,”
he told me. “But in the wrong place, at the wrong time, our guys were doing what they thought they should
do, and protecting themselves and their buddies in the process. I’m OK with that. I don’t think it ought to
be investigated; I think you write it off as one of those damn acts of war.”

The fact that Daoud was a US-trained police commander meant little to Shelton. “Now, just because
he’s a police chief, he could have been a terrorist as well. He could have been working both sides,” he
told me. “The two pregnant women? The fact that they were pregnant is very, very unfortunate. But it’s
also unfortunate that they were women. But on the other hand, I’ve been shot at by women myself. So, that
doesn’t—and I mean shot at. So that doesn’t excuse them. They die just like men do if they shoot at us.”

As the pace of night raids increased in Afghanistan under McChrystal, the Special Ops Forces
continued to enjoy the freedom to operate with no accountability for their actions, a fact that did not seem
lost on McChrystal. “You better be out there hitting four or five targets tonight,” McChrystal would tell a
Navy SEAL in Afghanistan, before adding, “I’m going to have to scold you in the morning for it, though.”
But with each new raid, more protests began spreading across Afghanistan.

The conditions that drove Matt Hoh to resign his State Department post in protest in late 2009 persisted
in 2010. If anything, things had gotten worse. Civilian deaths from NATO operations had killed upward of
ninety civilians in the first few months of 2010, a 75 percent increase from the previous year. And it
wasn’t just in night raids. More than thirty Afghans were killed at checkpoint shootings from the time
McChrystal took charge in Afghanistan to the spring of 2010. “In the nine-plus months I’ve been here, not
a single case where we have engaged in an escalation of force incident and hurt someone has it turned out
that the vehicle had a suicide bomb or weapons in it and, in many cases, had families in it,” McChrystal
conceded in March 2010, during a teleconference with US troops. “We’ve shot an amazing number of
people and killed a number and, to my knowledge, none has proven to have been a real threat.”

While McChrystal ostensibly put in place greater restrictions on night raids and almost entirely stopped
air strikes, the ground truth was still the same: innocent people were dying and Afghans were growing
ever more enraged. By May 2010, the United States was conducting as many as 1,000 night raids a month.
US Special Ops Forces “were authorized to shoot any armed man on sight,” reported Gareth Porter, “so
the raids were resulting in many Afghan civilians being killed during the raids, all of whom were
automatically categorized by SOF as insurgents.”

When I met with Mullah Abdul Salam Zaeef, the former Taliban spokesperson, in late 2010, he told me
bluntly that the US raids were aiding the Taliban, just as Hoh alleged. “They are encouraging the people
to become extremist,” he said as we sat in his home in Kabul, where he was under de facto house arrest,
being watched day and night by Afghan police officers positioned outside his building. US political and
military leaders, he said, “are thinking, ‘When we scare the people, they should be quiet.’ But this is a
different nation. When you are killing one person, four or five others rise against you. If you are killing
five people, twenty, at least, are rising against you. When you are disrespecting the people or the honor of
the people in one village, the whole village becomes against you. This is creating hatred against
Americans.”

The US killing of civilians, combined with a widely held perception that the Afghan government



existed only for facilitating the corruption of powerful warlords, drug dealers and war criminals, had
produced a situation in which the Taliban and the Haqqani network gained support from communities in
the Pashtun heartland that would not otherwise be backing them. Zaeef told me that since 2005, when he
was released from the US prison at Guantánamo, “the Taliban have become stronger.” “Are the Taliban
coming from the sky?” Zaeef asked. “No, it’s new people.”

When I asked Hoh what he thought of Zaeef’s comments, he said they were accurate. “I think we’re
engendering more hostility. We’re wasting a lot of very good assets going after midlevel guys who don’t
threaten the United States or have no capacity to threaten the United States,” he told me. “If we say that al
Qaeda recruits based on an ideology that they are defending the Muslim world against Western attack, this
only feeds into that ideology.”

By June 2010, Afghanistan had become the longest-running war in American history. That summer, the
number of US dead passed the 1,000 mark. From June 2009 to May 2010, the number of improvised
explosive device attacks had swelled from 250 per month to more than 900. As the situation in
Afghanistan deteriorated and the Taliban and other insurgent groups gained ground, a stunning scandal
rocked the US military and the Special Ops community that would ultimately lead to the resignation and
retirement of General McChrystal, one of the architects of the post-9/11 US killing machine. But his
demise had nothing to do with any of his actions with JSOC in Iraq or his involvement in covering up the
friendly-fire death of Pat Tillman, the former NFL player turned Army Ranger in Afghanistan in 2004 or
his role in transforming JSOC into a global hit squad. Instead, McChrystal was brought down by an article
in Rolling Stone magazine written by Michael Hastings that captured McChrystal and his inner circle
making disparaging remarks about President Obama, Vice President Biden and other top US civilian
officials. Before the issue of Rolling Stone even hit newsstands, excerpts of it boomeranged throughout
the chambers of power and the media in Washington. McChrystal was finished, his run as the commander
of the most elite units in the US military brought down by a story published in an issue of a magazine that
featured on its cover an almost naked Lady Gaga sporting a brassiere with two rifles protruding from it.

On June 23, President Obama, flanked by Biden, Admiral Mullen, Defense Secretary Gates and
General Petraeus, announced that “with considerable regret,” he had accepted McChrystal’s resignation.
“It is the right thing for our mission in Afghanistan, for our military and for our country,” Obama said
outside the White House. “I believe that it is the right decision for our national security,” he added. “The
conduct represented in the recently published article does not meet the standard that should be set by a
commanding general.” Obama thanked McChrystal “for his remarkable career in uniform.”

“This is a change in personnel,” Obama declared. “But it is not a change in policy.”
That point was driven home as the president announced that General Petraeus, one of the key architects

of the expansion of the global US battlefield, would be taking over for McChrystal. Almost as soon as
Petraeus took command of the war, the pace of night raids increased and air strikes resumed. As the
civilian death toll mounted, the Afghan insurgency intensified. The US “targeted” killing program was
fueling the very threat it claimed to be fighting.



The Year of the Drone

YEMEN AND THE UNITED STATES, 2010 —As thousands of US troops deployed and redeployed to Afghanistan,
the covert campaign in undeclared battlefields elsewhere was widening. US drone strikes were hitting
Pakistan weekly, while JSOC forces were on the ground in Somalia and Yemen and pounding the latter
with air strikes. All the while, al Qaeda affiliates in those countries were gaining strength. When I met
again with Hunter, who worked with JSOC under Bush and continued to work in counterterrorism under
the Obama administration, I asked him what changes had taken place from one administration to the next.
He quickly shot back, “There’s no daylight. If anything, JSOC operations have intensified under this
administration, there’s been a greater intensity in what they’re being asked to do, where they’re being
asked to do it and how they’re being asked to do it,” he told me. “There are things that are transpiring
now, around the globe, that would be unthinkable to the Bush administration, not just because of vocal
opposition within the cabinet, or within the Pentagon, but because they would not have the ultimate
support of the president. In this administration, the president has made a political and military calculation
—and this is his prerogative—that it is best to let the Joint Special Operations Command run wild, like a
mustang, in pursuit of the objectives that [Obama] has set.”

The Obama administration, Hunter told me, worked diligently to bring an end to the CIA-JSOC divide
and to bring all forces together in a unified global antiterrorist campaign, though it would be an uphill
task. What became clear in the first year of the Obama administration was that JSOC had won the decade-
long war of ideas within the US counterterrorism community. Its paramilitary-focused direct actions
would become the central strategy in the new administration’s various small wars, not just Afghanistan.
“The operations have been institutionalized to a point where it is an integral part of any campaign, in any
theater, and at some point we crossed a threshold where Joint Special Operations Command is the
campaign,” Hunter told me. “In places like Yemen, it is Joint Special Operations Command, and that’s it.
And they make the rules. It’s their house, and they do what it is that they need to do.” As the JSOC-ization
of US counter terrorism policy spread, the CIA was steadily increasing its paramilitary capabilities and
expanding its drone strikes and target lists. In a way, it resembled a mini turf war between JSOC and the
CIA over who would mow through the kill lists faster.

By early 2010, there were at least three entities within the US government that were maintaining kill
lists: the National Security Council, which Obama dealt with directly during weekly meetings; the CIA;
and the US military. The CIA had its own “parallel, more cloistered process” for selecting targets and
executing strikes, which were for the most part in Pakistan. The NSC and the DoD had little oversight of
that process. Obama exercised final authority over “more complex and risky strikes” in Pakistan. At least
twice a month, the CIA’s top lawyer would receive a file from the Counterterrorism Center (often no
more than two to five pages long) containing targeting recommendations and intelligence. The lawyer
would hold small meetings that included CTC lawyers and the head of the National Clandestine Service,
formerly known as the Directorate of Operations, which coordinates the CIA’s covert operations across
the globe. Lawyers from the White House and the National Security Council would review the CIA’s list,
and the Gang of Eight on Capitol Hill would have to approve it, as well.

The military list, according to reporters Dana Priest and William Arkin, “was really more than one,
since the clandestine special operations troops” from JSOC had their own internal list. These lists often
overlapped, but as Priest and Arkin noted, “even these highly classified kill lists were not coordinated
among the three primary agencies involved in creating them.”



A YEAR INTO HIS PRESIDENCY , Obama and his counterterrorism team were fully committed to formalizing
the process for conducting assassinations against terror suspects and other “militants.” They had, in their
own way, embraced the neoconservative vision of the world as the battlefield, and the kill lists they built
would encompass the globe. Unlike President Bush, who often delegated decisions on assassinations to
commanders and CIA officials, Obama insisted on personally signing off on most strikes. On Tuesday
afternoons, the president would preside over meetings that senior officials dubbed “Terror Tuesdays,”
during which proposed targets would be “nominated” for spots on the kill list. Many of them were known
operatives in Pakistan, Yemen or Somalia, but at times they were only loosely affiliated with other
suspects or were simply residents of a particular region of a country.

“This secret ‘nominations’ process is an invention of the Obama administration, a grim debating
society that vets the PowerPoint slides bearing the names, aliases and life stories of suspected members
of Al Qaeda’s branch in Yemen or its allies in Somalia’s Shabab militia,” reported the New York Times .
“The nominations go to the White House, where by his own insistence and guided by Mr. Brennan, Mr.
Obama must approve any name. He signs off on every strike in Yemen and Somalia and also on the more
complex and risky strikes in Pakistan,” the Times noted. The Terror Tuesday meetings would take place
after a larger group—sometimes more than 100 of the administration’s national security lawyers and
officials—debated names to be added or subtracted from the list. JSOC, according to sources
knowledgeable about the meetings, would dominate the process and “groomed” State Department, CIA
and administration officials, in the words of one JSOC source, to accept a targeted killing campaign that
would hit the “infrastructure” of the networks to move much further down “the food chain” in a variety of
countries.

Although Obama had campaigned, in part, on a pledge to unilaterally use US force in pursuit of known
terrorists, he had kept its scope narrowed to Osama bin Laden and his top deputies. Once in office, the
system he was building would be far more sweeping. In essence, the kill list became a form of “pre-
crime” justice in which individuals were considered fair game if they met certain life patterns of
suspected terrorists. Utilizing signature strikes, it was no longer necessary for targets to have been
involved with specific plots or actions against the United States. Their potential to commit future acts
could be a justification for killing them. At times, simply being among a group of “military-aged males” in
a particular region of Pakistan would be enough evidence of terrorist activity to trigger a drone strike. In
Yemen, Obama authorized JSOC to hit targets even if the mission planners did not know the identities of
those they were bombing. Such strikes were labeled Terrorist Attack Disruption Strikes, or TADS.

While Obama chaired the Terror Tuesday meetings, the administration’s assassination policy was
being coordinated by two key architects with vast experience in targeted killing: John Brennan and
Admiral William McRaven. Brennan had worked extensively on the kill program under the Bush
administration; McRaven had helped develop the post-9/11 version when he worked for Bush’s National
Security Council. Under Obama, both men were now in a position to formalize and streamline the kill
programs they had worked on in the shadows for much of their careers.

In Pakistan, the CIA would take the lead on drone strikes and Obama granted the Agency a wider
authority for strikes and supplied it with more drones to do so. By late 2009, Leon Panetta had declared
that the CIA was “conducting the most aggressive operations in our history as an agency.” Most of the rest
of the world would belong to JSOC, which had been empowered under Obama with far greater latitude to
strike across the globe. Although some of the behind-the-scenes conflicts that raged between JSOC and
the CIA under the Bush administration would continue, both McRaven and Brennan saw an opportunity to
move forward with more of a unified counterterrorism front than had been possible in the previous eight
years. President Obama’s credentials as a popular, liberal Democrat and a constitutional lawyer who
pledged to end the excesses of the Bush war machine would be of tremendous value in selling their cause.

In interviews with the New York Times  and other major media outlets, senior White House officials



consistently hit on the themes of the “just war” theory that Obama had embraced in his Nobel Prize
speech, noting that Obama was a fan of St. Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. “ If John Brennan is the last
guy in the room with the president, I’m comfortable, because Brennan is a person of genuine moral
rectitude,” State Department lawyer Harold Koh said. Koh, who had been a major critic of the Bush
administration’s counterterrorism policies, had changed his tune. “It’s as though you had a priest with
extremely strong moral values who was suddenly charged with leading a war.”

On a counterterrorism front, Obama’s first year in office was marked by an aggressive embrace of
assassination as a centerpiece of US national security policy. In part, the preemptive strikes were
motivated by fear of another attack against the United States. Politically, Obama’s advisers knew that a
successful terrorist attack could damage his presidency, and they expressed this quite bluntly to reporters.
But expanded use of JSOC operatives and drones also bolstered the narrative that Obama was waging a
“smarter” war than his predecessor. Obama could say that he was taking the fight to the terrorists while
simultaneously claiming he was winding down the Iraq occupation he had opposed. Although Obama
received praise from many Republicans for his aggressive counterterrorism policies, others saw it as a
way of circumventing the controversial issue of how to lawfully detain terror suspects. “Their policy is to
take out high-value targets, versus capturing high-value targets,” declared Senator Saxby Chambliss, the
most senior Republican on the Senate Intelligence Committee. “They are not going to advertise that, but
that’s what they are doing.” Very few Democrats spoke in opposition to Obama’s emerging global kill
campaign. “It is the politically advantageous thing to do—low cost, no U.S. casualties, gives the
appearance of toughness,” said Admiral Dennis Blair, Obama’s former director of national intelligence,
explaining how the administration viewed its policy. “It plays well domestically, and it is unpopular only
in other countries. Any damage it does to the national interest only shows up over the long term.”

The administration heavily utilized the State Secrets Privilege and claims of protecting national
security to keep the details of its kill program concealed from the public. When convenient, the
administration would leak details of operations to journalists. In doing so, it continued many of the same
practices that liberal Democrats had railed against when Bush and his team were steering the ship. Jack
Goldsmith, the former Bush administration lawyer, asserted that “perhaps the most remarkable surprise of
his presidency” was that “Obama continued almost all of his predecessor’s counterterrorism policies.”
When Obama conducted a review of the proposed assassination of Anwar Awlaki, one of his senior
advisers recalled the president declaring, “This is an easy one.” Easy as it may have been, the Obama
administration refused to release its findings on how such an operation would be legal. “This program
rests on the personal legitimacy of the president, and that’s not sustainable,” former CIA director Michael
Hayden told the New York Times . “I have lived the life of someone taking action on the basis of secret
O.L.C. [Office of Legal Counsel] memos, and it ain’t a good life. Democracies do not make war on the
basis of legal memos locked in a D.O.J. [Department of Justice] safe.”

Obama and his team created a system “where people are being killed, you don’t know what the
evidence is, and you have no way to redress the situation,” former CIA case officer Phil Giraldi told me.
“It’s not that there aren’t terrorists out there, and every once in a while one of them is going to have to be
killed for one good reason or another, but I want to see the good reason. I don’t want to see someone in
the White House telling me, ‘You’ll have to trust me.’ We’ve had too much of that.”

BY MID-2010, the Obama administration had increased the presence of Special Operations Forces from
sixty countries to seventy-five countries. SOCOM had about 4,000 people deployed around the world in
countries besides Iraq and Afghanistan. “The Special Operations capabilities requested by the White
House go beyond unilateral strikes and include the training of local counterterrorism forces and joint
operations with them,” the Washington Post  reported at the time. “Plans exist for preemptive or



retaliatory strikes in numerous places around the world, meant to be put into action when a plot has been
identified, or after an attack linked to a specific group.”

John Brennan laid out the new counterterrorism vision under the Obama administration: We “will not
merely respond after the fact” to terrorist attacks. We will “take the fight to al-Qaeda and its extremist
affiliates wherever they plot and train. In Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia and beyond.”

Well-placed special operations sources told me that among the countries where JSOC teams had been
deployed under the Obama administration were: Iran, Georgia, Ukraine, Bolivia, Paraguay, Ecuador,
Peru, Yemen, Pakistan (including in Baluchistan) and the Philippines. These teams also at times deployed
in Turkey, Belgium, France and Spain. JSOC was also supporting US Drug Enforcement Agency
operations in Colombia and Mexico. But the two greatest priorities outside of Afghanistan and Pakistan
were Yemen and Somalia. “In both those places, there are ongoing unilateral actions,” a Special
Operations source told me in 2010.

One senior military official told the Washington Post  that the Obama administration had given the
green light for “things that the previous administration did not.” Special Operations commanders, the
paper reported, had more direct communication with the White House than they did under Bush. “We have
a lot more access,” a military official told the paper. “They are talking publicly much less but they are
acting more. They are willing to get aggressive much more quickly.” Under Obama, Hunter told me, JSOC
was able to hit “harder, faster, quicker, with the full support of the White House.”

While the Obama administration ratcheted up its drone strikes and targeted killing campaign, al Qaeda
affiliates were growing stronger, emboldened in part by the US escalation. Although the Obama
administration boasted that it had al Qaeda on the ropes, its global assassination program was becoming a
recruitment device for the very forces the United States claimed to be destroying.



Driving Anwar Awlaki to Hell

YEMEN, 2010—In early February 2010, AQAP leader Said Ali al Shihri, whom the Yemenis had claimed to
have killed multiple times, released an audiotape. “We advise you, our people in the Peninsula, to
prepare and carry your weapons and to defend your religion and yourselves and to join your mujahideen
brothers,” he declared, adding that US “espionage planes,” presumably drones, had been killing women
and children.

On March 14, the United States struck again. Air strikes hit Abyan in southern Yemen, killing two
alleged AQAP operatives, including its southern chief, Jamil al Anbari. As it did after the al Majalah
bombing, Yemen took credit for a US attack while Washington remained silent. AQAP leader Qasim al
Rimi confirmed the deaths in an audio recording released soon after the strikes. “A US strike targeted our
brother,” he declared. “The attack was carried out while our brother Jamil was making a phone call via
the Internet.” As for Yemen’s claims to have carried out the strike, Rimi said, “This nonsense is similar to
their allegations” in the December 2009 strikes. “May God disgrace lying and liars.” A few months later,
AQAP would avenge the deaths by launching a brazen attack against a government security compound in
Aden, killing eleven people. The claim of responsibility was signed: “Brigade of the martyr Jamil al-
Anbari.”

A week after the March 14 strike, one of the key US officials running the Obama administration’s
covert war in Yemen, Michael Vickers, accompanied then-undersecretary of defense for intelligence
James Clapper for talks with President Saleh and other Yemeni officials. The US Embassy released a
brief statement on the meeting, saying only that they were there “to discuss the ongoing counterterrorism
cooperation” between the two countries and “to express the appreciation of the United States for Yemen’s
continuing efforts to counter” AQAP. A month later, Vickers gave a closed-door briefing to the Senate
Armed Services Committee on covert US action in Yemen and Somalia. An internal e-mail circulated
within Vickers’s office at the time, and provided to me in confidence, acknowledged that “a task force
operating in Yemen has helped Yemeni forces kill terrorism suspects, but it has also carried out unilateral
operations,” adding: “The intelligence community, including the Defense Intelligence Agency and the
Central Intelligence Agency vets the lists of targets and decides who needs to be captured for the
purposes of intelligence collection, or who can be killed.”

While JSOC forces continued to operate inside Yemen, at times training Yemeni forces and, at others,
conducting kinetic actions, the air strikes continued. In late May, General James “Hoss” Cartwright, vice
chairman of the Joint Chiefs, briefed President Obama on a High Value Target that JSOC had a lock on.
The president green-lit a strike. On May 24, a US missile hit a convoy of vehicles in the Marib Desert that
“actionable intelligence” had concluded was heading to a meeting of al Qaeda operatives. The
intelligence was only partly correct. The men inside the vehicle were not al Qaeda members but
prominent Yemeni local mediators in the government effort to demilitarize members of AQAP. Among
those killed was Jabir al Shabwani, the deputy governor of Marib Province. Shabwani was in a key
position to negotiate, given that his cousin Ayad was the local AQAP leader whom US and Yemeni forces
had tried to take out in a pair of strikes in January. Shabwani’s uncle and two of his escorts were also
killed in the attack. A local official said the “deputy governor was on a mediation mission to persuade al-
Qaeda elements to hand themselves over to the authorities.”

As in the cases of the other US strikes, the Yemeni authorities took public responsibility, and Yemen’s
Supreme Security Council apologized for what it said was a government raid gone wrong. But this hit
came with much higher stakes because the attack killed one of their own people. Within hours of the



attack, Shabwani’s tribe attacked the main oil pipeline running from Marib to the Ras Isa port on the Red
Sea coast. The tribesmen also attempted to take over the presidential palace in the province but were
repelled by Yemeni army forces and tanks. Yemeni lawmakers demanded that Saleh’s government explain
how the strike happened and who was really behind the widening aerial war in Yemen.

Months after the attack, some US officials began to believe that the Saleh regime had actually fed the
United States bad intelligence to take out Shabwani, after a political feud had broken out between Jabir al
Shabwani and “key members” of President Saleh’s family. “We think we got played,” a US source with
access to “high-level” Obama administration discussions on Yemen said. The White House, the US
military and the US ambassador to Yemen had all approved the strike. “It turned out you didn’t really
know who was at all those [Yemeni] meetings,” a former US intelligence official told the Wall Street
Journal. A former US official told the paper the strike showed that the United States was “too susceptible
to the Yemenis saying, ‘Oh, that’s a bad guy, you go get him.’ And it’s a political bad guy—it’s not a real
bad, bad guy.” Brennan was reportedly “pissed” about the strike. “How could this have happened?”
Obama later demanded of General Cartwright. The general told him it was bad intel from the Yemenis.
Cartwright said he “got a pretty good chest-thumping from the commander-in-chief.”

After the Tomahawk cruise missile strikes that killed scores of civilians in al Majalah in December
2009 and the disastrous strike that killed Shabwani, the CIA began agitating for a shift from JSOC’s
Tomahawk strikes to the CIA’s weapon of choice: drones. Surveillance satellites were repositioned, and
more Predator drones were deployed in secret bases near Yemen. “ The drones are flying over Marib
every twenty-four hours and there is not a day that passes that we don’t see them,” said Sheikh Ibrahim al
Shabwani, another brother of the government mediator who was killed in the May 25 strike.
“Occasionally they fly at a lower altitude while at other times they fly at a higher altitude. The atmosphere
has become weary because of the presence of US drones and fear that they could strike at any time.”
Stoking such insecurity seemed a central part of the emerging US strategy aimed at making it lethally
dangerous for local tribes to support AQAP. But to some it seemed to be backfiring, particularly with
local tribal leaders who often had family members on various sides of the war.

Some reports alleged that, far from having intended to get Shabwani killed, Saleh, who depended on
tribes to support his regime, demanded a pause in US covert actions as a result of the strike. But US
officials insisted that it did not shake the covert arrangement allowing the United States to strike inside
Yemen. “At the end of the day, it’s not like he said, ‘No more,’” an unnamed Obama administration
official told the New York Times. “He didn’t kick us out of the country.”

What cannot be disputed is that the strikes, especially those that killed civilians and important tribal
figures, were giving valuable ammunition to al Qaeda for its recruitment campaign in Yemen and its
propaganda battle against the US-Yemen counterterrorism alliance. Yemeni government officials said the
series of US strikes from December 2009 to May 2010 had killed more than two hundred civilians and
forty people affiliated with al Qaeda. “It is incredibly dangerous what the US is trying to do in Yemen at
the moment because it really fits into AQAP’s broader strategy, in which it says Yemen is not different
from Iraq and Afghanistan,” asserted Princeton professor Gregory Johnsen in June 2010, after Amnesty
International released a report documenting the use of US munitions in the Yemen strikes. “They are able
to make the argument that Yemen is a legitimate front for jihad,” said Johnsen, who in 2009 served as a
member of USAID’s conflict assessment team for Yemen. “They’ve been making that argument since
2007, but incidents like this are all sort of fodder for their argument.”



The author in Gardez, Afghanistan, walking with survivors of a deadly US night raid conducted in February 2010. Two pregnant women were
killed, along with an Afghan police commander and several others.

Afghan police commander Mohammed Daoud Sharabuddin (fourth from the left) standing with American soldiers. Daoud was killed by US
Special Operations Forces in a night raid based on faulty intelligence. He had long fought the Taliban and had been trained by the US.

Admiral William McRaven, then JSOC commander, visited Gardez, Afghanistan, in March 2010, a month after a botched US night raid.



Hajji Sharabuddin, whose family members were killed in the night raid in Gardez, holds a picture of his two sons who died in the raid. “I don’t
accept their apology,” he said. “Americans not only destroyed my house, they destroyed my family.”

Afghan forces who accompanied McRaven offered to sacrifice a sheep to ask for forgiveness for the deaths caused by the night raid.

Mohamed Afrah Qanyare was one of the first Somali warlords contracted by the CIA after 9/11 to hunt down people on the US kill list.
“America knows war,” he said. “They are war masters.”



The Mogadishu Cathedral, built in 1928 when Somalia was under Italian colonial rule, now lies in ruins. Since 2002, US-backed warlords have
battled Islamic militias for control of Somalia.

Somali warlord Yusuf Mohammed Siad, known as “Indha Adde” (White Eyes), controls large sections of Mogadishu. Once an ally of al
Qaeda, he now fights on the US side against al Shabab. “If we capture a foreigner, we execute them so that others will see we have no
mercy,” he said.

The author on the front lines near Mogadishu’s Bakaara market in June 2011.



Dr. Nasser Awlaki at his home in Sana’a, Yemen. After his son, US citizen Anwar Awlaki, was put on the kill list, he filed a lawsuit in an
effort to save his son’s life. He wrote a personal letter to President Obama asking him to “reconsider your order to kill...my son.”

Nasser Awlaki holding his first son, Anwar, who was born in New Mexico in 1971. Anwar “was an all-American boy,” he said.

In 2001, Anwar Awlaki was the imam at a large mosque in Virginia. After 9/11, Awlaki was interviewed frequently by US media outlets and
offered commentary on the experience of American Muslims. He was frequently described as a moderate voice. Awlaki said the 9/11
attackers had “perverted their religion.”



In early 2010, Awlaki was identified as being on the US kill list. His sermons had become increasingly radical, and he embraced the very
identity he once professed to oppose. “I eventually came to the conclusion that Jihad against America is binding upon myself just as it is binding
on every other able Muslim,” Awlaki declared. Awlaki became the first known US citizen to be targeted for assassination by his own
government.

CIA contractor Raymond Davis shot two Pakistanis in Lahore in 2011. He was arrested by Pakistani authorities but eventually freed after the
victims’ families were forced to accept a payment of “blood money.” Many Pakistanis rallied, calling for him to be executed.

Admiral William McRaven, who led the operation that killed Osama bin Laden, with President Barack Obama at Fort Campbell in Kentucky
days after the raid in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Since 2001, McRaven has been one of the key US officials running the targeted killing program.



Part of the US missile that hit the Yemeni village of al Majalah on December 17, 2009. In all, more than forty people were killed, including
fourteen women and twenty-one children. The Yemeni government took responsibility for the strike, alleging it was a successful attack on an
al Qaeda training camp.

Muqbal, a tribal leader from al Majalah, Yemen. “If they kill innocent children and call them al Qaeda, then we are all al Qaeda,” he said. “If
children are terrorists, then we are all terrorists.”

Yemeni journalist Abdulelah Haider Shaye was imprisoned soon after he exposed the US cruise missile attack on al Majalah and interviewed
Anwar Awlaki. After the Yemeni president decided to pardon him, President Obama personally intervened and the pardon was rescinded.



Posters demanding Shaye’s release were hung throughout Sana’a. His trial was roundly condemned as a sham by human rights and media
freedom groups.

Then-JSOC commander Admiral William McRaven with Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh in Sana’a in October 2009.

Abdulrahman Awlaki’s birth certificate, showing he was born in Denver, Colorado, in 1995. Anwar Awlaki’s eldest son, he lived with his
grandparents after his father went underground in 2009.



Abdulrahman Awlaki, a sixteen-year-old US citizen, was killed in a US drone strike on October 14, 2011. His father had been assassinated
two weeks earlier. Abdulrahman was eating dinner with his teenage cousin and some friends when he was killed. The US government has
never explained his death.



A young girl who survived the December 2009 US missile strike in al Majalah, Yemen.

A young girl at an anti-Saleh protest before Friday prayers in Sana’a.

In the summer of 2010, after months of sustained US and Yemeni air strikes and raids, AQAP hit back.
In June, a group of AQAP operatives dressed in military uniforms carried out a bold raid on the Aden
division of Yemen’s secret police, the Political Security Organization (PSO). During an early morning
flag ceremony at the compound, the operatives launched rocket-propelled grenades and opened fire with
automatic weapons as they stormed the gates. They gunned down at least ten security officers and three
cleaning women. The purpose of the raid was to free suspected militants being held by the PSO, and it
was successful. That raid was followed by a sustained assassination campaign during the summer aimed
at high-level Yemeni military and intelligence officials. During the holy month of Ramadan, which began
in August, AQAP launched a dozen attacks. By September as many as sixty officials had been killed, with
a substantial number shot dead by assassins riding on motorcycles. The method of attack became so
common that the government actually banned motorcycles in urban areas in Abyan. The use of
“motorbikes in terrorist operations to assassinate intelligence officers and security personnel” has
“massively mounted over the past nine months in the province,” said a Yemeni Interior Ministry official.

As Yemen’s government found itself under siege and US covert actions expanded, Anwar Awlaki
released a “Message to the American People.” In the speech, Awlaki said that Umar Farouk
Abdulmutallab’s attempt to bring down the airplane over Detroit was “in retaliation to American cruise
missiles and cluster bombs that killed women and children,” and he declared, “You have your B-52’s,
your Apaches, your Abrams and your cruise missiles, and we have small arms and simple improvised
explosive devices. But we have men, who are dedicated and sincere, with hearts of lions.” Awlaki also
launched into a diatribe against the US and Saleh governments. If “Bush is remembered as being the
President who got America stuck in Afghanistan and Iraq, it’s looking like Obama wants to be
remembered as the President who got America stuck in Yemen,” Awlaki declared. He said:

Obama has already started his war on Yemen, by the aerial bombings of Abyan and Shabwah. By doing
that he has waged a publicity campaign for the Mujahideen in Yemen, and within days accomplished for
them the work of years....The corrupt Yemeni government officials and some of the tribal chiefs who
claim to be your allies are having a ball these days. The word being passed around among them is that this
is the time to extort the gullible American. Your politicians, military and intelligence officers are being



milked for millions. The Yemeni  government officials are giving you big promises and handing you big
bills: welcome to the world of Yemeni politicians.

What was remarkable about Awlaki’s statement on the US relationship with Saleh was how true it rang
to many veteran Yemen analysts. During this time, Awlaki began to achieve almost mythical status in the
US media and government narrative on terrorist threats. But the real question was how big a threat he
actually posed. Although the dispute did not play out publicly, there was deep division in the intelligence
community over how to approach Awlaki. There was abundant evidence that he had praised attacks
against the United States after the fact and had been in touch with Hasan and Abdulmutallab. There was
also evidence that he called for violent jihad against the United States and its allies. But there was no
conclusive evidence presented, at least not publicly, that Awlaki had played an operational role in any
attacks.

In October 2009, the CIA had reportedly concluded that “the agency lacked specific evidence that he
threatened the lives of Americans—which is the threshold for any capture-or-kill operation” against an
American citizen. President Obama now disagreed with that assessment. Awlaki would have to die.

IN FEBRUARY 2010, journalist Abdulelah Haider Shaye once again managed to find Awlaki and conducted
the first interview with the American citizen since the news of his threatened assassination at the hands of
the US government was made public. “Why do you think the Americans want to kill you?” Shaye asked
Awlaki. “Because I am a Muslim and I promote Islam,” Awlaki responded, adding that the allegations
against him—in the media, not in a court of law—were based around the idea that he had “incited” Nidal
Hasan and Abdulmutallab and that his taped teachings had been found in the possession of accused
conspirators in more than a dozen alleged terror plots. “All this comes as part of the attempt to liquidate
the voices that call for defending the rights of the Umma [the global Muslim community].” He added: “We
call for the Islam that was sent by Allah to Prophet Muhammad, the Islam of jihad and Sharia ruling. Any
voice that calls for this Islam, they either kill the person or the character; they kill the person by murdering
or jailing them, or they kill the character by distorting their image in the media.”

Shaye asked Awlaki, “Do you think Yemen’s government would facilitate your assassination?”
“The Yemeni government sells its citizens to the United States, to  earn the ill-gotten funds it begs the

West for in return for their blood. The Yemeni officials tell the Americans to strike whatever they want
and ask them not to announce responsibility for the attacks to avoid people’s rage, and then the Yemeni
government shamelessly adopts these attacks,” Awlaki replied. “The people of Shabwah, Abyan and
Arhab have seen the Cruise missiles, and some people saw cluster bombs that did not explode. The state
lies when it claims responsibility, and it does so to deny collaboration. US drones continuously fly over
Yemen. What state is that which allows its enemy to spy on its people and then considers it as ‘accepted
cooperation’?”

In Yemen, Awlaki was now completely underground and was having difficulty posting any sermons.
His blog had been shut down by the US government, and drones hovered in the skies over Shabwah.
While US media outlets, terror “experts” and prominent government officials were identifying Awlaki as
a leader of AQAP, those allegations were dubious. Awlaki had entered dangerous territory in openly
praising terrorist attacks on the United States and calling for Muslims in America to follow the example
of Nidal Hasan. But the available evidence regarding al Qaeda’s relationship with Awlaki in 2010
suggests that Awlaki was not an operational member of the group but was seeking out an alliance with
like-minded individuals. Some, like his uncle, even argued that he was pushed into an alliance with
AQAP after he was marked for death alongside its leaders.

Sheikh Saleh bin Fareed had been Anwar’s protector in Yemen. It was bin Fareed’s tribal leadership



that allowed Awlaki safe passage through Shabwah and other tribal areas. But the sheikh was under great
pressure from the Yemeni regime to bring in Anwar. Awlaki’s father, Nasser, was convinced that Anwar
would remain in hiding and that the US government would continue to try to kill him. Bin Fareed decided
to give it one more try. He went to visit Anwar in Shabwah. When he arrived, he said he saw drones
“circling our valley twenty-four hours—not one minute they were stopped. Of course we see them when
the sun is out—but we can hear them very clearly. And they were after, I think, Anwar,” he told me.

When bin Fareed met his nephew, Anwar told him that he had heard that Obama had marked him for
death. “In Sana’a now, I think they are under pressure,” bin Fareed told Anwar. “Now the president gave
the order that they either capture you or kill you.” Awlaki told bin Fareed that he had not been charged
with any crime by the US government and would not turn himself in to face charges that didn’t exist. “You
tell them, I have nothing, until today, I have nothing to do with al Qaeda,” Anwar told his uncle. “But if
[Obama] will not withdraw his [order], and I am wanted, maybe they’ll drive me to hell. I have no
choice.”

Bin Fareed told me he believed that the threats against Anwar inadvertently drove him closer to AQAP.
“Of course, we realized that [Anwar] had no choice. And really, they did drive him to hell.” The
announcement by the US government that Anwar was marked for death, bin Fareed told me, “was a very,
very big mistake.”

On May 23, 2010, al Qaeda’s media wing in Yemen, al Malaeim, released a video titled “ The First
and Exclusive Meeting with Sheikh Anwar al-Awlaki.” In the video, Awlaki thanked his interviewer, a
bearded man dressed in all white, for “taking all these pains in order to reach here.” Awlaki was dressed
in traditional Yemeni garb, sitting before a bookshelf filled with religious books. On his waist was a
jambiya dagger, a tribal symbol worn by many men in Yemen. In the interview, Awlaki praised a recent
speech given by al Qaeda’s number-two man, Ayman al Zawahiri, but also referred to “you people in Al
Qaeda” and did not claim to be a member of the group. The interviewer, who repeatedly thanked him for
giving them an “exclusive” interview, did not address Awlaki as a fellow member of al Qaeda.

The interviewer for this al Qaeda propaganda video was remarkably direct, asking Awlaki many
questions about the targeting of civilians, his relationship with Nidal Hasan and Abdulmutallab and his
interpretation of various fatwas. He also asked Awlaki about the reports that he had been targeted.
Speaking in Arabic, Awlaki told the interviewer, “It is not true that I am a fugitive. I move around among
my tribesmen and in other parts of Yemen because the people of Yemen hate the Americans, and support
the people of truth and the oppressed. I move around among the Aulaq tribe, and I get support from wide
sectors of the people in Yemen.” Awlaki praised various mujahedeen movements across the globe, from
Iraq and Afghanistan to Somalia. “To the Muslims in general and to the inhabitants of the Peninsula
especially, we should participate in this Jihad against America,” he said.

Awlaki was undoubtedly developing an affinity for al Qaeda’s principles—and his public remarks
were becoming indistinguishable from the pronouncements of al Qaeda. Still, words are not actions. To
former DIA analyst Joshua Foust, it appeared as though some within the US intelligence community were
elevating Awlaki’s status based on the fear he was able to inspire through his words. Although he found
Awlaki’s praise for al Qaeda and calls for terrorist attacks against the United States reprehensible, Foust
did not believe these statements constituted evidence of a senior operational role in al Qaeda. “Within
AQAP itself, he’s literally middle management,” he told me at the time. “Even the AQAP leadership
treats him like he’s just a subordinate, who needs to shut up and do what he’s told.” Foust added: “I think
a lot of the focus on Awlaki doesn’t make any sense, because we assign him a kind of importance and
influence that he doesn’t really have.”

After the Christmas Day bomb plot, the White House changed its tune on Awlaki, claiming he had gone
operational, with some officials comparing him to Osama bin Laden. “I think it’s an exaggeration, frankly,
to think he is necessarily a new bin Laden,” Nakhleh, the former senior CIA officer, told me. “We would



not have even thought much about him if it weren’t for Abdulmutallab, the underwear bomber.”
Although Awlaki was developing relationships with various al Qaeda figures in Shabwah and

elsewhere, and his status was rising within its ranks, well-connected Yemenis who had interviewed
AQAP leaders told me that he was not an operational member of the group. “Anwar al Awlaki was not a
leader in al Qaeda, he did not hold any official post at all,” said journalist Abdul Rezzaq al Jamal. He
told me that AQAP viewed Awlaki as an ally and that “the thing that united him and al Qaeda is the
hostility to the US.” Awlaki “agrees with al Qaeda in vision, rationale and strategies. The efforts that
were made by Awlaki in the framework of AQAP’s work, especially in terms of recruiting in the West,
were very big.”

Nasser Awlaki acknowledged that his son was beginning to refer to members of al Qaeda as “my
brothers” in interviews, but he did not believe his son was a member of AQAP. “ He never said that he
was member of al Qaeda,” he told me, speculating that “maybe in ideology, maybe Anwar came to
believe in some of the ideas of al Qaeda, that you cannot take back your land by peaceful means, you have
to fight for it. Anybody who attacks you, you have to defend yourself.” Nasser added, “Anwar is a very
courageous man. I tell you, definitely, I know my son. If he was a member of that organization, he will
have no problems to say it.” After all, having already been marked for death by the United States, he had
nothing to lose.

Even members of Yemen’s government were concerned that the United States was inflating Awlaki’s
status as a terrorist leader. Yemen’s foreign minister, Abu Bakr al Qirbi, told reporters in Sana’a,
“Anwar al-Awlaki has always been looked at as a preacher rather than a terrorist and shouldn’t be
considered as a terrorist unless the Americans have evidence that he has been involved in terrorism.”

Awlaki had not been charged with any crimes by the US government. Nor had the Americans publicly
offered any evidence that Awlaki was the AQAP ringleader they made him out to be. Awlaki’s case
would cut to the heart of one of the key questions raised by the increasing role targeted assassinations
were playing in US foreign policy: Could the American government assassinate it own citizens without
due process?



The CIA’s Dating Service

DENMARK AND YEMEN, 2010—While the US manhunt for Anwar Awlaki in Yemen intensified, Morten
Storm was busy trying to find Awlaki a European wife. Unbeknownst to Awlaki, the Danish intelligence
asset was coordinating his bride search with the CIA. Storm had posted messages on websites frequented
by Awlaki’s fans and soon received a note from a Croatian woman who had recently converted to Islam.
“Aminah” was the name she had adopted after her conversion, though she was raised as a Catholic. She
had been a track star in high school and worked with troubled youth in Zagreb. “I was wondering will he
search for second wife, I proposed him a marriage. I don’t know how silly it is,” Aminah wrote to Storm.
“I deeply respect him and all the things he do.... I would go with him anywhere. I am 32 years old and I
am ready for dangerous things. I am not afraid of death or to die in the sake of Allah.”

Storm continued corresponding with Awlaki and told him about Aminah. He also informed the PET, the
Danish intelligence agency, that he was in the process of arranging a marriage for Awlaki. The PET
contacted the CIA. Storm claimed the intelligence officials were “overjoyed.” Together, the intelligence
agencies came up with a plan, should the marriage plans work out: Storm would provide Aminah with a
suitcase outfitted with a tracking device that would ultimately reveal Awlaki’s location.

Awlaki contacted Storm again on February 17, 2010, and said he wanted to meet Aminah. “ If you visit
her, I can upload a video recording of myself as [an] encrypted file, and you can get her to hear it, so she
is sure that [it] is me,” he wrote. Days later, Awlaki wrote again to describe his improved living
conditions: “I currently do not live in a tent, but in a house [that] belongs to a friend. I’m not leaving the
house, and am in a situation for my wife to be with me all the time. I prefer this residence [to] a tent in the
mountains, because it gives me ability to read, write and research.” Following the message, Storm said he
met with CIA and PET officials in Helsingør, Denmark. Taking part in the meeting was a veteran
Denmark-based CIA contact who went by the name Jed and, according to Storm, a CIA official who flew
in from Washington and called himself Alex.

Storm met with Aminah in Vienna, Austria, on March 8, 2010, outside the international bus station. His
trip was verified by multiple receipts reviewed by the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten. Storm
claimed that when he met Aminah, he was shadowed by his PET and CIA handlers. Aminah, Storm
alleged, convinced him she was willing to accept the potential consequences of her decision to travel to
Yemen to marry Awlaki. Storm taught the young woman to send encrypted e-mails at Awlaki’s request,
and at a second meeting, he showed her a video the cleric had made for her. “This recording is done
specifically for Sister Aminah at her request and the brother who’s carrying this recording is a
trustworthy brother,” Awlaki said in the video. “So having said that, I pray Allah guides to that which is
best for you in this life and in the hereafter. And guides you to choose what is better for you regarding this
proposal. I would also suggest, if possible, if you could also do a recorded message and send it over.
That would be great.” According to Storm, the video moved Aminah to tears.

Aminah responded with two videos of her own. In the first she wore a hijab, leaving only her face
visible. She described feeling “nervous” and said the experience was “awkward.” In the second video,
she removed her veil. “Brother, it’s me without the scarf, so you can see my hair,” she said in accented
English. “I hope you are happy with me, inshallah.” The two agreed to marry in Yemen.

Awlaki sent Storm an encrypted e-mail describing the things Aminah would need to bring to Yemen:
“Warm weather clothing, her personal hygiene stuff, etc. Anything she would need during a month to two
month period. She shouldn’t have more than a medium sized suitcase and a carry-on bag. She should have
with her at least $3,000.” The CIA then contacted Storm. In a document obtained by Jyllands-Posten,



Awlaki is referred to as “the Hook” and Aminah “the sister.” The CIA suggested that Storm could “use
the Hook’s guidance as a reason to give the sister the suitcase and the cosmetic case.”

Storm returned to Vienna on May 18, 2010, to purchase Aminah’s ticket to Yemen and provide her with
clothing and $3,000, all of which he said was paid for by the CIA. He also gave Aminah the bugged
suitcase that, if things went according to plan, would set her and Awlaki up for execution by drone.
Aminah flew to Yemen on June 2. Storm said he went to a safe house rented by the CIA and PET in
Denmark. “We sat there, had a barbecue and had a great party,” Storm told Jyllands-Posten. Aminah’s
journey, he recalled, was constantly monitored.

Two days later Storm received a text message from his Danish handler. “Congratulations brother, you
just got rich, very rich,” it read. The intelligence agent included smiley face emoticons in the text
message. Storm claimed he collected his reward on June 9, 2010, at the Crowne Plaza Hotel near
Copenhagen, adding that both a CIA and PET officer were present at the exchange and that the PET
officer was handcuffed to the briefcase that contained his reward. The suitcase was filled with $250,000
in bundled $100 bills. Storm asked for the code to open the suitcase. “Try 007,” the CIA agent told him.
Storm snapped a photo of the cash in the briefcase and later provided it to Jyllands-Posten as evidence to
support his story. Multiple sources confirmed that he received the payment.

The CIA and its allies celebrated what they believed would be a break in the hunt for Awlaki, but their
plot soon ran into trouble. Aminah was scheduled to attend a language school in Sana’a for two weeks
before meeting her groom-to-be. When Awlaki’s aides arrived to pick her up to bring her to Awlaki, they
told her she could not bring her suitcase but could only bring a plastic bag containing her belongings. The
CIA’s bugged suitcase would not make the trek. Soon after, Awlaki and Aminah were married. The CIA
had inadvertently found a European wife for one of its most-wanted targets. Awlaki later sent Storm a
message thanking him for the hookup.



“The Auction of the Assassin”

WASHINGTON, DC, 2010—In the halls of the US Congress, lawmakers fell into two basic camps on the issue
of targeting Anwar Awlaki, a US citizen, for assassination: silence or support. It was not until three
months after the plan was revealed that a US representative spoke out against it. “I don’t support it—
period,” Democrat Dennis Kucinich told me at the time. “I think people in both parties that are concerned
about the Constitution should be speaking out on this.” Kucinich said he had sent several letters to the
Obama administration raising questions about the potential unconstitutionality of the policy, as well as
possible violations of international law, but said he had received no response.

“With all the smart people that are in that administration, they’ve got to know the risks that they’re
taking here with violations of law,” Kucinich said. He called the policy “extra-constitutional, extra-
judicial,” saying it “vitiates the presumption of innocence and the government then becomes the
investigator, policeman, prosecutor, judge, jury, executioner all in one. That raises the greatest questions
with respect to our constitution and our democratic way of life.” He added: “All this is being done in the
name of national security. How do we know why certain people are being killed? I mean, who’s making
that decision? It’s like a God-like power. You can put your finger on someone’s image and say, ‘This
person is gone.’”

The fact that a US citizen was on the hit list was not Kucinich’s only concern. A popular Democratic
president and constitutional law scholar pushing the boundaries beyond the extreme policies of the Bush
administration, Kucinich believed, would have far-reaching consequences. “We are acting out of fear.
We’ve forgotten who we are,” he told me. “We’re knocking out pillars of our democratic traditions here.
The right to a trial? Gone. The right to be able to confront those who are accusing you? Gone. The right to
be free from cruel and unusual punishment? Gone. All of these anchors are being pulled away.” He added,
“Don’t think for a moment that we can do these kinds of things without it having a direct effect here at
home. You can’t have one America abroad and another one at home. It’s all the same. The erosion of
integrity, the erosion of democratic values, the erosion of a benevolent intent all augurs a nation in which
the basic rights of our own people can no longer be secured. They are up for the auction of the assassin.”

In July 2010, Kucinich introduced a bill, HR 6010, “to prohibit the extrajudicial killing of United
States citizens.” In the bill, Kucinich referred to the various executive orders dating back to the Ford
administration prohibiting assassination, including Executive Order 12333, which stated: “No person
employed by or acting on behalf of the United States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage
in, assassination.” In short, the bill called on Congress to affirm that American citizens had a right to due
process before being executed. “The use of extrajudicial force against a citizen of the United States that is
outside of the internationally recognized battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan constitutes a violation of the
law of armed conflict,” the bill declared. “It is in the best interest of the United States to respect the rule
of law and set the example for upholding the principles of international and domestic law.”

Only six other members of the House of Representatives, and not a single senator, signed on to support
Kucinich’s bill. It died immediately.

By July, US intelligence officials acknowledged there had been “almost a dozen” strikes aimed at
killing Awlaki. None of them had succeeded. The leading US organizations that had fought the Bush
administration’s war on terror policies—the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)—had been assessing the Obama administration’s targeted killing program,
primarily focused on the increased US drone strikes in Pakistan. But now that a US citizen had been
identified as a target of the program, they believed it needed to be challenged in the US justice system. It



was “a very important opportunity to challenge the [assassination] program because we actually have the
name of someone—it is not an after-the-fact killing—it’s a case we can bring to try to stop killing with
respect to someone that we know, based on what has been reported, is on a kill list,” said Pardiss
Kebriaei, a CCR senior staff attorney.

Kebriaei and her colleagues reviewed the publicly available facts about Awlaki and came to the
conclusion that Awlaki’s sermons and comments in interviews, while offensive to many Americans, “look
very much like protected First Amendment activity to us” and that, “if he does present a threat, and if what
he is doing is not protected and criminal, then he should be charged and tried and given due process like
anyone, particularly a US citizen.” Kebriaei said that if the United States killed one of its own citizens in
a foreign country where war had not been declared without charging the individual with a crime, it would
amount to “a statement by the US that it is in fact claiming this authority and carrying out this authority to
use lethal military force against suspects of terrorism, wherever they may be found. And the implications
of that legally, morally, politically are terrifying to me.”

After CCR and ACLU lawyers reached Nasser Awlaki through their legal partners in Yemen, he
retained them to represent him on a pro bono basis in a lawsuit challenging the right of the Obama
administration to kill his son without due process. “I will do my best to convince my son to [surrender], to
come back, but they are not giving me time. They want to kill my son. How can the American government
kill one of their own citizens? This is a legal issue that needs to be answered,” Nasser said.

Days after Nasser first spoke with the lawyers in the United States, the Obama administration took
swift action to try to ensure that the case would never be heard in US courts. On July 16, 2010, the
Treasury Department officially labeled Anwar Awlaki a “Specially Designated Global Terrorist.” Rather
than the president or defense secretary or the CIA director, the White House put forward the Treasury
Department’s undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, Stuart Levey, to make the case that
Awlaki had become “operational,” directly accusing him of “preparing” and instructing Abdulmutallab
“for his operation,” alleging that “after receiving this direction from Awlaki, Abdulmutallab obtained the
explosive device he used in the attempted Christmas Day attack.” Levey declared that Awlaki had
“involved himself in every aspect of the supply chain of terrorism—fundraising for terrorist groups,
recruiting and training operatives, and planning and ordering attacks on innocents” but provided no
evidence for these charges.

The designation by the Treasury Department made it a crime for American lawyers to represent Awlaki
without getting a license from the government. On July 23, the ACLU and CCR filed an urgent request for
a license. When they were not granted one, they sued the Treasury Department. On August 4, in response
to the lawsuit, the Treasury Department changed its position, allowing the lawyers to represent Awlaki. A
month later, the CCR and ACLU filed a lawsuit against President Obama, CIA director Panetta, and
Defense Secretary Gates, challenging their intention to target Awlaki for assassination, charging that it
was unlawful. “Outside of armed conflict, both the Constitution and international law prohibit targeted
killing except as a last resort to protect against concrete, specific, and imminent threats of death or serious
physical injury,” the suit alleged. “The summary use of force is lawful in these narrow circumstances only
because the imminence of the threat makes judicial process infeasible. A targeted killing policy under
which individuals are added to kill lists after a bureaucratic process and remain on these lists for months
at a time plainly goes beyond the use of lethal force as a last resort to address imminent threats, and
accordingly goes beyond what the Constitution and international law permit.” They asked a federal judge
to bar the president, the CIA and JSOC “from intentionally killing” Awlaki and to order them “to disclose
the criteria that are used in determining whether the government will carry out the targeted killing of a
U.S. citizen.”

The Obama administration responded forcefully to the lawsuit, invoking an argument that was used
throughout the Bush administration to quash lawsuits seeking to hold Donald Rumsfeld and other officials



liable for their role in extrajudicial killings, torture and extraordinary rendition: the military and state
secrets “privilege.” Justice Department lawyers asked the judge to dismiss the case on other grounds, but
said the court should use the “state and military secrets privilege” if all else failed, saying it would be
“necessary to protect against the risk of significant harm to national security.” Awlaki’s lawsuit, Assistant
Attorney General Tony West argued, “ puts directly at issue the existence and operational details of
alleged military and intelligence activities directed at combating the terrorist threat to the United States.”
He characterized the case as “a paradigmatic example of one in which no part of the case can be litigated
on the merits without immediately and irreparably risking disclosure of highly sensitive and classified
national security information.” He referred to Awlaki as “an operational leader of AQAP.”

The government submitted sworn declarations from Panetta, Gates and Clapper asserting the State
Secrets Privilege and outlining the threat to national security they believed would be posed by litigating
the case. Panetta wrote that he was invoking state secrets “to protect intelligence sources, methods and
activities that may be implicated by the allegations in the Complaint” and argued that if he revealed the
basis for invoking that privilege, it could harm “US national security.” Gates asserted that “the disclosure
of intelligence information related to AQAP and Anwar al-Aulaqi would cause exceptionally grave harm
to national security” and that the US military “cannot reveal to a foreign terrorist organization or its
leaders what it knows about their activities and how it obtained that information.” In essence, the
government was asserting that it had the right to kill a US citizen but that the justification for doing so was
too dangerous to reveal to the American public.

Awlaki’s lawyers responded, charging:

The government’s sweeping invocation of the state secrets privilege to shut down this litigation is as
ironic as it is extreme: that Anwar Al-Aulaqi has been targeted for assassination is known to the world
only because senior administration officials, in an apparently coordinated media strategy, advised the
nation’s leading newspapers that the National Security Council had authorized the use of lethal force
against him.... Had the government itself adhered to the overriding secrecy concerns so solemnly invoked
in its pleadings, those senior officials would not have broadcast the government’s intentions to the entire
world, and intelligence officials, speaking on the record, would have refused all comment rather than
providing tacit acknowledgement that Plaintiff’s son is being targeted.

They asserted: “The government has clothed its bid for unchecked authority in the doctrinal language of
standing, justiciability, equity, and secrecy, but the upshot of its arguments is that the executive, which
must obtain judicial approval to monitor a U.S. citizen’s communications or search his briefcase, may
execute that citizen without any obligation to justify its actions to a court or to the public.”

INSIDE THE WHITE HOUSE, the Obama administration had already been preparing its own legal framework
for killing one of its own citizens. Although the government’s threat to kill Awlaki was met with almost
no outrage or questioning from the US Congress, those in the administration knew that once they killed
Awlaki, the case would almost certainly end up back in court. Senior administration officials began
leaking intelligence they claimed to have on Awlaki to journalists—intelligence that indicated that
Awlaki had become operational and was actively engaged in plots to attack the United States, including
with biological and chemical weapons.

The administration had already determined it intended to assassinate Awlaki, and President Obama
wanted to be able to argue to the American people that it was the right decision. The State Department’s
senior legal adviser, Harold Koh, wanted to lay out the case publicly before Awlaki was killed. He was
tired of hearing scathing criticisms of the targeted killing program from European diplomats and human



rights groups. In an earlier life, Koh had been known as a liberal, pro–human rights, pro–civil liberties
lawyer, and so his stamp of approval was useful to the administration as it sought to defend its
assassination policy in general—and bolster its decision to target a US citizen without trial.

The White House also believed a public defense of the program from Koh would be a strong
preemptive strike against the critics. “The military and the CIA, too, loved the idea,” reported Newsweek
correspondent Daniel Klaidman, author of the book Kill or Capture, about the targeted killing campaign.
“They called the State Department lawyer ‘Killer Koh’ behind his back. Some of the operators even
talked about printing up T-shirts that said: ‘Drones: If they’re good enough for Harold Koh, they’re good
enough for me.’”

In advance of his public speech, the CIA and military gave Koh access to their intel on Awlaki. Koh
settled in for a long day of reading in a Secured Classified Intelligence Facility. According to Klaidman,
whose book was based almost entirely on leaks from administration officials, Koh

ha d set his own legal standard to justify the targeted killing of a US citizen: evil, with iron-clad
intelligence to prove it. It was not exactly a technical, legal standard but it was a threshold he was
comfortable with. Now he was reading about multiple plots to kill Americans and Europeans, all of
which Awlaki had been deeply involved in at an operational level. There were plans to poison Western
water and food supplies with botulinum toxin, as well as attack Americans with ricin and cyanide.
Awlaki’s ingenuity at coming up with newer, deadlier plots was chilling. Koh was shaken when he left
the room. Awlaki was not just evil, he was satanic.

When Koh delivered his speech, on May 25, 2010, he declared, “US targeting practices, including
lethal operations conducted with the use of unmanned aerial vehicles, comply with all applicable law,
including the laws of war.” Koh’s audience for the address was the annual convention of the American
Society of International Law. He gave a full-throated defense of the administration’s targeted killing
police, saying:

Some have argued that the use of lethal force against specific individuals fails to provide adequate
process and thus constitutes unlawful extrajudicial killing. But a state that is engaged in an armed
conflict or in legitimate self-defense is not required to provide targets with legal process before the state
may use lethal force.... Some have argued that our targeting practices violate domestic law, in particular,
the long-standing domestic ban on assassinations. But under domestic law, the use of lawful weapons
systems—consistent with the applicable laws of war—for precision targeting of specific high-level
belligerent leaders when acting in self-defense or during an armed conflict is not unlawful, and hence
does not constitute “assassination.”

Nasser Awlaki’s lawyers did not take the position that Anwar Awlaki was an innocent man. Rather,
they reasoned, if he was what the US government alleged he was—a terrorist and an operational member
of al Qaeda—evidence should be presented that would hold up in a court of law. If what the
administration was leaking to journalists about Awlaki’s deep involvement in terror plots, including
chemical attacks against the United States, was true, then why not indict Awlaki and demand his
extradition from Yemen to face trial? “If someone poses a threat, if there’s evidence against him, fine,
charge him and give him due process,” said Kebriaei, one of Awlaki’s lawyers. “The president and the
Defense Department or CIA, cannot just, on their own, determine in secret that these people are threats
and we can not only detain them, but we can kill them.”

The administration continued to leak intelligence it claimed proved Awlaki was an operational member
of al Qaeda, and media coverage began referring to Awlaki as a leader or the leader of AQAP. When



Awlaki’s lawyers tried to challenge in court the government’s claims that he was a leader of AQAP and
was operational, the US government lawyers shut it down. The government’s “attorney did walk into
court and open with: ‘The context of this case is that we’re talking about a leader of AQAP and
everything else is a state secret. We can’t talk about the evidence, but you should know,’” Kebriaei
recalled. “It can be maddening to hear the government make allegations that are completely unsupported
by any real facts that we’ve seen and not have any access to that information, to be in this position of
seeing that reporting [in the press] and not being able to respond. The Bush administration claimed a
global detention authority in the context of this war on terror, and what the Obama administration is doing
is actually extending that and claiming a global killing authority,” including the right to kill American
citizens.

ANWAR AWLAKI , meanwhile, was spending his days and nights on the run. He knew the Americans were
actively trying to kill him. He would see drones and occasionally see missiles strike nearby. Awlaki had
certainly become increasingly radical in his views of the United States, but from his perspective, it was
America that had changed, not him. Not that long before, Awlaki had advocated voting for George W.
Bush and praised America’s freedoms. He spoke with passion when he condemned al Qaeda and the 9/11
attacks, and talked of Muslims peacefully coexisting with the United States. But between the global
crackdown that followed 9/11 and the US government’s campaign to hunt him down, something in Awlaki
shifted, and he was no longer torn between allegiance to the country of his birth and his religion. “To the
Muslims in America I have this to say: how can your conscience allow you to live in peaceful co-
existence with the nation that is responsible for the tyranny and crimes committed against your own
brothers and sisters? How can you have your loyalty to a government that is leading the war against Islam
and Muslims?” Awlaki asked in one of his audio messages posted online. “Imperial hubris is leading
America to its fate: a war of attrition, a continuous hemorrhage that would end with the fall and
splintering of the United States of America.”

Johari Abdul Malik, who succeeded Awlaki as imam of Dar al Hijrah  mosque in Virginia, was
dumbfounded. He remembered Awlaki as a moderate and as a Muslim leader who bridged two worlds
deftly. “To go from that individual to the person that is projecting these words from Yemen is a shock,” he
said. “I don’t think we read him wrong. I think something happened to him.”



“Martyrdom Is Why We Came Here, My Brother”

YEMEN, 2009–2010—Early on in his stay in Yemen, Samir Khan lost his mobile phone. Such things happen to
tourists and students the world over. But the stakes were higher for Khan. His phone was his only way of
communicating with the people he had come to Yemen to find: the mujahedeen. Khan had the mobile
number of a man he had been told could put him in touch with AQAP, and the two men had been texting
and making plans to meet when Khan’s phone went missing. The young Pakistani American panicked. “He
was heartbroken, as this was the only means of communication between him and the mujahideen,”
recalled his friend Abu Yazeed, a self-professed jihadist. “Despite that, he never thought about turning
back.” Khan went to mosques hoping to find someone who could reconnect him. One night he was
performing Ishaa, the evening prayer, when he felt a tap on his shoulder. “Are you Samir?” the man asked
him. Khan nodded. “I am the brother to whom you have been texting,” the man told him. Soon thereafter,
Khan was packing his bags, leaving behind Sana’a and any pretense that he was there to teach English or
study Arabic at one of its universities. He was on his way to study jihad with mujahedeen, who would
embrace him as one of their muhajireen, or emigrants.

Khan felt he had been in the car “for what seemed like years,” heading over the rough roads that one
must cross to get from Sana’a to southern Yemen. The driver dispatched to take Khan to a mujahedeen
camp had a nashid, a hymn, playing on repeat. It was called “Sir Ya Bin Laden.” Khan had heard the
homage to bin Laden before, but now that he was on his way to meet the warriors from AQAP, it had
taken on a new significance. “Something had struck me at that moment. The nashid repeated lines
pertaining to fighting the tyrants of the world for the purpose of giving victory to the Islamic nation. But it
also reminded the listener that Shaykh Usama bin Ladin is the leader of this global fight,” Khan recalled
in an essay he wrote several months later. “I looked out the window at the tall mud houses below the
beautiful sky and closed my eyes as the wind blew through my hair. I took a deep breath to let it all out.”
He thought, “I am an individual convinced that Islam’s claim to power in the modern world is not going to
be as easy as walking down a red carpet or driving through a green light. I am acutely aware that body
parts have to be torn apart, skulls have to be crushed and blood has to be spilled in order for this to be a
reality. Anyone who says otherwise is an individual who is not prepared to make sacrifices that heroes
and champions make.”

As they got closer to the camp, Khan gazed out the window at the rural landscape. “As my eyes passed
over the mysterious twirls of the sand dunes, I was reminded of the enigma of jihad in the contemporary
world. It’s just absolutely enthralling to know that guerrillas can fight off global superpowers with the
bare minimum resulting in great enemy losses, drainage of the enemy’s economy and a rising popular
support for the mujahidin.”

Back in North Carolina, FBI agents showed up at Khan’s house. “They came to know that Samir had
left for Yemen,” recalled his mother, Sarah Khan. “And they were asking how he went there and things
like that, and if we have any contact with him. They were questioning us about [Samir] going to Yemen.”
The agents asked the Khans “whom he’s been in contact with over there and stuff like that. We had been
seeing different situations that had been appearing in the news, online and the papers about how the FBI
has been keeping a tab on Muslims, so, we thought it was just one of those things.” Sarah Khan had
watched the news about the US cruise missile strikes in Yemen and the “underwear bomb” plot. As a
parent with a son they believed was studying in Yemen, she told me, “of course it was very scary. It was
a very scary moment for us.” But, she reasoned, “Samir was at the university, so we didn’t think that he
was in any danger.” But Samir was not at the university anymore. He was heading straight into the heart of



an expanding US war against AQAP.
People don’t just show up at an al Qaeda camp in Yemen and be greeted with open arms. There is a

vetting process. But Khan was already a known quantity through his blogs and web magazine, and
AQAP’s leadership welcomed the prospect of an American jihadi among their ranks. Khan went through
training in rural Yemen and was eager to see battle. “Samir’s love for Martyrdom in Allah’s sake was
extraordinary,” his friend recalled. Khan once sent him a text message that read: “Martyrdom is why we
came here, my brother. We won’t leave until we get what we came for.” AQAP would eventually publish
photos of Khan wielding weapons and practicing hand-to-hand combat, but the mujahedeen believed that
Khan’s greatest possible contribution to their cause lay in his role as a propagandist. When he eventually
made it to an AQAP base, the Yemeni and Saudi jihadists he met listened to his stories of FBI
surveillance and harassment by the US government. They reviewed his writings and previous work on his
online magazines.

“I realized that he traveled [a] very long distance under very difficult circumstances, not to mention the
fact that he was being wanted and hunted by the CIA,” recalled Abu Yazeed. “His weapons to defend
Islam were very simple; a laptop and a camera. However, he was loaded with ammunition. That
ammunition was the creed of jihad in Allah’s path.” Khan’s new friends found his broad, toothy smile
infectious and would often ask him to laugh “in English.” They “considered him a motivation and an
inspiration for them since he crossed the ocean to support Islam’s cause.”

Although Khan was enthusiastic about getting weapons training, the leadership of AQAP assigned him
to its media division. They wanted his help in creating an English-language publication that could spread
their message to the Muslim diaspora. It was to be a glossy, well-produced magazine called Inspire.
Khan had studied Internet technology during his stint in community college back in North Carolina and had
already created several of his own websites, as well as an online magazine much like the one envisioned
by AQAP. “After some time passed in the company of the mujahidin, I quickly acknowledged that success
does not rely upon the job you undertake from nine to five, nor does it rely upon the wealth that you have
accumulated, nor does it rely upon how far you have taken your studies in college. All of these things are
respectable, but by being with the mujahidin, it helped open my eyes that our reason in life has nothing to
do with any of these things,” Khan remembered. “The only thing in the entire world that matters to me,
more than ever before, is the condition of my heart when I die.”

As Khan settled into life with AQAP, his main role would become “ connecting and facilitating
disparate groups of individuals online,” said Aaron Zelin, a scholar who has studied and written about
AQAP extensively. “He was [such] an important connective tissue and node that without him it is likely
recruitment would have been more difficult, especially after Awlaki’s site went down. He also
understood how to connect with youth in the West without having pretension and as being a co-equal to
show, ‘Look, I’m an average guy, not even a religious scholar and I made it to the fields of jihad to fight
the apostates and Zionist-Crusaders: so can you.’”

As the first issue of Inspire went into production, Khan did graphic design and editing, as well as some
translation. He adopted more than one nom de guerre, among them al Qaqa al Amiriki and Abu Shidah, the
Father of Harshness. “He—as I understood—wanted to choose the toughest of nicknames in order to
terrorize the enemies of Islam,” Abu Yazeed recalled. Khan poured himself into work on Inspire and
studied the Arabic language with a passion. When colleagues tried to practice their English with him,
Khan would respond in Arabic. “I cannot remember a time that we met except that he asked me something
related to Arabic vocabulary,” his friend remembered. “Every time I met him, I would realize an
improvement in his Arabic. Over the time he stayed, he progressed a lot in the Arabic language to the
point that you couldn’t easily tell if he was an English speaking brother.”

Khan became involved with AQAP at the very moment that it was ringing massive alarm bells in
Washington. AQAP intended Inspire to promote its mission to an English-speaking audience and to



encourage “lone wolf” jihadists in the West to conduct attacks, but it also played into the US propaganda
campaign aimed at presenting AQAP as a grave threat. In English, AQAP’s agenda was laid out for all to
see. And, from the first issue, Anwar Awlaki would be a prominent commentator and religious analyst in
the pages of Inspire.

There was very little published in Inspire that had not already been said much earlier in AQAP’s
Arabic-language publication, Sada al-Malahim. Now personnel at US intelligence agencies, which had a
limited number of analysts fluent in Arabic, could read its statements in English. “By the time the first
issue of Inspire came out, AQAP had already released thirteen issues of its Arabic-language magazine,
which had far richer content on AQAP,” said Zelin. Inspire’s publication, he told me, coincided “with
AQAP pursuing its global ambitions more thoroughly in light of the Christmas Day plot. AQAP always
wanted to hit the US. Inspire was a way to rally the Western sympathizers and to try and further bolster its
roster so they can more easily plan attacks against the West.”

The first issue of the magazine was released online, but it was hardly a smashing success. The sixty-
seven-page issue only contained four actual pages of the magazine. The other sixty-three contained a
computer code that, when deciphered, turned out to be cupcake recipes featured on the popular US
daytime talk show Ellen, hosted by gay comedian Ellen DeGeneres. It is unclear how the file was
corrupted, though some reports suggested it was a cyberattack by anti-AQAP hackers, MI-6 or the CIA
itself.

Regardless, issue one of Inspire eventually hit the Web in uncorrupted format in June 2010. “Allah
says: ‘And inspire the believers to fight,’” read the opening line of the letter from Inspire’s unnamed
editor. “It is from this verse that we derive the name of our new magazine.” Inspire, the editor wrote, was
“the first magazine to be issued by the al-Qaeda Organization in the English language. In the West; in East,
West and South Africa; in South and Southeast Asia and elsewhere are millions of Muslims whose first or
second language is English. It is our intent for this magazine to be a platform to present the important
issues facing the ummah today to the wide and dispersed English speaking Muslim readership.”

The issue of Inspire featured an “exclusive” interview with the head of AQAP, Nasir al Wuhayshi,
also known as Abu Basir, as well as translated works from bin Laden and Zawahiri. It also included an
essay praising Abdulmutallab, the failed underwear bomber. The magazine was well produced, with a
layout that resembled a typical US teen magazine, though without fashionably dressed women and
celebrities. Instead, it featured photos of children alleged to have been killed in US missile strikes and
pictures of armed, masked jihadis. An article written under the byline AQ Chef and titled “Make a Bomb
in the Kitchen of Your Mom,” provided instructions on how to manufacture explosive devices from basic
household goods. Another article gave detailed directions on how to download military-grade encryption
software for sending e-mails and text messages.

Perhaps most disturbing, the magazine contained a “Hit List” of people who it alleged had created
“blasphemous caricatures” of the Prophet Muhammad. In late 2005, Jyllands-Posten—the Danish
newspaper that would later publish Morten Storm’s story—commissioned a dozen cartoons of the
Prophet, ostensibly to contribute to a debate about self-censorship within Islam. It had enraged Muslims
across the world at the time, sparked massive protests and resulted in death threats and bomb threats
against the newspaper. The hit list published by Inspire included magazine editors, anti-Muslim pundits
who had defended the cartoons, as well as the novelist Salman Rushdie. But it also included Molly
Norris, a Seattle-based cartoonist who initiated “Everybody Draw Mohammed Day.” Norris said she did
it in response to the US Comedy Central network’s decision to edit out a scene in its popular animated
program South Park that addressed the controversy, after receiving a threat.

Inspire’s hit list was accompanied by an essay penned by Awlaki encouraging Muslims to attack those
who defame the image of Muhammad. “I would like to express my thanks to my brothers at Inspire for
inviting me to write the main article for the first issue of their new magazine. I would also like to



commend them for having this subject, the defense of the Messenger of Allah, as the main focus of this
issue,” Awlaki wrote. He then laid out a defense for assassinating those who engaged in blasphemy of
Muhammad. “The large number of participants makes it easier for us because there are more targets to
choose from in addition to the difficulty of the government offering all of them special protection.” He
continued:

But even then our campaign should not be limited to only those who are active participants. These
perpetrators are not operating in a vacuum. Instead they are operating within a system that is offering them
support and protection. The government, political parties, the police, the intelligence services, blogs,
social networks, the media, and the list goes on, are part of a system within which the defamation of Islam
is not only protected but promoted. The main elements in this system are the laws that make this
blasphemy legal. Because they are practicing a “right” that is defended by the law, they have the backing
of the entire Western political system. This would make the attacking of any Western target legal from an
Islamic viewpoint....Assassinations, bombings, and acts of arson are all legitimate forms of revenge
against a system that relishes the sacrilege of Islam in the name of freedom.

When Inspire was published, some within the US intelligence community panicked. The first concern
was protecting the people who had been identified as targets for assassination. The FBI took immediate
precautions to guard the Seattle cartoonist, whom they feared could be murdered. She eventually changed
her name and moved. Law enforcement agencies in other countries took similar measures.

The “Hit List” embodied the fears that Awlaki would incite young Western Muslims to commit “lone
wolf” acts of terror. Inspire magazine would become one of the primary US sources of intelligence on
AQAP and Awlaki, with intelligence analysts scouring each new issue for clues about his whereabouts or
potential new plots. “The more the US talked about Inspire and Anwar al-Awlaki, the more the media
focused on the magazine and the man, which then resulted in AQAP promoting them more and more,
essentially taking advantage of free advertising,” recalled Gregory Johnsen, the Princeton University
Yemen scholar. “It was a bit of a shock to see the US government’s reaction to Inspire, as AQAP had
been saying many of the same things for years—only they had been saying it in Arabic in the pages of
Sada al-Malahim. When Inspire was first published, a lot of people in the US government who didn’t
have the tools to read Sada al-Malahim suddenly found out what AQAP had been saying, which, coming
in the months after the attempted Christmas Day bombing in 2009, led to an overreaction and a sense of
panic within certain agencies.”

Awlaki and Khan seemed to take great pride in the reaction of the US government to Inspire. In
subsequent issues, Inspire would highlight quotes from US officials condemning the magazine and
reacting to the various threats published in its pages. Samir Khan was suddenly a star figure in the
international jihadi scene. “Khan is widely believed by all serious scholars to be the editor of Inspire
magazine. This is not only because of his articles being published in it, but because of the similarity
between it and Khan’s previous Jihad Recollections publication, which he edited and posted online prior
to his trip to Yemen,” said Zelin. In Yemen, Khan began to develop a close relationship with Awlaki, a
man he had long admired from afar. “Khan is someone who clearly idolized Awlaki both for his
preaching and for the stance he took with his life,” said Johnsen. Eventually, he added, Khan would
become a “sort of executive aide” to Awlaki. And Anwar Awlaki was putting himself out front in a clear
alliance with AQAP. His connections to previous plots had been vague. Now he was openly encouraging
assassinations of specific people around the world.

AQAP leader Nasir al Wuhayshi clearly saw value in the US obsession with Awlaki. So much so that
he actually sent a message to Osama bin Laden proposing that he name Awlaki as the new head of AQAP.
On August 27, 2010, bin Laden ordered his deputy Shaykh Mahmud, also known as Atiya Abdul Rahman,



to relay a message to Wuhayshi. Bin Laden seemed to view Awlaki as an ally and a potentially valuable
asset to al Qaeda’s goals. The problem, bin Laden explained, was that Awlaki was an unknown quantity
to al Qaeda central, a man who had yet to prove his mettle in actual jihad. “The presence of some of the
characteristics by our brother Anwar...is a good thing, in order to serve Jihad,” bin Laden wrote, adding
that he wanted “a chance to be introduced to him more.” Bin Laden explained, “Over here, we are
generally assured after people go to the battlefield and are tested there.” He asked Wuhayshi for “the
resumé, in detail and lengthy, of the brother Anwar al-Awlaki,” as well as a written statement from
Awlaki himself explaining his “vision in detail.” Wuhayshi, bin Laden asserted, should “remain in his
position where he is qualified and capable of running the matter in Yemen.”

Samir Khan relished his newfound fame and penned numerous essays holding up his own experience as
an example for other young Westerners to join the jihad. “I am a traitor to America because my religion
requires me to be one. A traitor can either be praiseworthy or despicable. The good and bad are defined
by a certain political agenda in the eyes of someone,” Khan wrote. “I am proud to be a traitor in
America’s eyes just as much as I am proud to be a Muslim; and I take this opportunity to accentuate my
oath of allegiance (bai’yah) and the mujahidin of the Arabian Peninsula’s bai’yah to the ferocious lion,
the champion of jihad, the humble servant of God, my beloved Shaykh, Usama bin Ladin, may Allah
protect him. Verily, he is the man that has shook the thrones of the tyrants of the world. We pledge to wage
jihad for the rest of our lives until either we implant Islam all over the world or meet our Lord as bearers
of Islam. And how reputable, adventurous and pleasurable is such a life compared to those who remain
sitting, working from nine to five?”



The Persecution of Abdulelah Haider Shaye

YEMEN, SUMMER 2010—In the months after the al Majalah bombing, the young journalist Abdulelah Haider
Shaye would not give up on the story. He regularly raised the issue on Al Jazeera and continued to report
on other US strikes inside Yemen. He had interviewed Awlaki numerous times and had become famous
inside and outside of Yemen as a major critic of the widening covert US war in Yemen. “He was focusing
on how Saleh was using the al Qaeda card to gain more money and logistical support from the United
States,” recalled cartoonist Kamal Sharaf, Shaye’s closest friend. “Abdulelah was the only person critical
and speaking the truth about al Qaeda, so he had significance in the Arab world and in America.” Shaye
was working with the Washington Post , ABC News, Al Jazeera and many other major international
media outlets, often producing stories that cast US policy in Yemen in a negative light.

In July 2010, seven months after the al Majalah attack, Shaye and Sharaf were out running errands.
Sharaf stepped into a supermarket while Shaye waited outside. When Sharaf came out of the store, he told
me, “I saw armed men grabbing him and taking him to a car.” The men, it turned out, were Yemeni
intelligence agents. They snatched Shaye, hooded him and took him to an undisclosed location. The
agents, according to Sharaf, threatened Shaye and warned him against making further statements on TV.
Shaye’s reports on the bombing and his criticism of the US and Yemeni governments, Sharaf said,
“pushed the regime to kidnap him. One of the interrogators told him, ‘We will destroy your life if you
keep on talking.’” Eventually, in the middle of the night, Shaye was dumped back onto a street and
released. “Abdulelah was threatened many times over the phone by the Political Security agents and then
he was kidnapped for the first time, beaten and investigated over his statements and analysis on the
Majalah bombing and the US war against terrorism in Yemen,” Shaye’s Yemeni lawyer, Abdulrahman
Barman, told me. “I believe he was arrested upon a request from the US.”

Shaye responded to his abduction by going back on Al Jazeera and describing his own arrest.
Mohamed Abdel Dayem, who headed the Committee to Protect Journalists’s Middle East and North
Africa program, happened to be in Yemen the night Shaye was arrested. Dayem was in the country to
research a special tribunal that had been established by the Yemeni regime to prosecute journalists who
were critical of the government. Two days before Shaye was arrested, Dayem had met the Yemeni
journalist. “Immediately I could tell this was a very smart journalist and a journalist who really was
willing to put a lot on the line to get the tough stories, because everybody can get the easy stories,” he
recalled. The night Shaye was arrested, Dayem was in the Sana’a studios of Al Jazeera preparing to do an
interview when his phone rang. It was Shaye. “I’m on my way out of prison,” Shaye told him. “I’m going
to go home. I’m putting on a different jacket. This one has blood on it. I’ll be there in twenty minutes.”
Dayem said that Shaye arrived at the studio and “spilled the beans on the air,” describing his abduction
and why he believed he was being targeted.

Around this time, the US government began privately telling major US media outlets that were working
with Shaye that they should discontinue their relationships with him. One source inside a prominent US
media organization told me that the government had warned the outlet that Shaye was using his paychecks
to support al Qaeda. A US intelligence official told another journalist for a prominent US magazine that
“classified evidence” indicated that Shaye was “cooperating” with al Qaeda. “I was persuaded that he
was an agent,” said the official. Just as it wanted Awlaki silenced, the US government wanted anyone
who was putting out Awlaki’s perspective or interviewing leaders of AQAP shut down.

When I met him at a café in Sana’a in 2011, Sharaf shook his head in disbelief at the notion that Shaye
was pro–al Qaeda. “Abdulelah continued to report facts, not for the sake of the Americans or al Qaeda,



but because he believed that what he was reporting was the truth and that it is a journalist’s role to
uncover the truth,” Sharaf told me. “He is a very professional journalist,” he added. “He is rare in the
journalistic environment in Yemen where 90 percent of journalists write extempore and lack credibility.”
Shaye, he explained, is “very open-minded and rejects extremism. He was against violence and the killing
of innocents in the name of Islam. He was also against killing innocent Muslims with the pretext of
fighting terrorism. In his opinion, the war on terror should have been fought culturally, not militarily. He
believes using violence will create more violence and encourage the spread of more extremist currents in
the region.”

In the meantime, Sharaf was encountering his own troubles with the Yemeni regime over his drawings
of President Saleh and his criticism of the Yemeni government’s war against the minority Houthi
population in the north of Yemen. He had also criticized conservative Salafis. And his close friendship
with Shaye put him at risk.

On August 16, 2010, Sharaf and his family had just broken the Ramadan fast when he heard shouting
from outside his home: “Come out, the house is surrounded.” Sharaf walked outside. “I saw soldiers I had
never seen before. They were tall and heavy—they reminded me of American marines. Then, I knew that
they were from the counterterrorism unit. They had modern laser guns. They were wearing American
marine–type uniforms,” he told me. They told Sharaf he was coming with them. “What is the accusation?”
he asked. “They said, ‘You’ll find out.’”

As Sharaf was being arrested, Yemeni forces had surrounded Shaye’s home as well. “Abdulelah
refused to come out, so they raided his house, took him by force, beat him and broke his tooth,” Sharaf
said. “We were both taken blindfolded and handcuffed to the national security prison, which is supported
by the Americans.” They were separated and thrown in dark, underground cells, said Sharaf. “We were
kept for about thirty days during Ramadan in the national security prison where we were continuously
interrogated.”

For that first month, Sharaf and Shaye did not see each other. Eventually, they were taken from the
national security prison to Yemen’s political security prison, where they were put in a cell together.
Sharaf was eventually released, after he pledged to the authorities that he would not draw any more
cartoons of President Saleh. Shaye would make no such deal.

Shaye was held in solitary confinement for thirty-four days with no access to a lawyer. His family did
not even know where he had been taken or why. Eventually, his lawyers received a tip from a released
prisoner that Shaye was in the political security prison, and they were able to see him. “When Abdulelah
was arrested, he was put in a narrow dirty and foul-smelling bathroom for five days. I noticed that one of
Abdulelah’s teeth was extracted and another one was broken, in addition to the presence of some scars on
his chest,” recalled Barman. “There were a lot of scars on his chest. He was psychologically tortured. He
had been told that all his friends and family members had left him and that no one had raised his case. He
was tortured by false information.”

On September 22, Shaye was eventually hauled into a court. Prosecutors asked for more time to
prepare a case against him. A month later, he was locked in a cage in Yemen’s state security court, which
was established by presidential decree and had been roundly denounced by human and media rights
groups as illegal and unfair. The Yemeni government called it a trial. “Yeah. The trial does not pass the
laugh test, at all. And the court does not pass the laugh test,” said Dayem, of the Committee to Protect
Journalists. “I could not locate a single case that was tried in this specialized criminal tribunal...that met,
even remotely, fair trial standards.”

The judge read out a list of charges against Shaye. He was accused of being the “media man” for al
Qaeda, recruiting new operatives for the group and providing al Qaeda with photos of Yemeni bases and
foreign embassies for potential targeting. “The government filed many charges against him,” said Barman.
“Some of these charges were: joining an armed group aiming to target the stability and security of the



country, inciting al Qaeda members to assassinate President Ali Abdullah Saleh and his son, recruiting
new al Qaeda members, working as propagandist for al Qaeda and Anwar Awlaki in particular. Most of
these charges carry the death sentence under Yemeni law.” As the charges against him were read,
according to journalist Iona Craig, a longtime foreign correspondent who reported regularly for the Times
of London from Yemen, Shaye “ paced slowly around the white cell, smiling and shaking his head in
disbelief.”

When the judge finished reading the charges against him, Shaye stood behind the bars of the holding
cell and addressed his fellow journalists. “When they hid murderers of children and women in Abyan,
when I revealed the locations and camps of nomads and civilians in Abyan, Shabwah and Arhab when
they were going to be hit by cruise missiles, it was on that day they decided to arrest me,” he declared.
“You notice in the court how they have turned all of my journalistic contributions into accusations. All of
my journalistic contributions and quotations to international reporters and news channels have been turned
into accusations.” As security guards dragged him away, Shaye yelled, “Yemen, this is a place where,
when a young journalist becomes successful, he is viewed with suspicion.”



The President Can Write His Own Rules

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, LATE 2010 —While US counterterrorism operations expanded in Yemen in the
summer of 2010, Washington and other political and economic forces were drawing up plans for a
neoliberal restructuring of Yemen’s economy. Organized under the banner of “Friends of Yemen,” the US
and British governments joined with the European Union, the International Monetary Fund and some of
Yemen’s neighbors. “ Progress against violent extremists and progress toward a better future for the
Yemeni people will depend upon fortifying development efforts,” US secretary of state Hillary Clinton
said at an early meeting of the group in January 2010. This included what Aaron W. Jost, the National
Security Council’s director for Arabian Peninsula affairs, called “greatly expanded... economic and
humanitarian assistance to the Yemeni people.”

The Obama administration increased USAID funding, humanitarian assistance and “democracy
promotion” funds for Yemen from $14 million two years earlier to $110 million in 2010. “There is no
doubt AQAP is a serious threat to Yemen, the United States, and our allies,” Jost asserted. “However,
support for operations against AQAP is only one piece of the United States’ strategy for Yemen.” But as a
condition of the increased aid Yemen was to receive, President Saleh was forced to accept IMF structural
adjustments, among them “the gradual reduction in the level of Government subsidies on fuel.” A
declaration from the “Friends” openly acknowledged that “necessary economic reforms would have an
adverse impact on the poor.”

Washington and its allies made clear to Saleh that continued military aid was conditioned on his
cooperation with the economic reforms. “The Yemeni people and the international community are both
confronted by real threats from AQAP, and it may take years to decisively defeat it,” Jost declared.
“However, we believe that the future belongs to those who build, not to those who are focused on
destruction. And the United States stands with the people of Yemen as they seek to build a more positive
future and reject AQAP’s efforts to kill innocent men, women and children.”

Saleh’s main priority was not fighting AQAP, but rather suppressing the  internal rebellions he faced
from the Houthis and the southern secessionists. But in order to continue receiving the US military aid he
needed for these internal fights, he had to prove to Washington he was serious about fighting AQAP.
Colonel Lang, who spent years dealing with Saleh as US defense attaché, said that Saleh was very weary
of what he perceived as an attempt by the Obama administration to apply the counterinsurgency doctrine
in Yemen but had to play the game to keep the military aid flowing. “ Saleh doesn’t really want us to get
involved to the extent that the full implications of that doctrine would imply, because then he would be
increasingly relegated to the position of a Karzai-like state—and, in fact, whereas Afghan President
[Hamid] Karzai has never been able to play the game with sufficient skill, to manipulate all the factors to
some end that approximates something that he wants, Saleh has. With great skill,” Lang said at the time.
He added that Saleh knew that the type of money allocated by the “Friends of Yemen” and USAID and for
political reform would be monitored by the United States “so that any graft that occurs does not
excessively benefit him and his cronies, and other things like that which will tend to reduce his net power.
So he’s not gonna be really in favor of that.” But with the intense US focus on AQAP, Saleh’s military aid
lunch ticket, he needed to play the game.

In August 2010, following the rash of killings of Yemeni military and intelligence officials by the
motorcycle assassins, Yemeni forces launched a major offensive in the Lawdar District of Abyan, an
alleged AQAP stronghold. In several days of gun battles, a dozen Yemeni soldiers were reportedly killed,
along with nineteen people the Yemeni government identified as al Qaeda figures. At least three civilians



were also killed, and scores of others fled their homes. “Security forces have taught the terrorists of Al-
Qaeda a hard lesson and inflicted painful hits on them, forcing those terrorist elements that tried to hide,
to flee after dozens were killed and wounded,” Yemen’s deputy interior minister, General Saleh al
Zaweri, declared.

That assessment was not shared in Washington. JSOC forces were scoring occasional victories against
AQAP, but Yemeni Special Operations Forces were perceived as lazy and largely incompetent by their
American counterparts and Saleh’s double-dealing often resulted in shoddy intelligence. In short, there
was what senior US officials described as a “dearth of solid intelligence” in Yemen. JSOC’s forces were
certainly more than capable of finding, fixing and finishing targets, but those operations required solid
intelligence. “All Land Rovers look pretty much alike,” a former high-ranking U.S. intelligence official
familiar with operations in Yemen told the Washington Post. “You have to have something that tells you
this is the one to follow.” The CIA had historically culled personnel  from JSOC and other special
operations units for lethal missions, but the ascent of JSOC within the Bush and Obama administrations
had altered that process. JSOC, insiders told me, wanted to run point—and the CIA was not happy about
it.

The day the Lawdar offensive was over, on August 25, the Washington Post  and Wall Street Journal
both ran front-page stories that were clearly based on leaks from the CIA and its allies in the
administration. “For the first time since the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, CIA analysts see one of al-Qaeda’s
offshoots—rather than the core group now based in Pakistan—as the most urgent threat to U.S. security,”
the Post story began. The Wall Street Journal  added that the administration was considering plans to
“mount a more intense targeted killing program in Yemen.” The Post went on to quote an unnamed senior
administration official as saying that AQAP was “on the upswing,” adding that, between Pakistan and
Yemen, “the relative concern ratios are changing. We’re more concerned now about AQAP than we were
before.” The official said, “We are looking to draw on all of the capabilities at our disposal,” describing
plans for “a ramp-up over a period of months.”

The leaks appeared to reflect a power play by the CIA to assert a greater role in Yemen operations,
which had become dominated by JSOC. “You’re not going to find bomb parts with USA markings on
them,” the senior official said, clearly referencing JSOC’s December 2009 Tomahawk strike in al
Majalah and the misinformed attack in Marib that killed the deputy governor on his negotiation mission.
The official made it clear that the White House was considering a plan to deploy more CIA drones.

“The Agency has taken advantage of every criticism of the performance of JSOC as an argument to
regain control over covert operations,” said Colonel Lang, who spent his career working with both
Special Operations Forces and the CIA, including operationally in Yemen. “The competition between the
military clandestine services and the CIA is greater than ever before.” Although the CIA was clearly
seeking an advantage in its power struggle with JSOC over control of the Yemen ops, there was also a
crucial strategic interest on the part of the administration in making a shift in the CIA’s direction: placing
JSOC forces under the sponsorship of the CIA would, under US law, allow “elite U.S. hunter-killer
teams” to operate far more freely in Yemen without the consent of Yemen’s government.

In September 2010, as Obama’s senior counterterrorism adviser, John Brennan, visited Yemen, Saleh
launched yet another offensive against AQAP, this time in the city of Hawta in Shabwah Province, sixty
miles from the home of Anwar Awlaki. Led by CTU forces trained and armed by the United States,
Yemeni commandos laid siege to the town, shelling it with artillery and launching helicopter attacks.
Although the extent of the US role remains classified, military officials confirmed US forces were
involved in a limited capacity. As thousands of people fled their homes, Brennan was in Sana’a on
September 20 for meetings with Saleh. The timing of the offensive was classic Saleh, enabling him to
point to a concrete, ongoing operation against AQAP in his meetings with Brennan. As the two men met,
the Friends of Yemen group was preparing to hold ministerial-level talks in New York on aid to the



country. According to a statement released by the National Security Council, Brennan and Saleh
“discussed cooperation against the continuing threat of al-Qa’ida, and Mr. Brennan conveyed the United
States’ condolences to the Yemeni people for the loss of Yemeni security officers and citizens killed in
recent al-Qa’ida attacks.” Although Yemen’s government publicly hailed its success in Hawta and
Lawdar, the operations amounted to a failure, as the main al Qaeda targets of the raids in both places
escaped and tribal rage increased against the government.

A MONTH AFTER MEETING WITH SALEH , Brennan received a late-night phone call on October 28, 2010, from
his friend Prince Mohammed bin Nayef. Saudi intelligence, the prince said, had uncovered a plot by
AQAP to bring down US cargo planes. The bombs, he said, were already in place. Shortly after 10:30
p.m., Brennan warned President Obama of a “potential terrorist threat” to the US homeland. Saudi
intelligence provided US and British intelligence with tracking numbers for packages they believed
contained explosives. By the time Brennan heard of the plot, one of the planes carrying the alleged bomb
had already left Sana’a. The package was transferred to a UPS plane and flown to Germany, where it was
transferred again before arriving at 2:13 a.m. local time at East Midlands Airport in Leicestershire, one
hundred miles north of London. British security forces recovered the package, which was addressed to a
synagogue in Chicago.

The package contained an office-sized printer cartridge equipped with a circuit board. Instead of toner,
the cartridge contained white powder. Initial tests performed in Britain, including with bomb-sniffing
dogs and explosive detection equipment, indicated it was not a bomb. The package was kept in Britain for
further tests and the plane was cleared to continue its journey to Philadelphia. The suspicious package,
meanwhile, was flown by helicopter to the Defense Science and Technology Laboratory at Fort Halstead
for analysis. It was later revealed that the powder contained 400 grams of PETN, the same material used
in Abdulmutallab’s underwear device and in the attempt on Prince bin Nayef’s life. The package was
armed with an alarm clock on a Nokia mobile phone’s circuit board. Scotland Yard subsequently said that
had the bomb not been removed, “activation could have occurred over the eastern seaboard of the U.S.,”
with detonation set to occur at 5:30 a.m. Eastern time. A senior British counterterrorism official told the
Guardian newspaper that the device was “one of the most sophisticated we’ve seen. The naked eye won’t
pick it up, experienced bomb officers did not see it, x-ray screening is highly unlikely to catch it.” A
second bomb was discovered in Dubai on board a FedEx plane. It contained 300 grams of PETN. Like
the other package, it was addressed to a Jewish organization based in Chicago. Ironically, neither of the
addresses was current. Investigators suspected that whoever sent the packages had obtained outdated
information online.

The packages were sent to the Jewish organizations in Chicago but addressed to two infamous and
long-dead historical figures. One was addressed care of Diego Deza, the brutal grand inquisitor who, for
a period, led the Spanish Inquisition. The other was addressed to Reynald Krak, a French knight of the
Second Crusade known for his mass murder of Muslims. Krak was eventually beheaded by Saladin, the
Muslim warrior who defeated the Crusaders in the twelfth century.

On Friday, October 29, Americans watched as breaking news coverage showed US warplanes
escorting a cargo plane to an emergency landing at JFK Airport. Images were broadcast of other planes
being swept at Philadelphia and Newark Airports. And reports of more potentially dangerous packages
spread. That night, President Obama said that the explosives had posed a “credible terrorist threat.” In the
end, none of the bombs detonated and the speculation of explosives aboard other planes proved to be just
that. Once the Yemen connection was clear, there was no debate within the administration: all eyes
focused on AQAP.

In November, AQAP published a “special issue” of Inspire. The cover featured a foggy image of a



UPS cargo plane with the simple headline: “$4,200.” That was the cost, according to AQAP, of the
attempted bombings, which the group labeled “Operation Hemorrhage.” The magazine featured photos
purporting to show the printer cartridge bombs before they were shipped and articles outlining the
objectives and technical details of the bombs. AQAP also claimed that it had succeeded in taking down a
UPS plane a few months earlier, on September 3. “We have succeeded in bringing down the UPS plane
but because the enemy’s media did not attribute the operation to us we have remained silent so we may
repeat the operation,” the magazine stated. A UPS plane did indeed crash that day, killing two crew
members. Investigators said the accident occurred after a fire broke out in the plane. US officials
dismissed suggestions it was a terror attack. “We would like to ask: Why didn’t the enemy reveal the truth
about what happened with the downed UPS plane?” AQAP’s statement read. “Is it because the enemy
could not discover why the plane was brought down? Or was it because the Obama administration wanted
to conceal the truth so it doesn’t expose the failure of his administration especially...during an election
season?” AQAP labeled September 3, “The day a tree fell into a forest that no one heard.”

As for the attempted bombings in October, AQAP’s “Head of Foreign Operations” wrote in Inspire
that bringing down the planes would have been a bonus but that the “objective was not to cause maximum
casualties but to cause maximum losses to the American economy. That is also the reason why we singled
out the two U.S. air freight companies: FedEx and UPS for our dual operation.” Noting that the US and
other governments would likely spend substantial amounts of money reviewing and changing airport
screening procedures, he wrote, “You either spend billions of dollars to inspect each and every package
in the world or you do nothing and we keep trying again.” He said they had selected addresses in Chicago
because it was “Obama’s city.” The magazine also featured a picture of a beat-up copy of a Dickens
book. It was a title that Awlaki had read in prison. “We were very optimistic about the outcome of this
operation,” the alleged head of foreign ops wrote. “That is why we dropped into one of the boxes a novel
titled, Great Expectations.”

Four days after the cargo bombs were discovered, Yemen indicted Awlaki in absentia on charges
unrelated to the bomb plot. The official charge was “incitement to kill foreigners and members of security
services.” The judge ordered prosecutors to hunt down Awlaki and bring him to justice dead or alive.
Regardless of the specific charges against Awlaki, it was clear that the indictment was coordinated with
Washington and intended to give legitimacy to the continued targeting and potential assassination of
Awlaki while placing responsibility once again on the Yemenis.

JUDGE JOHN BATES , a 2001 appointee of President George W. Bush, heard oral arguments in Al-Aulaqi v.
Obama, challenging the administration’s placement of a US citizen on an assassination list. “How is it
that judicial approval is required when the United States decides to target a U.S. citizen overseas for
electronic surveillance, but that, according to defendants, judicial scrutiny is prohibited when the United
States decides to target a U.S. citizen overseas for death?” the judge asked. The government’s lawyers
maintained that the matter of Anwar Awlaki was a state secret, was a national security policy determined
by the president and did not belong in the courts. Judge Bates called the lawsuit “a unique and
extraordinary case” in which “vital considerations of national security and of military and foreign affairs
(and hence potentially of state secrets) are at play.” Bates asked: Can a US citizen “use the U.S. judicial
system to vindicate his constitutional rights while simultaneously evading U.S. law enforcement
authorities, calling for ‘jihad against the West,’ and engaging in operational planning for an organization
that has already carried out numerous terrorist attacks against the United States? Can the Executive order
the assassination of a U.S. citizen without first affording him any form of judicial process whatsoever,
based on the mere assertion that he is a dangerous member of a terrorist organization?” Judge Bates
concluded, “These and other legal and policy questions posed by this case are controversial and of great



public interest.”
But Judge Bates dismissed the case on December 7, 2010, on procedural grounds, ruling that Anwar’s

father, Nasser, did not have standing to file suit on behalf of his son and that the case would not have
survived a review of the “political questions” it raised regarding the president’s authority to wage war.
Judge Bates concluded that “the serious issues regarding the merits of the alleged authorization of the
targeted killing of a U.S. citizen overseas must await another day.”

Awlaki’s lawyers were disappointed but not surprised by the ruling. The CCR and ACLU had spent
eight years fighting the Bush administration on the very same issues, though they asserted that this case
was more far-reaching in its implications. “If the court’s ruling is correct, the government has
unreviewable authority to carry out the targeted killing of any American, anywhere, whom the president
deems to be a threat to the nation,” said the ACLU’s Jameel Jaffer after the ruling was announced. “It
would be difficult to conceive of a proposition more inconsistent with the Constitution or more dangerous
to American liberty.” In a way, the Awlaki case was a microcosm of President Obama’s evolving
approach to counterterrorism, which was remarkably similar to that of his predecessor: the president can
write his own rules.



Al Qaeda’s “Foothold in Somalia Has Probably Been
Facilitated”

SOMALIA, 2010—While the legal battle played out over whether the United States could assassinate one of
its own citizens, the White House’s counterterrorism team was not just concerned with Awlaki or AQAP
in Yemen. It was also confronting an increasingly broad-based threat in Somalia, thanks to a newly
emboldened and unified Islamist movement there. The militant group al Shabab had signed an “agreement
for unification” with Hassan Turki’s Ras Kamboni militia, with the explicit aim of “establishing an
Islamic state that will implement Shariah law.” But it was the last point of their agreement that mattered
most in US counterterrorism circles. “In order to restore the damaged dignity of Muslims, their political
power, economic strength and military might, all Muslims in the region should be united and end the
hostility among them created by colonial powers,” the statement declared. “To prevent invasion by the
international crusaders and the attacks they have carried out against our Muslim people, the Jihad in the
Horn of Africa must be combined with the international Jihad led by the Al-Qaeda network and its Amir
Sheikh Osama bin-Laden.”

Al Shabab, in justifying its alliance with al Qaeda, conflated its embrace of the terror group with
resistance against foreign aggression. The opportunity to paint itself that way was a gift that Osama bin
Laden could only have dreamed of in the 1990s. And Washington’s missteps and miscalculations had
helped to deliver it. “The United States has launched air strikes to target high-level members of al-Shabab
it believes have links to Al Qaeda. But experts say these air strikes have only increased popular support
for al-Shabab. In fact, they argue that two of the only actions that could galvanize al-Shabab and increase
its support within Somalia are additional air strikes by the United States, or a return of Ethiopian troops,”
a report by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee concluded in early 2010. “Al Qaeda is now a more
sophisticated and dangerous organization in Africa,” the report asserted, noting that al Qaeda’s “foothold
in Somalia has probably been facilitated by the involvement of Western powers and their allies.”

Although al Shabab’s jihad had, to that point, been confined to the borders of Somalia, the group would
soon mark its formal declaration of unity with al Qaeda by hitting its enemies on their own territory.

SOMETHING HAPPENED to the Somali militia leader Ahmed Madobe during his two years in Ethiopian
custody after JSOC nearly killed him in 2007. After reaching an agreement in 2009 with the Ethiopian and
Somali governments that he would renounce al Shabab and actively fight them, Madobe was back in his
region of Somalia. As he tells it, he had planned to go back to Jubba and try to figure out the best deal he
could make. If it was with the Somali government, so be it. If it wasn’t, well, once a guerrilla, always a
guerrilla.

But when he returned to his region, Madobe discovered that it was no longer his. Madobe’s mentor,
Hassan Turki, had merged Ras Kamboni with al Shabab and pledged allegiance to al Qaeda. Madobe was
given a choice by his former comrades: with us or against us. Madobe says he tried to negotiate a power-
sharing agreement for the region, but al Shabab rejected it. So Madobe chose the only real option
available to him. At least that is how he prefers to tell it. “The view I had about Ethiopia greatly changed,
as did the one I had about international policy on Somalia,” he told me. In early 2010, Madobe announced
his forces were at war with al Shabab and supporting Somalia’s government; and it was clear that he had
forged a new relationship with the Ethiopians, who had long funded various Somali warlords and



political figures. “We were fighting against the Ethiopians and the Americans and considered them
enemies,” he asserted. “But these guys from al Shabab are worse than them because they spoiled the
image of Islam and our peoples’ values. So now, the differences between me, the Ethiopians and the US
are small in contrast with the differences I have with al Shabab.”

Turki’s alliance with al Shabab was of particular concern to the United States, as it gave the alliance
ownership of the key port town of Kismayo. Control of that port, along with “the secondary ports of
Marka and Baraawe...emerged as the most important source of income for [al Shabab],” according to a
UN report. Al Shabab “generates between $35 million and $50 million per year from port revenues, of
which at least $15 million is based on trade in charcoal and sugar.” The United States wanted that cash
flow cut off. So, the Americans began backing Ahmed Madobe, a former member of the Islamic Courts
Union whom JSOC had tried to kill in 2007. Madobe had once been an ally of both al Shabab and Hasan
Turki’s Ras Kamboni militia. Madobe and his men began receiving “training and support” from US-
backed Kenyan military forces. They rode around in new technicals and, during battles with al Shabab
forces, received artillery backup from Kenyan forces, including military helicopters providing air
support. Madobe would become one of the new generation of US-backed warlords drawn from the rubble
of the Islamic Courts Union. He would not be the last.

IN 2010, THE WORLD CUP—the most famous sporting event in the world—was hosted by South Africa. It
was the first time the final would be played in Africa, and the entire continent was transformed into one
huge arena. Large screens were set up in fields and stadiums and every bar, restaurant and café broadcast
the games. Uganda was no exception. On July 11, 2010, in the neighborhood of Kabalagala in the capital,
Kampala, scores of people were watching the World Cup Final between the Netherlands and Spain at the
Ethiopian Village restaurant. As the match reached halftime, the score was tied 0–0. Boom! An explosion
rocked the restaurant, which was packed with mostly foreigners. Fifteen people were killed and scores
wounded, including six Mennonite missionaries. With the match approaching its ninetieth minute, a few
miles north at the Kyadondo Rugby Club in Nakawa, a second blast went off. It was followed by an
explosion right at the base of the large screen where people were crowded around watching the match. In
all, sixty-four people died from the Nakawa bombing, most of them Ugandans. A twenty-five-year-old US
aid worker was also killed. A severed head found at the scene was reportedly that of a Somali national,
believed by Ugandan authorities to be a suicide bomber. Another suicide vest was later found
undetonated.

Immediately after the double bombings, speculation pointed toward al Shabab. But the group had never
struck beyond its borders. Lower-ranking al Shabab members praised the attacks, with one saying he was
“very happy,” though they stopped short of taking responsibility. But on July 12, Sheikh Ali Mohamud
Rage, al Shabab’s spokesman, boldly proclaimed the group was behind the bombings. “We will carry out
attacks against our enemy wherever they are,” he said. “No one will deter us from performing our Islamic
duty.” He added: “We thank the mujahideens that carried out the attack. We are sending a message to
Uganda and Burundi, if they do not take out their AMISOM troops from Somalia, blasts will continue and
it will happen.” While Uganda and Somalia’s neighbors went on a state of high alert, back in Mogadishu
al Shabab was preparing for a major campaign to take down the weak government AMISOM was
protecting.

THE FIRST TWO YEARS of the Obama administration’s foreign policy were largely centered on Afghanistan
and Iraq—and embroiled in controversy over the prison camp at Guantánamo—but by 2010, Somalia was
becoming a major area of concern. JSOC had conducted a handful of operations in the country, most



notably the operation that had killed Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, the head of al Qaeda in East Africa. But as
the United States escalated its attacks, al Shabab seemed to become more daring. Every week, the group
took more territory. Al Shabab controlled the largest swath of land of any al Qaeda affiliate in the world.
Somalia received the dubious honor of being named the terrorism capital of the world in Maplecroft’s
Global Terrorism Risk Index for 2010, with a harrowing 556 terrorist attacks between June 2009 and
June 2010, which killed 1,437 people. The White House’s rhetoric against al Shabab began to turn
markedly more bellicose, as Obama issued Executive Order 13536, declaring a “national emergency to
deal with [the Somalia] threat.” Among the most serious concerns identified by the US counterterrorism
community was the issue of foreign fighters, particularly those from the United States who had been used
as suicide bombers.

On August 5, 2010, Attorney General Eric Holder announced the unsealing of the indictments of
fourteen US-based individuals accused of giving material support to al Shabab. “These indictments and
arrests—in Minnesota, Alabama, and California—shed further light on a deadly pipeline that has routed
funding and fighters to al Shabab from cities across the United States,” Holder said. “While our
investigations are ongoing around the country, these arrests and charges should serve as an unmistakable
warning to others considering joining or supporting terrorist groups like al Shabab: if you choose this
route you can expect to find yourself in a U.S. jail cell or a casualty on the battlefield in Somalia.”
Mogadishu residents began reporting seeing surveillance planes regularly hovering over the capital.

The Obama administration was ratcheting up its operations. But so, too, was al Shabab.
On August 22, 2010, al Shabab launched what the UN Monitoring Group on Somalia and Eritrea called

“its most significant military campaign since May 2009.” Sheikh Rage held a press conference on August
23 to announce a “massive war” to wipe out the US-backed Somali government once and for all.

Al Shabab had been mobilizing for months, in anticipation of a much-touted AMISOM offensive that
would not materialize until much later. With a force numbering between 2,500 and 5,000 militants, al
Shabab mounted direct assaults on Villa Somalia and other seats of government power and attempted to
beat back Somali government and AMISOM forces in key districts of Mogadishu. At least eighty people
were killed and scores wounded during the week of intense violence from August 23 to August 30. Other
major incidents included an attack on the Presidential Palace on August 30 and a deadly roadside bomb
the next day. Two days into this “Ramadan Offensive,” on August 24, three antigovernment militiamen
disguised as Somali government soldiers laid siege to the Muna Hotel, which lies a few hundred yards
from Villa Somalia. The attack, which involved two suicide bombers, killed at least thirty-three people,
including several parliamentarians. Following the attack, Somali government forces tied the remains of
one of the al Shabab attackers to the back of a vehicle and drove it through the town.

“This is a particularly outrageous act during the Islamic month of Ramadan,” said John Brennan,
Obama’s top counterterrorism adviser, on the day of the hotel attack. “The United States will continue to
partner with those who oppose terrorism, extremism and violence in all forms, and will continue to work
very closely with those in Africa, particularly in the Horn of Africa in Somalia.”

Two weeks later, on September 9, 2010, the airport was hit by a dual car bombing during a visit from
an international delegation that included the UN special representative for the secretary general and the
special representative of the African Union’s chairman. These high-level officials were unscathed, though
the bombings—and ensuing fighting—claimed the lives of two AMISOM troops and at least five
civilians. According to the terror monitoring group Critical Threats, 23,000 Mogadishu residents had
been displaced by the fighting by the end of September.

Serious battles continued throughout Mogadishu in September. Al Shabab made impressive gains in the
opening salvos of the offensive, although the operation ultimately spurred AMISOM to deploy 2,000
additional troops. The offensive was eventually repelled. A significant factor in al Shabab’s failure,
according to the UN Monitoring Group, may have been “the overdependence of [al Shabab] on child



soldiers who were unable to hold their own against AMISOM troops or, to a lesser degree,” Somali
government forces and pro-government militias. Al Shabab reportedly suffered major casualties, both foot
soldiers and higher-ranking commanders, and in some cases lost territory to the pro-government forces. In
the end, the al Shabab offensive partially succeeded in further destabilizing a Somali government that was
already in critical condition. It also spurred an internal debate within the nexus of al Shabab and al Qaeda
about tactics and the wisdom of trying to hold territory or overrun the capital city. In the meantime, the
CIA was expanding its presence in Mogadishu.



“Anwar Awlaki... Definitely Has a Missile in His Future”

YEMEN, 2011—In January 2011, Yemeni journalist Abdulelah Haider Shaye was convicted of terrorism-
related charges by a Yemeni court and sentenced to five years in prison, followed by two years of
restricted movement and government surveillance. Throughout his trial, Shaye refused to recognize the
legitimacy of the court and declined to present a legal defense. Human Rights Watch said the specialized
court where Shaye was tried “failed to meet international standards of due process,” and his lawyers
argued that the little “evidence” that was presented against him relied overwhelmingly on fabricated
documents. “What happened was a political not judicial decision. It has no legal basis,” said
Abdulrahman Barman, Shaye’s lawyer, who boycotted the trial. “Having witnessed his trial I can say it
was a complete farce,” said Iona Craig, the Times of London journalist.

Several international human rights groups condemned the trial as a sham and an injustice. “There are
strong indications that the charges against [Shaye] are trumped up and that he has been jailed solely for
daring to speak out about US collaboration in a cluster munitions attack which took place in Yemen,” said
Amnesty International’s Philip Luther.

There is no doubt that Shaye was reporting on stories that both the Yemeni and US governments wanted
to suppress. He was also interviewing people Washington was hunting, namely, Anwar Awlaki. Although
the US and Yemeni governments alleged that he was a facilitator for al Qaeda propaganda, close
observers of Yemen disagreed. “ It is difficult to overestimate the importance of his work,” said Gregory
Johnsen, the Yemen scholar at Princeton University who had been communicating with Shaye since 2008.
He told me, “Without Shaye’s reports and interviews we would know much less about Al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula than we do, and if one believes, as I do, that knowledge of the enemy is important to
constructing a strategy to defeat them, then his arrest and continued detention has left a hole in our
knowledge that has yet to be filled.”

After Shaye was convicted and sentenced, tribal leaders pressured President Saleh to issue a pardon.
“Some prominent Yemenis and tribal sheikhs  visited the president to mediate in the issue and Saleh
agreed to release and pardon him,” recalled Barman. “We were waiting for the release of the pardon—it
was printed out and prepared in a file for the president to sign and announce the next day.” Word of the
impending pardon leaked in the Yemeni press. That day, February 2, 2011, President Saleh received a
call from President Obama. The two discussed counterterrorism cooperation and the battle against
AQAP. At the end of the call, Obama “expressed concern” over the release of Shaye, whom Obama said
“had been sentenced to five years in prison for his association with AQAP.” In fact, Shaye had not yet
been released at the time of the call, but Saleh did have the pardon for him prepared and was ready to
sign it. It would not have been unusual for the White House to express concern about Yemen’s allowing
AQAP suspects to go free. Suspicious prison breaks of Islamist militants in Yemen had been a regular
occurrence over the preceding decade, and Saleh had been known to exploit the threat of terrorism to
leverage counterterrorism dollars from the United States. But this case was different: Abdulelah Haider
Shaye was not an Islamist militant or an al Qaeda operative. He was a journalist. After the call from
Obama, Saleh ripped up the pardon.

“Certainly Shaye’s reports were an embarrassment for the US and Yemeni government, because at a
time when both governments were seeking and failing to kill key leaders within AQAP, this single
journalist with his camera and computer was able to locate these same leaders and interview them,”
Johnsen told me. “There is no publicly available evidence to suggest that Abdulelah was anything other
than a journalist attempting to do his job, and it remains unclear why the US or Yemeni government refuse



to present the evidence they claim to possess.”
Shaye staged a brief hunger strike to protest his imprisonment, ending it after his family expressed

concerns about his deteriorating health. While international media organizations, including the Committee
to Protect Journalists, the International Federation of Journalists and Reporters Without Borders, called
for Shaye’s release, his case received scant attention in the United States. Yemeni journalists, human
rights activists and lawyers charged that he remained in jail at the request of the White House. State
Department spokesperson Beth Gosselin told me the United States wanted him kept behind bars. “We
remain concerned about Shaye’s potential release due to his association with Al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula. We stand by the president’s comments.” When asked whether the US government should
present evidence to support its claims about Shaye’s association with AQAP, Gosselin told me, “That is
all we have to say about this case.”

When Times of London journalist Iona Craig questioned the US ambassador to Yemen, Gerald
Feierstein, about Shaye’s case, she said Feierstein laughed at the question before answering. “Shaye is in
jail because he was facilitating al Qaeda and its planning for attacks on Americans and therefore we have
a very direct interest in his case and his imprisonment,” Feierstein said. When Craig mentioned the shock
waves it had sent through the journalism community in Yemen, Feierstein replied, “This isn’t anything to
do with journalism, it is to do with the fact that he was assisting AQAP and if they [Yemeni journalists]
are not doing that they don’t have anything to worry about from us.”

For many journalists in Yemen, the publicly available “facts” about how Shaye was “assisting” AQAP
indicated that simply interviewing al Qaeda–associated figures, or reporting on civilian deaths caused by
US strikes, was a crime in the view of the US government. “I think the worst thing about the whole case is
that not only is an independent journalist being held in proxy detention by the US,” said Craig, “but that
they’ve successfully [intimidated] other Yemeni journalists investigating air strikes against civilians and,
most importantly, holding their own government to account. Shaye did both of those things.” She added,
“With the huge increase in government air strikes and US drone attacks recently, Yemen needs journalists
like Shaye to report on what’s really going on.”

ANWAR AWLAKI’S BLOG  had been shut down by the US government and the “Internet Imam” had no
presence on the Web except for his essays in Inspire magazine. The one journalist who had dared to
interview him was locked up. Now the White House wanted to finish the job. As it moved forward with
its plans to assassinate Awlaki, the White House dispatched the US government’s top lawyer, Attorney
General Eric Holder, for a high-profile television interview on ABC’s flagship morning show, Good
Morning America. The interview was advertised as a “Blunt Warning on Terror Attacks,” with a banner
proclaiming that the threat of “Home Grown Terror” was causing the attorney general “Sleepless Nights.”
Holder said, “What I am trying to do in this interview is to make people aware of the fact that the threat is
real, the threat is different, the threat is constant.” He added, “The threat has changed from simply
worrying about foreigners coming here, to worrying about people in the United States, American citizens
—raised here, born here, and who for whatever reason, have decided that they are going to become
radicalized and take up arms against the nation in which they were born.” As images of Anwar Awlaki
appeared, a headline flashed on screen: “New Top Terror Worry: Cleric Who Rivals Bin Laden.”

The reporter brought up the “Underwear Bomber” who tried to bring down the Northwest Airlines
flight on Christmas Day and the cargo plane bomb plots. Awlaki is “an extremely dangerous man. He has
shown a desire to harm the United States, a desire to strike the homeland of the United States,” Holder
said. “He is a person who—as an American citizen—is familiar with this country and he brings a
dimension, because of that American familiarity, that others do not.” The danger Awlaki posed to the
United States, Holder said, was an ability to incite potential terrorists to act. “The ability to go into your



basement, turn on your computer, find a site that has this kind of hatred spewed...they have an ability to
take somebody who is perhaps just interested, perhaps just on the edge, and take them over to the other
side,” he said. Awlaki “would be on the same list with bin Laden.” The reporter asked Holder whether
the United States preferred to capture Awlaki and put him on trial or to kill him outright. “Well, we
certainly want to neutralize him. And we will do whatever we can in order to do that,” Holder replied.

Awlaki had now achieved epic status as the top US outlaw across the globe. The lawyers from the
ACLU and Center for Constitutional Rights who were fighting to stop the government from killing Awlaki
were mystified that the government would present no evidence to back up the claims Holder and other
officials were publicly making in the media and through leaks to a select group of journalists. “Even if
what [Awlaki] is saying is criminal, charge him, try him. That’s still not a reason to send a drone into
Yemen and kill him,” Pardiss Kebriaei, one of his lawyers, told me. “So whatever people may think, and
whatever he may be saying, even if it has crossed the line, the point here is that the government cannot just
determine, on the basis of some vague allegation of a threat, that he should be killed without due process.”

The Obama administration disagreed.
The time clock in the game of cat-and-mouse with US drones and Awlaki was running out. Obama was

deploying teams from JSOC and the CIA to hunt him down and kill him. Former Navy Intelligence officer
Malcolm Nance told me at the time that Awlaki was “dangerous on a strategic scale” and that he
“definitely has a missile in his future. You cannot allow [him] to shape the battlefield ideologically and
turn that into combat capacity.”

Soon after the cargo bomb plot was foiled, British media outlets reported that British SAS forces were
operating in Yemen alongside JSOC and Yemen’s CTU “ in missions to kill or capture” AQAP leaders. In
February 2011, the National Counterterrorism Center’s director, Michael Leiter, briefed Congress on the
top threats faced by the United States worldwide. “Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, with Al-Awlaki as
a leader within that organization, is certainly the most significant risk to the U.S. homeland,” he declared
before the House Homeland Security Committee. “Al-Awlaki  is the most well-known English-speaking
ideologue who is speaking directly to folks here in the homeland.”

The former DIA Yemen analyst Joshua Foust characterized Obama’s response at the time like this: “ He
immediately sent drones and special operations guys to Yemen. It was immediately, ‘Let’s send JSOC.’
Send in the Ninjas.” Without providing details, which he said were classified, Foust asserted that he had
seen targeted killing operations conducted that he believed were warranted and that he did not believe
such strikes were “theoretically a bad thing.” Foust, however, told me he was deeply concerned about the
standards that were being used to determine who would be targeted for killing. “Frankly, most of the time
when I was working on Yemen was spent arguing” with Special Operations Command-Yemen and other
DIA analysts “about evidentiary standards,” he said. “The evidentiary standard for actually killing people
off, to me, is frighteningly low. I think it’s like three separate corroborated HUMINT reports, and that’s
it? In a court of law, that only amounts to hearsay. I don’t understand how people are that comfortable
with killing people on evidence that thin.” He added, “If you are going to murder someone, you need to
have a very good reason to do it, and you need to have absolutely unequivocal evidence that this is
necessary, and will materially advance our interests. And that just doesn’t happen.” Eventually, Foust
said, his branch chief at the DIA “told me to back off and shut up.”



The Curious Case of Raymond Davis: Act I

PAKISTAN, 2011 —The burly thirty-six-year-old American would have blended in perfectly in his small
hometown of Big Stone Gap, nestled in the mountainous countryside of rural southwest Virginia. With his
checkered flannel shirt and blue jeans and scruffy, graying stubble, perhaps the only unusual thing about
him would have been his choice of vehicle: a white Honda Civic rather than a pickup truck. But on
January 27, 2011, Raymond Davis was not driving around Big Stone Gap, Virginia. He was half a world
away, stuck in traffic in the chaotic streets of Pakistan’s second-largest city, Lahore. There, the Honda
Civic blended in perfectly. It was a local rental car and bore a Lahore plate registered as LEC-10/5545.

The full details of what happened at the Mozang Chowk intersection that day may never be known. And
who exactly Raymond Davis is and what he was doing in Lahore—or in Pakistan in general—is even
murkier. Within moments of Davis’s vehicle coming to a stop, three people would be dead, the American
would be on his way to a notorious Lahore jail, mobs of angry Pakistanis would be calling for his death
and the most significant diplomatic crisis between the Pakistani and American governments since the
1979 burning and ransacking of the US Embassy in Islamabad would be in full swing.

If the official version of that day’s events, as provided by Davis and senior US officials all the way up
to President Obama, is to be believed, then Raymond Davis was working at the US Consulate in Lahore, a
bureaucrat who stamped passports and performed administrative duties—essentially, a pencil pusher—
who found himself at the wrong place at the wrong time in a very dangerous city. According to this
version of the story, Davis was the victim of an attempted armed robbery by two assailants who trailed
him after Davis made a withdrawal from an ATM. As Davis sat in traffic, the would-be robbers pulled in
front of him on a motorbike, one of them brandishing a weapon. Davis, fearing for his life, pulled out his
.9mm semiautomatic Glock pistol and shot the men through the front windshield of his car in self-defense.
After a brief car chase, Davis was arrested by the Punjab police. He held in his possession a diplomatic
passport, entitling him to diplomatic immunity. President Obama called Davis “our diplomat.” Under the
Vienna Conventions, no criminal charges could lawfully be filed against him in Pakistan, and Davis
should have been handed back to US custody. Case closed.

To accept this version of the story would require believing that an administrative staffer at the
consulate would, by chance, be so cool-headed and so skilled with a Glock that he would react with an
assassin’s precision to an attempted robbery, deftly taking down two assailants by firing his weapon from
behind the steering wheel through the windshield of his car. That would be a remarkable feat for a
“technical adviser” or a member of the “administrative staff,” as US officials characterized Davis. Never
mind that US diplomats in Pakistan are not authorized to carry weapons.

This, of course, is not the full story. In fact, the official version may actually be void of any substantial
truth—save the obvious: that an American named Raymond Allen Davis shot dead two Pakistanis in
broad daylight at an intersection in Lahore. The most vital pieces of this story are not Raymond Davis’s
diplomatic passport, what type of visa he possessed or that the United States publicly owned him as a
diplomat once he was arrested. Those are details of a cover story, part of which was preconceived and
part of which was cobbled together on the fly.

The Kot Lakhpat Jail on the outskirts of Lahore is home to scores of suspected militants and accused
terrorists—men who would love nothing more than to have a chance in the dark of night to slit the throat
of a suspected American spy. It was this jail where Raymond Davis was ultimately taken after a brief car
chase through Lahore that ended in his apprehension by local police at the Old Anarkali Bazaar. Davis
was not placed in the general population, but rather in an isolation cell in the jail’s “high security zone.”



Some twenty-five suspected “jihadis” were transferred out of the jail once Davis arrived. For extra
measure, the paramilitary Punjab Rangers were brought in to ring the wing of the jail. Although it was
portrayed as a safety measure to protect Davis, it also served another purpose—ensuring that no one
could break the American free. Pakistani intelligence knew things about Davis that inspired fears of that
happening.

Soon after his arrest, Davis was brought into an interrogation room. His interrogation was captured in a
grainy film shot by someone in the room. “I need to tell the embassy where I am,” Davis insisted. “Just
tell me the street.” “You’re from America?” someone shouted. “Yeah,” Davis responded. Still wearing
his US government ID badges around his neck, Davis lifted them one by one to show his interrogators.
“You belong to American embassy?” one of them asked. “No. It’s [the] Consulate General. It’s not an
ambassador—in here, Lahore. I just work as a consultant there,” Davis responded, adding that he worked
with the Regional Affairs Office, the RAO. They offered Davis a glass of water and Davis instead asked
for a bottle of water. “Oh, pure water!” one of his interrogators exclaimed, sparking laughter in the room.
“No money, no water,” the man added, inspiring more laughs. The questioning continued. Davis
eventually signed a statement affirming his story that the shooting was in self-defense and the dead men
were robbers. Davis repeatedly asked for his passport, which he claimed would show he was a diplomat.
“Can you search the car for my passport?” Davis asked, adding that it might be under the seat or might
have fallen on the road when he was arrested.

The Pakistani authorities were indeed searching Davis’s car, but his passport would be the least
interesting item they’d discover. They had already recovered Davis’s Glock .9mm with a stock of
ammunition, including five magazines. In the vehicle, they also found two empty clips of ammo for the
.9mm and another semiautomatic weapon, also with ammo. As the search continued of Davis and his car,
they uncovered a cache of supplies that would seriously undermine the credibility of claims that Davis
was a diplomat or a mere technical staffer at the consulate. Among the items: night-vision equipment,
multiple IDs, several ATM cards, masks, a makeup kit used for disguising identity, a survival kit, a
telescope, a sophisticated GPS device, a forehead-mounted flashlight, infrared equipment, a satellite
phone and various wire cutters and knives. He also had an airline ticket. A check of the numbers on his
multiple mobile phones revealed calls to twenty-seven militants from the terrorist group Lashkar-e-
Jhangvi and Tehrik-e-Taliban, the Pakistani Taliban, according to Pakistani law enforcement sources
quoted by the Express Tribune.  On the memory card of Davis’s camera, investigators found photos of
religious schools and government and military institutions near the Indian border. They also found an ID
showing Davis as a US Department of Defense contractor.

Meanwhile, reporters in the United States tracked down Davis’s wife, Rebecca, at their home in
Highlands Ranch outside Denver, Colorado. She directed them to a phone number provided to her by the
US government. It was a number at CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia.

During his interrogation, Davis told his inquisitors that he had come from the American Consulate when
the attempted robbery took place. But according to the GPS device in his car, he had come from a private
residence in the upscale Scotch Corner Upper Mall in eastern Lahore. “The accused has concealed the
fact,” a police report later noted. “He refused to reply to any question during investigations, saying the
American consulate had forbidden him to answer any question.” The house from which Davis departed
earlier that day, if the recovered GPS data can be trusted, was well known to Pakistan’s spy agency.

“BOY, WE’RE IN A WORLD OF HURT!”  Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer recalled thinking the moment he
heard of Davis’s arrest. “The spy game between the ISI and CIA has gotten much worse.” Shaffer, a
veteran clandestine operator who had worked for the CIA and the Defense Intelligence Agency on highly
classified operations, coordinated the Human Intelligence program in Afghanistan in the early stages of



the war there and planned covert incursions into Pakistan. He knew how high the stakes were when Davis
was taken into custody by the Pakistanis. “The Obama Administration, senior level, probably didn’t know
all of the details of what was going on,” Shaffer said.

Long before the shooting at Mozang Chowk, Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence spy agency knew
Raymond Davis was not a diplomat and that he wasn’t sweating it out in the US Consulate stamping
passports.

Davis had arrived in Pakistan a week before the Lahore shooting, but that was not his first time in the
country. He was a seasoned Special Forces operator, an ex–Green Beret who served as a Special
Operations weapons sergeant. His last assignment in the military was with the 3rd Special Forces Group
based at Fort Bragg, where JSOC is headquartered. In 2003, as the Iraq occupation was swinging into full
gear, Davis left the military to become a private contractor, a move that would send him straight to the
heart of US covert and clandestine operations. His first known trip to Pakistan was in December 2008,
when he began working for the notorious private security firm Blackwater on a secret CIA contract. His
job as a contractor for the Agency’s Global Response Staff (GRS) was to provide protection for CIA
operatives deployed to Pakistan as part of the ever-widening presence of Agency personnel coordinating
Washington’s covert war there. The gig often put him in direct proximity to case officers meeting with
secret sources or preparing sensitive operations. His official cover, as a regional affairs officer at the
embassy, was a common cover for CIA operatives and contractors.

While Davis was working for Blackwater, the company was at the center of the CIA’s most sensitive
covert operations in Pakistan, helping to run its drone bombing campaign and targeted killing and capture
operations. Blackwater, which had long been used by the Bush administration as an “unattributable” force
that could conduct off-the-books operations cloaked in secrecy and layers of subcontracts, had its
tentacles in almost every aspect of US covert ops. Not only was the company working for the CIA on its
assassination program, but it also worked closely with the Joint Special Operations Command. While at
Blackwater, Davis was at the nexus of the key organizations running the covert campaign.

Assigned to the company’s CIA security detail, Davis moved between Islamabad, Lahore and
Peshawar. According to a former JSOC staffer who worked on its classified operations in Afghanistan
and Pakistan, while Davis was working as a contractor for the CIA, he was approached by JSOC and
asked to simultaneously work on its operations in Pakistan, utilizing his more palatable CIA cover.
“Davis was ‘vanilla’ Special Forces, not a black ops guy,” said the source. “There is nothing cooler for
those guys than being approached by JSOC and being asked to do something for them. It was like a pro
bono side gig for JSOC.”

It was the beginning of Davis’s foray into the muddiest realm of covert US operations in Pakistan.
Davis had worked with Blackwater in Pakistan until August 2010. In September of that year, he became a
free agent and signed a contract worth $200,000 for “Overseas Protective Services.” As a contract
vehicle, he used a company called Hyperion Protective Services, LLC, which described itself as
providing “loss and risk management professionals.” It was registered at an address in Las Vegas. Davis
and his wife were listed, along with one other person, as its officers. The address was actually a post
office box in a UPS store in a strip mall next to a Super Cuts barbershop. Davis returned to Pakistan.

The former JSOC staffer said that Davis helped to “wash” money and to establish safe houses for
JSOC personnel, in addition to his work for the CIA. “All over the world we have people that, literally,
are peripheral to policy and are just in-country to collect human intelligence or to facilitate special ops or
espionage,” he said. That is, at least in part, what Davis was doing in Pakistan. His various roles, some
legit, some covers and some covers within covers—diplomat, technical adviser, Blackwater contractor,
CIA bodyguard, Green Beret, JSOC asset—suggest that his story and that of the secret US war in Pakistan
are far more complicated, and less benign, than official accounts have led us to believe.

That someone like Davis would end up working with JSOC is hardly a stretch. Many Blackwater



operatives—quite a few of whom were former Special Ops or Special Forces—who originally went to
Pakistan as security contractors eventually started working with JSOC on its targeted kill and capture
operations. “The Blackwater individuals have the experience. A lot of these individuals are retired
military, and they’ve been around twenty to thirty years and have experience that the younger Green Beret
guys don’t,” said retired lieutenant colonel Jeffrey Addicott, a well-connected military lawyer who
served as senior legal counsel for US Army Special Forces. “They’re known entities. Everybody knows
who they are, what their capabilities are, and they’ve got the experience. They’re very valuable.”

Special Ops veterans “make much more money being the smarts of these operations, planning hits in
various countries and basing it off their experience in Chechnya, Bosnia, Somalia, Ethiopia,” said a US
military intelligence source. “They were there for all of these things, they know what the hell they’re
talking about.” He added: “They hire back people that used to work for them and had already planned and
executed these [types of] operations.”

When exactly this began in Pakistan is unclear. Blackwater had a presence along the Afghan-Pakistan
border dating back to April 2002, when it won its first “black” contract to protect CIA operations in
Afghanistan in the early stages of the US war. It also held diplomatic security, logistical and CIA
contracts in Pakistan. According to a former senior Blackwater executive and the military intelligence
source, the relationship with JSOC intensified after President Bush authorized an expansion of Special
Ops activities in Pakistan.

I asked the former senior Blackwater executive, who had extensive experience in Pakistan, for
confirmation of what the military intelligence source told me—that Blackwater forces were not actively
killing people in Pakistan, but rather supporting JSOC and the CIA in doing so. “That’s not entirely
accurate,” he replied. He concurred with the military intelligence source’s description of the JSOC and
CIA programs, but he pointed to another role he said Blackwater played in Pakistan, not for the US
government but for Islamabad. He said Blackwater worked on a subcontract for Kestral Logistics, a
powerful Pakistani firm that specialized in military logistical support, private security and intelligence
consulting. It was staffed with former high-ranking Pakistani army and government officials. Although
Kestral’s main offices were in Pakistan, it also had branches in several other countries. Kestral did a
robust business in defense logistics with the Pakistani government and other nations, as well as top US
defense companies. Blackwater’s founder, Erik Prince, had a “pretty close relationship” with Kestral
CEO Liaquat Ali Baig, according to the former Blackwater executive. “They’ve met many times and
struck a deal, and they [offer] mutual support for one another.” Working with Kestral, the former
executive said, Blackwater provided convoy security for Defense Department shipments destined for
Afghanistan that would arrive in the port at Karachi. Blackwater would guard the supplies as they were
transported overland from Karachi to Peshawar and then west through the Torkham border crossing, the
most important supply route for the US military in Afghanistan.

According to the former executive, Blackwater operatives also integrated with Kestral’s forces in
sensitive counterterrorism operations in the North-West Frontier Province, where they worked in
conjunction with the Pakistani Interior Ministry’s paramilitary force, known as the Frontier Corps
(alternately referred to as “frontier scouts”). The Blackwater personnel were technically advisers, but the
former executive said that the line was often blurred in the field. Blackwater was “providing the actual
guidance on how to do [counterterrorism operations] and Kestral’s folks are carrying a lot of them out,
but they’re having the guidance and the overwatch from some BW guys that will actually go out with the
teams when they’re executing the job,” he said. “You can see how that can lead to other things in the
border areas.” He said that when Blackwater personnel were out with the Pakistani teams, sometimes its
men engaged in operations against suspected terrorists. “You’ve got BW guys that are assisting...and
they’re all going to want to go on the jobs—so they’re going to go with them,” he said. “So, the things that
you’re seeing in the news about how this Pakistani military group came in and raided this house or did



this or did that—in some of those cases, you’re going to have Western folks that are right there at the
house, if not in the house.” Blackwater, he said, was paid by the Pakistani government through Kestral for
consulting services. “That gives the Pakistani government the cover to say, ‘Hey, no, we don’t have any
Westerners doing this. It’s all local and our people are doing it.’ But it gets them the expertise that
Westerners provide for [counterterrorism]-related work.” The military intelligence source confirmed
Blackwater worked with the Frontier Corps, saying, “There’s no real oversight. It’s not really on
people’s radar screen.”

A spokesperson for the US State Department’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC), which
is responsible for issuing licenses to US corporations to provide defense-related services to foreign
governments or entities, would neither confirm nor deny that Blackwater had a license to work in Pakistan
or to work with Kestral. “We cannot help you,” said department spokesperson David McKeeby after
checking with the relevant DDTC officials. “You’ll have to contact the companies directly.”
Blackwater’s spokesman said the company had “no operations of any kind” in Pakistan other than one
employee working for the DoD. Kestral did not respond to inquiries about its relationship with
Blackwater.

According to federal lobbying records, Kestral had hired former assistant secretary of state for
Western Hemisphere affairs Roger Noriega, who served in that post from 2003 to 2005, to lobby the US
government, including the State Department, USAID and Congress, on foreign affairs issues “regarding
[Kestral’s] capabilities to carry out activities of interest to the United States.” Noriega was hired through
his firm, Vision Americas, which he ran with Christina Rocca, a former CIA operations official who
served as assistant secretary of state for South Asian affairs from 2001 to 2006 and was deeply involved
in shaping US policy toward Pakistan. In October 2009, Kestral paid Vision Americas $15,000 and gave
a Vision Americas–affiliated firm, Firecreek Ltd., an equal amount to lobby on defense and foreign policy
issues.

IN NOVEMBER 2009, as I worked on an investigative report for the Nation magazine on JSOC’s targeted
killing operations in Pakistan, I received an unprompted call on my cell phone the day before publication
from Captain John Kirby, the spokesperson for Admiral Michael Mullen, chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
President Obama’s most senior military adviser. Kirby wouldn’t explain how he got my number or how
he had heard about the story. “Let’s just leave it at: we heard about it,” he told me bluntly. Kirby told me
that my story was false but would not go on record saying that. Instead, he told me, “We do not discuss
current operations one way or the other, regardless of their nature.” He told me bluntly that if we
published the story, which connected Blackwater to JSOC’s operations in Pakistan, I would be “on thin
ice.”

We had confidence in our sources, so despite this clear attempt at intimidation, the Nation ran the story.
The next day, when the article, titled “The Secret US War in Pakistan,” was published, Pentagon
spokesperson Geoff Morrell called it “conspiratorial” and explicitly denied that US Special Operations
Forces were doing anything other than “training” in Pakistan. Morrell told reporters: “We have basically,
I think, a few dozen forces on the ground in Pakistan who are involved in a train-the-trainer mission.
These are Special Operations Forces. We’ve been very candid about this. They are—they have been for
months, if not years now, training Pakistani forces so that they can in turn train other Pakistani military on
how to—on certain skills and operational techniques. And that’s the extent of our—our, you know,
military boots on the ground in Pakistan, despite whatever conspiratorial theories that, you know,
magazines...may want to cook up. There’s nothing to it.”

In fact, there was a lot to it.
A year after my story in the Nation, WikiLeaks released a series of classified cables showing that a



month before Morrell denounced my report, the US Embassy was aware that US military Special
Operations Forces had been conducting offensive operations inside Pakistan, helping direct US drone
strikes and conducting joint operations with Pakistani forces against al Qaeda and Taliban forces in North
and South Waziristan and elsewhere in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas. According to an
October 9, 2009, cable classified by US ambassador to Pakistan Anne Patterson, the operations were
“almost certainly [conducted] with the personal consent of [Pakistan’s] Chief of Army Staff General
[Ashfaq Parvez] Kayani.” The operations were coordinated with the US Office of the Defense
Representative in Pakistan. A US Special Operations source told me that the US forces described in the
cable as “SOC(FWD)-PAK” (Special Operations Command-Forward Pakistan) were “forward operating
troops” from JSOC.

In the fall of 2008, the US Special Operations Command asked top US diplomats in Pakistan and
Afghanistan for detailed information on refugee camps along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border and a list of
humanitarian aid organizations working in those camps. On October 6, Ambassador Patterson, sent a
cable marked “Confidential” to Defense Secretary Robert Gates, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, the
CIA, US Central Command and several US embassies saying that some of the requests, which came orally
and in the form of e-mails, “suggested that agencies intend to use the data for targeting purposes.” Other
requests, according to the cable, “indicate it would be used for ‘NO STRIKE’ purposes.” The cable, which
was issued jointly by the US Embassies in Kabul and Islamabad, declared: “We are concerned about
providing information gained from humanitarian organizations to military personnel, especially for
reasons that remain unclear. Particularly worrisome, this does not seem to us a very efficient way to
gather accurate information.” What this cable said in plain terms is that at least one person within the US
Special Operations Command actually asked US diplomats in Kabul and/or Islamabad point blank for
information on refugee camps, information that was to be used in a targeted killing or capture operation.

The cable also revealed that in addition to the requests from SOCOM and the US defense attaché, a
SOCOM contractor had also asked US diplomats for “information on camps along the Pakistan-
Afghanistan border which are housing Afghan refugees and/or Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs).”
Specifically, the cable added, SOCOM and its “contractor” have “requested information on camp names
and locations, camp status, number of IDS/refugees and ethnic breakdown, and NGO/humanitarian relief
organizations working in the camps.”

From the October 2008 cable, it is evident that US diplomats in Kabul and Islamabad were disturbed
by the requests, asking various US military, intelligence and government entities for “clarification of the
origin and purpose of this tasker.” At the same time the cable suggested that if the CIA or Special
Operations Forces wanted such information, they “should send a front channel cable to the appropriate
Embassy” or a representative of the director of national intelligence rather than by e-mailing or orally
requesting the information from embassy personnel. Clearly, the back-channel approach was used for a
reason.

So close was Blackwater to the most highly classified, sensitive operations the CIA was conducting
that its members were among the casualties in one of the deadliest known attacks against the Agency in its
history, the December 2009 suicide bombing at a CIA outpost at Forward Operating Base Chapman in
Afghanistan. Blackwater operatives were serving as the security team for the Agency’s second-highest-
ranking officer in Afghanistan. They were meeting with a source, someone traveling by car from Pakistan,
whom they believed knew the whereabouts of Ayman al Zawahiri, al Qaeda’s number-two man. Humam
Khalil Abu-Mulal al Balawi, it turned out, was a double agent whose true allegiance was to the Pakistani
Taliban. In all, seven CIA personnel and a Jordanian intelligence officer were killed when Balawi
walked onto the base and blew himself up. Two of those killed were Blackwater operatives.

In addition to working on covert action planning and drone strikes, Blackwater also provided private
guards to perform the sensitive task of security for secret US drone bases, JSOC camps and Defense



Intelligence Agency facilities inside Pakistan, according to the military intelligence source.

THE ABILITY OF US SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES  to operate in Pakistan was clearly viewed as a major
development by the US Embassy. “Patient relationship-building with the military is the key factor that has
brought us to this point,” according to an October 2009 US diplomatic cable. It also noted the potential
consequences of the activities leaking: “These deployments are highly politically sensitive because of
widely-held concerns among the public about Pakistani sovereignty and opposition to allowing foreign
military forces to operate in any fashion on Pakistani soil. Should these developments and/or related
matters receive any coverage in the Pakistani or US media, the Pakistani military will likely stop making
requests for such assistance.”

Such statements might help explain why ambassador Richard Holbrooke, at the time the top US envoy
to Afghanistan and Pakistan, misled the world when he said bluntly in July 2010: “People think that the
US has troops in Pakistan; well, we don’t.”

In late 2010, relations between the United States and the ISI began to rapidly deteriorate. In November,
a civil lawsuit filed in New York accused the ISI’s chief, Ahmad Shuja Pasha, of involvement in the 2008
Mumbai bombings carried out by Lashkar-e-Jhangvi. In December, the CIA scrambled to whisk its
Islamabad station chief out of Pakistan after local media blew his cover and reported his name, Jonathan
Banks. The top spy’s identity was first revealed in a lawsuit filed in Pakistan by a man from North
Waziristan who alleged that two of his relatives had been killed in a drone strike. US officials accused
the ISI of leaking the name in retaliation for the lawsuit that named Pasha. A US intelligence official said
that Banks had to be removed because “terrorist threats against him in Pakistan were of such a serious
nature that it would be imprudent not to act.”

A month later, on January 20, 2011, Raymond Davis returned to Pakistan.



The Curious Case of Raymond Davis: Act II

PAKISTAN, 2011 —In Lahore, Raymond Davis lived and worked out of a US safe house in Upper Mall that
he reportedly shared with five CIA security personnel. JSOC operatives also used the house. Far from
being a diplomat, Davis worked on an ultrasecret, highly compartmentalized, classified team of men
tasked with conducting sensitive surveillance and intelligence operations that could lead to targeted
killing or capture. Among their tasks, according to US officials, was covertly gathering intel on the terror
group Lashkar-e-Taiba. On January 27, Davis was conducting an “area familiarization route,” putting him
out in the open on the streets of Lahore for hours. He scouted several locations, including religious
schools and government buildings. That’s why the Pakistani authorities found, in his car, the high-tech kit
of a clandestine operative: weapons with enough ammo to fight a small street war, surveillance
equipment, wire cutters, knives and infrared equipment. It would also explain the collection of various
identity cards bearing different job descriptions, as well as theatrical makeup. Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer
told me it is common for covert operators to alter their appearance to blend in. “It’s acting without a
script,” he said. “That is really what it comes down to. It’s tradecraft.”

Davis also had in his possession a “blood chit,” which is distributed to all US military personnel
entering a hostile environment. According to the US military’s Joint Publication 3-50 on Personnel
Recovery, a blood chit “is a small sheet of material on which is imprinted an American flag, a statement
in English and several languages common to the populace in the operational area, and numbers in each
corner and, in some cases, centered under the flag, that identify the particular chit. The blood chit
identifies the bearer as an American and promises a reward by the USG [US government] to anyone
providing assistance to the bearer or helping the bearer to return to friendly control.” They are to be used
by US military forces under siege, lost or in imminent danger of capture or harm “after all other
measure(s) of independent evasion and escape have failed and the evader(s) or escapee(s) consider(s)
assistance vital to survival.”

At some point on January 27, as Davis traveled through Lahore, he came in contact with the men on the
motorcycle, twenty-two-year-old Faizan Haider and twenty-six-year-old Faheem Shamshad, also known
as Muhammad Faheem. According to the US version of events, the two men scoped out Davis as he
stopped at an ATM to withdraw money and then put in place a plan to rob him. But according to four
Pakistani sources who spoke to ABC News shortly after the incident, the two men were actually working
for the ISI and began tracking Davis after he had crossed “a red line.” Days before the incident, Davis
“was asked to leave an area of Lahore restricted by the military,” according to ABC’s sources. “His cell
phone was tracked, said one government official, and some of his calls were made to the Waziristan tribal
areas, where the Pakistani Taliban and a dozen other militant groups have a safe haven. Pakistani
intelligence officials saw him as a threat who was ‘encroaching on their turf,’” an official said. “Yes, they
belonged to the security establishment,” a Pakistani security official told Karachi’s Express Tribune
newspaper. “[T]hey found the activities of the American official detrimental to our national security.”
Complicating all of this, other Pakistani officials emphatically denied the men were ISI.

Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer said he heard credible reports from his colleagues who work on
Pakistan that the two men were in fact ISI. “They were just going to pick him up and make a point, ‘We
know who you are,’” Shaffer said. Because Davis had not been declared as CIA to the ISI, “they were
gonna make the point to say, ‘We know you’re here.’”

“I know a lot more about this than I can say, unfortunately,” Shaffer added. “It suffices to say that the
Davis issue was prompted by the ISI, there was a provocation, there was a reason why Davis reacted the



way he did and this gamesmanship had gotten to the point where CIA was basically being trailed by the
very folks they’re working with.”

Which “red line” Davis crossed, if in fact that is what prompted the two men to track him, may never
be known. Perhaps it involved getting too close to Lashkar-e-Taiba. Perhaps he was working to expose
its ties to the ISI. Maybe he was scouting targets for the Agency’s drone bombings. Some suggested that
Davis was the CIA’s new chief of station. Some Pakistani officials went so far as to offer up a wild
conspiracy theory that Davis was actually working with the Taliban and other militant groups to plan
attacks on civilian targets that could be blamed on terrorists. It was a common allegation hurled at
Blackwater in places like Peshawar, the capital of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, and a central
front in the covert US war in Pakistan. Despite the incendiary nature of these allegations, no evidence was
ever produced to back up any of these charges. “The Lahore killings were a blessing in disguise for our
security agencies who suspected that Davis was masterminding terrorist activities in Lahore and other
parts of Punjab,” a senior Punjab police official alleged, adding that Davis had “close ties” with the
Pakistani Taliban. “Davis was instrumental in recruiting young people from Punjab for the Taliban to fuel
the bloody insurgency.” Police officials said that the call logs from Davis’s phones showed records of
links with more than thirty Pakistanis, including “27 militants” from the Taliban and the militant group
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, which is designated as a terrorist group by both the United States and Pakistan.

Other Pakistani government sources alleged that Davis was in the country and known to the ISI and had
been authorized to work on a CIA program conducting surveillance of al Qaeda and the Taliban. “Davis’s
job was to trail links of the Taliban and al Qaeda in different parts of Pakistan,” a source told the
Tribune. “But, instead, investigators found that he had developed close links” with the Taliban. “The
government and security agencies were surprised to know that Davis and some of his colleagues were
involved in activities that were not spelled out in the agreement.” The mainstream Pakistani conspiracy
theories on Davis suggested that the American operative was setting up false flag bombings to force the
Pakistani government to take a more aggressive approach toward militant groups or to give the impression
that the country’s nuclear weapons were not secure. No evidence was ever presented to support these
allegations.

The truth may never be known, but it is certainly possible that Davis was up to something with the
Taliban and al Qaeda that Pakistan did not like and the US government would never want to acknowledge.
“All countries conduct espionage,” asserted Colonel Patrick Lang. “In the course of that task in the ‘game
of nations,’ some things are done in ‘liaison’ with a country’s service, in this case, the ISI, and others are
not. They are done unilaterally, i.e., illegally in the country where they occur. If one does not do that, then
one is vulnerable to the agenda of the ‘liaison’ service.” The US intelligence community, Lang argued, “is
often accused of not really knowing what is ‘going on’ in a country. The way to avoid that is to do some
things ‘unilaterally.’ In this case are the ISI irritated? I am sure they are. Do you think we believe that
Pakistan does not operate ‘unilaterally’ in the US? If we do, then we are fools.”

In any event, given the programs Raymond Davis was known to have worked on, the US version of
events and its characterization of him as a diplomat or a “technical adviser” or, as the New York Times
characterized the US position: “a paper-shuffling diplomat who stamped visas as a day job,” are
impossible to believe. Perhaps he was CIA. It is also possible that his CIA status was a cover within a
cover and that, as my military intelligence source suggested, he was working with JSOC. “That’s
common,” Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer told me. “It all gets mish-mashed together. The sad truth is,” Shaffer
asserted, US officials, including ambassadors and policy makers not directly looped in to an operation,
“don’t really know, what’s going on, anywhere. It all gets kind of blurred together.” Shaffer added that
Davis’s cover was all about “Layering.” He said, “You always have a cover within a cover and it
depends on how far you are trying to throw someone off, especially if you assume you are going to be
rolled up at some point in time. You always have throwaways.”



It is not uncommon for CIA operatives to work under cover as diplomats. It is standard operating
procedure for many nations. The RAO, where Davis said he worked, was a common cover for US spies.
Everyone who needed to know was aware of such cover arrangements. When an operation goes south, it
usually does not play out in public. Discreet arrangements are made, and sometimes prisoners are
exchanged or payoffs authorized. It is all part of the spy game. But this particular incident occurred in
broad daylight, in a crowded intersection, with scores of eyewitnesses.

If Davis had been revealed to be working for JSOC in Pakistan, that would have been the scenario most
offensive to the ISI. After Obama’s 2008 election, while Pakistan’s government tried to curb the flow of
CIA operatives into the country, the United States began increasing the number of covert personnel it
allowed “cover” as diplomats. The ISI had long dealt with the CIA, but JSOC was an entirely different
beast, one the ISI would find terrifying.

In addition to being the lead agency in US targeted killing operations, JSOC was also the premier US
entity responsible for counterproliferation. In Pakistan, theories that the United States was plotting to
snatch the country’s nuclear weapons were rampant and the source of endless commentary on its news
channels. The idea wasn’t just paranoia. JSOC had in fact drawn up plans to secure Pakistan’s nukes in
the event of a coup or other destabilization. In the late 1990s, it was revealed that plans existed for JSOC
to be prepared to deploy anywhere across the globe “to recover sensitive NBC [nuclear, biological,
chemical] materials in the hands of terrorist groups, to slip undetected into rogue countries to gain
evidence of a secret WMD development program, to sabotage such a program, and to detect, disarm,
disable, or seize WMD.” While such plans were hardly unique to Pakistan, they fueled the ISI’s obsession
with JSOC.

Former Pakistani brigadier F. B. Ali described two phases of JSOC’s operations in Pakistan, the first
being the “hot pursuit” arrangement with JSOC dating back to President Musharraf’s time. “The second
phase of the JSOC influx occurred after the US decided to undertake a large, long-term aid program for
Pakistan,” Ali observed. “The US applied for visas for a large number of staff and support personnel to
manage the program. The ISI insisted on security vetting all visa applicants, which held up the process.
The US exerted huge pressure on the government, warning that the aid program would be adversely
affected.” Pakistan’s government, Ali alleged, acquiesced and allowed a large flow of Americans into
Pakistan. That claim was backed up by an ISI official who claimed thousands of visas had been issued to
US Embassy personnel over a five-month period leading up to the Davis incident, “following a
government directive to the Pakistan Embassy in Washington to issue visas without the usual vetting by
the interior ministry and the ISI.” According to an Associated Press report in late February 2011, “Within
two days of receiving that directive, the Pakistani Embassy issued 400 visas and since then thousands
more have been issued.” In all, according to the Pakistani Embassy in Washington, more than 3,500 visas
were issued to US diplomats, military personnel and employees of “allied agencies” in 2010.

At the time of the Davis incident, Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry stated that there were 851 Americans
with diplomatic immunity in Pakistan, 297 of whom were not working “in a diplomatic capacity.” But the
Interior Ministry listed more than four hundred “special Americans,” suspected by Pakistani security
officials to be “operatives of US intelligence agencies who are on covert missions in Pakistan, reporting
to” JSOC. “The ‘official’ version of what they are doing is gathering counter-terrorism intelligence,”
Brigadier Ali asserted. “But the ISI rank and file knew otherwise; they just couldn’t get the dominant US-
friendly brass to do anything about it. Until Raymond Davis gunned down a couple of ISI auxiliaries on
the streets of Lahore, and the US publicly came down like a ton of bricks to get him freed.”

Whatever Davis was doing and for whom he was doing it prior to pulling up at the Mozang Chowk
intersection in Lahore on January 27, 2011, what happened that day was straight out of a spy movie.

At some point, Davis pegged the two guys on the motorcycle in front of him as a threat. As he told it,
one of the men brandished a firearm in a menacing way. Davis grabbed his Glock 9 and fired five shots



through his front windshield, with deadly precision, taking down Muhammad Faheem, who was on the
back of the bike. One shot hit him in the head, just above his ear. Another pierced his stomach. The driver
of the motorcycle, Faizan Haider, hopped off the bike and started to flee. Davis, Glock in hand, stepped
out of his car, aimed and fired five more shots. Haider fell thirty feet from his motorcycle. At least two
shots hit him in the back. He later died in the hospital.

According to eyewitnesses, after shooting the two men, Davis returned calmly to his vehicle and took
out a military-grade radio. He called for backup. Before getting back into his vehicle, onlookers in the
crowded intersection watched as Davis walked over to the blood-soaked bodies of the two men he had
shot and photographed them. As crowds began to descend on the streets, the potential for a mob forming
was strong. Traffic police called out for Davis to stop. He ignored them, got back in his car—the
windshield riddled with the bullet holes made by his own Glock—and sped off. In the meantime, a Toyota
Land Cruiser was speeding through the streets of Lahore. Its license plate, bearing the tag LZN-6970, was
a fake. The driver of Davis’s backup vehicle was not about to wait in congested traffic. He punched it,
hopping onto the median of a crowded road, and then darted into incoming traffic, weaving the vehicle
toward Mozang Chowk. About five hundred yards from the intersection where the shooting happened, the
Land Cruiser slammed into the motorcycle of a Pakistani man, Ibadur Rehman, crushing him, and then
continued on toward the scene. After discovering that Davis was already gone, the men in the Land
Cruiser fled.

By the time his backup vehicle arrived, Davis had made it two miles from Mozang Chowk. But the
chase ended swiftly. He was confronted by local police at a crowded market in Old Anarkali in Lahore.
Davis put up no resistance and was taken into custody. He worked for the US government, Davis told
them. His seven-week ordeal was just beginning. While Davis was on his way to a Punjab police station
for questioning, the men on his backup team were making their getaway. Somewhere near Faletti’s Hotel,
several items fell from their vehicle, among them four ammunition clips, 100 bullets, a black mask, a knife
with a compass and a piece of fabric emblazoned with an American flag—another blood chit. They
returned to the CIA-JSOC safe house, destroyed all government documents in their possession and headed
for the US Consulate. The men inside that vehicle were never heard from nor seen again in Pakistan. The
United States, claiming they had diplomatic immunity, whisked them out of the country before the
Pakistanis could question them. “They have flown the coop, they are already in America,” a senior
Pakistani official remarked.

It took less than twenty-four hours for word of the incident to spread like wildfire through Pakistan. In
Lahore, angry mobs of protesters called for Davis to be hanged. Reports began emerging in the Pakistani
press that Davis was CIA and a Blackwater agent. As he stood inside Lahore’s Lytton Road Police
Station, chaos surrounded the calm American. Police officers, investigators and others in the room spoke
to one another heatedly. They stumbled to pronounce his name. Davis insisted that they find his passport.
He insisted he was a consultant at the consulate in Lahore and that he had a diplomatic passport. Unlike
his colleagues who had gotten themselves in trouble in Pakistan in the months before the shooting in
Lahore, Davis would not be going home anytime soon. He was transferred to Kot Lakhpat Jail as
Pakistani authorities intensified their investigation, including a forensic review of the crime scene.
Autopsies were performed on the three dead men (the two shot by Davis and the man who was run down
by his backup team) before their bodies were handed over to their families for burial.

According to the Pakistani police investigation, Davis’s claim that he fired in self-defense “is not
correct.” The postmortem report indicated that both men who were killed by Davis were shot from
behind. Witnesses told the Pakistani police that Haider was gunned down as he ran from the motorcycle
“to save his life.” Davis told the police that Faheem had cocked his weapon and aimed it at him. When
police recovered Faheem’s weapon, “the chamber of the deceased’s pistol [was] empty and the bullets
were in the magazine.” Moreover, according to police, “no one saw them aiming at” Davis. When police



asked Davis for a license for his weapons, they said he couldn’t produce one. To the Punjab police, the
incident quickly became a murder investigation. Davis was ordered held for six days, pending further
investigation.

The particulars of the incident were not nearly as important as the high-stakes game that would play out
between the United States and Pakistan. Unbeknownst to the Pakistani government, five months before
Raymond Davis was taken into custody, US intelligence had made a discovery of potentially incalculable
value. The CIA had located a courier linked to Osama bin Laden. They tracked his movements, which
ultimately led them to a large house in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Using satellite imagery, intelligence analysts
noticed the movements of a mysterious figure inside the compound. The White House believed it had
found bin Laden. Just as Admiral McRaven began gaming out scenarios JSOC could use to kill or capture
the al Qaeda leader, Davis had shot the men in Lahore and now sat in a Pakistani jail. The United States
feared that if it raided the house in Abbottabad, Davis could be killed in retaliation for the violation of
Pakistan’s sovereignty. Washington had to get its man out of there.

Unaware of the US planning to go after what Washington believed was bin Laden’s home inside
Pakistan, the government in Islamabad viewed the Davis incident as an opportunity to win the upper hand
in its intelligence wars with the United States. “For the ISI, the Davis incident is a godsend,” an editorial
in the Economist concluded. “It is furious with the way American agents work independently, tracking al-
Qaeda, Taliban and other militants who have slipped into Lahore and Karachi to flee drone attacks on the
mountainous border with Afghanistan.”

The US government’s response to Davis’s arrest was clumsy. It is entirely possible that Davis’s actual
role in Pakistan—whether CIA, JSOC or both—was not fully known by the US Embassy. The day after
Davis was arrested, a spokesman for the US Embassy in Islamabad, Alberto Rodriguez, told a Pakistani
television station, “I can confirm that the person that’s involved in the incident is an employee of the
consulate.” Soon after, on January 27, the US Embassy sent a diplomatic note to the Pakistani Foreign
Ministry claiming Davis as “an employee of U.S. Consulate General Lahore and holder of a diplomatic
passport.” That was consistent with the statement Davis gave to police. The problem for the United
States, however, was that this designation meant that the Pakistani authorities could argue that he was not
entitled to full immunity but was instead covered by the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.
That treaty provided that “Consular officers shall not be liable to arrest or detention pending trial, except
in the case of a grave crime and pursuant to a decision by the competent judicial authority.” Surely, the
Pakistanis argued, murder is a grave crime.

On February 3, the United States revised its position. This time, it labeled Davis “a member of the
administrative and technical staff of the U.S. embassy.” According to Pakistani officials, Davis had never
been certified as a diplomat because of “unresolved queries” about him made by Pakistan to the United
States.

Rage was spreading across the country. Ten days after the shooting, in a hospital bed in Faisalabad,
Shumaila Kanwal, Faheem’s widow, was using her last breaths to record a video statement. She had
swallowed rat poison and was ending her own life to protest what she called her husband’s murder at the
hands of a US agent. “I want blood for blood,” she said as she gasped for air and struggled to focus her
eyes. “The way my husband was shot, his killer should be shot in the same fashion.” Imran Haider, the
brother of the other man shot by Davis, said his brother had recently learned that his wife was pregnant.
He expressed anger that his brother was being “smeared” as a bandit. “He was clean,” he declared. “All
we want is for this American to go on trial and for a proper investigation to be done. He should face the
death penalty. No deals.”

Shumaila died shortly after her statement was recorded. Her death further inflamed the already
outraged Pakistani public. Islamic parties staged huge demonstrations, burning effigies of Davis and
declaring him a terrorist, a spy and, perhaps worst of all, an agent of Blackwater.



It soon became clear that Pakistan was not going to quietly release Davis. The United States began a
feverish campaign to get him out. The CIA went so far as to cease its drone bombings in the country,
reportedly at the request of the ISI. That the United States halted the drone attacks was remarkable, given
their centrality to the US strategy in Pakistan. “The arrest of this guy is a very positive thing for us,”
declared Mullah Jihad Yar, a Pakistani Taliban commander. “Our forces used to be hit by attacks every
other day. Now we can move more freely.” For Agency veterans, US moves indicated how badly they
wanted Davis sprung. “The Embassy/Station wants Davis back because they don’t want him to start
talking about whatever else they are up to unilaterally,” Giraldi, the former CIA officer, suggested. As for
the issue of immunity, Giraldi asserted that Davis did not have it. “To be a diplomat legally speaking you
have to be accredited to the foreign ministry of the country and they have to accept your accreditation.
You are then entered on the diplomatic list,” he asserted. “Most US Embassy employees in most overseas
posts do not have diplomatic status and therefore do not have immunity except insofar as the local
government might extend some protections to them as a courtesy. There is absolutely no indication that
Davis went through the accreditation procedure or anything like that even if he was traveling on a
dip[lomatic] passport.”

As reports flooded the Pakistani press of Davis’s affiliation with the CIA, JSOC and Blackwater,
major US media outlets and US government officials promoted the line that Davis was a diplomat. “We
continue to make clear to the government of Pakistan that our diplomat has diplomatic immunity, in our
view was acting in self-defense and should be released,” declared State Department spokesman P. J.
Crowley in a February 7 statement that was reported by CNN, CBS, PBS, USA Today  and other major
news outlets. “Pakistan should fulfill its international obligations under the Vienna Convention.”

In response to pressure from Washington, the US-friendly government of Asif Zardari was preparing to
recognize Davis as a diplomat but met resistance from its own officials. Pakistan’s foreign minister, Shah
Mahmood Qureshi, was asked to certify Davis as a diplomat but refused, saying the request did not match
the “official record” on Davis at the Foreign Ministry. “Our expert opinion suggested that the blanket
immunity the US embassy is asking for is unjustified,” he later said. In response, Secretary of State
Clinton snubbed Qureshi at an international security conference in Munich, Germany. Qureshi was then
swiftly removed as foreign minister, he charged, because of his “principled stance” against granting
Davis immunity. In taking this position, Qureshi passed the issue to the courts in Lahore, ensuring that the
Davis saga would continue. Leading US lawmakers threatened to withhold US humanitarian aid to
Pakistan if Davis was not released. President Zardari called such threats “counterproductive,” writing in
the Washington Post , “In an incendiary environment, hot rhetoric and dysfunctional warnings can start
fires that will be difficult to extinguish.”

As Raymond Davis sat in his cell in the Kot Lakhpat Jail, US officials feared for his safety. As many as
three prisoners had been murdered by guards in the facility. Some Pakistani officials expressed concern
that the CIA would try a spectacular prison break. Davis’s food was tested for poison by dogs before
being served to him. While his masters tried to free him, Davis remained cool and defiant. During an
interrogation after the shooting, Davis, clean-shaven and wearing a blue pullover fleece, told his
interrogator, “The US ambassador says I have [immunity], so I’m not answering any questions.” Davis
demanded to see his passport. “Right on the front page,” he said, motioning his hands in a framing motion.
“Diplomatic passport.” As the interrogator attempted to question him further, Davis announced he would
not answer any more questions. “I’m going back to my room,” Davis told the man, then got up from the
table. “You can’t go like this,” the interrogator declared. “You are not a diplomat.” Davis simply
reiterated that he would not answer any more questions as he headed for the door.

Back in Washington, the full weight of the Obama administration was being thrown behind the cause of
his freedom. “In our view, he acted in self-defense, when confronted by two armed men on motorcycles,”
Crowley declared at the State Department. He “had every reason to believe that the armed men meant him



bodily harm.” He demanded Davis’s release.
On February 15, with Davis still in jail and a Pakistani judge preparing to rule on whether he was

entitled to immunity, Senator John Kerry, chair of the Foreign Relations Committee, arrived in Pakistan.
Kerry was well known in Pakistan as the co-sponsor of a massive $7.5 billion aid package to the country.
Kerry met with President Zardari and other top officials, and then with a group of Pakistani journalists in
Lahore, where he made the case that Davis was a diplomat and should be released into US custody. “We
have to—all of us—respect the law,” Kerry said, sitting in a lounge chair surrounded by the Pakistani
media. Television networks in Pakistan carried his remarks live. The law governing diplomatic immunity,
Kerry said, “is not a law that Pakistan idly signed up to. Your leaders signed up for this long, long ago.”
Kerry spoke slowly, almost as though he were speaking to a class of children rather than journalists. “We
didn’t create this. We live with it and it’s important for us to live with it because there are incidents that
occur sometimes in one part of the world or another where diplomats are not able to do the job that they
are called on to do in very dangerous circumstances sometimes unless they have that immunity.”

The journalists pressed Kerry on Davis’s status and asked why, in their  eyes, it seemed the United
States was not respecting Pakistan’s laws and judicial process. “It is the strong belief of our government
that this case does not belong in the court. And it does not belong in the court because this man has
diplomatic immunity as an administrative, technical employee of the embassy of the United States in
Islamabad,” Kerry responded. “We believe the documentation makes that clear. That’s our position.
We’re not disrespecting your court. We completely respect your courts. We want your courts to be strong
and to be vibrant...but we have to respect international law.” Kerry called on Pakistan to “let the facts and
let the reality speak for itself here.”

It is highly doubtful that John Kerry actually believed that Davis was an “administrative, technical
employee of the embassy.” As chair of the Foreign Relations Committee, Kerry was privy to the most
sensitive US intelligence and was thoroughly briefed before departing for Pakistan.

As Kerry worked Pakistani officials, back in Washington, President Obama very publicly owned
Davis. “With respect to Mr. Davis, our diplomat in Pakistan, we’ve got a very simple principle here that
every country in the world that is party to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations has upheld in
the past and should uphold in the future. And that is if—if our diplomats are in another country, then they
are not subject to that country’s local prosecution,” Obama declared at the White House. “If it starts being
fair game on our ambassadors around the world, including in dangerous places where we may have
differences with those governments...and they start being vulnerable to prosecution locally, that—that’s
untenable. It means they can’t do their job.” Obama said the administration had been “very firm” in
making the US demands to Pakistan clear and was working “to get this person released.” Obama added,
“For those who aren’t familiar with the background on this, a couple of Pakistanis were killed in a
incident between Mr. Davis within—in Pakistan. So, obviously, we’re concerned about the loss of life.
You know, we’re not callous about that. But there’s a broader principle at stake that I think we have to
uphold.”

While Obama, Kerry and other US officials publicly characterized Davis as a diplomat, several major
US media outlets, most prominent among them the New York Times , had already learned that Davis was,
in fact, working for the CIA. At the request of the Obama administration, the Times and other US outlets
agreed to withhold that fact from their reporting on the case. The Times later reported that it agreed not to
report Davis’s CIA connection after administration officials “argued that disclosure of his specific job
would put his life at risk.” (The Associated Press also acknowledged that it learned that Davis was
working for the CIA “immediately after the shootings,” but did not report it.) New York Times  reports
referred to Davis as an “American official” and described “the mystery about what Mr. Davis was doing
with this inventory of gadgets” and the speculation it had sparked in the Pakistani media, even as the
Times knew he was working for the CIA. “It’s one thing for a newspaper to withhold information because



they believe its disclosure would endanger lives,” constitutional lawyer and journalist Glenn Greenwald
observed. “But here, the U.S. Government has spent weeks making public statements that were misleading
in the extreme—Obama’s calling Davis ‘our diplomat in Pakistan’—while the New York Times
deliberately concealed facts undermining those government claims because government officials told them
to do so. That’s called being an active enabler of government propaganda.”

The first major world media outlet to report the CIA connection was London’s Guardian newspaper.
Both the CIA and Britain’s MI-5 pressured the paper not to publish the information. Ultimately, the paper
went ahead with the story, publishing it in its February 21 edition. “We came to the view that his CIA-
ness was a critical part of the story, bound to be a factor in his trial or in attempts to have him released,”
Ian Katz, the Guardian’s deputy editor in charge of news, said. “The reasons we were given for not
naming him were, firstly, that it may complicate his release—that is not our job. If he was held hostage
other factors would kick in but he is in the judicial process. The other reason given by the CIA was that he
would come to harm in prison.” Once the Guardian printed it, US media outlets were given permission
by the CIA to publish it themselves. In its first story identifying Davis as CIA, the Times quoted George
Little, a CIA spokesman: “Our security personnel around the world act in a support role providing
security for American officials. They do not conduct foreign intelligence collection or covert operations.”
In reality, the line between the Agency’s “security” guards and operatives was almost nonexistent after a
decade of operating together in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Senator Kerry held secret talks with Pakistan’s ambassador to the United States, Husain Haqqani,
where they discussed the United States paying “blood money” to the families of Davis’s victims and the
man run over by his backup team. While the CIA and ISI waged a war through media leaks and
accusations, both the US and Pakistani governments knew that Davis would be released. The question
was when and what the ISI would get from the CIA before that happened. In mid-February, after Davis
had been in custody for two weeks, CIA director Panetta talked to ISI chief Pasha, who demanded that the
United States identify “all the Ray Davises working in Pakistan, behind our backs.” Following that
discussion, the ISI agreed to help facilitate and support a plan to pay off the victims’ families, paving the
way for Davis’s release.

In testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee a day after Kerry’s visit to Pakistan, Panetta
called the CIA’s relationship to the ISI “ one of the most complicated relationships that I’ve seen in a long
time.” A few days later, the Associated Press obtained the draft of a statement that the ISI was preparing
that indicated that the ISI “is ready to split with the CIA because of its frustration over what it calls
heavy-handed pressure and its anger over what it believes is a covert U.S. operation involving hundreds
of contract spies.” The statement, which was never released, declared that following the Davis shooting,
“Post-incident conduct of the CIA has virtually put the partnership into question.... It is hard to predict if
the relationship will ever reach the level at which it was prior to the Davis episode,” adding bluntly:
“The onus of not stalling this relationship between the two agencies now squarely lies on the CIA.”

In late February, Davis was hauled into a Lahore courtroom and asked to sign a charge sheet,
acknowledging he had “murdered” the two men. Davis refused to sign and repeated his contention that he
had immunity. In the meantime, the ISI was combing through the paperwork from the visa applications of
hundreds of Americans issued visas over the previous six months. The ISI claimed that Davis’s
application contained “bogus references and phone numbers” and was looking for similar red flags in
other visa files.

On February 25, police in Peshawar arrested another US security contractor, Aaron DeHaven, whose
company, Catalyst Services, boasted that its team had “been involved in some of the most significant
events of the last 20 years, whether it was the breakup of the former Soviet Union, the US effort in
Somalia, or the Global War on Terror” and that its members had “careers in the United States Military
and the United States Department of Defense.” The Pakistani press immediately branded him a Davis-like



spy. Reports soon appeared that dozens of “contractors” had fled the country.
The Pakistani government had to be seen as cracking down, and the United States was resigned to let it

do so as long as it resulted in Davis’s freedom. The CIA’s George Little said that the Agency’s ties to the
ISI “have been strong over the years, and when there are issues to sort out, we work through them. That’s
the sign of a healthy partnership.” Despite the CIA’s public declarations, that partnership was, in reality,
at an all-time low. But for the US military, the stakes were too high to let the Davis affair get any more out
of hand. America’s war in Afghanistan was entirely dependent on Pakistan’s cooperation. Without
Islamabad’s support, crucial US supply routes would be shut down. The generals had had enough.

ON FEBRUARY 23, the closing act to the Davis saga was initiated far away from the jail where the
American sat awaiting his fate. In fact, the deal was sealed in neither Pakistan nor the United States, but at
a secluded luxury beach resort in Muscat, the capital of Oman, a nation in the Arabian Peninsula. “Where
do you go to think seriously and bring sanity to a maddening situation? Far from the madding crowd to a
peaceful Omani luxury resort of course. So that’s what the military leadership of the US and Pakistan
did,” declared a Pakistani military readout of the meeting. In a private conference room, the most
powerful figures in the US military met with their Pakistani counterparts. Led by Admiral Mullen, the US
delegation included Admiral Eric Olson, the commander of the US Special Operations Command;
General David Petraeus; and General James Mattis, the commander of CENTCOM. They met with
Pakistan’s top military official, General Ashfaq Parvez Kayani and Major General Javed Iqbal, its
director general of military operations. “The US-Pakistan relationship is heading downhill as speculation
mounts about US intentions in Pakistan,” the Pakistani readout stated. “The Davis affair brought all these
suspicions to the surface.”

Referring to the reported rift between the CIA and ISI, the readout indicated that the US military
officials “had to point out that once beyond a tipping point the situation would be taken over by political
forces that could not be controlled.” According to the readout, the US delegation asked the Pakistani
generals “to step in and do what the governments were failing to do—especially because the US military
was at a critical stage in Afghanistan and Pakistan was the key to control and resolution.” It concluded,
“The militaries will now brief and guide their civilian masters and hopefully bring about a qualitative
change in the US-Pakistan Relationship by arresting the downhill descent and moving it in the right
direction.”

After the Oman meeting, sources within the ISI said that the CIA had agreed not to conduct unilateral
operations in Pakistan in return for its support in freeing Davis. “They will do nothing behind our backs
that will result in people getting killed or arrested,” a Pakistani official told the Guardian. That of course
was not true. It is even unclear whether the CIA said it. The New York Times  reported that US officials
“insisted...the CIA made no pledges to scale back covert operations in Pakistan or to give the Pakistani
government or its intelligence agency a roster of American spies operating in the country—assertions that
Pakistani officials disputed.”

In any case, the United States and Pakistan began putting together a plot to use Islamic Sharia law to
free Davis. From the moment Davis shot the two men in Lahore, the families of his victims and the third
man killed by his backup team publicly insisted that they wanted no payments or bribes, but rather wanted
Davis tried and hanged. On her deathbed, Shumaila Kanwal, Faheem’s widow, said she feared that
justice would not be served because of a political deal. For weeks, mobs of angry protesters
demonstrated at every court hearing, demanding that Davis be charged and tried. For both the United
States and Pakistan, that was not an option.

The show had gone on long enough. And its ending was carefully choreographed by both governments.
Under the diyyat provision of Sharia law, the families of a victim could “pardon” the accused and in



return accept a payment commonly referred to as “blood money.” That would result in the criminal case
against Davis being dismissed. But it required the consent of the victims’ families.

On March 16, unidentified Pakistani agents forcibly took nineteen of the victims’ family members to
Kot Lakhpat Jail. It was to be the day of Raymond Davis’s trial. The public was not allowed in, nor were
reporters. Davis was, according to Punjab law minister Rana Sanaullah, charged with murder. But instead
of witnessing the presentation of evidence, the testimony of eyewitnesses or the questioning of Davis, the
family members were ordered to sign papers pardoning the American. “I and my associate were kept in
forced detention for hours,” claimed an attorney for the family of Faizan Haider. Each of the family
members was brought before the judge and asked if he or she pardoned Davis. Under intense pressure, all
of them answered yes. The judge then dismissed the case against Davis and ordered his release. “This all
happened in court and everything was according to law,” Sanaullah declared. “The court has acquitted
Raymond Davis. Now he can go anywhere.” As retired Pakistani Brigadier F. B. Ali observed, “ The
diyyat provision is much loved by the rich and powerful in Muslim societies where it is in force; it
literally allows them to get away with murder.”

In all, the families were paid a total of $2.3 million. On a visit to Cairo, Secretary of State Clinton
praised the arrangement. “The families of the victims of the January 27th incident pardoned Mr. Davis,
and we are very grateful for their decision,” she said. “We appreciate the actions that they took that
enabled Mr. Davis to leave Pakistan and head back home.” When asked about the payments to the
families, she replied, “The United States did not pay any compensation.” Pakistan had in fact made the
payment, which the United States would later repay out of the CIA’s budget.

As Raymond Davis walked from the court after his release was ordered, tears streamed down his face
as his victims’ families sat in stunned silence, some of them whimpering. Davis was swiftly escorted to a
convoy of diplomatic vehicles and taken immediately to an airfield where he boarded a “special” plane—
the type used in the CIA’s extraordinary rendition program. The plane crossed into Afghanistan’s
airspace, headed for Bagram, and Davis disappeared. “He’s gone,” Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer said,
smiling.

Twenty-four hours after Davis was freed, a US drone strike killed some forty people in North
Waziristan. Things, it seemed, could now go back to the way they were before l’affaire Davis. But just six
weeks after Davis was whisked from Pakistan, the secret war he had been helping to fight would be thrust
to front-page news the world over when JSOC helicopters penetrated Pakistani territory in the dead of
night and headed for the garrison town of Abbottabad. Their mission: to kill the most wanted man in the
world.



The Tsunami of Change

AUSTRIA AND YEMEN, 2011 —In mid-2011, Yemen was caught up in the revolution that was sweeping the
Arab world. The popular revolt against oppressive regimes in the region had begun on December 17,
2010, when Mohamed Bouazizi, a twenty-six-year-old street vendor in Tunisia, took the ultimate stand.
The young fruit-and-vegetable seller struggled every day in the poor rural city of Sidi Bouzid to make
ends meet, facing constant harassment from local police and municipal employees who demanded bribes
from him. On this particular day, Tunisian officials stripped him of his only source of income—when they
confiscated his cart and goods because he did not have the proper permit. Bouazizi, enraged, ran to the
governor’s offices, but the governor refused to meet him. Then, desperate and furious, he went to a nearby
gas station, filled a jug with gasoline and stood in the middle of traffic. It was 11:30 in the morning.
“How do you expect me to make a living?” he shouted before dousing himself in gasoline. He lit a match
and his body erupted in flames.

Within months, massive protests against the US-backed regimes of the Arab world had broken out in
Middle Eastern and North African capitals, an uprising that became known as the Arab Spring. Several
dictators fell, one after another: Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in Tunisia was the first to go. On January 25, a
rebellion began against Egyptian dictator Hosni Mubarak that would ultimately bring an end to his regime.
Yemenis watched as their Arab brothers and sisters in other countries faced down the dictators that had
ruled their lives for as long as they could remember.

Less than two weeks later, tens of thousands poured into a square in central Sana’a and renamed it
Change Square. They announced that they would not leave until President Saleh and his family were
removed from power. A new issue of Inspire was released just as the protests were spreading in Yemen.
Its cover story on the Arab uprisings, “The Tsunami of Change,” was penned by Anwar Awlaki. “ The
first and probably most important change that this monumental event brought is a mental one. It brought a
change to the collective mind of the ummah. The revolution broke the barriers of fear in the hearts and
minds that the tyrants couldn’t be removed,” Awlaki wrote. “We do not know yet what the outcome would
be, and we do not have to. The outcome doesn’t have to be an Islamic government for us to consider what
is occurring to be a step in the right direction.” Awlaki embraced the protests against the US-backed
regime in Yemen, writing, “Any weakness in the central government would undoubtedly bring with it
more strength for the mujahidin in this blessed land.”

On March 18, 2011, more than 100,000 Yemeni protesters gathered for Friday prayers in the streets
near Sana’a University. As the prayers ended and people began dispersing, government security forces
and pro-Saleh militiamen opened fire on the crowd, killing more than fifty people. Some of them were
shot in the head by snipers. Three days later, a severe blow was dealt to the Saleh regime when the most
powerful figure in Yemen’s military, General Ali Mohsin al Ahmar, commander of the 1st Armored
Division, threw his support behind the protests and vowed to defend Yemen’s “peaceful youth
revolution.” Other senior military figures soon followed suit. Senior civilian officials, including scores of
ambassadors and diplomats, announced their resignations. Important tribal leaders, long the most crucial
element of Saleh’s grip on power, swung to the opposition.

As Yemen’s revolution was heating up, the United States was beginning a bombing campaign to support
armed rebels in Libya that would ultimately bring down the regime of Colonel Muammar el Qaddafi. But
in Yemen, the US government was playing a very different game. The prospect of losing Ali Abdullah
Saleh made Washington very nervous. After all, AQAP in Yemen had been declared the most significant
external threat facing the US homeland. Those running the US military and intelligence operations agreed



with Awlaki’s assessment that instability in Yemen would benefit AQAP. In Egypt, longtime US-backed
dictator Hosni Mubarak had been overthrown, as had leaders of other Washington client regimes. Inspire
published an ad in its Arab Spring issue that featured a picture of Ali Abdullah Saleh holding his finger
up to his mouth in a “shhhh” motion. “Hey Ali, Mubarak just fell,” the ad read. “Guess who’s joining the
party next?”

While Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and other US officials condemned the violence in Yemen, they
stopped far short of calling for an end to the regime or for international military action to confront the
brutality of the Yemeni security forces. Instead, the US position was to call for a “political solution.” A
few days after the massacre in Sana’a, Defense Secretary Robert Gates, on a visit to Moscow, was asked
if the United States still backed Saleh. “I don’t think it’s my place to talk about internal affairs in Yemen,”
Gates replied. What he said next spoke volumes about US priorities: “We are obviously concerned about
the instability in Yemen. We consider Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, which is largely located in
Yemen, to be perhaps the most dangerous of all the franchises of Al Qaeda right now. And so instability
and diversion of attention from dealing with AQAP is certainly my primary concern about the situation.”
At the time, the Obama administration was in the midst of ramping up its training and equipping of
Yemen’s military and security forces, including some of the very forces that were now repressing
peaceful antigovernment protests.

“The feckless US response is highlighting how shortsighted our policy is there,” Joshua Foust, the
former DIA Yemen analyst, told me at the time. “We meekly consent to Saleh’s brutality out of a
misguided fear that our counterterror programs will be cut off, apparently not realizing that, in doing so,
we are practically guaranteeing the next government will threaten those very programs.” Gregory Johnsen
told me that he shared some of Washington’s concerns but said the myopic obsession with terrorism was
counterproductive. Saleh’s fall “could certainly have a negative impact on US CT operations in Yemen,”
he said, adding, “I’m particularly worried that AQAP is gaining weapons and money in some parts of the
country as the military begins to break down in outlying areas.” Yemen “has a number of more pressing
problems that will, if left unchecked, all help AQAP gain strength in the coming years,” Johnsen
cautioned. “In Yemen, there is no magic missile solution to the problem of AQAP. The US simply can’t
bomb them out of existence.”

Judging from its policies, the Obama administration apparently thought otherwise.

ANWAR AWLAKI’S YOUNGEST BROTHER , Ammar, was nothing like him. While Anwar embraced a radical
interpretation of Islam and was preaching for jihad against the United States, Ammar was pursuing a
career working for an oil company in Yemen. Ammar was Canadian-educated and politically well
connected. He dressed in blue jeans, wore hip Armani eyeglasses and sported a goatee. His hair was
slicked back and he had the latest iPhone. The last time he had seen Anwar was in 2004. In February
2011, Ammar was in Vienna, Austria, on a business trip. He had just returned to his hotel after sampling
some local cuisine with an Austrian colleague when the phone rang in his room. “Hello, Ammar?” said a
man with an American accent. “My wife knows your wife and I have a gift for her.” Ammar went down to
the lobby and saw a tall, thin white man in a crisp, blue suit. They shook hands. “Can we talk a bit?” the
man asked, and the two men sat down in the lobby. “I don’t actually have a gift for your wife. I came from
the States and I need to talk to you about your brother.”

“I’m guessing you’re either FBI or CIA,” Ammar said. The man smiled. Ammar asked him for
identification. “Come on, we’re not FBI, we don’t have badges to identify us,” the man said. “The best I
can do is I can show you my diplomatic passport.”

“Call me Chris,” the American said.
“Was that your name yesterday?” Ammar replied.



Chris made it clear he worked for the CIA and told Ammar that the United States had a task force
dedicated to “killing or capturing your brother.” He told Ammar that the United States wanted to bring
Anwar in alive, but that time was running out. “He’s going to be killed,” Chris told him, “so why don’t
you help in saving his life by helping us capture him?” He added, “You know, there’s a $5 million bounty
on your brother’s head. You won’t be helping us for free.”

When Ammar told Chris he didn’t want the money, the American replied, “That $5 million would help
raise [Anwar’s] kids. America is very frank, and I’ll just say it to you. There’s a $5-million-dollar
bounty, and it’s up for grabs. And instead of someone else getting it, why don’t you get it, and help
Anwar’s kids get raised decently?”

“I don’t think there’s any need for me to meet you [again],” Ammar told Chris, reiterating that he had no
idea where Anwar was. Still, Chris told Ammar to think it over. Discuss it with his family. “We can meet
when you go to Dubai in two weeks.” Ammar was stunned. His tickets for that trip had not even been
purchased and the details were still being worked out. Chris gave Ammar an e-mail address—a Hotmail
account—and said he’d be in touch.

Ammar returned to Yemen. “I talked to my mom and my brother [not Anwar] about it. And they said,
‘You stop it. Don’t even reply to them, don’t contact them again. Just stop.’” Ammar ignored the rest of
the e-mails from Chris.



The Fortress in Abbottabad

WASHINGTON, DC, 2010–2011; PAKISTAN, 2011 —As the US manhunt for Anwar Awlaki intensified, the most
wanted man in the world was spending his time hiding in plain sight. For years, it was assumed that
Osama bin Laden was living in a cave or hiding in the tribal areas straddling the Afghanistan-Pakistan
border. Some US officials thought the United States might never catch him, while some terror analysts
believed bin Laden might already be dead. But bin Laden was very much alive and was living in the
middle-class Bilal Town neighborhood of Abbottabad, Pakistan, in a large compound less than a mile
from the Pakistani equivalent of the West Point Military Academy.

It is unclear exactly when bin Laden had moved to Abbottabad, but construction on the residence had
been completed in 2005. And it was clearly built for secrecy. The al Qaeda leader lived on the third floor
of the largest house on the property with three of his wives and many of his children. Their residence was
expertly designed to ensure that no one could see inside. It had almost no windows, save for some narrow
openings on one of the walls. Ironically, on May 2, 2011, it was those very attributes of the home that
would prevent bin Laden from seeing the well-armed US Navy SEALs who were whizzing across
Pakistan on a mission to end his life.

THE LAST SERIOUS CHANCE the United States had of killing or capturing bin Laden had come a decade
earlier, in the winter of 2001 in Tora Bora, Afghanistan. A collapse in coordination between the Pentagon
and CIA had marred that operation, resulting in bin Laden and his deputy, Zawahiri, disappearing—some
thought for good. For the next decade, a determined group of analysts from the CIA followed one lead
after another to a seemingly endless string of dead ends. With no human intelligence resources inside al
Qaeda, no signals intelligence coming from bin Laden himself and little hope for support from authorities
in the regions he was believed to be in, the CIA was stuck. In 2005, the bin Laden unit was shuttered,
though a number of analysts continued to pursue the al Qaeda leader.

Barack Obama had campaigned on a pledge to make Afghanistan and the fight against al Qaeda the
centerpiece of his counterterrorism policy, and he blasted the Bush administration for dropping the ball in
the hunt for bin Laden. As president, Obama had ordered CIA Director Leon Panetta to prioritize the
search, labeling the killing or capture of bin Laden Panetta’s “number one goal” in May 2009. Obama’s
orders had injected new life—and resources—into the search that had, for four years, largely been
conducted by a small group of CIA analysts. While the CIA was ratcheting up its efforts to find bin Laden,
not everyone in the intelligence community thought they would produce any result. In April 2010, Major
General Michael Flynn told Rolling Stone reporter Michael Hastings, “I don’t think we’re going to get
bin Laden,” adding, “I think we’ll get a call one day from the Paks: Bin Laden’s dead, we captured al
Zawahiri.” At the time, Flynn was the highest-ranking intelligence officer in Afghanistan and Pakistan and
was serving directly under General McChrystal. As Hastings pointed out, Flynn “had access to the most
sensitive and detailed intelligence reports.”

But in August 2010, the CIA got its biggest break in the case since Tora Bora, when a CIA asset inside
Pakistan spotted Abu Ahmed al Kuwaiti in Peshawar. Kuwaiti had long been on the CIA’s radar and had
been identified by various al Qaeda figures captured and interrogated by US forces in the immediate
aftermath of 9/11 as a top aide to bin Laden and his primary courier. The Agency’s asset in Pakistan
followed Kuwaiti’s white Suzuki jeep on a two-hour drive from Peshawar to the garrison town of
Abbottabad. As the CIA analysts examined the details of the compound, which they likened to a



“fortress,” they discovered it had no phone or Internet connection and that its residents burned their trash.
They grew their own vegetables and raised their own chickens and cows. Every week, they would
slaughter two goats. The analysts knew they had one of bin Laden’s trusted aides in their scope but also
knew there could be a bigger fish living in the compound—perhaps even the biggest. They decided not to
try to capture Kuwaiti, hoping that he would lead them to bin Laden himself.

In late autumn, Panetta directed his bin Laden analysts to compile a list of twenty-five ways to extract
intelligence from within the compound. They had already considered placing devices in the sewage
system or placing a camera in a tree near the compound. Eventually, the analysts came up with thirty-eight
options. According to author Peter Bergen, “One idea was to throw in foul-smelling stink bombs to flush
out the occupants of the compound. Another was to play on the presumed religious fanaticism of the
compound’s inhabitants and broadcast from outside the compound what purported to be the ‘Voice of
Allah,’ saying, ‘You are commanded to come out into the street!’”

Eventually, the CIA enlisted a Pakistani doctor to administer a false Hepatitis B vaccination program in
the neighborhood. The Agency wanted the doctor and his fake medical team to gain access to the
compound and to extract DNA samples from the occupants so that they could compare them to samples the
Agency already had from bin Laden’s deceased sister. The doctor involved in the effort, Shakil Afridi,
was from Pakistan’s tribal regions. Eventually, the CIA would pay Afridi to run the fake program, which
began in the poorer areas of Abbottabad in order to appear legitimate. In the end, the plan failed and
Afridi and his team were unable to get any DNA samples. Afridi would later be arrested and imprisoned
by Pakistani authorities for working with the CIA.

In the late summer and early fall of 2010, CIA analysts had begun circulating memos regarding the
significance of the courier and his relationship to bin Laden, including one that was titled “Closing In on
Usama bin Ladin’s Courier” and another titled “Anatomy of a Lead.”

The CIA set up a safe house in Abbottabad and expanded its “pattern of life” analysis of the
compound’s residents. In addition to the families of Kuwaiti and his brother, they soon discovered that
there was another family living in the secluded third floor of the biggest building on the property. By
analyzing shadows through aerial imagery, CIA analysts detected someone they believed to be a man who
would take daily walks in the courtyard inside the compound in a small vegetable garden—but only under
the cover of a tarp, which prevented the drones or satellites from getting anything more than a silhouette of
his image. They could not determine the man’s height. Internally, the CIA analysts called him “the Pacer.”

By January 2011, the general consensus at the CIA was that the Pacer was likely bin Laden himself.
President Obama asked his counterterrorism team to develop a range of options for action.
Undersecretary of Defense Michael Vickers, Panetta and his deputy Mike Morell met with Admiral
McRaven at CIA headquarters and read him in on the intelligence out of Abbottabad. “First of all,
congratulations on getting such a good lead,” McRaven told them. “Second, this is a relatively
straightforward raid from JSOC’s perspective. We do these ten, twelve, fourteen times a night. The thing
that makes this complicated is it’s one hundred and fifty miles inside Pakistan, and logistically getting
there, and then the politics of explaining the raid, is the complicating factor. I want to think about it a little
bit, but my instinct is to put a very seasoned member of a special unit to work directly with you who will
come to the CIA every day and basically begin to plan and flesh out some options.”

The Wall Street Journal  reported that “McRaven assigned one senior special-operations officer—a
Navy Captain from SEAL Team 6, one of the  top special-forces units—to work on what was known as
AC1, for Abbottabad Compound 1. The captain spent every day working with the CIA team in a remote,
secure facility on the CIA’s campus in Langley, Va.” On paper, any raid against the compound was to be
done using CIA cover so that if it went wrong, the United States could deny the operation. But in reality,
McRaven’s men would be running the show. Within the CIA, AC1 soon became known as “Atlantic City.”

The CIA and Obama’s national security team considered a number of other options beyond the SEAL



team assault. They explored doing a B-2 strike on the compound, similar to the operation that killed
Zarqawi in Iraq. But that scenario presented a number of major-league risks: it would be nearly
impossible to extract DNA to confirm bin Laden was killed, and the bombing would certainly kill not
only all of the women and children in the compound, but potentially residents of other homes in the
neighborhood. A drone strike was always an option in Pakistan, but the conditions at the compound would
have made the chance of a direct hit unpredictable. Looming over all of the planning was the fact that CIA
contractor Raymond Davis was sitting in a Pakistani jail cell facing murder charges and widespread calls
for his execution. Any unilateral action by the United States would undoubtedly infuriate the Pakistani
government. Some analysts feared Davis could be killed in retaliation.

Ultimately, Obama’s counterterrorism team decided that a JSOC raid, conducted by veteran Navy
SEALs under the command of McRaven, would provide the best opportunity to take out bin Laden. JSOC
had conducted raids in Pakistan before, though never this deep into the country—or with such a sizable
force. The risk of the Pakistani government spotting the US helicopters that would have to travel 150
miles into the country—and the possibility that the helicopters could be shot down—was serious.
Admiral McRaven began assembling a team of SEALs to start preparing for a sensitive operation, but
they were not yet briefed on what that mission would be. Once Raymond Davis was released from the
Pakistani jail on March 16, momentum picked up for the operation.

McRaven’s men would prepare for the mission at a secret facility in North Carolina and at another in
the desert in Nevada.

ONE OF THE SEALS TAKING PART  in the exercises was thirty-six-year-old Matt Bissonnette, a veteran
DEVGRU operator who had spent the last decade participating in a virtually nonstop run of combat
deployments that put him behind enemy lines in the expansive post-9/11 US war on terror. Bissonnette
had carried out missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, the Horn of Africa  and, as fate would have it, Pakistan. He
had actually participated in a previous attempt to capture bin Laden in 2007 that he had dubbed a “wild-
goose chase.” He had risen through the Special Ops ranks to become a DEVGRU team leader.

Bissonnette and other JSOC operators were summoned to a Sensitive Compartmented Information
Facility, where phones are prohibited and the walls are lined with lead to prevent the use of electronic
listening devices. According to Bissonnette, “There were almost thirty people in the room, including
SEALs, an EOD [Explosive Ordnance Disposal] tech, plus two support guys.” The men received little
information other than the fact that they were going to be headed to North Carolina for a “joint readiness
exercise.” They were offered no clues as to what was in store. “Overall there was a lot of experience in
the room. They’d drawn us from different teams,” Bissonnette recalled. “On most teams, the new guy
usually carries the ladder and the sledgehammer. But looking around the room, we had all senior guys.”
He added, “It looked like some kind of dream team they were putting together.”

According to Bissonnette, “speculation was rampant.” Some of the men predicted they would be sent to
Libya. Others wagered Syria or Iran. When the SEALs arrived at the North Carolina training base, they
were briefed. The target of the mysterious mission was, in fact, Osama bin Laden. “No fucking way,”
Bissonnette declared.

Twenty-eight of DEVGRU’s most senior operators were chosen for the operation, including an
explosives expert. Also on the team were a combat dog named Cairo and an interpreter. There were four
alternates attached to the mission in the event one of the SEALs was injured in training. In Afghanistan,
the all-star troop would be joined by a SEAL Bissonnette called “Will,” a self-taught Arabic speaker
who would be able to conduct interrogations on the mission.

Together with the help of CIA analysts, the men committed to memory the intricately detailed mock-up
of the compound that sat outside the main doors to the briefing room. The foam model stood on a five-foot



by five-foot plywood base. It was locked up in a wooden box when not in use. The model showed the
“house in amazing detail, right down to the small trees in the courtyard and cars in the driveway and on
the road that ran along the north side of the compound,” Bissonnette later wrote. “It also had the location
of the compound’s gates and doors, water tanks on the roof, and even concertina wire running along the
top wall. Grass covered the main courtyard. Even the neighbors’ houses and fields were rendered in
almost exact detail.”

The SEALs were introduced to the Pacer. They were given a “Road to Abbottabad” briefing from the
CIA in which they were brought up to speed on the multiyear intelligence effort to track down the al
Qaeda leader. A few days after the men arrived in North Carolina, they caught their first glimpse of the
Pacer via a black-and-white video feed. They watched him walk in circles under a “makeshift awning” in
the compound’s courtyard. On one occasion, a Pakistani military helicopter passed over the compound
while the Pacer was outside. “We didn’t see the Pacer sprint to a car and run. Instantly, we all thought the
same thing,” Bissonnette recalled. “This meant he was accustomed to hearing helicopters.”

The CIA assessment informed the men that bin Laden was believed to be living on the third floor of the
compound, and his son Khalid on the second. Aside from educated guesses placing the occupants of the
compound on certain floors, the DEVGRU operators had no idea what the layout of the buildings would
look like once they were inside. The team would use a number of “pro” words to report on the progress
of the mission via radio, the idea being that short, single words would reduce radio traffic and confusion.
According to Bissonnette, “On this mission, we chose pro words with a Native American theme.” Bin
Laden would be designated with the word “Geronimo.”

As his SEALs readied for their mission, McRaven briefed the president and his national security team.
“In terms of difficulty, compared to what we’re doing on a nightly basis in Afghanistan, what we’re doing
in Iraq, this is not among the most difficult missions technically. The difficult part was the sovereignty
issue with Pakistan and flying for a long stretch of time over Pakistani airspace,” McRaven said. Biden’s
national security adviser, Tony Blinken, described the impact of McRaven’s analysis. “First of all, it
helps that he’s from central casting,” he told Bergen. “He looks and sounds the part, so he inspires
confidence, but you also got the very strong impression that this was not a guy who was going to be
blustering or bragging. This was a guy who was going to give his very honest assessment, and so when he
did, he had a lot of credibility, and it also created a tremendous amount of reassurance. And basically
what McRaven told us was after they modeled this, and gamed it, and rehearsed it, he said, ‘We can do
this.’”

As the SEALs war-gamed for the operation in North Carolina and the Nevada desert, a string of VIPs
from the administration, the military and CIA attended some of the drills. According to Bissonnette,
during one session, someone asked if the raid was a kill mission. “A lawyer from either the Department of
Defense or the White House made it clear this wasn’t an assassination,” he recalled. “If he is naked with
his hands up, you’re not going to engage him,” the attorney said. “I am not going to tell you how to do your
job.”

The SEAL team was dispatched to Jalalabad, Afghanistan, ahead of the mission. Bissonnette strung up
a hammock in the plane in preparation for the lengthy trip. Some of the men popped Ambien pills for the
long flight across the Atlantic. A number of analysts from the NSA and CIA joined the SEALs. As the
plane took off, Bissonnette took an open seat next to one of the CIA analysts. He asked her, “What are the
odds” the man in the compound was bin Laden? “One hundred percent,” she told him. Bissonnette pushed
back, reminding her that he had heard such proclamations from intelligence analysts before and they had
fallen apart. The CIA analyst doubled down on her assessment, telling Bissonnette that she did not support
the idea of the raid and would have preferred an air strike. “Sometimes JSOC can be the big gorilla in the
room,” she said. “I’d rather just push the easy button and bomb it.” Bissonnette told her, “You guys did all
the hard work to get us here,” adding, “We’re happy to have our thirty minutes of fun and be done.”



On Friday morning, April 29, at 8:20 a.m., Obama met with National Security Adviser Thomas
Donilon, his deputy Dennis McDonough, John Brennan and Chief of Staff William Daley in the White
House Diplomatic Reception Room. As they stood in a half circle, Obama told the men, “I’ve considered
the decision: It’s a go. And the only thing that makes it not a go is if Bill McRaven and his folks believe
that either weather or conditions on the ground increase the risk to our forces.”

The mission would be called Operation Neptune Spear, a tip of the hat to the trident favored by the
Roman god of the sea. It is also a common insignia on Navy SEAL paraphernalia and unit crests.

On their second night in Jalalabad, Bissonnette and a number of other SEALs sat around a fire pit
discussing where they should shoot bin Laden. “Try not to shoot this motherfucker in the face,” said a
SEAL he called “Walt.” “Everybody is going to want to see this picture.” The men speculated about how
the raid would advance the careers of their superior officers. Bissonnette predicted McRaven would be
promoted to SOCOM commander. “And we’ll get Obama reelected for sure,” Walt added. “I can see him
now, talking about how he killed bin Laden.”

The raid, planned for the evening of Saturday, April 30, coincided with the White House
Correspondents’ Dinner, which would have meant that the president and virtually every senior member of
his national security team would be rubbing elbows with the media elite and Hollywood celebrities while
the raid was taking place. Some of the president’s advisers wanted the operation held back until after the
dinner, concerned that if something went wrong, forcing the president and other officials to leave the
event, the raid’s cover could be blown. The raid was specifically planned to take place on a moonless
night in order to allow the approaching helicopters to have the best cover possible. By chance, excessive
cloud cover ultimately compelled McRaven to delay the raid until the next night.

Obama called McRaven for a final check-in. It was late in the evening in Jalalabad when McRaven
picked up the phone. He told the president his men were ready to go. “I couldn’t have any more
confidence in you than the confidence I have in you and your force,” the president said. “Godspeed to you
and your forces. Please pass on to them my personal thanks for their service and the message that I
personally will be following this mission very closely.”

The president and the first lady arrived at the Washington Hilton at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday night for the
Correspondents’ Dinner. Panetta, Gates, Vickers and several other core members of the team planning the
bin Laden raid were there as well. Obama’s demeanor revealed nothing about the high-stakes
preparations that were taking place on the other side of the globe. Instead, the president appeared calm
and jovial, cracking a number of jokes, including one targeting billionaire Donald Trump, who was in the
audience. Trump had been on a media rampage, promoting his inane theory that the president was not a
US citizen. Saturday Night Live star Seth Meyers, who hosted the dinner, actually made a joke about bin
Laden, obviously unaware that a number of people in the room were intimately involved in planning his
imminent demise. “People think bin Laden is hiding in the Hindu Kush,” Meyers said. “But did you know
that every day from 4 to 5 p.m. he hosts a show on C-SPAN?” The camera panned to the president
laughing heartily.

IN AFGHANISTAN , the final briefing before the launch of Operation Neptune Spear was “standing room
only,” Bissonnette wrote, with SEALs from the other squadron on the base packing in. The president had
authorized the SEALs to fight off any Pakistani units that confronted them on the mission. An officer
briefing the teams informed them of their cover story, should they find themselves in Pakistani custody:
you were recovering a drone that had crashed. The proposal drew laughter. “The story was preposterous.
We were allies with Pakistan on paper, so if we did lose a drone, the State Department would negotiate
directly with the Pakistani government to get it back,” an incredulous Bissonnette asserted. “The story
didn’t wash and would be very difficult to stick to during hours of questioning,” he wrote. “The truth is, if



we got to that point, no story we could come up with was going to cover up twenty-two SEALs packing
sixty-pounds of high-tech gear on their backs, an EOD tech, and interpreter for a total of twenty-four men,
plus a dog, raiding a suburban neighborhood a few miles from the Pakistani military academy.” The
briefing was closed by the commanding officer of DEVGRU. McRaven, he said, had given them the green
light. In twenty-four hours, the SEALs would be on their way to Abbottabad.

Obama’s national security staffers began arriving at the White House around 8:00 a.m. on Sunday, May
1. Sandwich platters were purchased from Costco. Multiple pizzerias were called upon to avoid making
one large conspicuous order.

At around 1:00 p.m., Obama’s national security team began to assemble in the Situation Room. Obama
was finishing up a round of golf at Andrews Air Force Base—part of the attempt to send the signal
publicly that business was as usual. Over at the CIA, Panetta and his deputy, Mike Morell, huddled with
SOCOM’s commander, Eric Olson, in a secure room. On paper, Panetta was in charge of the operation. In
reality, Admiral McRaven was running Neptune Spear.

Obama returned to the White House at approximately 2:00 p.m. and, still wearing his golf shoes and a
windbreaker, went downstairs to the Situation Room, where Panetta’s final overview of the operation
was relayed. But Obama and his team would not monitor the most sensitive mission in US history from the
Situation Room, which was built for such operations. Instead, the most powerful decision makers in the
United States wound up confining themselves to a much smaller room next door.

The room had the same secure video and phone communications as the Situation Room but could only
seat seven people. Two modest-sized flat-screen televisions were installed side by side on one wall of
the room. On the day of the bin Laden raid, the conference room was initially occupied by Brigadier
General Marshall “Brad” Webb, JSOC’s assistant commanding general. Webb and another JSOC officer
were monitoring the operation in real time through a laptop. The feed was provided by an RQ-170 stealth
drone hovering over Abbottabad. They also had secure communications with McRaven in Jalalabad,
Panetta at CIA headquarters and General Cartwright at the Pentagon’s Ops Center. When the men
proposed moving their command center to the Situation Room, they were told to stay put.

Next door in the Situation Room, Obama’s inner circle was arguing about whether the president should
monitor the mission live. As that debate dragged on, various senior officials, including Secretary of State
Clinton and Vice President Biden, began streaming into General Webb’s small room. A short time later,
the president walked into the room. “I need to watch this,” he said. The commander in chief seated
himself in a folding chair to the right of Webb. Obama later discussed the seating arrangement, saying,
“[Webb] started to get up and people were starting to go through the protocol and figuring out how to
rearrange things. I said, ‘You don’t worry about it. You just focus on what you’re doing. I’m sure we can
find a chair and I’ll sit right next to him.’ And that’s how I ended up [on a] folding chair.”

IT WAS 11:00 P.M. IN ABBOTTABAD , and the families at the bin Laden compound were already in bed. Many
miles to the west, across the Pakistan-Afghanistan border, in the city of Jalalabad, twenty-three members
of SEAL Team 6 were at an airbase preparing to embark on their mission. Half an hour later, the Black
Hawks took off. By 2:30 p.m., the White House had received the first word that the choppers were off the
ground. “It was nail-biting time and we were holding our breath,” recalled Brennan.

For the mission, the SEALs would utilize two specialized MH-60 Black Hawk helicopters, flown by
JSOC’s “Night Stalkers.” The helicopters were a stealth version of the Black Hawk that the United States
had long been rumored to be developing. The unique aircraft had never been discussed publicly. The
Black Hawks had been specially modified with advanced technology that would allow it to fly silently
and to avoid radar detection. To further mask their presence, the pilots would fly at high speeds as close
to the ground as possible, using a tactic known as “nap of the earth.” General Hugh Shelton, the former



commander of SOCOM, whose son is a JSOC pilot, said the Night Stalkers are the best in the US
military. “They can literally—the pilots can fly a helicopter upside-down if they want to, they can land on
a moving train—at night,” he told me. “Any time that you’ve got a mission that you don’t want to fail,
those are the guys that you want to have doing it.”

Three MH-47 Chinooks took off from the same Jalalabad airfield once the Black Hawks had entered
Pakistan. One set down on the Afghan side of the border with Pakistan. The other two flew to a remote
riverbank in Kala Dhaka, located in the Swat region, roughly fifty miles north of bin Laden’s compound.
There the Quick Reaction Force (QRF) would wait. In the event that the SEALs’ raid ran into serious
trouble, the QRF could get to Abbottabad in approximately twenty minutes. Meanwhile, the Black Hawks
whizzed quietly toward the compound and eventually made it to the outskirts of Abbottabad.

In Afghanistan, Admiral McRaven was running the operation from a secure location in Jalalabad. In
Kabul, General David Petraeus and one of his aides monitored the events in a classified control room. If
the Pakistanis scrambled their fighter jets, Petraeus was poised to mobilize US warplanes to respond.



“We Got Him. We Got Him.”

PAKISTAN, 2011 —President Obama and his team huddled around a table in the small room adjacent to the
Situation Room, watching grainy footage of the Black Hawks approaching Abbottabad from the northwest.
It was standing room only, but everyone was silent, save for the occasional question for McRaven’s
deputy, General Webb. On board the choppers, some of the SEALs had tried to catnap en route to what
was undoubtedly the most important mission of their careers. Navy SEAL Matt Bissonnette said he awoke
fully when his helicopter was ten minutes outside of the city. He pulled his night-vision goggles down and
prepared the fast-roping equipment. With his legs dangling outside the helicopter, he observed the
landscape passing below his feet. “Several of the houses we passed over had lighted pools and
manicured gardens behind tall stone walls. I was used to seeing mountains or villages made up of clusters
of mud huts,” he recalled. “From above, Abbottabad reminded me of flying over the suburbs in the United
States.”

Passing over the southeast wall of the compound, the Black Hawk hovered near the area where the
SEALs had planned to insert. Through his night-vision goggles, Bissonnette could make out details of the
ground below. “Looking down thirty feet into the compound, I could see laundry whipping on a
clothesline. Rugs hung out to dry were battered by dust and dirt from the rotors. Trash swirled around the
yard, and in a nearby animal pen, goats and cows thrashed around, startled by the helicopter.”

That’s when things began to diverge from the original plan. The Black Hawk began to drop suddenly.
The high temperature was partly to blame, but it was also a consequence of the added weight of the stealth
system on the aircraft. At high altitudes, a pilot can attempt to fly vertically in order to avoid the drop, but
it can be deadly at low altitudes.

The pilot of the struggling Black Hawk tried to control the aircraft as it spun ninety degrees to the right.
Bissonnette felt his body lifting from the floor of the chopper as he fumbled for a handhold. Packed so
tightly with the other commandos, he could not scoot back. “Holy fuck, we’re going in,” Bissonnette
thought to himself, as the wall of the compound came closer and closer. Bissonnette pulled his legs to his
chest, hoping to prevent them from being smashed under the helicopter, should it roll onto its side. “The
helicopter shuddered as the nose dug into the soft ground like a lawn dart. One minute, the ground was
rushing up at me. The next minute, I was at a dead stop. It happened so fast, I didn’t feel the impact,”
Bissonnette remembered.

The Chalk One pilot had managed to follow through on his contingency plan to bring the helicopter
down in the compound’s larger courtyard. The Black Hawk’s tail was pressed against the property’s
twelve-foot perimeter wall at an angle that prevented the chopper’s rotors from digging into the dirt and
breaking into dangerous pieces of shrapnel. “If any other part of the helicopter hit the wall, or if we had
tipped and the rotor hit the ground first, none of us would be walking away unscathed,” Bissonnette later
wrote. The pilots, he said, “pulled off the impossible.”

The “hard landing” saved the lives of the SEAL team members, but the possibility of a deniable
mission was gone. So, too, was any hope of surprising the compound’s occupants.

The original plan had to be nixed. Instead of rappelling into the compound, the SEALs would now have
to launch their raid from outside the walls. Losing the element of surprise could potentially allow their
targets to arm themselves and prepare to face down against the American commandos. “My heart sank,”
Bissonnette recalled. “Up until I heard the go-around call, everything was going as planned. We had
evaded the Pakistani radar and anti-aircraft missiles on the way in and arrived undetected. Now, the
insert was already going to shit. We had rehearsed this contingency, but it was Plan B. If our target was



really inside, surprise was the key and it was quickly slipping away.”
There was silence in the White House as Obama and his advisers waited to hear word from the

downed aircraft. “We were able to monitor the situation in real time,” the president later said. “So right
off the top everybody, I think, was holding their breath. That wasn’t in the script.”

“Those were really intense moments,” Secretary of State Clinton recalled. She later told author Peter
Bergen, “This was like any episode of 24 or any movie you could ever imagine.” Biden, who had
opposed the raid option, nervously caressed his rosary as he watched the crash unfold. “What you see
there is the very first thing that was needed to happen in order for the mission to be a success as we were
told, didn’t happen,” said Biden. “That helicopter didn’t make it in the right spot and everyone went, like,
‘Whoa.’”

While Obama’s national security team was shaken by the crash, Admiral McRaven was not. At least he
didn’t give that impression. “We will now be amending the mission,” McRaven calmly told Panetta.
“Director, as you can see, we have a helicopter down in the courtyard. My men are prepared for this
contingency and they will deal with it.” McRaven’s calm confidence impressed the officials in the room.
“Admiral McRaven was extraordinarily unflappable and professional,” Deputy National Security
Adviser Ben Rhodes later said. “His demeanor did not change.” Obama later called McRaven “a cool
customer.”

According to Obama, “We had a sense that, despite that helicopter having landed in a violent way, that
the passengers inside had not been hurt and that they were still going through with the mission.”

THE SEALS IN THE CRASHED CHOPPER had all survived with no serious injuries. As the second Black Hawk,
which was supposed to drop its SEALs onto the roof of the building, landed instead outside the gates of
the compound, Plan B kicked into gear.

Bissonnette and Will, the SEAL-translator, made their way toward the guesthouse, where they say they
came under attack from AK-47 rounds and fired back. Moments later, a woman emerged from the
guesthouse carrying a small child in her arms. It was Mariam al Kuwaiti, the courier’s wife. “He is
dead,” Mariam said. “You shot him. He is dead. You killed him.” Will searched her for weapons and
passed her message on to Bissonnette. Crouching low, Bissonnette opened the door and looked inside. “I
spotted a pair of feet lying in the doorway of the bedroom,” he said. With Will at his back, he entered the
guesthouse and shot Kuwaiti several more times. Although Bissonnette claimed he was fired upon, other
accounts, including that of Bergen, suggested that Kuwaiti was unarmed. “The courier’s AK-47 was later
found by his bedside. It seems unlikely that he fired it, given its location and the fact that no casings from
such a weapon were later found at the scene,” Bergen wrote. Meanwhile, another group of SEALs made
their way toward the main building in the compound, shooting dead two more members of Kuwaiti’s
family, as women and children looked on in horror.

The men had been on the ground for roughly ten minutes. The SEALs from Chalk Two had managed to
enter the compound through the main gate. When the commandos stepped into bin Laden’s building, they
fell out of contact with Obama’s team at the White House. The president later said, “There were big
chunks of time in which all we were doin’ was just waiting. And it was the longest forty minutes of my
life with the possible exception of when Sasha got meningitis when she was three months old, and I was
waiting for the doctor to tell me that she was all right. It was a very tense situation.” In Targeting Bin
Laden, a documentary for the History Channel, Obama added, “We were really in a blackout situation and
it was hard for us to know what exactly was taking place. We knew that gunshots were taking place, and
we knew some explosions were taking place.”

Meanwhile, inside, the gate blocking the stairway was blown. The SEALs began making their way up
the stairs, which “were set at ninety-degree angles, creating a sort of spiral staircase separated by small



landings.” There were four doors on the second floor. The SEALs cleared each room and began moving
toward the third floor, where they believed the Pacer and his family resided. As they did so, they saw a
head briefly pop out from behind the wall at the top of the staircase.

Intelligence analysts had indicated that bin Laden’s son Khalid lived on the second floor. The
intelligence reports also indicated Khalid was clean-shaven. So was the man who peered around the
corner.

“Khalid,” a SEAL whispered. “Khalid.”
When the twenty-three-year-old worked up the nerve to peek around the corner again, he took a bullet

in the face. “What was Khalid thinking at that time?” Bissonnette later asked. “Look around the corner.
Curiosity killed the cat. I guess Khalid, too.”

The commandos made their way up the stairs, passing over tiles wet with Khalid’s blood. As the
SEALs walked through the hallway of the third floor, they saw a man’s head pop out from a doorway.
One of the SEALs fired two suppressed rounds at the figure. The man vanished into the room. When they
entered, the men encountered two women. Believing they might have had suicide vests on, one of the
SEALs grabbed them and forced them into a corner, so his colleagues could continue on. Another SEAL
stood face to face in the dark with a tall man. “In that second, I shot him, two times in the forehead. Bap!
Bap! The second time as he’s going down,” he recalled. “He crumpled onto the floor in front of his bed
and I hit him again, Bap! same place. That time I used my EOTech red-dot holo sight. He was dead. Not
moving. His tongue was out. I watched him take his last breaths, just a reflex breath.”

Bissonnette and another SEAL entered the room. “We saw the man lying on the floor at the foot of his
bed,” he recalled. “Blood and brains spilled out the side of his skull. In his death throes, he was still
twitching and convulsing. Another assaulter and I trained our lasers on his chest and fired several rounds.
The bullets tore into him, slamming his body into the floor until he was motionless.”

The room was still completely dark, so Bissonnette flipped on his helmet light to better examine the
man’s face. It was covered in blood. “A hole in his forehead collapsed the right side of his skull,” he
recalled. “His chest was torn up from where the bullets had entered his body. He was lying in an ever
growing pool of blood.” The SEAL who originally shot the man said, “the American public doesn’t want
to know what that looks like.”

The SEALs were not certain that the man they had shot was bin Laden. His face was now a mangled
mess. They began taking DNA samples from the body and one of the SEALs sprayed the man’s bloodied
face with his CamelBak. Bissonnette began wiping the face. “With each swipe, the face became more
familiar. He looked younger than I expected. His beard was dark, like it had been dyed. I just kept
thinking about how he didn’t look anything like I’d expected him to look,” he wrote. One of the SEALs
radioed over the command net: “We have a possible, I repeat POSSIBLE touchdown on the third deck.”
Bissonnette began snapping photos of the man’s body. He then knelt down to focus on the man’s face. He
pulled his lifeless head from side to side for profile photos. He had his teammate open one of the man’s
eyes so he could get a tight shot of it.

On the balcony, the Arabic-speaking SEAL was questioning the women and children. An order came
over the radio to prep the downed Black Hawk for demolition. Meanwhile, because the mission had gone
on longer than planned, fuel for the remaining helicopters, including the rescue CH-47 hovering nearby,
was running low.

Bissonnette continued to take photos while his teammate collected samples of the man’s blood and
saliva. The SEALs had two identical sets of the photos and DNA that would be carried back to Jalalabad
in each of the Black Hawks. “This had been carefully planned so if one of the helicopters was shot down
on our flight back to Jalalabad, a DNA sample and a set of pictures would survive,” Bissonnette later
explained.

The Arabic-speaking SEAL questioned the older woman in the room. When he asked who the dead man



was, she told him, “The sheik,” but declined to clarify. After being given several aliases, the SEAL turned
to the children. He asked one of the little girls, and she told him the man was Osama bin Laden. When he
asked if she was sure, the little girl said, “Yes.” The SEAL turned back to the older woman. “Stop fucking
with me now,” he demanded, as he asked her again who the man in the bedroom was. She cried as she
confirmed that it was Osama bin Laden. The SEAL reported the dual confirmation. Just then, two lead
SEALs on the operation, including Bissonnette’s squadron commander, entered the room. The commander
examined bin Laden’s face. “Yeah, that looks like our guy,” he said. The senior SEAL stepped out of the
room and radioed McRaven. “For God and country, I pass Geronimo,” he said. “Geronimo E.K.I.A.”
Enemy Killed in Action.

In the packed White House conference room halfway around the world, Obama’s national security team
was overwhelmed. “We got him,” Obama said quietly. “We got him.” Admiral McRaven was careful to
dispel any premature celebration. “Look, I’ve got a Geronimo call, but I need to tell you it’s a first call.
This is not a confirmation. Please keep your expectations managed a little here. Most operators when they
are on a mission their adrenaline is sky high. Yes, they are professional, but let’s not count on anything
until they get back and we have some evidence.” The JSOC chief added, “We’ve got SEALs on the
ground without a ride.”

The SEALs had been at the compound for a little over half an hour by the time bin Laden was killed.
The possibility of an encounter with the Pakistani military was increasing with each passing second. Back
on the second floor of the compound, the SEALs were attempting to gather as many of bin Laden’s
belongings and potential intelligence clues as possible.

Once the process of taking bin Laden’s photos and DNA samples was completed, a pair of SEALs
dragged his corpse out of the bedroom by the legs. Bissonnette began searching the area, grabbing papers
and some cassettes. They also found two guns: an AK-47 and a holstered Makarov pistol. Neither was
loaded.

Time was running short. The interpreter and the SEALs outside the compound had managed to deter
curious onlookers, but Abbottabad was waking up. Pakistani authorities could arrive at any moment, and
the choppers circling above were running out of fuel. The interpreter’s presence was warranted, as
residents of the typically tranquil neighborhood heard the sounds of helicopters and explosions and some
found their electricity had been cut off. Gul Khan told India Today , “I saw soldiers emerging from the
helicopters and advancing towards the house. Some of them instructed us in chaste Pashto to turn off the
lights and stay inside.” An unidentified man interviewed by CNN in the aftermath of the raid said through
a translator, “We never saw their clothes but they were speaking Pashto and told us to go away. After a
while, [when the] electricity blackout ended and the light came back on, they told us to turn them all off.”
Another man speaking to CNN through a translator added, “We tried to go there and they pointed their
laser guns on us and said ‘No, you can’t go.’ They were speaking Pashto, so we thought that they were
from Afghanistan, not America.”

The SEALs inside were overwhelmed with the volume of materials on hand but could only gather and
carry so much. They had five minutes. “We all knew the risks of running out of gas or remaining on target
too long, giving the local police or military time to react,” Bissonnette later recalled. “We got what we
came for: Bin Laden. It was time to get out while we still could.”

Bissonnette proceeded to the landing zone. He was soon joined by the SEALs from the second floor of
bin Laden’s compound, who were overloaded with materials they had gathered from inside. “We looked
like a gypsy camp, or like Santa Claus on Christmas Eve,” he wrote. “Guys had mesh bags over their
shoulders so full they seemed to waddle more than run. I saw one SEAL carrying a CPU in one hand and a
leather gym bag overflowing in the other.”

Bin Laden’s corpse, now in a body bag, was loaded on the remaining stealth Black Hawk, which the
SEALs thought had the best chance of escaping Pakistan unscathed. The big Chinook—the CH-47—would



carry the remaining SEALs. Before taking off, the commandos blew up the downed Black Hawk so that its
stealth technology could not be examined by the Pakistanis. Obama and his team watched the video feed
of the $60-million bonfire.

News of unusual events unfolding in Abbottabad traveled fast. At 1:00 a.m., just before the SEALs took
off from the compound, General Ashfaq Parvez Kayani, chief of Pakistan’s army, was in his study when
he received a call from his director of military operations, Major General Ishfaq Nadeem. From the
initial reports he had heard, Kayani thought India might be launching some sort of a strike inside Pakistan.
He called Air Chief Marshal Rao Qamar Suleman and ordered the force to confront any unidentified
aircraft.

At approximately 1:08 a.m., the SEALs took off from Abbottabad. Obama told his national security
team, “Inform me as soon as our helicopters are out of Pakistani airspace.” The Black Hawk and the
Chinook took more direct but separate routes as they exited Pakistan, with the Black Hawk stopping at a
refueling point inside the country. All of the US personnel crossed the border into Afghanistan unscathed,
with bin Laden’s body in tow.

On the tarmac in Jalalabad, a white Toyota HiLux pickup was waiting to transport bin Laden’s corpse
to a nearby hangar. When the Black Hawk landed, three Army Rangers approached the helicopter to grab
the al Qaeda leader’s body. “Fuck no,” one of the SEALs told the Rangers. “We got this.”

After bin Laden’s body was flown to Bagram and further DNA samples were taken, it was choppered
out to the Arabian Sea, where the USS Carl Vinson was positioned. “Traditional procedures for Islamic
burial was followed,” read a May 2 e-mail sent from the Carl Vinson by Rear Admiral Charles Gaouette
to Mullen and other military officials. “The deceased’s body was washed (ablution) then placed in a
white sheet. The body was placed in a weighted bag. A military officer read prepared religious remarks,
which were translated into Arabic by a native speaker. After the words were complete, the body was
placed on a prepared flat board, tipped up, whereupon the deceased’s body slid into the sea.”



“Now They’re After My Son”

SOMALIA, WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2011 —It was 11:35 p.m., Washington time. President Obama
walked down the hallway leading to the East Room of the White House. He took his place at the lectern in
a dark suit with a red tie and an American flag pin on his left lapel. “Good evening,” the president began.
“Tonight, I can report to the American people and to the world that the United States has conducted an
operation that killed Osama bin Laden, the leader of al Qaeda, and a terrorist who’s responsible for the
murder of thousands of innocent men, women, and children.” The president did not mention the SEALs or
Admiral McRaven. “At my direction, the United States launched a targeted operation against that
compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. A small team of Americans carried out the operation with
extraordinary courage and capability,” the president asserted. “No Americans were harmed. They took
care to avoid civilian casualties. After a firefight, they killed Osama bin Laden and took custody of his
body.”

In the ensuing weeks, controversy would swirl as White House officials leaked details of the operation
that turned out to be wildly false or exaggerated. Although the administration explicitly said that the
operation was “kill or capture,” and not an assassination, bin Laden was unarmed when he was killed and
the weapons that were recovered in his bedroom were not loaded. Yet a senior administration official
who briefed reporters soon after the raid claimed that bin Laden “did resist the assault force” and “was
killed in a firefight as our operators came onto the compound.” In reality, the raid was far from the
dramatic firefight described initially by White House officials.

In the span of less than twenty minutes, the SEALs had shot seven of the eleven adults in the compound,
killing four men and one woman. According to Pakistani officials, both women and children were injured
in the raid. Peter Bergen, who gained access to the compound and many witnesses, alleged that all of
those who were injured appeared to have been unarmed. The international human rights group Amnesty
International described the raid as illegal in its annual report for 2011. “The US administration made
clear that the operation had been conducted under the USA’s  theory of a global armed conflict between
the USA and al-Qaeda in which the USA does not recognize the applicability of international human rights
law,” the report asserted. “In the absence of further clarification from the US authorities, the killing of
Osama bin Laden would appear to have been unlawful.”

The day after the operation, Brennan delivered an error-filled press conference that purported to give
details of the raid. Brennan opened by claiming bin Laden was killed in a firefight and that there was no
opportunity to take him alive. He later added that bin Laden used women in the compound as human
shields. “Thinking about that from a visual perspective, here is bin Laden, who has been calling for these
attacks, living in this million dollar-plus compound, living in an area that is far removed from the front,
hiding behind women who were put in front of him as a shield,” he said. “I think it really just speaks to
just how false his narrative has been over the years. And so, again, looking at what bin Laden was doing
hiding there while he’s putting other people out there to carry out attacks again just speaks to I think the
nature of the individual he was.” Brennan also alleged that one woman who died was shot while shielding
bin Laden, though she was actually killed with her own husband. The White House was later forced to
retract Brennan’s comments.

The leaks from the White House sparked outrage in the Special Ops community and ultimately led
Bissonnette, one of the SEALs who had shot bin Laden, to write his own book on the raid, under the pen
name Mark Owen, called No Easy Day, which he said he wrote to set the record straight. So many former
SEALs and other Special Ops veterans began speaking out that McRaven issued a directive ordering all



current and former Special Ops Forces to stop speaking to the media.
The night Obama had announced bin Laden’s death, thousands of Americans poured into the streets in

front of the White House and in New York’s Times Square, chanting, “USA, USA!”
Victims’ families from the 9/11 attacks spoke of bin Laden’s death bringing closure. But the al Qaeda

leader’s demise had breathed new life into Washington’s global war.
JSOC, once shrouded in secrecy, had overnight become a household name and was lionized in the

media. The Disney Corporation actually tried to trademark the term “SEAL Team 6,” and Zero Dark
Thirty, a high-profile Hollywood film, was put into production; the filmmakers were even given access to
sensitive material.

While the battle over the leaks—and varying and contradictory narratives over how exactly bin Laden
was killed—raged in the media, behind the scenes the White House was deeply immersed in planning
more lethal operations against High Value Targets. Chief among these was Anwar Awlaki.

IN APRIL 2011, Ahmed Abdulkadir Warsame, a Somali man the United States alleged had links to
Somalia’s al Shabab, had been captured by JSOC forces in the Gulf of Aden. Warsame was aboard a
small skiff when he was snatched by an amphibious team. US counterterrorism officials alleged that he
had met with Awlaki and was building ties between al Shabab and AQAP. The JSOC forces took him to a
military brig aboard the USS Boxer, where Warsame was held incommunicado for more than two months
before being transferred to New York and indicted on conspiracy charges and providing material support
to al Shabab and AQAP.

Although the Obama administration won praise from some in the civil liberties community for trying
him in federal court rather than sending him to Guantánamo, the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) was not permitted to see him until after he had endured two months of regular interrogation on
board the Boxer. Nor was Warsame given access to lawyers. Warsame’s case ignited a legal debate over
the Obama administration’s policies on capturing and detaining terror suspects, particularly in light of the
widening counterterrorism campaigns in Somalia and Yemen.

The executive orders that President Obama had issued two days after he was sworn into office required
the US government to provide the ICRC with notification of, and timely access to, any persons in the
custody of the US government. To those who had long fought the Bush administration’s detainee policies,
the Warsame case indicated that Obama was violating his own executive orders. “This is illegal and
inexcusable. It means in effect that Mr. Warsame was disappeared for this period with all the attendant
dangers such hidden detention engenders. It is reminiscent of early Guantánamo Bay and CIA ‘black site’
detention,” alleged the Center for Constitutional Rights. The group accused the Obama administration of
“stretching” the meaning of the original Authorization for Use of Military Force granted by Congress to
enable pursuit of the 9/11 attackers and using it a decade later “to capture and detain, perhaps
indefinitely, anyone it claims is a terrorism suspect anywhere in the world.”

But the Obama administration was not simply capturing or detaining suspects: It was interrogating them
as part of its intensifying campaign to hunt down terrorists. After Warsame’s capture, US officials
anonymously boasted to major US media outlets that he had provided them with actionable intelligence.
The action sparked by that intelligence would not be in Somalia, but in Yemen, against one of
Washington’s most wanted targets.

“I WANT AWLAKI,” President Obama told his counterterrorism team. “Don’t let up on him.”
Bin Laden was dead and Ayman al Zawahiri would soon take his place as  the head of al Qaeda central,

but it was the US citizen running around the badlands of Yemen that Obama and his team had labeled



America’s new Public Enemy Number One. Obama was a constitutional law professor in a different
lifetime, but as president he had developed an alternative legal structure for dealing with Awlaki.
President Obama’s executive branch had served as prosecutor, judge and jury. As the ultimate authority,
he had rendered his verdict. Now his handpicked forces would perform the execution.

Three days after Obama announced to the world that JSOC had killed Osama bin Laden, the president’s
counterterrorism team presented him with an urgent intelligence update on Yemen. The CIA and JSOC
believed they had pinpointed Awlaki’s location in the south of Yemen and said they had to seize this
moment to take him out. Emboldened by the bin Laden raid, Obama’s generals had been agitating for the
president to authorize a blitzkrieg of sorts to deliver a “knockout blow” to al Qaeda in a variety of
countries. In Yemen, JSOC was talking about “running the table” and taking the fight to the enemy.

President Obama had ordered John Brennan to update him at every Terror Tuesday meeting on all
available intelligence on Awlaki. Now the president was presented with a concrete opportunity to finish
him off. According to Daniel Klaidman’s account, Warsame had provided crucial intelligence on Awlaki.
The Navy SEALs who captured Warsame had also taken possession of his laptop, thumb drives and other
data storage devices. “The hardware was filled with emails and other evidence tying him directly to
Awlaki. Warsame had met with the cleric only two days before, completing a major weapons deal,”
according to Klaidman. “Warsame’s exposure to Awlaki and other high-ranking members of AQAP gave
him access to critical ‘patterns of life’ intelligence, which he divulged to US officials when they
interrogated him. He told them how Awlaki traveled, including the kinds of vehicles he used and the
configuration of his convoys. He provided information about Awlaki’s modes of communications as well
as the elaborate security measures he and his entourage took.”

Along with signals intercepts by JSOC and the CIA and “vital details of Awlaki’s whereabouts” from
Yemeni intelligence, the White House now had what it believed was its best shot to date at killing
Awlaki. US military aircraft were at the ready. Obama gave the green light. JSOC would run the
operation. A Special Ops Dragon Spear aircraft mounted with short-range Griffin missiles blasted
through Yemeni airspace, backed by Marine Harrier jets and Predator drones, and headed toward
Shabwah. A Global Hawk surveillance aircraft would hover above to relay a live feed back to the
mission planners.

The American cleric, well aware that the United States was trying to kill him, had taken precautions to
limit the number of people with whom he communicated. He changed locations frequently and switched
vehicles often. On the evening of May 5, Awlaki and some friends were driving through Jahwa, in rural
southern Shabwah, when their pickup truck was rocked by a massive explosion nearby, shattering its
windows. Awlaki saw a flash of light and believed a rocket had been fired at the car. “Speed up!”
Awlaki yelled at the driver. He looked around the truck and took stock of the situation. No one was hurt.
The back of the truck was filled with canisters of gasoline, yet the vehicle had not exploded.
Alhamdulillah, Awlaki thought. “Praise God.” He called for backup.

While Awlaki and his colleagues scrambled to get away from what they thought was an ambush, JSOC
planners watched via satellite as his car emerged from the dust clouds the Griffin had caused. They’d
missed. There had been a malfunction of the targeting pod, and the guidance system was unable to keep a
lock on Awlaki’s vehicle. It would now be up to the Harriers and the drone. Strike two. A massive
fireball lit up the sky. Just as the celebrations were to begin, the mission’s planners watched in shock as
the truck emerged once again. Its back bumper had been hit, but the truck was on the run. The Harriers
were running low on fuel and had to abandon the mission. The third strike had to come from the drone.
Awlaki peered out the window, looking for the perpetrators of the ambush. It was then he saw it: a drone
hovering in the sky. As smoke and dust engulfed the area, Awlaki told the driver not to head toward any
populated areas. They pulled into a small valley with some trees.

Two brothers, Abdullah and Musa’d Mubarak al Daghari, known in the AQAP community as the al



Harad brothers, had seen the strike from a distance and were speeding to Awlaki’s rescue. As the drone
hovered overhead, the US war planners could not see what was happening below. A former JSOC
planner, who read the US after-action reports on the failed mission, told me that the mission only had
satellites that provided “top down imagery.” With such satellites, he said, “You can’t see shit. You’re
looking down at ants moving. All they saw were vehicles and the people in the vehicles were smart.”
Dust, gravel, smoke and flames had shielded the High Value Target. The Harad brothers quickly
marshaled Awlaki and his driver into their Suzuki Vitara SUV and they took Awlaki’s vehicle. They gave
Awlaki directions to a cliff where he could go to take shelter, if he could make it past the American
missiles. Awlaki hastily said goodbye and sped off in the Suzuki. The Harad brothers then headed in the
opposite direction, driving in the truck the Americans had tried to blow up moments earlier.

As two vehicles took off in opposite directions, the American war planners had to decide which one to
follow. They stuck with Awlaki’s truck. Awlaki looked up and saw the drones still hovering. He managed
to make it to the cliff in the mountains. From there, he watched as another round of missiles shot out of the
sky and blew up the truck, killing the Harad brothers.

As JSOC celebrated what it thought was a successful hit, Awlaki performed the evening prayers and
reflected on the situation. Tonight has “increased my certainty that no human being will die until they
complete their livelihood and [reach their] appointed time,” he thought. He fell asleep in the mountains,
awakened later by colleagues who took him to safety at the home of his old friend Shaykh Nadari.

Nadari was asleep when the strikes happened, but he awoke to the sound of the explosions and had felt
the ground shake. “When the time of dawn approached and as the light began to spread, it brought about
with it Sheikh Anwar,” Nadari later recalled. “He entered upon us with a cheerful smile so we all knew
that he was the one targeted.” The men embraced and Awlaki debriefed him on the strikes. He estimated
that ten or eleven missiles had been fired during the attacks. Nadari asked him what it was like to be
bombed by the Americans. “I found it much easier than we think of it. Something of fear befalls you, but
the Almighty Allah sends down tranquility,” Awlaki told his friend. “This time eleven missiles missed
[their] target but the next time, the first rocket may hit it.” Awlaki stayed with Nadari for a few days and
then moved on. It was the last time the men would see each other.

“We were hoping it was him,” said a US official after the strike. As news spread of the attack,
anonymous US officials confirmed that the strike had been aimed at Awlaki. And for a moment, they
thought they had accomplished the mission. The US drone operators “did not know that vehicles were
exchanged and resulted in the wrong people dying and [that] Awlaki [was] still alive,” according to a
Yemeni security official.

Awlaki may have escaped, but the United States now had a serious bead on him. “The U.S. government
has been targeting al-Awlaki now for some time, [and the] pace of that operation has been increasing,”
said Fran Townsend, the former senior Bush administration official. “You’ve got to believe they had an
operational plan to attack the entire leadership [of al Qaeda], that the drone attack against al-Awlaki, if
they had the opportunity, was going to be timed to the operation against bin Laden so that they were going
to send a very distinct message that the entire leadership of al Qaeda, wherever they could be found,
would be under attack.”

Nasser Awlaki could not reach his son, but he had heard from intermediaries  that Anwar was alive. He
knew that, having failed yet again in its mission to find and kill him, the United States would be more
determined than ever to finish the job. He watched the international news reports on the bin Laden raid
and listened as commentators, pundits and senior US officials compared his son to the al Qaeda leader
and even suggested that Awlaki would now succeed him as its leader. “They’ve killed bin Laden and now
they’re after my son,” he said.



“It Was Cold-Blooded”

PAKISTAN, 2011 —Three weeks after the raid that killed Osama bin Laden, the leaders of Pakistan’s ISI
were still fuming. President Obama and Pakistan’s President Zardari publicly presented a unified front in
celebrating the death of the al Qaeda leader, and Obama thanked the Pakistani government for its
assistance over the years, saying, “Our counterterrorism cooperation with Pakistan helped lead us to bin
Laden and the compound where he was hiding.” Zardari penned an op-ed in the Washington Post ,
praising the raid and asserting that Pakistan “did its part.” Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani declared,
“We will not allow our soil to be used against any other country for terrorism and therefore I think it’s a
great victory, it’s a success and I congratulate the success of this operation.”

Notwithstanding the diplomatic niceties, however, the violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty was a
scandal in the country. “It was cold-blooded,” a senior Pakistani security official said. A day after the
raid, Pakistan’s Foreign Office issued a statement calling the raid “an unauthorized unilateral action,”
asserting: “Such an event shall not serve as a future precedent for any state, including the United States.”

Pakistan’s former foreign minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi—who was sacked for his bold stance in the
Raymond Davis case—called the raid an “unprovoked aggression” against the country, while opposition
leader Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan called for the Pakistani president and prime minister to step down. “The
operation tramples on our honor and dignity, and the president and prime minister must either give an
explanation or resign,” he said. “The government is keeping silent and there appears to be nobody to
respond to propaganda against Pakistan.”

“Every Pakistani wants to know how the US troops crossed over into a sovereign and independent
Pakistan without permission,” said the Muttahida Qaumi Movement chief, Altaf Hussain. “How was it
possible that a raid was conducted well inside Pakistani territory? How was it possible that the raiders
managed to leave unhurt and undetected? How come the government and intelligence agencies remained
in the dark about all this?”

The Pakistani parliament condemned the operation as a “violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty” and
called on Islamabad to “revisit and review its terms of engagement with the United States.” Despite the
delicate state of relations between the two governments, some US officials appeared to throw gasoline on
the fire. During a press conference after the raid, Brennan charged that it was “inconceivable that bin
Laden did not have a support system” in Pakistan.

As a group of 1,500 Pakistanis protested the killing of bin Laden, the United States had resumed its
drone strikes. Just four days after the raid, a CIA strike targeted a house in North Waziristan. Coming on
the heels of the Raymond Davis saga, the bin Laden raid was seen as an ominous symbol by Pakistan’s
intelligence services: Washington was becoming ever bolder in its operations in Pakistan and would
strike with or without the ISI’s permission. Obama had made good on his threat to use unilateral force
inside Pakistan.

Although the ISI could not do much to strike back at the United States directly, it began a hunt to track
down any Pakistanis it believed might have assisted the Americans in the bin Laden operation. Three
weeks after the raid, intelligence agents arrested Dr. Shakil Afridi, the doctor who had helped the CIA run
the fake Hepatitis B vaccination program in Abbottabad. He was locked up, tried and sentenced to thirty-
three years in prison. Secretary of State Clinton and leading US lawmakers pushed for Afridi’s release.
Senators John McCain and Carl Levin said the sentence was “shocking and outrageous” and asserted that
Afridi was a hero. “Dr. Afridi set an example that we wish others in Pakistan had followed long ago,” the
lawmakers wrote in a joint letter. “He should be praised and rewarded for his actions, not punished and



slandered.” The Pakistani foreign minister later pushed back. “For us, he’s no hero, believe me,” she
said. “He is somebody whose activity has endangered our children.”

The death of Osama bin Laden certainly did not impede the pace of killing in Afghanistan. “Since the
killing of the al Qaeda leader, ISAF shows no sign of slowing down or cutting back on its mission. In fact,
the pace has been higher than usual the past three months,” boasted an ISAF press release issued just one
week after bin Laden was killed. Incursions into Pakistan continued as well. On several occasions,
NATO forces based in Afghanistan conducted operations along the border, in one case killing twenty-five
Pakistani soldiers. At times, teams of SEALs or members of the CIA’s Special Activities Division would
cross into Pakistan to conduct operations. Drone strikes continued unabated. Despite Pakistan’s protests,
it was clear that the Obama administration would continue to act unilaterally in Pakistan, even after bin
Laden’s death.



“The US Sees al Qaeda as Terrorism, and We Consider the
Drones Terrorism”

YEMEN, LATE 2011 —While the Obama administration was basking in the success of the bin Laden killing
and JSOC and the CIA were closing in on Anwar Awlaki, the Arab uprisings were spreading. Three
weeks after the raid in Abbottabad, Pakistan, President Ali Abdullah Saleh’s government in Yemen was
on the brink of collapse. The protests were growing and President Saleh had played almost every card he
had to keep the Americans on his side. He had given the US counterterrorism machine a virtual free hand
to bomb Yemen and opened the doors wide for the evolution of a not-so-covert war. But as his grip on
power weakened, AQAP saw opportunity in the chaos. By the summer of 2011, the elite US-backed
counterterrorism units were pulled away from the fight against AQAP to defend the regime from its own
people. In southern Yemen, where AQAP had its strongest presence, the mujahedeen sought to take
advantage of an imploding state whose leaders had earned a reputation for corruption as they failed to
provide basic goods and services.

On May 27, 2011, several hundred militants laid siege to Zinjibar, thirty miles northeast of the
strategically important southern city of Aden, killing several soldiers, driving out local officials and
taking control of the city within two days. Who exactly these militants were was a matter of some dispute.
According to the Yemeni government, they were AQAP operatives. But the militants who took the city did
not claim to be from AQAP. Instead, they announced themselves as a new group, Ansar al Sharia, or
Supporters of Sharia. Senior Yemeni officials told me that Ansar al Sharia was simply a front for al
Qaeda. They pointed out that the first known public reference to the group was made a month before the
attack on Zinjibar by AQAP’s top cleric, Adil al Abab. “ The name Ansar al Sharia is what we use to
introduce ourselves in areas where we work to tell people about our work and goals, and that we are on
the path of Allah,” he said, adding that the new name was intended to put the focus on the message of the
group so as to avoid the associations of the al Qaeda brand. Whether Ansar al Sharia had more
independent origins or was merely a product of AQAP’s crude rebranding campaign, as Abab claimed,
the group’s significance would soon extend well beyond al Qaeda’s historically limited spheres of
influence in Yemen, while simultaneously popularizing some of AQAP’s core tenets.

Months after Zinjibar was taken, I traveled to Aden, Yemen, where I met the Yemeni general whose job
it was to retake the areas seized by Ansar al Sharia. General Mohammed al Sumali sat in the passenger
seat of his armored Toyota Land Cruiser as it whizzed down the deserted highway connecting Aden to
Abyan Province, where the Islamist militants had overrun Zinjibar. Sumali, a heavyset man with glasses
and a mustache, was the commander of the 25th Mechanized Brigade of the Yemeni armed forces and the
man charged with cleansing Zinjibar of the militants. Sumali’s task carried international significance:
retaking Zinjibar was seen by many as a final test of the flailing Saleh regime. The only real traffic on the
road consisted of refugees fleeing the fighting and heading toward Aden, and military reinforcements
moving toward Zinjibar. Sumali did not want to drive out to the front lines on the day I met him. “You
know there could be mortars fired at you,” he told me. Twice, the militants in Zinjibar had tried to
assassinate the general in that very vehicle. There was a bullet hole in the front windshield, just above his
head, and another in his side window, the spider-web cracks from the bullets’ impact clearly visible.
When I agreed not to hold him or his men responsible for what might happen, he relented, and we piled in
and took off.

As we rode along the coast of the Arabian Sea, past stacks of abandoned mortar tubes, Russian T-72
tanks dug into sand berms and the occasional wandering camel, General Sumali gave me his account of



what had happened on May 27, 2011, when Ansar al Sharia took the town. Sumali attributed the takeover
to an “intelligence breakdown,” explaining, “We were surprised in late May with the flow of a large
number of terrorist militants into Zinjibar.” He added that the militants “raided and attacked some security
sites. They were able to seize these institutions. We were surprised when the governor, his deputies and
other local officials fled to Aden.” As the Yemeni military began fighting the militants, General Sumali
told me, troops from Yemen’s Central Security Forces fled, abandoning heavy weaponry as they
retreated. The CSF, whose counterterrorism unit was armed, trained and funded by the United States, was
commanded by President Saleh’s nephew Yahya. A media outlet associated with the militants reported
that Ansar’s forces seized “heavy artillery pieces, modern antiaircraft weapons, a number of tanks and
armoured transports in addition to large quantities of different kinds of ammunition.”

Sumali said that as his forces attempted to repel the attack on Zinjibar a week later, they were attacked
by the militants using the artillery seized from the CSF units. “Many of my men were killed,” he told me.
The Islamist fighters also conducted a series of bold raids on the base of the 25th Mechanized on the
southern outskirts of Zinjibar. In all, more than 230 Yemeni soldiers died in battles with the militants in
under a year. “These guys are incredibly brave,” the general conceded, speaking of the militants. “If I had
an army full of men with that bravery, I could conquer the world.”

Sumali said Zinjibar fell because of bad intelligence, but critics of the crumbling Saleh regime told me
a different story. They alleged that President Saleh’s forces allowed the city to fall. The fighting there
began as Saleh faced mounting calls both inside and outside Yemen for his resignation. Several of his key
allies had defected to the growing opposition movement. After thirty-three years of outwitting his
opponents, they said, Saleh saw that the end was near. “Saleh himself actually handed over Zinjibar to
these militants,” charged Abdul Ghani al Iryani, a well-connected political analyst. “He ordered his
police force to evacuate the city and turn it over to the militants because he wanted to send a signal to the
world that, without me, Yemen will fall into the hands of the terrorists.” That theory, while unproven, was
not baseless. Ever since the mujahedeen war against the Soviets in Afghanistan in the 1980s and
continuing after 9/11, Saleh has famously milked the threat of al Qaeda and other militants to leverage
counterterrorism funding and weapons from the United States and Saudi Arabia to bolster his power
within the country and neutralize opponents. A Yemeni government official, who asked to remain
anonymous because he was not authorized to speak publicly about military issues, admitted that troops
from the US-trained and -supported Republican Guard did not respond when the militants entered the
town. Those forces were commanded by Saleh’s son Ahmed Ali Saleh. Neither did those forces loyal to
one of the most powerful military figures in the country, General Ali Mohsen, commander of the 1st
Armored Division, move in. Two months before Zinjibar was seized, Mohsen had defected from the
Saleh regime and was publicly supporting his overthrow.

General Sumali told me he could not “confirm or deny” that Ansar al Sharia was actually AQAP.
“What is important for me, as a soldier, is that they have taken up arms against us. Anyone who is
attacking our institutions and military camps and killing our soldiers, we will fight them regardless of if
they are al Qaeda affiliates or Ansar al Sharia,” he told me. “We don’t care what they call themselves.
And I can’t confirm whether Ansar al Sharia is affiliated with al Qaeda or if they are an independent
group.”

Rather than fighting AQAP, the elite US-backed Yemeni units—created and funded with the explicit
intent to be used only for counterterrorism operations—redeployed to Sana’a to protect the collapsing
regime from its own people. The US-supported units existed “mostly for the defense of the regime,” said
Iryani. “In the fighting in Abyan, the counterterrorism forces have not been deployed in any effective way.
They are still here in the palace [in Sana’a], protecting the palace. That’s how it is.” At the time, John
Brennan acknowledged that the “political tumult” had caused the US-trained units “to be focused on their
positioning for internal political purposes as opposed to doing all they can against AQAP.” So it was left



to General Sumali and his conventional forces to fight the Islamists who had taken over Zinjibar.
As we passed the first front line on the outskirts of Zinjibar, “Tiger 1,” and drove a half mile to “Tiger

2,” Sumali agreed to let me get out of the vehicle. “We will only stay for two minutes,” he told me. “It’s
dangerous here.” The general was soon besieged by his men. They looked thin and haggard, many with
long beards and tattered uniforms or no uniforms at all. Some of them pleaded with Sumali to write them
notes authorizing additional combat pay. One of the soldiers told him, “I was with you when you were
ambushed. I helped fight off the attack.” Sumali scribbled on a piece of paper and handed it to the soldier.
The scene continued until Sumali got back into the Toyota. As we drove away, he spoke from his armored
vehicle through a loudspeaker at his men. “Keep fighting. Do not give up!”

Whether it was a crass ploy on the part of a failing regime to allow the militants to overrun Zinjibar or
an opportunistic power grab by AQAP, the taking of several towns across southern Yemen by Islamist
forces was significant. Unlike the militant movement al Shabab in Somalia, AQAP had never taken
control of significant swaths of territory in Yemen. But Ansar al Sharia was determined to do just that,
declaring an Islamic emirate in Abyan. Once Ansar al Sharia and its allies solidified their grip on
Zinjibar, they implemented an agenda aimed at winning popular support. “Ansar al Sharia has been much
more proactive in attempting to provide services in areas in Yemen where the government has virtually
disappeared,” Johnsen, the Yemen scholar at Princeton University, told me at the time. “It has claimed
that it is following the Taliban model in attempting to provide services and Islamic government where the
central government in Yemen has left a vacuum.”

Ansar al Sharia repaired roads, restored electricity, distributed food and began security patrols inside
the city and its surroundings. It also established Sharia courts where disputes could be resolved. “Al
Qaeda and Ansar al Sharia brought security to the people in areas that were famous for insecurity, famous
for thefts, for roadblocks,” said Abdul Rezzaq al Jamal, the independent Yemeni journalist who regularly
interviewed al Qaeda leaders and had spent extensive time in Zinjibar. “The people I met in Zinjibar
were grateful to al Qaeda and Ansar al Sharia for maintaining security.” Although the militants in Abyan
brought law and order, the policies were, at times, enforced with brutal tactics such as limb amputations
against accused thieves and public floggings of suspected drug users. In one incident in the Ansar al
Sharia–held town of Jaar, residents said they were summoned to a gruesome event at which militants used
a sword to chop off the hands of two young men accused of stealing electrical cables. The amputated
hands were then paraded around the town as a warning to would-be thieves. One of the young men, a
fifteen-year-old, reportedly died soon after from blood loss. In another incident, Ansar al Sharia in Jaar
publicly beheaded two men it alleged had provided information to the United States to conduct drone
strikes. A third man was executed in Shabwah.

AQAP took advantage of the Yemeni government’s unpopularity, shrewdly recognizing that its message
of a Sharia-based system of law and order would be welcomed by many in Abyan who viewed the Saleh
regime as a US puppet. The US missile strikes, the civilian casualties, an almost total lack of government
services and a deepening poverty all helped create the opportunity AQAP seized. “As these groups of
militants took over the city, then AQAP came in and also tribes from areas that have been attacked in the
past by the Yemeni government and by the US government,” Iryani, the Yemeni political analyst, told me.
“They came because they have a feud against the regime and against the US. There is a nucleus of AQAP,
but the vast majority are people who are aggrieved by attacks on their homes that forced them to go out
and fight.”

As Ansar al Sharia took control of towns in the south, Washington debated how to respond. Some
within the Obama administration agitated for the United States to jump into the fight. General James
Mattis, who took over from Petraeus as CENTCOM commander, proposed that the president sign off on a
massive air assault on the “Unity” Soccer Stadium on the outskirts of Zinjibar, where Ansar al Sharia
fighters had created a makeshift base from which to attack the Yemeni military. President Obama shot



down the proposal. “We’re not in Yemen to get involved with some domestic conflict,” the president
said. “We’re going to continue to stay focused on threats to the homeland—that’s where the real priority
is.”

Instead, the United States would fly supply runs into southern Yemen via helicopter to back up General
Sumali’s conventional forces. The Americans also provided real-time intelligence, obtained by drones, to
Yemeni forces in Abyan. “It has been an active partnership. The Americans help primarily with logistics
and intelligence,” Sumali told me. “Then we pound the positions with artillery or air strikes.” On a few
occasions, Sumali told me, the United States conducted unilateral strikes around Zinjibar that “targeted al
Qaeda leaders who are on the US terrorist black list,” though he added, “I did not coordinate directly in
these attacks.” As cities throughout southern Yemen began to fall to Ansar al Sharia and the Saleh regime
crumbled, in late 2011, the Obama administration decided to pull out most of the US military personnel in
Yemen, including those training Yemen’s counterterrorism forces. “ They have left because of the security
situation,” Abu Bakr al Qirbi, Yemen’s foreign minister, told me at the time. “Certainly, I think if they do
not return and the counterterrorism units are not provided with the necessary ammunition and equipment, it
will have an impact” on counterterrorism operations.

The United States was shifting tactics. With the Saleh regime severely weakened, the Obama
administration calculated that it had little to gain from that alliance at this stage. The United States would
double down on its use of air power and drones, striking in Yemen at will to carry on its campaign
against AQAP. The Obama administration began quick construction of a secret air base in Saudi Arabia,
closer than its base in Djibouti, that could serve as a launching pad for expanded drone strikes in Yemen.
Target number one remained the same: Anwar Awlaki.

THE KEY TO ACCOMPLISHING ANYTHING  in Yemen is navigating its labyrinthine tribal system. For years, a
tribal patronage network helped bolster Saleh’s regime. Many tribes had a neutral view of AQAP or saw
it as a minor nuisance; some fought against al Qaeda forces, though others gave them safe haven or shelter.
The stance of many tribes toward al Qaeda depended on how they believed AQAP could forward or hurt
their agendas.

But the Obama administration’s Yemen policy had enraged many tribal leaders who could potentially
keep AQAP in check and, over the course of three years of regular bombings, had taken away the
motivation for many leaders to do so. Several southern leaders angrily told me stories of US and Yemeni
attacks in their areas that killed civilians and livestock and destroyed or damaged scores of homes. If
anything, the US air strikes and support for Saleh-family-run counterterrorism units had increased tribal
sympathy for al Qaeda. “Why should we fight them? Why?” asked Ali Abdullah Abdulsalam, a southern
tribal sheikh from Shabwah who adopted the nom de guerre Mullah Zabara, out of admiration, he told me,
for Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar. “If my government built schools, hospitals and roads and
met basic needs, I would be loyal to my government and protect it. So far, we don’t have basic services
such as electricity, water pumps. Why should we fight al Qaeda?” He told me that AQAP controlled large
swaths of Shabwah, conceding that the group did “provide security and prevent looting. If your car is
stolen, they will get it back for you.” In areas “controlled by the government, there is looting and robbery.
You can see the difference.” Zabara added, “If we don’t pay more attention, al Qaeda could seize and
control more areas.”

Zabara was quick to clarify that he believed AQAP was a terrorist group bent on attacking the United
States, but that was hardly his central concern. “The US sees al Qaeda as terrorism, and we consider the
drones terrorism,” he said. “The drones are flying day and night, frightening women and children,
disturbing sleeping people. This is terrorism.” Zabara told me that several US strikes in his region had
killed scores of civilians and that his community was littered with unexploded cluster bombs, which at



times detonated, killing children. He and other tribal leaders asked the Yemeni and US governments for
assistance in removing them, he said. “We did not get any response, so we use our guns to explode them.”
He also said the US government should pay money to the families of civilians killed in the missile strikes
of the past three years. “We demand compensation from the US for killing Yemeni citizens, just like the
Lockerbie case,” he declared. “The world is one village. The US received compensation from Libya for
the Lockerbie bombing, but the Yemenis have not.”

I met Mullah Zabara and his men at the airport in Aden, along the coast where the USS Cole was
bombed in October 2000, killing seventeen US sailors. Zabara was dressed in black tribal clothes,
complete with a jambiya, the traditional dagger, at his stomach. He was also packing a Beretta on his hip.
Zabara was a striking figure, with leathery skin and a large scar that formed a crescent moon along his
right eye. “I don’t know this American,” he said to my Yemeni colleague. “So if anything happens to me
as a result of this meeting—if I get kidnapped—we’ll just kill you later.” Everyone laughed nervously.
We chatted for a while on a corniche, a cliff-side road along the coast, before he drove us around the city
for a tour. About twenty minutes into the tour, he pulled over on the side of the road and bought a six-pack
of Heineken from a shanty store, tossing one to me before cracking open a can for himself. It was 11:00
a.m.

“Once I got stopped by AQAP guys at one of their checkpoints, and they saw I had a bottle of Johnnie
Walker,” he recalled as he guzzled his second Heineken in ten minutes and lit a cigarette. “They asked
me, ‘Why do you have that?’ I told them, ‘To drink it.’” He laughed heartily. “I told them to bother another
guy and drove off.” The message of the story was clear: the al Qaeda guys don’t want trouble with tribal
leaders. “I am not afraid of al Qaeda. I go to their sites and meet them. We are all known tribesmen, and
they have to meet us to solve their disputes.” Plus, he added, “I have 30,000 fighters in my own tribe. Al
Qaeda can’t attack me.” Zabara served as a mediator with AQAP for the Yemeni government and was
instrumental in securing the release of three French aid workers held hostage by the militant group for six
months. Zabara was also asked by the Yemeni minister of defense to mediate with the militants in Zinjibar
on several occasions, including to retrieve bodies of soldiers killed in areas held by Ansar al Sharia. “I
have nothing against al Qaeda or the government,” he told me. “I started the mediation in order to stop
bloodshed and to achieve peace.” In Zinjibar, his efforts were unsuccessful. He told me that while
mediating, he met AQAP operatives from the United States, France, Pakistan and Afghanistan.

I asked him if he ever met with top AQAP leaders. “Fahd al Quso is from my tribe,” he replied with a
smile, referring to one of the most wanted suspects from the Cole bombing. “I saw [Said] al Shihri and
[Nasir] al Wuhayshi five days ago in Shabwah,” he casually added, referring to the two senior AQAP
leaders, both of them US-designated terrorists. “We were walking, and they said, ‘Peace be upon you.’ I
replied, ‘Peace be upon you, too.’ We have nothing against them. In the past, it was unthinkable to run into
them. They were hiding in the mountains and caves, but now they are walking in the streets and going to
restaurants.” “Why is that?” I asked. “The regime, the ministers and officials are squandering the money
allocated to fight al Qaeda, while al Qaeda expands,” he replied. The United States “funds the Political
Security and the National Security [Forces], which spend money traveling here and there, in Sana’a or in
the US, with their family. All the tribes get is air strikes against us.” He added that counterterrorism “has
become like an investment” for the US-backed units. “If they fight seriously, the funds will stop. They
prolonged the conflict with al Qaeda to receive more funds” from the United States. In January 2013,
Zabara was assassinated in Abyan. It is unknown who killed him. That same month, the Yemeni
government announced that Shihri had died “after succumbing to wounds received in a counter terrorism
operation.”

THERE IS NO DOUBT that when President Obama took office, al Qaeda had resurrected its shop in Yemen.



But how big a threat AQAP actually posed to the United States or Saleh at that historical moment was the
subject of much debate. What went almost entirely undiscussed in the US discourse on AQAP and Yemen
was whether US actions—the targeted killings, the Tomahawk and drone strikes—might backfire, handing
AQAP an opportunity to recruit and provoking the group to escalate its own violence. “We are not
generating good will in these operations,” Emile Nakhleh, the former senior CIA officer, told me. “We
might target radicals and potential radicals, but unfortunately...other things and other people are being
destroyed or killed. So, in the long run, it is not necessarily going to help. These operations will not
necessarily help to deradicalize potential recruits. To me the bigger issue is the whole issue of
radicalization. How do we pull the rug from under it?” He added: “These operations might be successful
in specific cases, but I don’t think they necessarily contribute to a deradicalization of certain segments of
those societies.”

Colonel Patrick Lang, who spent his entire career in covert operations leading sensitive missions,
including in Yemen, told me that the threat posed by AQAP had been “ greatly exaggerated as a threat to
the United States. In fact, most Americans think that anything that might kill you personally, in an airplane
or walking down Park Avenue or something, is the biggest threat in the world, right? Because they’re not
accustomed to dealing with conditions of danger as a standard of life, you know? So to say, ‘Is AQAP a
threat to the United States?’ Yeah. They could bring down an airliner, kill a couple hundred people. But
are they an existential threat to the United States? Of course not. Of course not. None of these people are
an existential threat to the United States. We’ve gone crazy over this. We had this kind of hysterical
reaction to danger.”

IN THE SAME WAY  that Afghanistan and Iraq provided a laboratory for training and developing a whole
new generation of highly skilled, seasoned special operators, Yemen represented a paradigm that is sure
to permeate US national security policy for decades to come. It was under the Bush administration that the
United States declared the world a battlefield where any country would be fair game for targeted killings,
but it was President Obama who put a bipartisan stamp on this worldview that will almost certainly
endure well beyond his time in office. “This is going to go on for a long time,” said Lang. “The Global
War on Terror has acquired a life of its own. It’s a self-licking ice cream cone. And the fact that this
counterterrorism/counterinsurgency industry evolved into this kind of thing, involving all these people, the
foundations, and the journalists and the book writers, and the generals, and the guys doing the shooting—
all of that together has a great, tremendous amount of inertia that tends to keep it going in the same
direction.” Lang added: “It continues to roll. It will take a conscious decision, on the part of civilian
policy makers, somebody like the president, for example, to decide that ‘OK, boys, the show’s over.’”
But Obama was far from deciding the show was over.



The Pink House

WASHINGTON, DC, AND SOMALIA, 2011 —A month after the bin Laden raid, Admiral McRaven was still the
toast of Washington. In June 2011, he appeared before Congress for his confirmation hearings to become
head of the US Special Operations Command. The new post was a promotion from the commander in
chief and would officially put McRaven in charge of the military’s global targeted killing program. As he
sat before the Senate Armed Services Committee, praise was heaped upon McRaven by Republicans and
Democrats alike for his running of the bin Laden raid and his role in other operations. “I salute you and
your colleagues in the SEALs for extraordinary operations,” said Democratic senator Jack Reed. “I think
your decisiveness and your feel for every level of the conflict, from the villages of Afghanistan and
Pakistan all the way up here to the more complicated rooms in Washington, was amply demonstrated.”
Republican John McCain echoed those comments, telling McRaven, “What you had achieved in your
distinguished career is already extraordinary before May 2, 2011. But on that day, by leading the mission
that killed Osama bin Laden, you and your men won an enduring place in American military history.”

But then the real focus of the hearings unfolded: Were McRaven and his Special Ops Forces “prepared
and capable to expand” their “operations at a moment’s notice worldwide?” Reed asked. McRaven told
the senators that because of the dramatically increased deployment of Special Ops in the widening global
battle space, more resources would be required and a new generation of operators had to be trained. Then
the admiral zeroed in on the current prime targets. “From my standpoint as a former JSOC commander, I
can tell you we were looking very hard at Yemen and Somalia,” he declared. McRaven said that in order
to expand successful “kinetic strikes” there, the United States would have to increase its use of drones, as
well as on-the-ground intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations. “Any expansion of
manpower is going to have to come with a commensurate expansion of the enablers,” McRaven declared.

When I flew into Mogadishu in the month McRaven was promoted, a rather large symbol of the not-so-
quiet presence of American “enablers” was in full view from the moment I landed. Nestled in a back
corner of Aden Adde International Airport was a sprawling walled compound. Set on the coast of the
Indian Ocean, the facility looked like a small gated community, with more than a dozen buildings behind
large protective walls and secured by guard towers at each of its four corners. I later learned from
multiple Somali and US intelligence sources that it was a new counterterrorism center run by the CIA and
used by JSOC operators. Somalis called it the “Pink House” because of its color. Others simply called it
“Guantánamo.” Adjacent to the compound were eight large metal hangars, and the CIA had its own
aircraft at the airport. The site, which airport officials and Somali intelligence sources said was
completed in early 2011, was guarded by Somali soldiers, but the Americans controlled access. At the
facility, the CIA ran a counterterrorism training program for Somali intelligence agents and operatives
aimed at building an indigenous strike force capable of snatch operations and targeted “combat”
operations against al Shabab.

As part of its expanding counterterrorism program in Somalia, the CIA also utilized the secret prison
buried in the basement of Somalia’s National Security Agency headquarters, where prisoners suspected
of being al Shabab members or of having links to the group were held. Some of the prisoners, like al
Qaeda leader Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan’s alleged right-hand man, had been seized off the streets of Kenya
and rendered by plane to Mogadishu. Others had been yanked off commercial flights after landing or taken
from their homes in Somalia and brought to the dungeon. Although the underground prison was officially
run by the Somali NSA, US intelligence personnel paid the salaries of local agents and also directly
interrogated prisoners. Among the sources who provided me with information on the prison and the CIA



counterterrorism center were senior Somali intelligence officials, senior members of Somalia’s
Transitional Federal Government, former prisoners held at the underground prison and several well-
connected Somali analysts and militia leaders, some of whom worked with US personnel, including from
the CIA. A US official, who confirmed the existence of both sites, told me, “It makes complete sense to
have a strong counterterrorism partnership” with the Somali government.

The elevated CIA presence in Mogadishu was part of the Obama administration’s counterterrorism
focus on Somalia, which included targeted strikes by JSOC, drone attacks and expanded surveillance
operations. The US agents “are here full time,” a senior Somali intelligence official told me. At times, he
said, there were as many as thirty of them in Mogadishu, but he stressed that those working with the
Somali NSA did not conduct operations. Rather, they advised and trained Somali agents. “In this
environment, it’s very tricky. They want to help us, but the situation is not allowing them to do [it]
however they want. They are not in control of the politics, they are not in control of the security,” he
added. “They are not controlling the environment like Afghanistan and Iraq. In Somalia, the situation is
fluid, the situation is changing, personalities changing.”

According to well-connected Somali sources, the CIA was reluctant to deal directly with Somali
political leaders, who, despite public praise, were regarded by US officials as corrupt and untrustworthy.
Instead, the United States put Somali intelligence agents directly on its payroll. Somali sources with
knowledge of the program described the agents as lining up to receive $200 monthly cash payments from
Americans, in a country where the average annual income was about $600. “They support us in a big way
financially,” said the senior Somali intelligence official. “They are the largest [funder] by far.”

It was unclear how much control, if any, Somalia’s president had over this counterterrorism force or if
he was even fully briefed on its operations. The CIA personnel and other US intelligence agents “do not
bother to be in touch with the political leadership of the country and that says a lot about the intentions,”
Abdirahman “Aynte” Ali, the al Shabab researcher who also had extensive sources within the Somali
government, told me. “Essentially, the CIA seems to be operating, doing the foreign policy of the United
States. You should have had State Department people doing foreign policy, but the CIA seems to be doing
it across the country.” The Somali officials I interviewed said the CIA was the lead US agency on the
Mogadishu counterterrorism program, but they also indicated that US military intelligence agents are at
times involved. When asked if they are from JSOC or the Defense Intelligence Agency, the senior Somali
intelligence official responded, “We don’t know. They don’t tell us.”

As the CIA built up its Somali intelligence agency, CIA Director Leon Panetta appeared before
Congress and was asked about the fight against al Qaeda and its affiliates in Yemen, Somalia and North
Africa. “Our approach has been to develop operations in each of these areas that will contain al Qaeda
and go after them so that they have no place to escape,” he said. “So we are doing that in Yemen. It’s
obviously a dangerous and uncertain situation, but we continue to work with elements there to try to
develop counterterrorism. We’re working with JSOC as well in their operations. Same thing is true for
Somalia.”

After I broke the story of the CIA’s counterterrorism program in Somalia for the Nation, one Somali
official told the New York Times  that the CIA-backed spy service was becoming a “government within a
government.” “No one, not even the president, knows what the N.S.A. is doing,” he said. “The Americans
are creating a monster.”

According to former detainees, the NSA’s underground prison, which was staffed by Somali guards,
consisted of a long corridor lined with filthy small cells infested with bedbugs and mosquitoes. One said
that when he arrived in February 2011, he saw two white men wearing military boots, combat trousers,
gray tucked-in shirts and black sunglasses. The former prisoners described the cells as windowless and
the air as thick, moist and foul-smelling. Prisoners, they said, were not allowed outside. Many developed
rashes and scratched themselves incessantly. Some had been detained for a year or more without charges



or access to lawyers or family. According to one former prisoner, inmates who had been there for long
periods would pace around constantly, while others leaned against walls, rocking.

A Somali journalist who was arrested in Mogadishu after filming a sensitive military operation told me
that he was taken to the prison and held in a windowless underground cell. Among the prisoners he met
during his time there was a man who held a Western passport (he declined to identify the man’s
nationality). Some of the prisoners told him they were picked up in Nairobi and rendered on small aircraft
to Mogadishu, where they were handed over to Somali intelligence agents.

Once in custody, according to the senior Somali intelligence official and former prisoners, some
detainees were freely interrogated by US and French agents. “Our goal is to please our partners, so we
get more [out] of them, like any relationship,” the Somali intelligence official told me. The Americans, he
said, operated unilaterally in the country, but the French agents were embedded within AMISOM at its
airport base. Indeed, in July 2011, I witnessed a French intelligence agent, with an AMISOM commander,
monitoring the passengers disembarking a flight from Nairobi. Somali intelligence sources told me the
French sometimes ask for passengers to be snatched from flights and questioned. According to Aynte, in
some cases, “the US and other intelligence agencies have notified the Somali intelligence agency that
some people, some suspects, people who have been in contact with the leadership of al Shabab, are on
their way to Mogadishu on a [commercial] plane, and to essentially be at the airport for those people.
Catch them, interrogate them.”

The underground prison was housed in the same building once occupied by Somalia’s infamous
National Security Service (NSS) during the military regime of Mohamed Siad Barre, who ruled from
1969 to 1991. A former prisoner told me he actually saw an old NSS sign outside. During Barre’s regime,
the notorious basement prison and interrogation center, which sat behind the presidential palace in
Mogadishu, was a staple of the state’s apparatus of repression. It was referred to as Godka, “The Hole.”

“The bunker is there, and that’s where the intelligence agency does interrogate people,” said Aynte,
who maintained contact with Somali intelligence officials. “When CIA and other intelligence agencies—
who actually are in Mogadishu—want to interrogate those people, they usually just do that.” Somali
officials “start the interrogation, but then foreign intelligence agencies eventually do their own
interrogation as well, the Americans and the French.” The US official made available to me for comment
said that American operatives’ “debriefing” of prisoners in the facility had “been done on only rare
occasions” and always jointly with Somali agents.

In a dramatic flourish that appeared to fulfill his campaign promise to close the CIA’s infamous “black
sites” established under President Bush, Obama had signed Executive Order 13491 on January 22, 2009.
The order required that “the CIA shall close as expeditiously as possible any detention facilities that it
currently operates and shall not operate any such detention facility in the future.” To human rights groups,
the use of the underground prison appeared a backdoor subversion of that order. After the publication of
my report on the prison in the Nation and a subsequent, related article by Jeffrey Gettleman in the New
York Times, a coalition of human rights groups wrote a letter to President Obama. The articles, they said,
“further call into question whether the United States is in compliance with its obligations to respect, and
ensure respect for, international human rights requirements relating to non-refoulement, arbitrary
detention, and humane treatment.” Citing Obama’s signing of Executive Order 13491, they told the
president, “You made clear your deep commitment to ensuring that counterterrorism operations are
conducted with respect for human rights and the rule of law. We urge you to reaffirm that commitment by
disclosing, to the fullest extent possible, the nature of U.S. involvement in overseas detention,
interrogation, and transfer operations relating to the prison in Somalia, so that there can be meaningful
public dialogue regarding the extent to which such operations comply with the law.”

Despite the early rhetoric from President Obama and his surrogates about the need to balance liberty
and security, two years into his administration it was clear that the White House had repeatedly chosen



national security over civil liberties. And though some of the excesses of the Bush era were ended and
others curbed, the kill/capture program was growing, not abating. Many serious questions still loomed
over the targeted killing program: Was it actually making America safer? Would these operations result in
less terrorism or more? Would the actions taken by the White House in the name of defeating terrorism—
drone strikes, assassinations, renditions—actually aid groups like al Shabab, AQAP and the Taliban in
recruiting new members and supporters?

IN EARLY 2011, al Shabab was in firm control of a greater swath of Somalia than the Transitional Federal
Government, even though the TFG was supported by thousands of US-trained, -armed and -funded African
Union troops. In Mogadishu, despite increased US funding and weapons, AMISOM forces were largely
confined to their bases. Instead of fighting a counterinsurgency, they opted for regular shelling of al
Shabab–held neighborhoods teeming with civilians. JSOC was bumping off militant figures, but the
civilian death toll of AMISOM’s shelling pushed some clan leaders to lend support to al Shabab.
Meanwhile, the Somali government was viewed as weak, illegitimate or worse.

“Ninety-nine percent of the government are corrupted, immoral, dishonest people, selected by the
international community,” Mohammed Farah Siad, a Mogadishu businessman, told me when I visited him
at his home near the port of Mogadishu during the summer of 2011. Siad, who had owned his business
since 1967, complained of having to regularly pay bribes and of government officials stealing from him
and other importers. “I think those people must be selected by being in the category of the worst. The
more you are criminal, the more you are a drug abuser, the more you will be selected as member of the
Somali parliament.” The government, he declared, existed “to cheat money.” Siad, who adamantly
condemned al Shabab and al Qaeda, said that al Shabab was far better organized than the Somali
government, and he believed that if the AMISOM troops pulled out, al Shabab would take power.
“Immediately, in half an hour,” he exclaimed. “Less than a half an hour.” Somalis, he said, were faced
with a choice between the government “thieves” and the al Shabab “criminals.” “We are like orphans,” he
concluded.

Al Shabab controlled what “amounted to be about half of Somalia, which is the size of Texas. So you
could imagine the large amount of the country—including a portion of Mogadishu, the capital city,” Aynte
estimated. It was abundantly clear that if the Somali government was incapable of building police and
military forces that could stabilize even the capital, the influence of al Shabab would continue to grow.
Each suicide bombing was evidence that the government was vulnerable and every mortar that crashed
into civilian areas sent a message that the government—and the US-backed African Union force—was not
on the side of the people.

With most Somalis caught between a government they despised and Islamic militants they feared, the
Obama administration unveiled what it referred to as a “dual-track” approach to Somalia. It would
simultaneously deal with the “central government” in Mogadishu, as well as regional and clan players in
Somalia. “The dual track policy only provides a new label for the old (and failed) Bush Administration’s
approach,” observed Somalia analyst Afyare Abdi Elmi. “It inadvertently strengthens clan divisions,
undermines inclusive and democratic trends and most importantly, creates a conducive environment for
the return of the organized chaos or warlordism in the country.”

The dual-track policy encouraged self-declared, clan-based regional administrations to seek
recognition and support from the United States. “Local administrations are popping up every week,” said
Aynte at the time. “Most of them don’t control anywhere, but people are announcing local governments in
the hopes that [the] CIA will set up a little outpost in their small village.”

By mid-2011, “In Washington, American officials said debates were under way about just how much
the United States should rely on clandestine militia training and armed drone strikes to fight the Shabab,”



according to the New York Times . “Over the past year, the American Embassy in Nairobi, according to
one American official, has become a hive of military and intelligence operatives who are ‘chomping at
the bit’ to escalate operations in Somalia.”

While the United States ratcheted up both its rhetoric and its strikes against al Shabab, its tactical
successes were largely in rural areas outside of Mogadishu. In the Somali capital, the CIA-trained and -
funded counterterrorism force brought few tangible gains. “So far what we have not seen is the results,”
the senior Somali intelligence official told me in the summer of 2011. He conceded that neither US nor
Somali forces had been able to conduct a single successful targeted mission in al Shabab–controlled
areas in the capital. In late 2010, according to the official, US-trained Somali agents conducted an
operation in an al Shabab area that failed terribly and resulted in the death of several agents. “There was
an attempt, but it was a haphazard one,” he recalled. On February 3, 2011, al Shabab broadcast the
execution of an alleged CIA informant on its al Kataib television channel.

While the CIA’s newest project in Somalia struggled to achieve any victories, the United States waged
its campaign against al Shabab primarily by continuing to support the AMISOM forces, which were not
conducting their mission with anything resembling surgical precision. AMISOM regularly put out press
releases boasting of gains against al Shabab and the retaking of territory, but the reality was far more
complicated.

As I walked throughout the areas AMISOM had retaken in 2011, I saw a honeycomb of underground
tunnels once used by al Shabab fighters to move from building to building. By some accounts, the tunnels
stretched continually for miles. Leftover food, blankets and ammo cartridges lay scattered near “pop-up”
positions once used by al Shabab snipers and guarded by sandbags—all that remained of guerrilla
warfare positions. Not only had the al Shabab fighters been cleared from the aboveground areas, the
civilians that once resided there were cleared, too. On several occasions when I was there, AMISOM
forces fired artillery from their airport base at the Bakaara market, where whole neighborhoods had been
totally abandoned. Houses lay in ruins and animals wandered, chewing trash. In some areas, bodies had
been hastily buried in trenches with dirt barely masking the remains. On the side of the road in one former
al Shabab neighborhood, a decapitated corpse lay just yards away from a new government checkpoint.

In a series of interviews in Mogadishu, several of the country’s internationally recognized leaders,
including President Sharif, called on the US government to quickly and dramatically increase its
assistance to the Somali military in the form of training, equipment and weapons. Moreover, they argued
that without viable civilian institutions, Somalia would remain vulnerable to terrorist groups that could
further destabilize not only Somalia but the region. “I believe that the US should help the Somalis to
establish a government that protects civilians and its people,” Sharif said. But the United States had little
faith in Sharif and other government officials—and with good reason. “If the [Somali government] were
doing anything but pocketing all the money that has been given to it, it would have a lot more resources
than al Shabab,” said Ken Menkhaus, the Davidson College Somalia scholar. According to the UN
Monitoring Group on Somalia, weapons and ammunition given to the Somali government “and its
affiliated militias” were increasingly surfacing on the black market and ultimately ending up in the hands
of al Shabab. The United Nations estimated that “the Government and pro-Government forces sell
between one third and one half of their ammunition” on the black market.

In the battle against al Shabab, the United States did not cast its lot with the Somali government. The
emerging US strategy on Somalia—borne out in stated policy, the expanded covert presence and funding
plans—was two-pronged. On the one hand, the CIA was training, paying and at times directing Somali
intelligence agents who were not firmly under the control of the Somali government, while JSOC
conducted unilateral strikes without the prior knowledge of the government. On the other, the Pentagon
increased its support for and arming of the counterterrorism operations of non-Somali African military
forces.



By 2011, one Somali who was exercising a lot of control over his territory was Indha Adde, the former
Islamic Courts Union defense minister and erstwhile al Shabab ally. When I visited him in the summer of
2011, he had rebranded himself as General Yusuf Mohammed Siad and was decked out in a military
uniform bearing three stars. He had become a high-ranking officer in the Somali military. While the
United States and other Western powers conducted specialized training exercises and armed and
equipped the Ugandan and Burundian militaries under the auspices of AMISOM, to the tune of hundreds
of millions of dollars, the Somali government could barely pay its own soldiers. The Somali military was
underfunded and underarmed, its soldiers poorly paid, highly undisciplined and, at the end of the day,
more loyal to their clans than to the central government. That’s how the rent-a-militia program was born.
And Indha Adde was a prime example of how it operated.

While Washington went to great lengths to shield its support for Somali warlords and militias, it was a
barely masked public secret in Mogadishu that its proxies from Ethiopia, Kenya and AMISOM were
making deals with warlords similar to those brokered with the CIA’s Alliance for the Restoration of
Peace and Counterterrorism in the early 2000s.

As the United States focused on its own unilateral kinetic ops, the Somali government and AMISOM
turned to some unsavory characters in a dual effort: to independently build something vaguely resembling
a national army and—much in the way the United States attempted with its Awakening Councils in the
Sunni areas of Iraq in 2006—to purchase strategic loyalty from former allies of the current enemy. Indha
Adde was given a military rank, despite never having served in an official army, while others were given
government ministries in return for allocating their militia forces to the fight against al Shabab. Several
were former allies of al Qaeda or al Shabab, and many had directly fought the US-sponsored Ethiopian
invasion or had rallied against the US-led mission in Somalia in the early 1990s that culminated in the
Black Hawk Down incident. Other militias were little more than proxies for the Ethiopian or Kenyan
governments, both of which are heavily backed by Washington. In 2011, Indha Adde had become sort of a
hybrid of his former selves, an Islamic warlord who believed in Sharia law, taking money and weapons
from AMISOM and cultivating friendly relations with the CIA.

Large parts of Mogadishu were not accessible without Indha Adde’s permission, and he controlled one
of the largest militias and possessed more technicals in the city than any other warlord. His mechanic,
who built specially weaponized pickups for Indha Adde’s forces (and bore a striking resemblance to Mr.
T), was said to be the best in Mogadishu. With a senior military rank and a flow of modern weapons,
Indha Adde was more powerful—and, at least as far as he saw it, respectable—than ever. As I sat outside
one of Indha Adde’s homes, waiting for his entourage to prepare to head out for the front lines, a white
Toyota Corolla pulled into the drive. Within moments, box after box of fresh ammunition was being
unloaded.

Indha Adde took me to several front lines where his militia was fighting al Shabab. As we made our
way to various positions, we were repeatedly fired on by al Shabab snipers. A few months earlier, Indha
Adde’s personal bodyguard was shot in the head as he stood in front of his boss in a battle with al Shabab
fighters. According to witnesses, Indha Adde slung the man’s body over his shoulder, carried him to a
secured area, picked up an automatic weapon and then charged at his killers. “One night I fired 120 AK-
47 rounds, four magazines and 250 machine gun bullets. I am the number one fighter on the front lines,” he
told me as we walked through the bombed-out remains of a neighborhood his men had recently retaken
from al Shabab. Unlike the forces from AMISOM, Indha Adde did not wear any body armor, and he
regularly stopped to take calls on his hands-free mobile. “The role of general is two-way street. In a
conventional, well-funded war, the generals lead from behind with orders,” he declared. “But in a
guerrilla war, as we are in, the general has to be at front line to boost the morale of his men.”

As we walked alongside trenches on the outskirts of Bakaara market, once occupied by fighters from al
Shabab, Indha Adde’s entourage stopped. In one of the trenches, the foot of a corpse poked out from a



makeshift grave consisting of some sand dumped loosely over the body. One of Indha Adde’s militiamen
said the body was that of a foreigner who fought alongside al Shabab. “We bury their dead, and we also
capture them alive,” Indha Adde told me in his low, raspy voice. “We take care of them if they are
Somali, but if we capture a foreigner, we execute them so that others will see we have no mercy.”

I asked Indha Adde why he was now fighting on the side of the United States and against his former al
Shabab allies, and he spat what sounded like memorized verses without skipping a beat: “Foreign
international terrorists came into our country, started to kill our people. They killed some of our fathers,
raped our women and looted our houses. It is my obligation to defend my people, my country and my
religion. I have to either liberate my people or die in the course.” The militants from al Qaeda and al
Shabab changed, he said, not him. “The terrorists are misinterpreting the religion,” he said. “If I would
have known what I now know—that the guys I was protecting were terrorists—I would have handed them
to the CIA without asking for any money.”

ONE OF THE MORE POWERFUL FORCES that emerged in Somalia’s anti–al Shabab government-militia nexus
was Ahlu Sunna Wal Jama (ASWJ), a Sufi Muslim paramilitary organization. Originally founded in the
1990s as a quasi-political organization dedicated to Sufi religious scholarship and community works—
and avowedly nonmilitant—ASWJ viewed itself as a buffer against what it saw as the encroachment of
Wahabism in Somalia. Its proclaimed mandate was to “preach a message of peace and delegitimize the
beliefs and political platform” of “fundamentalist movements.” It ran madrassas and taught Koranic
memorization. The sect’s prayer services, which featured a lot of group chanting, more closely resembled
an evangelical Sunday service than conventional Friday prayers at mosques throughout the Muslim world.

In 2008, al Shabab began targeting Ahlu Sunna leaders, carrying out assassinations and desecrating the
tombs of ASWJ’s elders. Al Shabab considered ASWJ to be a cult whose practices of celebrating the
dead and speaking in tongues were heresy. After much debate within the ASWJ community, militias were
formed to take up arms against al Shabab. At the beginning, its fighting force of undisciplined clan fighters
and religious scholars left much to be desired. Then, quietly, Ethiopia started arming and financing
ASWJ, as well as providing its forces with training and, eventually, boots on the ground. By early 2010,
ASWJ was widely seen as an Ethiopian—and therefore US—proxy. In March 2010, after heated debate
within its community, ASWJ signed a formal cooperation agreement with the Somali government.

One of the prime beneficiaries of ASWJ’s new status as a paramilitary militia was Abdulkadir Moalin
Noor, simply known as “the Khalifa,” or the successor. His father, a widely revered holy man, died in
2009 at the age of ninety-one and had designated Noor as the new spiritual leader of the movement. Noor
was educated in London and managed his family’s business investments outside of Somalia. When his
father died, he left his life of safety and comfort to return to Mogadishu, where he was given the title of
minister of state for the presidency. Noor, however, still enjoyed the luxuries of the West. He rolled
around Mogadishu in an armored SUV with animal skins over the seats. He set up a wireless Internet
network in an ASWJ camp outside of the capital that didn’t have indoor plumbing and his Koran was
housed in a shiny new iPad. He showed me an e-mail from Ethiopia’s minister of foreign affairs on his
recently acquired white iPhone.

Noor, who regularly met with Western officials and intelligence agents, declined to outline who exactly
was funding ASWJ from the outside, but he did single out the United States as Somalia’s “number one”
ally. “I’m here to thank them, because they are helping us, fighting against the terrorists,” he told me.
“What about on a military level?” I asked him. “I don’t want to mention a lot of things,” he replied. “But,
they are in deep, deep. They are working with our intelligence, they are giving them training. They are
working with the military personnel. They have special trained forces fighting against al Shabab here. I
don’t want to disclose—but I know they’re doing a good job. They do have people here, fighting al



Shabab. And by the help of Allah, we hope this mayhem will end soon.”
By mid-2011, the ASWJ militias had emerged as some of the most effective fighters battling al Shabab

forces outside of Mogadishu, winning back territory in the Mudug region and several other pockets of the
country. But, like most powerful paramilitary groups in Somalia, there was far more to the group than met
the eye.

The UN Monitoring Group on Somalia declared that some ASWJ militias “appear to be proxies for
neighboring States rather than emergent local authorities.” ASWJ also received support from Southern
Ace, a private security firm. Technically registered in Hong Kong in 2007 and run by a white South
African, Edgar Van Tonder, Southern Ace committed “ egregious violations of the arms embargo” on
Somalia, according to the United Nations, and “also began to explore prospects for arms trafficking and
engaged in horticultural experiments aimed at the production of narcotic drugs, including marijuana,
cocaine and opium.”

Between April 2009 and early 2011, according to the United Nations, “Southern Ace and its local
associates recruited and operated a well-equipped, 220-strong militia...supervised by a dozen
Zimbabweans and three Westerners, at an estimated cost of $1 million in salaries and at least $150,000 in
arms and ammunition. The result was one of the strongest forces...with the potential to change the balance
of power in the area.”

Southern Ace began acquiring arms from the weapons market in Somalia, including scores of
Kalashnikovs, heavy machine guns, rocket-propelled grenade launchers and an antiaircraft ZU-23
machine gun with 2,000 rounds of ammunition. The company’s arms purchases “were so substantial” that
local officials “noted a significant rise in the price of ammunition and a shortage of ZU-23 rounds.” Some
of the weapons were mounted on four-wheel drive vehicles and pickup trucks. The company also
imported to Somalia “Philippine army-style uniforms and bullet-proof jackets in support of their
operations,” according to the United Nations.

Backed by Ethiopia and Southern Ace, ASWJ conducted a series of major offensives against al Shabab
that the United Nations alleged were supported through violations of the arms embargo. Although Ethiopia
and the United States undoubtedly saw ASWJ as the best counterbalance to the rhetoric of al Shabab and
al Qaeda, in just three years they transformed a previously nonviolent entity into one of the most powerful
armed groups in Somalia. “To a certain extent, the resort to Somali proxy forces by foreign Governments
represents a potential return to the ‘warlordism’ of the 1990s and early 2000s,” a UN report soberly
concluded. Such practices, it added, “historically proved to be counterproductive.”

SOUTHERN ACE WAS HARDLY  the only mercenary company to intervene in Somalia. No modern US war
would be complete without the involvement of Blackwater founder Erik Prince. Even though his
company’s crimes and scandals were closely associated with the neoconservatives and the Bush era,
Blackwater forces continued to play a significant role in the CIA’s global operations under the Obama
administration. With Blackwater under intense investigation and his top deputies indicted on federal
conspiracy and weapons charges, Prince left the United States in 2010 and relocated to Abu Dhabi in the
United Arab Emirates, a major hub for the mercenary industry and the war-contracting business as a
whole. Prince had close ties to the royals, particularly the crown prince of Abu Dhabi. He said he chose
Abu Dhabi because of its “great proximity to potential opportunities across the entire Middle East, and
great logistics,” adding that it has “a friendly business climate, low to no taxes, free trade and no out of
control trial lawyers or labor unions. It’s pro-business and opportunity.”

From his adopted home in the UAE, Prince continued his mercenary activities. He left the United
States, he said, to “make it harder for the jackals to get my money,” adding that he wanted to explore new
opportunities in “the energy field.” A few days before Christmas 2010, Prince landed at Mogadishu’s



international airport, disembarked a private jet and was taken to the VIP lounge, where he met with
unidentified individuals for an hour. He then got back aboard his jet and took off. “We have been hearing
more and more about Blackwater’s ambitions to make its mark in Somalia,” a Western official told me at
the time.

Prince had long been interested in building a privatized counterpiracy force that could deploy off the
coast of Somalia. In late 2008, he was in talks with more than a dozen shipping companies about hiring
Blackwater to protect their ships and vessels through the Horn of Africa and the Gulf of Aden. In 2006, he
had purchased a 183-foot vessel, the McArthur, and transformed it into an antipiracy mother ship that
could be equipped with Little Bird helicopters, inflatable boats, thirty-five private soldiers and a .50-
caliber machine gun. “We could put vessels out there and go and stop fishing boats the pirates are using a
lot cheaper than the Navy could using a billion and a half to two billion dollar war ships,” Prince said.
The European Union, he said, was “out there with 24 ships, trying to cover 2 million square miles of
ocean in the Indian Ocean dealing with Somali pirates. That comes out to 80,000 square miles per vessel.
That’s just not getting it done.”

Prince suggested that his force could operate like the privateers during the American Revolution. “A
privateer was a private ship, with a private crew, with a private master and they would receive a hunting
license. It’s called a Letter of Marque. It’s actually provided for in the Constitution,” Prince declared in a
speech shortly before he left for the UAE. “They were allowed to go hunt enemy shipping and they did
very well. Even General Washington was an investor in one of those privateer operations.”

There was no doubt that piracy was expanding off Somalia’s coast. Pirate attacks continued to climb
during the second half of 2010—from September 2010 to January 2011, the number of hostages held by
pirates rose from 250 to 770. Pirates had begun demanding increasingly exorbitant ransoms and were
using commandeered “mother ships” to carry out more ambitious attacks.

In January 2011, US soldiers conducted a counterpiracy incursion inland, snatching three young Somali
men and bringing them aboard a ship for questioning. Soon after, the head of CENTCOM’s naval forces,
Vice Admiral Mark Fox, suggested that the United States should employ counterterrorism measures in the
fight against Somali piracy. Citing the increasing sophistication of the pirates’ technology, as well as their
links to al Shabab, Fox spoke of countering nascent pirate attacks inland. “Al Shabab is responsible for a
lot of training activity and camps and that sort of thing in Somalia,” he declared. “The pirates use these
things. There cannot be a segregation between terrorist activity, in my mind, and counter-piracy.”

Although Fox may have been overstating links between al Shabab and the pirates—many accounts
indicate that al Shabab was extorting from the pirates more than it was coordinating with them—he was
correct that the pirates were becoming bolder.

On February 16, 2011, Abduwali Muse—the lone pirate prosecuted for the hijacking of the Maersk
Alabama, was sentenced to thirty-three years in prison. Two days later, an SOS was sent from a personal
yacht, the SV Quest, owned by California residents Jean and Scott Adam. They were captured, along with
Seattle-based crewmates Phyllis Macay and Robert Riggle, 275 miles from the coast of Oman. An ad hoc
flotilla of naval vessels from the US 5th Fleet began trailing the Quest soon after its capture was reported,
supported by helicopters and unarmed surveillance drones. The rescue mission caught up to the Quest in
international waters between the northernmost tip of Puntland and the Yemeni island of Socotra.

By the next day, President Obama had authorized the use of lethal force. But in all the ways that the
takedown of the pirates who took the Maersk Alabama was a success, the mission to liberate the
passengers on board the Quest was a disaster.

An unusually large, unwieldy band of nineteen pirates had boarded the yacht, making the succinct “three
shots, three dead pirates” conclusion of the Alabama rescue impossible to replicate. So the stalemate
continued until two pirate representatives from the Quest willingly boarded one of the ships to negotiate
with the FBI. The talks soon stalled, and FBI agents detained the pirates. The next morning, a rocket-



propelled grenade was fired at one of the Navy ships, before gunfire erupted within the yacht. Two
pirates were killed. US forces then sprang into action: two motorboats carried fifteen Navy SEAL
commandos to the yacht, where intense hand-to-hand combat ensued. Two pirates were killed by the
SEALS, one shot and the other stabbed. It was already too late for the hostages. Two had died, and the
others had suffered fatal gunshot wounds. It is unclear whether the hostages had been executed or caught
in the crossfire.

In a telephone press conference, Admiral Fox stated that the hostages were shot prior to the boarding
and violent clearing operation. A BBC correspondent who spoke with the pirates reported that they took
credit for killing the captives but had done so only after the US Navy fired the first shots, which killed the
first two pirates. The fifteen remaining pirates were taken into US custody, and fourteen were later
indicted on charges of piracy and kidnapping (one was a juvenile and was determined not to have been a
central player in the hijacking).

Manifesting one of the qualities that defined Blackwater’s ascent, Erik Prince again saw opportunity in
crisis. In 2009, Blackwater had inked a deal with the government of Djibouti to operate the antipiracy
ship McArthur from its territory (the ship was later sold to a Saracen International subsidiary). The
arrangement was the result of a series of meetings between Djiboutian officials, Prince and Cofer Black,
the former head of the CIA’s Counterterrorism Center, who at the time was a senior executive at
Blackwater. Initial estimates indicated that the company could make about $200,000 per escort job for
shipping companies. The crew would consist of thirty-three US citizens, including three six-man shooter
teams that would operate on a continual rotation. “Blackwater does not intend to take any pirates into
custody, but will use lethal force against pirates if necessary,” according to a classified US diplomatic
cable on the agreement, noting that Blackwater “has briefed AFRICOM, CENTCOM, and Embassy
Nairobi officials.” The cable added that there was “no precedent for a paramilitary operation in a purely
commercial environment.”

Somalia’s piracy industry was based in the semi-autonomous Puntland region, which had little interest
in cooperating with the US-backed government in Mogadishu. The Puntland authorities were facing
mounting pressure from the international community to crack down on the pirates, and a local Islamic
militant movement was threatening its ability to sign lucrative oil and mineral exploitation contracts with
large corporations. Somalia is home to significant deposits of “uranium and largely unexploited reserves
of iron ore, tin, gypsum, bauxite, copper, salt, natural gas, likely oil reserves,” according to the CIA. In
late 2010, Puntland’s government announced that it was creating its own counterpiracy/counterterrorism
force, saying that it had received funding from an anonymous donor nation from the Gulf. It was later
revealed that the anonymous donor country was none other than the UAE and that the company that had
been contracted to train the security force was bankrolled by one of its newest residents, Erik Prince.

The company, Saracen International, was run by several veterans of the mercenary firm Executive
Outcomes and had offices and shell companies in multiple countries, including South Africa, Uganda,
Angola and Lebanon. Among the key figures in the company was Lafras Luitingh, a former officer in
apartheid South Africa’s Civil Cooperation Bureau, a notorious security force known for hunting down
and killing opponents of the apartheid regime. According to a confidential intelligence report from
AMISOM, Prince was “at the top of the management chain of Saracen” and “provided seed money for the
Saracen contract.” According to the UN Monitoring Group on Somalia, Prince and Luitingh met in
Washington, DC, in October 2009, and the two then met with officials from Abu Dhabi. The UAE also
hired a former US diplomat, attorney Pierre-Richard Prosper, who had served as the ambassador at large
for war crimes issues under President Bush, and an ex-CIA officer, Michael Shanklin, the former CIA
Mogadishu station chief. By late 2010, Saracen was training a 1,000-member counterpiracy force in
northern Puntland. The force also began preparing to take on Islamic militants who were threatening big-
business opportunities. The Islamic militants had complained that they had been “cut out of energy



exploration deals” in their region. “You cannot have oil exploration if you have insecurity,” declared
Mohamed Farole, the son and adviser of Puntland’s president, Abdirahman Mohamed Farole.

By May 2011, Saracen’s Puntland operations were well under way: at the Bandar Siyada base near
Bosaso, 470 soldiers and drivers had completed training. Plans were in place to equip the force with
three transport aircraft, three reconnaissance aircraft, two transport helicopters and two light helicopters.
The projected force, according to the UN Monitoring Group, would be the best-equipped indigenous
military force anywhere in Somalia and the second-largest externally supported military effort after
AMISOM. Photographic evidence indicated that Saracen personnel had already been deployed for VIP
security and humanitarian operations.

Saracen also brokered a deal with President Sheikh Sharif’s administration in Mogadishu to build a
personal security detail for the president and other senior officials. Saracen’s Mogadishu operations were
visible by October 2010. Luitingh, Shanklin and a small group of Saracen personnel traveled to
Mogadishu on October 5. Over the next three weeks they received four armored vehicles, complete with
machine-gun turrets, from the UAE. It seemed that President Sharif and his prime minister had been
making secret deals with Saracen and at least five other private companies that had set up shop around
Mogadishu’s international airport. These conspicuous activities quickly aroused the suspicions and
concerns of AMISOM forces and Somali politicians. AMISOM’s commander, Major General Nathan
Mugisha, expressed concern about “unknown armed groups in the mission area,” in reference to Saracen’s
operations. Meanwhile, Somali lawmakers announced at the end of 2010 that they were demanding the
suspension of contracts with private security contractors, claiming that they had no idea what the
contractors had actually been hired to do.

Just as Prince and Saracens’ latest private war was getting under way, scandal hit. The UN Monitoring
Group declared that Saracen had been operating in flagrant violation of the arms embargo on Somalia,
concluding in its report that “notwithstanding Southern Ace’s short-lived and unsuccessful attempts at
arms dealing and drug trafficking, the most egregious violation of the arms embargo by a private security
company during the course of the UN Monitoring Group’s mandate was perpetrated by Saracen
International, in association with an opaque web of affiliated entities.” The UN Monitoring Group
suggested that Saracen’s continued operations could actually increase support for local Islamist militias
and, possibly, al Shabab. “Saracen’s presence has increased tension in north-eastern Somalia,” it
concluded. A year later, in response to a subsequent UN report, Saracen’s lawyer accused the monitoring
group of publishing “a collection of unsubstantiated and often false innuendo.”

In early 2011, when Prince’s involvement in Saracen became public, his spokesman, Mark Corallo,
said that Prince was merely compelled by humanitarian imperative to help “Somalia overcome the
scourge of piracy” and claimed he had no financial stake in Saracen’s work.

“We don’t want to have anything to do with Blackwater,” Somalia’s information minister,
Abdulkareem Jama, told the New York Times , recalling Blackwater’s killing of innocent Iraqis at
Baghdad’s Nisour Square in 2007. “We need help, but we don’t want mercenaries.” Jama didn’t mention
that he was among the Somali officials present during negotiations around the Saracen deal.

In the spring of 2011, Puntland announced that it was suspending Saracen’s operations, pending
approval by the United Nations. But a senior Somali official told me that the company was still discreetly
operating in Mogadishu, working with Somali security forces. Among the other private security
companies based at the Mogadishu airport were AECOM Technology Corporation, OSPREA Logistics,
PAE, Agility, RA International, International Armored Group, Hart Security, DynCorp, Bancroft and
Threat Management Group. Some of them trained Somali security services or supported AMISOM, while
others provided logistical support for aid groups and journalists. Some companies, like Bancroft, were
well known, but the roles of some others were secret and their activities shielded from effective
oversight. In that way, they fit in perfectly in Somalia. They were also convenient for Washington. “We do



not want an American footprint or boot on the ground,” said Johnnie Carson, the Obama administration’s
lead official on Somalia.

Despite the increased role of the CIA and JSOC and the use of warlords-turned-generals and
mercenary firms, the greatest tactical victory won in recent years in Somalia was delivered not by
AMISOM, the CIA or JSOC, or by any US-backed indigenous forces, but by members of a militia fighting
as part of the Somali government’s chaotic local military. And it happened purely by accident.



“Total Savagery Throughout the Country”

SOMALIA, 2011—Fazul Abdullah Mohammed’s world had grown very small. Almost all of his East African
al Qaeda comrades had been assassinated by JSOC, and he lived life on the run. He had a $5 million
bounty on his head, courtesy of the US government. Some intelligence reports indicated that he may have
had plastic surgery, and there were periodic reports of him popping up throughout the Horn of Africa
using aliases and fake passports. With many of the veteran al Qaeda leaders gone, Fazul was increasingly
isolated and dealing with the complexities of Somalia’s clan politics. Then, on May 2, Osama bin Laden
was killed. “We shall redouble our jihad and we shall overpower our enemies,” al Shabab’s spokesman,
Sheikh Rage, declared after bin Laden’s death. “We shall never divert from the path of Sheikh Osama and
we shall continue the battle till we taste the death our brother Osama faced, or achieve victory and rule
the whole world.”

Despite such declarations, al Shabab found itself in a weakened state. It had taken severe losses as a
result of the AMISOM bombings, JSOC’s targeted killings and various clan-based militias fighting to
retake territory from al Shabab. If the group was to survive and continue its remarkable ascent in Somalia,
it would need to adapt. By the time bin Laden died, Fazul had spent most of his adult life focused on
Somalia and had grown frustrated with both al Qaeda and the al Shabab leadership. He wrote to Zawahiri
complaining that al Shabab was not being sufficiently supported by al Qaeda central. “He was criticizing
them for ignoring what he calls an organization that has proven its effectiveness,” said a Somali source
with close connections to the Somali intelligence services that read the letter. Fazul, the source said,
argued “that al Qaeda central is channeling resources to other AQ outfits, who are not as effective as al
Qaeda in Somalia.” The source added: “He’s right on that. Al Qaeda in East Africa has proven that it
could actually manipulate an organization like al Shabab, connect with its leadership, be part of its
highest command, and do whatever it wants with it.” But Fazul was finding it increasingly difficult to
deliver adequate resources from al Qaeda to al Shabab, and al Shabab sought out different means of
financing and support, instead making deals with powerful clans.

So Fazul found himself at odds with al Shabab’s Somali leadership. My Somali source, who was given
access to some of Fazul’s writings from 2011, described growing “fissures,” revealing that “Fazul
thought, essentially, that al Shabab is going the wrong way, that the traditional warfare that’s going on
between al Shabab and the government was not sustainable anymore, that al Shabab started to lose
significant ground in Mogadishu, and that they had too little fighters, about 4,000 or so fighters, against
about 8,000 African Union peacekeepers, and maybe 10,000 Somalis.” Fazul criticized the al Shabab
leadership for failing to recruit young Somalis—ideally between the ages of thirteen and sixteen—and
train them for a long-term struggle. Fazul alleged that al Shabab was recruiting young people, but then “in
a few months they’re just sending them as suicide bombers. And he thought that that was such a bad idea,
and that in the long run would just erode fighters out of al Shabab.” The source added: “I mean this guy’s
looking way ahead, and he’s accusing the al Shabab leadership of being shortsighted.”

A month after bin Laden died, al Shabab was in serious trouble. AMISOM had increased the size of its
forces and its role shifted from a peacekeeping operation to one that increasingly involved offensive
operations. US-trained Ugandan and Burundian troops began pushing into al Shabab territory on the
outskirts of Mogadishu, including the Bakaara market. The United States was feeding AMISOM targeting
data and providing it with new technology, including small Raven surveillance drones, night-vision and
communications equipment and other surveillance gear. The pro-government militia ASWJ had routed al
Shabab’s forces in several key areas outside of the city, while other US-supported militias, including



those of Indha Adde and Ahmed Madobe, fought them elsewhere. Al Shabab, as Fazul had warned, was
relying too heavily on young, inexperienced recruits to fight on the front lines against far better trained and
more experienced Somali militias and foreign-backed forces. It was a defining moment in the history of al
Shabab, and also for Fazul.

LATE ON THE EVENING OF JUNE  7, 2011, a man whose South African passport identified him as Daniel
Robinson was in the passenger seat of a Toyota SUV driving on the outskirts of Mogadishu when his
driver, a Kenyan national, missed a turn and headed straight toward a checkpoint manned by some kids
from a Somali militia. It was unheard of during this time for any vehicles to be on the streets of
Mogadishu late at night, so the Somalis at the checkpoint, some of whom were high on khat, were
immediately suspicious. After the men in the vehicle refused to comply with instructions to properly
identify themselves and show their faces by turning on the lights of the car’s cab, the militia guys sensed a
threat and opened fire. A firefight broke out as the men in the vehicle shot back. By sunrise, the vehicle
was pocked with bullet holes. When the Somali forces finally approached the vehicle, they discovered
laptop computers, cell phones, documents, weapons and $40,000 in cash. The soldiers promptly looted
the car and took their booty back to their villages. They left the passports and a few other items at the
scene.

As soon as it was discovered that the men killed at the checkpoint were foreigners, CIA-funded Somali
intelligence agents were dispatched to the scene to launch an investigation and recover the items that had
been looted. “There was a lot of English and Arabic stuff, papers,” recalled a Somali intelligence official
who helped lead the investigation that day. The papers, he said, contained “very tactical stuff” that
appeared to be linked to al Qaeda, including “two senior people communicating.” The Somali agents
“realized it was an important man” and informed the CIA in Mogadishu. The men’s bodies were taken to
the Somali NSA. The Americans took DNA samples and fingerprints, then flew them to Nairobi for
processing.

Within hours, the United States confirmed that Robinson was in fact Fazul Abdullah Mohammed. At its
facilities in Mogadishu, the CIA and its Somali NSA agents pored over the materials recovered from
Fazul’s car, which served as a mobile headquarters for the al Qaeda leader. Some deleted and encrypted
files were recovered and decoded by US agents. The senior Somali intelligence official who reviewed
the documents predicted the intelligence might prove more valuable on a tactical level than the cache
found in Osama bin Laden’s house in Pakistan, especially in light of the increasing US—and al Qaeda—
focus on East Africa. The Americans, he said, were “unbelievably grateful.” Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton called Fazul’s death “a significant blow to Al Qaeda, its extremist allies and its operations in
East Africa. It is a just end for a terrorist who brought so much death and pain to so many innocents.”

According to Aynte, the al Shabab expert, al Shabab’s leadership at the time was primarily concerned
with tactics and operations that would allow the group “to take over as much land as possible.” But
according to the source who reviewed Fazul’s writings, Fazul advised the al Shabab leadership to instead
“go back to their old ways of hit-and-run insurgency and underground operations, and to disband the areas
that they control.” Fazul was “arguing that Al Shabab essentially give up the vast areas that they control in
Somalia, in exchange for going underground across the country, including peaceful areas, in Somaliland
and Puntland, and disrupting the whole country.” Fazul believed that al “Shabab simply cannot retain the
status quo, cannot retain 40 percent of Somalia under its domain; that it had better give those lands up, and
just wreak havoc, carry out small operations, assassinations, throughout Somalia.” His vision was to
allow the US puppet government to fail, while al Shabab “created a total savagery throughout the
country.”

On June 23, the United States carried out a strike against alleged al Shabab members near Kismayo. As



with the Nabhan operation, a JSOC team swooped in on helicopters and snatched the bodies of those
killed and wounded. The men were taken to an undisclosed location. On July 6, three more US strikes
targeted al Shabab training camps in the same area. When I met President Sheikh Sharif in Mogadishu just
after that series of strikes, he denied any knowledge of the US attacks. I asked him if such strikes
strengthened or weakened his government. “Both at the same time,” he replied. “For our sovereignty, it’s
not good to attack a sovereign country. That’s the negative part. The positive part is you’re targeting
individuals who are criminals.”

A week after the June 23 strike, President Obama’s chief counterterrorism adviser, John Brennan,
described an emerging US strategy that would focus not on “deploying large armies abroad but delivering
targeted, surgical pressure to the groups that threaten us.” Brennan singled out al Shabab, saying, “From
the territory it controls in Somalia, al Shabab continues to call for strikes against the United States,”
adding, “We cannot and we will not let down our guard. We will continue to pummel Al Qaeda and its
ilk.”

SINCE 1991, Somalis had been pounded by two powerful fists: the violence of civil war, foreign
intervention and terrorism; and the punishing climate of their country. In 2011, the two hit them hard in
tandem. A drought, combined with misused and mismanaged international aid programs, had taken an
extreme toll on Somali civilians. Rural Somalis were so desperate that thousands began flocking to the
violence-rocked capital, Mogadishu, seeking food. Others fled across the border to the massively
overcrowded Dadaab refugee camp in Kenya. When a famine was officially declared in July 2011, the
monthly rate of refugees streaming across the border had tripled. Some 30,000 refugees had arrived that
month. By that time, al Shabab had lost a crucial funding source as a result of the AMISOM offensive at
the Bakaara market. When al Shabab ceded control of the market—the most important commerce point in
Mogadishu—to AMISOM, it also lost its ability to collect taxes from the businesses and residents. The
drought, which crippled tax-paying farmers in the south, produced a similar loss of income for al Shabab.
Then the monsoon season hit, severely limiting sea-based trade and port activity. Al Shabab could
literally no longer afford the war it had fought for years.

On Saturday, August 6, al Shabab fighters carried out a well-organized retreat from many of their main
strongholds throughout Mogadishu. In the early morning, they left by the truckload, reportedly heading for
their southern strongholds of Barawa and Merca. The retreat came after an evening of attacks on Somali
government military bases and troop positions and fierce gun battles. As news of the al Shabab retreat
spread, there were reports of celebrations in the street throughout the beleaguered capital. Al Shabab
spokesman Sheikh Rage announced that the group had “completely vacated Mogadishu for tactical
purposes” but that they “[would] be back soon. The retreat by our forces is only aiming to counter-attack
the enemy. People will hear happy news in the coming hours. We shall fight the enemy wherever they
are.”

The Somali government and the US-backed AMISOM forces celebrated the al Shabab retreat as a great
victory and the beginning of the end of al Shabab. Somalia “welcomes the success by the Somali
government forces backed by [AMISOM] who defeated the enemy of al Shabab,” President Sharif told
reporters at Villa Somalia, and he called on Somalis to “harvest the fruits of peace.” AMISOM soon
announced that its forces, together with those of the Somali government, were in control of 90 percent of
the city. In a sobering footnote, AMISOM noted that it would need 20,000 troops to effectively secure
Mogadishu. In September, US Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence Michael Vickers—a key player
in US covert ops and the targeting of al Qaeda’s leadership—said that “Al-Qaeda’s elements in East
Africa continue to be a primary [counterterrorism] focus of the United States in light of clear indications
of their ongoing intent to conduct attacks.” But Vickers added that he believed the United States had



“decimated” the “leadership ranks” of al Shabab and al Qaeda in East Africa. That may have been true,
but the victory declarations were premature.

IN THE FALL OF  2011, al Shabab carried out a series of major attacks in Somalia, including a massive
strike in central Mogadishu, showing that despite its tactical retreat, al Shabab could still strike deep into
government-controlled territory. Its operatives drove a fifteen-ton truck rigged with a bomb and
positioned it outside a fortified government compound and detonated the vehicle, killing more than 100
people and injuring scores more. The scene of the attack, in the K-4 neighborhood, also housed an office
of the Ministry of Education, where many students had come to check the results of a recent exam. K-4
was one of the few neighborhoods the government had claimed to fully control. “This is the biggest attack
since al Shabab was defeated,” an AMISOM spokesman said, apparently with no sense of the irony of his
statement.

In response to al Shabab’s tactical shift and recent attacks, a Burundian-led AMISOM force launched
an offensive to push al Shabab from Daynile, a crucial al Shabab stronghold north of Mogadishu. The
offensive, while partially successful, resulted in scores of Burundian troops being killed—as many as
seventy-six, by some estimates, which would have made it the greatest loss of AMISOM lives in a single
battle ever. After what al Shabab dubbed the “Battle of Daynile,” its fighters piled up the bodies of
Burundian soldiers onto trucks and paraded them through town. Dozens of people lined the roads cheering
them on and chanting, “Allah u Akbar!” and shouting praise for al Shabab. The trucks eventually pulled
into an open field, where they dumped the bodies. Some residents prostrated themselves before the
fighters. Mukhtar Robow and other Somali al Shabab leaders examined the dead Burundians—still
wearing their combat fatigues. In one of the uniformed corpses of an AMISOM soldier, an al Shabab
fighter’s machete remained driven into the chest.

“We want to tell the Muslim people to rejoice in the fact that the ones who have displaced you from
your homes, caused you so much trouble and violated the honor of your women—today Allah has
humiliated them too,” said al Shabab’s Sheikh Rage. Holding up a crucifix and a Bible he said was seized
from one of the soldiers, Rage continued. “We also want to let the Muslims know that this is a war
between...Islam and Christianity.... This is also a stern warning to the Kenyans who are entering our
Muslim land: This will be the end that awaits your sons, by the will of Allah the Almighty. The
disbelievers have sustained heavy losses, but we’ve only managed to carry seventy-six of their corpses.
And these were the original disbelievers, particularly those from Burundi.”

“Claims of al-Shabab’s imminent collapse,” observed Christopher Anzalone, a PhD candidate at the
Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University, whose work focused on al Shabab, “are exaggerated and
belied by the movement’s continued ability to launch major attacks inside Mogadishu as well as inflict
significant numbers of casualties on AMISOM and [Somali government] forces.” Al Shabab was fighting
for its survival—and not just on the battlefield. It appeared to realize that no matter how many military
victories it achieved, it would ultimately need popular support—the kind that brought the Islamic Courts
to power and chased out the CIA warlords—to survive. It needed its own version of the US
counterinsurgency doctrine. Forced to relinquish military control of certain areas, al Shabab redoubled its
political efforts.

Al Shabab organized a series of meetings with clan elders from various regions in an effort to mend
relations with them and negotiate agreements. A month after it killed the Burundian troops, al Shabab
allowed reporters access to one of its own aid camps for internally displaced people, Ala-Yasir camp in
southern Somalia. Although part of the point was to push back against claims that al Shabab was
responsible for the humanitarian disaster and had prevented aid from reaching Somalia, a special guest
was also there. Introduced as the al Qaeda envoy to the humanitarian crisis in Somalia, a white man with



a keffiyeh wrapped around his face was identified as Abu Abdullah al Muhajir. Local al Shabab leaders
said he was an American citizen. Journalists watched as Muhajir and his allies distributed food, Islamic
books and clothes at the camp, which housed more than 4,000 people. The al Qaeda delegation also
brought an ambulance. “To our beloved brothers and sisters in Somalia, we are following your situation
on a daily basis,” Muhajir declared in English. “And, though we are separated by thousands of
kilometers, you are consistently in our thoughts and prayers.” Journalists reported that the man handed out
bags full of Somali shillings, equaling about $17,000.

Perhaps al Shabab was truly on the ropes, as the Somali government and AMISOM claimed. Or maybe
the group had begun to implement Fazul’s vision of a guerrilla terror campaign that gave up territory in
favor of sowing fear throughout the country, while effectively exposing the Somali government’s inability
to bring stability. Al Shabab certainly faced an uphill battle in reasserting its control over territory it won
as a result of the disastrous US-backed Ethiopian invasion and the overthrow of the Islamic Courts, but its
future could well be determined—as so much of modern Somalia’s has been—by foreign intervention.

The United States may have killed a slew of prominent al Qaeda and al Shabab figures, but in doing so
it had simultaneously inspired successors to those militants—including US citizens—to rise up and
continue the fight. Unlike AMISOM’s forces or any other foreign troops, the members of al Shabab were
largely Somali and could reintegrate into society or rebrand themselves and regroup. “Whoever thinks
today that a government other than that of Islam will rule Somalia, he is indeed deluding himself and is not
following the affairs of the world,” Ahmed Abdi Godane, the emir of al Shabab, declared in late 2011.
“A time will come in the very near future, when the Shariah of Allah rules the entire country—from one
corner to the other, and Somalia becomes the foundation of the Islamic Caliphate, upon the methodology
of the Prophethood. And our Jihad will continue until we reach the objective that has been defined by
Allah.”

AL SHABAB’S METEORIC RISE IN SOMALIA, and the legacy of terror it wrought, was a direct response to a
decade of disastrous US policy, which had strengthened the very threat it was intended to crush. The
multi-pronged US operations in Somalia, in the end, may have given the greatest boost to warlords,
including those who once counted al Shabab among their allies and friends. “They are not fighting for a
cause,” Mohamed Ahmed Nur, the Mogadishu mayor, told me. “And the conflict will start tomorrow,
when we defeat Shabab. These militias are based on clan and warlordism and all these things. They don’t
want a system. They want to keep that turf as a fixed post—then, whenever the government becomes
weak, they want to say, ‘We control here.’”

Washington seemed to have cast history aside and, with it, the hard work of supporting indigenous
Somali movements that could potentially stabilize their country, opting instead to wage a war of attrition.
Under President Obama, the large-scale conventional military deployments of Iraq and Afghanistan were
replaced by an expansion of drone strikes and Special Ops teams conducting targeted killings. President
Obama seemed intent on a strategy that presumed peace would come by killing the bad guys. But, as
happened in Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere, this strategy appeared to fuel the movements that created
those “bad guys” in the first place. “If you use the drone, and the selected killings, and do nothing else on
the other side, then you get rid of individuals. But the root causes are still there,” observed the former
Somali foreign minister, Ismail Mahmoud “Buubaa” Hurre. “The root causes are not security. The root
causes are political and economic.”

The history of Somalia has been marred by extreme violence and social division. But the country has
also displayed a capacity to unite in the face of foreign intervention. Although al Shabab may have been a
severely weakened movement, the conditions that turned it into a Frankenstein remained. The end result of
US policy from 1991 through the first term of the Obama administration was to ensure that warlordism



would continue and that Somalia would remain a breeding ground for violent jihadists and an enduring
interest for al Qaeda. Together, the Bush and Obama administrations managed to rewind the clock of
history to the time US troops withdrew from Somalia after Black Hawk Down and abandoned the country
to gangsters and warlords. From there, the hellish realities of Somalia grew even worse. Nonetheless, by
late 2011, the Obama administration had established a new drone base in Ethiopia in addition to the ones
in the Seychelles and Saudi Arabia.



Abdulrahman Vanishes

YEMEN, 2011—Abdulrahman Awlaki, the oldest son of Anwar Awlaki, was born in Denver, Colorado. Like
his father, he spent the first seven years of his life in the United States, attending American schools. When
he returned to Yemen, his grandparents—Anwar’s mom and dad—played a huge role in his upbringing,
particularly after Anwar went underground. Anwar “always thought that it is best for Abdulrahman to be
with me,” Nasser told me. Anwar believed that his wife and children “should not be involved at all in his
problems.” Nasser knew that Anwar would never return to the United States and that he was on a
collision course with the US government. But still, he had hopes for his grandson. Nasser wanted
Abdulrahman to excel in school and he had dreams of sending his grandson back to the United States for a
college education.

Abdulrahman looked just like his father when he was a young boy, but with long wavy hair. “We were
pressuring him to go to the mosque, and to perform the prayers on time, things like that,” recalled Nasser,
adding that Abdulrahman was not particularly religious and preferred to hang out with his friends. “His
hair was very long, and his mother wanted him to have a haircut. I mean, he was as normal as anybody.
He was acting like other American” teens. “Anwar used to have adventures, do things like that.
Abdulrahman was not that kind,” he added. “He was just from school, to the house, and then to go and
play with his friends. And they go to the pizza parlors, to all kinds of places. I always tell him, ‘When you
grow up, I want you to study in the United States.’”

It was difficult for Abdulrahman and his siblings to grow up without their father around, but as a
teenager, Abdulrahman was old enough to understand why he couldn’t see his father. And it was
frightening. “Definitely, he was mad about the targeting, what is happening to his father,” Nasser added.
“He was really concerned about his father.”

Abdulrahman’s aunt, Abir—Anwar’s younger sister—was extremely close to him. “Abdulrahman was
one of the closest people to my heart. I loved him so much and everybody did because Abdulrahman made
it very easy for all of us to just adore him,” she told me. “He had somehow filled his father’s vacuum for
me and became a brother, a really dear one.” Abdulrahman admired his father and had even chosen as his
Facebook username “Ibn al Shaykh,” Son of the Shaykh. But Abdulrahman was not his father.

Abdulrahman loved hip-hop music and Facebook and hanging out with his friends. They would take
pictures of themselves posing as rappers, and when the Yemeni revolution began, Abdulrahman wanted to
be a part of it. As massive protests shook Yemen, he would spend hours hanging out in Change Square
with the young, nonviolent revolutionaries who had vowed to change their government through peaceful
means. He would spend nights there with his friends, sharing his vision for the future and, at times, just
goofing off. But as the revolution continued and the government was brought to the verge of collapse,
Abdulrahman decided to follow his urge to see his father.

In early September, Abdulrahman woke up before the rest of the house. He tiptoed into his mother’s
bedroom, went into her purse, took 9,000 Yemeni rials—the equivalent of about $40—and left a note
outside of her bedroom door. He then snuck out the kitchen window and into the courtyard. Shortly after
6:00 a.m., the family’s guard saw the boy leave but didn’t think anything of it at the time. It was Sunday,
September 4, 2011, a few days after the Eid al-Fitr holiday marked the end of the holy month of Ramadan.
Nine days before, Abdulrahman had turned sixteen.

A short while later, Abdulrahman’s mother woke up. She started to rouse Abdulrahman’s siblings for
the morning prayers and then went to find Abdulrahman. He was not in his bedroom. She called for him,
and while searching the house, she found the note. “I am sorry for leaving in this kind of way. I miss my



father and want to see if I can go and talk to him,” the note read. “I will be back in a few days. I am sorry
for taking the money. I will pay you back. Please forgive me. Love, Abdulrahman.” Nasser said they were
all shocked. “He would talk sometimes about his father and he wanted to see him, but nothing really
which would indicate that he one day will leave us like that. He never told his mother or me or his
grandmother that he would like to go and look for his father,” Nasser recalled. “Because his father always
thought that it is best for him to be with me. And that he should not be involved at all in his problems.”

When they searched Abdulrahman’s room, they determined that he had only taken a backpack. He
clearly was planning a short trip. “When his mother told me about the letter, it was just like a shock for
me,” Abdulrahman’s grandmother, Saleha, told me. “I said, ‘I think this will be just like bait for his
father.’” The CIA, she feared, “might find his father through him.” The family called around to
Abdulrahman’s friends. Someone told Nasser that a teacher at the school had recently gotten close to
Abdulrahman, and Nasser believed the teacher had been encouraging Abdulrahman to find his father and
to reconnect with him, that it would be good for the boy. “He had influence on him, and they used to go to
a pizza parlor to eat pizza,” Nasser said. When Nasser tried to find the teacher to ask him if he had any
information about Abdulrahman’s whereabouts, the teacher had “vanished.”

Abdulrahman had already boarded a bus at Bab al Yemen, in the old city in Sana’a. His destination
was Shabwah, the family’s home province and the scene of repeated US air strikes aimed at killing his
father.



Hellfire

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2011 —On September 6, 2011, General David Petraeus was sworn in as the
director of the CIA. A decade after 9/11, the Agency had been transformed as a result of its behind-the-
scenes turf war with JSOC. And for some veteran intelligence officials, Obama’s selection of Petraeus
was an ominous symbol. “The CIA has become more militarized, and is working very closely with JSOC,
to the extent that they’re even using CIA cover, which would have been unimaginable ten years ago,”
former CIA case officer Phil Giraldi told me. “A considerable part of the CIA budget is now no longer
spying. It’s supporting paramilitaries who work closely with JSOC to kill terrorists, and to run the drone
program.” The CIA, he added, “is a killing machine now.”

A State Department liaison who worked extensively with JSOC described Petraeus’s vision for
running the CIA as transforming the Agency into “a mini-Special Operations Command that purports to be
an intelligence agency.” For all the praise Petraeus won for his counterinsurgency strategy and the “surge”
in Iraq, the liaison told me, Petraeus’s most significant contribution was as a “political tool,” an enabler
of those within the national security apparatus who wanted to see a continuation and expansion of covert
global small wars. Pointing to the “mystique that surrounds JSOC” and Admiral William McRaven, the
liaison said, “Petraeus was trying to implement that kind of command climate at the CIA.”

Colonel Patrick Lang told me that once Petraeus arrived at Langley, he “wanted to drag them in the
covert action direction and to be a major player.”

FOR TWO YEARS, the US efforts to assassinate Anwar Awlaki were based on intelligence that he was
hiding in his tribal areas around Shabwah and Abyan. But the interrogation sessions with Ahmed
Abdulkadir Warsame—the young Somali snatched by JSOC and held for months on board a US Navy
vessel—had indicated that Awlaki had relocated to the northern Yemeni governate of Jawf, far from the
scene of most of the strikes aimed at killing him. The United States had long assumed Awlaki was in
Shabwah and had repeatedly conducted operations there in an effort to get him. Yemeni intelligence on the
ground had corroborated the information that Warsame had given US interrogators when JSOC held him.
By early September, US surveillance aircraft had pinpointed Awlaki’s location at a small house in
Khashef, a village in Jawf about ninety miles northeast of Sana’a. Jawf, which borders Saudi Arabia, was
rife with informants on the kingdom’s payroll.

Local villagers in Khashef began seeing drones hovering in the skies above. Washington’s drone war
had kicked into full gear in Yemen, so the presence of the aircraft was not particularly out of the ordinary,
but what the villagers did not know was that the White House’s counterterrorism teams were watching
one specific house. Watching and waiting. Once they got a lock on Awlaki’s coordinates, the CIA quickly
deployed several armed Predator drones from its new base in Saudi Arabia and took operational control
of some JSOC drones launched from Djibouti, as well.

The plan to assassinate Awlaki was code-named Operation Troy. The very name implied that the
United States had a mole who was leading its forces to Awlaki.

As the Americans surveilled the house where Anwar Awlaki was staying in Jawf, Abdulrahman
Awlaki arrived in Ataq, Shabwah. He was picked up at the bus station by his relatives, who told him that
they did not know where his father was. The boy decided to wait in the hope that his father would come to
meet him. His grandmother called the family he was with in Shabwah, but Abdulrahman refused to speak
to her. “I called the family house and they said, ‘He’s OK, he’s here,’ but I didn’t talk to him,” she



recalled. “He tried to avoid talking to us, because he knows we will tell him to come back. And he
wanted to see his father.” Abdulrahman traveled with some of his cousins to the town of Azzan, where he
planned to await word from his father.

At the White House, President Obama was faced with a decision, not of morality or legality, but of
timing. He had already sentenced Anwar Awlaki, a US citizen, to death without trial. A secret legal
authorization had been prepared and internal administration critics sidelined or brought on board. All that
remained to sort out was the day Awlaki would die. Obama, one of his advisers recalled, had “no
qualms” about this kill. According to leaks from the Obama administration about the operation, US
officials knew there were women and children in the house where Awlaki was staying. Although scores
of US drone strikes had killed civilians in various countries around the globe, it was official policy to
avoid such deaths if at all possible. When Obama was briefed on Awlaki’s location in Jawf and was told
that children were in the home, he was explicit that he did not want any options ruled out. Awlaki was not
to escape again. “Bring it to me and let me decide in the reality of the moment rather than in the abstract,”
Obama told his advisers. “In this one instance,” an Obama confidant recalled, “the president considered
relaxing some of his collateral requirements.”

Awlaki had evaded US drones and cruise missiles for at least two years. He rarely stayed in one place
more than a night or two. This time was different. For some reason, he had stayed in the same house in
Khashef much longer, all the while being monitored by the United States. Now the Americans had him
cleanly in their sights. “They were living in this house, for at least two weeks. Small mud house,” Nasser
was later told by local people. “I think they wanted to make some videotape. Samir Khan was with him.”
On the morning of September 30, 2011, Awlaki and Khan finished their breakfast inside the house. US spy
cameras and satellites broadcast images back to Washington and Virginia of the two men and a handful of
their cohorts piling into vehicles and driving away from the house. They began heading toward the
province of Marib. As the vehicles made their way over the dusty, unpaved roads, US drones, armed with
Hellfire missiles, were dispatched to hunt them down. The drones were technically under the command of
the CIA, though JSOC aircraft and ground forces were poised to jump in should the operation require
their assistance. A team of commandos stood at the ready to board V-22 helicopters and take action. For
extra measure, US Marine Harrier jets scrambled in a backup maneuver.

Six months earlier, Awlaki had narrowly missed death by US missiles. “This time eleven missiles
missed its target but the next time, the first rocket may hit it,” he had said. As the cars sped down the road,
Awlaki’s prophecy came true. Two of the Predator drones locked onto the car carrying Awlaki, while
other aircraft hovered as backup. A Hellfire missile fired from a drone slammed into his car, transforming
it into a ball of flames. A second missile hit moments later, ensuring that the men inside would never
escape if they had managed to survive. “Just a few minutes after they left the house, they were going to a
wadi, somewhere they can make this film, and they were targeted,” said Nasser. “The car was completely
destroyed. And [Anwar’s] body was cut out of the car.” The Yemeni government sent out a text message
to journalists. “The terrorist Anwar Awlaki has been killed along with some of his companions,” it read.
It was 9:55 a.m. local time. When villagers in the area arrived at the scene of the missile strikes, they
reported that the bodies inside had been burned beyond recognition. There were no survivors. Amid the
rubble, they found a symbol more reliable than a fingerprint in Yemeni culture: a charred rhinoceros horn
handle of a jambiya dagger. There was no doubt it belonged to Anwar Awlaki.

ON SEPTEMBER 30, during a visit to Fort Myer in Virginia, President Obama stepped up to a podium and
addressed reporters. “Earlier this morning Anwar Awlaki, a leader of al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,
was killed in Yemen,” Obama declared. “The death of Awlaki is a major blow to al Qaeda’s most active
operational affiliate.” The president then bestowed upon Awlaki a label that had never been attached to



him before, despite all his reported associations with al Qaeda. “Awlaki was the leader of external
operations for al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. In that role, he took the lead in planning and directing
efforts to murder innocent Americans,” Obama asserted. “The death of Awlaki marks another significant
milestone in the broader effort to defeat al Qaeda and its affiliates,” adding that the United States “will be
resolute in our commitment to destroy terrorist networks that aim to kill Americans, and to build a world
in which people everywhere can live in greater peace, prosperity and security.” Obama made no mention
of the fact that Awlaki was a US citizen.

Back in Yemen, the Awlaki family received word of the strike in Jawf. At first they doubted the official
reports, as so many before had been false, but then they confirmed that this time they were accurate. As
they mourned the death of their son Anwar, the Awlakis’ attention turned to their grandson, Abdulrahman.
He had gone to Shabwah to find his father, and now his father was dead.

After Abdulrahman heard the news of Anwar’s death, he called home for the first time and spoke to his
mother and his grandmother. “That’s enough, Abdulrahman. You have to come back,” his grandmother,
Saleha, told him. “That’s it, you didn’t see your father.” Abdulrahman, she recalled, sounded devastated,
yet still tried to comfort her. “Be patient. Be strong,” Abdulrahman told her. “Allah chose him.” The
conversation was brief. Abdulrahman said he would return home soon but that he wanted to wait for the
roads to clear. “At the time, the roads were not very safe. The revolution was at its maybe highest point,”
Saleha added. There were police checkpoints and fighting on the route. Abdulrahman did not want to be
detained or caught up in any violence. So the boy said he would remain with his cousins in Shabwah and
return to Sana’a when things calmed down.

IN NORTH CAROLINA, Sarah Khan woke up to the news from Yemen. “In the morning when I opened the
computer, I saw that they had killed Anwar Awlaki,” she told me. There was no mention of her son,
Samir, in the early reports. But then Sarah’s husband, Zafar, called her from his office and said he had
seen some reports indicating that a “Samir Khan” had also been killed in the drone strikes. “I didn’t
believe it,” Sarah told me. “Samir is a name that is pretty common in the Middle East—it could be any
Samir. Doesn’t have to be my Samir. I was like, it’s not true. It cannot be Samir. It has to be somebody
else. I didn’t want to believe in that.” As more reports trickled out, they began to accept the fact that their
son was dead, killed by his own government. The Khans tried to contact the State Department for
information, for answers. Why was Samir killed when the FBI had told his family that he had committed
no crime? The grand jury that was convened to consider charges against him a year earlier, in August
2010, had produced no indictment. Why was he condemned to death without trial? Their inquiries were
met with silence.

The Khans—who had done everything they could to stay away from the media spotlight when their son
became a known figure in Inspire magazine—decided to take their questions public. After the strike in
Yemen, they wrote an open letter to the US government in a local newspaper. “ It has been stated in the
media that Samir was not the target of the attack; however no US official has contacted us with any news
about the recovery of our son’s remains, nor offered us any condolences. As a result, we feel appalled by
the indifference shown to us by our government,” the letter read. “Being a law abiding citizen of the
United States our late son Samir Khan never broke any law and was never implicated of any crime. The
Fifth Amendment states that no citizen shall be ‘deprived of life, liberty or property, without due process
of law,’ yet our government assassinated two of its citizens. Was this style of execution the only solution?
Why couldn’t there have been a capture and trial? Where is the justice? As we mourn our son, we must
ask these questions.”

Days later, Zafar Khan received a phone call from the US State Department. The official on the line
expressed the US government’s “condolences” for Samir’s death. “They said that they were sorry and that



Samir wasn’t the target,” Sarah Khan told me. “They said Sammy did not do anything wrong. They said he
was not the target.” That only raised more questions for her. “If they knew that Samir was there, in that
vehicle, then how could they do something like that?” she asked. Obama administration officials later told
reporters that Khan was “collateral damage” in a strike aimed at Awlaki, but Representative Michael
McCaul from Texas had another word for it. “Samir Khan was a bonus. It was a twofer,” McCaul said.
“It’s a pretty good hit.”

As word of Awlaki’s death spread, politicians in the United States from both political parties hailed
the assassination of one of their own citizens. “This is an extraordinary victory, a great moment for the
United States,” gloated Republican congressman Peter King, the chair of the House Homeland Security
Committee. Awlaki, he said, had become “more dangerous than bin Laden”—indeed, he was “the No. 1
terrorist in the world.” Democratic senator Dianne Feinstein, chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
celebrated Awlaki’s killing, saying in a joint statement with Republican senator Saxby Chambliss that he
“posed a significant and imminent threat to the United States” and had “declared war on the United States
and inspired and planned attacks against us. We commend the agencies and individuals who found him
and eliminated this dangerous threat.” Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said, “Like Osama bin Laden and
so many other terrorist leaders who have been killed or captured in recent years, [Awlaki] can no longer
threaten America, our allies, or peace-loving people anywhere in the world. Today we are all safer.”

“I’m glad they did it,” said Republican senator John McCain. Former vice president Dick Cheney
praised Obama for killing Awlaki, saying, “ I do think this was a good strike. I think the president ought to
have that kind of authority to order that kind of strike, even when it involves an American citizen.” CIA
director Leon Panetta echoed those sentiments, declaring, “This individual was clearly a terrorist and yes,
he was a citizen, but if you’re a terrorist, you’re a terrorist.”

Although Awlaki’s killing did not inspire the same spontaneous carnival-like street celebrations in the
streets of Washington, DC, and New York City that marked bin Laden’s death, some tabloid newspapers
staged their own victory parades on their pages. “Another al Qaeda Bites the Dust; Blasted to Hell; CIA
Drone Kills US-Born Terrorist al-Awlaki,” declared the New York Post . “Remote-Control Really Hits
the Splat,” proclaimed another headline in the paper. “One Less Terror Big. Al Qaeda Loses Leader in
Attack; Their violent hatred for US dies when a missile strike killed off an American-born monster
militant,” announced the New York Daily News.

The only voices of dissent that emanated from Washington in the immediate aftermath of Awlaki’s
killing came from the fringes of the Democratic and Republican parties. “If the American people accept
this blindly and casually, that we now have an accepted practice of the president assassinating people
who he thinks are bad guys, I think it’s sad,” Texas Republican Ron Paul said on the campaign trail as he
waged an unsuccessful insurgent campaign for the Republican presidential nomination. “Awlaki was born
here, he’s an American citizen. He was never tried or charged for any crimes. To start assassinating
American citizens without charges—we should think very seriously about this.” Democrat Dennis
Kucinich, who tried to challenge the government’s assertion that it could kill US citizens without trial
nearly two years before Awlaki’s death, said, “The Administration has a crossed a dangerous divide and
set a dangerous precedent for how the United States handles terrorism cases. This dangerous legal
precedent allows the government to target U.S. citizens abroad for being suspected of involvement in
terrorism, in subversion of their most basic constitutional rights and due process of law. Their right to a
trial is summarily and anonymously stripped from them.”

Constitutional lawyer and syndicated columnist Glenn Greenwald was among the few US
commentators to look askance at the celebrations of Awlaki’s killing, writing, “After several unsuccessful
efforts to assassinate its own citizen, the U.S. succeeded today.” He correctly predicted that few
Americans would raise questions or express outrage at the killing. “What’s most amazing is that its
citizens will not merely refrain from objecting, but will stand and cheer the U.S. government’s new power



to assassinate their fellow citizens, far from any battlefield, literally without a shred of due process from
the U.S. government.”

In an interview the day Awlaki’s death was announced, Greenwald said, “ Remember that there was
great controversy that George Bush asserted the power simply to detain American citizens without due
process or simply to eavesdrop on their conversation without warrant. Here you have something much
more severe. Not eavesdropping on American citizens, not detaining them without due process, but killing
them without due process. And yet many Democrats and progressives, because it’s President Obama
doing it, have no problem with it and are even in favor of it.” Greenwald added: “To say that the
President has the right to kill citizens without due process is really to take the Constitution and to tear it
into as many little pieces as you can and then burn it and step on it.”

For some former senior members of the Bush administration, the killing of a US citizen by a
Democratic president seemed to take the acceptable bounds of US conduct in the war on terror beyond
their own lax standards. “Right now, there isn’t a government on the planet that agrees with our legal
rationale for these operations, except for Afghanistan and maybe Israel,” said former Bush CIA director
Michael Hayden. “We needed a court order to eavesdrop on” Awlaki, he noted, “but we didn’t need a
court order to kill him. Isn’t that something?”

Even as the legal issues surrounding Awlaki’s killing received little attention in the US media and
barely registered a blip on the radar of the general public in the United States, a few journalists and some
lawmakers on Capitol Hill began seeking information about the process of authorizing the assassination of
US citizens. Only a select few in Washington knew anything specific. “There’s a process that goes through
the National Security Council, and then after that it goes to the president, and then the president then
indicates that these individuals are on this list, and as a result of that process we followed it’s legal,” said
Charles Albert “Dutch” Ruppersberger III, a Maryland Democrat who was the ranking member of the
House Intelligence Committee at the time. “It’s legitimate, and we’re taking out someone who has
attempted to attack us on numerous occasions, and he was on that list. It was pursuant to a process.”

While the White House and some leading national security lawmakers assured journalists and the
public that the process was lawful, the administration refused to make public its evidence. Some
lawmakers—whose security clearances and committee assignments authorized them to review the kill
process—alleged that they were not being sufficiently briefed by the White House. “It’s important for the
American people to know when the president can kill an American citizen, and when they can’t,” Senator
Ron Wyden told me. Wyden, a Democrat from Oregon, had served on the Senate Intelligence Committee
since 2001 and often found himself at odds with the Bush administration over secrecy and transparency
issues. Now, under a Democratic president, he was waging the same battles—and new ones. He said that
he repeatedly asked the administration for its legal rationale for the government killing its own citizens
without trial, calling his attempts to extract this information “an enormous struggle.” The American
people, Wyden said, deserve “to know clearly when a president thinks an American citizen can be killed,
and their life taken. These are substantial questions where I just don’t think there’s been a lot of detail,
and the American people deserve more.” In the case of Awlaki, the target had not been indicted in any US
court and faced no known charges. How would he have surrendered? To whom would he even surrender?
“Those questions are clearly sort of hanging in suspended animation, without answers,” Wyden told me.

Giraldi, the former CIA officer, labeled Awlaki’s killing an “assassination.” He had reviewed the
publicly available information about Awlaki and what the administration had alleged Awlaki had done.
“None of those things, to me, amounted to a death sentence. And they’re saying, ‘Well, we have other
stuff, but it’s secret,’” Giraldi told me at the time. “And that’s of course the thing that’s always trotted out,
and if there’s a challenge in the courts, you come up against the State Secrets Privilege, so that the
challenge goes away. So we’re having a situation where people are being killed, you don’t know what the
evidence is, and you have no way to redress the situation.”



Nasser Awlaki believed that the US and Yemeni security forces could have arrested Anwar, but that
they did not want to see him stand trial and be able to present a defense. It is also possible that the United
States did not want to give Awlaki a platform to spread his message more widely. “I think that they
wanted to kill him, without due process, because they thought he was a legitimate military target,” Nasser
told me. “How is it that Umar Farouk, who tried to blow up the airplane, or Nidal Hasan, who actually
killed those soldiers, how are they now having, let us say, a fair trial? My son did not get that fair trial.”



Paying for the Sins of the Father

WASHINGTON, DC, AND YEMEN, 2011 —Abdulrahman Awlaki was mourning his father in Shabwah. The boy’s
family members there tried to comfort him and encouraged him to get out with his cousins—to go for
walks or go outside for meals in the fresh air. That was what Abdulrahman was doing on the evening of
October 14. He and his cousins had joined a group of friends outdoors to barbecue. The boy and his
cousins had laid a blanket on the ground and were about to begin their meal. There were a few other
people nearby doing the same. It was about 9:00 p.m. when the drones pierced the night sky. Moments
later, Abdulrahman was dead. So, too, were several other teenage members of his family, including
Abdulrahman’s seventeen-year-old cousin, Ahmed.

Early the next morning, Nasser Awlaki received a phone call from his family in Shabwah. “ Some of
our relatives went to the place where [Abdulrahman] was killed, and they saw the area where he was
killed. And they told us he was buried with the others in one grave because they were blown up to pieces
by the drone. So they could not put them in separate graves,” Nasser told me. “They put three or four of
them in one grave because they were cut into pieces. The people who were there could recognize only the
back of Abdulrahman’s hair. But they could not recognize his face or anything else.” As the horror was
setting in that their eldest grandson had been killed just two weeks after the death of their eldest child,
Nasser and Saleha watched in disbelief as numerous news reports identified Abdulrahman as being
twenty-one years old, with anonymous US military officials referring to him as a “military-aged” male.
Some reports intimated that he was an al Qaeda supporter and that he had been killed while meeting with
Ibrahim al Banna, an Egyptian citizen described as the “media coordinator” for AQAP.

“To kill a teenager is just unbelievable, really, and they claim that he is an al Qaeda militant. It’s
nonsense,” said Nasser shortly after the strike. “They want to justify his killing, that’s all.” When I visited
Nasser after Abdulrahman was killed, he showed me the boy’s Colorado birth certificate, showing that he
was born in 1995 in Denver. “When he was killed by the US government, he was a teenager, he wasn’t
twenty-one. He wouldn’t have been able to enlist in the military in the US. He was sixteen,” he told me.

Days after the killing of Abdulrahman, the United States released a statement, as usual feigning
ignorance about who was responsible for the strike, even though “unnamed officials” in the United States
and Yemen had confirmed the strike to almost all media outlets that inquired. “We have seen press reports
that AQAP senior official Ibrahim al Banna was killed last Friday in Yemen and that several others,
including the son of Anwar al-Awlaki, were with al Banna at the time,” National Security Council
spokesman Thomas Vietor told the press, in a statement that strangely cast Abdulrahman as something
between an al Qaeda associate and a hapless tourist. “For over the past year, the Department of State has
publicly urged US citizens not to travel to Yemen and has encouraged those already in Yemen to leave
because of the continuing threat of violence and the presence of terrorist organizations, including AQAP,
throughout the country.”

The Awlaki family members, who had declined to discuss the killing of Anwar, believed that they
needed to speak out publicly about the killing of Abdulrahman. “We watched with surprise and
condemnation how several prominent American newspapers and news channels twist the truth, calling
Abdulrahman an Al Qaeda operative and falsely and misleadingly stating his age as 21 years old,” read a
statement from the family. “Abdulrahman Anwar Awlaki was born on August 26, 1995 in Denver
Colorado. He was an American citizen raised in the U.S. until 2002 when his father was forced to leave
the U.S. and go back to Yemen.” They invited people to look up Abdulrahman’s Facebook page—which
revealed a teenager interested in music, video games and his friends—“to see the ‘lethal terrorist’, ‘the



21 year old Qaeda operative’ the U.S. government is claiming they killed. Look at his pictures, his friends
and his hobbies. His Facebook page shows a typical kid, a teenager who paid a hefty price for something
he never did and never was.”

For the Awlaki family, their private pain was overwhelming. After Anwar was killed, “ People flocked
to our house to pay condolences and show sympathy and I was in state of complete disbelief and denial,”
recalled Anwar’s sister, Abir. “They kept on coming for the next two weeks, when we were yet struck
again by the murder of Anwar’s oldest son, Abdulrahman. The skinny, smiling, curly-haired boy was
murdered; and for what? What was he found guilty of?” she asked. “The shock of losing Abdulrahman
only fourteen days after his father was unbearable. I can’t wipe the picture of my father’s reaction upon
receiving the news. It is hard—hard for a father to lose his oldest son and then his first and favorite
grandchild. The entire house was traumatized and hurt by every sense of the word.”

Abdulrahman’s grandmother, Saleha, went into a severe depression after her son and grandson were
killed. She had been extremely close to Abdulrahman. After he died, when guests would come to the
house to pay respects, she would serve them tea or sweets. She later told me from her home in Sana’a, “I
look around the house and see if anybody will take the dishes and take them and bring them back to the
kitchen.” She would look for her grandson, remembering how he used to help her clean up, but he wasn’t
there. “I miss him a lot,” Saleha said, beginning to cry. “Abdulrahman was a different boy. I have never
known anybody like Abdulrahman. He was a very, very gentle boy.” I asked her what her message would
be to people in the United States. “Abdulrahman was not the only one killed that day. There were other
children whose parents loved them very much. Just like the American people love their children,” she
said. “I wonder if Obama lost one of his daughters, or Mrs. Clinton, would they be happy? Are they going
to be happy if they lost one of their children like that? I was wondering if this will make the American
people happier?”

While they opposed Anwar’s killing and believed that the United States had exaggerated its claims
about his involvement with al Qaeda, Nasser told me that his family understood why he was killed. “My
son believed in what he did,” Nasser said, “but I am really distressed and disappointed by the killing, the
brutal killing, of his son. He did nothing against the US. He was an American citizen. Maybe one day he
would have gone to America to study and live there, and they killed him in cold blood.”

The CIA claimed that it had not carried out the strike, asserting that the supposed target, Ibrahim Banna,
was not on the Agency’s hit list. That led to speculation that the strike that killed Abdulrahman and his
relatives was a JSOC strike. Senior US officials told the Washington Post  that “the two kill lists don’t
match, but offered conflicting explanations as to why.” The officials added that Abdulrahman was an
“unintended casualty.” A JSOC official told me that the intended target was not killed in the strike, though
he would not say who the target was. On October 20, 2011, military officials presented a closed briefing
on the JSOC strike to the Senate Armed Services Committee. With the exception of the statements from
anonymous US officials, the United States offered no public explanation for the strike. The mystery
deepened when AQAP released a statement claiming that Banna was, in fact, still alive. “These lies and
allegations announced by the government...are not unusual...the government has falsely declared the death
of mujahedeens many times,” the statement declared. The Awlakis began to wonder if perhaps
Abdulrahman was, in fact, the target of the strike.

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, one of the handful of US lawmakers who would have access to all
intelligence on the strike, seemed to suggest that was the case when asked about the killing of the two
Awlakis and Samir Khan. “I do know this,” he said on CNN, “the American citizens who have been
killed overseas...are terrorists, and, frankly, if anyone in the world deserved to be killed, those three did
deserve to be killed.” When asked specifically about Abdulrahman’s killing by my colleague, journalist
Ryan Devereaux, Representative Peter King, who also sits on the Intelligence Committee, said, “I’m
convinced, and I meet on a regular basis with General Petraeus and the CIA and also military leaders, that



every attack that’s been carried out in Yemen and Afghanistan, anywhere the US has been involved, I
believe that the United States had reason to carry them out and I support them,” adding, “I’m satisfied
they’ve done the right thing.” Asked whether he had specifically reviewed the Abdulrahman strike, King
replied, “Yeah, that would be a logical deduction. You’re trying to get me in trouble.” Despite
Representative King’s assertion that he had reviewed the case, he later falsely portrayed Abdulrahman as
having been with his father when he was killed. “If the kid was killed when he was with him, that’s the
breaks,” King said.

Robert Gibbs, Obama’s former White House press secretary and a senior official in the president’s
2012 reelection campaign, was also asked about the strike that killed Abdulrahman. “It’s an American
citizen that is being targeted without due process of law, without trial. And, he’s underage. He’s a minor,”
reporter Sierra Adamson told Gibbs, during a press gaggle after a presidential debate where Gibbs was
serving as a surrogate for Obama. Gibbs shot back: “I would suggest that you should have a far more
responsible father if they are truly concerned about the well-being of their children. I don’t think
becoming an al Qaeda jihadist terrorist is the best way to go about doing your business.”

The Awlakis were left only with questions about why their grandson had been killed. They wondered if
somehow the US government had used Abdulrahman to find Anwar. Perhaps, as had happened with the
killing of the Yemeni regime’s political opponents in the past, the United States had been fed false
intelligence about Abdulrahman’s age and connections to al Qaeda. While emphasizing that they were not
prone to conspiracy theories, they told me it was difficult to imagine why Abdulrahman would have been
killed, especially if Banna was not there. Who, then, was the target? “It is up to the US government to be
sure about the kind of information they get before they make any action against anybody. So I don’t
believe it was just an accident. They must have followed him,” Nasser said. “But they wanted to cover up
the story, and that’s why they claimed that he was twenty-one years old, in order to justify his killing. Or
maybe, as they mentioned, he was in the wrong place at the wrong time.” He paused before adding, “I
don’t think we can buy this argument.”

An anonymous US official later told the Washington Post  that Abdulrahman’s killing was “an
outrageous mistake...They were going after the guy sitting next to him.” But no one ever identified who
that someone was. As far as the family knows, their son was sitting next to his teenage cousins, none of
whom were affiliated with al Qaeda. Decisions on “targets, drones, these are made only by the highest US
government authorities, the CIA and all that. Why did they specifically target these guys?” Nasser
demanded. “I want answers from the United States government.”

The Obama administration would fight passionately to keep those answers secret, invoking the State
Secrets Privilege repeatedly—just as President Bush had done throughout his eight years in office. The
killings of Anwar and Abdulrahman Awlaki represented a watershed moment in modern US history.



EPILOGUE: PERPETUAL WAR

ON JANUARY 21, 2013, Barack Obama was inaugurated for his second term as president of the United
States. Just as he had promised when he began his first campaign for president six years earlier, he
pledged again to turn the page on history and take US foreign policy in a different direction. “A decade of
war is now ending,” Obama declared. “We, the people, still believe that enduring security and lasting
peace do not require perpetual war.”

Much of the media focus that day was on the new hairstyle of First Lady Michelle Obama, who
appeared on the dais sporting freshly trimmed bangs, and on the celebrities in attendance, including hip-
hop mogul Jay-Z and his wife, Beyoncé, who performed the national anthem. But the day Obama was
sworn in, a US drone strike hit Yemen. It was the third such attack in that country in as many days. Despite
the rhetoric from the president on the Capitol steps, there was abundant evidence that he would continue
to preside over a country that is in a state of perpetual war.

In the year leading up to the inauguration, more people had been killed in US drone strikes across the
globe than were imprisoned at Guantánamo. As Obama was sworn in for his second term, his
counterterrorism team was finishing up the task of systematizing the kill list, including developing rules
for when US citizens could be targeted. Admiral McRaven had been promoted to the commander of
SOCOM, and his Special Ops forces were operating in more than one hundred countries across the globe.

After General David Petraeus’s career was brought to a halt as a result of an extramarital affair,
President Obama tapped John Brennan to replace him as director of the CIA, thus ensuring that the Agency
would be headed by a seminal figure in the expansion and running of the kill program. After four years as
Obama’s senior counterterrorism adviser, Brennan had become known in some circles as the
“assassination czar” for his role in US drone strikes and other targeted killing operations.

When Obama had tried to put Brennan at the helm of the Agency at the beginning of his first term, the
nomination was scuttled by controversy over Brennan’s role in the Bush-era detainee program. By the
time President Obama began his second term in office, Brennan had created a “playbook” for crossing
names off the kill list. “Targeted killing is now so routine that the Obama administration has spent much of
the past year codifying and streamlining the processes that sustain it,” noted the Washington Post .
Brennan played a key role in the evolution of targeted killing by “seeking to codify the administration’s
approach to generating capture/kill lists, part of a broader effort to guide future administrations through
the counterterrorism processes that Obama has embraced,” the paper added. “The system functions like a
funnel, starting with input from half a dozen agencies and narrowing through layers of review until
proposed revisions are laid on Brennan’s desk, and subsequently presented to the president.”

Obama’s counterterrorism team had developed what was referred to as the “Disposition Matrix,” a
database full of information on suspected terrorists and militants that would provide options for killing or
capturing targets. Senior administration officials predicted that the targeted killing program would persist
for “at least another decade.” During his first term in office, the Washington Post concluded, “Obama has
institutionalized the highly classified practice of targeted killing, transforming ad-hoc elements into a
counterterrorism infrastructure capable of sustaining a seemingly permanent war.”

In early 2013, a US Department of Justice “white paper” surfaced that laid out the “Lawfulness of a
Lethal Operation Directed Against a U.S. Citizen.” The government lawyers who wrote the sixteen-page
document asserted that the government need not possess specific intelligence indicating that an American
citizen is actively engaged in a particular or active terror plot in order to be cleared for targeted killing.
Instead, the paper argued that a determination from a “well-informed high level administration official”



that a target represents an “imminent threat” to the United States is a sufficient basis to order the killing of
an American citizen. But, the Justice Department’s lawyers sought to alter the definition of “imminent,”
advocating what they called a “broader concept of imminence.” They wrote, “The condition that an
operational leader present an ‘imminent’ threat of violent attack against the United States does not require
the United States to have clear evidence that a specific attack on U.S. persons will take place in the
immediate future.” The government lawyers argued that waiting for a targeted killing of a suspect “until
preparations for an attack are concluded, would not allow the United States sufficient time to defend
itself.” They asserted that such an operation constitutes “a lawful killing in self-defense” and is “not an
assassination.”

Jameel Jaffer of the ACLU called the white paper a “chilling document,” saying that “it argues that the
government has the right to carry out the extrajudicial killing of an American citizen.” Jaffer added, “This
power is going to be available to the next administration and the one after that, and it’s going to be
available in every future conflict, not just the conflict against al-Qaeda. And according to the [Obama]
administration, the power is available all over the world, not just on geographically cabined battlefields.
So it really is a sweeping proposition.”

In October 2002, as the Bush administration prepared to invade Iraq, Barack Obama gave the first
major speech of his national political career. The then–state senator came out forcefully against going to
war in Iraq, but he began his speech with a clarification. “Although this has been billed as an anti-war
rally, I stand before you as someone who is not opposed to war in all circumstances....I don’t oppose all
wars.” Obama declared, “What I am opposed to is a dumb war. What I am opposed to is a rash war.”
During his first campaign for president, Obama had blasted the Bush administration for fighting the wrong
war—Iraq—and repeatedly criticized his opponent, Senator John McCain, for not articulating how he
would take the fight to Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda.

As his first term in office wound down, the overwhelming majority of US military forces had been
withdrawn from Iraq and plans for a similar drawdown in Afghanistan in 2014 were being openly
discussed. The administration had succeeded in convincing the American public that Obama was waging
a smarter war than his predecessor. As he ran for reelection, Obama was asked about charges from his
Republican opponents that his foreign policy was based on appeasement. “Ask Osama bin Laden and the
22 out of 30 top al-Qaida leaders who have been taken off the field whether I engage in appeasement,”
Obama replied. “Or whoever is left out there, ask them about that.”

As the war on terror entered a second decade, the fantasy of a clean war took hold. It was a myth
fostered by the Obama administration, and it found a ready audience. All polls indicated that Americans
were tired of large military deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan and the mounting US troop casualties that
came with them. A 2012 poll found that 83 percent of Americans supported Obama’s drone program, with
77 percent of self-identified liberal Democrats supporting such strikes. The Washington Post–ABC
News poll determined that support for drone strikes declined “only somewhat” in cases where a US
citizen was the target.

President Obama and his advisers seldom mentioned the drone program publicly. In fact, the first
known confirmation of the use of armed drones by the president came several years into Obama’s first
term. It was not in the form of a legal brief or a press conference, but rather on a Google+ “Hangout” as
the president took questions from the public. Obama was asked about his use of drones. “I want to make
sure that people understand actually drones have not caused a huge number of civilian casualties,” Obama
said. “For the most part, they have been very precise, precision strikes against al-Qaeda and their
affiliates. And we are very careful in terms of how it’s been applied.” He rejected what he called the
“perception” that “we’re just sending in a whole bunch of strikes willy-nilly” and asserted that “this is a
targeted, focused effort at people who are on a list of active terrorists, who are trying to go in and harm
Americans, hit American facilities, American bases and so on.” Obama added: “It is important for



everybody to understand that this thing is kept on a very tight leash. It’s not a bunch of folks in a room
somewhere just making decisions. And it is also part and parcel of our overall authority when it comes to
battling al-Qaeda. It is not something that’s being used beyond that.”

Michael Boyle, a former adviser in the Obama campaign’s counterterrorism experts group and a
professor at LaSalle University, said that one of the reasons the administration was “so successful in
spinning the number of civilian casualties” was the use of signature strikes and other systems for
categorizing military-aged males as legitimate targets, even if their specific identities were unknown.
“The result of the ‘guilt by association’ approach has been a gradual loosening of the standards by which
the US selects targets for drone strikes,” Boyle charged. “The consequences can be seen in the targeting of
mosques or funeral processions that kill non-combatants and tear at the social fabric of the regions where
they occur.” No one, he added, “really knows the number of deaths caused by drones in these distant,
sometimes ungoverned, lands.”

Using drones, cruise missiles and Special Ops raids, the United States has embarked on a mission to
kill its way to victory. The war on terror, launched under a Republican administration, was ultimately
legitimized and expanded by a popular Democratic president. Although Barack Obama’s ascent to the
most powerful office on earth was the result of myriad factors, it was largely due to the desire of millions
of Americans to shift course from the excesses of the Bush era. Had John McCain won the election, it is
difficult to imagine such widespread support, particularly among liberal Democrats, for some of the very
counterterrorism policies that Obama implemented. As individuals, we must all ask whether we would
support the same policies—the expansion of drone strikes, the empowerment of JSOC, the use of the State
Secrets Privilege, the use of indefinite detention, the denial of habeas corpus rights, the targeting of US
citizens without charge or trial—if the commander in chief was not our candidate of choice. But beyond
the partisan lens, the policies implemented by the Obama administration will have far-reaching
consequences. Future US presidents—Republican or Democratic—will inherit a streamlined process for
assassinating enemies of America, perceived or real. They will inherit an executive branch with
sweeping powers, rationalized under the banner of national security.

In 2012, a former US constitutional law professor was asked about the US drone and targeted killing
program. “It’s very important for the president and the entire culture of our national security team to
continually ask tough questions about ‘Are we doing the right thing? Are we abiding by the rule of law?
Are we abiding by due process?’” he responded, warning that it was important for the United States to
“avoid any kind of slippery slope into a place where we’re not being true to who we are.”

That former law professor was Barack Obama.
The creation of the kill list and the expansion of drone strikes “represents a betrayal of President

Obama’s promise to make counterterrorism policies consistent with the US constitution,” charged Boyle.
Obama, he added, “has routinized and normalized extrajudicial killing from the Oval Office, taking
advantage of America’s temporary advantage in drone technology to wage a series of shadow wars in
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia. Without the scrutiny of the legislature and the courts, and
outside the public eye, Obama is authorizing murder on a weekly basis, with a discussion of the guilt or
innocence of candidates for the ‘kill list’ being resolved in secret.” Boyle warned:

Once Obama leaves office, there is nothing stopping the next president from launching his own drone
strikes, perhaps against a different and more controversial array of targets. The infrastructure and
processes of vetting the “kill list” will remain in place for the next president, who may be less mindful of
moral and legal implications of this action than Obama supposedly is.

In late 2012, the ACLU and the New York Times  sought information on the legal rationale for the kill
program, specifically the strikes that had killed three US citizens—among them sixteen-year-old



Abdulrahman Awlaki. In January 2013, a federal judge ruled on the request. In her decision, Judge
Colleen McMahon appeared frustrated with the White House’s lack of transparency, writing that the
Freedom of Information Act requests raised “serious issues about the limits on the power of the Executive
Branch under the Constitution and laws of the United States, and about whether we are indeed a nation of
laws, not of men.” She charged that the Obama administration “has engaged in public discussion of the
legality of targeted killing, even of citizens, but in cryptic and imprecise ways, generally without citing to
any statute or court decision that justifies its conclusions.” She added, “More fulsome disclosure of the
legal reasoning on which the Administration relies to justify the targeted killing of individuals, including
United States citizens, far from any recognizable ‘hot’ field of battle, would allow for intelligent
discussion and assessment of a tactic that (like torture before it) remains hotly debated. It might also help
the public understand the scope of the ill-defined yet vast and seemingly ever-growing exercise.”

Ultimately, Judge McMahon blocked the release of the documents. Citing her legal concerns about the
state of transparency with regard to the kill program, she wrote:

This Court is constrained by law, and under the law, I can only conclude that the Government has not
violated FOIA by refusing to turn over the documents sought in the FOIA requests, and so cannot be
compelled by this court of law to explain in detail the reasons why its actions do not violate the
Constitution and laws of the United States. The Alice-in-Wonderland nature of this pronouncement is not
lost on me; but after careful and extensive consideration, I find myself stuck in a paradoxical situation in
which I cannot solve a problem because of contradictory constraints and rules—a veritable Catch-22. I
can find no way around the thicket of laws and precedents that effectively allow the Executive Branch of
our Government to proclaim as perfectly lawful certain actions that seem on their face incompatible with
our Constitution and laws, while keeping the reasons for their conclusion a secret.

It is not just the precedents set during the Obama era that will reverberate into the future, but also the
lethal operations themselves. No one can scientifically predict the future consequences of drone strikes,
cruise missile attacks and night raids. But, from my experience in several undeclared war zones across
the globe, it seems clear that the United States is helping to breed a new generation of enemies in
Somalia, Yemen, Pakistan, Afghanistan and throughout the Muslim world. Those whose loved ones were
killed in drone strikes or cruise missile attacks or night raids will have a legitimate score to settle. In an
October 2003 memo, written less than a year into the US occupation of Iraq, Donald Rumsfeld framed the
issue of whether the United States was “winning or losing the global war on terror” through one question:
“Are we capturing, killing or deterring and dissuading more terrorists every day than the madrassas and
the radical clerics are recruiting, training and deploying against us?” More than a decade after 9/11, that
question should be updated. At the end of the day, US policy makers and the general public must all
confront a more uncomfortable question: Are our own actions, carried out in the name of national security,
making us less safe or more safe? Are they eliminating more enemies than they are inspiring? Boyle put it
mildly when he observed that the US kill program’s “adverse strategic effects...have not been properly
weighed against the tactical gains associated with killing terrorists.”

In November 2012, President Obama remarked that “there’s no country on Earth that would tolerate
missiles raining down on its citizens from outside its borders.” He made the statement in defense of
Israel’s attack on Gaza, which was launched in the name of protecting itself from Hamas missile attacks.
“We are fully supportive of Israel’s right to defend itself from missiles landing on people’s homes and
workplaces and potentially killing civilians,” Obama continued. “And we will continue to support
Israel’s right to defend itself.” How would people living in areas of Yemen, Somalia or Pakistan that
have been regularly targeted by US drones or missile strikes view that statement?

Toward the end of President Obama’s first term in office, the Pentagon’s general counsel, Jeh Johnson,



gave a major lecture at the Oxford Union in England. “If I had to summarize my job in one sentence: it is
to ensure that everything our military and our Defense Department do is consistent with U.S. and
international law,” Johnson said. “This includes the prior legal review of every military operation that the
Secretary of Defense and the President must approve.” As Johnson spoke, the British government was
facing serious questions about its involvement in US drone strikes. A legal case brought in the United
Kingdom by the British son of a tribal leader killed in Pakistan alleged that British officials had served as
“secondary parties to murder” by providing intelligence to the United States that allegedly led to the 2011
strike. A UN commission was preparing to launch an investigation into the expanding US kill program,
and new legal challenges were making their way through the US court system. In his speech, Johnson
presented the US defense of its controversial counterterror policies:

Some legal scholars and commentators in our country brand the detention by the military of members of al
Qaeda as “indefinite detention without charges.” Some refer to targeted lethal force against known,
identified individual members of al Qaeda as “extrajudicial killing.”

Viewed within the context of law enforcement or criminal justice, where no person is sentenced to
death or prison without an indictment, an arraignment and a trial before an impartial judge or jury, these
characterizations might be understandable.

Viewed within the context of conventional armed conflict—as they should be—capture, detention and
lethal force are traditional practices as old as armies.

In the end, the Obama administration’s defense of its expanding global wars boiled down to the
assertion that it was, in fact, at war; that the authorities granted by the US Congress to the Bush
administration after 9/11 to pursue those responsible for the attacks justified the Obama administration’s
ongoing strikes against “suspected militants” across the globe—some of whom were toddlers when the
Twin Towers crumbled to the ground—more than a decade later. The end result of the policies initiated
under President Bush and continued and expanded under his Democratic successor was to bring the world
to the dawn of a new age, the era of the Dirty War on Terror. As Boyle, the former Obama campaign
counterterrorism adviser, asserted in early 2013, the US drone program was “encouraging a new arms
race for drones that will empower current and future rivals and lay the foundations for an international
system that is increasingly violent.”

Today, decisions on who should live or die in the name of protecting America’s national security are
made in secret, laws are interpreted by the president and his advisers behind closed doors and no target is
off-limits, including US citizens. But the decisions made in Washington have implications far beyond their
impact on the democratic system of checks and balances in the United States. In January 2013, Ben
Emmerson, the UN special rapporteur on counterterrorism and human rights, announced his investigation
into drone strikes and targeted killing by the United States. In a statement launching the probe, Emmerson
characterized the US defense of its use of drones and targeted killings in other countries as “Western
democracies...engaged in a global [war] against a stateless enemy, without geographical boundaries to the
theatre of conflict, and without limit of time.” This position, he concluded, “is heavily disputed by most
States, and by the majority of international lawyers outside the United States of America.”

At his inauguration in January 2013, Obama employed the rhetoric of internationalism. “We will
defend our people and uphold our values through strength of arms and rule of law. We will show the
courage to try and resolve our differences with other nations peacefully—not because we are naïve about
the dangers we face, but because engagement can more durably lift suspicion and fear,” the president
declared. “America will remain the anchor of strong alliances in every corner of the globe; and we will
renew those institutions that extend our capacity to manage crisis abroad, for no one has a greater stake in
a peaceful world than its most powerful nation.” Yet, as Obama embarked on his second term in office,



the United States was once again at odds with the rest of the world on one of the central components of its
foreign policy. The drone strike in Yemen the day  Obama was sworn in served as a potent symbol of a
reality that had been clearly established during his first four years in office: US unilateralism and
exceptionalism were not only bipartisan principles in Washington, but a permanent American institution.
As large-scale military deployments wound down, the United States had simultaneously escalated its use
of drones, cruise missiles and Special Ops raids in an unprecedented number of countries. The war on
terror had become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The question all Americans must ask themselves lingers painfully: How does a war like this ever end?
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NSC, National Security Council
NSDD, National Security Decision Directive
NSPD, National Security Presidential Directive
NSS, National Security Service

OLC, Office of Legal Counsel
OSS, Office of Strategic Services

PAK, Pakistan
PET, Danish Intelligence Service
PETN, pentaerythritol tetranitrate
PNAC, Project for the New American Century
PSO, Political Security Organization

QRF, Quick Reaction Force

RAO, Regional Affairs Office
RPGs, rocket-propelled grenades

SAD, Special Activities Division of the CIA
SAP, Special Access Program
SAS, Special Air Service
SCUD, tactical ballistic missile
SEALs, Sea, Air, Land teams of the US Navy
SECDEF, or SecDef, or Secdef, secretary of defense
SELECT, an elite division of Blackwater
SERE, Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape
SMU, Special Mission Unit
SO/LIC, Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict
SOC(FWD)-PAK, Special Operations Command-Forward Pakistan
SOC(FWD)-Yemen, Special Operations Command-Forward Yemen
SOCOM, Special Operations Command
SOF, Special Operations Forces
SOG, Studies and Observation Group
SOP, standard operating procedure
SSB, Strategic Support Branch



TADS, Terrorist Attack Disruption Strikes
TCCC, Tom Clancy Combat Concepts
TECS II, Treasury Enforcement Communications System
TF, Task Force
TFG, Transitional Federal Government

UAE, United Arab Emirates
USAID, US Agency for International Development
USG, US government
USSOCOM, US Special Operations Command

WFO, Washington Field Office
WMD, weapons of mass destruction
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